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NDRC FOREWORD

As EVENTS of the years preceding 1940 revealed

more and more clearly the seriousness of the

world situation, many scientists in this country came

to realize the need of organizing scientific research for

service in a national emergency. Recommendations

which they made to the White House were given care-

ful and sympathetic attention, and as a result the

National Defense Research Committee [NDRC] was

formed by Executive Order of the President in the

summer of 1940. The members of NDRC, appointed

by the President, were instructed to supplement the

work of the Army and the Navy in the development

of the instrumentalities of war. A year later, upon

the establishment of the Office of Scientific Research

and Development [OSRD], NDRC became one of

its units.

The Summary Technical Report of NDRC is a

conscientious effort on the part of NDRC to sum-

marize and evaluate its work and to present it in a

useful and permanent form. It comprises some

seventy volumes broken into groups corresponding

to the NDRC Divisions, Panels, and Committees.

The Summary Technical Report of each Division,

Panel, or Committee is an integral survey of the work

of that group. The first volume of each group's re-

port contains a summary of the report, stating the

problems presented and the philosophy of attacking

them and sunmiarizing the results of the research, de-

velopment, and training activities undertaken. Some
volumes may be "state of the art" treatises covering

subjects to which various research groups have con-

tributed information. Others may contain descrip-

tions of devices developed in the laboratories. A
master index of all these divisional, panel, and com-

mittee reports which together constitute the Sum-
mary Technical Report of NDRC is contained in a

separate volume, which also includes the index of a

microfilm record of pertinent technical laboratory

reports and reference material.

Some of the NDRC-sponsored researches which

had been declassified by the end of 1945 were of

sufficient popular interest that it was found desirable

to report them in the form of monographs, such as

the series on radar by Division 14 and the monograph

on sampling inspection by the Applied Mathematics

Panel. Since the material treated in them is not dupli-

cated in the Summary Technical Report of NDRC,
the monographs are an important part of the story

of these aspects of NDRC research.

In contrast to the information on radar, which is

of widespread interest and much of which is released

to the public, the research on subsurface warfare is

largely classified and is of general interest to a more
restricted group. As a consequence, the report of

Division 6 is found almost entirely in its Summary
Technical Report, which runs to over twenty volumes.

The extent of the work of a Division cannot therefore

be judged solely by the number of volumes devoted

to it in the Summary Technical Report of NDRC:
account must be taken of the monographs and avail-

able reports published elsewhere.

Any great cooperative endeavor must stand or fall

with the will and integrity of the men engaged in it.

This fact held true for NDRC from its inception, and

for Division 6 under the leadership of Dr. John T.

Tate. To Dr. Tate and the men who worked with

him— some as members of Division 6, some as

representatives of the Division's contractors— be-

longs the sincere gratitude of the Nation for a diffi-

cult and often dangerous job well done. Their efforts

contributed significantly to the outcome of our naval

operations during the war and richly deserved the

warm response they received from the Navy. In ad-

dition, their contributions to the knowledge of the

ocean and to the art of oceanographic research will

assuredly speed peacetime investigations in this field

and bring rich benefits to all mankind.

The Summary Technical Report of Division 6,

prepared under the direction of the Division Chief

and authorized by him for publication, not only

presents the methods and results of widely varied re-

search and development programs but is essentially a

record of the unstinted loyal cooperation of able men
Hnked in a common effort to contribute to the defense

of their Nation. To them all we extend our deep

appreciation.

Vannevar Bush, Director

Office of Scientific Research and Development

J. B. CoNANT, Chairman

National Defense Research Committee



FOREWORD

T'us VOLUME, together with Volumes 6, 7, and 9,

summarizes four years of research on underwater

sound phenomena. The purpose of this research was

to provide a firmer foundation for the most effective

design and use of sonar gear. It is generally true that

wide basic knowledge is an important element in en-

gineering practice. In the development of sonar gear,

knowledge of how sound is generated, transmitted,

reflected, received, and detected is clearly useful

both in the design of new equipment and in the most

eflScient utilization of existing gear. As a result of the

time delay between the design of new equipment and

its use in service, the most important application of

this basic information during World War II has been

in suggesting how existing equipment could best be

operated and tactically used.

The importance of basic information on under-

water sound had been evident to both our own Navy
and the British for some time. Practical experience

had shown that the maximum distance at which a

target could be detected with underwater sound was

highly variable, even when the equipment was in

good operating condition. Since it was realized that

such variability might well be related to a variability

in oceanographic conditions, the Navy brought this

problem to the attention of the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution and the Scripps Institute of

Oceanography. To support an investigation, NDRC
contracted in 1940 with the former institution to

carry out studies and experimental investigations of

the structure of the superficial layer of the ocean and

its effect on the transmission of sonic and supersonic

vibrations.

The work carried out under this contract, together

with supporting information obtained elsewhere, em-

phasized the relation of such basic factors to the

variable performance of sonar gear. Thus when some

months later it was proposed to establish a section in

NDRC to undertake research and development re-

lating to the detection of submerged submarines,

plans were made to increase substantially this re-

search effort. To this end, the plans which were for-

mulated by NDRC and approved by the Navy in-

cluded research on underwater sound phenomena at

the proposed laboratory at San Diego, to be operated

under a contract with the University of California

Division of War Research. This step not only in-

creased the number of personnel engaged in this re-

search and facilitated study of oceanic conditions

peculiar to the Pacific area, but also most fortunately

made it possible for the San Diego Laboratory to

recruit certain of its staff from the Scripps Institution

of Oceanography and to draw upon the director and

staff of the Scripps Institution for very pertinent

background information in oceanography. While the

major source of the experimental data continued to

be the Woods Hole and San Diego Laboratories, very

pertinent data were from time to time obtained from

other laboratories, notably New London, Harvard,

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the

Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories.

Quite promptly, an analytical section, later known
as the Sonar Analysis Group, was organized under a

contract with Columbia University Division of War
Research. The function of this group was to assist in

the analyses of data being accumulated by Woods
Hole, San Diego, and other laboratories, and, as it

became possible to draw conclusions, to present these

to other groups interested in operations or design. In

this connection it should be emphasized that the

seeming importance of this research to the Navy led

to the assignment of naval personnel to follow the

work actively. In particular, officers of the Sonar De-

sign Section of the Bureau of Ships followed very

closely the research of this analytical group, partici-

pating directly in much of the work.

The results obtained in this research and sum-

marized in this and companion volumes found many
important applications during World War II. The

rules used for operating sonar gear were based in part

on these results. Many tactical rules embodied in

submarine and antisubmarine doctrine were directly

based on information obtained in these basic studies

of transmission, reflection, detection, and the like.

As an example, the spacing between antisubmarine

vessels in different tactical and oceanographic condi-

tions was varied according to the measured tempera-

ture gradients in the upper layers of the ocean. In

addition, the choice of operating frequency, pulse

length, size, and power for new equipment, especially

for submarines, was considerably influenced by such

basic knowledge. It can be stated with considerable

confidence that a detailed basic knowledge of under-

water sound phenomena will be of increasing help in
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the design and operation of Navy sonar equip-

ment.

Only a few of the scientists and others contribut-

ingto thiswar effort can be named. Mr. C. O'D. Iselin,

Director of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-

tion, and his staff brought to this research, to which

they ably contributed, a sound background knowl-

edge of oceanography. Dr. V. O. Knudsen, Dean of

the Graduate School of the University of California

at Los Angeles and for some time the Director of the

Division's San Diego Laboratory, was one of this

country's foremost scientists in the field of acoustics.

Dr. Knudsen played a prominent part in organizing

the research program, and after leaving the San

Diego Laboratory he contributed actively and ef-

fectively to research work closely related to the sub-

ject of this volume. Dr. G. P. Harnwell, Chairman of

the Department of Physics at the University of

Pennsylvania, who succeeded Dr. Knudsen as Di-

rector at San Diego after ha\dng served some time as

a technical aide to the Division, gave wise general

direction to this research at San Diego. In operations

at San Diego, Dr. Knudsen and Dr. Harnwell were

ably supported by Dr. Carl Eckart, Professor of

Theoretical Physics at the University of Chicago,

who became Associate Director at San Diego, re-

sponsible for the planning and execution of the basic

research there.

Dr. H. Sverdrup, Director of the Scripps Institu-

tion of Oceanography, and his staff also contributed

significantly to this work. The U. S. Navy Electronics

Laboratory at San Diego collaborated most helpfully

in much of this basic research. The task of organizing

the very important analytical work was assumed by
Dr. W. V. Houston, Professor of Physics at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology and Director of the

Special Studies Group; he delegated the very large

part of the responsibility to Dr. Lyman Spitzer, Jr.,

an outstanding member of the Departments of

Physics and Astronomy at Yale University, who be-

came Director of the Sonar Analysis Group.

As the reader will note. Dr. Spitzer undertook the

responsibility for preparing this volume, and in this

he had had the assistance not only of members of his

own staff but also of naval personnel and of members
of the Woods Hole and San Diego staffs. The Divi-

sion appreciates the efforts of all those who have

participated.

This research project secured most effective sup-

port from the Navy. The broad program of research

and study which was proposed by Dr. Jewett and

Dr. Bush, and which included this basic research on

underwater sound, was supported by Rear Admiral

S. M. Robinson, Chief of the Bureau of Ships, who
took steps to provide facilities for this work at San

Diego. Later, when Rear Admiral Van Keuren be-

came Chief of the Bureau of Ships, he likewise

strongly backed the program, which was still in its

initial stages. Support of the program continued with

Vice Admiral Cochrane as Chief of the Bureau of

Ships, and most helpful liaison was provided by
Captain Rawson Bennett, Jr., Commander J. C.

Myers, Commander Roger Revelle, and others in the

Bureau. The Coordinator of Research and Develop-

ment and his staff continually gave support to this

research. The results of much of this work were of

special interest to the Tenth Fleet and very close

contact was accordingly maintained with its staff,

particularly with the Operations Research Group.

In presenting this volume the hope is expressed

that research in this area will be energetically con-

tinued. It is also, hoped that general interest in this

field may be maintained by the distribution to the

widest possible audience of this volume and other

volumes which have been written from the stand-

point of basic science.

John T. Tate
Chief, Division 6



PREFACE

IN THE COURSE of prosubmarine and antisubmarine

research carried out during World War II, a large

amount of information was obtained on the propaga-

tion of underwater sound. Much of this was gathered

in fairly random ways, such as while testing under-

water sound equipment. Most of the useful informa-

tion, however, was obtained by groups devoted pri-

marily to the problem of underwater sound propaga-

tion. While valuable results had been found before

World War II by the Naval Research Laboratory,

the British, and other groups, most of the informa-

tion on underwater sound transmission obtained

during the war resulted from a program of studies

organized by Division 6 of the National Defense Re-

search Committee and carried out in collaboration

with Navy laboratories at San Diego and elsewhere.

It should be kept in mind that these so-called

fundamental programs were not fundamental in the

usual scientific sense. They were not aimed at isolat-

ing and understanding the different factors at work,

but were designed rather for the accumulation of in-

formation which would be useful in antisubmarine

and prosubmarine operations. Thus effort was con-

centrated on the study of the transmission loss of

sound generated with standard sonar gear under

varying oceanographic conditions, rather than on a

detailed study of each of the individual factors af-

fecting underwater sound transmission. Similarly,

the reflection of sound from actual submarines was

studied rather than the individual mechanisms re-

sponsible for the origin of echoes from underwater

targets.

During the war this approach was abundantly

justified by its results. The information obtained on

underwater sound propagation under different ocea-

nographic and tactical situations was immediately ap-

plied to the more effective use of existing underwater

sound equipment in different situations. The results

of transmission, reverberation and other studies were

usually used operationally much more rapidly than

the results of equipment development.

Over a longer period, however, information on
underwater sound can be most useful if the phenom-
ena are not merely observed but also explained. An
understanding of each of the basic factors affecting

underwater sound propagation would make it possi-

ble to predict the transmission and reflection to be

expected under conditions widely different from

those prevailing when the original measurements

were taken. While the primarily experimental re-

search carried out during the war could be immedi-
ately applied to the gear then in existence, the de-

velopment of new equipment for new and unforeseen

tactical situations requires an understanding of the

factors which influence underwater sound. The ulti-

mate aim of basic underwater sound research, espe-

cially during peacetime, should be to develop such

an understanding.

The present volume presents the essential results

obtained in the studies of underwater sound up to

the middle of 1945. This volume was written pri-

marily from the fundamental viewpoint of scientific

research; in other words, the data are presented

against a framework of an attempted understanding

of the factors involved rather than as an unadorned

summary of the experimental results. Since the meas-

urements were not carried out primarily to increase

this understanding, this presentation of the subject

leads to many obvious gaps. However, it is hoped
that the overall scientific picture presented will be

stimulating to any future research workers in this

field. To aid those interested in application, practical

summaries of the results are given at the end of each

of the four parts comprising this volume.

Since our understanding of the details of under-

water sound has not been sufficient in most cases to

allow an elaborate comparison between theory and

experiment, it has been possible in most of this volume

to write the text on the level of a senior engineering

student. A deliberate effort has been made to keep

to this level wherever possible in order to make the

results available to the widest possible group of

readers. However, more elaborate theoretical devel-

opments have been included where it was believed

that they were essential to an understanding of the

full significance of current information.

The first two parts of this volume deal with the

propagation of sound in the absence of targets. Part I

discusses the transmission loss of sound sent out from

a projector, while Part II deals with sound which has
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been scattered back to the vicinity of the original

sound source. Part III deals with the echoes returned

from submarines and surface vessels. Part IV dis-

cusses the transmission of sound through wakes and

echoes received from wakes.

It should be emphasized that this work is essen-

tially a report of the work carried out by the Univer-

sity of California Division of War Research in col-

laboration with the U. S. Navy Electronics Labora-

tory, formerly the U. S. Navy Radio and Sound

Laboratory; and by the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution. Both the Underwater Sound Reference

Laboratories and the New London Laboratory of

Columbia University Division of War Research, as

well as the underwater sound laboratory of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have also

made important contributions in special fields. All

these groups, under contract with Division 6, have

been very helpful in the preparation of this volume.

They have at times supplied unpublished data and

have made many helpful comments and suggestions

for improving the presentation.

The direct preparation of this volume has been

largely a cooperative enterprise of the Sonar Analysis

Group, operating under different auspices at different

times. This work was initiated under the Special

Studies Group of Columbia University Division of

War Research, under Contract 0EMsr-113L Most

of the writing was done by the Sonar Analysis Group

under Contract OEMsr-1483; during this time, the

Group operated under the auspices of the Office of

Field Service but under the cognizance of Section 940

of the Bureau of Ships. Final preparation of the

manuscript was completed while the Group formed

part of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

under Contract Nobs-2083 with the Bureau of Ships.

The scientific staff of the Sonar Analysis Group
engaged in this work were: P. G. Bergmann, E.

Gerjuoy, P. G. Frank, A. N. Guthrie, Lieut, (jg)

J. K. Major, USNR (Project Officer of the Group),

J. J. Markham, L. Spitzer, Jr., R. Wildt, and A.

Yaspan. The work was under the general supervision

of the director of the Group, aided by A. N. Guthrie,

Administrative Director. The editors were:

Part I P. G. Bergmann and A. Yaspan

Part II E. Gerjuoy and A. Yaspan
Part III Lieut, (jg) J. K. Major, USNR
Part IV R. Wildt

Because Part I was largely the result of cooperative

effort by many members of the Group, as well as

by C. Herring of the Special Studies Group, names of

individual chapter authors of Part I are listed in the

Table of Contents. Final assembly of the material

was under the supervision of Mrs. E. E. Wagner, and

of H. Birnbaum and M. Klapper.

Lyman Spitzer, Jr.

Director, Sonar Analysis Group
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 IMPORTANCE OF TRANSMISSION

STUDIES

SINCE SOUND WAVES are transmitted through water

very much more readily than radio and light

waves, the use of underwater sound has become a

basic part of subsurface warfare. There are always

many different ways in which equipment can be de-

signed and used. An intelligent choice between the

different alternatives depends on accurate knowledge

of the different factors affecting final performance.

One of these factors is the extent to which sound is

weakened in passing from one point to another; this

weakening is called transmission loss. The present

volume summarizes the information available in 1945

on transmis.sion loss of imderwater sound." Much of

the detailed discussion refers to a sound frequency of

24 kc since this is the frequency most commonly used

in practical echo ranging, and most of the available

data are at that frequency.

This information, although incomplete, is useful

in a variety of ways. In particular, it is helpful both

in the design of gear and in the development of opera-

tional doctrine.

It is evident that the intelligent design of new
equipment requires reUable information on imder-

water sound transmission as well as on a variety of

other factors. For example, the choice of frequency

in any device usually involves a compromise between

high frequency for the sake of directivity and low

frequency for the sake of good transmission. It is

possible to arrive at a suitable compromise by trial-

and-error methods. However, the choice is made more
quickly if routine methods can be used to predict the

transmission loss at each frequency, the directivity.

' This volume includes primarily those data applicable in

the frequency range above 200 cycles. Sound of lower fre-

quencies has not been used in sonar equipment and its trans-

mission has not been investigated by Division 6 of the NDRC,
except occasionally in connection with the transmission of

explosive pulses.

and other factors, such as the noise level, which affect

performance. These different predictions can then

be combined to find which frequency gives the best

results. The optimum frequency will, of course, de-

pend on the purpose for which the equipment is de-

signed, and on the limitations of size, available

power, and other characteristics. Thus, in some types

of echo-ranging equipment, low-frequency gear with

a wide beam pattern and a long maximum range is

used in searching for submarines, but tilting high-fre-

quency gear is provided for tracking a submarine at

close range during an attack.

The development of operational doctrine for the

gear already in use also depends on the results of

transmission studies largely because of the wide

variability of underwater sound transmission. If a

pulse of soimd is sent into the water and received near

the surface 3,000 yd away, the signal energy received

will sometimes be only a millionth of the signal energy

received at other times. This enormous variation is

due mainly to changes in the vertical temperature

gradients present in the water. These changes have a

direct effect on the maximum range at which sub-

marines can be detected by echo-ranging gear. When
the maximum range is known to be short, the gear

can be operated most effectively with a short keying

interval, since more rapid keying increases the chances

of finding a submarine which happens to be within the

maximum range. If a long keying interval were used

under these conditions, time would be wasted in

listening for echoes during periods when no echoes

would be possible.

Information on the change of sound transmission

conditions with changing temperature conditions is

useful in the choice of antisubmarine tactics as well as

in the selection of rules for operating the sonar gear.

When the transmission loss of sound is high and the

maximum range of sonar gear is short, the spacing

between surface vessels conducting an antisubmarine

hunt must be reduced. Sharp temperature gradients

at considerable depths may weaken sound passing
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through them, and reduce the maximum range on a

deep submarine to much less than the maximum
range on the same submarine at periscope depth. The
maximum range at which two surface ships can ob-

tain echoes from each other gives, by itself, no infor-

mation on the maximum range that can be expected

on a deep submarine. Thus, use of the bathythermo-

graph is required to estimate the approximate maxi-

mum range obtainable on a submarine at evasive

depths. Such an estimate is useful not only in the

choice of spacing between antisubmarine vessels but

also in evaluating the desirability of detaching escort

vessels from a convoy to hunt a submarine reported

sighted some distance away. When sound conditions

are good, detaching antisubmarine vessels is less likely

to endanger the convoy and more likely to sink the

submarine than when sound conditions are bad.

Information on sound transmission conditions is

also usefvd in the choice of submarine tactics. A sub-

mariner is free to choose his depth of operation, and

one of the factors influencing this choice is the maxi-

mum range at which he is likely to be detected at

each depth. In any case, the behavior of the sub-

marine may be influenced by knowledge of the maxi-

mum range at which detection may be expected. At

times, transmission conditions are so severe that the

submarine cannot be detected even at 500 yd; such

conditions, if they can be readily and reliably identi-

fied, provide opportunity for unusually aggressive

action.

1.2 NATURE OF SOUND

Historically, the various types of physical phe-

nomena were first defined in terms of the human
senses. Physics was di\'ided into the fields of (I) me-

chanics (dealing with touch and displacements ef-

fected by human muscle power), (2) light (dealing

with the perception of objects by the eye), (3) sound

(pertaining to hearing), (4) heat (dealing with the

.sensations of heat and cold), and other similar fields.

Gradually, as the causes of the nerve stimuli became

understood, the subject matter of physics was re-

grouped; classification in accordance with physiologi-

cal perception was gradually replaced by classifica-

tion according to the physical nature of the phenom-

ena studied. Thus, optics became more and more a

subdivision of the theory of electricity and magnet-

ism, while heat and sound came to be treated as sub-

divisions of mechanics. The theory of heat is con-

cerned with random motions of many particles. In

contrast, sound is concerned with the formation and
propagation of \abrations, primarily in a fluid,'' at

frequencies both within and above the range of audi-

bility. This definition is purely arbitrary, dictated by
practical considerations, and may be ambiguous

under certain circumstances. Nevertheless, it is gen-

erally accepted.

The physics of sound is usually called acoustics.

Although a major part of the work in acoustics deals

with sound perceptible by the human ear (the acous-

tics of rooms, the physiology of sound, and similar

subjects), inaudible sound, consisting of mechanical

vibrations above the range of frequencies perceived

by the ear, has come to play an important role in

subsurface warfare. In this volume on the proper-

ties of sound in the ocean, more than half of the dis-

cussion will be devoted to the propagation of super-

sonic sound, that is, sound at frequencies well above

those which can be heard.

1.2 1 Sound as Mechanical Energy

It must be understood that sound energy is a form

of mechanical energy. The particles of a fluid in

which sound is traveUng are set in motion and tem-

porary stresses are produced which increase and de-

crease during each vibration. The motion of the indi-

vidual particles gives the fluid kinetic energy while

the stresses induce potential energy. In acoustics, the

sum of these two kinds of energy is called sound

energy or acoustic energy. It is not always easy to

separate the acoustic energy from other forms of

mechanical energy possessed by the fluid.

A fluid obtains acoustic energy by some kind of

energy transformation. As an illustration, consider a

tuning fork in air. When this tuning fork is struck

with a rubber hammer, its two prongs are set in

rhythmic vibratory motion. The vibrating prongs of

the tuning fork produce compressions and rarefac-

tions in the surrounding air by pushing the adjacent

air mass away and then permitting it to rush back.

These alternating compressions and rarefactions are

propagated through the air and may be detected as

sound by a suitable instrument, such as the human
ear or a microphone. The original source of energy

was the rubber hammer, which had kinetic energy of

translation. This energy was transformed, by means

of a collision, to vibratory energy in the tuning fork.

'' The term fluid, as used in physios and chemistry, means
any Uquid or gaseous substance. Thus air and water are fluids,

but ^teel is not.
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which was communicated to the air as acoustic

energy.

The foregoing example illustrates the general proc-

ess by which sound is generated and detected. A
source of sound converts mechanical or electrical

energy into energy of vibration and communicates

this energy to the surrounding medium as acoustic

energy. This acoustic energy travels through the

medium to the receiving instrument where it is de-

tected.

1.2.2 Production and Reception
of Sound

Most types of sonar gear produce sound by con-

verting electrical energy into acoustic energy and de-

tect sound by converting acoustic energy into elec-

trical energy. They do this by making use of one of

two effects, jnagnetostriction or the piezoelectric effect.

When certain metals, such as nickel, are placed in a

magnetic field, they contract (or expand) in the direc-

tion of the field; conversely, when they are subjected

to a contracting (or expanding) force they become

partially magnetized. Thus, if a nickel rod is made
the core of a solenoid and if it is given a permanent

magnetization by means of a direct current, then an

alternating current passed through the winding will

cause the magnetization to increase and decrease

with the frequency of the current. As a result, the rod

will contract and expand or, in other words, vibrate

with the frequency of the impressed current. In this

arrangement, electrical energy is converted into

acoustic energy which is passed into the surrounding

medium. Conversely, if a sound wave hits this instru-

ment and causes the nickel rod to alternately expand

and contract, the rod will be magnetized and demag-

netized rhythmically, thus inducing an electromotive

force in the surrounding solenoid. The resulting alter-

nating current may be amplified and ultimately re-

corded in one form or another. Such a magnetostric-

tion transducer may thus be used both as a source of

sound and as a receiver of soimd.

Certain crystals, such as quartz, Rochelle salt, and

ammonium dihydrogen phosphate, exhibit the piezo-

electric effect. If a slice is cut from such a crystal and
if an electric potential difference is applied across

such a sKce, the crystal will either contract or expand,

depending on which of the two faces is electrically

positive. Conversely, if such a slice is compressed or

expanded mechanically, the two opposite faces will

develop a potential difference. Thus, a piezoelectric

crystal, or an array of such crystals, may be used as a

transducer. If an alternating voltage is applied to the

opposite sides of the crystal shce, it will vibrate with

the frequency of the applied voltage; and if it is

placed in a fluid where the pressure is fluctuating, it

will develop a fluctuating emf across its faces.

Other important sources of waterbome sound are

underwater explosions, ships, submarines, waves,

underwater ordnance, and biological sources.

1.2.3 Propagation of Sound

Chapters 1 through 10 are concernedwith the prop-

agation of sound in the ocean. The complexity of this

problem is due to the great variabiHty of the mechani-

cal properties of the medium in which the propaga-

tion takes place, but the basic underlying physical

concepts are fairly simple. These principles are dis-

cussed in the following sections.

Direction of Propagation

Soimd energy is propagated away from the source

into a medium. If a single pulse of sound is considered,

such as that produced by a sudden explosion, the

course of the sound energy in the medium can be fol-

lowed by placing a large number of recording micro-

phones in the general vicinity and by noting the

times at which they show the first response. Each will

respond at a slightly different time. Some, placed be-

hind obstructions, may not respond at all.

Byusing a sufficiently large number of such micro-

phones, we can record all those points in space which

are reached by the spreading sound pulse at the same

time. We shall call the surface on which these points

are located a sound front (a better expression will be

introduced later). The progression of the pulse in

space may then be described by a succession of sound

fronts along with the statement of the time at which

each front is activated. If the medium of propagation

is homogeneous, the perpendicular distance between

two sound fronts is proportional to the time it takes

the sound pulse to travel from one to the other. In

other words, in a homogeneous medium sound travels

at a constant speed in a direction perpendicular to the

sound front. This direction is called the direction of

propagation.

These simple rules apply only if the sound beam
meets no obstructions. If an obstruction is placed be-

tween source and microphone, the microphone usu-

ally registers some sound, but with a delay indicating
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that the sound pulse had to travel "around the cor-

ner" to reach the microphone. In that case, sound

energy is obviously deflected around the obstruction;

and it can be shown that this energy does not travel

everyivhere in a direction normal to the sound front.

A rigorous treatment of these more involved cases

shows, nevertheless, that a direction of propagation

always can be defined in a natural and unique man-

ner.

Intensity of the Sound Field

Sound is weakened as it travels and at very great

distances from the sound source cannot be detected.

We specify the strength of the sound by its intensity.

Somid intensity is defined as the rate at which soimd

energy passes through an area 1 centimeter square

placed squarely in the path of the traveling sound.

In theoretical studies soimd intensity is usually

expressed in imits ofergs per squarecentimeter. In en-

gineering work, on the other hand, it is usually more

practical to express intensities on a logarithmic scale

both because of the very wide range of sound inten-

sities in practice and because sound intensities are

frequently the product of several factors. Use of the

logarithmic scale narrows down the numerical range

between very faint and very loud sounds and also

simpUfies the computation of many sound intensities

by replacing multiplication by addition.

The logarithmic scale in general use is the decibel

scale. This scale may be explained as follows. Sup-

pose we want to compare two sound intensities /i and

h. To find the decibel difference between /i and h,
the common logarithm (base 10) of the ratio Ii/h is

multipUed by 10. As an example, suppose the inten-

sity /i is 1,000,000 times the intensity I2. The loga-

rithm of 1,000,000, multiplied by 10, is 60. Thus the

intensity /i is 60 db above the intensity h- In many
studies it is the decibel difference between two dif-

ferent sounds rather than the absolute strength of

any one sound, which is of most interest and can be

most readily determined.

The decibel scale is also suitable for expressing ab-

solute sound intensities. For this purpose, a standard

intensity is first selected, called the reference intensity

or reference level, and then all other sound field in-

tensities are expressed in terms of decibels above (or

below) the standard. Unfortunately, different stand-

ards have been used by different groups in under-

water soimd research. Sometimes, 10~" watt per sq

cm has been used as the standard since this is theusu-

ally accepted standard in air. More frequently, the

reference level has been expressed in terms of the

sound pressure.

Since sound represents vibrations and since vibra-

tions of a fluid (such as air or sea water) are associated

with periodic changes in the local pressure, the devia-

tion of instantaneous pressm-e from the hydrostatic

or atmospheric pressure may be used as a measure of

sound intensity. This excess pressure oscillates dur-

ing each cycle; therefore, the intensity must be ex-

pressed in terms of some averaged quantity. Since the

excess pressure is positive during one half of the cycle

and negative during the other, its arithmetic mean
vanishes. It is possible to obtain a nonvanishing

average quantity by considering the rms excess pres-

sure. In the case of a sinusoidal vibration, the rms

excess pressure is equal to l/-\/2j or 0.7 times the

maximum value of the excess pressure. It will be

shown in Chapter 2 that in a given medium the sound

intensity is proportional to the mean square excess

pressure. Two standards based on pressure have been

used in underwater sound studies. One is a sound in-

tensity corresponding to an rms excess pressure of

0.0002 dyne per sq cm. This standard has been re-

cently replaced by that of an intensity corresponding

to an rms excess pressure of 1 dyne per sq cm. When
sound field intensities are expressed on a decibel scale

relative to some standard intensity, they are usually

referred to as sound levels.

1.3 PROPAGATION OF SOUND IN

THE SEA

When the propagation of sound in the sea first be-

came a matter of prime mihtary importance, it was

hoped and expected that sound would travel along

straight fines from the source and that the sound

field intensity would decrease in accordance with the

simple inverse square law. However, this hope was

not reafized. Because of the pecuUar characteristics

of the ocean as a sound-transmitting medium, marked

deviations occur from both straight-line propagation

and inverse square intensity decay.

Straight-line propagation of sound is to be expected

only if the velocity of propagation is constant

throughout the medium. In the ocean this condition

is usually violated primarily because of the variation

of temperature with depth. There is almost always

a layer in which the water temperature drops ap-

preciably with increasing depth. This layer may begin

right at the sea surface, or it may lie beneath a top

layer of constant temperature. In such a region of
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temperature change, the sound paths are bent in the

direction of lower velocity of propagation, in other

words, in the direction of lower temperature. Even

though the changes in sound velocity are small (about

1 per cent for a temperature drop of 10 F), the result-

ant bending of the sound path becomes appreciable

over a distance of a few hundred yards. If, for in-

stance, the drop in temperature begins directly at the

surface of the water, and totals a degree or more

in 30 ft of depth, most of the sound energy will travel

along paths bent downward and will miss a shallow

target at a range of 1,000 yd.

Because of this bending of sound by temperature

gradients, some departure of sound intensity from the

inverse square law is to be expected. The amount of

this departure can be calculated if the temperature

distribution in the ocean is known. However, even

this more complicated process for computing the in-

tensity is too simple. The effects of the boundaries of

the medium (ocean bottom and surface), and of the

absorption and scattering of sound in the body of

the ocean must, also, be considered.

Both the sea surface and the sea bottom affect the

sound field intensity. Some of the sound energy

strikes these boundaries and is then partly reflected

back into the ocean, partly permitted to pass into the

adjoining medium (air or sea bottom). The portion of

the energy which is reflected will return into the in-

terior in a variety of directions. Also, little under-

stood processes in the body of the ocean affect sound

intensity. In some way, a certain amount of the pass-

ing sound energy is converted into heat (absorption

of sound); and chance impurities such as fish, sea-

weed, plankton, and gas bubbles, tend to scatter a

small amount of the passing sound energy in all direc-

tions out of its principal path.

For all these reasons, the propagation of under-

water sound presents, at first, a rather confusing

picture. Considerable progress has been made, how-

ever, in understanding the behavior of underwater

sound and in utiUzing this partial understanding in

the design and tactical use of sound gear. The results

which have been achieved are due to a combination

of theoretical and experimental investigations. Chap-

ters 2 through 10 discuss the background and progress

of these investigations. Chapters 2 and 3 lay the

theoretical groundwork for the physics of underwater

sound. Chapter 4 leads toward the experimental re-

sults by reporting on the equipment and procedures

employed in the experiments. Chapters 5 and 6 re-

port experimental results on the propagation of

sound, primarily sound generated by transducers.

Chapter 7 is concerned with the observed short-term

fluctuation of underwater sound intensity. Chapters

8 and 9 deal with the formation and transmission of

explosive sound. Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the

results obtained to date and discusses possibilities for

future research.



Chapter 2

WAVE ACOUSTICS

SOUND ENERGY takes the form of disturbances of

the pressure and density of some medium. There-

fore, the basic relationships between impressed forces

and resulting changes in pressure and density are use-

ful in an understanding of sound transmission. In this

chapter we shall derive several such relationships,

and shall combine them into one differential equation

relating the time derivatives and space derivatives of

the pressure changes to several physical constants of

the medium itself. This differential equation is the

foundation for the mathematical treatment of sound

transmission to which the rest of the chapter is

devoted.

We shall see that this mathematical approach can-

not in itself furnish complete information on sound

transmission in the ocean. The physical picture must

necessarily be simpUfied to make mathematical de-

scription possible— and even this simplified scheme

does not yield explicit results for the sound intensity

in all cases. However, it is valuable to know the

mathematical theories even if they are partially un-

successful in predicting the quahties of sound trans-

mission. Tendencies predicted by a simplified theory

are often verified quaUtatively in practice. Also,

there is always the hope that by changes and ampli-

fications an incomplete theory can be made much
more useful.

2.1 BASIC EQUATIONS

In this section we shall derive the basic equations

which will be put together to derive the fundamental

differential equation of wave propagation, the wave

equation. These equations are (1) the equation of

continuity, which is the mathematical expression of

the law of conservation of mass; (2) the equations of

motion, which are merely Newton's second law ap-

pUed to the small particles of a disturbed fluid;

(3) force equations, which relate the fluid pressure

inside a small volume of the fluid to the external

forces acting on the periphery of the volume; (4) the

equation of state, which relates the pressure changes

inside a fluid to the density changes.

2.1.1 Equation of Continuity

The equation of continuity is simply a mathemati-
cal statement of the law that no disturbance of a fluid

can cause mass to be either created or destroyed. In

particular, any difference between the amounts of

fluid entering and leaving a region must be accom-

panied by a corresponding change in the fluid density

in the region.

To express this law in mathematical terms we must
first derive an expression for the mass of fluid which

passes through a certain small area of a surface in one

second. Let the small surface element have the area

4, as in Figure 1, and let the fluid move in a direction

t«o tfi

z I- -7

1/
}

FiGUBE 1. Passage of fluid through area element A.

perpendicular to A with the velocity u. In one second,

a rectangular fluid element of baseA and height u has

passed through this element of area; that is, a volume

of Au cubic units of fluid has traversed the area. The
mass of fluid passing through the area per second will

thus be pAu, where p is the density at the point and

time in question. If the fluid is moving not perpen-

dicular to the element A, but in some other direction,

the mass passing A per second will still be given by
pAw, if M is taken to be the velocity component in the

direction perpendicular to A.

Now consider a small hjrpothetical box-shaped

volume inside the fluid, and examine the amounts of

fluid entering and leaving this box (pictured in

Figure 2). For simplicity, we can assume that the

edges of the box are parallel to the coordinate axes.

Let the dimensions of the box be lx,lv,lz, as shown in

the diagram, and let the coordinates of the pointH be

{x,y,z). Let the components of the fluid velocity at

the point H be Ux,Uy,Uz.

8
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The mass of fluid entering the face AHED in unit

time is clearly the rate at which mass is moving in the

X direction times the area of AHED, or pUxlylc The
mass of fluid leaving the box through BCGF is a

d{pUx) dipUy) d(pu^)

Figure 2. Infinitesimal cube of fluid.

similar expression, but with p and u^ measured at

(x + lx,y,z). The value of pu^ at (x + lx,y,z) is just

its value at {x,y,z) increased by lxd{pUx)/dx since h is

very small. That is, the mass leaving in one second
through face BCGF is

\pUx + — (pMi)?xJZi= + — {pUx)lxUylz.

Then the net increase per second in the mass inside

the box caused by the flow through the two faces

perpendicular to the x axis is

d~ {pUx)lxl!/lz-
dx

Similarly, the net increase per second caused by the

flow through the two faces perpendicular to the y
axis is

d

dy

and through the two faces perpendicular to the z axis,

d
— —(pUz)lzkk-

dz

The total time rate of increase in the mass con-

tained in the box is simply the sum of these three

quantities, or

+ + \hkh (1)
L dx dy ' dz

Since no mass can be created or destroyed inside

the box, this rate of deposit of mass must result in a

corresponding change in the average density p inside

the box. That is,

-£plxlylzj -[ d{pUx) d(pUy) d{pUz)
+ + Xlxf'yvz'

dl '

" '''

L dx ' dy ' dz

Canceling out the constant factor Ixlyk, we obtain the

general equation of continuity

dp

dt
= -[

d{pUx)
,

d{pUy) d{p
+ +

OUz) l

dz 1 (2)
dx ' dy ' dz

This equation can be simpUfied if it is assumed
that all displacements and changes of density are so

small that second-order and higher products of them
can be neglected. The actual density p, then, will not

be very different from the constant equilibrium den-

sity po. If 0- is defined by

P — Po

Po
(3)

then (T, the fractional change in density caused by the

displacement of the fluid from equilibrium, will be a

very small number. Henceforth a will be called the

fractional density change or condensation.

With this understanding, it is clear that

d{pUx)

dx
= ~[(Po + PoO-)Mx]

dx

d dUx
= —(PoMi) = POT— ,

dx dx

since the second-order product aUx can be neglected.

By substituting this value of d(pUx)/dx and similar

expressions for d{pUy)/dy and d(pUz)/dz into equation

(2), the following simplified equation of continuity

results

:

^ _ {
dt~~\

dUx du
+ T^ + (4)

.dx dy

Equation (4) is the form of the equation of con-

tinuity which will be used in the derivation of the

wave equation (27).

For later reference, we shall note what happens to

the volume occupied by an infinitesimal mass of the

fluid when the fluid is given a small displacement

from equilibrium. If Vq is the volume occupied by the

small mass at equiUbrium, and v is the volume at

time t, then a fractional volume change co can be de-

fined by

CO = —— • (5)
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From equations (3) and (5),

p = po(l + <r), (6)

V = t;„(l + co). (7)

Since the masses at equilibrium and at time t are

equal,

pv = pqVo. (8)

By combining equations (6), (7), and (8)

(1 + co)(l + <r) = 1.

The product ua, a second-order term, can be neg-

lected, giving

o) = -<r. (9)

That is, imder the assumption of small displacements

and small density changes, the fractional volume

change u is the negative of the fractional density

change a.

2.1.2 Equations of Motion

In this section, we shall apply Newton's second law

of motion to the mass of fluid within the volimae ele-

ment Vq. This law states that the product of the mass

of a particle by its acceleration in any direction is

equal to the force acting on the particle in that direc-

tion.

Given the velocity distribution within the fluid as

a function of the position coordinates and time,

Wx = U:,{x,y,z,t), etc.; (10)

then the distribution of acceleration within the fluid

is to be calculated,

Cx = a^{x,y,z,t), etc. (11)

We cannot immediately say that a^ = dujdt. For,

in order to calculate the acceleration at a particular

point and a particular time, we must focus attention

on one particular particle. At the end of a time incre-

ment dt, the particle has moved to a point (x + dx,

y -\- dy,z -\- dz), where it has the velocity component

Ux{x + dx, y + dy, z + dz). The difference between

its new velocity and its original velocity, divided by

the time interval dt, gives the desired acceleration

component du^/dt. This value is not exactly the same

as the simple partial derivative dujdt, because the

latter does not focus attention on the change of

velocity of a single particle, but instead compares the

velocity of a particle at the point {x,y,z) and time t

with the velocity of the particle which occupies the

position {x,y,z) at the end of the time interval dt.

However, dujdi and du^/dt will be almost equal

under the assumptions that second-order products

of displacements, particle velocities, and pressure

changes are negligible. To show this, we note that

dUx dUx dUxdx dUxdy duxdz , „^z — z _i_ z __ I z _^ _|_ . (12)
dt dt dx dt dy dt dz dt

'

which is the usual equation found in calculus texts re-

lating the partial and total time derivatives of a

function. The last three terms are second-order prod-

ucts, since dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt are merely Ux,Uy,u,.

Thus, the component of acceleration in the x direc-

tion may be approximated by dUx/dt, and similarly

for Oy and a^. That is.

ax =
dUx

It'

dXly dU,

The mass of fluid within the volume element Vo is

pvo. If Fx,Fy,Fz are the components of the forces acting

on the element, then the equations governing the

motion of this element are, in view of equation (13),

Fx = pVo
dUx

'dt'
Fy = pV^

dUy

dt
Fx = pfo— •

at
(14)

It is desirable to make the equations governing the

motion of the small element independent of the par-

ticular value of the small volume Vo. For this reason,

we rewrite equations (14) as

dUx dUy dUx
U = P— ; U = P"T7 ; h = P— I (15)

ol at at

where

Ji J Jy J Ji
Va Vo Vo

The normalized force components may be regarded

as the force components per unit volume acting on the

small volume element.

The next section is concerned with calculating

fxjyjz in terms of the pressure or density changes oc-

curring within the fluid.

2.1.3 Law of Forces in a Perfect Fluid

A fluid is called perfect if the forces in its interior

are solely forces of compression and expansion, in

other words, if the fluid is incapable of shear stress.

If a fluid is perfect, the force on any portion of its

surface is perpendicular to the surface. Fluids which

can exhibit shear stress in response to shear deforma-

tion, in addition to responding to compressive and

expansive forces, are called viscous.
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Before the equations of motion (15) can be used,

expressions must be derived for the force components

/x, /„, /. acting on the small box of Figure 2. Accord-

ingly, we shall calculate these forces under the as-

sumption that the fluid is perfect. According to this

assiuTiption, the box will move in the x direction if

and only if the pressure on face ADEH is different

from the pressure on face BCFG. Similarly, it will

move in the z direction only if the pressures on faces

ABCD and EFGH are unequal. Motion in the y
(vertical) direction is not quite so simple because of

the hydrostatic, or gravity-produced pressure dif-

ferences, which do not of themselves cause motion.

The box will move in the y direction if and only if

the pressure on face DCFE is not exactly equal to the

pressure on face ABGH plus the total weight of the

box. If the corrected pressure p(x,y,z,t) is defined as

the total pressure P{x,y,z,t) minus the hydrostatic

pressure at the point {x,y,z) when the fiuid is at

equilibrium, then the criterion for motion in the y
direction may be restated as follows. Motion will oc-

cur in the y direction if and only if the corrected pres-

sure at faceABGH differs from the corrected pressure

at face DCFE. We shall have little occasion to use the

total pressure P since the hydrostatic pressures are

seldom important in sound propagation.

Figure 3. Pressure on opposite faces of infinitesimal

fluid element.

Figure 3 is a duplication of the box of Figure 2

showing the forces acting in the x direction. If the

pressure at the left-hand surface is p, the total force

on that surface is -plylz. The pressure at the right-hand

surface is clearly p -|- (dp/dx)lx; and the total force

on that surface is therefore [p + {dp/dx)'}lxlyh. Since

the fluid is assumed to be perfect, these forces are

parallel and their resultant can be obtained by simple

subtraction. Thus, the total force on the volume Vo in

the X direction is given by

Fx = U'o
dp

dx
i'X"y''z* (16)

Thus, the force per unit volume in the x direction /i

is given by

dp
/. = -

dx

Similarly,

Jv — .

f - _^
dz

(16a)

(16b)

.

(16c)

From equations (15) and (16a, b, c) we obtain

dp _ dUx dp dUy dp dUz

dx dt dy dt dz dt

2.1.4 Equation of State

Our aim is to derive a differential equation which

will relate certain properties of the disturbed fluid

(pressure changes, density changes) to the independ-

ent variables x,y,z,t. For effective use, this differen-

tial equation should contain only one dependent

variable. The basic equations derived up to this point

— (4), (15), and (16) — contain the dependent vari-

ables (7, p, p, Mi, Uy, Uz- (7 and p are one variable since

they are related by equation (3). It will be seen in

Section 2.2.1 that the velocity components can be

easily eliminated by use of the equation of con-

tinuity (4). However, we must consider the relation-

ship between density and pressure before we obtain

a differential equation for the propagation of sound.

Such a relationship between density and pressure is

obtained from the equation of state of the fluid.

The equation of state of any fluid" is that equation

which describes the pressure of the fluid as a function

of its density and its temperature,

P = P{p,T).

This function P{p,T) must be determined experi-

mentally for each fluid separately. In the case of sea

water, it depends on the percentage of dissolved salts.

A relation between pressure and density is obtained

from the equation of state by making two assump-

tions. First, it is assumed that a passing sound wave

"We shall follow the common usage of physicists and use

the term fluids to denote both liquids and gases.
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causes the fluid to deviate so slightly from its state

of equilibrium that the change in pressure is propor-

tional to the fractional change in density. Second, it

is assumed that the changes caused by the passing

of the sound wave take place so rapidly that there is

practically no conduction of heat. We shall denote

the fractional change in density as heretofore by a;

the change in pressure will be called excess pressure

and denoted by p.

Thus we assume that the fractional change in

density and the excess pressure caused by the passing

sound wave are both small and that they are propor-

tional to each other:

P = Kff. (18)

The constant of proportionality k is called the bulk

modulus. It depends not only on the chemical nature

of the fluid (such as the concentration of salts in the

sea), but also on the equilibrium temperature T,

the equilibrium pressure Fo, and the equiUbrium

density p.

The temperature in the ocean varies from point to

point, usually decreasing with increasing depth. The
equiUbrium pressure increases rapidly with the depth,

and the density increases very slightly with depth.

As a result, the bulk modulus k is itself a function of

all three coordinates x, y, and z, although its greatest

changes take place in a vertical direction. To the ex-

tent that the temperature distribution of the ocean is

subject to diurnal and seasonal changes, k is also a

function of the time t. However, in the following

sections we shall usually simplify matters by disre-

garding these variations in space and time and by

treating k as a constant.

2.2 WAVE EQUATION IN A PERFECT
FLUID

2.2.1 Derivation

If in a certain region of a fluid in equilibrium the

pressure is changed from its equilibrium value, the

fluid immediately produces forces which aim toward

restoring the equilibrium state. Vibrations result,

which are propagated as waves through the fluid.

These waves are sound waves, and the fundamental

differential equation governing their propagation will

now be developed by using the basic equations de-

rived in the preceding sections. The particular equa-

tions used are the equation of continuity (4), the

equations of motion (15), the law of forces (16), and
the equation of state (18).

From equation (18) we have

dp

dx

d<T
K— :

dx
'

d(T dp

dz

d(T
K

dz

dp

dy dy'

By putting these values for d<j/dx, da/dy, and
da/dz in the law of forces (16) we obtain

fx = —K
da

fy =
da . da

h = -«^-
dz

(19)
dx ' " dy'

After these values for the components of the force

on a small box are substituted into the equations of

motion (15), we obtain the following relations.

dUx da

dt
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It can be shown that the velocity components

Ux,Uy,Ui also satisfy a differential equation of the

form of (23), provided the motion of the disturbed

fluid is irrotational. That is, if sound is propagated in

a perfect fluid in such a manner that no eddies are

produced,

dC "
poVaa:^

"•"
dy- dz-

)

with similar equations for it^ and Uz.

Equations (23), (24), and (25) are equivalent; that

is, the fundamental laws of sound propagation can be

deduced from any one of them by using the known
relationship between a, u^, and p. In the following

sections, the most frequent reference is to equation

(24). Variation in the excess pressure is the most

familiar and probably the most intuitive change in

the disturbed fluid; also, the majority of hydrophones

used in the reception of underwater sound respond

directly to variations in excess pressure rather than

to variations in particle velocity or condensation.

It is convenient, in equations (23) to (25), to set

Po

so that the wave equation becomes

= cV

(26)

(27)

It will be pointed out in Section 2.3.1 that c, defined

by equation (26), has the general significance of soimd

velocity.

The wave equation (27) gives the relationship be-

tween the time derivatives and the space derivatives

of the pressure in the fluid through which the sound

is passing. Relationships of this sort have been used

by generations of mathematicians as a starting point

for the development of physical theory. In the field

of sound, these mathematicians have explored the

methods by which the future course of pressure in a

fluid can be calculated if only the initial distribution

of pressure is given. Mathematically, this amounts to

solving the wave equation (27) with given initial and

boundary conditions. Once the distribution of pres-

sure is known, the sound intensity at any point and
time can be calculated by the methods of acoustics.

2.2.2 Initial and Boundary
Conditions

The differential equation of a physical process gives

a dynamical description of the process relating the

various temporal and spatial rates of change, but does

not of itself tell all we want to know. In the case of

the wave equation,we desire knowledge of how the ex-

cess pressure varies in space and time. This informa-

tion is obtainable, not from the wave equation itself,

but from its mathematical solution. The general solu-

tion of a partial differential equation Uke the wave
equation always contains arbitrary constants and

even arbitrary functions. These arbitrary constants

and functions are, in any individual problem, ad-

justed to make the solution fit the special condi-

tions of the problem.

These special conditions are of two kinds : boundary

conditions and initial conditions. In the problem of

sound propagation, the two types of conditions can

be defined as follows. Boundary conditions are fixed

by the geometry of the medium itself. If the medium
is finite, boundary conditions must always be con-

sidered. The excess pressure must fulfill certain con-

ditions at a boundary such as the sea surface, sea

bottom, or internal obstacle. The pressure may have

to be zero at one boundary, or a maximum at some
other boundary, or may satisfy some other condi-

tion.''

Initial conditions are concerned not with the fixed

geometry of the fluid and its surroundings, but with

the special disturbances which cause soimd to be

propagated. One type of initial conditions specifies

the pressure distribution at a certain instant of time,

t = to, over the whole fluid. That is, we are given a

function p(x,y,z), and are told that

pix,y,z,ta) = p{x,y,z). (28)

Another type of initial conditions specifies the pres-

sure as a function of time at a fixed point (a;o,2/o,Zo)

of the fluid. That is, we are given a function p{t) and

are told that

p(xo,yo,zo,t) = p{t). (29)

Every actual case of soimd propagation involves

both initial conditions and boundary conditions.

However, in our mathematical approximations to

reahty it is best to start with the simplest case, that

is, where sound is propagated into a medium that is

infinite. Of course, in theory every problem can be

regarded as a problem in an infinite medium. We can

consider the sea and air together as one medium,

whose physical properties at equilibrium (elasticity,

It will be seen in Section 2.6.1 that the excess pressure

must be nearly zero at the boundary separating water and air

and a maximum at the soUd bottom of the sea.
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density, and other properties) suffer a sharp change

at the separating surface. However, the mathematical

treatment of a medium with strongly variable physi-

cal properties is still more difficult than the treatment

of boundary conditions. We are free to schematize

the physical situation in the most convenient way.

Accordingly, we shall start with the consideration of

an infinite medium, where the elasticity and density

at equilibrium are not strongly variable, and shall

later specialize our treatment by the consideration of

boundary conditions (Sections 2.6 and 2.7).

Initial conditions must always be considered since

without them no sound could possibly originate. Un-

less the initial conditions are themselves very simple,

the solution of problems even in an infinite medium is

quite involved mathematically. The most practical

procedure is to first find solutions under very simple

initial conditions and use these solutions as building

blocks for constructing solutions of problems with

more complicated initial conditions.

2.3 SIMPLE TYPES OF SOUND WAVES

2.3.1 Plane Waves

It is convenient to start our study of the solution

of the wave equation with the assumption that the

disturbance is propagated in layers. We assume that

at any time t the excess pressure p is a function of x

only; that is, p is independent of y and z. With this

understanding, the wave equation (27) reduces to

d^P ^ 2^
a«2 ^ 3x2'

(30)

The eighteenth century mathematicians knew that

if p is an arbitrary function of either (t — x/c) or

{t + x/c), or a sum of two such functions, then p
satisfies equation (30). The proof is easy. Assume
that p = f{t — x/c) where / is any function. Then,"

=K'-?)^ S=M'-:)-
The proof is identical for a function of the argument

(t + x/c). The sum of two solutions will itself be a

solution because of the general theorem that the sum
of two solutions of a homogeneous linear differential

equation will also satisfy the equation.

" In accordance with usual calculus notations, f"{t — x/c)

represents the second derivative of /(z) evaluated for z =
t - x/c.

Also, it can be shown that any function of x and t

which is not of the form

cannot possibly satisfy equation (30). The proof is

carried out as follows. Represent the unknown solu-

tion of equation (30) in the form

P = K^,v), ^ = X ~ ct, 1) = X + a.

If the differential equation (30) is written in terms of

the new variables f and tj, it reduces to

dm,v)

d^dr,
= 0.

This equation implies that the first derivative df/d^

must be a function of f only and independent of ??, for

otherwise the second derivative d-f/d^dr] could not

vanish. Thus / itself must have the form

m,v)=fm+f2iv).
Let us focus attention on all the solutions of equa-

tion (30) which have the form

-<'->
There are an infinite number of such solutions cor-

responding to the infinite number of possible choices

of /. However, no more than one of these solutions

can fit the special conditions of a particular physical

situation since the actual pressure at a specified point

and specified time can have only one value. Suppose

that there is one member of the family of functions,

denoted by fi(t — x/c), which satisfies the given

initial and boundary conditions. Then a fixed value

of {t — x/c), say 4.13, will always be associated with

some fixed value of the excess pressure, given by

/i(4.13). If /i(4.13) is equal to 0.02, then the excess

pressure will be 0.02 at those combinations of time

and place where (t — x/c) = 4.13, that is, where

X = ct — 4.13c.

In other words, as the time increases, any fixed value

of the excess pressure travels in the positive x direc-

tion with the speed c. This result is clearly true no

matter what the form of /i or the particular value of

the excess pressure. Such a process, in which a given

pressure change travels outward through a medium,

is referred to as propagation of progressive waves.

Similarly, if a function /2(< + x/c) is the sole mem-
ber of the family of functions (31) which satisfies the

imposed initial and boundary conditions, progressive

waves will be propagated with the speed c in the
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negative x direction. If, however, an expression of the

form (31) is the function describing the given physical

situation, the situation is more compUcated. The re-

sulting distribution of pressure will be the mathe-

matical resultant of the pressure distributions calcu-

lated for /i and fi; and a given value of the excess

pressure will no longer be propagated in a tingle

direction with the speed c. Discussion of this more

complicated type of wave propagation will be de-

ferred until Section 2.7.

Now we consider two specific examples of the prop-

agation of plane waves in an infinite homogeneous

medium (no boundary conditions). In the first ex-

ample, we assume as an initial condition that the

exact pressure distribution is specified at the time

instant t = between the planes x = and x = Xo,

by p{x,0) = p(x); and also that the excess pressure

is zero at i = for all values of x less than and

greater than xq. We assume that this initial disturb-

ance gives rise to progressive waves traveling in the

positive X direction, that is, that the solution is of the

form p = f{t — x/c). Then the solution of the wave
equation with these conditions must be

p{x,t) = p{x - d) (32)

since first, it satisfies the initial conditions p(x,0) =
p{x); second, it is a function of (t — x/c) and there-

fore satisfies the wave equation (30) ; and third, there

can be only one solution to this physical problem.

By the results of preceding paragraphs, we know
that a given value of the excess pressure will be

propagated in the x direction with the speed c. Thus,

at the time t the initial disturbance will be duplicated

between the planes x = ct and x = Xo -{- ct; and the

excess pressure will be zero for x < ct and x > xq +
ct. The disturbance of the fluid remains of width Xo,

remains unchanged in "shape," and is propagated

with the speed c.

As another example, we suppose as an initial con-

dition that the values of the excess pressure are

specified only for the plane x = 0, but for the total

time interval between t = and t = to, by the equa-

tion p(0,i) = p{t) ard that the excess pressure at the

plane x = is zero for t < and t > to- Here, also,

we assume that this disturbance causes progressive

waves to be propagated in the positive x direction.

Arguing as in the preceding example, the solution of

the wave equation (30) with these imposed conditions

is

The expression (33) differs somewhat in form from

equation (32) because the initial conditions are ex-

tended in time instead of in space.

In this example, it is known that the excess pres-

sure will be the same at all combinations of space and

time where x — ct = constant. Since x — ct equals

zero when x = 0, t = 0, the value of the excess pres-

sure corresponding to x = 0,t = 0, must be assumed

by the plane x = ct a.t the time t. Further, since

x — ct equals — do a,t t = to, x = 0, the value of the

excess pressure corresponding to t = to, x = 0, will

be assumed by the plane x = ct ~ cto at the time

instant t. Thus, at time t the disturbance is confined

between the planes x = ct — cto and x = ct; that is,

the region of disturbance is always of width cto and

is propagated along the positive x axis with the

speed c.

Sound Velocity

We have seen that in some simple situations the

quantity c may be regarded as the velocity with

which the disturbance is propagated in the medium,
or more simply, the velocity of sound in the medium.

It will be recalled that c was defined in equation (26)

by

-f.-
where k is the bulk modulus and po is the density of

the fluid at equilibrium.

If the medium is a perfect gas, the relation of the

sound velocity to the temperature and pressure can

be expressed in a simple formula. The pressure

changes produced by sound in a fluid are usually so

rapid that they are accomplished without appreciable

heat transfer, that is, they are practically adiabatic.

For a perfect gas suffering adiabatic pressure changes

the bulk modulus is yP, where P is the total pressure

and 7 is the ratio between the specific heat at con-

stant pressure and the specific heat at constant

volume. For a perfect gas suffering any kind of pres-

sure change P = pRT. Thus, the simple result fol-

lows that

p{x,t) = p{i--} (33)

c = VyRT.

Hence, in air at normal pressure, which is not far from

a perfect gas, the sound velocity increases with the

square root of the absolute temperature.

No such relationship can be derived for the velocity

of sound in sea water since the pressure, density, and

temperature of sea water are not related by any
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shallow depths, the pressure changes are relatively

unimportant, and salinity changes in the open ocean

are usually too small to matter much. Near the

mouths of large rivers, however, where fresh water is

continuously mixing with ocean water, the variations

in sound velocity may be largely controlled by varia-

tions in salinity.

The quantitative dependence of soimd velocity on

temperature, pressure, and salinity is summarized in

Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4, obtained from a report

by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution [WHOI] '

the value of the sound velocity at zero depth can be

read from the main charts for any given combination

of temperature and salinity. This velocity can theh be

corrected to the velocity at the actual depth by use

of the curve in the small box. Figure 5 gives the per-

centage changes in sound velocity caused by specified

absolute changes in the three determining variables.

It will be shown in Chapter 3 that it is the relative

changes in sound velocity which determine whether

sound transmission is expected to be good or bad

rather than the absolute changes.

The direct measurement of sound velocity in the

ocean is very difficult. The intuitive method of di-

viding distance traveled by time is diflicult since

sufficiently accurate measurement of distances at sea

is usually not feasible. The U. S. Navy Electronics

Laboratory at San Diego, formerly the U. S. Navy
Radio and Sound Laboratory [USNRSL], developed

an acoustic interferometer for the determination of

the wavelength of sound at a point in the ocean ;^

multiplication of this local wavelength by the known
frequency gives the local sound velocity. This instru-

ment was developed mainly for the purpose of check-

ing whether the temperature changes indicated by
the bathythermograph were correlated with the actual

changes of sound velocity in the ocean. Good general

agreement was observed between the velocity-depth

plots obtained with the interferometer or velocity

meter and those computed from bathythermograph

observations. However, since the bathythermograph

cannot follow rapidchanges in water temperaturewith

the detail possible with the velocity meter, a velocity

microstructure was frequently recorded with the

meter which deviated as much as 0.1 per cent from

the velocity calculated from the simultaneous bathy-

thermograph reading. That these deviations were due

to the slow response of the bathythermograph rather

than to physical factors was verified by correlating

the velocity microstructure with the temperature

microstructure obtained by a thermocouple recorder.

2.3.2 Harmonic Waves

Up to now we have allowed the initial disturbances

p{x,y,z) or p{t) to be arbitrary functions. However,
most initial disturbances which occur in practice are

of a very special type that originate in the elastic

vibration of some medium. Such disturbances are pro-

duced by small displacements of some parts of the

medium from their positions of equilibrium; these

displacements in turn produce restoring forces which
tend to restore the state of equilibrium. Such restor-

ing forces are, in first approximation, proportional to

the displacements.

It is well known that under such conditions (re-

storing forces proportional to displacements) the

initial disturbance must be of the form of a harmonic
vibration; that is, it must be representable by trigo-

nometric functions of the time. In acoustics, such a

vibration produces a pure tone of a definite frequency.

Since echo-ranging pulses are very nearly pure tones,

the importance of a study of harmonic vibrations is

obvious. Also, harmonic vibrations are of crucial im-

portance because they are the most convenient build-

ing stones of the more general solutions of the wave
equation (see Section 2.7).

Suppose, in the second example under plane waves,

that the initial disturbance of the plane a; = is a

harmonic vibration. That is,

p(<) = a cos 2x/(< — e)

for values of t between and t^. One solution of the

plane wave equation (30) under initial conditions

p(0,<) = p{t) is always

,t) = v{t ±
^)

p{x

since pit + x/c) satisfies the wave equation and also

the imposed initial conditions. Thus, if we restrict our

attention to progressive waves traveling in a single

direction, the solution of the wave equation with

the given initial conditions is

p = a cos 2wf{ t -\ « )

or

p = a cos 27rfU e) (34)

Clearly, the pressure changes represented by equa-

tion (34) are at most a; for that reason, a is called the

amplitude of the disturbance. Also, it is clear that at

a fixed point of space, p goes through / periods in one

second; and so / is called the frequency of the dis-
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turbance. The quantity « is called the phase constant

because it fixes the position of the disturbance in

time. Two vibrations of the same frequency and the

same e have their zeros simultaneously, also, their

maxima. If they have different s's, one has its zeros a

fixed time interval ahead of the other, and we say

that there is a 'pliase difference between the vibrations.

2.3.3 Spherical Waves

The sound at large distances from an actual source

resembles the sound from a point source more closely

than it does the sound from an infinite plane. Hence,

for some purposes it is more realistic to ab3,ndon the

assumption of plane waves, and assume instead a

point source at the origin which causes the pressure

in the surrounding medium to be a function only of

the distance r from the origin and of the time t. That

is, the pressure is given by some function

V = Vir,t) (35)

and is thus independent of the direction of the line

joining the source to the point in question.

We shall now show that the wave equation (27) re-

duces, for the assumed case of spherical symmetry, to

the simple form (37).

From simple analytic geometry,

dr dr y dr
^2 _ 3-2 _|_ 2^2 _|_ ^2;

dx dy dz
(3.6)

In order to transform the wave equation, the vari-

ables x,y,z must be eliminated, and the variable r in-

serted. In order to do this, we must use the relations

(36) to calculate d^p/dx'^, d'^p/dy'^, and d'^p/dz'^ in

terms of r and the derivatives of p with respect to r.

This is done as follows.

dp dp dr dpx

dx dr dx dr r

because spatially p depends only on r. By differen-

tiating again,

d^p dTdprl dp^r^ ^ x^l ^d/dp\

dx^
~ dxLdrrJ ~

drL r^ J rdxXdr/

dpVr^ - x^l x^ a^p

~
~dX. r^J r^ dr"^'

Similarly, we can show that

d'^p dpTr'^ — 2/^1 2/^ d'^p

dy^
~

dn. 1^ J r^ df'-

d'^p dpVr"^ — z^~\ ^ d'^p

dz^ drL r^ J r^ dr^

Addition of these expressions for d'^p/dx^, d^p/dy^,

and d'^p/dz^, in order to obtain the right-hand side

of equation (27), gives

d'^p d^p d^p d^p 2 dp

dx^ dy^ dz"^ dr^ r dr

The latter expression is easily verified to be

(l/r)(3V3r^) (??), so we finally obtain

d'^V d'^v d'^v 1
5^

-\ -\ = {rp),
dx''- dy''- dz^ rdr^

and the general wave equation (27) reduces to

d''(rp) d^
, ,

This equation has a form similar to that of equa-

tion (30) for plane waves with p replaced by rp, and

X by r. By using an argument similar to that in

Section 2.3.1, it can be shown that equation (37) is

satisfied by

rp =<'^D.
where / is an arbitrary function of one variable. By
dividing out the r, we get the following expression for

p(r,0 as the general solution of equation (37)

:

p{r,t) =
/.(^-^)+4 +

(38)

Assume that the following initial conditions are

given. The initial disturbance is confined to a spheri-

cal shell of infinitesimal thickness at a distance r = ro

from the origin. We suppose that the excess pressure

in this spherical shell source is given by

P(<)
p(ro,0 =

'•o

(39)

between the times i = and I = <o- We also suppose

that the excess pressure at points outside this shell

is zero at the time i = 0. The general solution of

equation (37) with these initial conditions is

Vir,t) = \c.it -
^ -K ^»)

+ »-*('+:-?)] (40)

because first, the right-hand expression is in the form

of equation (38), and therefore satisfies equation (37)

;

second, the right-hand expression satisfies the initial

conditions imposed. In particular, if the spherical-

shell source has a very small radius so that it approxi-
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mates a point source at the origin, the following

solution is obtained.

p(r,l) = cr
0-D ,

/0+D
+ (1 - Cl) (41)

Physically, we can eliminate the solution

(1/r) p{t + r/c). This solution corresponds to wave

propagation in the negative r direction, with the

speed c; in other words, to a wave which starts out

at some negative time with a great radius and con-

tracts into the point x = y = z = Oa,t the time t = 0.

The first solution is physically valid since it resembles

actual propagation from a point source. It implies

that the spherical wave spreads out from the point

source into ever-increasing spheres with the speed c.

Therefore, an initial ping of duration t seconds will

cause the resulting sound energy to be contained

within an expanding spherical shell of thickness ct.

If the source is harmonic (emits a pure tone of the

frequency/), the initial conditions are of the form

a cos 2irf(t — e)

P = ;

n
and if Tq is nearly zero, the pressure at the distance r

from the source and time t is given by

a cos 2x/( t

V

{'-;-)
(42)

The constants / and e have the same physical signifi-

cance as for the plane wave case; /is the frequency of

the vibration and e is the phase constant which

orients the vibration in time. There is a difference,

however, in the interpretation of a. In the plane wave
case, o represents the maximum pressure change in

the wave at all distances from the source; since a is a

constant, all these pressure changes are equal. For

spherical waves described by equation (42), however,

it is clear that the maximum pressure change at the

distance r is given by a/r, decreasing as r increases.

The constant a is no longer the amplitude at all

ranges, but merely the amphtude at the particular

range r = 1.

2.4 PROPERTIES or SOUND WAVES
2.4.1 Pressure versus Fluid Velocity

Plane Waves

For a plane wave we have, from equation (4),

da du

dt
~

~'dx'

where u is the particle velocity in the positive x

direction. Because of equation (18), this equation

can be transformed into

dp

Tt

du
K

dx
(43)

From equations (21) and (18), there results the

following expression for dp/dx:

dp

dx
= — Po

du

dt'
(44)

Equations (43) and (44) will be used to derive the

general relationship between the excess pressure and

the particle velocity in a plane wave. Assume that

as initial conditions the plane x = has its excess

pressure given by piO,t) = pit) between t = and

t = <o, and p(0,i) = for all other values of /. Then
the general solution of the plane wave equation, if

we assume that the wave moves in the positive x

direction, is given by

p{x,t) = v{t-^^.

By differentiating both sides of this equation with

respect to t and also with respect to x, we obtain

dt ^\ J' dx c^\ J
This means that

dp 1 dp

dx c dt

Combining equations (43) and (45) gives

-idx\

and by combining equations (44) and (45)

:(«-?)--

-(p - pocu) 0.

(45)

(46a)

(46b)

Equation (46a) means that (m — cp/x) is a func-

tion of t alone; and equation (46b) implies that

(p — poCu) is a function only of x. But these two

parentheses are proportional, differing by the factor

(— Poc) since poc^ = k. Therefore, each parenthesis

must be identically equal to some constant. This

constant turns out to be zero for both since at any

given point both p and u vanish before and after the

disturbance has passed. The following relation be-

tween particle velocity and pressure results:

^ p- (47a)
c

u = - p
K PoC
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Equation (47a) can also be shown to hold good for

the wave moving in the positive direction if the

initial conditions are for the space interval < x < Xo

at the time t = O.li the wave is moving in the nega-

tive X direction, it can easily be shown by an argu-

ment similar to the above that the pressure and par-

ticle velocity are related by

c—P
K

.JL.

PqC
(47b)

For the particular case of a plane harmonic wave,

we have from equations (47a) and (47b)

a
u = + — cos 27r/(f — e).

PoC

The following interesting result stems directly from

equations (47). If the particles in a plane wave are

moving in the direction of wave propagation, they

are in a region of positive excess pressure; if they are

moving in a direction opposite to the route of the

wave, they are in a region of negative excess pres-

sure; and if the particles are not moving, they are in

a region of zero excess pressure. Also, we can argue

from equations (47) that if the initial conditions ful-

fill neither

nor

u{x,0) = — pix,0)
PoC

u(x,0) = p(xfi)>
PoC

then waves are propagated in both a positive and a

negative direction from the initial source of pressure

disturbance.

Spherical Waves

At great distances from the source a small section

of a spherical wave approximates a plane wave. For

this reason, many of the foregoing results can be re-

written in a form valid for spherical disturbances far

from the source. Since the mathematical proofs,

though straightforward, are rather cumbersome they

will not be reproduced here.

For a general spherical wave far from the source,

the following relation exists between the excess pres-

sure and particle velocity

:

c 1
U = ±-p = + p;

K PoC

in analogy with equations (47). For a spherical har-

monic wave it will be remembered that the maximum
pressure change at the distance r from the source is

given by a/r. Thus, for the case of a spherical har-

monic wave,

la
Wmax = (48)

Pocr

The relations (47) are not necessarily true for the

general solution of the wave equation (27).

2.4.2 Acoustic Energy and Sound
Intensity

The vibration of the particles of a fluid disturbed

by wave propagation is a process which involves both

kinetic and potential energy. The energy of vibration

of the sound source is propagated through the fluid

along with the sound wave. In a perfect fluid where

frictional heat losses are zero, the energy content of

the wave is unchanged as the wave travels. The en-

ergy passes from one region to another, "activating"

the region through which the wave is passing. Thus,

there are two quantities of interest. One is the energy

found at any location as a function of time; the other

is the rate at which energy is transported from one

region to another as a function of time. In the follow-

ing sections, both of these quantities are expressed in

terms of the wave parameters we have introduced.

The kinetic energy possessed by a volume element

V, whose volume was Vo at equilibrium, and whose

speed is u, is given by

Kinetic energy oi v = ^poVoU^. (49)

The potential energy possessed by the volume ele-

ment V is the work which was done on it to change its

volume from vo to v. This work can be calculated as

follows: By equation (9), the relative change in

volume produced by an infinitesimal alteration of

condensation from a to a + dais just —da. The total

volume change caused by this infinitesimal alteration

of 0- is, to a first approximation, —Vgdcr. The work

done during this infinitesimal alteration is merely the

pressure times the small volume change, that is,

pvoda, which, because of equation (18), equals

KdVoda. The total amount of work done on the volume

element as its volume changes from Vo to v can be

obtained by integrating this infinitesimal amount of

work between a condensation of zero and condensa-

tion of a.

Potential energy of t; = Vok
j

~
2(c

iwoKc^

(50)
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because of equation (18). By adding equations (49)

and (50), we obtain

Total energy oi v = —~— + ^P (51)
2 2k

By dividing equation (51) by the volume Vo'.

Energy density at {x,y,z)

~ 2 2/c

= 'j{ul + ul + ul)+f^- (52)

We are now in a position to give a general expres-

sion for the intensity of a progressive sound wave, the

characteristic which determines its loudness. Inten-

sity is defined for a general progressive wave as the

amount of energy which crosses a unit area normal to

the direction of propagation in unit time. Since the

energy travels at the same rate as the sound pulse,

the instantaneous rate of energy flow will be equal to

the energy density at the point in question times the

sound velocity at this point. The intensity will be the

time average of the instantaneous rate of energy flow,

or

Intensity at (x,y,z)

= Time average of c I
——

h

\ 2 2k)

~2~
2^

(53)

where the bar over a quantity denotes the time

average of that quantity.

We shall now attempt to calculate the intensities

explicitly for various types of sound waves. We shall

first consider plane waves and spherical waves, and

then more general waves.

Plane Waves

A plane progressive wave satisfies equation (47);

and therefore equation (50) reduces, for that case, to

Potential energy of y = ^p^v^v? (54)

which is exactly equal to the expression (49) for the

kinetic energy of v. We therefore get the result that

for a plane progressive wave the kinetic and potential

energies possessed by any small volume element at

any time are equal. The kinetic and potential energies

attain their greatest values at the spots where the

particle velocity and excess pressure have their max-
ima or minima; and they vanish at the spots where

the particle velocity and the excess pressure are both

zero.

Because of this equahty of kinetic and potential

energies for a progressive plane wave, equation (53)

simplifies to

Intensity = cpait^ =-,_P_
PaC

(55)

by equations (47) and (26).

In a plane progressive wave that is also harmonic

the pressure is a sinusoidal function of the time with

maximum value a. Since the average value of sin^ d

over a complete period is l-^, -p^ = c^l2.

Intensity =
2poC

(56)

Also, from equation (55) and the fact that u is also

a sinusoidal function of the time.

Intensity = t/JoCt^iax- (57)

Spherical Waves

For a spherical wave far from the source the

formulas derived for plane waves are approximately

true. We must be careful in applying them, however,

to remember that the amplitude of the pressure

vibration is no longer constant, but diminishes in-

versely with distance.

Using equations (57) and (48), we obtain

1 a?
Intensity = (58)

2poC r-

for harmonic spherical waves where a is the maximum
pressure change at a distance one unit from the

source.

Equation (58) is the familiar inverse square law of

intensity loss for a spherical wave spreading out from

a point source into an infinite homogeneous medium.

Let F represent the amount of energy radiated by

the source into a unit solid angle"* in one second.

Then

Total rate of emission = 45rF. (59)

"'Solid angle is the three-dimensional analogue to the

ordinary, two-dimensional, plane angle. It measures the angu-

lar spread of such three-dimensional objects as a cone, a light

beam, or the beam of a radio transmitter. Its measure is de-

fined as follows. Construct a sphere of arbitrary size with the

apex of the solid angle as its center. The solid angle will then

cut out a certain area of the surface of the sphere. This area,

divided by the square of the radius of the sphere, is the meas-

ure of the solid angle. It is dimensionless and does not depend
on the sphere radius chosen. The unit solid angle is frequently

called the steradian. The full solid angle, comprising all direc-

tions pointing from the apex, has the value 4x.
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We can calculate F by means of equation (58).

Since a sphere of radius r has the area 4irr^, the total

energy crossing such a spherical surface per unit of

time is merely the intensity times this area

:

2ira?
Rate at which energy crosses sphere = (60)

Because of the assumption of conservation of sound

energy, equation (60) must be equal to the amount of

energy radiated by the source per unit of time.

Dividing equation (60) by 47r gives

F =
2poC

(61)

General Sound Waves

We now examine the transport of acoustic energy

for the case of a general solution of the wave equa-

tion (27).

In the general case, it is useful to start with an

equation of continuity for energy flow analogous to

the exact equation of continuity (2) for mass flow.

It will be recalled that equation (2) followed directly

from the law of conservation of mass. The law of con-

tinuity for energy flow will follow from the law of con-

servation of energy in exactly the same fashion. For

the mass density p, the energy density which may be

denoted by Z is substituted. Also, for the instanta-

neous flow of matter with components u,:,Uy,Uz, the

instantaneous flow of energy is substituted. The
components of the instantaneous energy flow past

normal unit area may be denoted by Ei,Ey,E^. The

equation of the continuity for energy flow becomes,

in analogy with equation (2)

,

dZ

dt L dx
+

dE,

dz.
(62)

Equation (62) is the mathematical expression of the

assertion that the energy flow through a closed sur-

face is equal to the decrease of energy inside this sur-

face. A rather complicated argument must be used to

calculate the components of energy flow E^,Ey,E^.

Equations (21) are rewritten by using p = kc, as

(63)

dUx
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placement D and that the numerical value of this

actual displacement is the real part of the right-hand

side of equation (70). With this understanding,

equations (70) and (69) represent one and the same

physical process.

The complex form for a vibration simplifies some

types of calculations and will be frequently used in

the remainder of this chapter. We notice that equa-

tion (70) can be rewritten in the form

D = A^''^" (71)

where A is the complex number ae~''^'^\ A is called

the compkx amplitude of the vibration described by

equation (69). It is apparent that

A = a [cos 2irf€ — i sin 2ir/€].

Thus, the complex amplitude has a cos 27r/6 as its real

component and —a sin 2irf€ as its imaginary com-

ponent.

As an example of the convenience afforded by the

complex representation of a vibration, we shall use it

to find the harmonic solution of the plane wave equa-

tion (30). We assume tentatively that

pix,t) = Ae2"<^' + ™-)
(72)

and see if we can find a value of m which will make

equation (72) a solution of equation (30). Substi-

tuting equation (72) into equation (30), we have

(2irt/)2p = c=(2xm)2p.

In other words, a value of m equal to f/c or —f/c

makes the expression (72) a solution of equation (30)

.

These two solutions are, explicitly,

p = ^e'"^^'-'"'''^; A = ae-""'^'. (72a)

These two solutions, interpreted according to the

convention of this section, are obviously identical

with the "real" solutions (34).

Similarly, a point harmonic source in an infinite

homogeneous medium gives rise to spherical harmonic

waves according to the equation

pir,t) = -e2«/C«-('/^)]; A = ae-^^'^\ (73)

2.4.4 Sound Sources

The wave equation (27) governs the manner in

which disturbances will be propagated in the interior

of a fluid, but does not say anything about the initial

disturbances themselves. In this section we shall con-

sider the various types of initial disturbances which

can be produced by sound sources. First we shall dis-

cuss the quahty of the sound put out by various

sources, where quality refers to the frequency char-

acteristics of the emitted sound. Next, since some

sources radiate equally in all directions while others

do not, we shall consider in a general way the

directivity properties of sources.

Frequency Characteristics

Strictly speaking, the concept of frequency can be

applied only to simple harmonic disturbances. A
simple harmonic disturbance of the pressure in a fluid

is described by an equation of the form

p = a cos 2Trf(t — e)

and gives rise to what is called a pure tone. Most of

the echo-ranging transducers used at present produce

sounds which are very nearly pure tones, but cannot

be heard by the ear because the frequencies are too

high.

If two or more pure tones are put into the water at

the same time, the resultant is known as a compound

tone. Some transducers, used mainly in research work,

can produce compound tones. Any sound of this

nature can be expressed as the sum of a finite number

of harmonic vibrations.

Many sources, however, produce in their immedi-

ate vicinity an irregular change in pressure which

cannot be represented as the sum of a finite number

of sinusoidal vibrations. Such sound outputs are

called noises. Ship sounds and torpedo sounds are

examples of noises, and the reader can doubtless

supply other examples. According to a mathematical

theorem called the Fourier theorem, it is often possi-

ble to represent such an irregular sound output as an

infinite sum of simple tones, whose intensities, fre-

quencies, and phase relationships are such that they

add up to the given noise. If most of the component

frequencies lie in a narrow frequency range, the sound

is called a narrow-band noise; otherwise it is called

a wide-band noise.

Some types of echo-ranging gear put out a fre-

quency-modulated signal. In this type of output, the

pressure is at every instant a sinusoidal function of

time, but the frequency changes during the signal in

some designed way. In one type of frequency-modu-

lated signal, called a "chirp" signal, the frequency

increases linearly with time for the duration of the

pulse

:

p = a cos 27r[(/o + at)t'].

In a typical chirp, 100 msec long, the frequency may

increase from 23.5 kc at the beginning of the pulse to

24.5 kc at the end of the pulse.
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Directivity Characteristics

So far we have been mainly concerned with the

simple point source which gives rise to a spherically

symmetric disturbance in the immediate vicinity of

the source. It is called a point source because the re-

sulting sound field is discontinuous at only one point

of space, at the source itself. If the discontinuity is of

a more complicated nature, as in the case of a line

source, the sound field will not, in general, be spheri-

cally symmetric in the neighborhood of the source;

that is, the amounts of sound energy radiated into

different directions will be different. In this subsec-

tion, sources giving rise to sound fields that are not

spherically sjonmetric are discussed.

Double Sources. Suppose there are two point

sources. So and <So', one at {xo,yo,Zo) and the other at

(xo ,yo' ,Zo') , as indicated in Figure 6. The resulting

P=Po+Po'

Also,

Figure 6. Resultant pressure produced by two sepa-

rate sources.

pressure at any one point P and time t will be the

algebraic sum of the pressures that would be pro-

duced by each source separately. That is, if / and /'

are the two frequencies emitted, e and e' are the two

phase constants, and A and A' are the two complex

amplitudes, the resulting p(r,t) is given by

„ = d;g2^i/B-(r/c)] _|_
4-'g2W/'[(-(r7c)]_ ^^-j

r r'

A = -ivlft

,

A' = a'e
-iicif't

(75)

according to equation (71).

We shall restrict our attention to the case of two
sound sources situated on the x axis, one at the origin

and the other a small distance s away. We assume
that these two sources produce initial pressure dis-

turbances of equal real amplitudeand equal frequency

and that the initial disturbances are opposite in phase.

^x

Figure 7.

source 00'.

Resultant pressure produced by double

This case, pictured in Figure 7, is a fairly good ap-

proximation to many sources occurring in practice,

such as a vibrating diaphragm. Because of these as-

sumptions, the following relationships exist among
the quantities in equations (74) and (75)

:

/=/'. e = 0; t' = ^y (76)a = a
2/

Also, A = a and A' = ae " = —a because of equa-

tion (75).

Of particular interest is the extreme case where the

distance between the two sources is very nearly zero,

but where the real amplitude a of the individual dis-

turbances is so large that the product as is an ap-

preciable quantity. Such a combination of two single

sources with very small separation and very large

individual amplitudes is called a double source. A
double source may be described by two quantities:

the product as, and its axis, the direction of the line

joining the two sources.
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With these assumptions, equation (74) becomes

p = ?g2r.y[(- (r/c)] _ «g2W/[(-(r7c)]
^77^^^

r r'

where

r2 = x2 + 2/- + Z-; r'2 = (x - s)^ + y"- + z^. (77b)

If F{r) is an arbitrary function of r, and if r and r'

are very nearly equal, we have from simple calculus

dF
F{r)-Fir') « (r-r')--

The quantity r — r' may be calculated as a function

of a;,s,r as follows

:

r' =
r + r'

r- — r

'

2r
because r

which equals sx/r from equation (77b). The quan-

tity dF/dr may also be calculated:

dF dF dx dFdy dFdz
—

I" r
dr dx dr dy dr dz dr

As the origin changes from to 0' on the x axis,

thereby changing r to r', the coordinates y and s of

all points in space are unchanged. Thus, for all

changes in r defined in this manner,

dy dz

dr dr

so that

dF _ dFdx _ dFr

dr dx dr dx x

because of equation (36). Using these values of

r — r' and dF/dr,

F{r)
dF

F{r') = s—
dx

and equation (77) maj' be rewritten as

.d\

dxLr
J ig-2,ri/(r/c) .

tLr J

By calculating out the derivative of the bracket with

respect to x, and by remembering that dr/dx = x/r,

this equation becomes

p = ase^"f'e-^"^^^''^
r^\ c r/

If a is the angle between the x axis and the radius

vector OP, x/r = cos a, and the preceding equation

becomes

p = ase'''-^'e-2"^<'-/'='

cos a,

(¥+;)

If r is very large compared with c/f, the second term

ill the brackets may be neglected, and as a result

2ir/ast

P cos ae,2f/C(-
(r/c)]

cr

Replacing the factor as by b, we obtain the final

result

p = '^-^
cos ae^'^*-(^/^'l

cr
(78)

By comparing equation (78) with equation (73), we
see that the pressure changes produced at great dis-

tances by the double source are identical with the

pressure changes produced by a single source, which

is situated at the same place, vibrates with the same

frequency, and has the following complex amplitude.

2TfU
A = cos a. (79)

It is clear from equation (75) that the real ampli-

tude of the vibration is equal to the absolute value

of the complex amplitude. From algebra, we know
that the absolute value of a complex number A is

just V AA, where A is the conjugate complex of A.

Let a be the real amphtude corresponding to equa-

tion (79) . Then a is given by

2irfb
cos a. (80)

With this definition of a, the actual pressure dis-

tribution defined by equation (78) is

p{r,a,t) = a cos 2'<'-;) (81)

Since p is harmonic, its square averaged over a com-

plete period is one-half the square of its amplitude

(80) ; from equation (58) we have for the intensity at

the distance r and angle a

:

1/2^/6 Y 1
I{'>;a) = -[ cos a I

—

-

r'\ c / 2poC

2Tr'-f¥
COS^ a. (82)

Thus, the sound intensity caused by a double sound

source is directly proportional to the square of b and

to the square of the cosine of the angle a of emission

and is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance from the sound source.

Let F(a} denote the average rate at which energy

is emitted in the direction a. It is clear from Figure 8
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that this average emission per unit soHd angle is

given by

f(a) = ; = ;— cos^ a {06)
doi PoC^

where (ha is an infinitesimal solid angle in the direc-

tion a. The maximum value of F{a) occurs in the

direction of the x axis, for which

F(0) = 2x^
Poc'

Thus equation (83) can be rewritten as

F(ol) = f (0) COS^ a

(84)

(85)

Figure 8. Rotation of wedge aa about axis.

and equation (82) as

7(r,a) = F{Q) COS^ a
(86)

of energy flow integrated between the angles and tt;

that is,

J'7r/2F{0) cos^ q; • 2ir sin a • da

= '^^. (87)
3

It will be remembered that i^(0) is the maximum rate

of emission per unit solid angle, by the double source.

All sound projectors have pattern functions which

describe the distribution of sound energy emit-

ted in different directions. A general direction in

space can be defined by the two coordinates (9,</)),

where 6 is the angle of elevation of the direction OP
relative to the horizontal xy plane, and 4> is the polar

angle in the xy plane between the x axis and the

projection OP', as in Figure 9. Let F{d,4>) be the

In order to find the total energy emitted by the

double source in one second, we calculate the total

energy traversing the surface of a sphere of radius r in

one second. This is clearly equal to the rate at which

the source is putting out power. To get this total

energy, it is necessary to integrate the average energy

flow (86) over the whole sphere. Such an integral is

in general multiple, but in this particular case it can

be expressed as a single integral because the energy

flow depends only on a. First consider the average

rate at which energy is flowing through the small

area element intercepted on the sphere by the two

cones defined by the angles a and a -{- da, as in

Figure 8. This small element of the sphere has the

area 2irr^ sin ada; and, therefore, it intercepts a solid

angle of 2ir(sin a)da units. By equation (86), the

average rate of energy flow through this element is

F(0) cos^ a • 25r sin a • da.

The total emission in one second is this average rate

Figure 9. Coordinates specifying direction OP.

emission per unit solid angle in the direction OP, and

let Fmax be the emission per unit solid angle in the

direction of maximum emission, called the acoustical

axis of the projector. Then the pattern function

h{0,4>) is defined by

F{e,<i>) = F^ax h{d,<i>).

If we take the acoustical axis in the direction (0,0),

this becomes

F{e,<t>) = F{0,0)b{e,<i>). (88)

The pattern function h clearly depends only on the

nature of the projector.
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In analogy with the result (86) for the simple case

of axial symmetry,

^-(0,0) b{e,<t,)

I(r,d,<t>) = ; (89)
r-

at a distance r from the source much greater than a

wavelength.

The rate at which the projector emits energy in all

directions must be exhibited as a double integral in

this general case. The area element on the sphere of

radius r, intercepted between (5,0) and {d + dd,

</) + dip), is r^ cos dddd^; and the solid angle inter-

cepted by this area element is cos dddd<t>. Thus, in

view of equation (88),

Emission through area element

= F(0,0) b{e,<t>) cos eddd4> (90)

and therefore

Total rate of emission

d(t> bie,<p) cos ede. (9i)
-r J-W2

Equation (91) can be put in the following form)

which is directly comparable to the law of emission

(59) of a point source

:

Rate of emission = 4x7^(0,0)5 (92)

where
I /» :r /• ir/2

5 = — d<l)\ 5(6i,<^) COS ede. (93)
itrJ-T J-t/2

The factor 5 is a constant depending on the nature of

the source and may be called the directivity factor of

the source. For the point source of equation (59), this

directivity factor is 1 ; while for the double source of

equation (87) it is 3^.

2.5 SOUND WAVES IN A VISCOUS FLUID

In a homogeneous perfect fluid, the decrease of

sound intensity with increasing distance from the

source is due only to spreading according to the

inverse square law (58). However, sound intensity

measurements show clearly that the intensity loss in

the ocean tends to bemuch greater than the value pre-

dicted by equation (58). These extra losses above the

theoretical loss, (58), due to the fact that the ocean

is not a homogeneous perfect fluid, are called trans-

mission anomalies or, more loosely, attenuations. In

this section, we shall derive some results for sound

intensity in a viscous fluid and see how much of the

observed attenuation can be ascribed to fluid

viscosity.

In the derivation of the wave equation (27) for a

perfect fluid, we used the equation of continuity (4),

the equations of motion (15), the equation of state

(18), and the law of forces (16). The equation of

continuity, the equations, of motion, and the equation

of state, it will be recalled, apply to any fluid, whether

it is perfect or viscous. The law of forces (16), how-

ever, is valid only for a perfect fluid. The exact law

of forces operating in a viscous fluid is quite difficult

to derive since it depends on the theory of viscous

fluid flow. It is sufficient to say that this complicated

law of forces, combined with equations (4), (18), and

(15), can be used to derive a general wave equation

for viscous fluids, analogous to equation (27). Under

the assumption that the resulting pressure distribu-

tion in the viscous medium depends only on the co-

ordinate X, this general equation reduces to'

K d'^p 4m d'^p

po dx^ 3po dxdt
(94)

where m is the coefficient of shear viscosity. Equation

(94) is the plane wave equation for a viscous fluid. In

the absence of viscosity (m = 0), equation (94) re-

duces to equation (30).

Let us see whether we can find a solution to equa-

tion (94) of the form

By substituting this expression for p into equation

(94), we obtain

z
(95)

m-= =
- + -^2«/
Po opo

If c and a are defined by

Po

3 poc''

(96)

(97)

the relation (95) becomes

m = ± ^ .— = + (- + ^.), (98)

according to the binomial theorem, if we assiune that

a is so small that a^ and higher terms can be neglected.

In order to get the case of waves propagated in the

positive X direction, the negative sign of equation

(98) must be chosen and 2Tnmx becomes

./
2inmx = —2in-x

c
ax.
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The corresponding solution of equation (94) is there-

fore

We can write this expression for p in the form

J,
= Ae "'"e

2'''/['-(^/='].
(99)

For n = Q, a vanishes, and equation (99) reduces

to

_ A ^i^ifU-{x/c)1

which is just the solution for plane waves propagated

harmonically into a perfect fluid. By comparing

equations (99) and (100), we see that the effect of

viscosity is to cause the amplitude of the pressure

vibration to decay exponentially with distance, by

the factor e"*", where a is the positive real niunber

defined by equation (97). A vibration of the type

of (99) is referred to as a damped vibration, and e'"^

is called the damping factor.

To see whether this energy loss due to shear

viscosity is the cause of the attenuation observed in

the sea, one can first calculate a for sea water, by

using the known values of po,c,m for sea water, and

the known frequency / of the sound source. The in-

tensity loss is measured between two points so far

from the sound source that the wave propagation be-

tween those two points approximates plane wave
propagation. Then this observed intensity loss is

compared with the theoretical intensity loss calcu-

lated from equations (97) and (99) . It is found that

only for very great frequencies (much higher than

100 kc) can an appreciable fraction of the observed

attenuation be ascribed to shear viscosity; at lower

frequencies, the theoretical loss from viscosity makes

up only a very small part of the observed attenua-

tion. Thus other causes must be sought for the extinc-

tion of sound energy in the sea. The sound transmis-

tion studies of Section 6.1 of NDRC have had as one

of their primary objectives the discovery of the

factors governing the intensity loss of sound in the

sea. Although some progress has been made, the

problems of attenuation in the sea have by no means

been completely solved (see Chapters 5 to 10).

Since the observed attenuation of sound in the sea

is much greater than the value indicated by equation

(99), it appears possible that there is another type of

viscosity, in addition to the classical shear viscosity,

which may be responsible for part or all of the re-

maining attenuation. The classical theory of the

flow of viscous fluids is based on Stokes' hypothesis

that frictional forces within a fluid arise only from a

change in the shape of a volume element; in other

words, that a change in the size of a volume element,

if its shape remained unaltered, would meet no re-

sistance. The concept of a compression viscosity has

been suggested to represent the resistance of the

fluid to pure volume dilatation. Such a compression

viscosity would not be discovered in a stationary flow

of the type employed to measure shear viscosity be-

cause in these experiments the fluid acts essentially

as an incompressible fluid. But in the transmission

of sound this conjectural compression viscosity would

contribute a term to the expression for a which would

also be proportional to the square of the frequency/.

Actual determinations of the constant a at many
different frequencies show that between and 100 kc

the attenuation increases less rapidly than the

square of the frequency. There are no theoretical

grounds for assuming any power law for the depend-

ence of attenuation on frequency. If a power law is as-

sumed, the empirical curve is best fitted by a 1.4th

power dependence, but even this best fit is poor. It

thus appears that factors other than viscosity must

account for much of the attenuation of sound ob-

served in the sea.

2.6 EFFECT OF A BOUNDARY

2.6.1 Conditions of Transition and
Boundary Conditions

We shall now return to the assumption of a perfect

fluid and turn our attention to the effects of bounda-

ries. Consequently, we now drop the assumption that

waves are propagated in a single homogeneous infi-

nite medium. Instead, we shall consider the case that

all space is filled up by two different homogeneous

media separated by a plane, which we choose as the

plane y = 0. For the one medium (the sea), at ?/ < 0,

we denote the density, excess pressure, bulk modulus,

and sound velocity by p, p, k, and c respectively; for

the other medium, air, for example, a,ty > 0, we call

these quantities pi, pi, ki, and Ci.

It is necessary, from a physical point of view, to

assume that the pressure in both media is the same

at the boundary. Otherwise, the force per unit mass

at the interface would become infinite. We have,

thus,

p = piSity = 0. (101)

Also, if the two media are to remain in contact with

each other at all times, the displacements normal to
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the boundary must have the same value in both

media at the boundary. In symbols, if (Si,Sy,Si) are

the components of particle displacement in the first

medium, and (Sii,Si„,Su) are the components of

particle displacement in the second medium,

Sy = S,y at 2/ = 0. (102)

No restrictions of the form of (102) can be placed on

the displacements »Si and S^ because displacements

parallel to the boundary will not cause loss of con-

tact.

Since equation (102) holds for all time, the time

derivatives of Sy and iSi„ must also be equal at the

boundary; in other words,

dUy dUly
Uy = uiy] -^ = -^ y = 0. (103)

Because of equation (17), equation (103) implies

Idp Idpi= sbty =
p dy pi dy

dp P dpi— = at 2/ = 0.
dy pi dy

or

(104)

We shall call equations (101) and (104) conditions

of transition. In the general case, the propagation in

one medium depends on the exact nature of the

propagation in the other medium, because of the con-

ditions of transition. In the case of the sea, however,

conditions are often such that we can ignore the exact

propagation in the surrounding medium; the transi-

tion conditions of the type (104) may then be re-

duced to boundary conditions for the sea itself. In the

next section, the conclusion is reached that at the

yielding boundary between sea and air the follow-

ing condition holds:

p = (105)

and that at the solid boundary between sea and rock

bottom we always have, approximately,

dp

'dy
= 0. (106)

Relations of the type of (105) and (106) will, in many
cases, suffice for calculating the sound field in the

medium of interest. By use of such boundary condi-

tions explicit consideration of the soimd field beyond

the boundaries may be made unnecessary.

2.6.2 Reflection and Refraction

of Plane Waves

Consider now what happens to a plane wave when
it hits the plane boimdary y = between two dis-

similar media, in one of which the sound velocity is c,

and in the other of which it is Ci. For generality, we
assume that the direction of propagation of the inci-

dent wave is oblique to the boundary, making an

angle di with the normal to the plane boundary. We
can also assume, without losing generality, that the

direction of propagation is parallel to the xy plane;

y represents the vertical direction positive upward, x

a horizontal direction, and z a front-back direction, as

in Figure 10.

SOUND VELOCITY c,

DENSITY^,

SOUND VELOCITY C

DENSITY p

Figure 10. Splitting of plane wave at boundary be-

tween two media.

Since the incident wave is plane, it may be de-

scribed by the equation (72a) with x replaced by

X sin 6i + y cos 8i,

in view of the obUque direction of propagation.

That is, for the incident wave.

Pi = Ai e

2xi/((-
_xsm0i-{-ycosei)

(107)

where p.- represents the sound pressure of the inci-

dent wave, and At its complex amplitude.

We can consider that the incident wave terminates

its existence when it hits the boundary and expends

its energy in producing a disturbance of the interface.

Thus the boundary will act as a sound source, which

vibrates with the frequency / of the incident wave.

The vibration of the interface will send out sound

waves of the frequency / into both media. We shall

assume that these two waves are plane waves; this
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result is intuitively apparent, but can be proved only

by a long tedious argument.

For brevity, the wave propagated by the boundary

into the second medium will be called the transmitted

wave, and the wave propagated back into the first

medium is called the reflected wave. We shall now cal-

culate the amplitudes and directions of propagation

of the transmitted and reflected waves.

The pressure and complex amplitude of the trans-

mitted wave are denoted by p, and Ar, the same

quantities for the reflected wave are denoted by

Pr and Ar- Let the transmitted wave have the direc-

tion 9t, relative to the normal, and the reflected wave

have the direction 6r, as indicated in Figure 10. The

angles dt and dr are usually called the angle of refrac-

tion and angle of reflection, respectively, and the

angle di is called the angle of incidence.

Because the reflected and transmitted waves are

plane,

Pr = Are

Pi = Ate

,i/{t-
-xsinflr— ycosfl,

jrt/((
_xsin6i+yco80t\

(108)

(109)

The sign of y is different in equations (108) and (109)

because in equation (108) y decreases with the time

on the wave front; in equation (109) it increases.

Equation (109) gives the resultant total pressure

in the second medium. The resultant pressure in the

first medium is the sum of the pressures of the inci-

dent and reflected waves, which is obtained by adding

equations (107) and (108). Denoting the resultant

pressure in the first medium by p, we obtain

P = Pi + Pr = AiC
2i,if{t

xsinfli+ycosS.

-\-Are
2rif(t

_x sin dr — y coa dr^
(110)

The pressure must be the same on both sides of the

boundary. Therefore, pi + pr = Pta,ty = 0; that is.

^,-('--^)+^,-('- '-')

= A,e
2.i/(,-££ili')

or

2irt/(|

AiC " x-\- ArC
-2»i/°J -2«/-. ...... ^' 1

X — Ate ci X \

= (111)

for all values of t and x. Therefore, the bracket itself

must be zero. Furthermore, the sum of three har-

monic functions of x can vanish for all values of x
only if their periods are the same. It follows that

sin dt sin di sin dr= = (112)
Ci • c c

The second equation of (112) implies that 9i = dr;

that is, the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of

reflection. The first equation may be rewritten as

sin di c
, ^—7 = -' (113)

sm dt C\

a relation which is well known in optics as Snell's law.

Because of equation (112), the exponential factor

is the same / for all three terms in the bracket of

equation (111) and can be divided out, giving

At = Ai^Ar. (114)

The individual amplitudes At and Ar are calculated

by making use of the transition conditions (104). By
calculating dp/dy from equation (110), and dpt/dy

from equation (109) and by substituting these values

into equation (104), we obtain

Ai cos di 2ris{t-

e

xsine,
) 4.C0Sflr2-'/('-i^i^')
— e

'

p 4,C0S^, 2.i/(«-^JlEi')

(115)
Pi Ci

In view of equation (112), the exponential factor is

the same for all three terms and may be divided out.

Also, di = dr. Thus, equation (115) becomes

cos di.
-(Ai - Ar) = -A,

Pi Ci

(116)

Equations (114) and (116) are two linear equations

in At and Ar. By solving them in terms of At, the

amplitude of the incident wave, and by replacing

Ci/c in the result with its equivalent from equation

(113),

A-T — A.i'

At = Ai

PiCi cos di — pc cos dt

PiCi cos di + pc cos dt

2piCi COS di

(117)

(118)
plCi cos di -\- pc COS dt

To eliminate the angle dt from equation (117), equa-

tion (113) is used which can be transformed by

trigonometric identities into

^' = l/l-Htan^./l-in-
OSdi ' \ c /

COS(

COS di

Thus, equation (117) becomes

Ar PlCl — pcB

Ai piCi -|- pcB

B.

(119)
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Equation (119) gives interesting results when it is

applied to the case of a sound wave in water hitting

the surface separating water from air. The numerical

values are (subscripts for air; no subscripts for

water)

:

c p- = 4.3; ^- = 770.
C\ pi

By substituting these values into equation (119),

Ar _ l-3,31lVl +0.95tan^g.

4 . 1 + 3,31 iVl + 0.95tan2ei

For perpendicular incidence Bi vanishes, and Ar/Ai

differs from — 1 by less than one part in a thousand

;

for greater values of di the approximation to —1 is

even better. A wave in water reflected by air thus

preserves its real amplitude almost exactly, that is,

almost all the energy in the incident wave remains in

the water. But it reverses its phase; this means tiiat

Vt = — Pi at the boundary. This conclusion, that the

resulting total pressure at this type of interface

should be very nearly zero, was called a boundary

condition in Section 2.6.1. The derivation of this

section furnishes the justification for assuming this

boimdary condition, which was stated without rigor-

ous proof in Section 2.6.1. Equation (119) provides

an estimate of the error caused by replacing transi-

tion conditions at a boundary with the more simple

boundary conditions. In the case of the interface

separating water and air this error is clearly very

slight.

Another interesting case is the incidence of under-

water sound on a hard bottom like solid rock or

tightly packed coarse sand. The treatment of sound

waves in solids is rather more involved than the

treatment of sound waves in fluids because a solid

has two different kinds of elastic forces : those which

resist changes in volume; and those which resist

changes of shape (bulk modulus and shear modulus).

Consequently, two different kinds of propagation of

3ound are possible in a soUd. The two types are

usually referred to as longitudinal waves and trans-

verse waves. In the oblique incidence of underwater

sound in a water-solid interface both types of waves

are generated in the solid and the transition condi-

tions are, therefore, more involved than those dis-

cussed previously. If, however, the solid is quite

rigid— that is, if both bulk modulus and shear

modulus are appreciably greater than the bulk

modulus of water— then it may be assumed, in good

approximation, that the interface will not permit

displacements perpendicular to itself. In other words,

Uy will vanish approximately. If z/„ at the interface is

zero, then its time derivative vanishes as well; and

by reason of the equations of motion (17),

dp— = at 2/ = 0.
dy

This is the boundary condition which is often as-

sumed in the treatment of reflection from a hard

bottom. If this boundary condition is realized, it can

be shown that the incident and reflected waves will

have equal amplitude and the same phase. Thus,

when sound is reflected from a rock bottom, almost

all the energy of the incident wave will be found in

the reflected wave. For a soft bottom like mud, this

boundary condition will no longer be satisfied, even

in approximation, and considerable sound energy may
be lost by transmission through the interface.

2.6.3 Homogeneous Medium with

Single Boundary

Point Source Near Sea Surface

We shall now solve the problem of finding the solu-

tion of the wave equation which satisfies the bound-

ary condition p = at the interface y = 0, and cor-

responds to a sound wave radiated by a point source

at the depth h. This situation is illustrated in

Figure 11. The depth of the ocean is assumed to be

y

ORIGIN

r __^ —'Plx.y.x)

o*'ro7-'h,0)

Figure 11. Pressure produced at location P by sound
source O.

infinite. The initial conditions are specified by the

assumption that in the immediate vicinity of the

source, that is, for points whose distance from the

source r,

r =V x^ + z''+ {y +hy
is very small, the pressure satisfies the relationship

rp{r,t) = Fit). (120)
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If it were not for the boundary condition p = at

y = 0, the problem would be solved by means of the

expression

p(r,t)
r \ c/

(121)

We shall have to modify this solution in order to

satisfy the boundary condition as well. To this end,

we resort to a trick. We solve a fictitious problem,

one in which a source exactly like the first one is lo-

cated at a distance h on the other side of the inter-

face with the water extending through space and

with the initial conditions

r'p'(r',t) = -F{t) (122)

at points very close to the new source. This problem

has the solution

p'{r',t) M'-9 (123)

where

Vx^ -H z^ + (2/ - hy.

Clearly, since r = r' at ?/ = 0, we have p + p' =
at a; = 0. Thus, the wave given by the sum of the

two disturbances described by equations (121) and

(123), or

Fit - {r/c)l F\t - {r'/c)]

V = (124)

satisfies the imposed boundary conditions. Also,

equation (124) satisfies the initial conditions (120)

because the expression (124) can be rewritten as

'^ =4 - D - ^A - 9
which reduces to equation (120) in the vicinity of the

actual source, where r » 0. Finally, equation (124)

satisfies the wave equation itself since the difference

of two solutions of that equation is itself a solution.

If the source S executes a harmonic vibration, the

solution (124) becomes

/cos 27r/[i - {r/c)] cos 2Trf[t - {r'/c)S\

V = «| -. }
(125)

Formula (125) fully describes the effect of surface re-

flection on harmonic waves emitted by a single source

under the assumptions that air has negligible density

and elasticity and that the sea surface is a perfect

plane.

From the method of construction of the solution

(124), it is possible to deduce that there should be a

zone of low intensity near the surface. The reason is

that, at points near the surface, r and r' will be nearly

identical; and the two resulting fictional pressures

will almost balance each other. This type of destruc-

tive interference near the surface is called the Lloyd

mirror effect or image interference effect. The next few

paragraphs will discuss the width of this low intensity

zone and the intensity within this zone.

Consider the intensity measured by a receiver at

the depth hi, located at a horizontal range R from

the source, as in Figure 12. We also assume that R

r^-^piR.-h.o)

(0,-h,0)

FiGUBE 12. Fictitious scheme for solving wave equa-

tion and surface boundary conditions.

is SO large compared with h and hi (the depths of

source and receiver) that second-order products of

h/R and hi/R may be neglected.

By applying the Pjiihagorean theorem to Figure

12, then

r = «|/i +*^ /.«|/i + * + ">

R'

Since k/R and hi/R are small, these equations may
be rewritten as

and as a result

_ i/hi - feV
2\ R /

(126)

R

1 2\ R J

(127)

r' R
because 1/(1 — «) = l-|-tifeis small. Putting

these in equation (125), we obtain

p = |[cos 2.f{t - ^)
- cos 2.f{t - ^')]
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plus negligible terms, which may be rewritten as

p = "-{-2.in[2./(.-4^)] .

by the trigonometric identity for the difference of two

cosines. This equation reduces approximately, be-

cause of equation (126), to

--l-WO"]-M'-!)]<-'
At the point P, equation (128) tells us that the

amplitude of the pressure variation with time is '

Amplitude = -^ sin 2ir^ (129)

where X = c/f is the wavelength of the sound. The

resulting sound intensity at P, which is proportional

to the square of the maximum acoustic pressure, will

be very small if the argument of the sine in equation

(129) is small. That is, the intensity will be low if

hih/X is very small compared with R, or, in other

words, if

h<<'^- (130)
h

Assuming that equation (130) holds, the sine in

equation (129) will be approximately equal to its

argument, and we have

, ,. , 4:Trahhi
Amphtude =

In terms of the intensity, this means

IGttV

X2
Intensity oc

^aWhl / 1 \

x^ Vflv'
(131)

That is, in the layer of poor sound reception the sound

intensity falls off inversely as the fourth power of the

horizontal range at great ranges.

For smaller values of horizontal range R, we find

that the amplitude vanishes wherever the argument

of the sine in equation (129) is an integral multiple of

T, or, in other words, where

2hhi . . „ , „ „— =j,j = 0,l,2,3,--

while the amplitude will show greatest values in the

neighborhood of those points where the argument is

jr/2, 3ir/2 • • ; in other words, where

4hhi

R\

This sequence of interference minima and maxima is

called the image interference pattern.

The image interference effect described here is only

occasionally observed in the sea for reasons which are

discussed in Section 5.2.1.

Point Source Far from Sea Surface

We assume now that the source is located so far

from the surface that the sound waves near the sur-

face can be regarded as plane waves. Only incident

waves propagated purely in the y direction are con-

sidered, that is, normal to the surface. Then equa-

tion (125) has to be replaced by

p = afcos 2Tf(t - -) - cos 2ir/U -|-
^jj- (132)

By applying to equation (132) the trigonometric

formula for the difference of two cosines, we obtain

p = —2a sin 2ir- sin 2Trft.
A

(133)

—— = K, K = 1, 3, 5, •

We notice a very curious thing about the disturb-

ance described by equation (133). The acoustic pres-

sure is zero over the entire fluid when ft is any in-

tegral multiple of }4- Further, the acoustic pressure

is zero for all time at points where y/\ is an integral

multiple of H- Thus we see that the interference be-

tween two plane waves of equal amplitude and of the

same frequency traveling in opposite directions pro-

duces, at least in this case, a disturbance of the

medium for which at any instant all points have

identical, or opposite phase. We no longer have pro-

gressive waves, but a phenomenon which we call

stationary or standing waves. The points where the

amphtude is zero for all time are called nodes; the

points where the amphtude term of equation (133)

is a maximum are called loops or antinodes.

This state of affairs is permanent as long as the

source keeps vibrating. The nodes are permanent re-

gions of silence; and the loops are permanent regions

of maximum pressure amplitude. Such a state, in

which all points of the medium perform vibrations

of the form sin 2irft with an amphtude dependent on

position is called a stationary state of the medium.

Reflection from Sea Bottom

If water is separated by the plane 2/ = from a

medium with a density much greater than its own,

the boundary condition which must be fulfilled at

this plane is

dp

dy
= 0-
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It turns out that a solution synthesized as was equa-

tion (124), but with a plus sign in equation (122) in-

stead of a minus sign, will satisfy this boundary con-

dition. This solution is

V =
' / (134)

We verify that equation (134) satisfies dp/dy = by
differentiating equation (134) with respect to y, and
noting that dr/dy = —dr'/dy aX y = 0.

We now examine the possibility of stationary

states for the case where the boundary is a hard sea

bottom. Again, we assume a harmonic source so far

from the bottom that waves reaching the bottom are

plane and we assume perpendicular incidence. Then
equation (134) must be replaced by

V = al cos 2TrJ\t - -) + cos 2ir/f< + -
j (135)

which, by trigonometry, reduces to

p = 2a cos 2J- sin lirft. (136)
A

We easily see that equation (136) also represents a

stationary state of our fluid. The nodes of utter

silence are situated where cos 2ir(y/X) disappears,

that is, at ?/ = X/4, 3X/4, 5X/4, • • ; the loops

of maximum sound intensity are located where
cos 2ir(y/\) equals +1, that is, at y = 0, X/2, X,- •.

2.7 NORMAL MODE THEORY

2.7.1 Plane Waves in a Medium
with Parallel Plane Boundaries

The problem of sound propagation in a medium
bounded on two sides is extremely complicated and
cannot be solved in general. The difficulty lies in the

fact that the solution must satisfy not only the wave
equation, but also the initial conditions and the

boimdary conditions at each boundary.

In Section 2.6 it was shown that certain definite

and instructive results could be obtained for the case

of a single boundary by considering the case of plane

waves and assuming (1) perpendicular incidence and
(2) an infinite change in density at the boundary.

The result was a standing wave pattern whose geo-

metrical properties depended on the wavelength and
whose maximum amplitude depended on the energy

in the incident wave.

We shall keep these two assumptions in this sec-

tion and shall first find out under what conditions a

stationary wave pattern of any sort can be set up in

our bounded medium. The general expression for a

standing wave pattern is

p = ^(2/) cos 2Trf{t - e) (137)

where ^ is any function of y. In other words, equa-

tion (137) means that all points of the fluid perform

vibrations with the same frequency / and phase con-

stant e, but with amplitude ^(j/) depending on the

position coordinate y. The immediate problem is to

find out what sort of functions ^(j/) are necessary to

make equation (137) a solution of the plane wave
equation

df dy^
(138)

and also a solution of the boundary conditions, on

the boundaries y = and y = L. These boundary

conditions are either equation (139a), (139b), or

(139c).

p = at both y = Oandy = L (139a)

dp
p = 0at2/ = 0; — = 0at2/ = L (139b)

dy

dp

dy
= at both y = and y = L. (139c)

It is immediately apparent that the condition for

equation (137) to satisfy the plane wave equation

(138) is

dy^ X''^
0. (140)

First consider the case of the boundary conditions

(139a). The boundary conditions (139a) can be re-

stated as

vKO) = 0, HL) = 0. (141)

The problem is thus reduced to the case of finding the

solution of an ordinary differential equation with

boundary conditions on both ends of an interval

^y ^L.
Equation (140) is a simple differential equation

whose general solution is well known to be

2ir 2x
yj/iy) =Asin—y + B cos —y (142)

X A

where A and B are arbitrary constants.

The condition ^(0) = implies that B = and

fiy) A sm —w. (143)
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Since equation (143) must satisfy ^(L) = 0,

L L 1 2 3
sin ztt- =0; - = -, -, -, •

•

\ \ 2 2 2'

That is,

(144)

This means that under the given boundary condi-

tions there cannot be a stationary state of the type

of (137) imless the wavelength X has one of a number

of definite ratios to the depth L. The ratio \/L must

be either 2/1, 2/2, 2/3, 2/4, or in general 2/j. A set

of wavelengths Xj can be defined by

Xy=-L,j = 1,2,3,- (145)

Then, if the actual wavelength in the problem is

equal to one of these \y, the expression (143) will

satisfy equation (141) ; and the stationary state equa-

tion (137), with this value of ^, will satisfy both the

wave equation (138) and the boundary conditions

(139a). If the actual wavelength is not equal to one

of the \j, then there can be no stationary state in the

given medium in which the wave planes are parallel

to the interfaces.

Mathematically, all this means that the total

problem defined by equations (138) and (139a) can

be solved only if the coefficient of yp in equation

(140) has certain definite values ay defined by

4x2
(146)

These values, ay, are called characteristic values. The
solutions (143) corresponding to them, namely

27r ,
—

i/j{y) =Asm.—y = A sin Vai V (147)
Xy

are called characteristic functions of the problem.

Clearly, every characteristic value ay corresponds to

a possible frequency /y and wavelength Xy; by pos-

sible is meant that it gives rise to a stationary state,

or normal mode of vibration. The characteristic func-

tion \pj determines the distribution of acoustic pres-

sure within this normal mode of vibration.

If the boundary conditions are changed, the char-

acteristic values and characteristic functions change

also, although the differential equation which y// must
satisfy remains equation (140). If the boundary con-

ditions (139b), which correspond most closely to

actual conditions in the sea, are assumed, it is found

that, by methods similar to those described pre-

viously, a normal mode can arise only if

L
X

13 5

4' 4' 4''

Xy = — where i

J

1,3,5,-- (149)

(148)

We notice that the characteristic wavelengths Xyare

different from the first case. The characteristic values

and functions can be calculated by using equations

(146) and (147) and by remembering that the Xymust
now be taken from equation (149).

Clearly a sum of two normal modes also satisfies

the differential equation (138) and the imposed

boundary conditions.

Suppose we have the general case where the

boundary conditions determine an infinite number
of normal modes

p = c 4'Ay) cos 2T/y(< - ey), j = 1, 2, 3, • •
. (150)

Suppose we have initial conditions on y at t = 0,

of the nature

p(y,0) = D,p,{y), (151)

where D is some constant. For equation (150)

to satisfy the initial conditions (151), we must
choose J = K, e. = (l/27r/,) arc cos D/c. Since this can

always be done, we have the result that if the initial

pressure disturbance is a multiple of one of the char-

acteristic functions, then one of the solutions of the

boimdary problem will also satisfy the initial condi-

tions.

This result can be generalized. If the initial distri-

bution of the pressure is a linear combination of

several of the characteristic fimctions ^,(2/), then we
shall show that these initial conditions can be satis-

fied by a corresponding sum of normal modes. Sup-

pose

p{y,0) = T,DjMy) (152)

where the Dj are any constants. Then the distribu-

tion of pressure given by

p(y,t) = Z Ay cos 27rMt - ei)Uy) (153)
J

will satisfy the initial conditions (152) if only the Ay
and ey are chosen so that

Ay cos 2wfj€j = Dj. (154)

The expression (153) also satisfies the wave equation

and the boundary conditions since it is a sum of

normal modes; hence, it is the solution to the problem

when the initial pressure disturbance can be expressed

as a finite sum of characteristic functions.

Now suppose the initial disturbance cannot be ex-

pressed in the form of (152), but is a general function
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f{y). It is a remarkable fact of mathematics that if

we allow the sum to be an infinite one, then any func-

tion of y can be expressed in that form. That is, it is

possible to express f{y) as

/(2/) = H^i^Ay)
3=1

= 2^cy sm —y
y=i Ay

(155)

where the c, depend on the law of formation of the Xy

[whether (145) or (149), etc.], and usually become
small very rapidly as j increases.

If the boundary conditions are (139a), then the Xy

are given by equation (145), and we have

f(y) = T.^j sin -y.
j=i ^

(156)

In equation (156) the coefficients cy are given, ac-

cording to the usual laws of Fourier analysis, by

2 f^ TTKV
c. = 7 f(y) sin -rdy. (157)

The c, are called Fourier coefficients of fiy). Once
we know these Fourier coefficients, we can solve our

problem as in the finite case. We have
CO

p(y,o) = T,cjUy) (158)

as our initial condition; and
CO

P(y,t) = Z ^J cos 2;r/y(< - €y)l^y(2/)
y=i (159)

Aj cos 2irfj€j = Cj

as the set of solutions to the total problem.

While each term in the sum (159) represents a sta-

tionary state of vibration, the infinite sum is not sta-

tionary, in view of the fact that the terms have
different frequencies /y.

2.7.2 General Waves in a Medium
with Parallel Plane Boundaries

Section 2.7.1 showed how the assumption of a

stationary state led to a possible solution which satis-

fied the wave equation, the boundary conditions, and
the initial conditions. However, the treatment in

Section 2.7.1 was restricted to the case of plane waves
moving perpendicular to two enclosing plane bound-
aries. This section explains how this method may be

generalized for the case of general waves in a medium
with two parallel plane boundaries.

We assume again a stationary state in the medium,
of the form

P{x,y,z,t) = cos2Tft-\l/(x,y,z). (160)

If this solution is substituted into the wave equation

(27), we find that ^ satisfies a partial differential

equation of the form

ay av dV 47r2

(161)

which is time independent. In addition, ^ must

satisfy the boundary conditions imposed at the

bounding planes y = and y = L. The boundary

conditions may be of the form (139a), (139b), or

(139c).

We shall treat only the case characterized by the

conditions (139a). The treatment of the other cases

is completely analogous. We attempt to find a solu-

tion of equation (161) of the form

,p(x,y,z) = sin ^Gix,z) (162)

in which the constant Xj, must have one of the values

X„ =
2L

J = 1, 2, 3, (163)

dz^ \X2 xy

to satisfy the boundary conditions. For the G{x,z)

we have the equation

^ +^ + Mf,-.-^JG = 0. (.164)

Any solution of this equation when multiplied by

cos 27r/< sin 2jr!//Xa is a solution of the wave equation

(27) and also satisfies the boundary conditions (139a).

Equation (164) will be satisfied by any plane wave
solution in the xz plane with the wavelength X*

given by

X* y Xx^ x^

Such a solution will be of the form

27r . 2ir
G = ai cos -^s -\- a' sm —s; s = x cos d + zsind-

X* X*

(164a)

It is easily verified that this function G satisfies (164).

If X„ < X, X* is imaginary instead of being real. In

that case, the solution should be written in the form

G = hxe
(2)r/X')s + hi.e

-(2ir/\')s

in which X' is the real constant given by

X' \ \l x=
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G is thus the sum of two terms, one increasing ex-

ponentially with the distance s from the .source, the

other decreasing exponentially. The only solutions of

this character which have physical significance are

those for which the first (increasing) term is zero. If

bi were not zero, the sound intensity would increase

rapidly with the distance from the source and that is

physically impossible.

Since the greatest possible value of X„ is 2L, or

twice the depth, it follows that sound of wavelength

greater than 2L will have an exponential rather than

a trigonometric solution; because 61 must be zero,

such sound will suffer an exponential pressure decay

with increasing range. It is clear that the longer the

wavelength, the more rapid will be the decay. A more

detailed discussion of this type of transmission is

given in a report by the Naval Research Laboratory

[NRL], where the detailed properties of the bottom

are taken into account.*

The angle d in the solution (164a) may be chosen

arbitrarily. Thus to any value of j in the equation

(163) belongs an infinite set of characteristic func-

tions. These characteristic functions can be com-

bined to satisfy particular initial conditions; how-

ever, the rules for their combination are too involved

to be presented here.

The derivation of the wave equation (27) was based

partly on the assumption that the velocity of propa-

gation was everywhere the same, in other words, that

the medium was homogeneous. Let c be an arbitrary

function of {x,y,z). In the ocean, the variation in

sound velocity is due mainly to the variation in water

temperature with depth.

To assume that the velocity is variable, amounts

for most practical purposes to assuming that c in

equation (27) is now a function of position. The

method of normal modes can be appUed to find a

solution in that case just as in the case of constant

sound velocity. As before, we assume a stationary

state of form (160). Substituting equation (160) into

the wave equation, we get as the time-independent

differential equation the following:

d^ aV av 4^P—I- + —I- + -I-
-I

^—4, =
dx- dy^ dz^ (?{xyz)

(165)

which differs from equation (161) only in that c is

now variable. The solution of equation (165) satis-

fying the imposed initial and boundary conditions

can be found as before by the superposition of an

infinite number of normal modes; in this case of vari-

able c, however, the computation of the characteristic

values and functions is more trouble.some. An ap-

plication of this type of analysis is discussed in

Section 3.7.

2.7.3 Intensity as a Function of

Phase Distribution

Whenever the sound source is harmonic, the pres-

sure distribution resulting from given initial and

boundary conditions can be written in the form

p = a(x,2/,2)e^''-^'^'-*<^'"'^'^ (166)

a and « being real functions of x,y, and z. For some

purposes it is convenient to set

V{x,y,z)
e(x,y,z) =

Co

(167)

(168)

(169)

so that equation (166) becomes

p = a(a;,z/,2)e^"^C'-<''^">^

or, explicitly for the real pressure,

/ v\
p = a{x,y,z) cos27r/l < )•

Since we know from Section 2.4.2 that I = pu, we
must derive an expression for pu. This is done by

making use of equation (44), relating the derivatives

of p and u^:

dUx 1 dp

dt p dx

From equation (169), then

dp .. „.2wfdV da— = a(sm H) 1 cos «
dx Co dx dx

(170)

where H = 2Tf(t--\ (171)

Therefore, from equation (170),

dUx a . „2TrfdV 1 ^da— = — sm H cos H— •

dt p Co dx p dx

Integrating this, we get

M, = — cos H- —-7- sm H—- (172)
pCo ax 2irfp ox

From equations (172) and (169), we obtain

pux = — cos^ H ——
- sm H cos H— • (173)

pco dx 2-Kjp dx

The average energy flow in the x direction Ix, at the

point x,y,z, is just the time average of equation (173)

over a complete period. The time average of the
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square of the cosine is }y^; the time average of the

product of the sine and cosine is zero. Thus,

»^2pCo/ dx

Similarly,
_ / a"

'

= i~\2p
2 \dV (174)

^2pcoJ dz

Since / = (ll + ll + I^} \ we have the following ex-

pression for the intensity

The relations (174) and (175) will be found useful

in Chapter 3 when the equivalence of wave acoustics

and ray acoustics is investigated.

2.8 PRINCIPLE OF RECIPROCITY

The principle of reciprocity makes a statement con-

cerning the interchangeability of source and receiver.

Very crudely, the import of the statement is that if

in a given situation the locations and orientations of

source and receiver are interchanged, the sound pres-

sure measured at the receiver will be the same as be-

fore. To be true, under the most general conditions,

this statement has to be qualified in detail. The fol-

lowing is an attempt to formulate the General

Reciprocity Principle.

Assume that a source of a given directivity pattern

b and a receiver of a different directivity pattern b' are

placed in a medium with a particular distribution of

sound velocity c{x,y,z), enclosed by boundaries of

any given shape with any particular boundary con-

ditions; let the output of the source on its axis be

given by an amplitude A at one yard. The receiver

will then record some pressure ampUtude, correspond-

ing to the amplitude B on its axis. Now let the source

be replaced by a receiver having the same orientation

of its axis and having the directivity pattern V;

assume also that the receiver is replaced by a source

which has the same orientation of its axis, the direc-

tivity pattern b, and the output A on its axis. Then
the new receiver will again register a pressure

equivalent to that of a sound wave incident on its

axis with an amplitude B.

The proof of this theorem is difficult in the general

case, and will not be reproduced here. Instead, we
shall give the exact proof for the simple case of a plane

source emitting plane waves into a medium that

satisfies boundary conditions of the type (139). We
shall then indicate, roughly, how the proof can be

generalized.

Suppose the pressure is a function of y and t only.

The medium may be inhomogeneous, but both the

density and bulk modulus are assumed to be a func-

tion of y only. Then, the soimd velocity will be a

fimction of y. The wave equation for this case there-

fore reduces to

df ^'dy^

and its sohition, by equation (160), will be

p(2/,<) = i{y) cos 2irft

where \l/{y) is obtained from

rfV
-I- k\y)ip = 0, B = 4ir2/2 4ir2

(176)

(177)

(178)
dy- '

'"'^
(?{y) \\y)

We assume the medium is bounded by the planes

2/ = and y = L and satisfies boundary conditions

of the type (139a), (139b), or (139c).

We assume that the plane y = a \s, a, source of

sound. If by 4'a{y) is meant the function defining the

pressure amplitudes at every point of the medium, in-

cluding near y = a, then ^o satisfies equation (178)

everywhere except near y = a. That is, it satisfies

^ + k^{y)4'a = Aiy) (179)

where A (y) is very large in the immediate neighbor-

hood of 2/ = o, and zero everywhere else. Then the

magnitude of the plane source Sa, located at y = a,

will be defined by

S.= ( A(y)dy= f A{y)dy (180)
Jo Ja-S

where it is understood that Sa is the limit of the

integral as 5 approaches zero.

In the same way, we define a plane source at

y = b hy assuming an amplitude function ^i,(t/)

which satisfies equation (178) everywhere except

near y = b, that is, it satisfies

dy'
+ k'(y)^i, = B{y) (181)

where B{y) is very large in the immediate neighbor-

hood oi y = b, and zero everywhere else. Then the

magnitude of the source a,t y = b will be

B{y)dy. (182)
b-i
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By nmltiplying equation (181) by ^a, and equation

(179) by ^6, and by subtracting the latter result from

the former, we get

dy- dij-

which may be rewritten as

f /

d_/ a

dy\ "a

K6 _ ,
#a

dyV"dy dy

.

^,B - i,A. (183)

Equation (183) holds if ^„ and ^6 are arbitrary

functions of y, and A and B are defined by equations

(179), (181). We can integrate (183) over the entire

extension of the fluid between 2/ = and y = L, and

get

L^ - ^^f^y = r^^"^ - ^^)^2/. (184)
\ dy dy /o Jo

Since ^a and \(/b each satisfy some combination of

^ = or d^z/dy = at z/ = 0, and y = L, the left-

hand side vanishes identically, and

(^„S - iP,A)dy = 0. (185)/Jo
Equation (185) is valid for all functions of ^a and ^t

and satisfies equations (179), (181), and the boundary

conditions (139).

Since i? = except near y = b,hy equation (181),

xPaBdy = Mb) Bdy = Mb)St
Jb-d

because of equation (182). Similarly,

I ypbAdy = \j/i{a) I Ady = \('i,(a)Sa.
Jo Ja-S

Therefore, equation (185) becomes

StMb) - S^Ua) = 0. (186)

If both sources are of equal magnitude, then So = Si,,

and

Mb) = Ma). (187)

That is, if two plane sources of equal strength are

emitting plane waves into a "stratified" medium,

where the sound velocity obeys an arbitrary law,

and where boundary conditions are of the form of

(139), then the first source (at y = a) produces at

y = b the same acoustic pressure which the source

at 2/ = 6 would produce at y = a.

It is interesting to note that we have proved equa-

tion (187) without solving explicitly for the pressure

amplitudes. We remember that even in this one-

dimensional problem the equation (178) with bound-

ary conditions usually cannot be solved for ^ in terms

of elementary functions if the sound velocity is an

arbitrary function of y. However, we found we could

prove equation (187) merely by assuming that ^a and

<pb were solutions of the wave equation with initial

and boundary conditions, and by following up the

consequences of that assumption.

In the general case, in which we no longer assume

perpendicular incidence on plane parallel boundaries,

the proof is more complex. Instead of equation (178),

we have the more complicated form of (165). Equa-

tions (179) and (181) must be replaced by equations

with the same left-hand sides as equation (165), but

with right-hand sides which are different from zero

only in the immediate vicinity of a particular point,

(xa,ya,Za) and {xi„yb,Zb), respectively. The distribution

of the functions A and B about these two points de-

termines the directivity of the source considered.

The integration (184) must be replaced by a volume

integral, or rather, by an infinite series of volume

integrals to account fully for the two directivity

patterns, the left-hand sides of which can be shown

to vanish. From there on, the proof runs similarly to

the plane case.

The foregoing remarks have apphed only to the

case of propagation in a perfect fluid. It can be shown

that the reciprocity principle holds, with additional

quaUfications, for propagation in a viscous fluid also.

2.9 INADEQUACY OF WAVE ACOUSTICS

In this chapter, we have set up a schematic picture

of the transmission of sound in the ocean, and pro-

ceeded to derive a rigorous mathematical description

of our schematic picture. Unfortunately, the results

obtained cannot be used directly as a basis for the

prediction of the performance of sonar gear. The

schematic picture is not nearly complete enough from

a purely physical point of view; furthermore, even

the simplified schematic picture can be solved rigor-

ously only for simple cases; and in the cases where

solutions are possible, the calculations are very

difficult.

The physical picture is inadequate on several

counts. For one thing, boundary conditions like p =
of dp/dy = at the boundaries are only a vague

description of what actually happens at the bound-

aries. The surface is not a perfect plane, but is usually

disturbed and uneven, with the result that even plane

waves are not refiected according to the law of reflec-
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tion; they are partly reflected in a direction depend-

ing on the direction of the surface and also partly

scattered in all directions. Neither does the bottom

obey the postulated conditions; it is never infinitely

dense; at best it is rocky; at worst it is so muddy
that it can hardly be called a boundary. The medium
itself, the sea water, is not completely described by

its density and its bulk modulus. There are many
inhomogeneities in the sea volume, such as bubbles,

floating plant and animal life, fish, and others. For

all we know, such inhomogeneities may produce a

very important part of the observed transmission

loss, perhaps as important a part as the variations in

soimd velocity.

The mathematical difficulties should be apparent

to anyone who has even glanced at the remainder of

the chapter. Even when the boundary conditions can

be formulated exactly, and initial conditions are

simple, the exact solution of the problem usually can-

not be presented. In the general case, it can be proved

that a solution exists and is unique, but the solution

cannot be written in a formula which would provide

a practical basis for intensity calculations. The
primary benefit of the rigorous approach is that one

can derive certain very useful properties of the sound

field, such as the principle of reciprocity and the .de-

pendence of intensity on the phase distribution, with-

out going into the exact solution itself.

How, then, are we going to predict the sound field

intensity? We certainly cannot go out and measure

the intensity in all cases; such measurements are

time-consuming, and provide information only about

that particular part of the ocean at that particular

time. We should have some method for estimating

the intensity field, at least qualitatively, so that the

observed intensity data can at least be interpreted

according to a frame of reference; mere data without

some reference to a theoretical scheme are useless.

In the theory of light, this problem was solved by
using the methods of ray optics. The fundamental

problems about optical instruments, like those for tele-

scopes, can be solved by ray tracing methods without

resorting to the exact solution of the wave equation.

This ray theory is based on the assumption that light

energy is transmitted along curved paths, called rays,

which are straight lines in all parts of the medium
where the velocity of light is constant, and which

curve according to certain rules in parts where the

velocity of light is changing. This light-ray theory is

valid in all cases where obstacles and openings in the

path of the radiation are much greater in size than

the wavelength of light.

In the next chapter, we shall describe the applica-

tion of ray methods to underwater sound transmis-

sion and shall also examine the validity of this type

of approximation.



Chapter 3

RAY ACOUSTICS

CHAPTER 2 was devoted to the rigorous computa-

tion of the acoustic pressure p as a function of

position in the fluid and of time. In situations where

the acoustic pressure could be determined the sound

intensity at an arbitrary spot and at an arbitrary

time could be calculated. However, it was noted that,

in most situations involving initial and boundary

conditions similar to those met with in actual sound

transmission in the ocean, this computation was at

best very laborious and at worst completely impos-

sible to carry out. Ray acoustics provides a more con-

venient though less rigorous approach.

In the study of sound the ray concept has not

played so great a role as in optics. The reason for this

is that the wavelengths of most audible sounds are

not small compared to the obstacles in the path of the

sound. Consequently, sounds audible to the ear do

not travel straight-line or nearly straight-line paths;

they bend around comers and fill almost all of any

space into which they are directed. However, for the

short wavelengths used in supersonic sound, the ray

methods have an important, if Umited, application.

This chapter elaborates the theory of sound rays,

describes the computation of soimd intensity from the

ray pattern, and finally, examines the conditions

under which ray intensities may be expected to ap-

proximate the intensities calculated according to the

rigorous methods of the second chapter.

3.1 WAVE FRONTS AND RAYS

3.1.1 Spherical Waves

The wave equation was solved exphcitly for p in

one very important case: an impulse sent out by a

point source into a homogeneous medium under the

assumption of spherical symmetry. The pressure as a

fimction of time and space was found to be

P =;K'-:)-
In this expression, r is the distance from the source.

and the function f{t — r/c) is determined by the out-

put of the source. Specifically, the source can be

characterized by the statement that, while the pres-

sure itself at the source is infinite, the product rp in

the immediate vicinity of the source has a finite value

at every instant, namely /(<)•

Obviously, this fimction f{t — r/c) determines

when a pulse emitted by the source at a particular

instant will arrive at a given point of space. If the

pulse should, for instance, have started in time at

some instant < = « so that for all values of the argu-

ment less than « the function f{t) vanishes, then the

onset of the disturbance at a distance r from the

source will be observed at the time

€ +

Likewise, we find that the front of the pulse will have

reached at the time t a distance r, given by

r = c(t- e). (2)

What has just been stated about the front of the

pulse might just as well have been said about any

other specified part of the pulse; only, « would in that

event characterize the time at which the specified

part of the pulse was radiated by the source. What
has been called, vaguely, part of the pulse, is often

more concisely called phase, particularly in connec-

tion with harmonic pulses. The term e then char-

acterizes the phase of the pulse considered and is

ordinarily referred to as a phase constant.

The surface defined by equation (2) is, of course, a

sphere of radius c{t — e) at the time t. As the time

increases, the radius of the sphere increases at the

rate of c imits per second. The surface of this sphere

of constant phase is called the wave front. The energy

represented by the disturbance of equilibrium condi-

tions clearly spreads out radially from the source. We
may focus attention on the direction of energy flow

by mentally drawing an infinite number of radii from

the source to the wave front. These radii may be re-

garded as representing the paths of energy flow and

41
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may be called sound rays, in analogy with light rays.

Sound energy may be regarded as traveling out along

these rays with the speed c. The wave fronts assume

in this description the secondary role of surfaces

everywhere normal to the rays.

An individual sound ray cannot exist as a physical

phenomenon. An isolated sound ray would mean a

state of the fluid where the condensation was confined

to the immediate neighborhood of a particular

straight line. Beams of narrow cross section can be

produced by directing a wave front onto a very nar-

row slit ; but if the size of the slit becomes comparable

to the wavelength of the sound, the sound leaving the

slit is not a narrow beam, but a cone. This phenome-

non is called diffraction, and will be discussed in

Section 3.7. It is mentioned here only to indicate

that the concept of a sound ray refers not to the

propagation of a narrow beam with sharp edges, but

merely to the direction of propagation of actual wave
fronts.

Spherical wave fronts represent only one particular

case of sound propagation, even in an infinite fluid.

First, the wave front can be spherical only if the

initial disturbance has no preferential direction (a

vibrating bubble satisfies this condition). Second, the

expanding surface remains a sphere concentric with

the origin only if the soimd velocity c is either con-

stant throughout the fluid, or has spherical symmetry

about the sound source.

The wave factor f(t — r/c) in equation (1) is re-

sponsible for the conclusion that the disturbance is

propagated with the velocity c. The remaining factor,

1/r, is called the amplitude factor since it is responsi-

ble for the decrease in sound intensity as the distance

from the source increases. The rate at which sound

intensity is weakened with distance can be easily

computed by using the concept of rays as carriers of

sound energy, provided we assume that energy is

generated only at the source and then flows through

space without gain or loss. For reasons of symmetry,

the energy flow from the source must take place

along the radial sound rays. There will be a definite

number of rays inside a unit solid angle. These rays

will intercept an area of 1 sq ft on a sphere of

radius 1 ft whose center is at the source, an area

of 4 sq ft on a sphere of radius 2 ft, and generally

r^ sq ft on a sphere of radius r. Since the total energy

flow is the same for all these spherical surfaces, the

energy flow per unit area, or sound intensity, must

be inversely proportional to the square of the distance

of the unit area from the source.

3.1.2 General Waves

The frontal attack on the wave equation was the

solution of the boundary problem by the method of

normal modes. This method was found to be too com-

plicated. It was shown in Section 3.1.1 that the

method of sound rays gave a simple and plausible ac-

count of sound propagation for the case of spherical

symmetry. A natural approach to the general prob-

lem would be to generalize the definition of sound

rays, and see if light could thereby be thrown on the

general case of variable sound velocity and arbitrary

initial distributions of p.

First we must generalize the definition of wave
fronts. In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to

harmonic sound waves, that is, sound waves which

have been produced by a soimd source which under-

goes single-frequency harmonic vibrations. In ac-

cordance with Section 2.4.3, the pressure at any

point inside the fluid can be represented as the real

part of an expression having the form

p = A{x,y,z)e'''^'y'''''> (3)

in which the angle B at each point in space increases

linearly with time,

e = 2Trf[t - t{x,y,z)'}. (4)

We shall now call a wave front all those points at

which the phase angle d has a specified value, say So-

At any time t, this surface is defined by the equation

<x,y,z) = t -— (5)

For later convenience, we shall replace t{x,y,z) by an

expression W{x,y,z)/c,i, in which Co is the velocity of

sound under certain designated standard conditions.

Equation (3) then takes the form

p = A{x,y,z) e2"/['-^|^], (6)

both A and W being real functions of the space co-

ordinates. The defining equation (5) of an individual

wave front assumes the form

where

W{x,y,z) = Co(< - to)

Bo

(7)

to =
2ir/

The term U has different values for different wave

fronts, but is constant both in space and in time for a

given wave front. The function W clearly has the

dimension of a length.

In order to make use of the concept of sound rays

to describe the energy propagated by such generalized
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wave fronts, we must also generalize the definition of

a ray. We can no longer assume that the rays are

straight lines since we concede the possibility of re-

fraction and reflection. We shall, however, retain the

property that the rays are everywhere perpendicular

to the wave fronts. It is, of course, by no means

obvious that the results of this new approach will

agree with results from a direct solution of the wave

equation plus initial and boundary conditions. A
comparison between the results from the ray pattern

approach and the results from a rigorous treatment

of the wave equation will be carried out in Section 3.6

once the ray method has been fully described. It will

be found that in many practical situations these two

approaches lead to similar results.

Geometrically, the rays and successive wave fronts

can be constructed as in Figure 1. The wave front at

Figure 1. Huyghens' method for constructing suc-

cessive wave fronts.

time t = (whose equation is given by T^ = — Coio)

is first drawn. In order to determine the wave front

at the time dt, the small ray elements are drawn as

straight-line segments perpendicular to the initial

wave front, as at {xi,yi,Zi). In the time dt, the end

point of the ray starting at {xi,yi,Zi) will have pro-

gressed to a point a distance c dt from the initial

wave front, where c is the velocity at the point

(.Xi,yi,zi). If this process is carried through for all the

points on the initial wave surface, the end points of

all the small ray elements will determine a second

surface, which may be regarded as the wave front at

the time dt. By performing this process many times,

the wave front can be obtained at any time t. This

method of determining wave fronts by gradually

widening an initial wave front was first suggested by
the Dutch physicist, Huyghens, in the seventeenth

century, for the solution of problems in optics.

3.2 FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

3.2.1 Diiferential Equation of the

Wave Fronts

Since the construction of wave fronts described in

the preceding section is purely geometrical, it must

be reformulated in mathematical terms for use in an

algebraic analysis of the sort we are carrying out.

cdt m~P'

Figure 2. Differential ray path.

Let P in Figure 2 be any point on the wave front at

time t. The equation of the wave front is given by
equation (7). Let the coordinates of P be {x,y,z); let

PP' be the ray element emanating from P at the end

of a time interval dt; and let a,p,y be the direction

cosines of PP'. Then the coordinates of P' are

(x + acdt, y + ficdt, z -\- ycdt). Further, the wave

front at the time t -\- dt'is given by the equation

W{x + acdt, y + ficdt, z + ycdt) = Co(t-ta + dt). (8)

If cdt is assumed to be very small, the left-hand side

of equation (3) is very nearly equal to

Wix,y,z) + [a- + /3-

If we substitute this expression into equation (8), and

use equation (7), equation (8) reduces to

dW
,

dW
,

dW Co
,„,

dx dy az c

The direction cosines a,P,y will next be eliminated

from equation (9). It is a well-known theorem' of

analytical geometry that the direction cosines of the

normal to the surface W = constant at the point

{x,y,z) satisfy the proportion

dW dW dW
dx dy dz

+ /3^— + 7 jcdt.
dz /
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Because the sum of the squares of the direction

cosines equals unity,

a' + 0' + y-= 1,

the constant of proportionahty in the multiple pro-

portion above can be determined, and we obtain

= [{T

L\dx / \dy / \ dz /

dx

ay'

(10)

etc.

By substituting these values of a,^,y into equation

(9) and squaring both sides,

dz )

cl

dy / ' \dz / c^{x,y,z)

If we define n, the index of refraction, by

Co
n{x,y,z) =

c{x,y,z)

'

equation (11) becomes

—J = n-{x,y,z).

(11)

(12)

(13)

Equation (13), often called the eikonal equation, is

the fundamental equation of ray acoustics. It is a

partial differential equation satisfied by all functions

W which can define wave fronts according to equa-

tion (7). Initial conditions for equation (13) are

usually of the form that W has the value zero for all

points {x,y,z) on a particular surface.

Once the solution W of equation (13) has been

found, the ray pattern can easily be drawn. The direc-

tion cosines of the rays at every point of space can

be computed from equation (10); more simply, if

equations (10) and (13) are combined,

IdW IdW IdW
n dx n dy n dz

Later we shall eliminate the function W from equa-

tion (14), and derive a set of ordinary differential

equations, which together determine the course of

each individual ray. First, however, we shall give a

simple example illustrating how the ray pattern may
be calculated from the partial differential equation

(13) for the wave fronts.

Let us consider the special case where the sound

velocity c depends only on the vertical depth co-

ordinate y. Thus, the sound velocity is assumed

constant everywhere on a particular horizontal plane.

We shall examine only the ray pattern in one vertical

\dx J \d^/

plane, which we can take as the xy plane. Then equa-

tion (13) reduces to

A2

Sy)
= ^'(2/)- (15)

To find a simple solution of equation (15), we
assume that W{x,y) is the sum of a function of x and
a function of y.

W(x,y) = Wiix) + W2{y).

Substituting this expression into equation (15), we
obtain

©"-a' = "'«
dy

To obtain a family of solutions, we put dWi/dx = k,

where k is an arbitrary constant. Then, the differ-

ential equation will be satisfied if

dW2 /

dy
W. -jy n̂^iy) — k"^ dy.

Therefore, in view of the assumed nature of W, the

equation (15) will be satisfied by all functions W de-

fined by

'W{x,y) =kx-\- \ Vn'^iy) - k^ dy (16)

where k is any constant. A particular choice of A;

corresponds to a particular solution W{x,y) and
therefore to a particular set of wave fronts (7).

The direction cosines of the rays, corresponding to

this choice of k, can be calculated from equations

(14) and (16).

k
a = -

; /3 .f *i2

We use these expressions to obtain the equations

y = y(x) of the soimd rays. If we denote by dy/dx

the slope of the direction of the ray at the point

(x,y), then

dy ^^
dx a

This equation integrates immediately to

dy

]/n'{y) _ 1.

=/:

Y
n\y)

k^

+ xo

- 1
(17)

where Xq is an arbitrary constant. Regard the k as

fixed, and the Xo as variable; then equation (17) gives

an infinite set of curves which satisfy the definition

of rays.
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If n is a constant, that is, if the sound velocity

is independent of depth, the rays (17) are clearly

straight lines.

3.2.2 Differential Equations of Rays

It may be argued that the replacement of the wave
equation by the ray treatment as represented by the

differential equation (13) has little to recommend it-

self. It appears that one difficult partial differential

equation has merely been replaced by another, which

might resist attempts at solution as effectively as the

first one.

djna) _ djnP)
_
d(na) d(ny) d(nfi) d{ny)

Figure 3. Specification of direction of ray element ds

by direction cosines.

Further examination shows, however, that the new

equatiorf (13) has two properties which tend to sim-

plify its solution. First, equation (13) contains no

time derivatives. This means that it describes the

propagation of a disturbance in terms independent

of the frequencies which make up this disturbance.

Second, it is possible to set up ordinary differential

equations that describe the path of individual rays;

the latter equations will be derived in this section.

We start with the equations (14), from which we
proceed to eliminate W. This can easily be done by

use of the formulas S^W/dxdy = d'^W/dydx, etc. By
differentiating the first equation of (14) with respect

to y, the second with respect to x, and by equating

the results, a relation between a, /3, and n is obtained.

Proceeding similarly with the other equations, we
obtain the following relationships which must hold

at any point of the ray pattern:

dy dx dz dx dz dy

(18)

These equations can be developed further to yield

the changes of a, /?, and y along the path of an indi-

vidual ray. If the arc length along the ray path from
a given starting point is denoted by s, we have

d(na) d(na) dx——
h

dx ds

d(na) dy d(na) dz

ds dz ds

dz

ds
0; T = y

ds dx ds ' dy

We see from Figure 3 that

dx _ dy

ds ' ds

Thus equation (19) turns into

d{na) d(na)
,

d(na) d(na)

ds dx dy dz

which, upon using the relations (18), becomes

(19)

(20)

d(na)

ds

d(na) d(na)
a—, h ;8^^ h r

dx

{a^ -H /32 + 7^)

+

dx

dn

dx

( da

\ dx

d{na)

dx

d^ dy

dx dx> (21)

The first parenthesis equals unity, because it is the

sum of squares of direction cosines; while the second

parenthesis, which is equal to one-half times the

derivative of the first one, vanishes. Thus equation

(21) simpUfies to

d{na) dn

ds dx

After similar calculations are carried out for d{n§)/ds

and d{ny)/ds, we get the following set of three ordi-

nary differential equations

:

d{na) dn d{n0) dn d(ny) dn
" ~ " ~ ' ~

dz'ds dx ds dy ds
(22)

It is understood that n, the index of refraction, is a

given function of x,y,z.

We now deduce an important result for the special

case where the sound velocity is a function of the

vertical depth coordinate y alone. We shall show that

for this case the entire path of an individual ray lies

in a plane determined by the vertical line through

the projector and the initial direction of the ray.

Let the origin of coordinates be taken at the pro-

jector, and let the direction cosines of a ray leaving
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the projector be ao,/3o,7o, as in Figure 4. Since n de-

pends only on y, equations (22) simplify to

d(na) „ d(nP) dn d{ny)

dy
= = 0. (23)

con-

ds ' ds dy ' ds

Thus, along any itidividual ray we have na

stant, ny = constant, which in turn impHes

T-= constant = k
a

along the ray. Then, the initial direction of the ray

is (ao,/3o,Kao).

'Vq. A.^i

Figure 4. Change of ray direction between point

(d, 0, ) and point {x, y, z).

The direction at a general point P along the ray

will be characterized by the direction cosines a,0,Ka

because of the equations (23). It can easily be shown

by the methods of analytical geometry that the nor-

mal to the plane determined by OF (direction cosines

0,1,0) and OA (direction cosines ao,/3o,Kao) has the

direction cosines k/V k^ -|- 1, 0, — 1/V k^ + 1. The

direction of the ray at P is characterized by the direc-

tion cosines a,fi,Ka; thus the ray direction at P is

perpendicular to the normal to the plane AOY; hence

the segment PB lies in that plane. Since P was any

point on the ray, the entire ray must lie in the plane

AOY.

3.3 RAY PATHS FOR VERTICAL
VELOCITY GRADIENTS

3.3.1 Derivation of the Equations
of Ray Paths

We now solve the equations (22) for the special

case where the sound velocity depends only on the

vertical depth coordinate y and discuss this solution

in detail. It is intuitively obvious that if we carry

through the solution for the xy plane, then the ray

pattern in any other plane through the vertical (y)

axis will be identical in size and shape.

Since the water depth increases in the downward
direction, we shall take the y axis positive downward.
We shall denote the angle which a direction in the xy

plane makes with the positive x direction by d, as in

Figure 5. To avoid ambiguity, we must specify care-

FiGUBE 5. Change in ray direction over ray element

PP'.

fully the sign of the angle d. We shall be concerned

only with rays moving in the direction of increasing

X, in other words, to the right in the figure. If the ray

is gaining depth with increasing range, we give the

angle d a positive sign; while if the ray is losing depth

with increasing range, we give 6 a negative sign. These

conventions, illustrated in Figure 6, enable us to use

DESCENDING RAY^
©POSITIVE

z
CLIMBING RAY

NEGATIVE

Figure 6. Conventions fixing sign of B.

the following relations both for climbing and de-

scending rays:

a = cosd
;

;8 = sin ; 7 = 0. (24)

Since the sound velocity is assumed to depend

only on y, we have

dn dn

dx dz
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and by reason of relations (24) the equations (22) re-

duce to

d{n cos 9)

0;
d{n sin 9) (In

dij
(25)

ds dts

From the first equations it follows that n cos 9 has

a constant value along a particular single ray. That

is, if P and P' are two points on the ray, then

— cos 6 = — cos 6 .

c c

If, in particular, P is located at the depth where

c{y) = Co, and if 9(, is the direction of the ray at this

point, this equation becomes

^^ = ^^i.
(26)

cos do Co n

Equation (26) is identical in form with Snell's law in

optics.

The second equation in (24) is used to compute the

curvature of the ray at any point. The curvature of a

curve at a point on it is defined as d9/ds, the angle

through which the tangent turns as one travels along

the curve for unit distance. Because of our conven-

tions for the sign of the direction angle 6, upward

bending is always associated with negative curvature,

and downward bending with positive curvature.

From the relations (25), we have

dn d{sm 6) . dn— = n— h sm 9—
dy ds ds

d(sin 9) d9 . dn dy
= n ; -)- sm e— —

d9 ds dy ds

d9 . dn
= n cos $— -\- sm^ 9 —

ds dy

(27)

since dy/ds = sin 6, from Figure 5. The solution of

equation (27) for d9/ds yields

d(log n)de Idn— = -— cos 9
ds ndy dy

cos 0. (28)

Since log n = log Co — log c, equation (28) can be

rewritten as

de d(log c)

dy
cos 9. (29)

We can use equation (29) to describe, qualitatively,

what happens when a ray travels to a layer just above

it {dy < 0) of different sound velocity. If the new
layer has higher sound velocity, the curvature dd/ds

has a positive sign, and the ray is bent downward.

If the layer just above has lower sound velocity, the

curvature d9/ds is negative, and the ray is bent up-

ward. We get the opposite result if the ray is traveling

to a layer just below it (dy > 0) of different sound

velocity. Thus we can say, in general, that a ray en-

tering a layer of higher sound velocity is bent away
from the layer, and a ray entering a layer of lower

sound velocity is bent into the layer.

In the open ocean the vertical velocity gradient

usually falls into one of two types, depending on the

temperature-depth variation. If the temperature does

not depend on the depth, the velocity is determined

by the pressure, which increases with depth; there-

fore, in such isothermal water the sound velocity in-

creases gradually with depth, and sound rays should

possess slight upward bending. Another common case

has the temperature decreasing with depth. Since

velocity is much more sensitive to changes in tem-

perature than to clianges in pressure, the velocity will

also decrease with depth, and the sound rays will

bend strongly downward. The water temperature

rarely increases with depth; when it does, the sound

rays are bent strongly upward.

We shall now examine, quantitatively, the change

of curvature along an individual ray, and derive cer-

tain relationships between the range and depth

reached at time < by a ray leaving the projector at a

certain angle. Assume that the projector is situated

at the depth where c = co; thus the ray may be

characterized by its initial angle 9o at the projector.

Because of equation (26), equation (29) becomes

d9 dc cos 9o , ,

(30)
ds dy Co

The advantage of the representation (30) is that it

gives the curvature along a single ray as a function

of dc/dy only, since So is constant for that particular

ray.

We consider, in particular, the case where the

velocity gradient has the constant value a; that is,

c = Co -I- az/, (31)

if the origin of coordinates is taken at the projector.

At all points on the ray, in view of equation (30),

dB a cos So

ds Co

We see from equation (32) that the curvature is

constant along the ray; this means that the ray must

be an arc of a circle. As the radius of curvature is the

reciprocal of the curvature d9/ds, the radius r of this

circle must be given by

Co

(32)

(33)
a cos So

If a is positive, the curvature (32) is negative, and
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the circular arc bends upward; but if a is negative,

the circular arc bends downward.

We can determine the center of the circle defining

the ray by a simple geometrical construction. Figure

7 shows the path of a ray leaving the projector at the

VELOCITY

Figure 7. Geometrical construction of ray path.

angle Ot into a medium of constant negative velocity

gradient. The center of the circle is obtained by fol-

lowing the perpendicular to PQ down through the

medium a distance Co/a cos do. It is a simple conse-

quence of the geometry of the situation that this

center will lie on the horizontal Une a distance co/a

below the projector. For, from the illustration,

RO = (co/a)(cos Si/cos 6o), and di clearly equals do-

Similarly, if the constant velocity gradient is positive

so that the rays are bent upward, the centers of the

defining circles he on a horizontal Une a distance Co/a

above the projector. It is easily shown that the dashed

horizontal "line of centers" in Figure 7 is at the depth

where the velocity c would equal zero if the assumed

. linear gradient extended indefinitely.

An approximate solution in the general case where

c is an arbitrary function of y can be obtained by re-

peated use of the solution for constant gradient. Even

a compUcated velocity-depth curve can be closely

approximated, as in Figure 8, by dividing the depth

interval into a relatively small number of segments

in each of which the velocity is assumed to change

linearly with depth. Within each layer the ray path

is an arc of a circle; and the total ray path is a con-

secutive series of such arcs.

TRUE CURVE

APPROXIMATING CURVE

FiGUBE 8. Approximating velocity-depth cm-ve by a

succession of linear gradients.

In practice, the path of the ray cannot be conven-

iently plotted as a sum of circular arcs because the

horizontal ranges are much greater than the depths of

interest, and therefore their scale must be contracted.

Instead, the ray is usually traced by calculating the

angles 6i and $2 at which it enters and leaves a given

layer, and the horizontal distance it travels in the

layer. This calculation is illustrated in Figure 9,

Figure 9. Ray path in layer of linear gradient.

where the top of the layer is at depth yi, the bottom

is at depth 2/2, and the thickness of the layer is h.

The ray leaves the projector at an angle do, enters

the layer at the angle di, and leaves the layer at the

angle 52- Then, by equation (26),

[ciyi) cos dol
01 = arc cos

(34)

rcjyi) cos dpi
02= arc cos

where c{yi) and 0(2/2) are calculated from equation

(31).
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Consider now the cliord P1P2 converting the end

points of the circiilnr arc. The direction 6 of this

chord is by simple plane geometry '2(^1 + ^2); and

its length is therefore given by

PxP'' = . ./ r- (35)
sm Udi + S2)

The increase in horizontal range due to the passa,^e

of the ray through the layer is P1P2 cos d, or

—^ Range in layer = h cot §(^1 + ^2). (36)

This result may be applied to the following prob-

lem. Suppose we have a sum of layers of the sort

shown in Figure 10; and we wish to find the horizontal

VELOCITY

PROJECTOR DEPTH

Figure 10. Succession of linear gradients.

range attained by the time the ray reaches the depth

H below the projector. We let the bottom layer ex-

tend just to the depth H; suppose this is the third

layer below the projector. We know do and we cal-

culate 01,^2,^3 by the relations (34). Then the hori-

zontal range to the depth H will be the sum of terms

of the form (36)

:

Horizontal range to H = hi cot i{6(, + di) +
hi cot UOi + 62) + h^ cot ^{62 +Bi). (37)

The inverse problem is a little more complicated.

Suppose we wish to find the depth reached by a ray

of initial direction So by the time it has traveled a

horizontal distance i? in a stratified medium that

consists of layers of thickness hi,h2,hs, etc. We cal-

culate the range Ri in the first layer, R2 in the second

layer, and so on, until the sum of these partial ranges

is greater than R :

Ri -{- R2 -\- Rz 'C R
Ri -]- Ri -\- R3 -\- Ri > R.

Then the depth the ray reaches at range R will be

greater than hi + hi + hs and less than hi + h^ +
hi + hi. Its value may be obtained with sufficient

accuracy by interpolation.

The ray-tracing methods described in this section

are too cumbersome to use in practice. A number of

devices have been developed to facilitate the plotting

of rays bent by known velocity gradients; these de-

vices will be discussed in Section 3.5.1.

3.3.2 Application to Depth Correction

The ray-tracing methods described in Section 3.3.1

have had a valuable application in correcting the

depths determined by the use of tilting beam sonar

gear. These instruments are used on surface vessels

to determine the true depths of submerged sub-

marines. They employ a transducer with good verti-

cal directivity and tiltable in the vertical plane, which

sends out echo-ranging pings at various angles of de-

pression. When velocity gradients are absent, the

sound rays are straight lines, and the true depth of

the target is just the slant range times the sine of the

angle of depression at the orientation for which the

target returns the loudest echo. The depth finder

computes this latter product automatically. When
velocity gradients are present, however, this simple

method often leads to serious underestimation of the

target depth. In this section, we shall describe a

method for estimating the error produced.

For simplicity, we assume that the projector is at

the surface, as in Figure 11. Let the apparent target

PROJECTOR

TARGET

Figure 11. Error in target position due to refraction.

angle be do, and the apparent target depth indicated

by the depth finder be Yo; the true depth of the target

is designated by Y. Our aim is to derive an expression

for Y — Yo in terms of the way the sound velocity

c varies with depth.

Let y represent the actual depth attained by the

sound ray at time t, and yo represent the apparent

depth reached by the ray. Then

yo = Co sin dot (38)
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where Co is the velocity of sound at the projector.

Since the actual ray path is curved, all we can say is

that y is some function of the surface velocity, the

apparent angle do, and the velocity-depth pattern.

We can, however, give an exact expression for the

increase in y during the time interval dt. If c is the

sound velocity at the depth y, and 6 is the inclination

of the ray at the depth y, we have

dy = c sin ddt. (39)

We now take differentials of both sides of equation

(38), obtaining

dyo = Co sin dodt. (40)

By dividing equation (40) by equation (39) to elimi-

nate the time,

dyo Co sin do

dy c sin 6
(41)

We eliminate d from equation (41) by using Snell's

law (26)

:

sin 6 = Vl - cos^e =V 1 - [(c/co) cos OoJ

so that equation (41) becomes

dyo sin Oo

dy
^|/i-(^cos.oy

(42)

The quantity c/co represents the variation of velocity

with depth. If « is defined by the relationship

Co

then € represents the relative change in velocity as a

function of depth. Rewriting equation (42) in terms

of €, we obtain

dyo _ sin ^o

d^ ~
(1+6)[1 - (1 -I- 6)2 cos2 eo]=

=
{ (1 -h if csc2 doll - {1 + €)2 cos^ ^o] }

~'
(43)

= [1-1-2(1- cot2 (9o) e -h (1 - 5 cot^ do) t-

- 4 cot^ do e^ - cot- 00 e"]"-

upon multiplying out and collecting terms.

Since percentage changes of sound velocity are

always small in the sea, the quantity e is a very small

fraction, almost always less than 0.02. Consequently,

the terms with e^ or higher powers of e in equation

(43) may safely be neglected, giving approximately

^° = [1 + 2efl - cot^ 0o)]--.
dy

If we define w by

w = 2(1 - cot^^o).

(44)

equation (44) may conveniently be rewritten as

dy
dyo =

,, , ,
• (45)

(1 + we)'

It may be noted that although t is always much less

than one, we is not necessarily so. We now integrate

both sides of equation (45) between and the true

depth Y, obtaining

r dy

Jo (1 -[- we)'-
(46)

The expression (46) provides a functional relation-

ship between the true depth Y, the apparent depth

Yo, and the velocity-depth variation e{y). In any
practical situation it is possible to determine Yo and

do, and €{y) can be deduced from the temperature-

depth variation indicated by the bathythermograph

slide. Thus, all quantities in equation (46) are known
except the true depth Y, which occurs only as the

upper limit of integration. The value of Y may be

estimated by using trial values for the upper Umit

of integration and by seeing which trial value yields

a value for the definite integral closest to the known
left-hand side Yo. If the velocity-depth variation is

not simple, the integrals must be evaluated by numer-

ical integrations; but if e(y) is a linear function of y,

or a succession of linear functions of y, the integrals

can easily be evaluated exactly.

Tables have been developed by the use of such

methods for the depth errors expected in the presence

of various types of velocity gradients. In preparing

these tables it was assumed that the sound velocity

versus depth curve could be approximated by judi-

ciously chosen straight-line,segments without intro-

ducing too much error in the calculated depth error.

Though equation (46) is the relation used in the

construction of depth correction tables, it is interest-

ing to carry the approximation two steps further. If

we expand the integrand in powers of we and neglect

all but the first two terms, we get

Fo =
J^

(1 -iwe+ )dy

which becomes

Y — Yo = iw I edy + terms in (weY.

To the same order of approximation, Yo may be sub-

stituted in place of Fas the upper limit ofintegration,

which gives

e dy + terms in (we^. (47)
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When wt is small the terms in (we)^ may be neglected; The assumption for the case of constant sound

imder these same conditions Y — Yo is small com- velocity and its generalization for the case of variable

pared with I'o. Equation (47) thus provides a useful velocity are illustrated in Figure 13. In the left-hand

approximation when the depth error is relatively

small. By translating from t back to c this equation

becomes
•I'o

Y -Yo-' ;^\ (c- Co)dy. (48) -
w
2co.

The expression (48) has a simple interpretation in

terms of the velocity-depth diagram. The integrand

(co — c)dy is just the black area in Figure 12; thus

Yo

-^e

C-Co

Figure 12. Depth correction as area under bathyther-

mograph trace.

the integral from to Fo is the shaded area between

the velocity-depth curve, the vertical line c = Co, and

the horizontal line y = Yo. Qualitatively, we may
conclude that the depth correction will be large for

steep gradients and larger if these steep gradients

are located at shallow depth.

3.4 CALCULATION OF SOUND INTENSITY
FROM RAY PATTERN

The foregoing sections were devoted exclusively to

tracing the paths of individual rays and stated

nothing about sound intensity in the ray pattern

except for the special case of spherical waves. For

that situation an assumption that the energy flows

out radially along the sound rays led to the same
inverse square law of intensity decay which was de-

rived rigorously under "Spherical Waves" in Section

2.4.2. It is a plausible generalization to assume that

energy always travels out along the rays even when
the soimd velocity is not constant and the rays are

curves.

SOURCE

SOUND VELOCITY CONSTANT WITH DEPTH

VELOCITY DISTANCE

SOURCE

SOUND VELOCITY CHANGING WITH DEPTH

Figure 13. Effect of vertical velocity changes on ray
paths.

drawing, the rays are straight lines; and the energy

radiated by the source into a small solid angle is con-

fined inside the indicated cone. Because of this as-

sumption, we get the exact inverse square law of in-

tensity loss. In the right-hand drawing, the rays are

curves; and the energy radiated by the source into

the same small solid angle is confined inside the horn-

shaped surface displayed. In this general situation

the energy flow through normal unit area depends

not only on the distance r from the source, but also

on the total cross-sectional area of the horn which, in

turn, depends on the way the rays are bent. Thus it

is clear that the inverse square law will not, in general,

be predicted even by this simplified ray treatment.

3.4.1 General Formulas for Change
of Intensity along a Ray

The prediction of shadow zones as described in the

preceding section is only one part of the description

of the expected intensity distribution. There remains

the problem of calculating the intensity in regions

traversed by the rays. We already know that this in-

tensity loss will not exactly obey the inverse square

law except in very special cases.
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We restrict ourselves to the case where the sound

velocity is a function only of the depth coordinate y.

The ray pattern in the xy plane can be computed

according to the methods of Section 3.3. We can get

the entire ray pattern in space by rotating the ray

pattern of the xy plane about the vertical {y) axis;

because the velocity depends only on y, the ray pat-

terns in every plane through the y axis will be identi-

cal in size and shape.

We assume that the projector is a point source

located on the y axis at the depth 2/0, which radiates

energy at the rate of F energy units per unit solid

angle per second. Then, energy will be projected into

Figure 14. Specification of solid angle.

a very small solid angle dQ. at the rate of Fd^ energy

units per second. The rays bounding this solid angle

will curve in some fashion depending on n{y) and
the angle of emission; suppose at the point P some-

where out along the ray bundle, the cross-sectional

area of the bundle is dS. Then the intensity at P will

be the energy crossing this area dS per second, which

equals FdQ,, divided by the cross-sectional area dS.

do.
Intensity at P = F—- (49)

dS

Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the rays

with respect to the y axis, we shall find it convenient

to define our small solid angle as indicated in Figure

14. It is the solid angle swept out in space by rotat-

ing the portion of the xy plane between the angles Oq

and ^0 + dd about the y axis. On a unit sphere the

solid angle so defined intercepts a spherical zone of

radius cos Ba and width dda which is therefore of

area 2ir cos dodda. Thus our solid angle dQ, is given by

dfi = 27r cos (9orfflo. (50)

We wish to calculate the intensity for the ray of

initial direction d^, in the xy plane, at the horizontal

range R. By equations (49) and (50), this intensity is

given by
F {2t cos d^ddn)

i{R,eo) =
dS

(51)

where dS, the cross-sectional area, is clearly the area

swept out when the segment PP' in Figure 15 is

rotated about the y axis. We proceed to calculate dS.

Figure 15. Diagram used in deriving intensity

formulas.

The horizontal range R is clearly a function of the

depth h and Bq:

R = Rih,Bo). (52)

Therefore, the horizontal separation dR at a fixed

depth is given by

dR = dBo.
dBo

(53)

The minus sign is inserted because R at fixed depth

decreases as Bo increases.

Let Bh be the direction of the ray at the point

(R,h) as in Figure 15. Then PP', the shortest (normal)

distance between these two rays near P is dR sin dh =
— (dR/ dBo) dBo sin Bk. By rotating PP' about the y

axis we get dS, the desired cross section of our bundle.

This area is clearly that of a spherical zone with

radius R and thickness— (3i2/3&o) sin BhdBo; its area

dS is therefore

dR
dS = -2irR— sinBkdBo.

dBo
(54)
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Substituting this expression into equation (51), we
obtain for the intensity / at the range R the expres-

sion

/(fi.gp) _ cos Op

F ~~ ^dR .
' (55)

ado

It is now necessary to obtain expressions for R and
for the partial derivative of R with respect to do. We
begin by calculating the range R. We have

"'dx,
(56)R —dy = I cot edy,

«o dy -J
!/„

which, upon substituting cos 6 = {c/ca) cos 5o from

equation (26), becomes

cdy
(57)R = cos di.

'"X.V^

We differentiate this expression for /2 as a product of

functions of Bo, assuming that the usual formulas for

differentiating under the integral sign are valid. When
the two resulting integrals are put over one denomi-

nator, the whole expression for the derivative simpli-

fies to

dR , . . r* cdyR _ 2 . C
ddo' '"'"'H.((^-c^cos^fl„)^

(58)

Substituting the expressions for R and for dR/ddo,

equations (57) and (58), into equation (55), we find

for the intensity I the expression

(59)

sin 00 sin
J y. sin 9 Jy,

dy

!/„ sin'fl

with

and

sin dh

^^'-(-:)

/^
^ COS^ On

COS^ Oo.

(60)

(60a)

I

For application, this formula suffers from two de-

fects. First, it is not sufficiently simple; second, it is

not sufficiently general. The second point will be

taken up later, where it will be seen that equation (60)

does not cover the important class of conditions

where the sound ray becomes horizontal anywhere

en route. As for the first point, we shall simplify

equation (59) for application to these cases where it

is valid.

Under ordinary circumstances, c does not vary be-

tween the sea surface and operational depths by

more than 5 per cent of the surface velocity. As a

result, those rays which leave the projector at a

moderate angle will not become so steep that the

sine of the angle cannot be replaced in good ap-

proximation by the angle itself. Thus we may re-

place the expression cj — c^ cos^ do, which appears

three times in equation (59), by the approximation

^-e cos^ do « c?[i - (^^tA^)\i - eS)]

« (^(^ - 2e), (61)

in which e, as in Section 3.3.2, stands for the ex-

pression (c — Co)/co. As a result, we can replace equa-

tion (60) by the approximate relation

-' « '- ^. (62)
dy

while the range is given approximately by the expres-

2ey

sion

R
dy

-„A/flg - 2e'
(63)

In most transmission work, the sound field inten-

sity is reported either as transmission loss or as

transmission anomaly. The transmission loss H is

defined as the ratio of the source strength F and the

soimd field intensity in decibels,

ff=101og--- (64)

The transmission anomaly A is defined as the ratio

of the intensity predicted by the inverse square law

and the sound field intensity I, also in decibels,

A = 10 log
F/R^-

10 log 1^. (65)

On the basis of this definition and equation (62) the

transmission anomaly will be given by the approxi-

mate relationship

"" dy

,e%y)
A « -lOlogf^ + lOlog fJyJiy) •^v.i

-f 10 log do + 10 log dH, (66)

d{y) = VeS - 2«.where

Where it applies, this formula is simple enough to

lead readily to results of practical significance, as

under "Layer Effect" in Section 3.4.2.

From its mode of derivation the expression (59) for
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the intensity at a point P on a ray is not valid if at

any place between the projector and P the ray has

become horizontal. For, at a point where the ray is

horizontal, 6 = 0, which implies that Co — c cos 6q

= 0, by equation (26). This means that the inte-

gral in equation (57) becomes infinite at points where

the ray is horizontal and cannot be differentiated

under the integral sign. We therefore conclude that

the expression (59) is valid only for rays that are

always climbing or always dropping, but cannot be

used, for example, to examine the intensity near

places where the ray diagram predicts shadow zones.

We now derive an expression for I{9o,R) which will

be valid even at points on a ray beyond where the ray

has become horizontal. This will be done by deriving

an expression similar to equation (58) in which the

variable of integration is 8 instead of y.

In all cases, we have, because of equation (56),

R =
I

cot edy

r* dy dc
,

I cote- -^

dcde

Since
dc dV cos n Co .— = V Co = sm d,

do ddL cos ^0-1 cos do

it follows that R = — Co

cos doJ e,

cos So

dy,
cos d—dO.

dc
(67)

This expression for R has the advantage over equa-

tion (56) in that the integrand does not become

infinite for 8 = 0. This expression can, therefore, be

differentiated with respect to 8o even when the ray

passes through points at which it is horizontal.

The variable 8o occurs explicitly in the factor in

front of the integral and as the lower limit of inte-

gration and implicitly in the terms 8^ and dy/dc.

Taking this into consideration, it follows that

dR

ddo

Co sin 8,

cos^ do

c? sin 6t

cos^ 8i

J $0

do n d^y

'o
J So dc^

dy— cos 8d8
dc

cos^ dd8

Co sin Sofcos' Ok

cos^ 9o L sin 8h

s^ 8jdy\ cos^ 8o/dy\

n8h\ dc/h sin 8o \dc/o.
(68)

Though the expression (68) is much lengthier than

the expression (58), it has the advantage of being

valid at points on the ray where 8 = 0. The resulting

intensity, calculated by using equation (55), will also

be valid at all points on the ray. The quantities R and

dR/ddo must be substituted from equations (67) and

(68). These expressions can be simplified by means
of the assumption that all angles are small. With this

assumption all cosines of angles can be replaced by
one; the sines may be replaced by the angles them-

selves; and among a number of terms those multi-

plied by higher powers of the angles may be disre-

garded. The simplified expressions for R and for

dR/d8o then take the form

<,] -

J So C

and

^o"tWo~^wJ' ^^^^

From equations (55) and (65) we have, as a general

expression for the transmission anomaly A,

R -Co
I

d8 (69)

10 log

/dR . \

(71)
\ R cos da I

If we assume that 8o and 8h are both so small that

cos 8o can be replaced by one, and sin 8h by 8^,

formula (71) becomes

IdR

A « lOlogl (71a)

By putting in the approximate values of R and

dR/d8o from equations (69) and (70), an explicit ex-

pression can be obtained for the transmission

anomaly.

In the appUcation of equations (67) to (70) one

precaution must be taken. While the integrands of

the integrals that occur remain finite when the angle

of inclination becomes zero, these expressions ap-

proach infinity as the gradient approaches zero. They
are, therefore, not suitable for the treatment of

propagation through isovelocity layers.

Another method of computing the transmission

anomaly that may be used whether or not a ray has

become horizontal and is in a more convenient form

for numerical computation is given under "Combina-

tion of Linear Gradients" in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 Applications

Section 3.4. 1 was devoted to deriving formulas for

the intensity out along a ray as a function of the hori-

zontal range and the velocity-depth variation. These

formulas involve line integrals and are too compli-

cated to use for practical intensity computations.
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The formulas are' simplified in this section by using

various simplifying assimiptions concerning the

velocity-depth variation.

Direct Beam in Linear Gradient

Let us assume that the sound velocity increases or

decreases linearly with depth, with the gradient a.

Then,

a =
f- (72)
dy

Since the velocity is never constant with increasing

depth in this case, the approximate equations (69)

and (70) are applicable. Using these equations, we

find that the range R is given by the expression

R = {dh — 6q)
a

(73)

and that the derivative of the range with respect to

Ba is given by

^ = i(l-^")- (74)
a^o a\ ej

Substituting these expressions into equation (71a),

we obtain for the transmission anomaly the expres-

sion

A = 10 log 1 = 0. (75)

The transmission anomaly vanishes, at least in this

approximation. If we had used the rigorous expres-

sions (67) and (68) for R and dR/ddo, and the exact

form (71) for the transmission anomaly, the following

formula would have been obtained, which is rigor-

ously correct,

A =20 log cos do. (76)

It may seem surprising that the transmission

anomaly (76) does not depend on the sharpness of the

velocity gradient. This seeming discrepancy results

from the use of the horizontal range R in the defini-

tion (65) of the transmission anomaly instead of the

slant range r.

The results (75) and (76) for this case of uniform

downward refraction apply only to the sound field

at points actually reached by the direct rays. If the

water is very deep, there are portions of the ocean

where no sound ray penetrates, as illustrated in

Figure 24; in such regions the ray theory predicts a

vanishing sound intensity and thus an infinite trans-

mission anomaly.

Reflected Beam in Linear Gradient

We now calculate the intensity along a ray which

has suffered one or more bottom reflections, for the

same linear velocity gradient assumed under "Direct

Beam in Linear Gradient" in Section 3.4.2. First we
shall assume one bottom reflection. This situation is

pictured in Figure 16A where the ray hits the bottom

OCEAN BOTTOM
A ONE REFLECTION

OCEAN BOTTOM
B SEVERAL REFLECTIONS

Figure 16. Reflection of sound ray from sea bottom.

A. One reflection. B. Several reflections.

at an angle Sj, {db > 0) and is reflected at the angle

—df The rays will be refracted downward, as indi-

cated; and the incident and reflected rays will be

circular arcs with equal radii.

We can compute the horizontal range R by equa-

tion (69), which is valid for all cases where the ray

path is made up of several arcs, provided care is

taken in breaking up the interval of integration cor-

rectly.

R — Co -de - Co
IJ Sa aC J 96

'dy

dc
de

- -{e, - do) - -(9, + 9,)
a a

Co

{29i + 9^- Bo),

a

To use equation (71a), we must also calculate dR/d9o.

Using equation (74), we obtain

aR _ Co/ 6^"\ Co/

ddo a\ eJ a\

^co/_e,^Bj\
a\ 9b 9j

Substitution of these expressions for R and dR/d9o

into equation (71a) gives

10 log
'(-^^:)

(77)
29b + 6h — 9o

For the case of. a ray suffering n -\- 1 reflections,

pictured in Figure 16B, the procedure is similar ex-
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cept that n complete joiimeys from the bottom back

to the bottom must be added to the mterval of

integration. The calculated transmission anomaly for

a ray which leaves the source at the angle do, suffers

n + 1 bottom reflections, and strikes a receiving

hydrophone at the inclination 0k, turns out to be

A = 10 log

[2(n +l)-l+
''

Bh

2(w +1)9^ + 0^- 00
(78)

Layer Effect

When sound originates in an isovelocity layer or in

a layer with a weak velocity gradient and then passes

into a layer with a sharp negative gradient, the sharp

refraction results in an extra spreading of the sound

rays and a consequent drop in intensity. This phe-

nomenon is called layer effect, and is of operational

importance. We shall consider only rays which leave

the projector in a downward direction, so that the

formula (66) for the transmission anomaly will apply.

Two separate cases will be treated. First, we shall

consider the velocity-depth pattern shown in Figure

17: an isovelocity layer, followed by a layer of

VELOCITY^

Cq-AC

SOURCE

HYDROPHONE

FiGUKE 17. Bending of ray by temperature discon-

tinuity.

negligible thickness with a very sharp gradient and

a total drop of soimd velocity of amount Ac, followed

in turn by a second isovelocity layer with the velocity

Co — Ac. If the ray direction in the first isovelocity

layer is 0o, and in the second isovelocity layer 0k, we
have by Snell's law (26)

cos dh

cos 00

Co Ac
= 1 -

Co

Ac

Co

If the angle 9 is small, we may replace its cosine by
its approximate equivalent 1 — S^/2. Using this ap-

proximation, and dropping the negligible term

(Ac/co)^, the preceding equation becomes

' Co
(79)

If hi is the height of the soxmd source above the

abrupt velocity change, and ^2 is the depth of the

hydrophone below the velocity change, we easily find

from formula (66) that

A =

+ 10 log 00 + 10 log Oh

= -»{l|(' + t1)]' (80)

smce
„ ^1 ^R ^ - +-

00 0h

Next we shall consider the velocity-depth pattern

shown in Figure 18: an isovelocity layer extending to

GRADIENT

FiGOBE 18. Bending of ray by deep thermocline.

a depth hi below the sound soiu-ce, followed by a layer

of indefinite extent with the constant velocity gradi-

ent —a. At a depth y' below the top of the gradient

layer the soimd velocity will be Co -)- ay'. We there-

fore obtain the following expression analogous to

expression (79) for the ray direction 0{y') at the

depth y'.

0{y') = V^ - 2{a/co)y'. (81)

We shall use equation (66) to calculate the intensity

of the sound received by a hydrophone at a depth h^

below the top of the gradient layer. Since the ray

direction in the isovelocity layer is constant at 0a, the

separate integrals in equation (66) have the values

dy'

Jo 00 Jo Vfo - 2{a/co)y'

The last term may be integrated directly, and with

use of equation (81)

{00 - 0h)f'dy ^hi
Jo 00 a/co

^0 K^O + 0h)
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VELOCITY

PROJECTOR DEPTH
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eters which may be calculated from the given veloc-

ity-depth distribution.

The raypath in the ithlayer will be an arc ofa circle

whose radius isci/(aicosflo) according toequation (33).

Let the small ray element ds be inclined at the angle 6,

as in Figure 20. In traversing this small distance, the

VELOCITY

Figure 20. Ray path in ith layer.

ray travels horizontally a distance ds cos 6. By equa-

tion (32), we see that ds is given by the expression

— Cidd/{aiCos6i); and the element of horizontal range

covered by the ray in a distance ds is

Ci
cos ddd.

Qi cos di

To get the horizontal range covered by the ray in its

entire journey through the ith layer, we must inte-

grate this result between 6i and 6i+i.

Ri =
— Ci

Bi ai cos di

c

cos Odd

(sin Bi - sin di+i) (84)
a, cos di

Co sin 6i — sin 6,+t

cos So a;

because of Snail's law (26). The results of this para-

graph apply without changes of sign both to layers

where the velocity increases with depth and to layers

where the velocity decreases with depth.

The total horizontal range K from the projector to

the receiver is the sum of the range components in the

n + 1 layers.

V D Co r-v sin di — sin di+i
2^Ri = 2^R (85)

cos 6q i=o at

where the symbol S indicates summation. By dif-

ferentiating both sides of equation (85) with respect

toflo

sin di+idR Co sin 6q -^ sin di

ddo COS^ do i=0

+
Co

COS flo i

E"
1 / ddi ddi+i\
-( COS di—- - COS di+1——

)'oi=oai\ ddo odo /

which may be written

dR Co sin di

ddo cos^ do'o 2=0 aA

+

sm di — sin di+i

cos di cos do ddi cos di+i cos do ddddi+\ \

(86)
sin do ddo sin do ddo

For equation (86) to be usable, we must calculate

ddi/ddo. By Snell's law,

cos di = - cos do.

Co
(87)

By differentiating both sides of this with respect to di

ddi Ci sin do

'ddo

~
Co sin di

sin do cos di

cos do sin di

(88)

By using ddi/ddo from equation (88), and a corre-

sponding expression for ddt+i/ddo, the expression in

parentheses in equation (86) becomes

COS^ di COS^ di+i
sm di— sin dt+i +

sin di sin di+i

1 1

sin di sin di+i

Thus equation (86) becomes

dR _ Co sin do -^ W_}_ ^^A
3^0 cos^ do i=oai\smdi sindi+i/

_ sin 00
Y^

Ri

COS do i=o sin di sin fl;+i

Putting this value of dR/ddo into formula (71), and

noting that dk is simply d^+i, we obtain the final result

sin 00 sin e„+i Y^ Ri
A = 10 log Z^ ;]• (89)

R cos^ do i=o sin di sin di+i-

The expression (89) is in a form well-suited for

practical intensity calculations. The various angles di

can be computed from the known velocity-depth pat-

tern by equation (26), and the Ri can be obtained

either from equation (84) or equation (36).

Formulas for Transmission Anomalies

In this section, the formulas obtained for the

transmission anomaly resulting from refraction will

be summarized.

In the absence of a velocity gradient, or if the

sound velocity increases or decreases linearly with

depth below the projector, the transmission anomaly

in the direct beam is negligible.

If the sound velocity decreases linearly with depth
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below the projector, and if the ray has been reflected

once by the ocean bottom, the transmission anomaly

is given in good approximation by the equation

A = 10 log
29(, -\- dh — 60

where di> is the angle of inclination at the bottom. In

the case of multiple bottom reflections the transmis-

sion anomaly is given by

A = 10 log

*(2(m+ 1)
6b dh/

2(n + 1)^6 + e, - do

where the number of bottom reflections is n + 1 •

The transmission anomaly for sound propagated

through a thermocline (layer effect) is approximately

given by

10 log
(hA\

where hi is the height of the projector above the top

of the thermocline, 0o is the inclination of the ray in

the overlying isovelocity layer, and dk is the inclina-

tion of the ray at the receiver.

The transmission anomaly for sound propagated

through a succession of layers, each of which possesses

a constant gradient of velocity, is given by

Ri_ /sin Op sin g^+i y^

V R cos^ 60 i=o sin di sin 67)
where the various terms are defined under "Combi-

nation of Linear Gradients" in Section 3.4.2.

3.5 RAY DIAGRAMS AND INTENSITY

CONTOURS

3.5.1 Methods

The differential equations (25) which govern the

path of a ray in a medium where the sound velocity

depends only on one coordinate cannot be easily

integrated if the velocity depends on depth in a very

complicated manner. We have seen, however, that

the integration can be accomplished, and the path

of a ray with a specified initial direction calculated if

the depth interval is divided into layers in each of

which the velocity gradient is constant. For this

reason, rays are traced in practice by replacing the

actual velocity-depth curve with a series of straight-

line segments, as in Figure 8.

The bending of sound rays in the ocean is too

.slight to be evident in a drawing that u,ses the same

scale for range and depth. The deviation from

straight-line propagation is never more than a few

hundred feet in a mile; although such deviations are

extremely important to a surface vessel seeking a

submarine with echo-ranging gear, they do not show

up well on paper unless the depth scale is expanded.

For this reason, ray diagrams cannot be constructed

geometrically in practice as the sum of circular arcs

through the various layers. Instead, the change in

range as the depth increases must be computed alge-

braically as described under "Combination of Lin-

ear Gradients" in Section 3.4.2, and the results

plotted on a graph with suitably chosen scales.

A special circular 'slide rule has been invented to

simplify this calculation.^ This instrument, developed

by WHOI early in the war, gives the horizontal range

covered by a ray in its passage through a layer with

a constant gradient. It does this by using several

scales arranged for convenience as concentric circles.

The thickness of the layer, the temperature at the

beginning and the end of the layer, and the direction

of the ray at the projector are given to start with. By
use of the slide rule one calculates directly the direc-

tion of the ray when it enters and leaves the layer;

from the average of the two directions the horizontal

range covered in the layer can then be computed by
use of equation (36). The instrument exactly dupli-

cates the calculations described in Section 3.3 and

avoids the necessity of consulting trigonometric

tables. Since the direction of the ray as it enters the

following layer is given as an intermediate step in

calculating the range in the layer, the process may be

dupUcated until the ray has been traced through all

the layers. This slide rule may also be used to com-

pute intensities by integration along each ray since

the scales provided may be used for evaluating equa-

tion (90), which appears later. Similar mathematical

aids were developed by UCDWR, and by other re-

search groups doing a large amount of ray tracing.^

Another instrument developed by NDRC for the

facilitation of ray tracing is the sonic ray plotter,*

pictured in Figure 2L The ray plotter is a device

which integrates the differential equations (25) me-

chanically and exhibits the solution not as an alge-

braic function but as a curve denoting the ray path,

drawn, of course, with a much expanded depth scale.

The ray plotter has one advantage over the .slide rule

— it can plot the ray paths for any type of velocity-

depth variation, no matter I'.ow complicated.
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The accurate plotting of many rays is facilitated by

use of a method called the method of proportions

(see reference 2). When this method is used, a few

rays are drawn with the aid of a slide rule; the posi-

tions of intervening rays can be estimated rapidly by

an interpolating process. A full description of the

method of proportions is given in reference 2.

If the ray plotter or the method of proportions is

used, it is not difficult to obtain a ray diagram with

many rays drawn for closely adjacent values of do, the

ray inclination at the projector. From such a diagram

Figure 21. The sonic ray plotter.

the intensity at any point can be determined graphi-

cally by measuring the vertical separation between

rays at that point. In most situations this is the

simplest method for computing approximately the

theoretical intensities in the sound field.

The basic equation used in this graphical procedure

for determining the sound intensity may readily be

derived from the analysis in Section 3.4.1. By com-

bining equations (49) and (50) the following results

for the intensity /

dOo
I = 27rFcoseoT7,-

do

The area dS is given by

dS = 2irR cos ddh,

where dh is the vertical distance between the two rays

at the point where the intensity is measured, and R
is the horizontal range. By combining these formulas,

and by substituting into equation (65) for the trans-

mission anomaly the following equation results

(cos 6 dh\
, ^ , „--) - 10 log ft.

cos do del

For most cases of practical importance, cos 6 and
cos ^0 may be replaced by one; dh and dQ may be re-

placed by finite increments AA and A^. Thus, we
have, finally, the simple result

10 log
AA\

10 log R. (90)

In equation (90), A/i and R must be expressed in

yards; while A9 must be given in degrees. Although

this equation usually gives sufficiently accurate re-

sults, it is difficult to apply practically in regions

where the intensity is changing rapidly, such as near

the shadow boundary below an isothermal layer.

The practical application of equation (90) is given

in reference 2, which includes a graph giving the

theoretical intensity / in terms of the measured ray

separation in feet at the range R and the initial

angular separation of the rays in degrees.

3.5.2 Ray Diagrams for Various

Temperature-Depth Patterns

In practice, the ray paths are usually computed

not from the velocity-depth curve, but from the

temperature-depth curve obtained with a bathy-

thermograph. This is done because the sound velocity

is very sensitive to changes in temperature of the

magnitude usually encountered in the ocean and rela-

tively insensitive to changes in pressure and salinity.

The effect of pressure, although small, is usually al-

lowed for in the drawing of rays because it is con-

stant, causing an increase of 0.0182 ft per sec in

sound velocity per foot increase of depth. The effect

of salinity on the ray paths is usually ignored, except

near regions where fresh water is continually mixing

with ocean water; in such cases, the velocity-depth

pattern must be calculated explicitly by use of both

the bathythermograph record and the safinity-depth

variation.

The following paragraphs describe ray diagrams

for various commonly observed temperature-depth

patterns. A more detailed explanation of ray dia-

grams along with explicit diagrams for some 380

temperature-depth patterns of the sort found in the

ocean is given in a report by WHOL'

Very Deep Isothermal Water

In deep isothermal water all the rays show slight

upward bending because of the constant effect of

pressure. This bending, for a ray leaving the pro-

jector in a horizontal direction, amounts to about
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50 ft in a distance of one mile. Figure 22 is the ray

diagram for this case.

Isothermal Layer above Thermocline

The most common temperature-depth distribution

observed in the ocean possesses a surface layer of

reasonably constant temperature, which overUes a

TEMPERATURE-F
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RANGE IN YARDS
5000 10,000

I ^

G°

Figure 22. Ray diagram for deep isothermal water.

layer where the temperature decreases rapidly with

increasing depth, called a thermocUne. A ray diagram

for such a temperature-depth pattern, with the sur-

face mixed layer extending down to a depth of 100 ft,

and an underlying thermocline is shown in Figure 23.

It will be noted that all the rays which issue from the

projector at higher angles than 1.44 degrees remain

entirely within the top layer; the rays become hori-

zontal at some depth less than 100 ft and bend back

to the surface. All the rays leaving the projector at
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the point to whirh the range is measured, and on re-

fraction conditions, or more specifically on the tem-

perature-depth variation indicated by the bathy-

thorniosraph.

The intensity contour diagram is a set of lines

drawn on a ray diagram indicating the intensity loss.

On each contour the intensity loss has a constant

value, in a fashion similar to the curves of constant

barometric pressure on a weather map. The contours

are obtained from a ray diagram by using one of the

methods discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. On each

ray, or for each pair of adjacent rays, the intensity,

or transmission anomaly, is computed at suitably

chosen intervals. Then one finds, by interpolation,

the points where the intensity loss is 55 db, 60 db,

65 db, and so on . After this process is carried through

for all the rays, intensity contours can be drawn by

joining the points of equal transmission loss on all the

rays.

Sample intensity contour diagrams for the oceano-

graphic situations treated in Section 3.5.2 are given in

Figure 25. The contour diagram for isothermal water

is shown for comparison since it indicates optimum

sound-ranging conditions, that is, the intensity losses

which would be observed if the water had no tem-

perature gradients, and if there were no attenuation

losses; for this situation, the intensity loss out to the

range R is given by the inverse square law and

amounts to 20 log R. The contour diagrams for the

split-beam cases are identical with that for the iso-

thermal case at depths near the sea surface and at

short to moderate ranges; at depths below the ther-

mocline, however, the predicted spreading loss is

much increased; the amount of increase depends on

the depth to the thermocline and the sharpness of the

thermocline gradient. In the case of downward refrac-

tion, the intensity contours which denote large values

of the intensity loss are piled together in the vicinity

of the predicted shadow boundary.

A more detailed discussion of intensity contours

with a derivation of some of the basic equations de-

rived at the beginning of this chapter is given in a

report by UCDWR.* Sample theoretical intensity

contours for different temperature patterns are also

discussed in this reference. A comparison of these pre-

dicted intensities with sound intensities found from

explosive pulses is given in Chapter 9. The encyclo-

pedia of ray diagrams in reference 5 includes intensity

contours on most of the diagrams and thus may be

used to find the type of predicted sound field for many
different varieties of temperature-depth patterns.

It will be seen in Chapter 5 that the intensity pre-

dictions of the contour diagram are not, in general,

sufficiently accurate to be trusted for the prediction of

maximum echo ranges. However, they are useful for

various special purposes, such as indicating howsound

intensities should vary with depth at a fixed range.

3.6 VALIDITY OF RAY ACOUSTICS

In Sections 3.1 to 3.5 of this chapter the method of

ray acoustics has been presented as an independent

theory without much connection with the rigorous

treatment of wave propagation presented in Chap-

ter 2. We first noted in Section 3.1.1 that the im-

portant features of the propagation of spherical waves

could be derived equally well by using the concept of

wave fronts connecting points which have equal

phase of condensation, and the concept of energy

transported by rays perpendicular to these wave
fronts. Then we generalized the definition of wave

fronts and rays, derived differential equations for the

ray paths from these definitions, and solved these

differential equations for the ray paths and the re-

sulting sound intensity.

It is important to remember, however, that the

method of wave fronts for the general case placed no

requirement on the wave front, except for stipulating

that it be of the form (7) for some function W{x,y,z).

To make the idea of wave fronts intuitively signifi-

cant, it was implied that the wave front should always

join points of constant phase of condensation;but this

implication was never used. The ray paths depended

only on the form of the function W and the variation

of c; the intensity calculations depended, in addition,

on the assumption that energy is transported out

along the rays. In this section, where we try to find

a connection between ray acoustics and wave acous-

tics, we must assume a physical significance for the

wave fronts. Accordingly, we shall make the explicit

assumption that the wave fronts join points of equal

phase of condensation since we already know that

the assumption brings ray acoustics and wave acous-

tics into agreement for the case of spherical waves.

In this section, we shall examine whether wave

acoustics and ray acoustics with this definition of

wave fronts are equivalent in general or only under

some special conditions. Since soimd field calcula-

tions are much simpler by the ray method than by a

rigorous solution of the wave equation, it will be ex-

tremely vahiable to know when the ray theory can

be applied without much error and when it will lead

to definitely wrong results.
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3.6.1 Eikonal Wave Fronts versus

General Wave Fronts

It will be remembered that the entire method of

rays was based on the eikonal equation (13), which

in turn was based on the assumption that the wave
fronts (7) "grow" perpendicularly to themselves.

That is, the eikonal equation was derived by assum-

ing that the wave front at time t -\- dt is found from

the wave front at time t by moving each point on the

latter a distance cdt along the outward normal. We
shall now show that wave fronts ordinarily do not

obey this law of propagation rigorously, but that the

assimaption often provides a good approximation.

It is intuitively apparent that wave fronts, defined

purely as surfaces of constant phase without refer-

ence to the way they grow, exist in the exact case, at

least when the dependence on time is harmonic. We
shall define these wave fronts in the rigorous case by

Vix,y,z) = Co{t - to) (91)

reserving the expressions W for those cases where the

wave fronts grow perpendicularly to themselves, and

where W therefore satisfies the eikonal equation. We
shall call surfaces (91) general wave fronts, and sur-

faces defined by similar equations, with V replaced

by W, eikonal wave fronts.

We know that in instances where the sound source

vibrates harmonically with a single frequency / the

solution of the wave equation can be expressed as the

real part of the complex expression

p = ^(a;,2/,3)e^"^''-'^^<"'«'^'^^'^°i (92)

This expression is identical with equation (6), except

that we assume that the expression (92) with the

fimction V{x,y,z) is a rigorous solution of the wave
equation, while the expression (6) with the function

WXx,y,z) was obtained by means of a Huyghens con-

struction so that W{x,y,z) would satisfy the eikonal

equation.

We now shall see under what conditions the ex-

pression (92) can satisfy the wave equation and,

simultaneously, V{x,y,z) satisfy the eikonal equation.

Suppose p satisfies equation (27) of Chapter 2, and

simultaneously V satisfies the eikonal equation (13).

The latter condition is

/dFV /aFV /sfV
, „

The former condition may be simply calculated by
noting that equation (92) may be written as

(94)

Substitution of the expression (94) into the wave
equation, performance of the indicated differentia-

tions, and collection of terms is a straightforward

calculation which will not be reproduced here. The
real and imaginary parts must vanish separately;

these parts are

\U^(}ogA)
.dy/ \dz/ " 4x1 dx^

{dV\ (dV\ {dV\
\Vx) + \Ty) + \Tz)

a^iog^) a''(iogA) Vd{\ogA)

dy' dz^
"^

L dx ]

I dy

and

dx^
"^

dy^ dz^

VdVdilogA)

Li

0. (95)

.dx dx

dV 3(log A) dV djlogA )

dy dy dz dz ] = o. (96)

Clearly, V will satisfy condition (93) only if

d^^ogA) d'dogA) ^ a^log^)

"I dx^

+
pdogA)^

+

dy'

L dy .

dz'

2
,
VdilogA)

+
L dz ]} = »

(97)

)-. (98)

p = e
log A -2jrif(.V/co)^2nft

This can happen if Xo is zero, or if

l/d'A d'A dUBs- 1 1

A\dx^ dy' dz'

since the expression in braces in (97) easily reduces

to the above. This condition (98) is usually not

satisfied. While it happens to be satisfied by the pres-

sure wave of a point source in a homogeneous

medium, it does not hold, for instance, for the radia-

tion of a double source. In general, equations (93)

and (95) will be rigorously equivalent only if the

wavelength Xo vanishes.

3.6.2 Conditions for Nearly

Eikonal Wave Fronts

We derived in Section 3.6.1 the conditions under

which wave fronts, defined as expanding surfaces of

constant phase of condensation, expand perpendicu-

larly to themselves. It is more useful to know how
large the frequency must be, relative to the other

parameters of the problem, before the function

V(x,y,z) of equation (92) very nearly satisfies the

eikonal equation; we will then know under what con-

ditions the wave fronts are very nearly perpendicu-

larly expanding.
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Clearly the expression B of equation (98), the re-

mainder term will be negligible compared with the

other terms if

Xo(log.4)'«F' (99)

XS(log^)"«(FT, (100)

where the prime denotes any spatial derivative, and

<C means "is negligible compared with." If V even

approximately satisfies the eikonal equation (13),

then

V ~ n, (101)

where the symbol ~' signifies "is of the same order of

magnitude as."

Another useful relation is obtained from equation

(96). The functions A and V must satisfy equation

(96) as long as the surface (91) has the significance

of a general wave front. But equation (96) implies

that

V" '^V'ilogAY, (102)

which in turn implies that

XoF" ~ F'Xo(log AY « V'V (103)

because of equation (99). Combining equations (103)

and (101),

Xo V" « n\ (104)

In the ocean the index of refraction n is of the order

of magnitude of unity. Then, the relation (104) may
be stated in the following words. The first spatial de-

rivative of V must not change much over a spatial dis-

tance of one wavelength. The first spatial derivatives

of V give the direction of the rays; while the second

derivatives, yielding the rate of change of ray direc-

tion, give the curvature of the rays. Therefore, the

condition (104) becomes the following. The direction

of the ray must not change much over a distance of

one wavelength. In regions where the ray curves

very strongly, ray acoustics cannot be applied safely.

Differentiating the eikonal equation (13), we get

V'V" -^ nn' or V" ~' n' because of equation (101).

In view of equation (104), this means that

Xon' « n" ~ 1. (105)

In other words, the index of refraction must not

change much over a distance of one wavelength.

We derive one more restriction— this time on the

amplitude function A. From equations (102) and

(104), we also have

Xo(logA)'<l. (106)

The relation (106) means that log A must not change

much over a distance of one wavelength. Since this

change is very nearly \oA'/A, this means that the

percentage change in A over one wavelength must be

very small.

We can summarize our conclusions as follows. The
eikonal equation usually will not lead to a good ap-

proximation (1) if the radius of curvature of the rays

is anywhere of the order of, or smaller than, one wave-

length, or (2) if the velocity of sound changes ap-

preciably over the distance of one wavelength, or (3) if

the percentage change in the amplitude function A is

not small over the distance of one wavelength.

3.6.3 Comparison of Ray Intensities

and Rigorous Intensities

It follows from the results of Section 2.7.3 that if

the general wave fronts are defined by equation (91),

and the instantaneous acoustic pressure by equation

(92), then the rigorous intensity is given by

and, further, that the direction of energy flow is char-

acterized by the direction numbers dV/dx : dV/dy :

dV/dz. The latter direction is perpendicular to the

general wave front ; thus, if the wave fronts are eikonal

wave fronts, the energy flows along the rays in the

rigorous case. If the wave fronts are approximately

eikonal wave fronts, then the directions perpendicular

to these wave fronts represent very nearly the true

direction of energy flow.

Thus, if the conditions for eikonal wave fronts de-

rived in Section 3.6.2 are satisfied, the energy ema-

nating from the source into all solid angles will re-

main within the tubular confines assumed in deriving

the ray intensity. We can therefore say, intuitively,

that if the wave fronts are very nearly eikonal wave

fronts, the ray intensity will be very close to the

rigorous intensity. Further, we can say that in both

cases the intensity will be given by

I
a'

2^'
(108)

since

3.7

KaF\2 /dV\ {dvy\i Co
n = —

•

SHADOW ZONE AND DIFFRACTION

When the velocity decreases from the surface down-

wards, the ray theory predicts a sharp shadow

boimdary across which no sound ray penetrates; a

typical ray diagram for such an instance is shown in

Figure 24. At the shadow boundary the ray theory
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predicts a discontinuous drop of intensity from a

finite value on one side to a zero value on the other.

It was shown in Section 3.6 that the ray theory can-

not be trusted whenever it predicts such a rapid

change of intensity in a distance of only a few wave-

lengths. Thus, it is necessary to use the wave equa-

tion directly to compute the intensity of sound which

penetrates the so-called shadow zone.

The simplest case of a shadow zone is that pro-

duced by a screen in front of a light source. As shown
in Figure 26, the ray theory predicts that no light
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FiGUKE 26. Optical shadow zone produced by screen.

can reach the shadow zone behind the screen. When
the rays carrying the energy are curved, as in Figiu-e

24, it is the surface of the ocean that intercepts the

curved rays and "casts a shadow." In either case,

however, some energy actually appears inside the

predicted shadow zone, and the wave is said to be

"diffracted."

The computation of diffracted sound in the shadow
zone is a rather complicated problem in the general

case. To indicate the type of analysis required, and to

show the general nature of the results, a simplified

problem will be considered here. As shown in Figure

27, a sound projector is assmned to be placed against

a vertical wall, which extends down to great depths.

The introduction of the wall simplifies the problem

without changing the final results essentially. The
water is assumed to be so deep that bottom-reflected

sound may be neglected. The projector face is as-

sumed to be so wide that the horizontal spreading of

the sound beam may be neglected; thus, only the

two-dimensional problems need be considered. The
sound velocity c is assumed to vary according to the

law

c- =
cl

1+By (109)

where B is a constant, and y represents depth below

the surface. Since B is in practice very small, this

gradient is indistinguisliable from a linear gradient

at depths of interest. The exact velocity gradient at

the depth y is given by

dc cl B
dy^ ~2c{l+Byr'

Thus, at the surface, where y = 0, the velocity

gradient —5 is given by

-6 = ^=-^^ (111)
2 dy y^o

The gradient (109) is chosen instead of a simple

linear gradient not for physical reasons, but because

it simplifies the following computations.

(110)

\ PROJECTOR VELOCITY-^

Figure 27. Sound shadow cast by sea surface.

To solve the wave equation imder these conditions,

it is necessary to use the method of normal modes

developed in Chapter 2. In particular, we must find a

solution to the wave equation (27) in Chapter 2 which

satisfies the boundary conditions we shall impose. As

in Section 2.7.2, we look for a solution which is the

product of three functions, one dependent only on

the time t, another dependent on the depth y, and the

third, a function of the horizontal distance x. The
coordinate z need not be considered in the two-

dimensional case under discussion.

Following the analysis of Section 2.7.2, we there-

fore write

p(x,y,z,t)=e'''f'F(y)Gix). (112)

By substitution of equation (112) into the wave equa-

tion (27) of Chapter 2, and by dividing through by

C^, it is found that F and G satisfy an equation of the

form

G--, + F-- + -^FG = 0.
dy^ dx^ &

(113)
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If equaUon (113) Lsdivided tlirough by AY/, iiud equa-

tion (109) used for c,

\G dxy IF ]-' (114)
-Fdy^ Co

Since the first bracket depends only on x and the

second only on y, equation (115) can be satisfied only

if each bracket is constant. If we denote the first

bracket by— m", the second bracket must be -|-/i^ and

we have

dy'
+ [4^ (l + By) ~ ^'jF = (115)

(116)S—

•

The basic problem is to find solutions of equations

(115) and (116) which satisfy the boimdary condi-

tions. First, we have the boundary conditions for

equation (115). In the analysis in Section 2.7.2, these

boundary conditions were that the pressure vanished

both at the surface and at the bottom. Here, also,

the pressure must vanish at the surface. However,

the water is so deep that the condition at the bottom

disappears. Instead, there is simply the condition

that at some distance below the projector no sound

is coming upwards ; that is, any sound present at these

depths is coming down from shallower depths. Al-

though this boundary condition is somewhat compli-

cated to formulate exactly, the general result is the

same as that foimd in the solution of equation (161)

of Chapter 2. In this earlier instance it was foimd

that sin 2-ry/Xy, corresponding to F{y) in equation

(112), when B is zero, satisfied the two boundary con-

ditions only if X„ had one of a number of fixed values.

Similarly, the function F{y) can satisfythe two bound-

ary conditions only if fi has one of a certain number

of values. These values, which are called characteris-

tic values of n, may be denoted by jui, A12, Ms, and so on,

or more generally by fij, where j can be any integral

number. For each of the characteristic values fij,

equation (115) has a particular solution Ffy) which

satisfies the boundary conditions.

Once a value of m has been chosen, the solution of

equation (116) is very simple. For each value of m,

G = Afi-'"'^ (117)

where Aj is an arbitrary constant.* Thus the wave

" The negative sign must be taken in the exponent so that

p, in equation (118) will correspond to a wave moving away
from the projector; that is, p, must be a function of lirjl — /jljx,

where /i, is positive.

equation is satisfied by any product of the type

Pi = Aie'^'^'Fi(y)e-'''f. (118)

Equation (118) satisfies the boundary conditions at

the surface and at great depth since Fj(y) satisfies

these conditions. However, the boundary conditions

at the vertical plane x = 0, the assumed vertical

wall, must also be satisfied. These conditions are that

the particle velocity at the sound projector must be

Vo cos 2Trft, and that the particle velocity at all other

points in the plane x = must be zero.

To satisfy this boundary condition at the plane

X = requires a combination of an infinite number of

possible solutions of the form (118). Each Aj must

be chosen in such a way that the sum has the re-

quired properties. Methods for doing this have been

developed, but are beyond the scope of this discus-

sion. However, the final result is that the pressure p
is the sum of many terms of the type (118) with
g2"'/< ^}ig Qjjiy common factor.

Within the direct sound field a large number of

these terms are important, and an exact computation

is necessary to find p. In the shadow zone, on the

other hand, one term dominates, and the other terms

may be neglected. This is because all the m are partly

real, partly imaginary, with the result that the abso-

lute value of exp (injx) decreases exponentially for

sufficiently great values of x. It can be shown that

the range at which only one term dominates is ap-

proximately the range to the shadow boundary com-

puted from the ray theory. This dominant term is the

one for which ^ has the smallest imaginary part.

Thus, the theory predicts that in the shadow zone the

sound intensity falls off exponentially with increasing

range, or, in other words, that the predicted trans-

mission anomaly in the shadow zone increases line-

arly with increasing range.

Although the exact determination of the different

characteristic values m is somewhat involved, it is

relatively simple to show how these values depend on

the frequency /, the velocity gradient, and the sound

velocity Co at the surface. This is useful since it indi-

cates how the attenuation into the shadow zone may
be expected to vary imder different conditions. In

order to investigate this dependence of Hj on the

other variables, we rewrite equation (115) in a simph-

fied dimensionless form. Let

and

4^
cl

-V?

y =
D

(119)

(120)
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where D is an arbitrary constant to be determined

later. Then equation (115) becomes, on dividing

through by D^,

If D is chosen so that

4t^PB

cl

then equation (115) becomes

cPF
+ (K + u)F =

where

du^

K = ncl

(122)

(123)
{^PBcY

Equation (122) has solutions of the type desired only

for certain characteristic values of K, denoted by the

symbol K^. The different values of Ki are determined

only by the nature of the differential equation (122)

and by the two boundary conditions, namely that the

sound pressure is zero at the surface and that no
soimd is coming up from below the projector. Thus
the values of Ki are independent of the frequency,

sound velocity, and velocity gradient.

Once these characteristic values of K have been
foimd, the corresponding values of m to be used in

equations (115) and (116) can be found directly. By
substitution in equations (123) and (119), we find

K J ^J r^
(124)

2
Mi

^ cl
Ki.

The second term in equation (124) is always very

much less than the first in cases of practical im-

portance. Even for a temperature gradient as large

as 1 F per ft of depth increase, and for a frequency

of only 100 c, the second term is less than 1 per cent

of the first for Ki less than 10, the region of practical

interest. Thus we may take the square root of equa-
tion (124), expand in a series, and retain only the

first two terms. This process gives

27rr KifBcAil

27r Ki/irfBAi

Let Ki be the characteristic value of K with the

smallest imaginary part, and let this imaginary part

be denoted by iK'i. Let the theoretical sound pressure

associated with the characteristic value Ki be pi. In

the shadow zone the intensity is proportional to the

square of pi since the soimd pressures associated with

the other characteristic values K,- may be neglected.

The intensity level found from equation (119) is

L = 20 log pi = C - 20(logio e)^(— ) 'x (126)
4 \ Co /

where C includes Ai and the other variables taken

over from equation (118). While C changes gradually

with position, it is nearly constant along the shadow
boundary. Multiplying out terms in equation (126),

and using equation (111) for B, we get, finally,

5MK[f'i-dc/dy)'x
L = C

Co

(127)

It should be emphasized that equations (126) and

(127) apply only in the shadow zone. In the main
beam other terms corresponding to other values of

Ki must be considered.

The analysis in a report by Columbia University

Division of War Research' considers the radiation in

three dimensions sent out by a point source and is

thus more general than the simple analysis presented

here. However, the final result for the sound in the

shadow zone is nearly identical with equation (127);

the only difference is that the term b.QbK[ becomes

25.7 in the exact computation of reference 7. With
this substitution, we have the following formula for a,

the attenuation coefficient beyond the shadow bound-

ary in decibels per unit distance.

2?>.7f\-dc/dy)
a =

Co
(128)

In this equation /is the sound frequency in cycles per

second, and dc/dy is the velocity gradient in feet per

second per foot. If Co is in feet per second, formula

(128) gives the attenuation in decibels per foot; if Co is

in yards per second, the result is the attenuation in

decibels per yard.

Since inverse-square spreading is quite negligible

compared to the intensity drop at the shadow

boundary, equation (128) gives the slope of the

transmission anomaly at points beyond the shadow

boundary. However, this equation cannot be used

at shorter ranges and must therefore be regarded as

an expression for the local attenuation coefficient in

the shadow zone.

Equation (128) is compared with observational

data imder Attenuation Coefficient at Shadow Bound-

ary in Section 5.4.1, where it is shown that the ob-

served local attenuation coefficients beyond the

shadow boundary are not more than about half the

predicted values. In other words, in practice much
more sound appears ui the shadow zone than is pre-

dicted by equation (128).



Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

THE PRECEDING chapter was concerned chiefly with

the development of the ray-tracing technique, the

earliest theoretical approach which led to practical

results in the prediction of maximum ranges. This

method was, however, only partially successful. Its

chief accomplishment was the prediction of the

shadow zone boundary in the presence of pronounced

negative gradients at the surface.

Predicted maximum echo ranges computed by ray-

tracing methods agreed with the available observed

range data to a fair degree of accuracj', but it was

clear that these prediction methods were too simple.

The evidence relating maximum observed ranges to

temperature conditions was too incomplete to be

analyzed with a view to improving range-prediction

methods. Navy vessels could not often be made avail-

able for range determinations under carefully con-

trolled conditions, and the scattered observations

made in the course of routine operations were incon-

clusive. It was decided, therefore, to initiate a pro-

gram in which the sound field produced with standard

Navy echo-ranging gear would be measured in much
greater detail than before. It was contemplated that

this study would place the prediction of sound ranges

on a firmer basis and in general would lead to a better

understanding of the basic factors important in trans-

mission of sound through the ocean. Subsequently,

this program was broadened to include sound of fre-

quencies between 100 and 60,000 c, and to cover

situations somewhat different from those encountered

in routine operation of standard gear. Only such a

broad experimental investigation of the propagation

of sound under various conditions can possibly fur-

nish an adequate insight into the mechanisms deter-

mining the sound field in the sea.

This chapter deals with the experimental methods

which have been developed in connection with the

sound field program. The results obtained will be

discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.1 QUANTITIES CHARACTERIZING

TRANSMISSION

Before launching into a detailed discussion of these

experimental methods, it will be necessary to review

briefly the principal quantities which characterize the

transmission of sound energy in the sea. In general,

sound power is transmitted at a particular frequency

or in a specified frequency band ; all statements in this

section concerning power, intensity, and sound level

refer to the frequency or frequency band once speci-

fied.

Let F denote the power output per unit solid angle

on the axis of symmetry of the sound source; at a

moderate distance r from the source, the sound in-

tensity on the axis therefore equals F/r^. The power

output per unit solid angle in any other direction will

be given by hF, where 6, the -pattern function defined

in Section 2.4.4, is a function of the direction; by

definition, h equals unity for the direction of the

projector axis.

Since decibels are commonly used in soimd field

measurements, we shall transform F into a more con-

venient quantity, the source level S. At a point on the

axis at a distance of 1 yd from a point source, the

sovmd intensity h will be proportional to F. The

source level S is defined as this sound intensity at 1 yd

in decibels above a suitably chosen reference in-

tensity Ir'.

S= 10 logi©• (1)

The reference intensity h is iisually chosen as that

corresponding to an rms pressure of 1 dyne per sq cm.

Actual sound sources, such as a battleship gen-

erating propeller and machinery noise, frequently

have large spatial extensions, and the sound level 1 yd

from the source is not well defined. However, at dis-

tances large compared with the linear dimensions of

69
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-SHAPE OF PING ^ SHAPE OF SIGNAL

GOOD COHERENCE

SHAPE OF SIGNAL

POOR COHERENCE

Figure 2. Examples of good and poor coherence.

transmitter; moreover, A is an absolute quantity

wiiich is independent of tiie system of units chosen.*

Transmission loss and transmission anomaly are

the principal quantities which characterize the propa-

gation of sound from the source to any point of in-

terest. For some purposes, it is also desired to obtain

information on the steadiness of the transmitted sig-

nal and on its "coherence." Slow changes in signal

strength that occur in the course of several minutes

are called variation. Changes that take place in the

course of seconds are called fluctuation. The coherence

of a signal may be loosely defined as the degree of

fidelity with which the envelope of the transmitted

signal is duplicated by the envelope of the received

signal. If transmission conditions in the ocean did not

change rapidly, one would be a perfect copy of the

other, except for a negligible transient. Actually,

conditions sometimes change so rapidly that the

shapes of the transmitted and received signal re-

semble each other only slightly. Figure 2 shows (A) a

case of good coherence, and (B) a case of poor coher-

ence. Both of these figures show oscillograms of re-

ceived supersonic signals recorded on the same equip-

ment.

A detailed discussion of variation, fluctuation, and
coherence will be given in Chapter 7.

4.2 DETERMINATION OF TRANSMISSION
LOSS

Information on transmission loss has been ob-

tained by three distinct methods : first, transmission

runs; second, echo-ranging runs; and third, the sta-

° A is ten times the logarithm of the latio between the
power flow per unit solid angle close to the source and the
power flow per unit solid angle at the specified location; both
of these quantities should be expressed in the same units.

The apex of the solid angle is in both cases formed by the
sound source.

tistical analysis of observed echo and listening ranges.

Soimd transmission runs include all investigations in

which the source of sound is separate from the receiv-

ing instrument and in which the sound travels from

source to receiver without suffering reflection from a

target; slanting reflection from the surface or the

bottom of the sea is, however, not excluded. While

various setups have been used for transmission runs,

the most common one involves the use of two ships.

One ship carries the sound source, whereas the other

ship is equipped with hydrophones whose outputs are

recorded. In echo-ranging runs, the same transducer

is used as both source and receiver. The sound is

propagated to a target and then reflected back toward

the point of origin. The target may be a vessel, but is

more frequently an artificial target, that is, a device

used exclusively for research and training purposes.

The observed range information has been furnished

to the research groups in the form of log books and

patrol reports by naval craft on active duty.

Of the three methods of investigation mentioned,

transmission runs have proved by far the most power-

ful and reliable tool. The other two methods, analysis

of observed ranges and echo runs, are now merely

subsidiary.

4.3 TRANSMISSION RUNS

The characteristic feature of the transmission run

is the employment of separate devices for transmit-

ting and receiving the sound. It is, therefore, possible

to measure the transmission over any type of path by
varying the depth of the projector, the depth of the

hydrophone, and the horizontal distance between

them. Depending on the instrumentation, it is further

possible to vary other important acoustic parameters,

such as signal frequency and signal length, or to em-

ploy signals composed of several frequencies or a

continuous range of frequencies. The temperature
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distribution ift the ocean during transmission, the

depth and nature of the sea bottom, and in many in-

stances factors such as condition of the sea surface,

wind velocity, the presence of ocean currents, and the

presence of saHnity gradients, will affect the trans-

mission characteristics of the ocean; these must be

recorded along with the geometry of the transmission

path itself. In recent experiments, not only the level

but also the coherence and the degree of fluctuation

of the received signal have been studied. All in all, the

number of variables determining a signal is almost

overwhelming; also, the characteristics of the result-

ing signal are quite complex. In any given investiga-

tion, both field procedure and the analysis of data are

necessarily concerned with only part of the complete

picture.

Ordinarily, the soimd source in transmission runs

is a transmitter driven by a harmonic oscillator

through suitable amplifying stages, so that single-

frequency sound is put into the water. Frequencies

used range from 200 c up to 100 kc and more, but

more runs have been carried out at 24 kc than at any

other frequency. A second ship carries the receiving

gear, hydrophone, amplifiers, and recorders. The

hydrophones are usually cable-mounted hydrophones,

which can be lowered to any desired depth from a few

feet to several hundred feet below the surface.

In the most common form of run, the depth of the

hydrophone or hydrophones is kept constant during

one ruii. The range, however, is varied during the run

from 100 or 200 yd to several thousand yd, by having

the sending ship either approach or recede from the

receiving vessel. The run is usually completed in less

than half an hour. It is hoped no major changes

in temperature distribution or other oceanographic

variables will have taken place during that time. A
more detailed description of the field procedure will

be given in Section 4.3.2. First, however, a brief

description of somid-transmitting and sound-receiv-

ing equipment will be given.

4.3.1 Sound Sources and Receivers

A sound source suitable for transmission runs

should satisfy several requirements. It should be

easily controlled. It should be capable of being

mounted on a ship or towed by a ship. Its output

should be stable. Its frequency characteristics should

be simple, that is, it should produce either single-

frequency sound or wide-band noise with a smooth

spectrum; and the acoustic power output should be

high so that even at long ranges the received signal

will usually be above the background. In practice,

most results have been achieved -wnith the use of single-

frequency sources, such as echo-ranging projectors.

Some work has also been done with noise makers of

the type used for acoustic mine sweeping.

Single-frequency sources have been of three kinds,

electromagnetic or dynamic speakers for sonic fre-

quencies, and magnetostrictive and piezoelectric pro-

jectors for supersonic frequencies. Work has been re-

ported by UCDWR at 200, 600, and 1,800 c, and 14,

16, 20, 24, 40, 45, and 60 kc, and by WHOI at 12 and
24 kc. More transmission runs have been carried out

at 24 kc than at all the other frequencies combined

because echo-ranging gear used by the Navy was de-

signed for use at approximately that frequency. Oc-

casionally, transmission runs have been made with

"chirp" signals; these are frequency-modulated sig-

nals in which the frequency rises linearly from 23.5

to 24.5 kc or some similar frequency range during'

a pulse.

Other important parameters of the sound source

are its directivity and its power output. The direc-

tivity may be reported in the form of pattern plots

in the horizontal plane and in the vertical plane. Ten
timesthelogarithm of b, thepatternfunction of the pro-

jector, is plotted on a circular graph against the angle

from the axis. These plots are incomplete since no in-

formation is given concerning the value of b off the

two planes plotted. Most echo-ranging projectors,

however, approach rotational symmetry with respect

to the axis so that a single plot including the axis

gives adequate information on the pattern in all

directions. Figure 3 shows the directivity pattern of

the JK crystal projector which has been used by

UCDWR for many transmission runs at 24 kc.

Frequently, the directivity of a projector is re-

ported by means of a single quantity, the directivity

index D. The directivity index is defined (see Section

2.4.4) by means of the equation

Z> = 10 log (— fbcm) (2)

in which ft denotes the full solid angle. The units are

decibels. The directivity index so defined has the

value of zero decibel for a spherically symmetric

sound source. Since the axis for echo ranging is invar-

iably the direction of greatest power output, b no-

where exceeds unity, and Z> is a negative quantity.

For the standard Navy sound heads QC (magneto-
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HORIZONTAL PLANE VERTICAL PLANE

Figure 3. Directivity patterns of the JK SK4926 at 24 kc.

strictive) and JK (X-cut Rochelle salt), the direc-

tivity index is approximately —23 db at 24 kc.

The total power output of a projector is usually of

less interest than the power output per unit solid

angle on the axis. This quantity is customarily re-

ported in terms of the source level <S, which has al-

ready been defined in Section 4.1. The source level of

the gear used in the UCDWR transmission studies is

about 107 db above 1 dyne per sq cm 1 yd from the

projector face.

The receiving instruments in transmission runs are

usually cable hydrophones. The sound head consists

of the electroacoustical element itself and sometimes

contains a preamplifier which boosts the output

voltage before it passes through the cable to the main

sound stack. The electroacoustical element itself

may be either a crystal element (as in the CN8 series

used for a long time at UCDWR), or it may be a

magnetostrictive device (similar to the Harvard

Underwater Sound Laboratory [HUSL] B19-H).

The receiving response of a hydrophone is defined

as the ratio between the rms voltage across the out-

put terminals of the hydrophone or the preampHfier

and the soimd pressure of a plane wave incident on

the axis of the hydrophone. It is ordinarily reported

in decibels above 1 volt per unit sound pressure and

then denoted by s. Waves incident in directions not

270

180°

Figure 4. Response pattern of the CN-8-2 No. 597
hydrophone at 24 kc in horizontal plane.

parallel to the axis will produce lower voltages than

sound waves of the same amplitude incident on the

axis of the hydrophone; in other words, most hydro-

phones discriminate against off-axis sound inputs.
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Figure 7. Oscillograph record of received 50-msec single-frequency signals; R is the radio signal, T is the 60-c timing

trace, I and III are rectified traces, and II is the heterodyned trace. The range is approximately 80 yd.

cord the received signal on film or sensitized paper

moving past the oscillograph at a constant speed. A
timing trace, usually provided, permits accurate

measurements of time intervals on the film or paper

strip.

The signal is transmitted not only as an under-

water sound signal, but also as an airborne radio

signal over a radio link, usually FM, between the two

ships. At the ranges involved, the radio signal arrives

practically without time delay and without distortion.

In addition to providing a convenient monitoring de-

vice, the radio signal serves as a means of accurately

determining the range between the two ships. Since

it is reproduced as a separate trace on the oscillograph

record, it is an easy matter, with the help of the tim-

ing trace, to measure the time interval between the

arrivals of the radio signal and the sound signal, and
thus determine the distance traveled by the sound for

each separate transmitted pulse. The resulting record

will be similar to the strip in Figure 7. The top trace

is the radio trace, the bottom trace the timing trace,

and the three traces labeled I, II, and III, are the

outputs of three different hydrophones, recorded

simultaneously. The outputs of I and III were recti-

fied before being recorded, and the output of II was

heterodyned down to 800 c before recording, but not

rectified. The range can be read off the record with

an error of less than 15 yd. In the example shown in

Figure 7 the range is approximately 80 yd.

In the past, transmission runs have also been re-

corded by means of power level recorders. These re-

corders are electromechanical recording instrimients

with a logarithmic response. A stylus records on a

moving paper strip the received signal level in

decibels above the reference level. Although these

records are much easier to read than oscillograph rec-

ords, they suffer from a certain unreliability of the

instrument. Frequently, the stylus "sticks"; that is,

it follows a change in signal level only when this

change exceeds an appreciable threshold value. Fur-

thermore, the stylus travels only a certain number of

decibels per sec (50 to 500 db per sec, depending on

the model) ; the instrument, therefore, cannot record

correctly the level of very short signals. For this

reason, power level recorders have not been used in

recent transmission work.

WHOI has developed an electronic device designed

to combine the advantages of both oscillograph and

power level recorder. It consists essentially of a

rectifier, an amplifier with logarithmic response over

a range of approximately 80 db, and a galvanometer

oscillograph. This device has a time constant of

roughlyO.5 msec.^ Up to the present, it has been used

only for reverberation studies; whether it will prove

useful in transmission work remains to be seen. The
amplifier used in this device has been improved since

reference 2 was published.

The output of the hydrophone is passed through

filters at some stage before it reaches the recording

instrument. The purpose of the filter is to improve

the signal-to-background ratio. All the unwanted

background (see Divasion 6, Volume 7) contains

energy in a very broad frequency band. A band-pass

filter centered at the signal frequency will discrimi-

nate against the broad-band background in favor of

sound at the signal frequency. Most of the filters

used are approximately }/2 kc wide. Such a width

leaves an adequate margin for possible drift of the

driving oscillator in the sending stack and for dop-

pler.

Both the amplifiers and the recording instruments

will be linear and otherwise satisfactory only in a

limited range of signal amplitude. On the other hand,

actual signal levels are likely to change by as much
as 80 db between short and long ranges of transmis-

sion. For this reason, step attenuators are provided.

These attenuators are usually operated by hand;

however, in the most recent installation at UCDWR
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the attenuator is automatically actuated when the

received signal level rises above or drops below certain

limits for several successive signals. All changes in

attenuator setting are recorded, either in a separate

log book, or automatically on the oscillograph record.^

4.3.2 Field Procedures ^

In this section the field procedures used in trans-

mission runs will be described. First, a number of

oceanographic facts are ascertained and recorded,

either inamediately preceding or immediately follow-

ing each transmission run. These include the depth

of the ocean, the type of bottom (in shallow water),

the state of the sea, the swell, the wind strength, and,

most important, the vertical temperature distribu-

tion in the ocean. The bathythermograph, an instru-

ment which measures vertical temperature gradients,

is in general use in the Navy wherever echo ranging

is involved. It is a recording device which can be

lowered into the water down to considerable depth

(as much as 450 ft for the "deep" model) and which,

upon being returned to shipboard, indicates the

temperature versus depth distribution as a trace

marked on a smoked slide. Ordinarily, a bathyther-

mograph is lowered on each of the two vessels partici-

pating in a transmission run; the source vessel makes

its lowering at the point of greatest distance from the

receiving vessel and frequently one or two lowerings

at intermediate points. Figure 8 shows a blank which

contains the oceanographic information belonging to

a simple transmission run. This blank has been used

at UCDWR.
Another subsidiary step is the calibration of equip-

ment. In this chapter the term calibration will be

used with a definite meaning. Calibration is a pro-

cedure which translates sound field data taken off the

oscillograph trace into the transmission loss. The
transmission loss was defined in Section 4.1 as the

difference in decibels between the source level S of the

Projector and the sound level L at the hydrophone.

Siiico the source level of the projector is defined in

turn as the sound pressure level at a range of 1 yd,

the transmission loss is then the difference in decibels

between the soimd levels at a range of 1 yd, and the

range r of the hydrophone. In theory, then, one would

obtain the transmission loss according to the follow-

ing formula.

H = 101og^|,

where a is the sound pressure amplitude in the water

at the hydrophone, and Ui is the sound pressure

amplitude at 1 yd.

If it were possible to bring the receiving hydro-

phone up to a distance of 1 yd from the projector, the

absolute transmission loss could thus be readily de-

termined without knowing either the projector source

strength or the hydrophone response. The squared

ratio between the signal amplitude (on the oscillo-

gram or on the tube screen) at 1 yd and the signal

amplitude at R yards would give the transmission

loss, provided the design of the receiving stack guar-

antees proportionality between received pressure

amplitude and recorded trace amplitude. Actually,

it is next to impossible to bring the projector of the

sending vessel and the hydrophone of the receiving

vessel closer together than about 30 to 50 yd without

inviting a maritime catastrophe. Correction of the

observed signal level at 30 or 50 yd back to the pre-

sumed level at 1 yd has at times been done by
straightforward application of the inverse square

law. However, this method is probably too simple.

There is some evidence that, even at ranges of 50 yd,

the transmission loss cannot always be expected to

follow the inverse square law of spreading.^

Several more complicated methods have been em-

ployed, which in theory should enable determination

of the absolute transmission loss. vUthough none of

these suggested calibration procedures have proved

completely satisfactory, some may be preferable to

the simple correction by means of the inverse square

law. The following paragraphs are devoted to a

description of some of these more refined calibration

procedures.

During a substantial part of its supersonic trans-

mission program, UCDWR carried out runs called

calibration runs at very short range, approximately

100 yd. During these runs, both the sending vessel

and the receiving vessel were permitted to drift. The
signal level at 100 yd, obtained from this run, was
arbitrarily assigned a transmission anomaly value

of zero; and all other transmission data obtained on

the same day were referred to the 100-yd level

obtained in the calibration run. Somewhat later,

these special runs were discontinued. Instead, an

average was taken of all the short-range data ac-

cumulated during the day, and a value of zero for

the transmission anomaly was assigned to this

average. In these two methods no attempt is made
to calibrate in terms of a distance of the order of

1 yd; that is, no test is made which would relate
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the sound level at 100 yd to the source level as

defined m Section 4.1.

WHOI used a related method of calibration until

the summer of 1945. For each individual run, the ob-

served sound field levels were each increased by
20 log R and plotted against range. The resulting

points between a range of 100 yd and the range where

the observed intensity was 40 db less than the in-

tensity at 100 yd were then fitted by inspection with

a straight line. This line was extrapolated to a

range of 1 yd to give the presumable sound level (in

decibels above 1 nv) at that range.

More recently, both institutions have put into use

new methods, which are designed to obtain a calibra-

tion directly in terms of the short-range (1 to 10 yd)

sound level. These methods are of two kinds, which

may be described as unaided calibrations and as

calibrations with the help of standards. As an example

of unaided calibration, WHOI floats one of the re-

ceiving hydrophones out to a distance where it can be

picked up safely by the crew of the sending ship. The
hydrophone remains connected by cable with the re-

ceiving ship, and its output is recorded by the same

equipment used in the transmission runs. The hydro-

phone is then secured at a measured distance of a few

yards from the face of the projector. The projector is

trained on the hydrophone, and a signal is put into

the water and received by the hydrophone. At this

short range, the effect of the surface is minimized by

the directivity of the projector, and tests have shown

that the sound field obeys the inverse square law

within the limits of observational accuracy. This

method of calibration would be expected to yield the

most accurate and most trustworthy results. A sub-

stantially identical method is occasionally employed

by UCDWR for checking the results of other calibra-

tion methods. The unaided methods are not always

practical in the field since in a heavy sea the transfer

of a hydrophone from one ship to the other may not

be possible. At best, the hydrophone transfer is a

cumbersome and time-consuming maneuver. Never-

theless, unaided calibration is standard procedure at

WHOI.
Most of the field calibrations at UCDWR are now

made with the help of calibration standards, sound

units which are designed primarily for this purpose

and which are more stable than other units. Typical is

a UCDWR procedure which involves the use of two

OAX transducers; these transducers are HUSL de-

signs. One of these two transducers is kept aboard

the receiving vessel, the other aboard the sending

ship. Aboard the sending ship, where the projector

source strength S is to be determined, the OAX is

used as a hydrophone. It is attached to a boom which

can be swung over the side and which insures that the

OAX is always at the same distance (13 ft) from the

face of the keel-mounted JK projector. The projector

is trained on the OAX, and the voltage generated

across the terminals of the OAX unit by the sound

field of the JK projector is measured. Aboard the

receiving ship, where the hydrophone response S is

sought, the second OAX unit is hung over the side

amidships to a depth where it clears the keel. The
receiving hj'drophone is also hung over the side, on

the other side of the ship, and is lowered to the same
depth as the OAX. The distance between the two

imits is, therefore, with fair accuracy, the beam width

of the receiving ship. The OAX is then energized as

a projector with a standard power input, and the gen-

erated voltage across the terminals of the receiving

hydrophone measured. If these two tests lead to the

same results or very nearly the same results day after

day, it is assumed that all four units are constant.

Large jumps (several decibels) are presumably indi-

cations that either one of the four sound heads or the

electrical follow-up (amplifiers and associated equip-

ment) has changed its characteristics. If the change

cannot be assigned to the electrical follow-up, it is

assumed that the standard OAX units have remained

unchanged and that either the JK power output or

the receiving hydrophone response has changed. In a

word, the characteristics of the projector and hydro-

phone used in the transmission runs are measured in

terms of auxiliary standards, which are presumed to

be stable. The standards themselves are thoroughly

tested every few months at a special calibration

station.

For a time, WHOI also used a similar method of

calibration that depended upon the use of HUSL
monitor standards. This method of calibration was

later abandoned by that group in favor of unaided

calibration.

Clearly, not one of the calibration methods which

have been described is both convenient and wholly

satisfactory as a method for translating observed

hydrophone voltages into accurate estimates of the

absolute transmission loss. Yet, until electroacoustical

equipment is developed which can be relied on to re-

main stable, field calibration remains a necessity. It

is to be hoped that rapid and adequate procedures of

calibration will be developed in the future.

Once the equipment is calibrated, the transmission
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loss pan be determined by measuring the received

signal level at the range and depth of the hydro-

phone. There are several types of runs. It is possible,

for instiinee, to make a vertical transmission run, in

which the range between the two ships is kejit very

nearly constant and in which the hydrophc ne is

slowly raised or lowered, so that the transmissii n loss

is determined as a function of depth at a fixed range.

In horizontal run.s, the depth of the hydrophone is

kept fixed, while the range is changed. Horizontal

0*85 -L8 WEIGHT

Figure 9. Method of suspension of deep hydrophones.

runs are much easier to carry out than vertical runs.

In a vertical transmission run, the depth of the

hydrophone can be changed only slightly each time.

One or several pings are transmitted while the hydro-

phone is kept at a constant depth; and then the

hydrophone depth is changed again. Also, whenever

the hydrophone is moving through water, the flow of

the water past the hydrophone gives rise to noise,

which may effectively mask the signal. In a horizontal

run, the receiving ship is permitted to drift, or, in

shallow water, anchored. The noise due to water

current thus is minimized and the hydrophone cable

tends to hang straight down. Proper training and

control of depth is thus facilitated. The sending ves-

sel then runs either toward or away from the receiv-

ing ship. In this manner the range can be varied con-

tinuously by an amount of several thousand yards

without ever interrupting the transmission of signals.

A supersonic transmission run of the horizontal type

takes, on the average, about 20 or 30 minutes. If it is

desired to obtain the transmission loss at several

depths, two or three hydrophones can be suspended

at various depths from the receiving vessel. The over-

whelming majority of transmission runs made up to

the present have been horizontal runs.

In all transmission runs, elaborate precautions

have always been taken to keep hydrophones at their

nominal depth. Because of the wind drift of the re-

ceiving vessel, and because of ocean currents going

in different directions at different depths, deep

hydrophones, which are lowered occasionally as far as

450 ft below the surface, will rise to a much shallower

depth unless special care is taken to make them hang

straight. To this end, a 300-lb weight is suspended

from a strong steel cable; the hydrophone hangs

down from this weight and is held down by an addi-

tional 25-lb weight as shown in Figure 9. The hydro-

phone cable carries relatively little weight in this

arrangement.

Horizontal transmission runs can be either ap-

proaching runs or receding rims, that is, the sending

ship can either close or open the range. In the reced-

ing run, the wake of the sending vessel is located be-

tween the two ships. Since it has been found that

wakes are capable of absorbing sound, the sending

ship usually changes its course from time to time in a

RECEIVING SHIP

SENDING SHIP

« TO 12 KNOTS

Figure 10. Course followed during a receding run.

manner illustrated in Figure 10 in order that the

direct sound path between the two ships may never

pass through the wake laid by the sending ship. How-
ever, over shallow bottoms where change of course

would result in a changing bottom type, this pro-

cedure is sometimes not followed. During an approach

rim, the sending ship remains between its wake and

the recei^^ng ship, and it may, therefore, run along

a straight course and pa.ss the receiving vessel at a
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range of approximately 100 yd. During a run, the

sending vessel keeps its projector trained at all times

on the receiving vessel. This aiming is done by means

of a pelorus, mounted either on the flying bridge or

vertically above the sound projector to eliminate

parallax. In a recently developed installation, selsjm

repeaters cause the sound projector to follow auto-

matically the changes in bearing of the pelorus. In

former installations, an operator in the ward room of

the sending ship had to match the two bearings by
hand. At WHOI, projector training is now completely

automatic, with the help of a radio compass.

In transmission work at supersonic frequencies,

ping lengths are usually either about 50 msec or

about 10 msec. It is believed that as the signal length

decreases below 50 msec aural perception of the re-

sulting echoes becomes more and more unsatisfactory

(see Volume 9 of Division 6). Very short pings have

an important use, however, in transmission studies.

If the water is fairly shallow and the ping length is

sufficiently short, the directly transmitted and the

bottom-reflected signals can be examined separately.

This is possible when the time resolution of the fol-

low-up circuit is sufficient to resolve the time differ-

ence of arrival between direct signal and bottom-re-

flected signal. The minimum requirements of resolu-

tion in a specific case will depend on the geometry of

the paths, depth, range, and refraction pattern of the

ocean.

For very long ranges, the signals often arrive with

badly distorted envelopes and with tails known as

forward reverberation. When such tails are present, no

resolution of the electrical circuit will result in satis-

factory separation of the two sound paths. In the

absence of such tails, resolution is frequently possible

even with fairly long, square-topped signals ; in other

words, it is possible to distinguish three portions of

the received signal trace, the direct signal alone, the

composite signal, and the bottom-reflected signal

alone.

Signals are emitted at a rate of about one signal per

second. Once a minute pinging is interrupted, and a

long signal of 10 seconds' duration is sent out. These

long signals serve two purposes. First, a received long

signal often provides a very instructive, graphic il-

lustration of the degree of coherence of the transmis-

sion. Furthermore, this long signal makes it possible

to correlate the received short sound signals with the

radio signal, and thus to determine the range at which

the signal was received. In a transmission run carried

out at 5,000 yd, by the time a sound signal arrives at

the receiving ship, three additional signals have al-

ready been put into the water. The once-a-minute

breaks facilitate the identification of particular sig-

nals.

The overall accuracy of the determination of the

transmission loss of an individual signal has been im-

proved steadily in the course of the transmission pro-

gram. A distinction must be made between the deter-

mination of the absolute transmission loss, and the

determination of the difference in transmission loss

between two signals received at the same range, or

one signal received at different ranges. The deter-

mination of relative loss is not affected by errors of

calibration, while the determination of the absolute

loss is affected by calibration errors. The uncertainty

of calibration in the earlier data taken both by
UCDWR and WHOI is very large and probably ex-

ceeds 10 db in many instances. Improvement in pro-

cedure has cut this uncertainty down to approxi-

mately 1 db. Both absolute and relative determina-

tions are affected by training errors of the projector

and by the horizontal directivity of the hydrophone.

Training errors are small at long range where the

bearing is changing slowly. At ranges of the order of

100 yd, where the bearing changes rapidly, training

errors can be significant even when great care is used

in following the target. The uncertainty of training

has been almost eliminated by improved instrumenta-

tion and is probably well within 1 db at the present

time. Even in earUer work, training errors probably

never caused an error in received sound level much in

excess of 1 db. The most recent hydrophone models

in use are practically nondirectional at 24 kc, but the

directivity of the CN-8 model used in earUer studies

introduced errors of about 2 db. Thus, the experi-

mental error of most of the transmission loss deter-

minations at UCDWR is probably about 2 db, while

for the most recent data the experimental error is

probably considerably smaller.

4.3.3 Analysis of Data

This section will be concerned with the analysis of

data in which single-frequency supersonic sound is

received by one of the recording systems with a linear

response. The procedure used in the analysis of runs

carried out with sonic sound will also be sketched.

Figure 11 shows that the received soimd intensity

is subject to rapid changes in intensity, which obvi-

ously cannot be related to observed changes in range

or temperature distribution. Figure 12 shows the re-

ceived amplitude of a continuous, 10-sec, 24-kc signal.
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The upper strip was obtained at a range of 1 10 yd in

the direct sound field, while the lower strip is a typical

record of sound received at a long range, 1,700 yd, in

the shadow zone. This fluctuation of received sound

field intensity has become the subject of special in-

vestigations, which are summarized in Chapter 7.

The principal purpose of transmission runs, however,

is to obtain the average transmission properties of the

ocean with a given set of oceanographic conditions.

To obtain a representative average, it is necessary

to select a sample of signals, assign to each signal an

individual sound field amplitude, and then to strike

an average. The final result of these steps, the average

sound field intensity or sound field level, will depend

not only on the record obtained, but also on the

details of the sampling and averaging procedure

employed. UCDWR has standardized these pro-

cedures to insure intercomparability of results ob-

tained at different times and by different research

groups. The procedure is described in a report by

UCDWR^ and will be briefly recapitulated in the

following paragraphs.

In the selection of a sample several requirements

must be satisfied. The sample of individual signals

must be large enough so that the standard deviation

of the average is not much larger than of the order

of 1 db. Moreover, the benefit of averaging will be

obtained only if the sample covers a period of time in

which the transmission passes through a number of

maxima and minima, for otherwise the average would

be an average of individual signals most of which

may be relatively high or relatively low. On the other

hand, the period of time covered by the sample must

be short enough so that it corresponds to a negligible

change of range between the two ships and a negligible

change in the large-scale temperature structure.

The standard procedure for supersonic work, de-

signed to strike a compromise between these require-

ments, has been to select five signals, equally spaced

during a period of 20 sec. Since the standard devia-

tion of an individual signal from average intensity is

between 2 and 4 db in most samples, the standard

deviation of the arithmetical average of five signals

from the average of a very large number of signals is

between 1 and 2 db, (1/V n — 2 times the standard

deviation of the individual signals).

At WHOI, the rule has been to use as a sample ten

consecutive signals. Since signals are transmitted

about 1.2 sec apart, a sample extends over a period of

12 sec. This method, although slightly different from

that employed at UCDWR, leads to averaged ampli-
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Figure 14. Signal with end spikes.

tudes which differ from those obtained by the other

method, but probably by no more than the internal

spread of either method.

The next step consists of the assignment of an

amphtude to each member of the selected sample. If

the received signal were square-topped, like the

emitted signal, this step would raise no questions.

However, received signals are often far from square-

topped. It was decided at UCDWR to assign to each

signal the peak value of the amplitude registered any-

where during one signal, with two qualifications. One
concerns noise received simultaneously with the

signal. At low signal levels, the noise which is re-

ceived continuously shows up as a very striking

"spiny" record (shown in Figure 13). Such spines

superimposed on the signal are disregarded. This

rule presupposes that noise spikes can be distin-

guished from rapid signal fluctuations. It has been

found that all persons competent to evaluate record

film are able, with but little practice, to make that

distinction. The other qualification concerns "end

spikes." Frequently, there is interference between

sound traveling via two different routes, for example,

direct and surface-reflected sound. As the two paths

do not have exactly the same length, the intensity at

the beginning and end of the signal may be markedly

different from the intensity during the signal. In the

case of destructive interference, the signal then as-

sumes the shape shown in Figure 1-1. The end spikes

appearing in such signals are also disregarded.

The rules just outlined have certain advantages

and certain drawbacks. The principal advantage is

that the peak amplitude of a signal can be read much
more rapidly than such quantities as mid-signal

amplitude; also, it is unambiguous. The drawbacks

appear when the signal envelope is not smooth. In

that case the sound emitted during a short signal

interval arrives at the receiver during a much longer

period of time, with the result that the energy re-

ceived during an interval equal to the signal length

is substantially less than all the energy received. This

effect will be quite conspicuous for very short signals,

but negligible for continuous transmission (10-sec

signals). As a result, the average amplitude is very

definitely a function of ping length, when peak

amplitudes are used; it very likely would not be a

function of ping length if the amplitudes of individual

signals were defined in a different manner. One

possible solutioji has been suggested by the group

which is carrying out transmission experiments at

WHOI. They have constructed an integrating cir-

cuit. If the received signal is squared and fed directly

into this integrating circuit, the recording instru-

ment shows the total energy received. This would be

strictly proportional to the signal length and would

thus provide a measure typical for the ocean and its

overall transmission properties. Any deviation from

strict proportionality would be indicative of non-

linear transmission and would, therefore, be of the

greatest importance. At the time of this writing, no

such experiments had been carried out.

Once individual amplitudes have been assigned to

the five signals that comprise one sample, the average

amjilitude is found by taking the arithmetical mean

of the five individual amplitudes. This procedure has

the advantage of simplicitj'-. Alternatively, one could

compute the mean level or the mean intensity

(squared amplitude). A very rough estimate shows

that in a typical record the averaging of amplitudes

and of intensities will lead to results which are dif-

ferent by about 1 db. While this difference depends

on the assumed distribution function of amplitudes.
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it is not likely to be a dominant cause of error in a

determination of the transmission loss.

Transmission work at single sonic frequencies

began only recently, and the analysis procedure has

not yet been very well standardized. Records ob-

tained up to the present appear to indicate that

fluctuation of signal intensity is much less severe at

sonic frequencies than at supersonic frequencies. Onv

the other hand, because of image interference, sys-

tematic changes in signal level are observed at short

ranges which vary so rapidly with range that any

averaging procedure would obscure them. For this

reason, in transmission work at frequencies from 200

to 1,800 c individual signal levels rather than sample

averages are reported.

In the records obtained at sonic frequencies the en-

velope of the signal trace, as a rule, is badly serrated.

The fuzziness of the envelope is probably caused by
the unfavorable signal-to-noise ratio, which is about

1 db for 1.8 kc and lower, somewhat higher for

22.5 kc, and by the relative narrowness of the filters

used in the recording channels. If random noise is

received through a wide filter, the oscillograph trace

has a typical "spiked" appearance, that is, the noise

is characterized by sudden high peaks of short dura-

tion. If the filter is narrow, as it must be in sonic

transmission work, the individual peaks are lowered

and broadened, and their separation from the

single-frequency signal is more difficult. For this

reason, the person reading the film record does not

attempt to measure the "peak" level, which would

be fictitious, but estimates and reports the average

amplitude. It has been found that the uncertainty

introduced by this estimate is less than 1 db, on

the average.

The final step in the processing of a transmission

run consists of the recording of the computed signal

intensity. Since in most transmission runs the range

is altered by a factor of 10 to 100, the signal levels

change in the course of a run by a large number of

decibels. It has, therefore, been found useful not to

plot signal level in decibels below transducer output

directly, but to take out the bulk of the variability

by plotting the transmission anomaly. Usually, the

transmission anomaly is plotted as the ordinate down-

ward, with range as the abscissa. Theoretically, this

curve should pass through zero for zero range. In

view of the great experimental difficulties involved in

the determination of the signal level at very short

ranges, the curves usually stop at a range of 100 yd
or more.

4.4 ECHO RUNS

As mentioned before, transmission runs are by far

the most important useful method of obtaining in-

formation on the propagation of sound in the ocean.

The other two methods, which are of secondary im-

portance, will be discussed in the next two sections

for the sake of completeness.

Echo runs have been carried out both on specially

designed standard bodies and on chance targets, such

as wrecks, in order to study the dependence of echo

level on range and in order to study fluctuation and
coherence. The principal purpose of echo runs has

usually been to study not the propagation of soimd

between echo-ranging transducer and target, but

rather the effect of certain targets on the received

echo. (See Chapters 18 to 26 of this volume.)

The equipment used in echo rims differs from that

used in transmission runs in that sending and re-

ceiving stacks are aboard the same ship and the same
sound head is used both for sending and receiving. A
change-over relay connects the sound head first with

the sending stack and then, immediately following

the emission of the signal, with the receiving stack.

Artificial targets have been developed for research

and training purposes. Natural targets usually re-

flect very differently at different aspects; most arti-

ficial targets are designed to minimize this kind of

directionality without sacrificing too much overall

reflecting power. There is one geometrical shape

which remains the same regardless of any twisting of

the cable from which the target is suspended. That is

the sphere. From the point of view of constant re-

flecting power, spheres constitute ideal artificial

targets.

Unfortunately, the reflecting power of a sphere,

while constant, is fairly small. To obtain useful

echoes from spheres at distances similar to the ranges

commonly encountered in practical echo ranging, one

would have to use spheres with a diameter greater

than 30 ft. It was found, however, that a 10-ft sphere

was almost unmanageable at sea. The only spheres

which could be handled with ease were spheres with a

diameter of 2 or 3 ft.

In the search for an artificial target with a large

target strength, the best solution found so far has

been the triplane^' shown in Figure 15, which com-

bines ease of handling with a reflecting power com-

parable to that of a submarine. It is a well-known

fact, sometimes used in optical signaling, that a ray

whichhas been reflected from three planes which are
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imitually perpendicular leaves in a direction exactly

opposite to the incident direction. The action of a tri-

plane can, tiierefore, ho compared with that of a

single plane perpendicular to the incident rays. That

is why a triplane reflects a larger percentage of the

incident energy back into the transducer than any

other hody of equal size.

^^^BRr^^^^^^^33^^



Chapter 5

DEEP-WATER TRANSMISSION

TRANSMISSION IN DEEP WATER, where bottom-

reflected sound is unimportant, is somewhat

simpler to study than transmission in shallow water.

Even when the effects of the bottom have been elimi-

nated, however, sound transmission in the ocean re-

mains an exceedingly complex phenomenon. The
theoretical results based on the elementary ray

theory and on an idealized ocean stratified in imi-

form horizontal layers are seldom realized exactly in

the sea. Sometimes this simple picture leads to er-

roneous results, even qualitatively. Moreover, the

only constant element in underwater sound trans-

mission is change. No one ping re.^embles the preced-

ing. In this chapter, the rapid fluctuation of trans-

mitted sound from one second to the next is ignored

and reference is made throughout to averages based

on many consecutive pings. However, even these

averages sometimes vary considerably.

Although the theory developed in the previous sec-

tions is admittedly imperfect and maj' be incorrect in

principle, this theory is nevertheless retained as the

framework on which to hang the discus.sions of the

observational material. The theory is beheved valu-

able, partly in indicating which results may be ex-

pected to have general validity beyond the particular

conditions under which the results were obtained.

Even more important, a discussion of the interrela-

tion between facts and theories is essential for an in-

telligent formulation of research programs. In the

long run, progress in any scientific problem can be

achieved most efficiently by formulating hypotheses

and then testing them in critical experiments. To lay

the groundwork for such future research is, in large

part, the objective of the present chapter.

5.1 FACTORS AFFECTING
DEEP-WATER TRANSMISSION

In principle, the propagation of sound can be com-

pletely determined if the nature of the medium
through which the sound passes is known. In the

present section a description is given of the known
properties of the sea which are believed to influence

underwater sound transmission.

5.1.1 Meaning of "Deep Water"

For the purposes of this chapter, water is deep

when the bottom has a negligible effect on under-

water sound propagation. From a theoretical stand-

point this has the very simple meaning that the bot-

tom is ignored; the ocean is thought of as extending

to infinite depths. From the observational stand-

point, this means that only those observations will

be con.sidered here on which the bottom is believed

to have no effect.

In general, the bottom can have several effects on

underwater sound. Sound energy reaching the bottom

may be partly reflected back at various angles into

the body of the sea and partly transmitted into or

absorbed by the bottom. The relative amounts re-

flected and absorbed depend on the depth and the

nature of the bottom, prevailing refraction condi-

tions, and sea state. This dependence and, generally,

the effect of the bottom on sound transmission will

be discussed in detail in Chapter G. Furthermore, the

presence of the bottom affects the background. Some
of the sound reflected backward by the bottom

reaches the receiver and gives rise to a ringing sound

known as reverberation.

For most of the observations discussed in this

chapter, short pulses of sound are used. With this

technique, sound that has traveled to the bottom and

has been reflected toward the hydrophone can readily

be distinguished from sound that has traveled directly

from projector to hydrophone. Thus, for most obser-

vations the bottom-reflected sound can readily be

distinguished. If the bottom is rough, an appreciable

amount of sound may reach the hydrophone after

having been scattered from various portions of the

sea bottom so that the signal is followed by a long

single-frequency train of forward reverberation.

Usually, the direct signal is so far above this back-

ground of scattered sound that forward reverbera-

tion is negligible in the evaluation of transmission

observations.

It is of importance to know when the ocean is ef-

fectivelj^ deep in practical applications of underwater

sound. With present echo-ranging gear, an echo from

86
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FiGiRE 1. Distribution of depths in the sea.

a submarine or typical surface vessel cannot ordi-

narily be detected more than 3,000 yd from the pro-

jector in water of any depth, except under unusually

favorable conditions. All supersonic projectors are

highly directional with not much energy radiated at

angles more than G degrees from the axis. If the bot-

tom is more than 150 fathoms below the projector,

and the water is isothermal, ^'ery little of the energy

in an echo-ranging pulse will reach the bottom at

ranges le,ss than 3,000 yd or return to the surface at

ranges less than 6,000 yd. Thus, the echo from targets

near maximum range will contain very little bottom-

reflected sound; however, the background for such

echoes inay contain some bottom reverberation. If

sharp temperature gradients are present in the upper

layer of the ocean, the soimd beam will be bent down
more sharply, and a considerable amount of bottom-

reflected sound could reach a target 3,000 yd away in

water 150 fathoms deep. The bottom reverberation

in such conditions may be quite intense even at 1,500

yd. To insure that bottom-reflected sound cannot re-

turn an echo in practical echo ranging, a depth of

more than 200 fathoms is required, while twice this

depth is required to eliminate bottom reverberation.

For various types of tilting beam equipment, sound

scattered from the bottom can be important even in

somewhat deeper water. For most echo-ranging situa-

tions, however, 100 or 150 fathoms is a more repre-

sentative dividing line between deep and shallow

water.

It makes very little difference whether the point of

division is taken as 150 fathoms, or 100 fathoms, as

has been done in the manuals of echo-ranging predic-

tion issued by the Navy,'- or 200 fathoms, as has

been suggested. Water depths between 100 and 1,500

fathoms are quite uncommon. Figure 1 shows the

distribution of depths in the sea.^ It is evident from

Figure 1 that almost all of the ocean bottom is either

less than 100 fathoms, about 200 meters, below the

surface, or more than 1,500 fathoms, about 3,000

meters, below the .surface.

Water which is deep for echo ranging may be

shallow for sonic listening, since average listening

ranges are so much longer than average echo ranges,

and since sonic listening gear is nondirectional. Lis-

tening ranges are often greater than 10,000 yd. Ex-

cept in the deepest parts of the ocean, sound arriving

from such long ranges will contain bottom-reflected

sound. Sonic gear is usually nondirectional in a verti-

cal plane, at least at low frequencies, and bottom-re-

flected sound in 2,000 fathoms may contribute ap-

preciably to the received signal. Thus, for sonic lis-
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tliau 1,500 fathoms is practically (Iccii-watcr trans-

mission under many conditions. 'I'hiis the study of

sound transmission in drop water is of considei'ahle

jjractical imi)ortance.

5.1.2 Vertical Teniporatiire Structure

and Computed Ray Diagrams

The temperature distribution in the ocean largely

determines the sound velocity distribution, which we
have seen is an important factor in sound intensity.

For this reason, measurement of ocean temperatures

at various depths has been an integral part of the re-

search on sound transmission and is also important

in the tactical use of sonar equipment.

The temperature in the ocean is affected by the

absorption of radiation from the sun and sky, by the

cooling of the surface layer by evaporation, by dis-

placements due to currents and upwelling, and by the

addition of fresh water near shore. Usually a water

column in the deep sea can be divided into three

principal layers, shown by the sample temperature-

depth plots in Figure 2: (1) a relatively warm surface

layer, which is subject to daily and seasonal changes

in thickness and vertical temperature gradients, (2) a

layer of transition at mid-depths called the thermo-

cline, in which the temperature decrea.ses rapidly

with depth, and (3) the cold deep-water layer, in

which the temperature decreases only gradually with

depth. A detailed discussion of the temperature dis-

tribution in the ocean is given in Volume 6 of Divi-

sion 6. Here, only a few of the basic temperature-

depth patterns are described and their expected in-

fluence on underwater sound transmission briefly dis-

cussed.

It will be pointed out in later sections that the

transmission loss is least and sound ranges are longest

when the surface layer is reasonably isothermal and

deeper than about 100 ft. Such deep isothermal layers

tend to occur when the water at the surface is losing

more heat than it is gaining, as in midwinter in the

high latitudes. The colder surface water will be

heavier than the water just beneath and will mix

with it. As a result, a surface layer of more or less

constant temperature will be formed. In midwinter

the isothei'mal surface layer is usually several hun-

dred feet deep, except in tropical waters, where this

depth varies from 50 to 500 ft depending on ocean

currents and other factors. In very high latitudes the

isothermal layer may extend down to the ocean bot-

tom in February or March.

The ray diagram l'orsoun<l transmission in thcca.se

of an isothermal siulacc layer above a thermocline
has approximately the characteristic shape shown
in iMgure -i. .Vccording t(; the simple ray theory, the

.sound beam should split at the bottom of the isother-

mal layer, with the upper portion bending gradual!}'

TEMPERATURE
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than it is losing. Surface heating and marked temper-

ature gradients in the top 30 ft of the ocean are par-

ticularly marked on summer afternoons with calm

seas and cloudless skies. At night, or during periods of

high winds, gradients near the surface tend to dis-

appear.

The ray diagram computed for a temperature

gradient extending up to the surface is shown in

Figure 4. The decrease of sound velocity with in-

TEMPERATURE RANGE -

PROJECTOR

DEPTH

Figure 4. Ray diagram for negative gradient extend-

ing to surface.

creasing depth bends the entire sound beam down-

ward, as discussed in Chapter 3. Beyond a certain

limiting range, which increases with increasing depth,

no sound ray can penetrate, and a shadow zone of

complete silence should result. Observations of imder-

water sound transmission confirm the presence of this

shadow zone when the temperature gradient is .suf-

ficiently strong, about 1 degree or more in the top

30 ft. The only sound reaching such a shadow zone is

the scattered sound, which also produces reverbera-

tion back at the echo-ranging projector. When the

surface gradients are weak, however, other effects

become important, and shadow zones do not appear.

In addition to these two basic but simplified tem-

perature-depth patterns, innumerable varieties of

intermediate situations occur. Complicated tempera-

ture structure is especially likely in the surface layer;

and the accurate computation of a ray diagram from

a temperature-depth record can be very laborious.

Since the observations usually do not confirm the

detailed predictions of the sunple theory, which is

based on small details of the temperature structure,

the computing of ray diagrams for these intermediate

cases is of limited usefulness.

Sharp positive temperature gradients are extremely

rare in deep water. Such gradients are stable only

when accompanied by positive salinity gradients.

Salinity gradients may also affect sound velocity,

but their effect is usually negligible compared to that

of temperature gradients. Salinity gradients may be

appreciable in some near-shore areas, where large

rivers drain into the sea, and at the coastwise margins

of the permanent ocean currents, such as the Gulf

Stream. In such regions, sharp positive temperature

gradients may occur. In the open ocean, however,

they are usually less than a few tenths of a degree in

30 ft. Because of the rarity of sharp positive gradients,

there is a complete absence of data on sound trans-

mission in deep water through regions of strong up-

ward refraction.

5.1.3 Variability of Vertical

Temperature Gradients

The way in which ocean temperature changes with

depth is variable from time to time and from place to

place. Gradual changes from day to day and from one

geographical region to another have an important

effect on the performance of sonar gear. These changes

are discussed in detail in Volume 6 of Division 6, and

form the basis for the Sound-Ranging Charts'* and the

Submarine Supplements.'

In some areas these changes are so rapid that they

greatly complicate the study of underwater sound

transmis.sion. In the coastal waters off San Diego, a

bathythermograph lowered at one end of a transmis-

sion run frequently showed marked differences from

the bathythermogram obtained at the other end, with

wholly different ray diagrams resulting. Two samples

of such records are presented in Figure 5. Some of this

variation represents a change with time, while much
of it arises from changes with location. In early com-

parisons between transmission data and the com-

puted range to the shadow boundarj^, an average was

taken of the ranges computed from several bathy-

thermograph records. More recently, a single bathy-

thermograph record taken on the recei\ing vessel has

been used at UCDWR in studying the relation be-

tween the transmitted sound intensity and the tem-

perature-depth record.

Temperature Microstructure and Effects

In addition to these large temperature changes

over several thousand yards, smaller changes take

place over much smaller distances. These changes

may affect the way in which the sound beam travels

through the water. In Chapter 3 the predictions of the

ray theory were discussed for a sound beam passing

through an ocean in which the sound velocity depends

only on depth, but decreases gradually with depth.

In such an ideal ocean an exact temperature-depth

record would be similar to that shown in Figure 6. A
plot of temperature against range at any depth would
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H'lvr tlic lu)ii/,()ii(:il lines sliowii in the figure. Under

.such tenipertiture eondition.s a shadow zone i.s pro-

dieted at a eortain hmitinp; range.

In praetico, the oeean is never stratified in plane

parallel laj-ers, each of uniform temperature. In-

stead, an exact teniperature-depth record might be
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The chief effect of temperature microstructure is

to introduce irregularities into the path of the indi-

vidual sound rays. They will be slightly bent away
from the average ray path in random fashion, as in-

dicated in Figure 8. Considering a sound beam as a

whole, we may expect that microstructure will very

slightly broaden the beam pattern, although such

broadening effects have never been determined with

assurance. Within the sound field, local intensities

may show deviations from the average values which

would be observed in the absence of microstructure

;

these local deviations will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Another effect of these irregularities is that sound

may penetrate with a small but observable intensity

into regions which are shadow zones according to the

large-scale ray pattern.

It is possible to estimate the effect which micro-

structure will have on the ray trajectories of indi-

vidual sound rays. Theoretical analysis shows that

with certain simplifying assumptions the rms lateral

displacement Ay of a sound ray because of micro-

structure is given by the formula'

^2/ = WbGRK (1)

In this equation G is the rms value of the fractional

velocity gradient caused by microstructure, R is the

range, and 6 is a quantity having the dimension of a

length, which may be called the patch size of the

microstructure. Roughly speaking, b is the average

distance over which the vertical velocity gradient

caused by microstructure retains the same sign. To
derive this formula, an expression was first obtained

for the lateral displacement of a ray passing through

a given microstructure. This expression was then

squared and averaged. The square root of the final

result gave expression (1).

It has already been noted that fluctuations of the

vertical temperature gradient, amounting to 0.02 F
per ft over patches about 100 yd in length, have been

reported. If these values for G and for b are substi-

tuted into equation (1), it is found that at a range of

1,000 yd the rms lateral spreading of the sound beam

amounts to about 20 ft; while at 2,500 yd it amounts

to 70 ft and at 4,000 yd at 150 ft. These figures indi-

cate that at these ranges random spreading of the

transmitted sound beam, because of microstructure,

will obscure bending of the sound rays due to large-

scale vertical temperature structure if the vertical

gradient is of the order of 0. 1 F in 30 ft. Actual obser-

vation shows that even negative gradients of four

times this magnitude often fail to produce clearly

recognizable shadow zones, although the sound does

weaken gradually with increasing range. It is not

known at present whether microstructure will fre-

quently have a magnitude appreciably in excess of

that assumed for the estimate of lateral beam spread.

If not, some other cause must be invoked for an ex-

planation of why weak negative gradients do not

produce shadow zones.

Since no complete theory exists at the present time

capable of explaining in detail the results obtained in

transmission runs, much of the discussion of under-

water sound transmission must be empirical in char-

acter. It is possible, for example, that some of the

empirical relationships found between the smoothed

temperature-depth curves and the measured trans-

mission anomalies result primarily from an oceano-

graphic correlation between the temperature micro-

structure and the smoothed distribution of tempera-

ture with depth. Such observed empirical relation-

ships are valuable, but until their basic physical cause

is explained they should be used with caution since

they may be valid only for the particular time and

place in which the observations were made.

5.1.4 Classification of Bathyther-

mograms

For practical use of temperature-depth informa-

tion some simple method of classifying bathythermo-

graph records is essential. Even if the predictions of

ray theory were exactly fulfilled, practical require-

ments would probably rule out the time and effort

required to construct ray diagrams and to compute

theoretical intensities. Thus, a set of rules has been

devised to classify temperature-depth records by the

properties which are acoustically significant.

Such classifications have also proved useful in

transmission research. Since the simple ray theory

was clearly inadequate, some other basis was required

for comparing measured anomaly curves with the

corresponding bathythermograms. In view of the

complexity of possible temperature-depth curves, no

classification can be entirely satisfactory. All such

classifications must be regarded as preliminary until

sufficient acoustic information is available to indicate

exactly what features of the temperature-depth pat-

tern are significant in any situation.

Present systems of classification are prunarily de-

signed to correspond to different types of transmis-

sion loss for a shallow projector, about 15 ft. When
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the tcinpcratiirc iiic reuses vvilh deplh sufficiently for

the temperature at some depth below the projector

to be greater than the projector temperature, rays

leaving the projector at slight downward inclina-

tions will in theory be bent back up to the surface

again; the transmission anomaly for a shallow hydro-

l)hane should therefore be low, although experimental

data on this point are lacking. When such positive

gradients are present, the temperature pattern is

called positive, sometimes denoted by PETER.
Such patterns may be more completely character-

ized by the depth of the layer of maximum tempera-

ture and the difference between maximum tempera-

ture and the temperature at projector depth. The
sharpness of the underljang thermocline may also be

acoustically significant.

Other temperature-depth records are classified by

the temperature dilTerence in the top 30 ft. If this

difference is 0.3 F or less, the water is said to be

isothermal, and the temperature pattern is called

mixed, sometimes denoted by the word MIKE. When
this difference is greater than 1/100 of the surface

temperature the computed range to the shadow

boundary is less than 1,000 yd, for projector at 15 ft,

hydrophone at 30 ft. For this temperature condition,

the predicted shadow zone is commonly observed,

and transmission to a shallow hydrophone becomes

poor for ranges greater than 1,000 yd. Such a tem-

perature distribution is called a sharp negative pat-

tern, sometimes denoted by NAN. Temperature dif-

ferences intermediate between MIKE and NAN
tend to be somewhat variable and are classified as

weak negative or changing patterns, denoted by

CHARLIE.
One exception is included in this relatively simple

scheme. When the temperature difference from to

30 ft is large enough to give a NAN pattern, but the

temperature difference from 15 to 50 ft is 0.2 F or

less, the pattern is classified as CHARLIE. With such

an extremely shallow and negative gradient and with

the projector in isothermal or nearly isothermal

water, good but variable sound conditions may be

expected. This type of pattern is the most favorable

for the formation of a sound channel.

With MIKE and CHARLIE patterns the depth

and sharpness of the thermocline would be expected

to affect the transmission of sound to a deep hydro-

phone. Appropriate methods for characterizing these

quantities are discussed in Section 5.3, where the

acoustic measurements made with a hydrophone in

or below the thermocline are summarized.

Another more detailed system of classification,

which supplements the classification of negative

gradients into MIKE, CHARLIE, and NAN pat-

terns, has been devi.sed at UCDWR. This system

utilizes the depths at which the temperature is 0.1,

0.3, 1.0, 5.0, and 10 F below the surface temperature.

These depths are called, respectively, Di, D^, Di, Di,

and A.
For statistical analysis, these depths are given code

numbers between and 9 by the following numerical

scale.

Code cligit Depth D in feet

S £> < 5

1 5 g D < 10

2 10 S 7) < 20

3 20 g D < 40
4 40 g Z) < 80
5 80 g D < 160

6 160 g D < 320
7 320 ^ D
9 D greater than greatest

depth reached by bathy-

thermograph

Any bathythermogram may then be coded by giv-

ing the code digits corresponding to Di, A, D3, Dt,

D5. The surface temperature T is also coded by giving

T/10 to the nearest whole number and by placing this

digit after the other five and separating it by a deci-

mal point. The code numbers for Di through D^ and
also r/10 are denoted by rfi, di, ds, di, df,, and de, re-

spectively. The series of numbers is then written as

d1d2d3didi.de, as for example 23 457.6. The accurate

determination of di is very difficult because of the

wide trace made by the bathythermograph near the

surface; since the variability of this small tempera-

ture difference will usually be high, there is some
question whether this quantity is usually significant.

Examples of bathythermograms classified by the

two methods are given in Figure 9. These two systems

of classification supplement each other and should

probably be used together. The code system is

probably most useful for surface gradients, where

considerable detail is provided. For example, it is

shown in subsequent sections that the transmission

of sound to a shallow hydrophone depends markedly

on ^2 for different NAN patterns. On the other hand,

for a fixed ^2, transmission to a shallow hydrophone

differs markedly between NAN and MIKE patterns.

For deep gradients the code system is somewhat less

useful, owing to the very expanded depth scale. For

example it is frequently not clear from the present

code whether a deep hydrophone is above or below

the thermocline. It seems likely that when more com-
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30 J^

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

MIKE
CODE SYMBOL 66 679.7

CHARLIE
CODE SYMBOL 22 569.6

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

1=, 40 45 5 55 60 65 7075 80 fl^ „„

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

MIKE
CODE SYMBOL 44 555.7

NAN
CODE SYMBOL 00 156.7

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

CHARLI E

CODE SYMBOL 02 799.8

NAN
CODE SYMBOL 22 34 5.7

Figure 9. Classification of bathythermograph records.
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plete acoustic information is available, a modification

of the code system, more closely related to the typical

structure of the thermocline, will prove desirable.

5.2 TRANSMISSION IN

ISOTHERMAL WATER
When temperature and salinity gradients are ab-

sent, the transmission of sound may be expected to be

relatively simple. If pressure did not affect sound

velocity, sound would travel outward in straight

lines, and the inverse square law of intensity decay

would be directly applicable. Since the effect of pres-

sure on sound velocity is in fact very small, one may
expect straight-line propagation to provide a reason-

ably good first approximation to the actual situation.

An examination of the ray diagram given in Figure 23

of Chapter 3 shows that the ray leaving horizontally

from a projector 15 ft deep in isothermal water is not

bent up to the surface until it reaches a range of about

1,000 yd. On the other hand, .'n an isothermal layer

100 ft thick the range to the shadow boundary is al-

ways greater than 2,200 yd. Thus, one may expect

that, certainly for ranges less than 1,000 yd and prob-

ably also for ranges up to 2,000 yd, the assumption

that sound travels in straight lines in isothermal

water is legitimate. This expectation is justified by

the observations. It will be shown later that the as-

sumption of straight-line propagation agrees with

some of the data out to very much greater ranges

than might be expected. The reason for this is not

known. In the following discussion, sound transmis-

sion measurements in an isothermal surface layer of

the ocean will, therefore, be discussed as though the

sound rays did, in fact, travel in straight lines in

such a layer.

Even with all sound rays traveling in straight

lines, two influences act to disturb the ideal inverse

square law discussed in Chapter 2. In the first place,

sound is reflected from the sea surface; in the second

place, various impurities, and possibly also the water

itself, absorb energy passing through the sea, convert-

ing this energy to heat. The effects of surface reflec-

tion and absorption on the transmission of sound are

discussed later.

5.2.1 Image Eifect

It was shown in Section 2.6.3 that sound reflected

from the surface can reduce the sound intensity close

to the surface to a very small value. This effect arises

from the phase reversal suffered by a wave when it is

reflected at a free surface. If pi is the pressure ampli-

tude at 1 yd from the .source, and if hi and h^ are the

depths of source and receiver respectively, we see

from equation (129) of Chapter 2 that the pressure

amplitude at the range R is given by

Amplitude = — .sm 2w^ R RX

If the simple inverse square law for intensity were

satisfied, the pressure amplitude at the range R
would be proportional to 1/R, that is.

Amplitude = — •

R

The transmission anomaly, which is the transmission

loss in decibels above that predicted by the inverse

square law for intensity, is therefore given by

2 sin 2ir-^
R\J

(2)

If the surface is assumed to reflect only a fraction

fa of the sound energy incident on it, the analysis in

Section 2.6.3 must be modified. With a little mathe-

matical manipulation, the transmission anomaly for

this case becomes

^ = - 10 log 1 - 2ya cos 4 (3)

The transmission anomalies resulting from this for-

mula for different values of ja are plotted in Figure

10.

This analysis is of doubtful validity for short wave-

lengths since neglect of the surface water waves in

heavy seas is probably not legitimate for sound waves

only a few inches long. With calm seas, however, the

interference patterns predicted by the above analysis

have occasionally been observed at 24 kc at close

ranges. Equation (3) must be used with caution for

ranges much greater than 1,000 yd. The upward re-

fraction caused by the pressure effect, as well as the

variation in travel time caused by thermal micro-

structure, distort and obscure the interference pat-

tern predicted by the elementary theory. However,

the exact limits of validity of equations (2) and (3)

must be determined empirically.

The available data show that for sufficiently low

frequencies, equation (2), or equation (3) with an

amplitude reflection coefficient ja nearly equal to

unity, provides an approximate description of the ob-

served transmission. In particular, beyond a range

R', corresponding to a path difference of a half wave-

length, the transmission anomaly increases steadily
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Figure 10. Theoretical transmission anomalies for different values of the reileetion coefficient of the surface.

from its minimum value and, beyond a range of about

2R', increases equally with 20 log R. This range R' is

given by the equation

4,hih2
R' (4)

More specifically, equation (2) is applicable for

frequencies of less than 200 c. For this low frequency,

this equation may be used out to ranges of 1,000 to

2,000 yd, beyond which bottom-reflected sound, even

in 2,000 fathoms, is usually stronger than the direct

sound. At 600 c the correspondence between theory

and observation is not so good, although the general

tendency predicted by equation (3) is definitely

present; possibly the best value of To for 600-c sound

is around }'2 to ^i. At frequencies greater than several

thousand cycles, no definite trace of image effect has

been consistently observed in the open sea.

One of the earliest sources of observational infor-

mation on this subject consisted of a set of transmis-

sion runs made jointly in 1943 by the Columbia Uni-

versity Division of War Research at the U. S. Navy
Underwater Sound Laboratory, New London

[CUDWR-NLL], University of California Division

of War Research [UCDWR], and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Underwater Soimd Labora-

tory [MIT-USL]. ^~''' An acoustic minesweeper was

used as the source, and the signal was received with

band-pass filters centered at different frequencies.

The water depth was 600 fathoms. Unfortxmately,

the temperature near the surface was not isothermal

to 100 ft; in fact, in some of the runs sharp negative

gradients extended to the surface, and for some runs

the hydrophone was below a sharp thermocline. Since

the image effect was shown consistently at 250 and

700 c at ranges between 100 and, 300 yd, wherebend-

ing by temperature gradients rarely affects measured

sound intensities, the data may be taken as an indica-

tion that the same effects would also appear in

isothermal water.

Some transmission runs at 2 kc and at 8 kc also

showed some leveling off of the transmission anomaly

at higher ranges.* However, the steeper slope was

never so marked at ranges less than 500 yd that it

could be attributed to image effect rather than to

downward refraction.

A detailed comparison between theory and obser-

vation for the sound of lower frequencies is made in

reference 10. Thetheorytakes bottom-reflected sound

into consideration and achieves rather good agree-

ment with the observational data. However, the

bottom-reflected sound comes in at such close range
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that the results do nut cast much light on the prob-

lems of transmission of low-frequency sound in deep

water at ranges greater than a few hundred yards.

A much more complete set of measurements on low-

frequency transmission in deep water is given in a

progress report from UCDWR." That report sum-

marizes the first results obtained in a long-range pro-

gram designed to investigate sound transmission at

frequencies of 200, BOO, 1,800, 7,500, and 22,500 c.

Since short pulses of sound were used in this work,

the direct and bottom-reflected sound can be distin-

guished by the difference in travel time, provided the

range is not too great. Also, specially designed trans-

ducers were employed with the result that the power

output was high and usually remained constant dur-

ing each transmission run.

Sample results for individual transmission runs at

200, 600, and 1,800 c are shown in Figure 11. As is

evident from the bathythermograph code given with

each plot, these data were obtained with isothermal

water at the surface. Each point in these plots repre-

sents the transmission anomaly found for a single

sound pulse. The curved lines represent the values

found from equation (3) with the amplitude reflec-

tion coefficient 7a chosen to give the best fit to the

observations. For each frequency, the measured

transmission anomalies at different ranges are moder-

ately accurate relative to each other, while the abso-

lute values are less reliable; hence each set of ob-

served anomalies in Figure 1 1 has been shifted verti-

cally to give the best agreement with the theoretical

curves.

The agreement between the plotted points and the

theoretical curves is typical of the results generally

obtained in deep water with an isothermal layer. At

200 c, image effect is usually marked, and at 1,000 to

2,000 yd it reduces the sound level about 15 db on the

average below the inverse square value; this corre-

sponds to an effective reflection coefficient ya of 0.8,

somewhat lower than the value of 0.9 for the 200-c

curve in Figure 11. At 600 c, the effect is less marked,

corresponding to an effective reflection coefficient 7a

in the neighborhood of 0.7, and an average transmis-

sion anomaly of only about 10 db at 1,000 yd. How-
ever, the dip in intensity shown in Figure 1 1 at about

60 yd, in agreement with theoretical prediction, sug-

gests that image effect is in fact present. At 1,800 c,

the predicted minimum between 150 and 200 yd is ap-

parently present, but the reduction in intensity at

ranges between 1,000 and 2,000 yd is quite small,

corresponding to a value of about 0.5 for 7^. Thus at

frequencies above about 1,000 c, it appears that image

effect is relatively unimportant. This is in general

agreement w-ith theoretical expectations.'- At ranges

greater than 2,000 yd, bottom-reflected sound is

usually dominant, even in water several thousand

fathoms deep.

The reflection coefficients to which the different

curves in Figure 11 correspond should not be taken

as a measure of the amount of sound reflected by the

surface; It is, of course, virtually certain that most

of the sound reaching the ocean surface is reflected

back into the ocean in some direction, except possibly

when strong winds produce absorbing bubbles close

to the surface. However, some of this sound may be

reflected in directions quite different from the sound

reflected at an ideally flat, horizontal surface. Also,

the relative phases of the direct and surface-reflected

sound may be altered by the irregularities in the

ocean surface. As a result of these two factors, the

image effect to be expected for a flat, perfectly re-

flecting surface may be modified. Equation (3) is

then useful as a semi-theoretical, semi-empirical

formula for fitting the observed data.

A somewhat different manner of presentation,

which includes all the data available at the time refer-

ence 11 was written, is shown in Figure 12. Here, all

available anomalies at certain fixed ranges are plotted

on a linear range scale. In such a plot, the short ranges

are too compressed to show the interference patterns

characteristic of the image effect. However, such plots

are very suitable if emphasis on the data at longer

ranges is desired.

These data provide supporting evidence for the

general statements made in the discussion of Figure

11. The rise of the median curves for 600 and 1,800 c

is probably not real, but simply a result of observa-

tional selection; at the long ranges, the received sig-

nals are difficult to distinguish from noise, and only

those few signals can be measured which, because of

fluctuation, rise far above the noise level. Thus the

median curves in Figure 12 are probably considerably

higher at long range than they would be if all the runs

yielding data at short range could have been con-

tinued successfully to long range.

5.2.2 Absorption

At frequencies above several thousand cycles, im-

age effect is usually unimportant, and in the absence

of temperature and salinity gradients, absorption be-

comes the chief effect modifying the inverse square
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Figure 12. Average transmission anomalies at sonic frequencies.
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law of simple geometrical spreading. A detailed

analysis was given in Section 2.5 for the absorption

resulting from viscosity. However, it was pointed out

in that section that the observed absorption of sound

in the ocean is far greater than can be accounted for

by viscosity.

The effectof absorptionon underwater sound trans-

mission is shown most simply by considering the

propagation of sound in an unbounded homogeneous

ocean. Let J be the total energy proceeding outward

from a sound source in each second. If the ocean were

not at all absorbing, this same amount of energy

would spread to all ranges. If the source is nondirec-

tional, this energy would be spread over an area of

AttR- at a range R, and the sound intensity / wo.uld be

given by the equation

I =
^kR^

(5)

where F, defined in Chapter 2, is given by

In the presence of absorption, a constant fraction

n of the sound energy is absorbed in each yard of

sound travel. Thus in a distance dr, an amount of

energy ^.TrnF dr will be absorbed per second, and con-

verted into heat energy. The constant n is called the

absorption coefficient of the water. The decrease Air dF
of the sound energy over this distance will equal the

energy absorbed, or 4xnF dr. Thus we have the

equation

Tr - -^^' («)

which has the familiar exponential solution

F = Foe
-nR

(7)

The sound intensity is then given by the equation

Foe-"'^
I =

R'
(8)

In terms of decibels, this equation may be written

10 log / = 10 log Fo - 20 log R - aR

1000
(9)

where a/1000 = lOn logio e = 4.34n; a expresses the

absorption in decibels per kiloyard and is called the

coefficient of absorption. The transmission loss H,

as defined in Chapter 4, is 10 log Fo — 10 log /. The
transmission anomaly A is simply H — 20 log R.

Thus we have the simple equation

aR
A =

1000
(10)

Hence, in an unbounded medium, absorption pro-

duces a transmission anomaly which increases lin-

early with the distance covered by the sound beam.

Scattering of sound is more complicated than ab-

sorption. When scattering rather than absorption is

present, equation (10) may still be used to describe

the decay of the unscattered sound. However, the

sound that has been scattered must also be considered

in computing the expected sound intensity. It is

shown in Section 5.4.1 that scattering is probably not

very important in isothermal water. However, since

the exact role of scattering in isothermal water is not

certain, and since some forms of scattering may be

very important when temperature gradients are

present near the surface, it is customary to refer to

the combined effects of absorption, scattering, and

similar phenomena as attenuation. The quantity a,

determined by direct measurement of A and use of

equation (10), is then called the coefficient of attenua-

tion. Attenuation, as so defined, includes all effects

which may produce a transmission anomaly.

Extensive observations at a number of laboratories

indicate that in isothermal water the transmission

anomaly does, in fact, increase linearly with increas-

ing range, in accordance with equation (10). Thus, the

attenuation coefficient a for each frequency is a con-

stant for any one run. The data at 24 kc, in a report

on attenuation issued by UCDWR, pro\'ide a check

of this point. ^^ Of the many runs available in deep

water off the coast of southern California and Lower

California, at the time reference 13 was written, 65

were made when the temperature difference from the

surface to a depth of 30 ft was 0.1 F or 0.0 F. For all

these runs the graphs of transmission anomaly against

range could "reasonably be approximated by straight

lines beyond a range of 1,000 yards." Two sample

plots of transmission anomaly, with the corresponding

temperature-depth records, are shown in Figure 13.

Each point represents the average amplitude of five

different pings.

The linearity of the observed points is evident in

Figure 13. On the average, about half of the plotted

points lay within 2 db of the straight-line curve

drawn for each run. Thus it is reasonable to conclude

that in water which is isothermal from the surface to

30 ft, the transmission anomaly increases linearly

with range from 1,000 to more than 6,000 yd. Since
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ent sound measured in shadow zones) makes this

highly probable.

At frequencies below 15 kc the attenuation of

sound is largely conjectural. The shallow water meas-

urements discussed in C'hapter G .show that a is not

greater than about 1 db per kyd at frequencies below

2 kc. On the other hand, if the attenuation in this

frequency range were as low as 0.1 db per kyd, high-

speed warships could be heard consistently many
hundreds of miles away. Since such listening ranges

are apparently not obtainable, it may be inferred

that the attenuation coefficient in the surface layers

of the ocean is greater than 0.1 db per kyd at all sonic

frequencies. Such a high value is not necessarily in-

consistent with the much lower value observed in the

deep sound channel since the attenuation at low

frequencies near the ocean surface may result pri-

marily from scattering of sound out of the isothermal

layer into the thermocline, where it is bent sharply

downward, and is lost.

5.2.3 Variation of Transmission Loss

The previous section has discussed average values

of the attenuation coefficient at each frequency, but

has ignored changes in this coefficient. It has already

been noted that from a single run out to 6,000 yd the

attenuation coefficient can be determined with a

probable discrepancy of only about }/^ db per kyd
from its true value at that particular time and place.

Since the scatter of the observed values exceeds this,

it may be inferred that the attenuation coefficient in

sea water is probably not constant.

In the measurements reported in reference 16, for

example, half the attenuation coefficients at 24 kc

differed by more than 1 db from the average value of

4.4 db per kyd. Corresponding variations also ap-

peared at the other two frequencies (17.6 and 30 kc).

However, those runs in which more than one fre-

quency was used show a good correlation (correlation

coefficient r between 80 and 85 per cent) in the varia-

tion of the coefficients for the three frequencies.

A good illustration of this correlation is provided

by the runs made during one 24-hr period (February

14-15, 1944), analyzed in reference 13. Seven meas-

urements of the vertical temperature structure were

made during this period. In each case, no variation of

temperature of more than 0.2 F was noted down to

depths of 120 ft, but this was also the limit of ac-

curacy of the thermometer on these days. The surface

temperature changed appreciably during the period,

however, probably as a re.sult of the changing position

of the vessels. The variation of the attenuation

coefficients for .sound at 17.6, 23.6, and 30 kc is

plotted in Figure 18 with the measured surface tem-

perature. Evidently the attenuation coefficients at

the three frequencies changed very substantially;

however, the difference in the attenuation coefficients

between the different frequencies was more nearly

constant.

Under some conditions, however, the attenuation

coefficient during a 48-hr period is less variable. A
series of transmission measurements was made by
UCDWR in the deep water off Point Conception,

California, where a persistent well-mixed layer was

to be expected. Measurements were carried out dur-

ing and after a storm, with winds of force 3 to 6

(Beaufort scale). The surface layers of the sea were

probably better mixed during these transmission runs

than for any other reported transmission experiments.

A typical temperature-depth record taken during

these measurements is shown in Figure 19.

100
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line. For the data shown in this figure, half of the ob-

served values of a fall within about 0.6 db per kyd of

the average values. This is so close to the probable

error of 0.5 db per kyd for a single determination of a

that the result may be entirely due to observational

errors. Certainly the reduced scatter can be attrib-

uted to the relatively uniform conditions prevailing

during these tests. The observed attenuation coef-

ficients for the deep hydrophone will be discussed in

Section 5.3. In addition, the relatively small scatter

shown in Figure 15, about the same as the observa-

tional error in the measurement of transmission loss.

o
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weakened, however. This section discusses sound re-

ceived by a hydrophone in or below the thermochne

;

emphasis is placed primarily on thermochnes a hun-

dred feet thick or more. Almost all the data available

for these conditions are at a frequency of 24 kc.

Although some observations have beenmade at higher

frequencies, especially 60 kc, practically no relevant

information is available at sonic frequencies.

5.3.1 Echo-Ranging Trials

The importance of the thermocline in weakening

sound which passes through it was first shown in

practical echo-ranging runs. The earliest and most

extensive data of this type were collected by the

British. ^^ In each run, a surface vessel echo-ranged on

a submarine at continually increasing or decreasing

range. The maximum range at which echoes could be

obtained was noted, together with the temperatures

and salinities at fixed depth intervals. Among various

effects produced by refraction, the most striking was

the reduction in maximum echo range resulting when

a submarine submerged below the thermocline. This

reduction in range is called layer effect.

The quantitative importance of layer effect is evi-

denced by the fact that in 40 out of 68 trials reported

in reference 28 the maximum range decreased as the

submarine dove from periscope depth down to about

100 ft. Of the 28 trials in which layer effect did not

appear, all but 5 were made in water with very weak

temperature gradient, and 3 of these 5 exceptions

occurred in shallow water. In 12 of the 68 trials there

was a difference of more than 9 F between the tem-

perature at projector depth and the temperature at

the top of the deep submarine. In these 12 trials the

maximum range on the deep submarine varied be-

tween 20 and 90 per cent of the range found at peri-

scope depth, the average being 65 per cent.

Similar results were obtained in echo-ranging trials

made by the USS Semmes (AG24, ex-DD189) on four

fleet-type American submarines.-^ Below the isother-

mal layer, which was 150 ft thick, was a sharp thermo-

chne, as shown in Figure 22. When the submarine

submerged to 250-ft keel depth or deeper, the

maximum echo range was consistently about half the

maximum echo range observed when the submarine

was at periscope depth.

5.3.2 Sample Transmission Runs

such as the change of reverberation level with range,

the general explanation is that the sound intensity

below the layer is less than above. This result is borne

out by detailed transmission measurements. A sample

plot of measured transmission anomalies for deep

100

150

20

Although the detailed interpretation of these echo-

ranging results involves many complicated factors,

450
50 55 60 65 70

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES F

Figure 22. Temperature-depth record for Semmes
tests (deep layer).

and shallow hydrophones is shown in Figure 23,

representing a run made by UCDWR. The computed

ray diagram is also shown.

The signals measured to give Figure 23 were

coherent" at all ranges, reproducing moderately well

the outgoing pulse. Some of the weaker signals re-

ceived below the layer were characterized by "rever-

beration tails," representing incoherent sound arriv-

'» A received signal is called coherent if its envelope repro-

duces faithfully the outgoing pulse. An incoherent received

signal will in general have a ragged envelope and a length in

excess of the length of the original outgoing pulse. Since no

received signal portrays the envelope of the outgoing signal

completely without distortion, coherence is a question of

degree.
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5.3.3 Average Layer Effect

Differences in transmission anomaly between shal-

low and deep hydrophones are characteristic of

isothermal water overlying a thermocline. Some evi-

dence for a correlation of this difference with oceano-

graphic conditions has been fomid. These results are

1000

RANGE IN YARDS

2000 3000

Figure 24. Average transmission anomalies, above
and below thermocline.

1000 4000 50002000 3000
RANGE IN YARDS

Figure 25. Difference in transmission anomaly above

and below thermocline.

given later in this section. Since these results are

subject to some uncertainty, it is useful to obtain an

average value for this difference in transmission be-

tween a shallow hydrophone in isothermal water and

a deep hydrophone below the layer. Such an average

has been obtained by averaging together all UCDWR
runs made off San Diego under these conditions.

The average curves found at 24 kc are shown in

Figure 24. These curves include all runs in which the

water was isothermal to more than 40 ft. The

probable error of each curve, determined from the

quartile deviation of the individual points, divided

by the square root of the number of runs, is about

1 db. The increased anomaly at short ranges for the

deep hydrophone results from the vertical directivity

of the sound projector. The difference between these

two curves is plotted as a function of range in Figure

25. It is evident that this difference, in decibels, in-

creases linearly with range. The dotted line at less

than 1,000 yd indicates the difference in anomaly
that would presumably be found for a nondirectional

projector. The dashed line represents the semi-

empirical formula (13) discussed below.

5.3.4 Studies of Layer Effect

at 24 kc

The average effect is large and significant. The
way in which thermoclines of different depth and
sharpness weaken the sound intensity below them
is a detailed problem of both scientific and practical

interest. First, the theoretical expressions for sound

intensity below a thermocline are discussed and ap-

plied to the average observational results. Secondly,

the effect which thermocline depth and sharpness

has on the measured sound intensity at depth is

discussed in detail. Some early UCDWR studies

are reported which fail to show the expected effects;

a more detailed study is then given which indicates

that general theoretical expectations are, in fact,

fulfilled.

Theory

One might expect that at least in some cases the

theory developed in Chapter 3 could be used to pre-

dict the sound intensity below a layer of sharp tem-

perature gradient. This expectation is supported by

the discussion in Section 9.2.2, which shows that the

intensities of explosive pulses agree rather well with

the intensity calculations based on the ray theory.

It is evident from Figure 23, on comparison of the

solid line drawn through the circles with the dashed

theoretical curve, that at ranges less than 2,000 yd,

layer effect can in fact be explained on the basis of the

simple ray theory. The predicted decrease of intensity

results from the increased divergence of rays, which

are bent sharply downward on passing through a

temperature gradient. This increase of divergence is

shown in the ideahzed diagram in Figure 26. The rays

are close together in the ideal isovelocity layer, and

the intensity is therefore high; but below the layer

of sharp gradient they are much further apart, re-

sulting in much reduced intensity.
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cline. The first term on the right in formula (13)

represents the attenuation caused by absorption, and

the second term represents the attenuation due to

refraction.

For the data plotted in Figures 24 and 25, the

average depth to the top of the thermocHne is about

150 ft, which gives a value of 135 ft for hi. The aver-

age value of Ac is about 1 5 ft per sec, which for a sur-

face temperature of 70 F corresponds to a tempera-

ture decrease of 3 F in the top 30 ft of the thermo-

cHne. If these numerical values are substituted into

equation (13), and this term plotted against the

range R, the dashed curve of Figure 25 results. The
agreement between theory and observation is fairly

close at ranges between 1,000 and 4,000 yd.

This agreement is rather surprising since equation

(13) is theoretically not valid at ranges so large that

the upward bending in the isothermal layer becomes

important and d^ in equation (11) is no longer equal

to hi/R. A more detailed theory, which takes into ac-

count this upward refraction and assumes reflection

of sound from a flat surface, would predict a shadow

boundary at about 3,000 yd, with a very large anom-
aly at greater ranges. Possibly, sound reflected from

the irregular ocean surface, temperature microstruc-

ture, or small systematic negative gradients near the

surface, discussed in Section 5.4.2, might explain why
equation (13) agrees so well with the facts beyond its

expected range of validity. Regardless of the explana-

tion, however, equation (13) may be regarded tenta-

tively as a semi-empirical formula which may be

used to predict the sound intensity below a ther-

mocHne of given depth and sharpness. A detailed

comparison between this equation and the observa-

tional data is given in Section 5.3.4.

Early Studies

One would expect from equation (13) that the dif-

ference in intensity above and below the thermocHne

would depend both on the depth of the layer and on

the magnitude of the temperature change in the

thermocHne. Two early studies along this line were

made at UCDWR. Although these studies have not

been conclusive and are largely superseded by the

more recent results in the following section, they are

given here for completeness.

A preliminary plot of the intensity difference

above and below the thermocHne was made in a

UCDWR internal report,'^ using data obtained in

10 vertical runs, during which the hydrophone depth

was slowly changed. A least squares solution, with A

as the dependent variable and log (1 -|- 2AcR^/coh'^)

as the independent variable, gave the relation

2AcR'\
A = -0.3 + 2.85 log 11 +

CqW /
(14)

with h set equal to the thermocHne depth, and c to the

total velocity change from the isothermal layer to the

measuring hydrophone. The measurements extended

over a spread of 10 to 5,000 for 2AcR'^/cJi^. Use of the

velocity change in the top 30 ft of the thermocHne

would probably not have changed the results ap-

preciably because of this large spread in 2AcR^/coh^.

Thus these data indicated a difference of transmission

anomaly only about half of that predicted by equa-

tion (13); also, the scatter from the mean curve was

very great. However, the temperature gradients near

the surface were not specified, and an analysis of runs

with isothermal water at the surface might be ex-

pected to give better agreement. Of possible im-

portance also is the fact that during the appreciable

time required for vertical runs the temperature pat-

tern could change appreciably.

More recent analyses have dealt not with trans-

mission anomalies but with values of Rw, the range

at which the sound intensity is 40 db below the in-

tensity measured with the hydrophone at 16-ft depth

at a range of 100 yd. Further, a single parameter is

frequently useful to characterize each transmission

run, especially when a preliminary analysis of many
runs is being attempted. For these reasons Rm has

been widely used in analyses of transmission data.

Studies have been made of ARm, the difference in

the Rio values determined above and below the layer.

Since the values of AE40 are based on differences be-

tween intensities measured simultaneously in the

isothermal layer and below the thermocHne, it was

hoped that these values would be less influenced by

variability than individual values of Rm- However,

the study of Aft^, given in a UCDWR internal re-

port,^^ has yielded relatively few results, apart from

providing general confirmation of the presence of

layer effect. For isothermal layei's deeper than 40 ft,

the average value of AR^o was 800 yd at 24 kc. How-
ever, no correlation of AR40 at 24 kc could be found

with the depth or sharpness of the thermocHne under-

lying the isothermal layer, or with any other feature

of the temperature distribution.

This result may be attributed in part to the fact

that ^40 above the thermocHne apparently shows

some correlation with both the depth and the sharp-

ness of the thermocHne. The data in reference 32 sug-
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Figure 28. Correlation between Rm and sharpness of thermocline.

gest that this variation is sufficiently similar to the

variation of Rw below the thermocline that Aflio

would not be expected to show much predictable

change with hydrographic conditions. However, the

data analyzed in reference 32 are not sufficiently

complete to allow definite conclusions.

The large scatter of the observed data may also

contribute to the failure to find any significant cor-

relations in the study of AR4a- Only half the observed

values of AR^o at 24 kc lay between 450 and 1,150 yd,

corresponding to a quartile deviation of 350 yd. This

is about what would be expected from an observa-

tional error of 2 db in the measured transmission

losses. In the isothermal layer, the value of jRw is

changed about 300 yd by a 2-db change in transmis-

sion loss. Below the thermocline, the same change in

transmission loss produces a change of only 175 yd in

Rw] because of the steeper slope of the transmission-

loss curve below the thermocline a smaller change of

range is required to offset a change of transmission

loss than in the isothermal layer. The square root of

the sxmi of the squares of these two quantities is about

350 yd, in agreement with the observed quartile

deviation. This close agreement is somewhat sur-

prising since some of the observed scatter is presuma-

bly due to variations in hydrographic conditions. In

any case, since the values of R^q in the isothermal

layer introduce so much scattering in the values of

ARio, it is reasonable to expect that the analysis of

ARia is not an appropriate method for investigating

the way in which 7^40 below the thermocline depends

on detailed oceanographic conditions.

Correlation with Depth and Sharpness of

Thermocline

Examination of the values of Rm below the ther-

mocline shows that these are in fact correlated with

both the sharpness and the depth of the thermocline.

First, the data will be presented on the change of i?4o

with thermocline sharpness. All the values of ^40 ob-

tained by UCDWR when the depth to the top of the

thermocline was between 100 and 200 ft and the

hydrophone was below the thermocline are plotted

in Figure 28 for different intervals of AT, the temper-

ature change in the top 30 ft of the layer. The values

of AT shown are only approximate, as a result of the

grouping of the recorded data into four different

groups, as follows: AT less than 0.7 F; AT between

0.7 and 1.5 F; AT between 1.6 and 4.0 F; and AT be-

tween 4.1 and 12.5 F.

The crosses represent runs in which the hydro-

phone was 100 ft or less below the top of the ther-
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mocline while for the circles the hydrophone depth

was more than 100 ft below the top. From intensity-

contour diagrams like those shown in Figure 25 of

Chapter 3, it is evident that for thermoclines within

less than 100 ft from the surface, the computed in-

tensity increases appreciably as the hydrophone goes

from just below the layer to considerably greater

depths. No simple formula has been derived for the

increase of intensity in this case. The points plotted

in Figure 28 indicate that for these deeper thermo-

clines also, the value of Riu tends to increase some-

what with increasing depth of hydrophone below the

top of the thermocline, provided the value of AT is

less than about 2 degrees. This result is also in gen-

eral accordance with the predictions of intensity-con-

tour diagrams.
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Figure 29. Correlation between Rm and depth to ther-
mocline. Temperature difference in top 30 feet of

thermocline, 1.6 degrees to 4.0 degrees.

The curve in Figure 28 is computed directly from
equation (13), with a thermocline depth of 150 ft and
a surface temperature of 70 F. It is evident from
Figure 28 that the change of ^40 with changing tem-
perature difference is, if anything, somewhat greater

than can be explained on the basis of equation (13).

This result is the reverse of that found in the empiri-

cal equation (14). The many different points plotted

in Figure 28 are not all completely independent since

many were taken on the same day. Thus, the sam-
pling error may be larger than might be expected from

the number of points plotted. However, the data

shown in Figure 28 are more extensive than those

used in reference 32, and the result should therefore

be more reliable.

Similar data may be used to show the dependence

of Rio on thermocline depth. Values of Rto obtained

with hydrophones below the thermochne, and with

temperature differences of 1.6 to 4.0 F in the top 30 ft

of the thermochne are shown in Figure 29. The circles

and crosses have the same meaning as before. It is

apparent that, for the shallower layers, the increase

in intensity at depths well below the thermocline can

become quite marked; this is in accordance with the

theoretical expectations schematically presented in

the intensity-contour diagrams of reference 31.

The curve in Figure 29 shows theoretical values,

computed from equation (13), with a velocity differ-

ence Ac of 12 ft per sec, corresponding to a tempera-

ture change of 2.5 F at a surface temperature of 70 F.

The change in the median R40 is approximately that

predicted by equation (13). The quartile deviation,

however, is of the same order of magnitude as the

increase in median Rio when the depth of the isother-

mal layer is increased from 70 ft to 200 ft.

The general trend in Figures 28 and 29 seems to

indicate that equation (13) gives a rough approxima-

tion to the median observed transmission. Though
the spread is large, the data are not in disagreement

with the predictions of that equation about the effect

of changes in layer depth and thermocline sharpness.

Thus equation (13) gives a moderately good fit to

UCDWR transmission data.

Additional data are required, of course, for more

conclusive results. In particular, the niunber of varia-

bles that might entertheproblem is so great that other

factors may be responsible for the apparent agree-

ment between observations and the simple theory.

Nevertheless Figures 28 and 29 indicate that equa-

tion (13) provides a moderately satisfactory empirical

fit for the present data.

Some of these same results have been obtained in

greater detail in an analysis of average transmission

anomaly curves. This analysis^"* classifies the data

according to the temperature code discussed in Sec-

tion 5.1.3. The average anomaly curves for hydro-

phones in or below the thermocline with ^2 equal to

4 and to either 5 or 6 are given in Figures 30 and 31,

respectively. These correspond to isothermal layers

between 40 and 80 ft thick, and between 80 and 320 ft

thick, respectively. In Figure 30, curve III, with the

hydrophone between 20 and 160 ft below the top of
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Figure 30. Average transmission anomalies for iso-

thermal layer 40 to 80 feet thick.
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Figure 31. Average transmission anomalies for iso-

thermal layer more than 80 feet thick.

the thermocline, is significantly lower than curves IV
and V, with the hydrophone between 120 and 360 ft

below the top. Curve II apparently combines some

runs with the hydrophone above the layer with

others below the layer and is thus intermediate be-

tween curve I (hydrophone in the isothermal layer)

and curve III (hydrophone below top of thermocline).

In Figure 31, curves III, IV, and V agree with each

other, and apparently represent an average anomaly

curve for a hydrophone below the thermocline. In

agreement with equation (13), the anomalies are not

so great as those found for a hydrophone just below

a shallow layer. Ananalysisrelatingthe average trans-

mission anomaly below a thermocline to changes in

the depth and sharpness of the thermocline might

give more useful information than can be obtained

with the temperature code used in Figures 30 and 31.

5.3.5 Transmission at 60 kc
The only other frequency for which data are avail-

able on transmission below the thermocline is 60 kc.
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Figure 32. Average transmission anomalies at 60 kc,

above and below thermocHne.
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Figure 33. Difference in transmission

above and below thermocline.

3000

anomalies

The average transmission anomalies both in the

isothermal water above the thermocline and in the

thermocUne are shown in Figure 32. The difference

between these curves at 1,000 and 2,000 yd is plotted

in Figure 33; for comparison, the corresponding dif-

ferences at 24 kc are also shown, which were taken

from Figure 24. On the ray theory, these two curves

should be identical if do is the same for the two fre-

quencies, since the increased divergence resulting

from downward bending should be independent of

frequency. The agreement between the 24-kc crosses

and the 60-kc circles in Figure 33 is not too close;

however, such a comparison of data cannot be reliable

unless the measurements were made under similar

thermal conditions.
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Figure 38. Correlation between break in transmission
anomaly plot and computed range to shadow boundary.
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Figure 42. Sample transmission anomaly plot; NAN pattern with deep isothermal layer below.

Insufficient data are available for NAN patterns with

D2 between 20 and 30 ft to yield much information on

the change of transmission anomaly with hydrophone

depth for that case. The scatter of the individual

points averaged to yield Figure 43 is moderately

large. Since only about ten runs were averaged to

give each curve, these average curves have a probable

error of between 2 and 3 db.

Attenuation Coefficient at Shadow Boundary

The mechanism by which sound penetrates the

shadow zone is of theoretical and practical interest.

Information about this mechanism may be obtained

by comparing the rate of increase of transmission

anomaly near the shadow boundary with that com-

puted from the diffraction of sound. The slope of the

transmission anomaly beyond the break is very high,

usually between 20 and 70 db per kyd when the sharp

temperature gradient extends all the way to the sur-

face (D2 less than 10 ft). We shall call this slope a' and

may regard it as a sort of "local attenuation coef

ficient," that is,

. dA
a' =

dR
(15)

The local attenuation coefficient defined by equation

(15) is not to be confused with the actual attenuation

coefficient characterizing the transmission from the

sound source to the range R, defined as 1,000A/R.

The observed slope beyond the break is to be com-

pared with the local attenuation coefficient at the

shadow boundary which would result from diffrac-

tion. From Section 3.7, we have the following formula

for a' in the case of a linear velocity gradient.

In formula (16) c is the sound velocity in yards per

second; dc/dy is the velocity gradient in feet per

second per foot; and a' is in units of decibels per yard.
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If the temperature difference between and 30 ft

is about 1 F, and the surface temperature is about

70 F, then for sound of 24,000 cycles equation (16)

gives an attenuation of aljout 0.1 db per yd, or about

100 db per kyd. This is at least twice as great as the

values usually obtained. The discrepancy seems

somewhat too great to be explained as observational

error, although the fact that observed and predicted

attenuations are of the same order of magnitude is

suggestive. It is possible that the presence of thermal

micro.structure may explain this difference. No at-

tempt has been made to correlate the observed at-

tenuation across the shadow boundary with either

the frequency / or the velocity gradient dc/dy at the

surface.

Scattered Sound in the Shadow Zone

Most transmission anomaly plots for NAN pat-

terns are characterized by a nearly constant trans-

mission anomaly well beyond the computed boundary

of the shadow zone, amounting to between 40 and

60 db and extending out to the limit of measurement

at about 5,000 yd.

An examination of the oscillograph record shows

that the signal received at ranges between 1,500 and

about 3,000 yd bears very little relation to the shape

or length of the original pulse. Figure 44 shows the

signals received at different ranges when a marked

negative gradient was present at the surface. At

moderately short ranges, less than 1,000 yd, the re-

ceived signal reproduces the outgoing pulse rather

faithfully. At moderate ranges into the shadow zone,

however, the signal has an appearance similar to that

of reverberation, and is much prolonged, as shown in

trace C made at 1,340 yd. At these intermediate

ranges, the use of peak amplitudes in reading each

signal gives a value about 7 db higher than the use of

average intensities. For coherent 100-msec signals,

the difference between peak amplitude and rms am-
plitude is negligible. At slightlylonger ranges even the

few traces of the direct pulse, visible for some of the

signals in trace C, completely disappear. At the long-

est ranges the signal begins again to resemble the

emitted pulse, as shown in trace D.

• The intensity of the sound received in the shadow

zone increases with increasing pulse length. The
observed difference in intensity for 100-msec and

10-sec pulses is shown in Figure 45. In the shadow

zone at intermediate range, where the received signal

is prolonged and incoherent, the effect is large,

amounting to between 4 and 8 db. At very long
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Figure 46. Diagram used in calculating scattered sound intensity.

the scattered sound is transmitted to the entire ocean

as if refraction were not operating. Also, for the pur-

pose of calculating the sound scattered into the

shadow zone, the actual direct beam may be replaced

by a tilted beam traveling in a straight line, as in

Figure 46.

To calculate the scattered soimd received when a

long (10-sec) pulse is sent out, it may be assumed

that sound scattered from the entire length of

the beam is received at the hydrophone. Let the total

initial power in the beam be denoted by /. If attenua-

tion is neglected, this energy will remain constant as

the sound travels outward. If the scattering coef-

ficient is m per yard, a fraction m of the sound energy

will be scattered per yard of travel of the beam (see

Chapter 2 of Part II). This energy will be scattered

in all directions; and the intensity of the sound scat-

tered from this cross section of the beam 1 yd thick

and reaching the hydrophone at a distance r' yd away
will be mJ/47rr'2. While in actual fact the sound

scattered from the lower side of the beam will be more

weakened than that scattered from the upper side,

the distance r' from the hydrophone to a point on the

axis of the beam should be a reasonable approxima-

tion for each separate cross section of the beam. Let I

represent the distance from the projector to the point

where scattering is taking place. The sound scattered

between I and I + dl is thus {mJ/4:irr'^)dl; and the

total scattered sound received at the hydrophone is

r " mJ mJ r

"

Jo 4irr'2 47r Jo

dl

(L - ly- + d'
(17)

where the quantities L and d have the meanings

shown in Figure 46. The integration yields approxi-

mately

mj/ir\ mJ , ^

While in the general case m will be a complicated

function both of position in the ocean and of the

direction in which the scattered sound is measured,

here m is assumed to be constant. Equation (18) thus

refers in practice to an average value of m.

The expression (17) does not take into account the

transmission anomaly resulting from absorption or

refraction. When a sound beam is refracted sharply

downward, the intensity in the direct sound field is

not reduced much below the inverse square value.

The scattered sound, which reaches the hydrophone

at steep angles, is also relatively unaffected by re-

fraction. The absorption must be considered, how-

ever. For points in the sound beam to the left of the

point B in Figure 46, the sum of the absorption loss

for direct and scattered sound will not depend much
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on whether the sound was scattered close to the pro-

jector or some distance out. Sound scattered from

points to the right of the point B will suffer a two-

way absorption loss, and may be neglected. There-

fore, to calculate the sound intensity at the hydro-

phone, taking absorption into account, we must first

integrate equation (17) with the infinite upper limit

replaced by L, obtaining approximately mJ/Sd; then

we must multiply this value by some factor to take

the absorption into account. Because we are neglect-

ing the sound scattered to the right of B, we may con-

sider that the sound reaching the hydrophone has

traveled a total path length, on the average, equal to

R, the range from the projector to the hydrophone.

If a is the attenuation coefficient in decibels per yard,

the intensity Is is therefore given by

_ !!^iri-aR/10
(19)

Equation (19) was derived without considering

the possibility that sound could be scattered up to

the surface by points to the left of B and reflected

back to the hydrophone. We can allow for this extra

intensity due to surface reflection by multiplying the

expression (19) by 2. Our final result is

7 _ "''^lo-gR/lO

4rf
(20)

It is convenient to restate equation (20) in decibels:

10 log /. = 10 log m 4- 10 log J - 10 log (4d) - aR.

(21)

The total emitted power J is related to F, the

power output per unit solid angle in the direction of

the projector axis, by the formula

10 log J = 10 log (4TrF) + D, (22)

where D is the directivity index of the projector.

Combining equations (22) and (21) gives

10 log /, = 10 log m -I- 10 log F -I- D - 10 log d

- aR+ 10 log X. (23)

The transmission anomalyA of the scattered radia-

tion is given by

A = 10 log F - 20 log R - 10 log /,.

If R sin d is substituted for d, from Figure 46, and 7s

is taken from equation (23), the transmission anom-

aly A becomes

A = - 10 log fl - 10 log 7n - D + aR - 10 log tt

4- 10 log (sin 6>). (24)

For a total temperature decrease of about 20 de-

grees in the thermocline, the limiting ray PSC in

Figure 46 bends downward below the thermocline at

an angle of 12 degrees. Thus, a typical value of d is

12 degrees. For a directional transducer of the type

normally used in echo ranging, the directivity index

Z) is — 23 db. If an absorption coefficient a of 4 db per

kyd is used in equation (24), and D and 6 are set

equal to —23 db and 12 degrees, respectively, then

A is nearly constant from 1,000 to 3,000 yd, and

equals — 10 log w — 14. Since A is observed to lie

between 40 and 60 for transmission to points well in-

side the shadow zone, 10 log m is between —54 and
— 74. Because the receiver is directional in a vertical

plane, these values for 10 log m must be increased

somewhat to take account of the directivity pattern

of the receiver. An examination of the receiver pat-

terns in reference 34 indicates that this correction

should be about 6 db. Thus, we finally have for

10 log m a value between —48 and —68 db.

This result is in general agreement with the value

of — 60 + 10 db for the scattering coefficient of

volume reverberation given in Chapter 4 of Part II.

A value greater than — 40 db seems definitely ruled

out by the observations. Thus one may conclude that

the scattering coefficient for sound at angles between

roughly 10 and 120 degrees is not more than about

10 db greater than for the backward scattering which

gives rise to reverberation. It is possible that the

scattering of sound by the volume of the sea is the

same in all directions. More exact conclusions would

require simultaneous determinations of reverberation

and sound scattered into the shadow zone. In addi-

tion, the change of scattering coefficient with depth,

frequently observed in the deep scattering layers dis-

cussed in Chapter 14, would demand consideration.

The present very rough analysis is adequate, how-

ever, to indicate that the attenuation observed in

deep isothermal water is not the result of scattering,

unless one makes the improbable hypothesis that

scattering in the isothermal layer is very much greater

than the scattering in the thermocline. If an attenua-

tion coefficient of 4 db per kyd or 4 X lO'^db peryd is

attributed entirely to scattering, the scattering coef-

ficient m would be 10 logio e times a or 1.7 X 10~^,

giving more than —20 db for 10 log m. This is 20 db

greater than the maximum possible value of m con-

sistent with the low intensity of sound observed in

the shadow zone. If not all the sound in the shadow

zone is due to scattering, the disparity becomes even

greater.
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Figure 50. Individual anomalies for Di between 20 and 40 feet.

due to calibration do not affect the accuracy of the

attenuation coefficient determined by fitting a

straight hne to the observed anomalies. With such a

scatter, the uncertainties in the attenuation coef-

ficient a can be very substantial for those runs in

which the length of run was short. However, it does

not seem likely that observational error can account

for all of the scatter shown in Figures 47 and 48.

The attenuation coefficients shown in Figures 47

and 48 should probably not be used for estimating

transmitted sound intensities when temperature gra-

dients are present in the top 30 ft. The results are

valid on the average when the transmission anomaly
graph is a straight line, but unfortunately there is no

way of predicting whether or not the measured sound

intensities will yield a straight line, except when the

top 30 ft are isothermal. Exclusion of those situations

where the transmission anomaly curve is not a

straight line may be expected to give results system-

atically different from those obtained when runs are

classified only by the temperature distribution.

Therefore the average anomaly curves given below

are preferable as a tool for estimating the sound in-

tensities to be expected in any situation.

Average Transmission Anomalies

The average transmission anomalies obtained with

MIKE and CHARLIE patterns have been combined
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in reference 14 to give average curves. The curves for

a shallow hydrophone (16 to 30 ft) are reproduced in

Figure 49. The curves are again plotted for different

values of D^^.

To illustrate the scatter of the individual observa-

tions, all individual anomalies averaged to give the

curve for D^ between 20 and 40 ft are shown in Fig-

ure 50. The open circles represent the anomalies for

MIKE patterns, the solid circles those for CHARLIE
patterns; no systematic difference is apparent be-

tween these two sets of points. The upper and lower

quartiles of the distribution are shown by dashed

lines. The increase of spread with increasing range is

very marked and is an evidence of the unpredicta-

bility of transmission conditions for such shallow

isothermal layers. The quartile spread at short range

is much smaller and represents the more normal

scatter, apparent also in Figures 15 and 41.

o

lOCX} 2000
RANGE IN YARDS

3000

Figure 51. Average transmission anomalies for Di
between 20 and 40 feet.

The change of transmission anomaly with changing

hydrophone depth has not been analyzed separately

for MIKE, NAN, and CHARLIE patterns. The

average results for D2 between 20 and 40 ft, combin-

ing results for all three patterns, is shown in Figure

51. The change with depth down to 200 ft is negligi-

ble, but at greater depths an appreciable increase in

sound intensity is noted. This change is greater than

the probable error of each curve resulting from the

internal scatter of the points and is therefore probably

significant, even though different temperature pat-

terns were present when different hydrophone depths

were used.

The corresponding plot for D2 between 40 and 80 ft

has already been given in Figure 30. For such tem-

perature structure, the intensity first decreases with

increasing depth as the hydrophone goes below the

thermocline, and then increases. As pointed out in

Section 5.3.4, the transmission anomaly below a sharp

thermocline is likely to show better correlation with

the depth and sharpness of the thermocline than with

the temperature code used in Figures 49 and 51. In

fact the limited results available are consistent with

the belief that for MIKE and CHARLIE patterns in

general the average transmission anomaly below a

thermocline is approximately given by equation (13)

in Section 5.3.4.

-20
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Figure 53. Sound channel ray diagram, extreme case.

shows the corresponding rapid rise in the transmission

anomaly.

23 This is a much the same as above except that the gradient

in the upper 10 ft is somewhat weaker. This curve and
the preceding one are clcsely similar.

33 This is a NAN, MIKE, or CHARLIE pattern, but in

any case the thermoclinc is shallow and the attenua-

tion high.

34 The main thermocline is deeper here since the tem-

perature is within 1 F of the surface temperature down
to at least 40 ft. The hydrophone may be below or

above the thermocline.

35 The top of the main thermocline is not much above
80 ft, and the hydrophone is either close to the top or

above it. However, there are gentle gradients above
the hydrophone, and these act to reduce the sound
intensity. The reduction in sound intensity produced
by the weak gradient between the projector and the

hydrophone may be regarded as an example of layer

effect.

45 The gradients above the hydrophone are weaker and
transmission is improved.

55 The water is virtually isothermal down to 80 ft, and
the results discussed in Section 5.2 are applicable. The
deviation of this curve from a straight line is probably

not significant.

Sound Channels

When the sound velocity at the projector is less

than the velocities above and below, rays leaving the

projector at sufficiently small angles will, in theory,

curve back and forth within two fixed depths of equal

sound velocity, giving rise to the curious ray diagram
shown for an extreme case in Figure 53. This situa-

tion is called a sound channel, and should in theory

give rise to high sound intensity at long ranges. When
sharp negative temperature gradients are present

over sharp positive gradients, such sound channels

should be persistent and very marked . However, very

few measurements have been made with positive

temperature gradients present in the water.

In the absence of positive temperature gradients,

the effect of pressure on sound velocity can produce

a positive velocity gradient below the projector. How-
ever, this gradient is very small, and a temperature

decrease of only 0.3 F (at 60 F) between the projector

and the isothermal layer will bend the sound rays

down so sharply that an isothermal layer 100 ft thick

is required to bend the rays back up again. More-

over, as a result of this small gradient, rays bent down
into the isothermal layer would return to the surface

only at ranges of many thousands of yards. This

bending is so gradual that the presence of thermal

microstructure might be expected to mask com-

pletely any sound channel effects resulting from up-

ward bending in nearly isothermal water. However,

since some striking acoustic effects are observed with

shallow gradients overlying isothermal layers, and

since thermal microstructure has never been measured

under such conditions, it is instructive to examine

what the sound field would be like in truly isothermal

water underlying slight gradients at the surface.

If the projector were in such a hypothetical layer

of completely isothermal water, the effects of the

sound channel would not be particularly noticeable

since the sound that has curved first up into the

negative gradient and then down into the isothermal

layer would be indistinguishable from the rays that

have traveled through the isothermal layer for their

entire path. In fact downward bending by a very

shallow surface gradient above the projector is proba-

bly very similar to reflection by the surface.

To produce marked effects the negative tempera-

ture gradient at the surface must extend below the

projector depth, so that the entire sound beam is bent

downward, resulting in low sound intensities meas-

ured by a shallow hydrophone at short range. Then

when the rays are curved back to the surface thou-

sands of yards out, the sound intensity should show

a marked increase. On the basis of the simple ray

theory, which neglects thermal microstructure and

diffraction, the theoretical intensity at the projector

depth is infinite at the range where the axial ray from

the projector becomes horizontal again; this singu-

larity results from the crossing of many adjacent rays

at this point. Although of course diffraction and ther-
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Figure 56. Average transmission anomalies at 60 kc.

Average transmission anomalies for a shallow

hydrophone at 60 kc are shown in Figure 56 for dif-

ferent values of D^. All runs for D^ between 20 and

160 ft are combined in the upper curve, since no

systematic variation of transmission anomaly with

changing D^ was noted for these data. The agreement

between the curves for D2 between 20 and 40 ft and

for greater D^ is in marked contrast to the differences

shown at 24 kc (see Figure 49).

Another, more conclusive indication of the compli-

cated differences between the two frequencies is shown

by simultaneous measurements at both frequencies on

a single shallow hydrophone. Measurements were

made with a CHARLIE pattern (temperature dif-

ference about 0.5 F in the top 30 ft) and a thermocline

10
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Chapter 6

SHALLOW-WATER TRANSMISSION

IN CHAPTER 5, it was shown how the propagation

of sound in deep water is affected by temperature

gradients in the sea and by the sound frequency.

In shallow water, these factors continue to operate;

added to them is the effect of the bottom. The bottom

affects the sound field in two different ways. Some of

the sound incident on the bottom will be reflected and

may penetrate into shadow zones. Also, some of the

sound incident on the bottom will be scattered back-

ward and will form part of the reverberation back-

ground against which an echo must be recognized in

echo ranging. This latter effect of the bottom will be

considered in Chapters 11 to 17 of this volume. In

this chapter, only the transmitted sound reaching a

receiving hydrophone will be considered.

6.1 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

In deep water, it was found that the most impor-

tant single factor determining the transmission of

sound of a given frequency is the vertical temperature

structure of the ocean. The roughness of the surface

of the sea plays a poor second, and nothing is known
concerning the effects of other oceanographic varia-

bles on sound transmission. In shallow water, the

number of factors which may conceivably affect

sound transmission is greater; it would be impractical

to make a large number of sound transmission runs

and then obtain rules of sound propagation empiri-

cally merely by subjecting the data amassed to an
unprejudiced statistical analysis. Rather, it was found
necessary to assess beforehand the possible effects of

bottom character, roughness of the sea surface, and
refraction conditions, and then to analyze the trans-

mission run data purposefully. This procedure proved

successful in bringing order into a mass of data, and
it will also be followed in this discussion.

6.1.1 Effects of Sea Bottom

If bottom-reflected sound is added to the sound
field which reaches the receiving hydrophone (or the

target in echo ranging), interference between the

signals transmitted via the different possible paths

may be either constructive or destructive, depending
on the geometry of the paths. However, if the sound
field intensity is averaged over a volume of the ocean
sufficiently large to include several maxima and
minima of the interference pattern, the averaged

sound field intensity will be the algebraic sum of the

intensities of sound resulting from each path by itself.

In this sense, averaged sound field intensities in

shallow water are always higher than sound field

intensities in deep water under otherwise identical

conditions. The extent to which bottom-reflected

sound will increa.se the "deep water" sound field in-

tensity and to which it will eliminate shadow zones

depends on a number of factors, which will be treated

in this chapter. One of these factors is the reflectivity

of the sea bottom.

A theoretical treatment of bounding surfaces indi-

cates that the reflectivity of a surface is determined

by two factors : the degree of roughness of the surface

itself, and the density and elastic moduli of the two
adjoining media, such as sea water and granite. For
the special case of two fluid media, it was shown in

Section 2.6.2 that the percentage y^ of reflected

energy depends on the ratio of the densities as well

as the angles of incidence and refraction, according

to the formula

7e =
PiCi - pcVl -f tan^e (1 - ^J&)

(1)
.Pici -H pcVl -F tan^e (1 - c\/&)

in which p and pi are the densities of the two adjoining

media, c and c\ are the sound velocities, and Q is the

angle of incidence. This quantity 7e is called the coef-

ficient of reflection of the separating surface. The
coefficient of reflection equals unity when the angle

of incidence exceeds the critical angle for total re-

flection.

Equation (1) is based on the assumption that a

smooth plane interface separates two perfect fluids.

This assumption is not entirely correct for either the

surface or the bottom of the ocean. The surface of the

ocean is not smooth. With high winds, it may contain

a large number of air bubbles (whitecaps), which
absorb and scatter sound. The bottom often consists

137
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of material capable of shear stress, like rock, and is

frequently rough. It is, therefore, simpler to deter-

mine the coefficient of reflection experimentally than

to attempt to obtain it from the mechanical param-

eters of the two substances separated by the inter-

face.

A rough bottom will not only give rise to a trans-

mitted sound wave, which disappears from the ocean,

and a specularly" reflected wave, but will also scatter

soimd in a random fashion. The soimd beam resulting

from the reflection of a plane wave incident on a

bottom of moderate roughness has a certain direc-

tivity pattern. If the roughness is not excessive, this

directivity pattern will show an intensity maximum
in the direction which corresponds to specular re-

flection from the bottom. The smoother the bottom,

the more highly directive or collimated is the re-

flected sound beam.

Any nonspecularity of the reflection at the bottom

has essentially the same effect as would a broadening

of the directivity pattern of the projected beam. This

increased divergence will not, however, always cause

a decrease in the peak level of the received signal. If

the bottom is smooth or only moderately rough, and

if projector and receiver are not too highly directional,

there should be little or no decrease in the peak signal

level. This is because, on the average, as much energy

will be deflected toward the hydrophone by non-

specular reflection as will be lost out of the main beam
through the same mechanism. Excessive roughness

of the bottom, however, should cause a decrease in

the peak signal level unless the projector is nondirec-

tional and a long pulse is used. The reason for speci-

fying a long pulse is that some of the sound scattered

toward the hydrophone by a very rough bottom will

travel paths much longer than the path correspond-

ing to specular reflection. Thus, when short pulses of

sound are projected over a rough bottom, the re-

ceived signal will last longer than the transmitted

signal. Although the total energy received at the

hydrophone may be the same as if the bottom were

smooth, the peak signal level will be lower.

6.1.2 Velocity Gradients and
Wind Force

The magnitude of the contribution of bottom-re-

flected sound to the total sound field will depend not

only on the acoustic properties of the bottom, but

" Specular reflection is reflection for which angles of inci-

dence and reflection are equal.

also on refraction conditions in the body of the sea

and on the reflectivity of the sea surface.

The bottom should probably be of little importance

if upward refraction in the sea volume prevented

most of the sound energy from ever reaching the

bottom. We may therefore tentatively predict that

in the presence of positive gradients there will be no

difference between deep-water transmission and shal-

low-water transmission. On the other hand, in the

presence of downward refraction the bottom should

usually play a role of some importance. If the bottom

is a very poor reflector of sound, then the sound field

should not differ significantly from the sound field in

deep water under similar refraction conditions, since

bottom-reflected sound will make only a slight con-

tribution to the total sound field. But if the ocean

bottom is a good reflector, then the contribution of

bottom-reflected sound will be significant. This con-

tribution will increase in importance as the down-

ward refraction becomes sharper and removes more

and more energy from the direct sound field at long

range.

In addition, if the ocean bottom reflects sound

fairly well, the sound field intensity at long range will

probably be increased appreciably by sound which

has been reflected several times between the ocean

surface and the ocean bottom. We should, therefore,

look for a dependence of the shallow-water sound field

on the roughness of the sea surface.

The quantitative prediction of sound field levels in

shallow water, by combining the information on bot-

tom and surface reflectivity with that on refraction

conditions, would be very difficult. The bulk of the

reliable information on shallow-water transmission

has been obtained directly by means of transmission

runs. The qualitative considerations of this section,

however, have been valuable in planning these trans-

mission runs and in interpreting the resulting sound

field data.

6.1.3 Effects of Frequency on
Spreading Factor

It was shown in Section 5.2.2 that the attenuation

of sound in deep water depends strongly on the

frequency. It has been tentatively suggested that the

observed dependence of attenuation on frequency

might be fitted by a 1.4th power law.^ It might be

expected that a formula of the form

H = aR + 20 log R (2)

would not be applicable for transmission in shallow
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water siiirc this lonmila was derived in Section 5.2.2

without tiiking intoaccount the contribution of sound

reflected from bottom and surface. For the higher

.supersonic fre(iuencies, this fear is freciuently un-

justified. As a matter of fact, in the presence of a

well-refiectinp; bottom, equation (2) provides a better

fit to the ol).ser\ations, considering all types of re-

fraction conditions, than in deep water. This appar-

ent paradox can be explained easily. For 24-kc sound,

for instance, it is known that the attenuation in the

direct beam amounts to 4 or 5 db per kyd. Beyond a

range of 2,000 yd, the second term in the expression

(2) increases less rapidly than the first term. As a

result, modifications in the second term of equation

(2) due to changes in the geometry of spreading are

insignificant compared with the first, or absorption,

term — at least at ranges where the effect of the

bottom might be expected to become noticeable. On
the other hand, deviations from equation (2) in deep

water are common in the presence of downward re-

fraction in the shadow zone. These deviations are

mitigated by the appearance of bottom-reflected

sound in the shallow-water sound field at long range.

It is, therefore, convenient to plot and to analyze

transmission anomaly in supersonic shallow-water

transmission, since at short range the sharp inverse

square drop is taken out of the transmission loss,

while at long range the variations of transmission loss

and transmission anomaly are not very different (see

Figure 1 of Chapter 4).

At sonic frequencies the situation is different, since

the attenuation as determined in deep-water trans-

mission experiments is very small, certainly less than

1 db per kyd. As a result, the first term of expres-

sion (2) does not overpower the second term even at

ranges of the order of 10,000 yd. Moreover, sonic

sources and receivers tend to be nondirectional, and

bottom-reflected sonic sound tends to become im-

portant at shorter ranges than does bottom-reflected

supersonic sound. It may, therefore, be expected that

the contribution of bottom-reflected sound will sig-

nificantly affect sonic transmission at all ranges of

operational importance for all refraction conditions

except sharp upward refraction. At sonic frequencies,

a modification of the inverse square law to take bot-

tom-reflected sound into account thus is more neces-

sary than at frequencies above 10 kc. If both the sur-

face and the bottom were perfectly reflecting, sound

energy would spread only in two dimensions, and as

a result, the sound field decay at long range should be

approximated by an inverse first power law. Actual

interfaces permit .sound to "leak" across, and the

power law of sound field decay must be obtained by
fitting a curve to the observations. Even under these

circumstances, however, the consideration of trans-

mission anomalies based on the inverse .square law

.should reveal the e.s.sential features of sound tran.s-

mission and may be preferred on the grounds of uni-

formity of approach. In addition, a plot of transmis-

sion anomaly has the practical advantage that a

more open decibel scale is po.ssible than for trans-

mission loss.

6.2 SUPERSONIC TRANSMISSION

To study the acoustic properties of various sea

bottoms, both UCDWR and WHOI have carried out

transmission and reverberation runs in shallow water.

The purpo.se of these experiments has been both to

measure specific parameters characterizing the sea

bottom and to obtain information on the overall

properties of the sound field encountered in shallow

water. Reverberation experiments are discussed in

detail in Chapters 11 to 17 of this volume; but it is

necessary to refer to them in this chapter, because

they have incidentally furnished tentative values for

the reflection coeffi.cients of sea bottoms for slant

incidence.^

6.2.1 Acoustic Properties of Sea

Bottoms

Types of Sea Bottoms

Analysis of observed echo and listening ranges,

which began in 1941, indicated that ocean bottoms
could be roughly subdivided into a few geological

types with fairly consistent reflection characteristics

for each type. The classification of bottoms for sound
ranging purposes has been standardized and includes

the following: SAND, SAND-AND-MUD, MUD,
ROCK, STONY, and CORAL. These bottom types

are described as follows.^

SAND Firm, relatively smooth bottom.

SAND-AND-MUD Relatively firm, smooth bottom.

MUD Soft, smooth bottom.

ROCK Rough, broken bottom. Includes

bedrock, outcrops, and areas covered

by boulders.

STONY Hard bottom, commonly rough. Pre-

dominantly cobbles, gravel, and
shells. Varying amounts of sand and
mud commonly present.

CORAL Hard bottom, with sandy patches,

irregular to smooth. Includes var-

ious marine forms which secrete

masses of lime covering the bottom.
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In the actual classification of sea bottoms, the

criterion established for estimating the relative firm-

ness or softness of the bottom was grain size, as de-

termined by mechanical analysis. The size limits

were set as follows (Division 6, Volume 6).

MUD 90%byweightsmallerthan0.062mm.

SAND-AND-MUD Between 10% and 90% smaller than

0.062 mm.
SAND Less than 10% smaller than

0.062 mm and 90% smaller than

2.0 mm.
STONY Rounded or angular pieces of rock

more than 2.0 mm and less than

10 cm, which appear to represent

glacial drift or other transported

material.

ROCK Rocks of a size greater than 10 cm
or pieces broken from rock ledges or

where bottom photographs show

projecting rocks or rock ledges.

CORAL Samples containing calcareous masses

of coral, algae, or other lime secreting

organisms, or bottom photographs

showing their e.xistence.

This classification has been reasonably satisfactory

from the acoustical standpoint except in the case of

mud, for which it is now likely that texture alone is

not an adequate criterion.

Although the bulk of experimental work on sound

transmission in shallow water has consisted of trans-

mission runs, some special experiments have been

made to determine numerical reflection coeflficients

of sea bottoms.

Reflection Coefficients

It may be gathered from the discussion in Section

6.1.1 that different values of the reflection coefficient

are to be expected for sound incident vertically on

the bottom and for slant rays. Although the deter-

mination of reflection coefficients for vertical inci-

dence has some interest at sonic frequencies, the most

important situations at all frequencies, from an opera-

tional point of view, involve slant rays. To obtain the

reflectivity of the sea bottom for slant incidence,

three different experimental methods have been con-

sidered.

The most direct method uses transmission runs

with very short signals (10 msec), which often permit

the separate reception of the direct signal and the

bottom-reflected signal. (The surface-reflected signal

cannot be resolved for the usual projector depth of

16 ft, but would be resolvable if the projector could

be lowered to several hundred feet.) No coefficients

of reflection resulting from these experiments have

been reported. It is possible to make a very crude

estimate of the reflection coefficient from published

standard transmission runs in those cases where the

curve showing the transmission anomaly plotted

against range indicates at least two well-marked

peaks corresponding to single and double bottom re-

flections. Reading the level difference between con-

secutive peaks and correcting for transmission loss

due to absorption between reflection (say 4 or 5 db
per kyd) leads to the following estimates: (1) for

SAND, the loss through reflection amounts to be-

tween and 6 db per reflection, corresponding to in-

tensity reflection coefficients between 1 and 0.25; (2)

for MUD, the loss is between 10 and 30 db per reflec-

tion, corresponding to coefficients of intensity reflec-

tion between 10~^ and 10~'. The wide spread in each

of these estimates indicates both the uncertainty of

the estimate in a given case and the wide varia-

bility among ocean bottoms falling within one clas-

sification.

The second method involves the measurement of

bottom reverberation. If an echo-ranging transducer

is tilted downward about 30 degrees, a peak of the

reverberation is received at the range at which the

sound beam strikes the bottom. Sometimes, over

well-reflecting bottoms, a secondary peak is observed,

at a range at which the sound beam, specularly re-

flected first by the bottom and then by the surface,

strikes the bottom a second time. This secondary

reverberation peak has been observed over a coarse

sand bottom, and the average amplitudes of princi-

pal and secondary peaks have been determined by
UCDWR.'' If reasonable assumptions are made con-

cerning the transmission loss between the primary

and the secondary reverberation peak, and if the re-

flection at the sea surface is assumed to be perfect (a

calm sea and a low wind), then the reflection coeffi-

cient of the sea bottom can be estimated. It was found

be somewhere between 0.25 and 1.0, with the most

probable value 0.5. These values were obtained for

coarse sand, probably the bottom with the highest

reflectivity.

Reflection coefficients have been estimated as 0.031

for foraminiferal SAND, between 0.005 and 0.025 for

SAND-AND-MUD, and 0.0017 for MUD.^ These

determinations are not very reliable, because they

involve unrealistic assumptions concerning the trans-

mission loss between consecutive reflections. In these

computations, it was assumed that the transmission

anomaly amounted to 1.6 db per kyd of vertical path
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laboratory groups. Plots of these runs were analyzed

with respect to three factors : refraction pattern,

depth of the receiving hydrophone and bottom

character. Two otlier parameters which are also

significant, the water depth and wind force, were not

taken into account in order not to spht the .s! mple

into too many small divisions.

No analy.sis is at present available concerning the

effect of water depth on transmission. It is known
that in very shallow water (5 fathoms) transmission

is poorer in the presence of downward refraction than

it is over the same type of bottom in deeper water.'

For the purposes of the analysis reported below, runs

in water of less than 10 fathoms and runs in water of

more than 200 fathoms have been omitted. As for

wind force, a separate analysis has been made at

UCDWR, which will be reported at the end of this

section.

The following types of bottoms have been treated

separately: SAND, SAND-AND-MUD (including

SAND-MUD and MUD-SAND), MUD (including

only the soft muds), CLAY (the plastic muds),

ROCK (including ROCK and CORAL), and STONY
(including gravel, cobbles, and similar notations on

the original sheets). Sand-and-shells was treated as

SAND.
The depths of the receiving hydrophone were sub-

divided into three classes: shallow (0 to 16 ft), inter-

mediate (17 to 100 ft), and deep (more than 100 ft).

These classes were chosen for convenience and uni-

formity. A division of hydrophone depths into depths

above and below the thermocline might have been

preferable from a theoretical point of view; but on

many bathythermograph traces the location of the

thermocline is not uniquely determined. Therefore, a

more mechanical division on the basis of hydrophone

depth in feet was decided on.

The bathythermograph patterns were divided into

the usual classes, described in Section 5. 1.4 as NAN,
CHARLIE, MIKE, and PETER. All patterns were

classified as in deep water, that is, the classification

BAKER (used for most conditions in shallow water)

was never used. The MIKE patterns were subdivided

into two classes, DEEP MIKE, consisting of all pat-

terns in which the water was isothermal to at least

100 ft below the surface, and SHALLOW MIKE, in-

cluding all other MIKE cases."= In the case of certain

well-reflecting bottoms, NAN and CHARLIE were

combined into one class.

As a preliminary step, median and quartile R^
ranges'* were determined for all combinations of the

three parameters considered in this analysis
;
quartiles

were omitted wherever the number of runs was 7 or

less. Table 1 lists the results obtained for the

UCDWR runs in shallow water. Table 2 lists the

results obtained for the WHOI runs available at the

time of the analysis.

For each class of runs, two figures are .supplied in

the upper right-hand corner of the box for median

values of Rw in order to indicate the size and extent

of the sample. The first of these two figures is the

total number of runs making up the sample. The
second number, which shall be called the "adjusted

number of days" and is separated from the total

number of runs by a slant line, indicates how widely

distributed the sample is in time. The latter figure is

supplied because it has been found that the acoustic

data obtained on a particular day and at a particular

location resemble each other more closely than data

which have been obtained on different days, even

though the oceanographic conditions are closely

similar. Instead of simply noting the number of dif-

ferent days on which the various runs making up the

sample were obtained, it was decided to give an "ad-

justed" number, computed as follows. If the number
of runs made on k different days are denoted by ni,

n2,- • ,nk, then the adjusted number of days K is

defined as the expression

K = (3)

K equals the number of days k if all the rii are very

nearly equal; in other words, if the sample is evenly

distributed over the various days on which runs in

this classification were obtained. But if some of the

days furnish only one or two runs with other days

contributing large numbers of runs, the days with

very few runs will not be counted fully. To give a

' This division of the MIKE patterns was made for this

analysis only. The designations DEEP MIKE and SHALLOW
MIKE have no official standing in Navy doctrine.

^ These ranges represent that range at which the trans-

mitted sound level is 40 db below the level at 100 yd. In some
cases, the level at 100 yd was ascertained by extrapolating in

from several hundred yards. In the case of WHOI data, Rm is

determined with reference to the sound level at 100 yd at the

depth of the hydrophone in question, and Rm is thus nothing

but a measure of the slope of the transmission anomaly vs

range; while for UCDWR data, reference is made to the sound
level at 100 yd at a depth of 16 ft below the sea surface.
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numerical example, assume that a total number of 26

runs were obtained on 4 days. If the numbers of runs

on these four days were 7, 7, 6, and 6, then the value

of K for this case would be 4.0. If, on the other hand,

two of the four days contributed 12 runs each, and

the other two days only one run apiece, K would be

found to equal 2.3.

The results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that SAND,
ROCK, and STONY are well-reflecting bottom types;

they lead to values of i?4o in excess of 2,000 yd in the

great majority of cases, regardless of refraction con-

ditions. CLAY also appears to be a well-reflecting

bottom, although it should be emphasized that all the

CLAY runs by UCDWR were made at a single loca-

tion off San Francisco, and that a generalization of

the results obtained should be based on a more ade-

quate sample. In this method of analysis, no sys-

tematic dependence on hydrophone depth can be dis-

covered, although the samples for deep hydrophones

are mostly too small for the results to be considered

conclusive. Transmission over STONY bottoms ap-

pears somewhat better than over any other type of

bottom.

For the classification MUD, it is apparent that the

dependence of ^40 on the conditions of refraction is

similar to the situation in deep water. The WHOI
SAND-AND-MUD data resemble the MUD data

in this respect. The R40 ranges are long when the water

is isothermal, and short when the sound beam is bent

downward by negative temperature gradients. In the

classification SHALLOW MIKE, there is some evi-

dence of layer effect over the poorly reflecting bot-

toms. Layer effect is much weaker, if present at all,

for SAND, ROCK, and STONY bottoms. There is

also some evidence that in the case of MUD bottoms

the transmis.sion for the deep hydrophone is better

than for the intermediate and shallow hydrophones.

The transmission results obtained by UCDWR and

by WHOI appear to be in fair agreement with each

other except for the SAND-AND-MUD bottoms.

In this classification, the transmission observed by
WHOI is significantly poorer than the transmission

observed by UCDWR. This disparity is not too sur-

prising in view of the fact that the SAND-AND-
MUD classification covers a wide variety of bottoms,

namely, all those bottoms in which very fine particles

are mixed with sand grains and in which the per-

centage of sand grains lies between 10 and 90 per

cent. It appears reasonable to assume that the SAND-
AND-MUD bottoms investigated by UCDWR con-

tained a larger percentage of sand grains and were

B MEDIAN AND QUARTILE CURVES
BASED ON UCDWR DATA

MEDIAN CURVES SHIFTED
AND SUPERIMPOSED TO

COINCIDE AT 1500 YARDS

\̂
1000 2000

RANGE IN YARDS

Figure 3. Comparison of WHOI and UCDWR trans-

mission data over sand with downward refraction.

harder, on the average, than the SAND-AND-MUD
bottoms investigated by WHOI.
The value of ^^40 is a useful parameter for the

description of transmission; but in view of the fre-

quent nonlinearity of the transmission anomaly

range curve, no single parameter can be relied on to

adequately characterize the transmission from very

short to very long ranges. A more adequate method

for describing a sample of transmission curves is the
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computation of a curve of median transmission

anomaly. To obtain sucli a curve, values of the trans-

mission anomaly are read off at a number of prede-

termined ranges, such as every 500 yd. At each range,

the median transmission anomaly is noted. If these

median values are plotted against the range and the

resulting points connected, the resulting curve will

have the property that at each of the ranges at which

values were read it separates the actual curves into

two equally numerous portions. In a similar fashion,

upper and lower quartile curves of transmission

anomaly may be obtained.

In general, the median anomaly curve will look

smoother than the individual curves making up the

sample, and "bumps" in the individual curves will

not show up if they do not all appear at the same

range. However, the median curve will be repre-

sentative of average transmission conditions, and the

quartile curves will provide a graphical measure of

the spread of the sample.

Obviously, median curves of transmission anomaly

are valuable only if they are based on a fair-sized

sample. For this reason, separate median curves were

not constructed for all the classifications which were

established in the analysis reported here.

Not all individual transmission curves extend out

to the same range. When transmission conditions are

relatively poor, the reading of the traces must be

stopped at a rather short range. When an appreciable

number of curves in the sample cannot be read at

the longer ranges, the median curve for the remainder

apparently turns upward; since this upward turn has

no physical significance, the median curve is stopped

short in such cases.

In the computations summarized in this chapter,

median and quartile transmission anomalies were

determined at 1,000 yd and every 500 yd from there

on; the number of curves in the sample was noted at

each of these ranges.

As a first problem, the degree of consistency be-

tween the UCDWR and the WHOI runs was investi-

gated. For this purpose, all runs over SAND with

downward refraction (NAN and CHARLIE), re-

gardless of hydrophone depth, were collected for each

institution separately, and median and quartile

curves of transmission anomaly plotted. These curves

are shown in parts (A) and (B) of Figure 3. There is

some evidence that the discrepancy of about 5 db be-

tween the curves is due, in part, to a different method
of calibration. While UCDWR has usually referred

transmission anomalies to the transmission level re-

1000 2000
RANGE IN YARDS

Figure 4. Comparison of UCDWR and WHOI trans-

mission data over sand-and-mud bottoms with strong

downward refraction.

corded at about 100 yd, WHOI has frequently ob-

tained the reference level by extrapolating the meas-

ured relative transmission anomalies backward. To

illustrate the relatively good fit which results from

vertical shifting of the curve, part (C) of Figure 3

shows the two median curves shifted so that they co-

incide at a range of 1,500 yd.
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2000
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4000

Figure 5. Transmission over SAND for different hydrophone depths.

We have already noted, from consideration of the

Rio values, that for SAND-AND-MUD bottoms the

agreement between WHOI and UCDWR is very

poor. This discrepancy is confirmed by the median
and quartile transmission curves of those runs over

SAND-AND-MUD which were carried out with a

shallow hydrophone in the presence of NAN pattern

(strong downward refraction), shown in Figure 4. In

this case, the discrepancy is undoubtedly real and
not caused by different calibration methods; for not

only are the transmission anomahes at a given range

different, but the WHOI median curve has a much
steeper slope. The slope of the median UCDWR is

roughly between 8 and 10 db per 1,000 yd, while the

slope of the WHOI median curve is about 18 db per

1,000 yd.

No other comparisons were made between WHOI
and UCDWR transmission data because most of the

WHOI samples were too small for such comparisons.

All the median curves to be discussed later are based

exclusively on UCDWR runs.

To examine the effect of hydrophone depth over

a well-reflecting bottom, median curves over SAND
were determined for the three classes of hydrophone

depth without regard to refraction pattern. In Fig-

ure 5, the three resulting curves are superimposed on

each other, identified as s (shallow), i (intermediate),

and d (deep). Table 1 shows that the bulk of these

runs were carried out in the presence of downward

refraction, with about one-fourth of the BT patterns

showing a shallow mixed layer above the thermocline.

In Figure 5 there are no significant differences

between the three curves.

The quartile curves have not been reproduced, but

they are all fairly similar, deviating from the median

curve by about 5 db at 3,000 yd. The transmission

anomaly over SAND can be represented fairly well

by a straight line passing through zero at zero range

and having a slope of 5 + 2 db per kyd. This

numerical estimate is also good for the median and

quartile curves shown in Figure 3, which do not in-

clude the SHALLOW MIKE cases forming part of

the sample used in constructing Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows median curves, for shallow and for

deep hydrophones, of all runs obtained over ROCK
bottoms. It will be noted that the transmission over

ROCK is not quite so good as over SAND, the aver-

age slope for ROCK being 6 db per kyd. The quartiles

deviate from the median, in this case also, by roughly

2 db per kyd.

Figure 7 shows the median and quartile curves for

all runs obtained by UCDWR over STONY bottoms.
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Figure 6. Transmission over ROCK for shallow and deep hydrophones.

Transmission appears to be better out to 2,000 yd for

STONY bottoms than for any other type of bottom,

but deteriorates rapidly from 2,000 yd on out. The
wide spread between the median and quartile curves

is an indication that these bottoms are acoustically

less uniform than SAND or ROCK bottoms.

Figures 8 and 9 show two typical transmission

anomaly plots, which were obtained over a ROCK
and over a STONY bottom respectively. These runs

were carried out in the presence of pronounced

negative gradients from the surface of the sea down
to well below the depth of the projector. The ray

diagrams, which are shown in the upper parts of the

figures, indicate that in deep-water transmission con-

ditions would be confidently predicted to be poor.

Because of the well-reflecting bottom, however, the

observed transmission is comparable to that in a

deep mixed layer in deep water.

MUD bottoms were originally defined as bottoms

in which the average particle was too small in size to

be classified as SAND. However, evidence accumu-

lated indicating that from an acoustic point of view

there are two different types of bottoms which are

composed of very small particles. These two types of

bottom can be characterized by their consistency as

soft and as plastic, and they have been designated in

this analysis as MUD and as CLAY. Some evidence

concerning the difference in acoustic properties of

these two types of bottoms has been collected and

published by WHO!.* This evidence for separating

MUD bottoms into MUD and CLAY was apparently

borne out by the analysis of the transmission data

obtained by UCDWR, but doubts as to the correct

classification of the CLAY samples involved detract

from the value of this evidence.

Figure 10 shows median and quartile transmission

curves over MUD in the presence of negative gradi-

ents, separated according to hydrophone depth. It

appears that the quartile spread is appreciably re-

duced for the shallow and deep hydrophone depths

by this separation. Regardless of hydrophone depth,

the transmission anomaly at 3,000 yd is approxi-
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Figure 7. Transmission over STONY bottoms.

4000

mately 30 db. For shorter ranges, there is a significant

difference between the anomalies at different hydro-

phone depths. With the hydrophone deeper than

100 ft, the transmission anomaly is almost linear and

increases at the rate of about 10 db per kyd. For the

more shallow hydrophone depths, there is a much
more precipitate drop at short range. With the hydro-

phone at 16 ft, the median transmission anomaly at

1,000 yd is 26 db. From 1,000 to 3,000 yd, it drops

onlyanother 8 db, resembling in this respect the trans-

mission of sound in the shadow zone in deep water.

Figure 11 shows a typical run over a soft MUD
bottom in the presence of a pronounced negative

temperature gradient. Just as in deep water, the

sound level at shallow depth begins to drop rapidly

at a shorter range than does the level at considerable

depth. At all hydrophone depths, the transmission

anomaly increases sharply at the approximate range

of the predicted shadow zone boundary. A slight

recovery of the sound level recorded by the two

shallow hydrophones is noted at almost exactly the

range at which the axis of the reflected beam rises to

the depth of the hydrophone. This recovery is, how-

ever, not very pronounced. While it increases the

sound level at 2,400 yd to approximately 10 db above

the level which would have been recorded in deep

water under similar circumstances, the transmission

anomaly still amounts to about 25 db.

Effect of Wind Force

UCDWR has carried out an analysis of the effect

which the roughness of the surface has on sound

transmission in shallow water over well-reflecting

bottoms such as ROCK and SAND.
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Figure 11. Transmission run over MUD with NAN pattern.
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Forty-six runs were made in water of 6 fathoms or

less and over SAND bottoms. These runs were

analyzed as a separate group. Table 5 summarizes

the results. Figure 13 shows the complete distribu-

tion of SAND runs.

The majority of the runs used in this analysis were

carried out in the presence of downward refraction,

but no attempt was made to separate the runs with

downward refraction from those with the projector

located in a mixed laj'^er. This method of analysis may
account for the wide quartile spread and more par-

ticularly for the great upper quartile spread for wind

force 4. The reduction of Rao between wind force or 1

and 3 amounts to an increase in the slope of the trans-

mission anomaly curve of roughly 1 db per kyd.

6.2.3 Summary
Transmission experiments at 24 kc indicate that

the sea bottoms can be roughly divided into well-

reflecting bottoms comprising ROCK, CORAL,
STONY, SAND, and CLAY bottoms, and poorly

reflecting bottoms, mostly MUD and some of the

SAND-AND-MUD. Most of the SAND-AND-
MUD bottoms are intermediate between well and

Table 4. Rw versus wind force over SAND in water
depth greater than 6 fathoms.

Wind force (Beaufort)
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harmonics present because of overloading, while

UCDWR used a noise source of the type employed

for acoustic minesweeping. The receiving equipment

consisted of hydrophones, whose output was ampli-

fied and sometimes put through band filters to be

recorded by means of power level recorders. Trans-

mission was always continuous throughout the run.

6.3.1 Long Island Area Survey

Long Island Sound is mostly shallow, less than

15 fathoms deep, and the bottom is predominantly

sandy, although some runs were made over MUD,
SAND-AND-MUD, and STONY bottoms. All runs

were made with a single-frequency source. Fre-

quencies used were 0.6, 2, 8, and 20 kc. Geographi-

cally, the survey was divided into three areas; the

Fisher's Island area, the New York Harbor ap-

proaches, and Block Island Sound. In all three

areas, hard bottoms were predominant. Depths

varied from about 50 ft to 200 ft. During the New
York Harbor and Fisher's Island area surveys, re-

fraction was mostly upward, owing in part to salinity

gradients. Off Block Island, some negative gradients

were found. Sea states were low with the exception

of the New York Harbor runs where sea states up to

4 were encountered. Table 6 summarizes the results

obtained. To obtain this table, the investigators at-

tempted to fit each run by a formula of the form

H = n-10 logr -f- ar (4)

in which n is the power of spreading and a represents

the attenuation in decibels per kiloyard. Since it is

difficult to determine both n and a simultaneously by

a best fit calculation, n was chosen arbitrarily to as-

sume the values 1, 1.5, and 2. The best value of a was

then determined by inspection for each of the three

assumed values of n.

The three fits for n = 1, 1.5, and 2 were classified

in order of decreasing preference as I, II, III. In addi-

tion, the individual fits were graded on an absolute

standard as "good" (g), "fair" (/), "poor" (p). Table 7

is a summary of the goodness of the fit obtained for

these runs. Despite the equal standard deviation

values of Table 6, the value 1 for n seems to be most

frequently the best fit to the data, although 1.5 is

probably the best average, especially at the higher

frequencies.

This survey resulted in the following general con-

clusions. Higher frequencies were attenuated more
than the lower frequencies. At high frequencies the

transmission loss increased with increased disturbance

e
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of the sea for upward refraction, but therewas no such

effect at the lower frequencies. With downward re-

fraction the state of the sea did not influence the

transmission. Except at the lowest frequencies and

over the softest bottoms, the type of bottom did not

appreciably affect the transmission loss. Bottom types

were MUD, SAND, and GRAVEL. Shoal areas and

areas over sea valleys showed high transmission

losses. The attenuation was virtually independent of

depth for flat bottoms. Some correlation was found

between the empirical value of n and refraction con-

ditions; the power of spreading tended to assume

large values in isothermal water.

Table 7. Summary of shallow-water results (BI,FI)

number of fits in indicated classification.

n
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loss can be most adequately represented by an equa-

tioii liaviiif;; the form,

// = 15 log/- + a, (5)

where a, the coefficient of attenuation in decibels per

kiloyard, depends on /, the frequency in kilocycles,

according to

a = 0.25(/-2) (6)

above 2 kc. Below 2 kc the attenuation is very small.

Equation (6) is believed to be adequate up to about

20 kc.

Equation (6) represents merely the average de-

pendence of the attenuation coefficient on frequency.

Table 9.



Chapter 7

INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

IT IS CLEAR from the preceding chapters that the

sonar officer or the research worker cannot pre-

dict with precision the sound field intensity in the

vicinity of a caUbrated sound source, no matter how
complete his information on oceanographic condi-

tions. Chapter 5, in particular, mentions the wide

range of sound field levels which are recorded under

identical or nearly identical oceanographic condi-

tions.

This chapter will be concerned with the variability

of the sound field which is found when a succession of

single-frequency signals are transmitted over the

same path and received and recorded through the

same receiving sound head and stack. This variability

within a single sequence of sound signals has been

subdivided into fluctuation, changes in intensity ob-

served to occur during seconds or fractions of a

second: and variation, a slow drift of the average in-

tensity, which becomes noticeable in the course of

minutes. This division between short-term and long-

term variability can be justified on practical grounds.

Variation may well be correlated with those large-

scale changes in the thermal structure of the ocean

which would be revealed by a continuously recording

bathythermograph. Fluctuation is caused by mecha-

nisms which cannot be observed by means of any

oceanographic instrument in current use. This chap-

ter will be concerned, exclusively, with the short-term

variability of the sound field. The longer-term varia-

bility has already been discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

The first section of this chapter will set forth the

mathematical concepts commonly used in the de-

scription of fluctuation and will report the results of

fluctuation experiments. In the second section, the

significance of these experimental results will be as-

sessed, and the contribution of various mechanisms

to the observed fluctuation will be estimated tenta-

tively.

7.1 OBSERVED FLUCTUATION

7.1.1 Magnitude of Fluctuation

In describing fluctuation quantitatively, we need

expressions which characterize both the magnitude

of fluctuation — roughly the amount by which an
individual signal deviates from the mean for the run
— and the time rate at which the sound field in-

tensity changes. This subsection will be concerned

with the magnitude of fluctuation.

Three different quantities are commonly used to

express the magnitude of a received signal : the pres-

sure amplitude (in dynes per square centimeter), the

intensity (in watts per square centimeter), and the

level (in decibels above some standard). When we
consider a sequence of A'^ signals received under ap-

parently identical conditions, we can characterize

this sequence by three sets of figures : amplitudes, in-

tensities, and levels of all the individual members of

the sample. Each of these three sets of figures de-

scribes the sample. Depending on our particular

viewpoint, we may prefer one or another.

These three sets of figures can be converted one

into another by means of the two equations

/ =
2pc'

I a
L = lOlog- = 20 log-,

/o do

(1)

(2)

in which a stands for the pressure amplitude, / for

the intensity, and L for the level in decibels. To each

of these three sets we may assign as an average

quantity the arithmetical mean, such as

— (oi + a2 + + aff). (3)

and refer to these quantities as the mean amplitude,

the mean intensity, and the mean level of the sample.

These average quantities are no longer related by the

equations (1) and (2).

Individual amplitudes will, of course, deviate from

the mean amplitude. But some of these deviations

will be positive, others negative, and it can be shown

very easily that their sum vanishes. To express the

spread of the amplitudes of the sample about the

mean amplitude, a common procedure is to square

the deviation of each individual amplitude from the

mean amplitude and to average these squared devia-

tions. The square root of the mean of the squared

158
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deviations luis the same dimension as an amplitude.

It is called the root-mean-square (rms) deviation of

the aniplitucU^ or, more briefly, the standard devia-

tion of the amplitude. If it is divided by the mean
amplitude, the rt;sulting dimensionless quantity is

called the relative standard deviation of the ampli-

tude; this ((uantity is often expressed in per cent.

The analogous quantities formed with intensities

and levels bear analogous names. These names are,

in fact, common in all fields of statistics. If the rela-

tive standard deviation of the amplitude is very

small compared with unity, the relative standard

deviation of the intensity is about twice the relative

standard deviation of the amplitude, while the abso-

lute standard deviation of the level is approximately

4.34 times the relative standard deviation of the in-

tensity." The fluctuation of underwater sound is

usually so large that these relationships between the

standard deviations do not hold.

Relative standard deviations of the amplitude

have been determined for transmitted signals of

underwater sound under various conditions.'"' Most

of the available data were taken at 24 kc. From the

data at that frequency, an analysis was made of the

dependence of the relative standard deviation on

refraction conditions.^ It was found that in the

presence of strong downward refraction the median

of the relative standard deviation, for the 29 samples

collected, was 38 per cent.'' For eleven samples, in

which the receiving hydrophone as well as the pro-

jector were located within a mixed layer above a

thermocline, the median of the relative standard

deviation was 47 per cent. Seventeen samples, in

which the hydrophone was in the thermocline be-

neath a mixed layer, showed a median relative stand-

ard deviation of 41 per cent, not much higher than

the fluctuation in the presence of strong gradients

from the surface down. Although these differences are

probably significant, they shoxdd not be overesti-

mated, in view of the wide spread within each of the

" 4.3429 is 10 log e where the log is to the base 10 and e is

the base of the natural logarithms.
'' In the discussion of the spread of a given set of data, it is

very convenient to use the terms "median" and "quartile."

Their meaning is as follows. If all the determinations of a cer-

tain quantity are arranged in the order of increasing magni-
tude, the value corresponding to the midpoint of the array is

called the median value of the spread. The point separating

the lowest quarter of determinations from the rest is called

the lower quartile, and the point which separates the highest

quarter of all determinations from the rest is called the upper
quartile. These terms will be used occasionally in the re-

mainder of the chapter.

groups of samples discu.s.sed previously. The lower

and upper quartiles in the group of strong downward
refractions are 4(j per cent and 30 per cent, respec-

tively, while the ([uartilesforthe isothermal group are

61 per cent and 44 per cent. It is probably justifiable

to .say that, on the average, the amplitude fluctuation

in isothermal water is significantly higher than the

amplitude fluctuation in the presence of strong down-
ward refraction. The width of the quartile spread

shows that even under .similar conditions the magni-

tude of the fluctuation itself fluctuates from sample

to .sample. In view of the large number of signals

making up a sample, usually between 50 and 200, this

variability is not to be explained as sampling error

but represents an actual change in the transmission

conditions as they affect signal fluctuation. The high

degree of variability of fluctuation is an indication

of the complexity of the underlying mechanism or

mechanisms as well.

Some information is available concerning the de-

pendence of the relative standard deviation of the

amplitude on frequency. One set of experiments,

carried out at UCDWR, involved the simultaneous

transmission of signals at two supersonic frequencies.^

The frequency pairs used were 14 and 24 kc, 16 and

24 kc, 24 and 56 kc, and 24 and 60 kc. In 17 runs one

frequency was either 14 or 16 kc, while the other was

24 kc. It was found that the mean of the relative

standard deviations at the lower frequency (14 or

16 kc) was 38.8 per cent and at 24 kc 37.7 per cent.

The difference is well within the root-mean-square

spread, and is thus not significant. For the individual

samples themselves, the difference between the fluc-

tuations at the two frequencies is considerable for

some runs, amounting to 19.2 per cent in one case.

The root mean square difference is 8.5 per cent. As a

result, it may be concluded that the average fluctua-

tion is the same at 15 and at 24 kc, but that for any

individual run the fluctuation may be considerably

different at these two frequencies. In the majority of

cases, however, high fluctuation at one frequency is

associated with high fluctuation at the other, and

unusually small fluctuation at one frequency tends

to be associated with small fluctuation at the other.

An analysis of the runs carried out with the frequency

pairs 24 and 56 kc, and 24 and 60 kc, leads to similar

conclusions for these frequencies."

" The correlation coefficient between the magnitude of the

fluctuation for the frequency pair 14, 16 to 24 kc was found

to be0.65andforthefrequencypair24and56 or60kc,0.68. For

a definition of the coefficient of correlation, see Section 7.2.3.
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At frequencies below 10 kc, it was found both at

San Diego and at the New London laboratory of

CUDWR that the magnitude of the fluctuation de-

creases with frequency. No quantitative data are

available. A particularly interesting result was ob-

tained in a single transmission run at 5 kc at San

Diego. It was found that at moderately short range

the relative standard deviation of the amplitude was

47 per cent, while beyond the computed last maxi-

mum of the image interference pattern (see Chapter

5) it dropped to 10 per cent.
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SIGNAL AMPLITUDE IN ARBITRARY UNITS

Figure 1. Cumulative distribution function of four

signals.

Complete evidence is not available concerning the

dependence of the magnitude of fluctuation on range.

It is known that at distances of a few feet fluctuation

of transmitted sound is negligible. From 100 yd out

to very long ranges the average magnitude of the

fluctuation appears to be the same at all ranges. No
analyses have been made comparing the magnitude

of fluctuation at different ranges under identical

thermal conditions.

There have been recent experiments at UCDWR
designed to determine the possible dependence of

fluctuation magnitudes on the depths of the projector

and receiver. In these experiments, a cable transducer

was used as a projector which could be lowered to

various depths up to 300 ft. When the projector depth

was kept constant at 16 ft, the magnitude of the

fluctuation was found to be independent of hydro-

phone depth (except for MIKE patterns). ^ When
both the projector and receiver are desp, it is possible

to distinguish between the direct and the surface-re-

flected signal. Two runs were carried out with the

projector at a depth of 140 ft and the hydrophone at

a depth of 300 ft, and the direct and surface-reflected

signals were analyzed separately. For the direct

signal, the relative standard deviation of the ampli-

tude was 9.8 per cent for the first run and 6.8 per cent

for the second run; while for the surface-reflected

signal the two fluctuations were 57 per cent and 51

per cent respectively. With both projector and hydro-

phone at a depth of 300 ft, the fluctuation of the

direct signal amplitude was 6.0 per cent and of the

surface-reflected signal 50.5 per cent. These results

indicate that much if not most of the observed fluc-

tuation is caused by mechanisms operating at or near

the sea surface. The remaining fluctuation is proba-

bly caused at least in part by the slight directivities

of the cable-mounted projector and receiver used in

these experiments.

7.1.2 Probability Distributions

The probability distribution of a set is that func-

tion which tells how many members of the set lie

between two specified values. Suppose, for instance,

that we consider a sample of signals transmitted

consecutively over the same transmission path . After

these samples have been rearranged in order of in-

creasing amplitude, it is then easy, by mere counting,

to say how many of those signals have amplitudes

less than ai, how many have amplitudes less than a2,

and so on. If we divide these numbers by the total

number of members of the sample, we obtain the

fraction of signals with amplitudes less than a as a

function of a, say P{a). P{a) vanishes for a = 0,

equals unity for a = oo, and increases steadily be-

tween these limits. This function is called the cumu-

lative or integrated distribution function. As a very

simple case, Figure 1 shows the integrated distribu-

tion of four signals with amplitudes of 0.2, 0.4, 0.5,

and 0.7. In the theory of statistics, it is usually as-

sumed that if the number of members of the set is

increased without limit, the shape of the function

P{a) approaches a limiting shape in better and better

approximation. It is this limiting shape to which a

fundamental physical significance is ascribed. If we

assume that the limiting function can be differenti-

ated, then
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via) = P'ia) =
(lP{a)

da
(4)

is the fractional density of members of the set at a.

In other words, p{d(Ja is the fraction of signals with

amplitudes between a and a + da. The function p{a)

is often called the differential distribution function.

Analogous concepts can be formed for intensity and

level distributions which have here been sketched for

amplitude distributions. If we call the intensity dis-

tributions Q{I) and q{I) (the capital denoting again

z
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example of Rayleigh distribution, the intensity which

will result if a very large number of randomly located

scatterers return a single-frequency signal to an echo-

ranging transducer. This situation is significant, be-

cause it is probably the most realistic model of volume

reverberation. Each of these scatterers will return a

weak echo, with definite amplitude but random
phase. The resultant of all these individual echoes

interfering with each other in a random manner will

be the reverberation recorded. We shall not give a

rigorous derivation of the resulting distribution func-

tion but shall sketch the argument leading to it.
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lations, then llic di.stribution function can be pre-

dicted except for one single parameter, and this

parameter is the average intensity. The Rayleigh

distribution differs in this respect from a Gaussian

distribution, which contains two adjustable param-

eters, the average value and the standard deviation.

The other distribution function to be discussed

here is the image interference distribution. It is calcu-

lated on the assumption that all the fluctuation of

transmitted signal intensity is caused by the random

interference of the sound transmitted directly and the

sound reflected from the surface of the sea. The ex-

tent to which this assumption is justified will be dis-

cussed in Section 7.2.2. Let us assume that the ampli-

tude of the direct signal alone is ai, while the ampli-

tude of the surface-reflected signal by itself is 02. If

the phase angle between these two components is de-

noted by d, the resultant amplitude a will be given

by the expression

a^ = al -{- al -\- 2aia2 cos d. (17)

With the large-scale geometry given, the values of ai

and Oi will not vary significantly; but the phase dif-

ference between the two paths, 6, will change ran-

domly because of the action of waves and because of

the minute changes in position of both vessels. In

other words, while ai and 02 will be treated as fixed

parameters (the values of which can, however, be

specified only if the depths of source and receiver and

their distance are known), 6 will be assumed to take

all values between — tt and tt with equal probability.

Since the value of a does not depend on the sign of d,

we shall restrict ourselves to values of d between

and -\-K. The probability that exceeds a certain

value d* equals 1 — d*/Tr, that is, the cumulative

distribution function for A satisfies the equation

P{a) 1 - (18)

where a and 6 are related to each other by means of

equation (17). In other words, the fraction of signals

for which the phase angle exceeds the value 6 is

identical with the fraction of signals with an ampli-

tude less than a. By differentiating both sides of equa-

tion (18) with respect to a, we obtain an equation

for the differential distribution, p(a),

P(a) = --^' (19)
da

with

de

^«~ V-(a? - alf + 2{a\ + al)a? -
-2a

(20)

from equation (17). We find, then, for p(a) the ex-

pression

a2
via) = - —

—

air- + 2(a? -I- al)a' - a*

1^1 — o-i] ^ a ^ en + ctj. (21)

Outside the limits indicated, p(a) vani.shes since the

amplitude cannot be greater than oi -|- a^ nor less

than |oi — ttil. For P{a) we find, by means of the

relationship

^^«)

=

L
the expression

Pia) =

a = \ai—a2\

11 . a2—\- - arc sm —
2 X

p{a)da, (22)

(a? + at)

2a 102

= - arc sin |/°-
- (ai — ch)^

4aia2

ai — ail ^ a ^ tti -|- 02 (23)

by trigonometric transformations. Both expressions

(21) and (23) become much simpler if it is assumed

that the reflection from the sea surface is perfect, that

is, if ai = a2. We have, then

via)

1

'rVial
^ a ^ 2ai, (24)

and

P{a) = - arc sin ;^ ^ a g 2ai. (25)
T 2ai

At UCDWR, some experimentally obtained cumu-

lative distribution functions of transmitted signals

have very nearly the form of equation (25), while

others are approximated by a Rayleigh distribution.

All the distribution functions published at UCDWR
are plotted as integrated distributions. This has been

done because with a limited size of the sample the

differential distributions would be very difficult to

compute with any degree of reliability. Integrated

distributions are reasonably accurate in tlie central

part of the curve, but the "tails" at both ends are

necessarily based on very few experimental data.

This is unfortunate, because the gross features of

integrated distributions, and particularly the central

portions, are not very sensitive to changes in the

character of the distribution. By definition, all inte-

grated distributions are functions which increase

steadily from zero at — 0° to 1 at -|- 00 . The central

portions of two different distribution functions will be

determined in their gross appearance by the location
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of the median point and by the slope with which the

curve passes through the median point. The central

portion of an integrated distribution function gives,

de facto, no more information than is contained in the

statement of two parameters of the distribution, such

as the mean and the standard deviation.. The addi-

tional information which is represented by the shapes

of the two "tails," must frequently be discounted

because of the small number of signals which de-

termine these shapes.

It is true that the mere existence of a tail at the

high amplitude end permits certain conclusions al-

though these conclusions are mostly negative. If

fluctuation were brought about exclusively by the

interference of two signals, each having a fixed ampli-

tude, then there should be a cutoff at an amplitude

equal to the algebraic sum of the amplitudes of the

components, corresponding to constructive inter-

ference. According to equation (25), for instance,

P(a) should reach its maximum of 1 at an amplitude

twice tti. The fact that there is a percentage of ampli-

tudes, however small, exceeding that value proves

that interference between two signals of equal ampli-

tude cannot be the only cause of fluctuation.

The variability of fluctuation magnitudes, which

was touched on in Section 7.1.1, is reflected in the

variability of the observed amplitude distributions.

Even if large samples were processed consisting of

thousands of signals for each sample, there is every

reason to believe that their distribution functions

would differ appreciably. At the present stage of the

theory, the details of observed distribution functions

do not lend themselves readily to theoretical inter-

pretation.

Additional plots of observed distributions can be

found in references 1 and 2, while additional theoreti-

cal distributions are discus.sed in a memorandum
from HUSL."

7.1.3 Rapidity of Fluctuation

So far, we have discussed only the typical devia-

tions which individual signals show from the average.

In this section, we shall be concerned with the time

pattern of the fluctuation. Two sequences of signals

could have the same relative standard deviation of

amplitude, but could differ utterly in the nature of

their fluctuations. For example, in one sequence the

signal amplitudes might be distributed throughout

the sequence in random fashion, so that a small ampli-

tude signal is as likely to be followed by another small

amplitude signal as by a large amplitude signal; while

in the other sequence, each signal amplitude might

be only slightly different from the amplitude of the

preceding or following signal. In the second sequence,

the total spread of amplitudes can be just as large

as in the first one, if a rising or falling tendency is

maintained through a number of consecutive signals.

The self-correlation coefficient is the mathematical

tool by means of which the time pattern of fluctua-

tion can be expressed in quantitative form.

The Coefficient of Self-Correlation

Let us consider a sequence of signals which are re-

ceived under apparently identical conditions. It is, of

course, conceivable that each signal is completely

unaffected by the strength of the preceding signal;

this would mean that the distribution function of all

those signals which follow immediately after signals

of intensity /i are identical with the distribution func-

tion of all signals (without restriction). On the other

hand, it may be found that the signals immediately

following signals with the intensity 7i have a distri-

bution function which depends on the choice of h.

Both of these situations seem to occur in practice. If

the signals directly following those with intensity /i

tend to have intensities not too much different from

/i, it is said that, in the sequence considered, con-

secutive signals have a positive correlation.

In order to obtain some numerical measure for the

degree of correlation in a given sequence, we shall

compare the difference between two consecutive sig-

nals with the difference between two signals picked at

random. Focusing our attention on intensities, for

instance (we might as well consider amplitudes or

levels without changing the mathematics), we shall

compare the mean squared intensity difference be-

tween two signals chosen at random with the mean
squared intensity difference between a signal and its

immediate predecessor. We are then concerned with

the expression

Sr = {In - ImY - ih - In-^r = 2(/„/„-l - P)

,

(26)

in which n and m are to be varied independently of

each other. The expression on the right-hand side can

be obtained as follows. We have

_ {In- In^

^ 1,1 ^i-nlm "T Im

(/„ - /„-.)

In + 2/„/„-l — In

In this expression, all the squared term averages,

II, 7^, and /^_i, are equal and cancel each other. The
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expression /„/„, wiiuils by definition the double sum

1
N

IJm - TTjZ- ^,''^""

iV n,m=l

which in turn can be written as the product of two

single sums.

A72 ^J"^"I\ n,m=l N-n=l " = 1

If there is no correlation between consecutive signals,

then the two terms (/„ — /„)- and (/„ — /„-i)^ in

equation (26) are equal, and Si vanishes. If the cor-

relation between consecutive signals is positive, then

the rms difference between two signals picked at ran-

dom will be greater than the rms difference between

two consecutive signals, and Si will be positive. If Si

should turn out to be negative, that would mean that

the average difference square between consecutive

signals exceeds the random value; the correlation

between consecutive signals would then be said to be

negative.

The quantity Si has the dimension of an intensity

squared. If it is desired to obtain a measure of correla-

tion which is dimensionless, it appears reasonable to

divide Si through by the mean squared random dif-

ference,

(/n - I^r = 2{P - t). (27)

For if the correlation were perfect (that is, if each

signal pulse had the same intensity as its predecessor,

a situation which can obviously not be realized ex-

actly), this ratio would equal unity, while for nega-

tive self-correlation, the ratio can be shown never to

drop below the value —1. Hence, it is customary to

measure the self-correlation of consecutive signals by

means of the quantity

J J 72

pi ^ '"i"-^ _/ , (28)
P- I

which is called the coefficient of self-correlation for

unit step interval. In close analogy to this quantity,

we may define the self-correlation coefficient for an

interval of s steps, p„ by means of the expression

J J — P
P.
- '"'--'

_; • (29)p- I

The averaging in the first term of the numerator is to

be carried out by averaging over all values of the

index n while keeping the step interval s fixed. For

s = 0, the self-correlation coefficient equals unity, by

definition. It can be shown that for all values of s, ps

lies between —1 (complete anticorrelation) and 1

(complete correlation). Furthermore, p, is an even

function of its argument s, that is:

P. = P-a- (30)
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When the sound intensity is measured well inside

a so-called shadow zone, there is usually no self-

correlation for step intervals even as short as one

second. As illustrated in Chapter 4, Figure 2B, the

amplitude, or intensity, varies so rapidly that no

correlation can be expected between consecutive sig-

nals with the usual keying intervals. However, the

same figure illustrates another possibility for treating

coherence in a quantitative manner. If we consider,

instead of a sequence of signal pulses, the amplitude

fluctuation in a continuous signal, we may define the

self-correlation coefficient of the amplitude as a func-

tion of the continuously variable interval t as follows

:

pW =
TJo

A{t)A{t + T)dt -A
(31)

r ~ A'

10

-2

-8

-10
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imum at twice the period, and so on, these con-

secutive minima and maxima becoming gradually

more shallow until the self-correlation coefficient

effectively approaches zero. In other words, hidden

periodicities are revealed by the location of maxima
and minima of the self-correlation vs interval curve."

It was believed, at one time, that part of the ob-

served signal fluctuation could be explained as train-

ing errors due to the roll and pitch of the transmitting

vessel. Self-correlation coefficients were studied pri-

marily with a view toward finding the fluctuation

periodicities which would coincide with the known
periodicity of the vessel. Although the results of these

studies were at first disappointing, it is possible that

future work will lead to more positive results.

7.1.4 Space Pattern of Fluctuation

In order to discover to what extent the observed

fluctuation varies in space, an analysis was made of

the fluctuations observed in the simultaneous out-

puts of two hydrophones.- The two hydrophones

were kept either at the same or at two different re-

corded depths. No determination of their horizontal

separation was made, but they are believed to have

had a horizontal separation of between 5 and 25 ft.

Thus, both hydrophones were at about the same

distance from the projector, which emitted 24-kc

signals. The number of samples analyzed is too small

to establish any quantitative law, but indications are

that the correlation between the simultaneous out-

puts tends to become weaker as the distance of the

two hydrophones from each other or as their joint

distance from the sound source is increased. How-
ever, in the majority of samples analyzed, the correla-

tion remains significant, even at the maximum verti-

cal separation of the two hydrophones, which was

300 ft.^

7.2 CAUSES OF FLUCTUATION

" This property of the self-correlation coefficient is incor-

porated in a mathematical theorem frequently quoted as

Khintchine's theorem, which states that the coefficient of self-

correlation is the Fourier transform of the (normalized)

squared frequency spectrum of the time sequence considered.

If, as in the case of the pendulum, the time sequence has a
tendency to repeat its functional pattern, its spectrum will

have a maximum at that frequency. This peak in the spectrum
of the time sequence may remain undiscovered if the time
sequence is inspected directly because of the changing phase
relations. The squared spectrum, however, contains the abso-

lute values of the squared frequency amplitudes, without
regard for phase relationships. Consequently, its Fourier
transform, the self-correlation coefficient, reveals the "hidden
periodicities" more clearly than^the original time sequence.

' With one hydrophone at 16 and the other at 300-ft depth,
the correlation coefficient was 0.34 at a range of 950 yd and

It has not yet been po.ssible to develop a theory of

fluctuation which would permit the prediction of its

magnitude and time rate as functions of oceano-

graphic or other parameters. Nevertheless, it is of

interest to consider the various mechanisms which

have been considered responsible for fluctuation.

These mechanisms may be described under three

headings: roll and pitch of the vessel, interference

mechanisms, and thermal microstructure of the

ocean.

7.2.1 Roll and Pitch of Transmitting
Vessel

Except in very calm weather, the transmitting

vessel is subject to considerable roll and pitch, with

the result that the bearing of the transmitter relative

to the target and relative to the surface of the sea is

not constant. Because of the directivity of the trans-

mitted sound beam, a change in bearing will bring

about a change in received signal intensity if the

change exceeds a few degrees. This change may come

about merely because the principal beam may miss

the target during one phase of the roll and hit it

during another phase. A more involved hypothesis

considers the interference between direct and surface-

reflected soimd. In the presence of a slight upward

refraction, the direct and surface-reflected rays to the

target leave the projector at appreciably different

angles. The sound received at the hydrophone is the

result of interference between these two rays. If the

training of the projector is changed slightly, the rela-

tive intensity of the two rays will also change, as the

projector will discriminate first against one and then

against the other. If the two rays are out of phase by

nearly 180 degrees, the resultant change in the in-

tensity distribution of the interference pattern may
become very appreciable, even with comparatively

minor changes in the relative intensity of the two

component rays.

The chief argument in favor of roll and pitch as a

cause of signal fluctuation was that in the earlier

studies the self-correlation coefficient seemed to indi-

cate a period of fluctuation similar to the known

period of roll of the transmitting ship. Subsequent

0.38 at a range of 1,750 yd. The number of signals in each

sample was 40. For a definition of correlation coefficient, see

Section 7.2.3.
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work has indicated, though, that the time rate of

fluctuation is range-dependent, that is, the time rate

decreases as the range increases, at least in the direct

sound field. In addition, observations made when the
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Figure 9. Transmission run showing image interference effect.

lished by UCDWR* and is reproduced in Figure 9.

The signal level was recorded by a sound-level re-

corder. It will be noted that the ranges are very

short, extending to not more than 90 ft. The recorder

trace shows clearly that the amphtude of the signal

fluctuation is greatest near the minima of the regular

interference pattern (drawn in as a theoretical curve)

where the magnitude of the resultant would be most

sensitive to phase shifts of the components. This rec-

ord was taken in shallow harbor water, and the sur-

face was undoubtedly quite smooth. Otherwise, the

interference pattern might not have been so notice-

able.

Finally, attention is called to the experiments

carried out with a deep transducer, which were men-
tioned in Section 7.1.1. These experiments indicate

that the fluctuation is often reduced to a fraction of

its usual magnitude when both the sound source and

receiving hydrophone are so deep that the direct

signal can be separated from the surface-reflected

signal. It is true that some fluctuation remains, even

when interference with the surface-reflected sound

is eliminated; this small fluctuation may be the result

of imperfect equipment. In all cases, however, the

fluctuation of the direct signal is reduced drastically

when it can be separated from the surface-reflected

signal. The fluctuation of the surface-reflected signal

by itself is somewhat higher than the fluctuation of

the combined signal usually observed with a shallow

projector.

Several Paths

In shallow water, or even in fairly deep water with

a transmitter of low directivity, sound will reach the

receiving hydrophone not only over the direct path

and through one surface reflection, but also through

one bottom reflection, one bottom and one surface

reflection, etc. The number of possible paths is,

strictly speaking, infinite, and small changes in

geometry may bring about random phase shifts be-

tween the different arrivals. Nevertheless, the distri-

bution cannot be expected to approach the Rayleigh

case, because the intensity for the paths drops rapidly

as the number of reflections is increased, both be-

cause there are recurring energy losses on reflection

and because the high-order paths are steep-angle

paths and therefore discriminated against by the

transducer. Only very few of the theoretically possi-

ble paths of transmission will, therefore, be effective

in contributing to the resultant signal. It has been

found that in the presence of bottom-reflected sound

the rapidity of fluctuation increases, as shown by the

oscillograph trace reproduced in Figure 10. Unfortu-

nately, no quantitative information is available con-

cerning the decrease in the self-correlation coefficient

due to the contribution of bottom-reflected sound.

Many Paths

Figure 2 shows a distribution function obtained at

UCDWR, and superimposed on the experimental

points is a curve representing the Rayleigh distribu-

tion. The fit is good. A model of sound transmission

was set up in an attempt to explain this observed

approximation to Rayleigh distribution. The model

is based on the thermal microstructure which has

been found to exist in the ocean' and which is de-

scribed in Chapter 5. On the basis of ray acoustics, it

was suggested tliat the irregular thermal structure of

the ocean may give rise, simultaneously, to more than

one ray path connecting the transmitter with the re-

ceiving hydrophone. It seems reasonable to assume

that these paths will have different travel times and

that the signals transmitted along them are, there-

fore, not in phase with each other. If the phase dif-
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loads to the result tluit if the refracting properties of

tlie microstructure were alone responsible for fluctua-

tion, the magnitude of fluctuation should increase

with range. At moderate ranges the magnitude of the

fluctuation should be proportional to the 1.5th power

of the range. Since this hypothesis is based on ray

acoustics, the fluctuation should be independent of

the frequency, as long as the wavelength is short

enough for ray acoustics to be applicable.

The dependence of fluctuation on range predicted

by this hypothesis has not been confirmed by obser-

vation.s, although the variability of the magnitude

of the fluctuation is so great that a small effect might

not have been discovered. For that reason, some de-

pendence of fluctuation on range cannot be definitely

ruled out. The theoretical formula connecting the

magnitude of the predicted fluctuation with the

parameters of the microstructure appears to lead to

a fluctuation of a magnitude much smaller than ob-

served. There is, however, one feature which appears

to suggest that refraction by microstructure is at

least a contributing cause of the observed fluctuation.

It was pointed out that fluctuation caused by micro-

structure should be frequency-independent for a wide

range of frequencies. In this respect it differs from

hypotheses based on interference, since interference

leads to fluctuation which is critically dependent on

frequency. It has been possible to check the depend-

ence of fluctuation on frequency by transmitting

signals simultaneously at two widely separated

frequencies and by noting the correlation between

their instantaneous amplitudes.' These trials indi-

cated a partial but significant correlation between

the fluctuations at two widely separated frequencies.

To understand the significance of this result, it is

necessary to explain in a few words the mathematical

meaning of the term correlation coefficient. If there

are two time series, say K\, Ki, • • •
, and Li, L^,

,

then the correlation coefficient between them is de-

fined (in close analogy to the self-correlation coeffi-

cient of one time series, introduced earlier in this

chapter) as the expression

KnLn — KL „ o

Pk,l = ,a\ = K^- K- (33)

This expression equals unity if there exists a rela-

tionship

L^ = aKn-\- ^,a>Q,n= 1, 2, 3, • • (34)

or, in other words, if L is a linear function of K with

a po.sitive slope. If a < 0, p/^^ will equal — 1 . If there

is some tendency of large values of L to be coupled

with large values of K, and small values of L to be

coupled with small values of K without the existence

of a rigorous linear relationship (34), then p^',/, will

have a positive value less than 1; conversely, a

negative value of p^-,/, (greater than — 1) will signify

a coupling of large values of L with small values of

K and vice versa. If p^.l vanishes, then the deviations

of individual K values from K are statistically inde-

pendent of (uncorrelated with) the deviations of the

corresponding L values from L-

It was found that the correlation coefficient be-

tween simultaneous signals at two different fre-

quencies varied from to 0.75 with an average of 0.3.

In other words, while there was some tendency for

strong 24-kc signals to be coupled with strong 56-kc

signals, the simultaneous signal amplitudes at these

two frequencies were far from proportional to each

other. The same statement holds for each of the three

other frequency pairs at which experiments were

performed. It must be concluded that the observed

fluctuation is caused by a combination of mecha-

nisms, of which some operate independently of the

signal frequency (refraction and roll and pitch),

while others depend on the transmitted frequency

(interference)

.

7.2.4 Summary
The experiments carried out with a deep sound

source and a deep hydrophone indicate that most of

the observed fluctuation disappears if the whole

transmission path is more than 100 ft below the sur-

face. They also show that the surface-reflected signal

by itself (without interference from another path)

fluctuates more strongly than the composite signal

observed in .shallow transmission, at least when the

incidence at the surface is not glancing. Unfortu-

nately, these findings are not helpful in a choice be-

tween the various mechanisms which have been

considered.

If roll and pitch contributed significantly to fluc-

tuation, its effect on a cable-supported transducer

would be very much less noticeable than the effect

on a transducer rigidly connected with the hull of the

ship; but there are not yet enough data with a shal-

low-cable transducer to permit any conclusions.

Image interference fluctuation will cease to operate

when the surface-reflected sound can be separated

from the direct signal. Microstructure will probably
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be very appreciably reduced below the region of

strong thermal gradients.

Nevertheless, the composite evidence indicates

that image interference is probably the most im-

portant single factor contributing to the observed

fluctuation. There may also be interference between

the beamlets into which the irregular surface of the

sea breaks up the incident coherent beam. In the

deep transducer experiments, the surface-reflected

signal showed a very high degree of fluctuation, but

at glancing incidence the path differences may not

be large enough to bring about random interference.

If all interference effects could be eliminated, total

fluctuation would probably be cut in half.^

The remaining fluctuation is essentially frequency-

independent. It may be due in part to pitch and roll

and in part to the lens effect of microstructure. Elimi-

nation of either of these effects is possible in principle,

but would require very elaborate additions to present

sound gear.

K Fluctuation by interference can be effectively eliminated

by tian.smitting supersonic sound in a broad frequency band.

The width of that band should probably exceed 5 kc in order

to obtain maximum benefits.



Chapter 8

EXPLOSIONS AS SOURCES OF SOUND

8.1 INTRODUCTION

EXPLOSIVE SOUND differs from sinusoidal sound

both in the intensity which can be achieved with

it and in the fact that it consists of one or more pulses

of extremely short duration. These characteristics

have prompted many suggestions for the employ-

ment of explosive sound in communication and echo

ranging, few of which, however, have so far been

utilized in practice. The survey given in this chapter

and the next of what is known about explosive sound

is partly designed to facilitate an understanding of

the possibilities and limitations of explosive sound

in such applications. The study of explosive sound

can be useful in another way, however, in that it can

supply valuable additions to our information about

the nature of the sea and its bottom, and about the

causes of many of the phenomena observed in sound

transmission. The possibilities of explosive sound as

a research tool have accordingly been kept in mind in

the selection of material for these chapters.

To understand the complex phenomena which ac-

company the propagation of explosive sound in the

sea one ought to begin by finding out as precisely as

possible just what the explosive disturbance is like,

originally, before it has been propagated to any ap-

preciable distance. Fortunately, much has been

learned about explosions and the pressure disturb-

ances which they create in the water near them. A
detailed survey of what is known about underwater

explosions would require a volume in itself ; however,

an effort will be made in this chapter to summarize

briefly those parts of our knowledge of underwater

explosions which have a bearing on the use of ex-

plosions as sources of sound. In this chapter, there-

fore, we shall be concerned with the disturbance at

comparatively short ranges from the explosion, where

its characteristics are presumably little affected by
the departures of sea water from the concept of a

pure homogeneous fluid. Most of the information in

this field has been obtained in the course of experi-

ments directed toward the elucidation of the damag-

ing effects due to explosions. With this information

as background, we shall be able, in Chapter 9, to dis-

cuss the propagation of explosive sound through siz-

able distances in the sea where departure of the

medium from homogeneity, effects of the bottom,

and other factors are important.

8.2 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN

UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS

An explosion is a process by which, in an extremely

short space of time, a quantity of "explosive" ma-

terial is converted into gas at very high temperature

and pressure. This conversion is due to a chemical

reaction which converts the explosive material from

a thermod3mamically unstable state to a more stable

one with the evolution of a great amount of heat.

This reaction, when initiated at one point of a mass

of explosive, propagates itself rapidly until all the

mass is involved. The propagation may take place

in either of two ways, called respectively burning and

detonation. In burning, the contact of the hot gaseous

products of the reaction with the untransformed por-

tion causes a reaction to take place at the surface of

the latter, the rate of transformation being slow-

enough so that the boundary between transformed

and untransformed material advances with a speed

slower than the speed with which the pressure gener-

ated by the reaction is propagated through the mass.

In detonation, on the other hand, the reaction takes

place so rapidly that it can keep up with the pressure

wave, which in this case is known as a detonation

wave. These two processes, which will be discussed

more fully later, permit explosive materials to be

divided into two rather well-defined classes: ex-

plosives which detonate, commonly called high ex-

plosives, and explosives which merely burn, for which

we shall use the term propellants since the most im-

portant explosives of this type are used to propel

projectiles from guns, or as rocket fuels. A given

quantity of high explosive will radiate considerably

more acoustic energy when it is set off than will a like

173
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amount of a propellant ; for this reason nearly all the

material to be presented in these chapters concerns

sound generated by high explosives.

Let us therefore consider what happens when a

quantity of high explosive is set off under water.

First, detonation is initiated at some point of the

explosive; this may be done, for example, by using
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Figure 1. Pressure distribution in the water at two
instants of time following detonation of a charge of

high explosive.

a detonating cap containing a small quantity (about

a gram) of an especially sensitive explosive traversed

by a fine wire which can be suddenly heated to

incandescence by a current of electricity. From the

point of initiation a detonation wave spreads out in

all directions through the explosive with a velocity

of several thousand meters a second. In front of the

detonation wave the material is in exactly the same

state as before the explosion, while behind the wave
front it is gas at a pressure of ten to a hundred thou-

sand atmospheres and a temperature of several thou-

sand degrees centigrade. When the detonation front

reaches the boundary between the explosive and the

water, this pressure is transmitted to the water, and

a wave of intense compression starts outward through

the water. If the pressure were not so enormous, this

wave would be an ordinary sound wave. However,

because of its great amplitude, the wave differs in a

number of ways from ordinary sound waves and is

called instead a shock wave; it bears somewhat the

same relation to sound waves that a large breaker on

the beach bears to an ordinary water wave. A shock

wave is characterized by an almost discontinuous rise

of pressure to a high value at the front of the ad-

vancing wave and travels with a speed greater than

the normal velocity of sound. The reasons for these

characteristics will be discussed in the following

sections.

The pressure in the shock wave from an explosion

dies off fairly rapidly behind the shock front, and

by the tinie the shock wave has advanced to a dis-

tance of the order of ten times the radius of the origi-

nal mass of explosive it has become a fairly well

localized disturbance, advancing outward and prac-

tically independent of the motion of the water and

gas in regions nearer to the center. Figure 1 shows

schematically how the pressure may be expected to

vary with distance from the original site of the ex-

plosion at two successive instants of time as this

state of affairs is becoming estabUshed.

Although in these later stages it no longer affects

the main part of the shock wave, the motion of the

gas-filled cavity and the water immediately around

it is by no means unimportant. At times such as thoss

shown in Figure 1 the pressure in the gas cavity,

hereafter called the bubble, is still quite high, and the

water around it is rushing outward with a very high

velocity. Because of the inertia of the water, this out-

ward motion continues long after the force of gas

pressure, which initiated it, has become negligible.

As the gas bubble expands, the pressure in it drops,

and eventually becomes far less than the normal

hydrostatic pressure of the surrounding water. This

excess of pressure on the outside finally brings the

expansion to a halt, but not until the bubble has

reached a radius which may be several dozen times

the initial radius of the explosive. A contraction now
sets in, and again, because of the inertia of the water,

the bubble overshoots its equilibrium radius and the

contraction does not stop until a very high pressure

has been built up in the gas bubble. Several cycles of

this expansion and contraction may take place before

the oscillation dies out. The period of these bubble

oscillations is of the order of a thousand times the

duration of the pressure which the shock wave exerts

as it passes a particular point in the water; it is usu-

ally of the order of 1/30 to 1 sec, depending on the

size of the charge and its depth. At each contraction

a new pressure wave is sent out into the water; these

so-called "secondary pulses" are many times less in-

tense than the shock wave, but as they have a

duration many times longer, they may contain a

greater amount of impulse, and a comparable though

smaller amount of energy. A quantitative theory oi

this phenomenon will be sketched in Section 8.6.
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Most of the commonly used high exiilosives are re-

markcibly similar (o one another in the amount of

energy th(>y release per unit mass, antl in the relative

amounts of energy which go into the shock wave and

the oscillations of the bubble. Of the total work done

by the gas on the water in its initial expansion, iibout

40 to 50 per cent remains as kinetic and pot( ntial

energy in the oscillations of the gas bubble and sur-

rounding water, part of this energy being ultimately

converted into heat by dissipative actions in the

neighborhood of the bubble and part being radiated

as acoustic energy in the secondary pulses. The re-

maining 50 or 60 per cent of the original energy is at

any stage divided between energy present in the

shock wave and energy which has been converted

into heat by dissipative processes occurring at the

shock front. Dissipation of the latter kind is espe-

cially rapid in the early stages so that by the time

the shock wave has advanced a distance of the order

of ten or twenty times the original radius of the

charge, about a quarter of the original energy has

been dissipated into heat, and the other quarter

continues to be radiated outward in the shock wave.

From this time on, the dissipation is much slower,

although not negligible.

In the preceding discussion, the phenomena have

been described without reference to the size of the

charge of explosive which is used. This is possible

because explosions of all sizes are similar. If the range

is not too great, the intensity and form of the shock

wave, and many of the features of the bubble oscilla-

tion, can be predicted exactly for one quantity of

explosive if they are known for another quantity of

the same explosive substance. To give a precise state-

ment of the rule by which this prediction can be

made: suppose two experiments are carried out with

the same explosive material, the shape of the charge

and the position of the detonation being the same in

both cases, but the linear dimensions of the second

charge being /3 times as great as those of the first.

Then the rule states that if the pressure is p and the

velocity of the water is u at a distance r from the first

charge, at time t after the detonation starts, the same

pressure p and velocity u will obtain at a distance /3r

in the corresponding direction from the second

charge, at a time fit after the detonation starts. This

rule can be applied to the shock wave provided that

the range from the explosion is sufficiently short so

that the dissipative or dispersive efifects responsible

for slowing the time of rise to maximum pressure (see

Section 9.2.1) have not had an appreciable effect on

the pressure-time curve. The applicability of the rule

to the later oscillation of the bubble is more limited

and will be discussed in Section 8.(). The physical

basis of the rule will be taken up in Section 8.4.3.

The phenomena which occur when a propellant

charge is set off under water are similar to those just

described for high explosives, with the important ex-

ception that because of the comparatively slow burn-

ing of the explosive, the pressure transmitted to the

water builds up gradually over a period of time, and

does not usually create a steep-fronted shock wave.

Thus instead of the sort of pressure-distance graph

shown in Figure 1, a propellant would give a graph

more like Figure 2. The division of the disturbance

I
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Figure 2. Pressure distribution in the water a short

time after ignition of a propellant charge.

into an outgoing pressure pulse and a residual bubble

oscillation can usually still be made, but the propor-

tion of the total energy which appears in the pressure

pulse from a propellant is much smaller than that

which appears in the shock wave from a high ex-

plosive, and the maximum of the pressure is very

much smaller.' The exact characteristics of the pres-

sure pulse depend upon the rate of burning of the

charge, which varies greatly depending on the type

of propellant and the grain size.

The following sections discuss in greater detail the

previously mentioned features of the disturbance due

to a high explosive.

8.3 SHOCK FRONTS

The steep-fronted shock waves mentioned in Sec-

tion 8.2 represent a form toward which all very in-

tense pressure disturbances tend to develop. In this

section and the following section we shall show why
this is true and shall show that many of the charac-

teristics of shock waves, such as the velocity of

propagation of the shock front and the rate of dissi-

pation of energy into heat, can be expressed as func-

tions of the pressure jump, that is, the amount by

which the pressure immediately behind the shock

front exceeds the pressure in the undisturbed water

in front of it. Characteristics of shock waves from
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explosions which depend on other factors beside the

pressure jump will be treated in Section 8.5.

It is a familiar fact that the laws of acoustics are a

limiting case of the laws of hydrodynamics for a com-

pressible fluid and are valid only in the limit of very

small amplitudes of pressure and velocity. According

to these laws of acoustics, all pressure disturbances

are transmitted as waves with velocity c = (dp/dp)',

the derivative being understood, in the case of all

ordinary fluids, to relate to the change of pressure p
with density p in an adiabatic change. For the special

case of a plane wave traveling in the positive x direc-

tion, the pressure in the acoustic approximation is

simply a function of (x — ct), where t is the time; any

such wave is thus propagated forward with velocity c

without change of shape. For a disturbance of large

amplitude this is no longer true. The shape of the

wave will, in general, change as it progresses. The

way in which the changes of shape take place can be

calculated by a method of reasoning due to Riemann,

the mathematical form of which will be given later in

Section 8.4.1. Here we shall be content to give a

simple qualitative explanation of Riemann's ideas.

-VELOCITY (e,1-u,)

FiGUEE 3. Development of a shock wave in one dimen-
sion.

Suppose we have a plane wave of the form shown
in Figure 3A advancing in the positive x direction.

Let the particle velocity at x = Xi be mi, and let that

at 2 = a;2 be 1^2. If we use acoustic theory as a first

approximation, we have Mi « pi/c, Ui ~ pi/c, where

Pi and p2 are the pressures at Xi and Xi respectively.*

Now imagine an observer moving with the velocity Mi,

so that to this observer the fluid at the point xi is

instantaneously at rest. Any small additional dis-

turbance, such as the bump A, will seem to this ob-

server to be propagated forward with the velocity

C\ = {dp/dp)\^p^. Relative to the original system of

reference, therefore, this bump will advance with

velocity (ci -|- Mi). Similarly the bump B will ad-

vance with velocity (c2 + Ui). Now the fact that

Pi > P2 implies, as shown above for the acoustic

approximation, that Mi •> Wi\ moreover, the equa-

tion of state of all ordinary fluids is such that this

fact also implies C\ > (h- Thus (ci -f- Ui) > (ci + U2)

and bump A advances faster than B, so that after a

short interval of time the pressure pulse will have

somewhat the form shown in Figure 3B. This il-

lustrates Riemann's result, that in an advancing

wave the parts of higher amplitude move faster than

those of lower amplitude. If continued long enough,

this difference in velocity would cause the high pres-

sure point A to overtake the low pressure B; how-

ever, before this occurs, the curve of p against x will

acquire a vertical, or nearly vertical, tangent at some

intermediate point C, as shown in Figure 3C. In the

neighborhood of this point the pressure gradient and

velocity gradient will be very large, and it will no

longer be permissible to neglect the effects of viscos-

ity and heat conduction, which have been omitted

from Riemann's equations. It turns out that viscosity

and heat conduction, by converting mechanical

energy into heat, slow up the rate of advance of the

high pressure regions, the amount of this slowing up
becoming greater the larger the gradient of pressure

and velocity. Thus a stage will eventually be reached,

as in Figure 3D, where the steepness of the rise from

A to E is just sufficient to keep A from overtaking E.

This state of affairs constitutes a shock wave. Since

in practice this limiting value of the time of rise is

extremely short, the shock wavebegins withan almost

instantaneous rise of pressure.

The importance of this phenomenon of Riemann's

in the understanding of explosive soimd is not merely

that it explains the origin of shock waves, which

could simply be taken for granted, but that it also

explains how the characteristics of the disturbance

behind a shock front change with the time. This vari-

ation will be discussed in Section 8.5.

' Throughout this chapter the symbol
denote "is approximately equal to."

will be used to
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From what has been said previously it would ap-

pear that any niafhoniatifal theory of the propaga-

tion of a shock front would have to he based on

hydrodynamical equations of sufficiently complicated

form to include the effects of viscosity and heat con-

duction. Fortunately, however, a very simple analysis

based on the laws of conservation of mass, momen-

tum, and energy suffices to determine the relation

between pressure, particle velocity, temperature, and

similar factors, just behind the shock front, and the

velocity of propagation of the front. A detailed ap-

plication of the laws of viscosity and heat conduction

turns out to be necessary only if we are interested in

phenomena in the shock front itself, that is, phenom-

ena taking place in the very thin layer of water within

which the abrupt rise of pressure takes place.

The simple analysis just mentioned, due to Rankine

and Hugoniot, will be described at length in Section

8.4.2. It will be shown there, among other things,

that in ordinary fluids a negative shock is impossible,

in other words, that a discontinuity in pressure and

density can only be propagated toward the region of

lower pressure, and that the velocity V with which a

shock front advances, relative to the undisturbed

fluid in front of it, is greater than the velocity of

sound [the value of (dp/rfp)'] in the undisturbed fluid

ahead of the shock front.

The thickness of the region within which the pres-

sure rises from po to pi is of course determined by the

dissipative phenomena, namely, viscosity, heat con-

duction, and any other sources of dissipation, such as

bubbles, w-hich may be present in sea water. A precise

mathematical treatment of these factors would be

difficult, but order-of-magnitude considerations to be

given in Section 8.4.4 indicate that close to the ex-

plosion this thickness should be very small; at a

distance where the pressure jump is 100 atmospheres,

for example, as is the case at a range of about 1 ft

from a Number 8 detonating cap, the shock front

should be less than 0.001 cm thick, perhaps much
less. In this region the thickness of the shock front

is a function only of the magnitude of the pressure

jump and decreases as the latter increases. It might

be supposed that the time of rise would be connected

with the time required for the detonation wave to

travel across the explosive charge, but this is not the

case unless the charge is extremely elongated, since

the Riemann "overtaking effect" will succeed in

making the shock front vertical before the shock

wave has advanced an appreciable distance from the

charge.

With increasing distance from the charge the pres-

sure amplitude becomes .small, and eventually the

overtaking etTect will become negligible in comparison

with the dissipative processes which tend to .smooth

out the abrupt rise in pressure. In homogeneous sea

water, however, the thickness of a shock front should

remain quite small until it has traveled a considerable

distance. Thus, for example, it can be shown that the

thickness of the shock front at 50 yd from the ex-

plosion of a detonating cap should probably be only

a fraction of a centimeter, corresponding to a few

microseconds or less for the time of rise of the pres-

sure at a given point.

Experimental information on the thickness of

shock fronts, or equivalently the time of rise of the

pressure at a given point, must be treated with cau-

tion. The measured value of time of rise can easily

be completely falsified by inadequate frequency

response characteristics of the hydrophone and re-

cording equipment; in particular, the finite size of

the hydrophone seems to have rather more effect on

the time of rise than one would at first suppose. A
very careful series of experiments has been conducted

at NRL2 on shock waves from detonating caps con-

taining about half a gram of high explosive, at

ranges from 1 to 30 ft. In these experiments the time

taken for the pressure in the shock wave to rise to

its maximum value was measured under the best

conditions as about 0.3 microsecond (Msec) at all

ranges, and since this was about the same as the

estimated resolving time of the apparatus used, these

experiments support the theoretical expectation of

the preceding paragraph that the time of rise should

be exceedingly minute. Other experiments supporting

this expectation have been made at the Underwater

Explosives Research Laboratory at Woods Hole,'

using 3^-lb charges and ranges of the order of 10 ft;

however, the resolving time of the apparatus for these

experiments was only about 4 fisec. Measurements

made at ranges of the order of hundreds of feet,

however, seem to show quite an appreciable time of

rise;^-'' this effect, which is probably instrumental

but may possibly be related in some way to oceano-

graphic conditions, will be discussed at length in

Section 9.2.1.

8.4 THEORY OF NONLINEAR PRESSURE

WAVES AND SHOCK FRONTS

The four following sections will be devoted to a

mathematical discussion of some of the topics which
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have been treated briefly in the preceding sections.

Although this material is essential to a complete

understanding of explosive phenomena, the con-

tinuity of the chapter will not be impaired by omis-

sion of these sections provided the reader is willing

to accept on faith those results from them which

have already been quoted.

A more complete account of the theory of waves of

finite amplitude and shock waves is given in a report

issued by the Applied Mathematics Panel/ and in

textbooks on hydrodynamics.*

8.4.1 Riemann's Theory of Waves
of Finite Amplitude

In Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 the equations of motion

of a perfect fluid were derived on the assumption that

the amplitude of the disturbance was small, so that

the acceleration of a particle of the fluid could be ap-

proximated by the partial derivative of the velocity

with respect to time. Since we wish in this section to

treat disturbances for which this approximation will

not be valid, we must start from a more exact form

of the equations of motion. As before, let x,y,z be

three rectangular coordinates in space, t the time,

and Ui,Uy,Us the three components of particle velocity

in the fluid. As shown in Section 2.1.2, the x com-

ponent of the acceleration of a particle of the fluid is

3Mi dU:c dUi dUi dUi— = h Mx h Uy h Mj— ,

dt dt dx dy dz
(1)

and this, when multiplied by the density p, must
equal fx, the x component of force per unit volume.

According to Section 2.1.3, fx is related to the distri-

bution of pressure p by

dx

Thus the exact equation of motion for the x com-

ponent of velocity is

dUx . dUx 1 dp

p dx
'

and applying the same reasoning to the y and z com-

ponents, we get the remaining equations of motion

dUx
,

dUx
^

- -.
,

dt dx dy dz
(2)

dUy dUy dUy dUy

dt dx dy dz

du du.

Idp

pdy'

Idp

p dz

Let us now consider a disturbance in which the pres-

sure and velocity are functions only of x and t, inde-

dUz du^

dt dx dy dz

(3)

(4)

pendent of y and z. For such a disturbance the equa-

tion of continuity [equation (2) of Section 2.1.1]

becomes

dp d{pUx)

dt dx

and equation (2) becomes

= 0, (5)

(6)

dUx dUx 1 dp

dt dx p dx

Riemann discovered that the two equations (5) and

(6) could be put into a symmetrical and useful form

by introducing the variable

dp

Kdp/ p

where po is a reference value of the density which is

most conveniently chosen equal to the density of the

imdisturbed fluid. By using this equation and the

abbreviation c = {dp/dp)% equation (5) becomes

r/dp\h

J pa \dp f
(7)

dp 9^ dp d\f/ dUx
= h Ux- h p

d<p dt d-if/ dx dx

or
a^ d^

h Ux— =
dt dx

and equation (6) becomes

dUx dUx
1- Ux— =

dt dx

dij/ dUx
p- = — c-

dp dx

1 dp dp dTp

p dp d}// dx

d^p
-c

dx

dUx

dx
(8)

(9)

Adding equations (8) and (9) gives

+ (Ux + c)

dt dx
= 0, (10)

and subtracting equation (9) from equation (8) gives

similarly

djyp — Ux)

dt
+ (Ux — c)

d{^ - Ux)

dx
0. (11)

Equation (10) states that the quantity {\p -\- Ux) is

propagated in the x direction with velocity {Ux + c)

while equation (11) states that the quantity (^ — Ux)

is propagated with velocity {Ux — c), that is, since

ordinarily c > Ux, is propagated in the negative

X direction with velocity (c — Ux). These are Rie-

mann's results.

The significance of these equations can be seen by

considering a disturbance which is initially confined

within the range a < a; < 6. For such a disturbance

both (i// + Ux) and (tp — Ux) are initially zero below

X = a and above x = b. The region in which (^ + Ux)
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is different from zero will advance toward increasing

X while the region in which (xp — u^) differs from zero

will recede in the opposite direction. Eventually

these two regions will separate and leave between

them an interval within which both (^ + Uj,) and

(^ — Mi) are zero so that the Huid is at rest at its

normal density po- The original disturbance has thus

been split up into two progressive waves traveling in

opposite directions. In the wave which travels in the

positive X direction (^ + Ux) is finite while (^ — u^)

is zero ; in this wave, therefore, ^ = Ux and both the

density and the particle velocity are propagated for-

ward with the velocity (mj + c) = (^ + c). Since for

all ordinary fluids both xf/ and c increase with in-

creasing pressure, this velocity of propagation will be

greater the greater the pressure, and any disturbance

\\'\\\ ultimately develop as shown in Figure 3. After

the wave front becomes very steep, of course, the

basic equation (2) or (6) is no longer valid and must

be modified to take account of the effects of viscosity

and heat conduction, which are negligible for waves

of more gradual profile.

Most practical applications, such as pressure waves

produced by explosions, involve spherical waves di-

verging from a source rather than plane waves of the

type we have been discussing. It can be shown, how-

ever, that spherical waves have properties very simi-

lar to those just established for plane waves in that

the high-pressure regions travel faster than the low-

pressure regions and tend to overtake them. This

overtaking effect becomes slower and slower as the

wave advances farther from its source because of

the decreasing amplitude of the disturbance due to

spherical spreading. For this reason, a pressure pulse

radiating from a small source has to be extremely

intense if it is to develop a shock front by means of

the overtaking effect; rough calculations^ have shown
that pressure pulses of the amplitudes ordinarily ob-

tained from echo-ranging transducers will be only

very slightly distorted by the overtaking effect and
will not develop shock fronts.^ However, in the case

of transmissions at supersonic frequencies this slight

distortion of the wave profile might be detectable by
a receiver timed to twice the original frequency.

8.4.2 The Rankine-Hugoniot
Theory of Shock Fronts

We have seen in the preceding sections and Figure 3

how any pressure wave of sufficiently large amplitude

ultimately develops an extremely steep shock front

within which the motion of the fluid will be strongly

influenced by factors such as visco.sity and heat con-

duction which do not appear in the equations of

motion of perfect fluids. Certain characteristics of

such a shock front can be predicted only by a theory

which takes account of these additional factors ex-

plicitly; one such characteristic, which will be dis-

cussed in Section 8.4.4, is the thickness of the region

within which the abrupt rise in pressure takes place.

Fortunately, however, it was discovered by Rankine

and Hugoniot in the last century that many valuable

conclusions could be drawn merely by applying the

laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy

to the motion of the fluid, without bothering at all

about the details of phenomena in the shock front.

To show how this can be done, let us consider the

mass of fluid contained in a flat cylinder having unit

cross-sectional area and having its end planes parallel

to, and respectively ahead of and behind, the shock

front. A side view of such a cylinder is shown at a

particular time t by the full line ABCD in Figure 4,

HIGH PRESSURE REGION

P,,^,. u,

u,dt
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AD oi the cylinder to be very small but still very

much greater than the thickness of the shock front,

that is, of the region within which the rapid rise of

pressure takes place. It will then be legitimate to

treat the pressure, density, and velocity as having

constant values pi, pi, ui, over that part ABFS of the

cylinder which lies behind the shock front. Ahead of

the shock front, of course, the fluid is at rest with

undisturbed values po, po, of the pressure and density.

Remembering that the cylinder has unit cross sec-

tion, the mass of fluid in it may be written as

P,IS + PoSD.

If we let the boundary of the cyhnder move with the

water, this cannot change in the course of time. Now,
after the interval dt. shown in the figure, the mass is

PiA^' + poWD
and since SD - WD = Vdt

and A'S' - AS ^ (V - ui)dt

where V is the speed with which the shock front ad-

vances, the two expressions given for the mass can

be equal only if

Pi(V - Ml) = poF. (12)

Similar equations can be derived by applying, in-

stead of the law of conservation of mass, the laws of

conservation of momentum or energy. Thus, the

change in the momentum of the cylinder of Figure 4

in the time dt is

PiMi(F — ui)dt

and this must be equated to dt times the force

(pi — Po) acting on the cylinder which gives

PlMi(F — Ml) = Pi — Po. (13)

For the energy equation, if we denote the internal

energy per unit mass of the fluid in front of and be-

hind the shock front respectively by eo and €i and
remember that the moving part of the fluid has

kinetic energy 3^it? per unit mass, we can write for

the change in the total energy of the cylinder during

the time dt

4-1) (V — ui)dt — potoVdt.

This must be equal to the product of the pressure pi

by the distance uidt through which the rear boundary

of the cylinder has been pushed. Thus, we get the

final equation

4-1) (V - Ml) — pocoF = piMi. (14)

The three equations (12), (13), and (14), when
augmented by known relations between the thermo-

dynamic parameters of the fluid, can be shown to

determine all the quantities pi,pi,Mi,F,ti in terms of

any one of them, when po and po are given. The equa-

tions may be put in a more explicit form as follows.

From equation (12),

Ml = V.
Pi

Inserting this and equation (12) into equation (13),

Pi Po

Po-
Pl

F^ = Pi Po

' PoVpi — Po /Po\Pi — Po

whence, from equation (15),

Ml ]'

(Pi — Po)(pi - Po)

PoPi
(17)

Finally, if we insert the expression (12) into the first

term of (14), and the expression (15) into the right-

hand side,

Pol'l «i i- — J — Pol^€o = poK—
whence, using equation (17),

PoPi

«i — «o = Pi-
Pi — Po Ml

PoPi 2

(18)

Pi — PC (pi — Po)/pi — Po\
= Vi ^— (

)'

PoPi ^ \ PoPi /

or ei - «o = ^(pi -I- po){ )•

\Po Pi/

In the discussion leading to these equations, we
have spoken of the region behind the advancing shock

front as the "high-pressure region," although all the

equations which have been written would still be

valid if pi were less than po instead of greater. How-
ever, it is easy to show from the energy equation (18)

that in ordinary fluids a "rarefactional shock wave,"

that is, one for which pi < po, cannot exist. To prove

this, consider the pressure-volume diagrams shown

in Figure 5. The state of the undisturbed fluid of the

shock front is represented by the point So. If the fluid

were gradually and adiabatically compressed to den-

sity pi, it would reach the state S'l. Now, according to

the second law of thermodynamics, any sudden com-

pression to this density involving irreversible proc-

esses must leave the fluid in a state which is hotter

than S'ly in other words, since pressure normally in-
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creases with increasing temperature, the point Si

corresponding to the state of the fluid behind the

shock front must He above S'l, as shown. That this

is entirely consistent with equation (18) for a com-

pressional shock wave can be seen from the upper

half of Figure 5. The right side of equation (18)

represents the area of the trapezoid under the straight

line SijSo, while the energy difference between S[ and

So is represented by the area under the adiabatic

curve between these two points. If the adiabatic

curve is concave upward, as it is for all normal fluids,

the area under the trapezoid will exceed the area

under the curve, and this is consistent with the

known fact that <Si has a higher temperature, hence

a higher energy, than SJ. For a rarefactional shock

wave, on the other hand, the energy of S'l is lower

than that of So by an amount represented by the area

under the adiabatic curve between these two points

in the lower half of Figure 5, and since the area of the

trapezoid is again greater than this, equation (18)

could not be satisfied unless Si had less energy than

S'l. Thus, a rarefactional shock is impossible for a

normal fluid,'' as is indeed to be expected from the

fact, proved in Section 8.4.1, that regions of high

pressure advance faster than those of low pressure.

It is instructive to compare the equations (16) and

(17) with the corresponding relations of acoustical

theory to which they reduce in the limit. To verify

the latter statement we may note that for a disturb-

ance of infinitesimal amplitude, equation (18) re-

duces to the law of adiabatic compression, while

equations (16) and (13) become respectively"

\dp/

and Ml

^dp.

Pi - Po Pi - Po

pi(F — Ml) pc

For disturbances of large amplitude, however, it is

I' A British report'" questions this conclusion on the basis of

certain theoretical calculations and of some photographs of

rarefactional waves. However, the computed example cited

there of a "negative shock front" is merely a normal com-
pressional shock when viewed in a system of reference in

which the fluid ahead of it is at rest. Moreover, the rarefac-

tional waves which have been photographed must be regarded

as mere acoustic disturbances; the resolution of the photo-
graphs is insufficient to distinguish a discontinuous shock

front from a gradual pressure front which has a fairly appre-

ciable thickness.

" Throughout this chapter the symbol ~' will be used to

denote asymptotic equality; in other words, it implies that the

quantity on the left equals the quantity on the right plus other

terms whose ratio to the quantity written approaches zero in

the limiting process being considered.

easily seen from the top half of Figure 5 that for all

ordinary fluids the value of V given by equation (16)

is greater than the value Co of (dp/dp)'' in the undis-

turbed fluid. For the quantity under the radical in

equation (16) is just 1/pl times the slope of the

straight line SiSo while Co is 1/pl times the slope of

the tangent to the adiabatic curve at So- By a similar

argument it can be shown that for a fluid such as

PRESSURE

COMPRESSIONAL SHOCK WAVE

J±
» SPECIFIC VOLUME Vp

PRESSURE

RAREFACTIONAL SHOCK WAVE
(IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE FLUID SHOWN)

SPECIFIC VOLUME \/p

Figure 5. Pressure-volume diagram of the changes

occurring in a shock front.

water, for which S'l and *Si are very close together

(F — Ml) is less than ci, the value of (dp/dp)- im-

mediately behind the shock front. These results mean
that small disturbances created behind the shock

front may overtake it, but that no small disturbance

can be propagated from the shock front into the un-

disturbed fluid ahead.

In fluids such as water and air, the dissipative

phenomena taking place in the shock front gradually

convert the mechanical energy of a shock wave into

heat, causing the amplitude of the wave to decrease

as it advances by an amount additional to the

familiar decrease due to spherical divergence. A
sufficiently intense shock wave traversing a high ex-

plosive, however, can maintain itself indefinitely be-

cause of the energy supplied by the chemical con-

version of the explosive into gaseous products; such

a shock wave would constitute a detonation wave.
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8.4.3 The Law of Similarity

According to the theory outlined in Sections 8.4.1

and 8.4.2 the disturbance created in the water by an

explosion is uniquely determined by

:

1. The forces which the explosive gases exert on

the water near them.

2. The Hugoniot equations (16), (17), and (18),

which hold across the advancing shock front.

3. The equation of continuity [equation (2) of

Section 2.1.1].

4. The equations of motion (2), (3), and (4),

which hold true to a very good approximation at all

points of the water except points in the shock front.

5. The thermodynamic properties of the water,

that is, the relations, such as the equation of state, be-

tween pressure, density, and energy. Moreover, from

what has been said previously concerning the nature

of detonation waves, it is likely that the course of

events within the explosive material itself is deter-

mined by a similar set of equations, so that factor 1

can be derived from laws of the same type as 2,

3, 4, and 5. Now suppose a disturbance to be

given which satisfies all these equations, and is

described by

V = vix,y,z,t)

P = p{^,y,z,t)

Ur = u^{x,y,z,t)

Uy = Uy{x,y,z,t)

Uz = Uz{x,y,z,t)

Then it can easily be verified by substitution that all

the equations mentioned in 2, 3, and 4 outlined

previously and the laws 5 as well, will be satisfied

at all points except those in a thin layer at the shock

front, by a disturbance described by p' ,p' ,u!„Uy,ul

where

p'(x,y,z,t) = pipx,fiy,Pz,m

p'{x,y,z,t) = pil3x,Py,Pz,pt)

u'^{x,y,z,t) = u^{^xfiy,pzfit)

etc., that is, by a disturbance identical with the first

except that the distance and time scales have been

changed by a factor fi. A scale relationship of this

sort may be expected to hold both in the explosive

material and in the water, and if the linear dimension

D' of the explosive in the second case is made equal

to /3 times the corresponding dimension D in the first

case, the disturbances in both the explosive and the

water can be scaled together.

This law of similarity relating to disturbances pro-

duced by different quantities of the same explosive

has been fairly accurately verified experimentally at

ranges for which the peak pressure in the shock wave,

is of the order of an atmosphere and above.' Provided

the shape of the explosive charge and the position at

which the detonation is initiated are the same on the

two scales, an appreciable departure from the simi-

larity law could be caused only by failure of the equa-

tions of motion (2), (3), and (4) to hold behind the

shock front in the water, or by a failure of either the

water or the explosive to have thermodynamic prop-

erties independent of the scale of times involved. A
phenomenon of the latter type might conceivably

occur, for example, in an aluminized explosive, if the

reaction of the grains of aluminum with the hot gases

were so slow that the reaction occupied an appreciable

part of the volume behind the detonation front.

However, the fact that significant departures from

the scaling law have not been observed at the ranges

mentioned indicates that such phenomena are not

serious. As for the possibility of failure of the basic

assumptions to be fulfilled in the water, such a failure

could be caused only by bubbles or other extraordi-

nary dissipative mechanisms; as far as is known, the

effect of these only becomes appreciable at very long

ranges (see Section 9.2.1). Ordinary viscosity and

heat conduction can be shown to have a negligible

effect on the scale used in experimental work. It

should be remembered, of course, that the derivation

we have given of the similarity rule does not apply

in the very thin region of the shock front in which the

abrupt rise of pressure takes place; as will be shown

in the next section, the thickness of this region does

not ordinarily scale proportionally to the factor /3

used previously.

8.4.4 Theoretical Thickness of a

Shock Front

We have seen in the preceding sections that it is

for many purposes unnecessary to consider the de-

tails of phenomena occurring in a shock front, and

that many useful conclusions can be drawn by think-

ing of a shock front merely as a surface in the fluid

across which the pressure and other quantities change

discontinuously. However, these conclusions will be

valid only if the thickness of the region in which the

pressure rise takes place is very small; and to make

our theoretical discussion complete we should verify

that this is the case. Moreover, a study of the factors
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influencing the thickne.ss of a shock front can be

valuable in that it may help us to evaluate and

interpret experiments which purport to measure the

time of rise of the pressure at the front of a shock

wave.

As has been explained previously, the Rieniann

overtaking effect tends to make any pressure pulse

develop an infinitely steep front in the course of time,

and this tendency can be counteracted only by factors

neglected in the equations of motion of a perfect

fluid, on which Riemann's analysis is based. These

factors, of which viscosity and heat conduction are

the most obvious, must include the dissipative phe-

nomena responsible for the fact that the internal

energy of the fluid behind the shock front, as given

by equation (18), is greater than that which the fluid

would have if it were compressed reversibly and

adiabatically to the density pi. This fact provides a

clue which we can use to get a rough estimate of the

thickness of the shock front. For, the amount of

energy dissipated into heat per unit time by any
given dissipative mechanism will be dependent on

the thickness of the shock front, in other words, de-

pendent on the rapidity with which the pressure

changes from po to pi. This dissipated energy must
be equal to the product of the mass of water crossing

the shock front per unit time by the amount of

energy dissipated per unit mass; this quantity being

for all practical purposes simply the difference in

energy between the states Si and S'l in Figure 5. As
will be shown later, the latter quantity can be calcu-

lated from equation (18) in terms of the pressure

jump (pi — po) and the known properties of water; for

small amplitudes it is proportional to the cube of the

pressure jump. Since all reasonable dissipative phe-

nomena create heat more rapidly the more suddenly

they are made to take place, the greater the pressure

jump the thinner the shock front must be in order

to dissipate the required amount of energy. Thus if

we can show that the shock front should be quite thin

for a fairly weak shock wave, it must be even thinner

for a strong one.

We shall therefore begin by calculating the ap-

proximate value of the dissipated energy for a weak
shock wave. Referring to the upper diagram in

Figure 5, we wish to calculate the energy difference

(«! — e'l) between the states Si and S'l.

Since by equation (18) the difference (ei — to)

equals the area of the trapezoid under the line SoSi

while the difference {t[ — eo) equals the area under

the adiabatic curve from S'l to iSo, we must have

id — t'i)= area of region between iSi<So and adia-

batic curve

= area of segment between S[So and adia-

batic curve -|- area of triangle S'lSoSi.

Now the area of the triangle S'lSoSi is equal to half

the product of its altitude (1/po — 1/pi) by its base

(Vi ~ Pi)- Since the latter quantity is in the limit of

.small amplitudes proportional to (ei — ej), we can

make the area of the triangle as small as we like com-
pared to (fi — ei) by taking the amplitude of the

shock wave sufficiently small. Thus, for sufficiently

weak shock waves

(ci — ei) -^ area of segment between S'lSo and adia-

batic curve

\po Pi/
M - - -

) (19)
<Po Pi/

where the constant k is proportional to the curvature

of the adiabatic curve and has the numerical value

1.5 X 10'" in cgs units for pure water.

Let us now consider the mechanism by which dis-

sipation of energy occurs in the shock front. For any

assumed mechanism the rate of this dissipation can be

calculated, at least roughly, as a function of the thick-

ness of the shock front and the magnitude of the

pressure jump. Of the two most obvious mechanisms,

viscosity and heat conduction, the former gives much
the greater dissipation, and accordingly we shall carry

through the calculation only for the case of dissipa-

tion by viscosity. According to the theory of viscous

fluids, the mechanical energy converted into heat per

unit time in a fluid having a coefficient of shear viscos-

ity
fj.

is given, for one-dimensional motion such as that

in a plane wave traveling in the x direction, by

Dissipation per unit volume per unit time

'duX
dx / \p

by the equation of continuity. If 8 is the thickness of

the shock front— the thickness of the region within

which most of the change in density from the value

Po to the value pi takes place— we have, roughly, for

a weak shock wave,

Idp _^ c(pi — po)

p dt poS

Multiplying equation (20) by the thickness 5 gives a

rough value for the dissipated energy per unit time

per unit area of the shock front

:

Dissipation per unit area per unit time

2mc^(pi — po)^

=-(5y=-ef (20)

5po

(21)
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This must be equated to the product of the expres-

sion (19) by the mass of water which unit area of the

shock front traverses in unit time, that is, since we
are assuming the shock wave to be weak, by pic:

2juc-(pi — poY
Picki )

\po Pl/

By solving this for 5

2/iCpipo

5po

2/iCpo
" w ^ w ^

(22)
K(Pl — Po) K(Pl — Po)

With the value given above for k and the value

fi = 0.01 cgs unit characteristic of pure water at

room temperature, equation (22) becomes

2 X 10-'

5 (in cm)
(pi - Po)(ingm/cc)

4.5 X 10^

(pi — Po)(in d3nnes/cm2)
(23)

More refined calculations of this type have been

made'' and indicate that, in fact, nearly all the

calculated jump in pressure occurs within an interval

of the thickness given by equation (23).*

If we are to regard the relations (22) and (23) as

giving a valid estimate of the order of magnitude of

the thickness of a shock front in sea water, we must
assume three things:

1. That the Hugoniot equation (18) is sufficiently

accurate.

2. That the curvature of the adiabatic for sea

water is roughly the same as for pure water.

3. That the rate of dissipation of energy is of the

same order as that due to shear viscosity.

The last of these assumptions is known to be true

for sinusoidal disturbances in pure water at fre-

quencies from 1 to 100 mc.'^ Since, according to Sec-

tion 5.2.2, the absorption in sea water seems to ap-

proach that in pure water at frequencies near 1 mc,

it is reasonable to expect this assimiption to hold in

the sea for values of 8 between say 0.1 and 0.001 cm,

and perhaps for much smaller values. The second

assumption would fail if the water contained many
bubbles, but calculations show that this would

happen only for an unreasonably large concentration

of bubbles. The Hugoniot equation depends for its

vaUdity on 5 being very small. Although no reliable

calculation of its range of validity has been made, it

is not hard to show that the equation (19) derived

from the Hugoniot equation should be correct as to

order of magnitude for explosive waves from ordinary

sources when the pressure amplitude (pi — po) is

greater than about 100 atmospheres. Unfortunately,

at 100 atmospheres amplitude the value of 8 given

by equation (23) is 4.5 X 10"* cm, a value so small

that it is conceivable that assumption (3) might fail.

Thus, about all that can be concluded from the pre-

ceding analysis is that with a typical explosive source

the thickness of the shock front at a distance where

the pressure amplitude is 100 atmospheres is probably

not greater than about 0.001 cm and may be much
smaller.

At greater distances from the explosion, a probable

upper bound to the thickness of the shock front can

be set by neglecting the Riemann overtaking effect,

which tends to make the shock front steeper, and

imagining the pressure pulse to be propagated out-

ward according to the laws of acoustics, subject to

the same attenuating mechanisms as sinusoidal

sound. By the method of Fourier analysis (see Sec-

tion 9.2.4 and Figure 13 in Chapter 9) it can be esti-

mated that to avoid inconsistency with the values

given in Section 5.2.2 for the attenuation at high

frequencies the thickness of the shock front should

not exceed a fraction of a centimeter after it has

traveled 50 yd through homogeneous sea water. A
greater thickness could be produced only by in-

homogeneity of the medium or by a highly nonlinear

absorption, that is, by some mechanism which would

be much more effective in absorbing energy from a

disturbance of large amplitude than from a weak
disturbance.

8.5 STRUCTURE AND DECAY OF
SHOCK WAVES

When a shock wave from an explosion passes a

given point in the water, the initial behavior of the

pressure as a fimction of time consists ordinarily in

a roughly exponential dropping off, as shown

schematically in Figure 1. The time required for the

pressure to fall to 1/e times its value just behind the

shock front is of the order of 15 /tsec for a Number 6

detonating cap and 600 jusec for a 300-lb depth charge.

This decay time depends somewhat upon the type of

explosive being used, and it may depend slightly

upon the range; for any given explosive it varies as

the cube root of the charge weight, in accordance

with the similarity rule given in Sections 8.2 and

8.4.3. After the pressure has fallen to ^{5 or }/[o its

peak value, however, the decay of pressure is much
more gradual than would correspond to an exponen-

tial law. Theories of the shock wave" predict a "tail"
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in which the pressure dies off with the time t approxi-

mately as t~*'^. This law cannot of course hold in-

definitely, since the momentum integral Spdt must
be finite; the theory of bubble motion to be discussed

in Section 8.6 predicts that the excess pressure should

eventually go through zero and become weakly nega-

tive as the gas bubble expands. For many purposes

this tail is unimportant, but its contribution to the

momentimi integral may exceed that of the earlier

part of the shock wave. Detailed experimental infor-

mation on the tail is almost entirely lacking since

spurious signals due to the impact of the shock wave
on the cables leading to the pressure gauge usually

mask the latter part of the tail.

'1

20

10 •

Figure 6. Peak pressure and speed of the .shock front

near a spherical charge of cast TNT.

Under some conditions small secondary peaks or

fluctuations may appear in the measured pressure-

time curve. These may be due to any of a variety

of causes. Sometimes the effect is spurious, being due

to instrumental factors— for example, diffraction of

the pressure pulse around the hydrophone and its

supports or shock excitation of vibrations in the

hydrophone.^ Irregularities genuinely present in the

explosive wave itself have been observed, however.

Sometimes these occur under exceptional circum-

stances, such as for shots fired on the bottom,'* for

cylindrical charges detonated at one end rather than

in the center,"''"' for charges surrounded by an air

pocket,'"" and for charges which fail to detonate com-
pletely because of inadequate boostering.'^ More-
over, even for spherical charges detonated at the

center, the tail of the shock wave shows a small but
reproducible hump or shoulder, who.se magnitude de-

pends upon the type of explosive.

In accordance with the theory of Section 8.4.2, it is

to be expected that the speed of advance of a shock

wave at great distances from the explosion will be the

normal speed of sound, but that at close distances

the speed of advance will be considerably greater.

Moreover, we should not be surprised to find other

departures from the usual laws of acoustics. The
upper diagram of Figure 6 gives some experimental

values of the peak pressure in the shock wave as a

function of the distance r from an explosion and shows
fitted to these points a theoretical curve which,

though only approximate, should give a reasonably

reliable extrapolation of the peak pressure for smaller

values of r.'^ If the disturbance followed the ordinary

laws of acoustics, the curve would be a horizontal line.

The lower diagram of Figure 6 shows the velocity of

the shock front as a function of distance from the

charge, this curve being related to that of the upper

diagram by equation (16) of Section 8.4.2. It will be

seen that as r increases the pressure becomes more
and more nearly inversely proportional to r, as it

should be in the acoustic approximation. It has been

shown theoretically, however, that even in a prac-

tically ideal fluid the peak pressure in a shock wave
is not asymptotically proportional to 1/r at large

distances, but that instead

Constant
Pmax

'-(:;)]'
(24)

where ri is a quantity of the same order as the initial

radius r^ of the explosive charge.'^ This deviation

from acoustical laws is due to the dissipation of

energy in the shock front. The relation (24) has been

confirmed experimentally- at NRL for No. 6 detonat-

ing caps at ranges of 1 and 31.3 ft. The ratio

('Pmax)l ft /(r^max)31.3 ft was found in these experi-

ments to be 1.31 + 0.04, while the ratio

W^31.3 ft

['<J'
1ft
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is 1.32. It is not to be expected, however, that equa-

tion (24) will hold true indefinitely as the range is in-

creased, for its theoretical derivation assumes the rise

in pressure at the shock front to be instantaneous,

and neglects any dissipation of energy behind the

shock front. At large ranges neither of these assump-

tions is valid, and we should expect the decrease of

pressure with distance to obey a law similar to the

attenuation of sinusoidal sound (see Sections 2.5 and

9.2.1).

The theory just mentioned also predicts that the

duration of the pressure in a shock wave should

slowly but continually increase as the range increases.

This effect is due to the fact that, according to Rie-

marm's theory, the more intense front part of the

wave should travel faster than the less intense tail.

Specifically, the theory predicts that if at large

values of the distance r from the charge the pressiu^e

in the wave is approximated by an exponential

V = Pmaxe^''*, then the duration parameter should

be given by

-^ constanth'^ (25)

where as before n is of the order of the radius ro of the

explosive charge. The experimental verification of

this relation is less conclusive than for the preceding

relation (24). Although a decided decrease in 6 has

been observed when r is decreased below a value

corresponding to pmax = 1,000 atmospheres,^" the ex-

periments of reference 2, which covered a range from

about 3 to 80 atmospheres, showed no measurable

increase of duration; yet an increase of the amount

given by the relation (25) should have been measur-

able.

Under most conditions, given complete detona-

tion, the peak pressures and pressure-time curves ob-

tained at a given range from a charge of a given size

are quite accurately reproducible from shot to shot,

the deviations of individual peak pressures from the

mean being of the order of 2 per cent. However, for

asymmetrical charges, such as long cylinders with

detonation initiated at one end, both the peak pres-

sure and the duration of the shock wave, when
measured at a given distance, are different in dif-

ferent directions. Experiments on long cylindrical

charges have shown that the peak pressure is greatest

approximately at right angles to the axis of the

cylinder and is least on the axis off the cap end. Dif-

ferences as large as 40 per cent have been observed.'*

The duration of the shock wave varies in the op-

posite sense from the peak pressure, and in fact the

impulse Sv^i contained in the early part of the shock

wave is slightly greater off the cap end, where the

peak pressure is least, than in any other direction. As
one would expect, charges fired with an air cavity on

one side also show an anisotropy.

When a charge is fired on the sea bottom, the peak

pressure received at a point above the charge is

somewhat greater than it would be in the absence of

the bottom. For sand and gravel bottoms this in-

crease in peak pressure has been found to be 10 to

15 per cent." In directions near the horizontal the

ampHtude tends to become smaller, as one would

expect from the shadowing effect of irregularities on

the bottom. The pressure-time curves from shots

fired on the bottom are not only likely to be rather

irregular, as mentioned previously, but tend to be

less consistent from shot to shot than is the case for

explosions in free water.

8.6 SECONDARY PRESSURE WAVES

In Section 8.2 it was mentioned that because of the

inertia of the water which has been pushed radially

outward by an explosion, the gas bubble undergoes

radial oscillations. Many features of this oscillatory

motion can be explained by a very simple theory

which treats the water as an incompressible fluid and

the radial flow as spherically symmetrical.^' Let u{r,t)

be the radial velocity of the water, measured positive

outward at distance r from the center and at time t.

The volume of water which passes outward in imit

time across the surface of a sphere of radius r is

Aitr^u. At any given instant the flux across any two

concentric spheres must be the same, since otherwise

the amount of water in the shell between these two

spheres would be increasing or decreasing. We must

therefore have

45rr'^M = function of t, independent of r.

If ri,{t) is the radius of the gas bubble at time t, we
must have

u(n,t) = -7, = n
at

and so
, ,-,

rln

J.2

(26)

We are now ready to apply the principle of con-

servation of energy. The energy of the water and gas

bubble consists of three parts, kinetic energy, po-

tential energy due to compression of the gas in the

bubble, and potential energy representing work done
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the solution obtained for one quantity of explosive

will be valid for any other quantity if the scales of

rj, and t are changed in proportion to ro. The full curve

of Figure 7, taken from a report issued by the David

Taylor Model Basin ,^2 shows the form of the radius-

time curve obtained from integration of equation

(28), using a function G(ri) comparable with that

which would obtain for a charge of high explosive;

while the dotted curve is the one which would result

from equation (28) assuming the same maximum
value of r-j but setting G = 0. Several scales are given

appropriate to several sizes of charge. The variation

of Ti with t near the minimum of the contraction is

too rapid to show on the scale of the figure. It would

not be worth while to show this portion in greater

detail, however, since, as will be explained presently,

the motion of the bubble in this stage is strongly in-

fluenced by gravity and other asymmetrical factors,

and also, although less strongly, by the finite com-

pressibility of the water. These effects prevent the

present simple theory from being even approximately

correct near the minimum. When r^ is greater than

three or four times the minimum radius shown in

Figure 7, Gir^) becomes small and the motion is

practically the same as it would be if there were no

gas in the bubble at all, as can be seen from the

agreement of the dotted curve with the full one. For

this portion of the curve a change in paj is equivalent

to a change in W combined with a change in time

scale; thus, over most of the period of the oscillation

Figure 7 applies not only to charges of different sizes,

but to charges at different depths, provided suitable

time and radius scales are used; these scales can be

deduced from equation (29) below.

The period of the motion, in the approximation

neglecting gas pressure, is easily deduced from equa-

tion (28) and turns out to be

U = 1.135p=p^"TF= = l.S2^p'p^'n max (29)

where , _ / 3TF V
'b max \ . /

\47rpa,/

and is the radius of the bubble at its maximum size.

This expression, in spite of its neglect of gas pressure

and the other effects to be discussed later, has been

found to agree with measured values of the period to

within a few per cent, provided the explosion takes

place in open water well away from bounding sur-

faces, which exert a perturbing effect discussed later.

With the same proviso, the variation of the period

with depth and size of charge agrees with the ex-

ponents in equation (29) to within the accuracy of

measurement. The measured values of the bubble

period are found to be reproducible from shot to shot

to within a per cent or less.^''^^

The simple theory just outlined ignores the com-

pressibility of the water and any influences which

may make the motion asymmetrical. The compressi-

bility of the water is important near the minimum
of the contraction, when the pressure in the bubble

is very high. During this stage of the motion the

compression of the water near the bubble initiates

a pressure wave which travels outward as an acoustic

pulse. This is known as a "secondary pulse" or

"bubble pulse," to distinguish it from the original

shock wave. The acoustic energy carried away by
this secondary pulse is usually small but may, under

exceptionally symmetrical conditions, be apprecia-

ble compared with the total energy W of the oscilla-

tion. Loss of energy through this effect and through

turbulence has the consequence that the next oscilla-

tion, although conforming generally to the theory of

the preceding paragraph, is of lower ampHtude than

the first one, since it has an energy Wi which is

smaller than W. Energy is radiated in a similar man-

ner at each succeeding contraction.

Several causes may act to prevent the motion from

having true spherical symmetry. Most important of

these, because it is always present, is gravity. The
bubble, being buoyant, tends to rise; the rate of rise

is limited by the inertia of the water around it. The
rise is usually rather slight during the first expansion

of the bubble, but as the bubble contracts again the

rise is enormously accelerated and may result in a

large portion of the total energy W being retained as

kinetic energy in the water at the time the radius of

the bubble is a minimum; since this energy is not

available to compress the gas, the minimum radius

of the bubble will not be as small as it would be if

gravity were absent, and the secondary pressure

pulse will be correspondingly weaker. Another effect

of the rapid rise is to produce turbulence in the con-

tracted stages; this turbulence dissipates energy and

is probably the most important factor in the damping

out of the oscillations.

This rapid rise in the contracted stages has been

the object of many theoretical studies.^-•^^~" The

explanation of the phenomenon rests on the fact that

a spherical cavity moving through a fluid possesses

an "effective inertia" equal to half the mass of the

water it displaces. The buoyancy of the gas bubble

causes it to acquire an ever-increasing amount of

vertical momentum, and to conserve this momentum
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during the contraction, when the effective mass is

greatly decreased, the velocity of rise must increase.

Besides gravity, other effects such as proximity to

the free surface of the water or to the bottom can

cause departures from spherical symmetry. The ef-

fects of such surfaces become appreciable when the

distance from the bubble to the boundary surface is a

few times the maximum radius of the bubble, and are

of two sorts. In the first place, the period of the oscil-

lation is shortened by proximity to the free surface

and lengthened by proximity to an unyielding sur-

face; secondly, a free surface repels the bubble and

a rigid surface attracts it. This translational motion,

which becomes very rapid in the contracted stage,

weakens the secondary pressure pulse for the same

reason that the rise due to gravity does. Much
theoretical work has been done on the period and

migration of the bubble,-^'-^ and the results are in

generally good agreement with experiment.^* If

gra^aty can be ignored, asymmetrical motion due to

proximity to free or rigid surfaces obeys the scaling

law of Section 8.2, the distance from the surface

being changed in the same ratio as other linear di-

mensions. The gravity effect, however, does not scale

in the same mamier; gravity is relatively more im-

portant the larger the charge and the smaller the

external hydrostatic pressure pa,. Most features of

the motion as affected by gravity can be approxi-

mately expressed in a form which is independent of

the size of the charge, by using a unit of length A =

(W/gpf', a unit of time 'V K/g, and a unit of pressure

From the foregoing it can be seen that the form

and strength of the secondary pressure pulses depend

greatly on gravity and on proximity of surface, bot-

tom, or objects to the explosion. The peak pressure in

the first bubble pulse, for example, has been measured

at values as large as 0.25, and as low as 0.06, times

the peak pressure in the shock wave.^^'^*'^*'^' By
contrast, the impulse Xjpdt contained in any one of

the secondary pulses is not very sensitive to these

factors. The amount of impulse contained within a

few half-widths of the main pressure peak is of the

same order as that in a corresponding portion of the

shock wave; however, just as was the case with the

shock wave, this impulse is considerably less than

the amount contained in the "tails," which in the

case of the secondary pulses extend to both directions

in time. The total impulse in a secondary pulse is

probably roughly equal to the amount which would

be calculated from the simple theory which assumes

the water to be incompressible. It can be shown -'

that this impulse is

2' "-•'
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be about half of the quantity (30). In between the

end of the tail of the shock wave and the beginning of

the tail of the first bubble pulse there is a long period

duringwhich the pressure is below normal; this period

occupies most of the time consumed by the first

oscillation, and the negative impulse delivered during

it is just equal to the expression (30). For most ap-

plications, however, this negative pressure and the

tail parts of the shock and bubble pulses can be

neglected.

In cases where migration of the bubble is slight,

the bubble pulses show a fairly regular rise and fall of

pressure. When migration is rapid, irregularities are

more apt to occur, and sometimes two or more fairly
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image law just stated has to be modified; for, sea

water is apparently incapable of sustaining a tension

of any appreciable magnitude, and cavitation will

therefore set in at any point where the pressure be-

comes negative. At short ranges, therefore, the pres-

sure-time curve for a shock wave and its reflection

usually looks like the full line in Figure 10, instead

of following the dotted curve as it would if there

were no cavitation.

Experiments on explosion waves in sea water'"

strongly suggest that the water begins to cavitate as

soon as the pressure becomes negative, and that the

cavitation can develop sufficiently rapidly to prevent

negative pressures from persisting even as long as

10 Msec. This is to be expected if there are even a few

tiny bubbles in the water. A theory of the propaga-

tion of cavitation fronts has been given by Ken-

nard.*'''^



Chapter 9

TRANSMISSION OF EXPLOSIVE SOUND IN THE SEA

9.1 INTRODUCTION

HAVING ESTABLISHED in Chapter 8 the nature of

explosions as sources of sound, we are ready to

consider the results of experiments showing how
pulses of explosive sound are affected by transmission

through moderate and long distances in the ocean.

The amount of experimental data available in this

field is scanty by comparison with that which has

been accumulated on sinusoidal soimd, and since ac-

curate recording of explosive pulses is possible only

if very careful precautions are taken, one must be

cautious in drawing conclusions from this work.

Nevertheless, these experiments demonstrate strik-

ingly the utility of explosive sound as an aid to funda-

mental research on the nature of the ocean as an

acoustic medium. Whereas in experiments using long

pulses of sinusoidal sound the signal received at the

hydrophone is usually inextricably compounded out

of directly transmitted sound, scattered sound, and

sovmd reflected from the surface or bottom, the ex-

tremely short duration of explosive pulses makes it

possible, in many cases, to distinguish between the

contributions of these different mechanisms by virtue

of the differences in time of arrival. Another charac-

teristic difference between explosive and sinusoidal

sound is that dispersion effects, which depend upon

the phases of the various component frequencies in

the arriving sound, can easily be studied with a

transient disturbance, but are practically impossible

to measure with single-frequency somid. The disper-

sion accompanying the transmission of sound through

sea water alone, although doubtless present, is very

minute, and has never been detected; in shallow-

water transmission, on the other hand, dispersion

phenomena are important and can be made to give

useful information about the bottom. Other ad-

vantages of explosive sound which are significant in

certain types of experiments include the high in-

tensity attainable and the fact that explosive sources

are relatively easy to manipulate and can be fired

at great depths.

The experiments to be discussed in this chapter

shed light on a variety of problems of sound propa-

gation in the ocean. For example, the variation from

shot to shot in the sound intensity received at a dis-

tance is found in Section 9.2.5 to be much smaller

than that which is observed for sinusoidal sound,

especially when the path of the sound lies entirely in

isothermal water. This suggests that most of the

variation observed with sinusoidal sound is due to

some sort of interference phenomenon. Another ex-

ample is provided by the estimates of attenuation of

low-frequency sound, or at least of an upper bound

to it, given in Section 9.3.2; these estimates are made
on the basis of experiments which include ranges up
to hundreds of miles. Other interesting results of ex-

periments with explosive sound up to the present in-

clude the occurrence of a reflection coefficient near

unity for the free surface of the ocean at directions

of incidence surprisingly close to the horizontal (Sec-

tion 9.2.1), the comparison of observed intensities

with the predictions of ray theory (Section 9.2.2), the

occurrence of diffraction (Section 9.2.3), the deduc-

tion of details of the bottom strata from shallow-

water experiments (Section 9.4), etc.

Before discussing the experimental material in de-

tail it will be worth while to say a few words regard-

ing the technique of measuring and recording ex-

plosive sounds. A systematic discussion of experi-

mental techniques would be beyond the scope of this

volume; but to enable the reader to form a balanced

opinion on past and future experiments with ex-

plosive sound, some of the pitfalls and stumbling

blocks in this field should be pointed out. In the first

place, if actual pressure-time curves are to be re-

corded, special attention has to be given to uni-

formity of the response of the hydrophone and re-

cording circuit, both in amplitude and in phase, over

a wide range of frequencies. Because of the very

short time scale when small charges are used, trouble

may be caused by the finite time of transit of the

sound wave across the hydrophone, and by diffrac-

tion around the hydrophone and its supports. Changes

192
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in the orientation of the hydrophone sometimes have

a surprisingly large effect on the form of the recorded

pressure-time curve. Tiny quantities of gas occluded

on the face of the hydrophone or included in water-

proofing or insulating materials can slow up the

response to a steep-fronted pulse, and make the be-

havior of the hydrophone nonlinear. Natural reso-

nances in the hydrophone can be .shock-excited by a

steep-fronted pulse, causing spurious wiggles in the

pressure-time curve, and in some cases making the

pulse appear to last many times longer than it

actually does. At short ranges, where relatively in-

sensitive hydrophones may be used, emf's due to the

impact of the pressure wave on the connecting cable

may give spurious signals. With long cables, im-

pedance matching and dielectric losses may have to

be considered. These and many other points are dis-

cussed at length in other reports.^"*

In the following sections we shall first consider

propagation of explosive pulses through the water

alone, and later, in Section 9.4, shall take up pulses

reflected from or transmitted through the bottom.

9.2 SHORT-RANGE PROPAGATION IN

DEEP WATER

9.2.1 Attenuation and Change in

Form of the Pulse

As the earlier chapters of this volume have shown,

the most important single factor affecting the shape

and strength of a sound pulse of given frequency

traveling through the ocean is the variation of the

velocity of sound from point to point, due chiefly

to temperature gradients but produced also to some

extent by pressure and salinity gradients. Since to a

first approximation the velocity of sound is a func-

tion simply of the depth and to this approximation

can be calculated from bathythermograph records,

it will be convenient to separate, as far as possible,

those features of explosive sound propagation which

are due to this variation of velocity with depth from

those features which are due to other properties of

sea water and which would be encountered even

when the bathythermograph record indicates no ap-

preciable refraction. In this section we shall consider

the latter features, recognizing, however, that unde-

tected small-scale fluctuations in the velocity of

sound may possibly be an important factor in ac-

counting for them.

One of the most interesting features to be found in

the measurements of explosive pulses at ranges from

30 to 2,000 yd is that with increasing range there is

an increase in the time required for the pressure in

the initial pulse to rise to its peak value. At shorter

ranges, it will be remembered, this initial pulse is a

shock wave and its time of rise is less than the re-

solving time of any measuring apparatus which has

been used (see Section 8.3). Unfortunately, the meas-

urements which have been made of the time of rise

are not sufficiently detailed to establish the cause of

this variation with range. Table 1 summarizes the

experimental information to date; this information

was taken from two NDRC reports.''* In this table

"time of rise" is defined as the interval between the

first measurable increase of pressure and the maxi-

mum of the pressure-time curve. "Resolving time" is

defined as the value of time of rise which the system

would record for an instantaneous rise in pressure in

the water. For the first set of observations this time

was measured directly from records of shots at close

range; for the other two sets it was merely estimated

from acoustical and electrical characteristics of the

hydrophone and circuit.

The data given in Table 1 have been chosen to

exclude any cases where the hydrophone was in or

near the shadow zone predicted from bathythermo-

graph data. They therefore presumably represent an

effect which occurs in the absence of large-scale re-

fraction, although it is not impossible that through

inaccuracy of the computed ray diagrams some of the

shots at the longer ranges may have been close

enough to the shadow zone to increase the time of

rise by virtue of the shadow-zone effect discussed

in Section 9.2.3 and shown in Figure 9. The

deep-water data of reference 8, which are given in

the table, are plotted in Figure 9 of that section,

for comparison with similar time-of-rise data taken

in the shadow zone. It is worth noting that in these

experiments no marked dependence of time of rise

on the depth of the explosion was found for those

cases where the hydrophone was not in or near the

shadow zone; a slight increase in time of rise with

increasing depth was observed, but this was not

significantly greater than the experimental error.

Slightly more than half of the observations of refer-

ence 8 fell within ±2 ;isec of the means given in

Table 1.

For the deep-water shots off San Diego, the varia-

tion of apparent time of rise with range is approxi-

mately what one would expect if the resolving time of

the apparatus were actually about 10 /usee and if the
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explosive pulse is subject to the same frequency-de-

pendent attenuation law as has been observed for

supersonic sound (see Section 5.2.2). A more precise

comparison of theory with observation would, how-

ever, require knowledge not only of the exact response

of the hydrophone and recording system to a dis-

continuous change of pressure, but also of the slight

dependence of the sound velocity on frequency. The

WHOI data, on the other hand, are much less under-

standable. The increase in recorded time of rise from

13 jusec at short ranges to 50 ^sec at 100 ft implies an

attenuation of the high-frequency components of the

explosive pulse, which is orders of magnitude greater

than that encountered for supersonic sound. The

comparative slowness of the increase in time of rise

at greater ranges shows that this attenuation is non-

linear; and the most plausible suggestion seems to be

that it has its origin in the coating of the hydrophone,

rather than in the sea water (see Section 8.3).

So far we have considered only the direct pulse.

The surface-reflected pulse may be expected to have

a longer time of rise, or more correctly, time of fall,

because of the diversity of possible paths from ex-

plosion to hydrophone involving reflection from vari-

ous wave troughs. Whether the smearing out of the

wave due to this effect exceeds that responsible for

the time of rise of the direct wave will of course de-

pend upon the geometry and especially upon the

roughness of the sea. Some typical oscillograms of

shots made in an average calm sea are shown in

Figure 1, taken from a report by UCDWR^ and

from reference 8. These shots show that the rough-

ness of the surface has surprisingly little effect on the

first part of the reflected pulse, although the tail

shows irregularities which are probably due in part

to nonspecular reflection. The most remarkable thing

about these records, however, is that as grazing inci-

dence is approached the effective reflection coefficient

of the surface remains close to unity far beyond the

point at which the crests of the waves are in the

geometric shadow created by the troughs. Figure 2

shows the variation of the reflected amplitude with

angle of incidence. This quantity was estimated for

a number of shots, including those shown in Figure 1,

by taking the difference between the reflected peak

and the estimated pressure in the direct pulse at the

same time. For comparison, it may be noted that for

a train of surface waves traveling in the direction

from source to receiver, half of the surface of the sea

in the region where reflection occurs would be in

geometric shadow from source or receiver, or both.

if the ratio of crest-to-trough amplitude to wave-

length is about one-third the angle which the incident

ray makes with the horizontal. Since the sea was not

unusually calm on the day the shots were made,

Figure 2 strongly suggests that the sea surface acts as

a flat reflecting plane for supersonic sound even when
only the wave troughs are in the direct sound field.

An effect of this sort has been predicted theoretically

for the case of sinusoidal sound.'"

1.6

1.2

1.0

c 0.6

0.2
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tion data from the standpoint of Fourier analysis will

be given in Section 9.2.4. In comparing the attenua-

tion of explosive sound with that of sinusoidal sound,

however, it must be kept in mind that the mechanism

responsible for attenuation of the peak pressure in the

initial pulse from an explosion is somewhat different

at short and long ranges. At long ranges one may ex-

pect that linear absorption and dispersion will ac-

count for the decay and change of form of the pulse

;

while at short ranges, as explained in Section 8.3 to

8.5, the nonhnear Riemann overtaking effect plays

the predominant role, causing the time constant of

the pulse to increase with time and causing an at-

tenuation of the peak pressure whose magnitude is

independent of the specific mechanism responsible

for the dissipation of energy. The range at which the

transition from the latter type of attenuation to the

former takes place is probably roughly the range at

which the attenuation given by the short-range law

(24) of Section 8.5 equals the attenuation computed

by Fourier analysis from the linear laws of absorp-

tion and dispersion which hold for weak sinusoidal

sound.

Observations on the variation of peak pressure with

range do not suffice to determine the magnitude of

the attenuation of this quantity, or even to establish

that it is different from zero. For example, the data of

Figures 3 and 4 of Section 9.2, taken from UCDWR
experiments cited in reference 8, are in good agree-

ment with intensity calculations which ignore at-

tenuation. It would hardly be reasonable, however,

to assume that there was practically no attenuation

in these experiments, since the increa.se of time of

rise with increasing range indicates that dissipative

processes were appreciable. Measurements on a larger

scale have been made at CUDWR-NLL.'- These

show an attenuation of about 2 db per kyd, that is,

slightly more than that predicted by equation (24) of

Section 8.5 for shock waves in an ideal fluid. Because

of the difficulty of correcting accurately for the effect

of refraction on the intensity, and because of the pos-

sibility of nonlinear behavior of the hydrophone in

CUDWR-NLL experiments, none of these results

can be given much weight.

Pulses have been propagated to very long ranges

in the strata of the ocean where the velocity of sound

is less than at shallower or deeper depths. These will

be discussed in Section 9.3.2. Attenuation measure-

ments have been made for these pulses with the use

of recording equipment responsive to particular bands

of frequencies. Because of the limited frequency re-

sponse of the equipment, the results cannot be inter-

preted in terms of peak pressure; however, as will be

.seen in Section 9.3.2, they indicate that the low-

frequency part of the pulse is transmitted with very

low attenuation.

9.2.2 Eifects of Refraction

This section and the next will be concerned with

effects which can be correlated with the variation of

the velocity of .sound with depth, as determined from

bathythermograph data, at ranges up to a few thou-

sand yards. At these ranges few if any of the ray

paths will cross one another. In Section 9.3, on the

other hand, we shall consider propagation over long

ranges in a layer of minimum sound velocity where

many different ray paths can be found leading from

the source to the receiver. Most of the results dis-

cussed in this section and the next will be taken from

experiments conducted by UCDWR, and described

in references 8, 9, and 11. Similar though less detailed

results have been obtained in England at His Ma-
jesty's Anti-Submarine Experimental Establish-

ment, Fairlie.^

In the UCDWR experiments considerable atten-

tion was devoted to the securingof bathythermograph

data at as nearly as possible the same time as the

firing of the shots. From these data ray paths were

computed and graphs of predicted intensity as a func-

tion of depth were prepared for various values of the

ranges, the intensities being computed from the

geometrical divergence of the rays by the methods

described in Chapter 3. Figure 3 shows a typical

comparison between computed and observed peak

pressures for a day when the upper layers of water

were nearly isothermal. The pressure levels are

all plotted in decibels, that is, the abscissas are

10 logio Pmax- It will be seen that in the direct zone the

observations are in reasonable agreement with the

ray theory but that they would not agree at all well

with an inverse square law. It is a little surprising

that the agreement with ray theory should be so good,

since the theoretical intensities were computed with-

out any allowance for attenuation. Particularly note-

worthy is the decrease in intensity as the cap is raised

into the shadow zone from below. The 3,600-yd points

are all in the shadow zone. Figure 4 shows a similar

comparison for another day. On this day conditions

were rather variable. Of the three bathythermograph

runs taken during the morning, one showed a very

shallow split-beam pattern while the other two
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causes a peculiar irregularity in the ray diagram, as

shown in Figure 6; in this figure rays are drawn for

initial inclinations in 0.1° steps from 1.0° to 2.5°.

Rays whose vertices lie below 48 ft (1.0°, 1.1°, 1.2°)

are bent downward strongly by the strong negative

gradient below the knee. Rays rising above 48 ft

(1.3°, 1.4°, etc.), however, are bent downward only

weakly by the weak negative gradient above the

knee, and diverge more rapidly; their divergence is

100
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Figure 6. Sample velocity-depth curve and ray diagram for the day on which the data of Figures 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15,

and 16B were taken.

shadow zone the intensity, defined as the square of

the pressure at the first positive peak, decreases at a

rate of 35 or 40 db per kyd, down to a level which is

about 30 db below the value which would be obtained

by extrapolating the pressures obtained at short

ranges according to the inverse square law. Less com-

plete intensity data obtained on other days give com-

parable values for the decrease in intensity. This de-

crease is of the same order as that which would be ex-

pected for diffracted sound in an ideal medium in

which the velocity of sound varies with depth in the

manner shown in Figure 6." However, as has been

noted in Section 5.4, a very similar decrease is ob-

served for the case of 24-kc sinusoidal sound ;'^ for

this case, however, the rapid decrease of intensity

with increasing range ceases after the intensity has

fallen to about 40 db below the inverse square

extrapolation, and beyond this point the decrease in

intensity seems once again to be described by an

inverse square law. For this and other reasons the

supersonic signal received at a considerable distance

inside the shadow zone is believed to arrive there by
some sort of scattering process, rather than by dif-

fraction. It does not seem likely, however, that

scattering contributes appreciably to the observed

intensities of the explosive pulses plotted in Figure 5

or in Figures 3 and 4. For the disturbance produced

at the hydrophone by scattered sound is a superposi-

tion of the d.sturbances produced by various scatter-

ing centers, and since these have different times of

travel, the number of scattering centers which can

contribute to the disturbance at the hydrophone at a

given instant increases with the length of the pulse.

The explosive pulse is so short that one would expect

the scattered intensity to be lower by 30 db, at the

very least, than that from a 100-msec pulse of sinu-

soidal sound having the same initial amplitude and a

frequency of the same order as that which pre-

dominates in the explosive pulse in the shadow zone.

It is thus hard to see how the scattered intensity

could be comparable with the shadow zone inten-

sities observed in Figures 3, 4, and 5. Thus we are

forced to consider diffraction as the mechanism by
which an explosive pulse penetrates the shadow zone,

at least in cases such as Figure 5 and the afternoon

shots of Figure 4, where a true shadow zone is pro-

duced by downward refraction. For a split-beam pat-

tern like Figure 3, the existence of a shadow zone in

the ray diagram is due to the fact that the assumed

velocity-depth curve has a discontinuity in slope;

since the true variation of velocity with depth is un-

doubtedly represented by a smooth curve, it is better

in this case to speak of a zone of low intensity, rather

than of a shadow zone, and the argument just given

for the occurrence of diffraction is less compelling.

The diffraction hypothesis receives support from

a study of th^ shapes of pulses received in or near the

shadow zone. Figure 7 shows the oscillograms for

some of the shots plotted in Figure 5. It will be seen

that as the shadow boundary is approached, the

direct and surface-reflected pulses merge, and that

within the shadow zone the pulse is oscillatory. The
time of rise to the first maximum begins to increase

suddenly at about the position of the shadow bound-
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SHOT 7 RANGE 960 YARDS SHOT 17 RANGE 1950 YARDS

SHOT 23 RANGE 2520 YARDS

Figure 7. Changes in the shape of an explosive pulse on passing from the direct zone into the shadow zone. Source:
No. 8 cap at depth 100 feet and at ranges indicated. Hydrophone at depth 54 feet. Date: Apr. 3, 1942; gain of recording
system sometimes changed between shots.
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SHOT 26 RANGE 580 YARDS

SHOT 27 RANGE 710 YARDS

SHOT 29 RANGE 940 YARDS

Figure 12. Samples of irregular pressure-time curves.

Source: No. 8 detonating cap at depth 50 feet and
ranges indicated. Hydrophone at depth 54 feet. Date:

Apr. 3, 1942.

elucidating the physical mechanisms operative in the

propagation of sound in the sea and in predicting the

response of resonant or band-pass receiving systems

to explosive sound.

The representation of an arbitrary disturbance as a

superposition of sine waves is described mathemati-

cally by Fourier's theorem. The most useful form of

this theorem for our present purpose is the integral

form, which states that if p{t) is any function of an

\p\^dt con-
- CD

verges, then for all values of t except points at which

p is discontinuous

where

Pit) = r <t>{f)e^''"df
c/ — CO

p(t)e-^'''''dt.

(1)

(2)

It can also be shown that

\p\^dt= \<i>\Mf. (3)
-a, ^ _ OD

When these mathematical theorems are applied to

the pressure p{t) in a pulse of sound, the physical

interpretation of the results is simple. The integral

on the left of equation (3), when divided by pc,

represents the total energy in the pulse per unit area.

The quantity / represents frequency, measured for

example in cycles per second, and so the integrand

|<^|^ on the right of equation (3), when divided by pc,

represents the energy per unit area per unit frequency

range. The spectrum level of the pulse at frequency/,

as measured for example by the energy received from

it by a receiving system sensitive only to a narrow

band of frequencies in the neighborhood of /, is

f/(/) = 101ogiok(/)P (4)

and U will be in decibels per cycle above 1 dyne per

sq cm, if p was measured in dynes per sq cm and /

in cycles per second.

In evaluating the expression (2) for an experi-

mentally obtained pressure-time curve it is of course

not possible to extend the upper limit of integration

to infinity; in UCDWR work described in reference 9,

for example, the oscillographic record obtained only

lasted for a few hundred microseconds, and over the

latter part of this range it was hard to estimate the

position of the zero line accurately. The integrals

which were actually evaluated were therefore

and

I
p(t) sin 2Trftdt

I
p(t) cos 2irftdt,

where the origin of time is taken as the time of arrival

of the first perceptible pressure and where ii is a few

hundred microseconds, i.e., is of the order of the

duration of the traces which were shown in Figures

7, 10, and 12. Such a curtailment of the upper limit
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Figure 13. Influence of time of rise on spectrum of a single pressure pulse.

of integration results, unfortunately, in omission of

the surface-reflected pulse when its time of arrival

exceeds h. As a result the computed will rise to a

maximum value as the frequency approaches zero,

whereas if the surface reflection were included <^ would

approach a small value or zero. Even if there were no

surface reflection we should expect the computed

value of <l> to be considerably in error at very low

frequencies through neglect of the tail of the shock

wave, which has been discussed in Section 8.5. At

frequencies large compared with l/k the neglect of

the surface reflection is unimportant, although it may
result in the absence of some small-scale ripples from

the curve of spectrum level against frequency, which

would be present if the surface reflection were in-

cluded. When the surface reflection arrives well within

the time <i, of course, the error due to cutting off the

integration at this time is usually negligible, although

of course if there are bottom reflections arriving after

time ti the computed spectral distribution will be

that which would apply in the absence of a bottom.

At very high frequencies the spectrum level de-

pends primarily upon the time of rise, and the com-

puted value may be in error if the response time of

the hydrophone and recording system does not per-

mit faithful reproduction of the rising portion of the

pulse. The extent to which the time of rise affects the

spectral distribution is shown by some sample calcu-

lations given in reference 9, for hypothetical pulses,

which are presented in Figure 13. Note that pulse I,

which has a vertical rise, has the highest spectrum

level at high frequencies. It has been shown by

mathematicians that the Fourier transform of a finite

but discontinuous function p is of order 1// at large

values of the frequency /, and we should therefore

expect the spectrum level U for pulse I to decrease

at 6 db per octave at high frequencies. Similarly, it

can be shown that a pulse which is continuous but

has discontinuities in slope, such as IV in the figure,

should have a spectrum level which decreases at

12 db per octave at sufficiently high frequencies. The

spectrum of a perfectly smooth pulse, such as III,

should decrease still more rapidly.

Since actual oscillograms usually show irregularities

in the tails of the pressiu-e pulses, and since these ir-

regularities are usually not very reproducible from

shot to shot, it is pertinent to inquire how much in-

fluence they have on the spectral distribution. Sample

calculations for hypothetical pulses have shown that

the principal effect of a fairly smooth "satellite" peak

is to introduce irregularities into the curve of spec-

trum level against frequency, without much altera-

tion of its general trend.

^

Figure 14 gives curves of spectrum level U against

frequency /, computed from the oscillograms of

Figure 7. In these curves the irregularities which ap-

pear in the curves directly computed from (4) and (2)

have been arbitrarily smoothed out; from what has

been said in the last paragraph these irregularities

probably have little significance, and efiminating

them makes it easier to follow the changes in the

spectrum as the range of the shot is increased. All the
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greatly influenced by scattering, whereas sound scat-

tered through any sizable angle would arrive too late

to be recorded on oscillograms like those of Figure 7.

9.2.5 Variations

Ideally it shoidd be possible to determine the magni-

tude and time scale of the fluctuations and variations

in transmission by firing a number of caps in rapid

succession from the same place. Unfortunately, no

systematic experiments of this sort have been carried

out. In the UCDWR work,''' a few repeat shots

were made at intervals of a few minutes ; however, the

number of such repeat shots was curtailed by the

need for obtaining data at different ranges and depths

in a time short enough so that oceanographic condi-

tions could be assumed constant. Most of the ma-
terial in the following paragraphs represents infer-

ences obtained when some of the oscillograms for

these experiments were restudied in the course of

preparing material for the present report; because of

the paucity of the data, these inferences must be re-

garded with caution.

In isothermal water, peak pressures from succes-

sive shots seem to vary but little out to ranges of

over 1,000 yd. Most of the shots studied were con-

sistent to within 1 or 2 per cent, though occa-

sional shots deviated by 5 or 10 per cent. These

variations are of the same order as those which are

found at short ranges and attributed to nonuni-

formity of the caps themselves. The fact that they

are so small is evidence of the uniformity of adjust-

ment of the hydrophone and recording system.

When the cap is in the thermocline and the hydro-

phone in an isothermal layer above it, or when there

is a negative temperature gradient at all depths, the

fluctuations in peak pressure seem to be distinctly

greater; for these cases successive shots at a few

hundred yards range often differ by 20 per cent or

more. In the experiments with single-frequency 24-kc

soiuid, which were reported in Section 7.1.1, the

fluctuation was found to decrease somewhat if the

hydrophone was placed beneath the thermocline.

Apart from the fact that neither the evidence on

explosive sound nor that on single-frequency sound

is based on an adequate number of samples, the ap-

parent contradiction may be readily explained by the

fact that in 24-kc single-frequency work the surface-

reflected signal usually cannot be resolved from the

direct signal, while in the experiments reported here,

these two signals are generally received one after the

other. Both in the present case and in the preceding

the surface-reflected pulse seems to be a little more

variable than the direct pulse, although the evidence

for this is not very conclusive because of the irregu-

larities, real and instrumental, which are present in

the tail of the direct pulse on which the reflection is

superposed.

Beyond a shadow boundary successive shots are

often surprisingly consistent. The difference between

the first pressure peak and the first trough, for ex-

ample, has been observed in several cases of repeat

shots to be reproducible to within 20 per cent or so

although at least one case of a much larger fluctua-

tion has been observed.

Figure 16 shows some typical oscillograms of shots

made a few minutes apart, for three types of trans-

mission conditions. One must be cautious in attrib-

uting physical reality to all the differences in detail

which appear in successive oscillograms of this sort.

For example, it has been demonstrated that slight

changes in the orientation of a hydrophone from one

shot to the next can sometimes produce considerable

changes in the recorded pressure-time curve.' Other

variable factors mentioned in reference 1 which can

have an appreciable effect include scattering of sound

by supports and other bodies near the hydrophone,

and the possible presence of bubbles or other foreign

matter on the hydrophone. Thus differences between

successive records may or may not be real. On the

other hand, any feature which is consistently repro-

duced in all records made under a given set of condi-

tions, and for which an instrumental origin can be

ruled out by virtue of its nonappearance under most

other conditions, is probably a reproducible char-

acteristic of the true pressure-time curves under the

given conditions. A feature of this type is the shape

of the first cycle or so of the oscillatory pressure-time

curve in a shadow zone, as shown in Figure 16C.

9.3 LONG-RANGE SOUND CHANNEL
PROPAGATION IN DEEP WATER

It has long been known that explosive sound from

a charge of moderate size can be detected at ranges

of the order of tens of miles, and this fact has re-

ceived practical application in acoustic position find-

jj^g 18,19 ^g ^jji }jg shown later, ranges of thousands

of miles can be achieved by proper arrangement of

source and receiver. It is to be expected that many
of the characteristics of the signals received at long

ranges will be determined by refraction and by re-
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SHOTS 9 AND 10, FEB 26, 1942
DEPTH OF CAP 80 FEET, DEPTH OF HYDROPHONE II FEET, RANGE 1200 YARDS

TRANSMISSION OF ISOTHERMAL WATER

B SHOTS 2 AND 4, APRIL 3, 1942
DEPTH OF CAP 100 FEET, DEPTH OF HYDROPHONE 54 FEET, RANGE 610 YARDS

DOWNWARD REFRACTION, TRANSMISSION IN DIRECT ZONE

C SHOTS 25 AND 26. MARCH 19, 1942

DEPTH OF CAP 50 FEET, DEPTH OF HYDROPHONE 10 FEET, RANGE 1520 YARDS

DOWNWARD REFRACTION, TRANSMISSION INTO SHADOW ZONE
|

Figure 16. Typical examples of the reproducibility of records of explosive pulses for shots fired a few minutes apart.
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Figure 18. Mean horizontal velocity and range per
cycle for rays oscillating about a sound channel.

not be true. In any case, however, whether source

and receiver are on the axis of the sound channel or

not, the number of different rays connecting them
increases with increasing horizontal range. The num-
ber of such rays decreases, however, with increasing

distance of source or receiver from the axis. If either

source or receiver is too far from the axis of the sound
channel, no ray can get from source to receiver with-

out reflection from the surface or the bottom.

To study these phenomena quantitatively, and to

compute times of arrival for the various rays, curves

like those shown in Figure 18 are verj^ helpful. What-
ever its point of origin, any ray which traverses the

sound channel can be characterized by the angle at

which it crosses the axis of the sound channel; any
two rays which cross the axis at the same angle must
be congruent, differing only by a horizontal displace-

ment. Figure 18 shows how the horizontal range per

cycle and the mean horizontal velocity, that is, the

quotient of horizontal range per cycle by time per

cycle, depend upon the angle of crossing the axis.

For angles less than a certain critical value, equal

to 12.2 degrees in the example shown, the ray

oscillates up and down without reaching either the

surface or the bottom. For rays of this type (type I

in Figure 17) it will be seen that the mean horizontal

velocity is least for the axial ray and increases as the

angle with the horizontal, and hence the range per

cycle, increases. The consequences of this are espe-

cially interesting when both source and receiver are

on the axis of the sound channel. For this case the

first impulse to arrive will come along a ray for which

the number of oscillations in depth has the smallest

value consistent with avoidance of surface and bot-

tom reflections. When the range is small, this ray

will have only one half-cycle between source and re-

ceiver, but with increasing range more and more half-

cycles are required, since the range per complete cycle

can never be greater than a certain value, equal to

85jkyd in Figure 18. Rays with more and more

oscillations will arrive later and later, and if for the

moment we ignore reflected rays, the last one to

arrive will be the straight axial ray. Thus, the early

arrivals will be separated by considerable intervals

of time, but later arrivals will be closer and closer to-

gether, finally merging into an unresolvable cre-

scendo, followed, if we neglect reflected rays, by a

sudden silence. Figure 19A shows the times of arrival

of these sound channel rays, as computed from the

data in Figure 18 for a particular value of the range.

The total time between the first and last of these

arrivals can be computed from the spread in mean
horizontal velocities for the sound channel rays; for

the case plotted in Figure 18 the total time in seconds

comes out to be 0.012 times the range in miles.

It will be noticed that the early arrivals in Figure

19A come in groups of three. The explanation of this

is shown schematically in Figure 20 for the simplest

case of the first arrivals at a very short range. Each

oscillating ray travels much farther in a lower half-

cycle than in an upper one; consequently the mean

horizontal velocity of a ray between source and re-

ceiver will be principally a function of the amplitude

of its lower half-cycles which in turn is principally
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Figure 19. Times of arrival for the various rays connecting two points on the axis of a sound channel. Range, 400 kyd =

197 miles. Velocity-depth curve assumed same as for Figures 17 and 18. The numeral below each arrival gives the num-

ber of lower half-cycles in the corresponding ray path. The zero of time is taken as the time of arrival of the axial ray.

dependent on the number of lower half-cycles which

occur during the passage from source to receiver. In

the example of Figure 20, there are four rays which

have two lower half-cycles between source and re-

ceiver; however, two of these four, namely, the ones

with two upper half-cycles, arrive at the same time so

there will be only three resolvable arrivals. When
source and receiver are at different depths, the rays

analogous to those in Figure 20 will all arrive at

different times, and the hydrophone will receive

pulses in groups of four. For the later arrivals, the

upper half-cycles have more nearly the same travel

time as the lower half-cycles, and the pulses no longer

arrive in clearly separated groups of three.

When either the source or the receiver is at some

distance from the axis of the sound channel, the

piling-up effect shown in Figure 19A will not occur,

since only a limited number of rays will be possible

between source and receiver.

So far we have not considered sound which arrives

at the receiver by paths involving surface or bottom

reflection. The rays which undergo surface reflection

and upward refraction without reaching the bottom

(type II in Figure 17) have mean horizontal velocities

which, according to Figure 18, are slower than the

fastest unreflected, or type I rays, but faster than the

axial ray. Thus the arrivals for rays of this sort are

mixed in with those of type I, but when source and
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RANGE

FIRST ARRIVAL OF GROUP

RANGE

SECOND AND THIRD ARRIVALS,
COINCIDENT IF, AS SHOWN HERE, SOURCE
AND RECEIVER ARE AT THE SAME DEPTH

RANGE

RANGE

• SOURCE LAST ARRIVAL OF GROUP
©RECEIVER
Figure 20. Grouping of arrival times for sound chan-

nel rays. The four ray paths shown each have two
lower half-cycles, and the corresponding times of travel

are therefore close together, so that the four arrivals

form a group.

receiver are both on the axis they cease before the

"piling up" of the sound channel rays. This is shown

in Figure 19B for the particular set of conditions

chosen for that figure.

The bottom-reflected rays (type III in Figure 17)

have times of arrival which are also interspersed

among those of type I, but which continue after the

latter have ceased. Figure 19C shows these arrivals

for the example treated. The grouping for these rays

is again in threes or fours, according to whether

source and receiver are at the same or different

depths.

Let us now consider the energies and intensities of

the system of impulses arriving at the receiver. First

of all, it may be noted that all the energy emitted

by the source in directions giving rays of type I, i.e.,

for the cases of Figure 18 in directions within + 12.2°

of the horizontal, is propagated along the sound

channel and cannot disappear except by volume

absorption or scattering in the water. If the latter

processes are neglected, the total energy in the

system of impulses transmitted by these unreflected

rays, that is, the system exemplified by Figure 19A,

must be inversely proportional to the horizontal

range. This contrasts with propagation in an infinite

homogeneous medium, where the energy given to a

receiver varies inversely as the square of the distance.

The intensities of the individual arrivals can be calcu-

lated in the usual way from ray theory, which should

be applicable to the earlier arrivals, before there is

appreciable overlapping of consecutive pulses. It will

be apparent after a little pondering on Figure 17 that

in general these individual intensities must vary ap-

proximately as the inverse square of the range, the

slower rate of decay of the total energy being due

to the increase in the number of arrivals as the range

increases. For certain positions of source and re-

ceiver, however, some of the arrivals may have an

anomalously high intensity due to the fact that two

rays of infinitesimally different initial inclinations

are tangent at the receiver. This condition will be

more closely approached for the latest sound channel

arrivals to reach the receiver than for the earher ones,

and accordingly these latest arrivals should be the

strongest.

The energy traveling along paths involving reflec-

tion from the surface or the bottom is channeled in a

similar manner. The bottom-reflected rays, however,

lose a considerable part of their energy at each re-

flection, and therefore die out more rapidly with in-

creasing range than the others. (See Figure 21 of

Section 9.3.2 and Section 9.4.1.) For the same reason

successive arrivals of this type have progressively de-

creasing intensities.

9.3.2 Experimental Results

Two series of experiments on long-range transmis-

sion in deep water have been conducted by WHOI.-"' ^'
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ness of the interval between any pulse and its reflec-

tion from the surface near the hydrophone. In

Figure 21A a similar grouping occurs for the bottom-

reflected pulses, which continue after the last sound

channel arrival, but the range for this case is so short

that the sound channel arrivals have not yet had time

to form into well-defined groups.

In the records obtained when both source and re-

ceiver were shallow, each theoretical group of four is

of course entirely unresolved and appears as a single

pulse.

When source and hydrophone are both deep the

total duration of the sound channel arrivals, that is,

the time interval between the first arrival and the

last arrival via the sound channel is found to agree

nicely with the duration predicted by Figure 18. At

the longer ranges the last sound channel arrival is

easily spotted by the conspicuous "piling-up" effect

which occurs just before it, as shown in Figure 21B.

At shorter ranges, however, as in Figure 21A, the

last sound channel arrival can only be identified by

its high intensity and the fact that, like all the ar-

rivals which do not involve reflection from the sur-

face, it is absent from the record of the shallow hydro-

phone. For short ranges the number of sound channel

arrivals is small because of the short range and the

fact that neither source nor receiver is on the axis

of the sound channel, and the bottom reflections,

which come in both before and after the last sound

channel arrival, may mask the abrupt termination of

the sound channel arrivals even when a piling up

occurs. At ranges beyond about 300 miles, on the

other hand, the bottom reflections become so weak

that they no longer appear on the records, and the

piling up of the sound channel rays is followed by

sudden silence. This disappearance of the reflected

pulses is of course due to the fact that according to

Figure 18 any ray traveling by bottom reflections

cannot go more than about 70 kyd between successive

reflections; and since an appreciable amount of

energy is lost at each reflection, pulses traveling

along such rays are much more rapidly attenuated

than those which travel in the water alone.

According to Table 5 at the time of the first series

of experiments there was a shallow sound channel

with its axis at a depth of about 75 ft. That trans-

mission to considerable distances near the surface

was possible at this time is shown by a comparison

of the velocity of propagation of the first arrival with

the velocity for the bottom-reflected rays. The ratio

of these velocities is found to agree nicely with the

ratio of the velocity of sound at the surface to the

velocity given by Figure 18 for the particular bottom

reflection studied, showing that the first arrival does

indeed come by a path lying entirely in the region

near the surface.

The most significant results obtained in these ex-

periments have to do with attenuation and with the

reflection coefficients of bottom and surface. To study

quantitatively the variation of intensity with dis-

tance and with number of bottom reflections, some

sort of measurements must be carried out on the os-

cillograms. The most obvious thing to measure would

be the peak pressures or momentums of individual

arrivals. However, in many cases the individual ar-

rivals of a group were not completely resolved, and in

all cases the pressure-time curves may have been

distorted by small-angle scattering or off-specular re-

flection. For these reasons it was concluded that.the

most suitable characteristic of the records from which

to estimate attenuations and reflection coefficients is

the energy of a poke, or of a group of two pokes,

rather than the peak deflection, this energy being as-

sumed to be a constant times the integral of the

square of the deflection. One may hope that this

quantity will represent a suitably weighted average

of the spectrum level of the pressure pulse in the

water in the region of frequencies covered by the re-

cording channel being used. It is of course not strictly

true that the "energy" measured in this way on an

oscillogram represents this weighted average, since,

for example, the phase of the transient disturbance

produced by the first arrival at the time of the second

arrival will determine whether the second arrival

increases or decreases the amplitude. However, we
may expect that the desired correspondence will be

valid for an average over many pokes.

Because of the very large ranges covered by the

second series of experiments, it was possible to meas-

ure the very small attenuations suffered by sound at

the comparatively low frequencies to which the re-

ceiving channels responded, frequencies at which no

other measurements of attenuation have been ob-

tained. The results, based on the total energy of all

the sound channel arrivals taken together, are sum-

marized in Table 6. The data beyond about 200 miles

are fairly consistent, as the sample plot given in

Figure 22 shows. At shorter ranges the measured

energies vary erratically, perhaps because the number

of sound channel rays is too small to give a uniform

spatial distribution of energy.

The interpretation which should be given to these
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Table 6. Attenuation coefficients for explosive sound received in various frequency bands.

Location of shots

Frequency limits of

recording channel

6 db below peak
sensitivity in

cycles per second
Attenuation in

db per kiloyard

Number of

observations used

Spread of

ranges used
in kiloyards

Line from Latitude 26° N, Longitude 76°
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and partially transmitted at the boundaries between

the strata, and a complicated sequence of multiple

reflections may take place. Finally, the pulse may be

transmitted horizontally through the bottom, the

disturbance of the bottom at each point being accom-

panied by a corresponding disturbance in the water.

In this phenomenon the impact of the explosive wave

on the bottom below the charge sets the bottom into

vibration, and this vibration is propagated radially

outward like a surface wave on the water, or, to use

a more accurate analogy, like a surface-bound earth-

quake wave, its frequency and velocity being in-

fluenced, however, by the water overlying the

bottom.

The three following subsections deal in turn with

the simpler and the more complex aspects of these

phenomena. Section 9.4.1 treats ordinary reflections,

using the concept of sound rays, and discusses arrival

time data for certain parts of the "earthquake wave,"

since these data can also be interpreted in terms of

rays. Sections 9.4.2 and 9.4.3 discuss the detailed

form of the pulses transmitted by the "earthquake

wave," which can be understood only by abandoning

the ray concept and treating water and bottom as a

single dynamical system.

In the theoretical portions of all these sections it

will be assumed for simplicity that the bottom is

smooth and horizontally stratified; and an effort will

be made to interpret the experimental material in

terms of this idealization. It must be remembered,

however, that there may often be small-scale ir-

regularities in the bottom which will scatter the ex-

plosive pulse, and large-scale departures from hori-

zontal stratification, which will complicate the trans-

mission phenomena.

9.4.1 Reflection Coefficients and
Times of Arrival

When a pulse of sound strikes a plane boundary

between two media of different acoustic properties,

the reflected pulse has a lower amplitude than the

incident pulse and in general a different phase. A
theoretical derivation of the amplitude and phase

relations to be expected at the boundary between

two ideal fluid media has been given in Section 2.6.2.

Actual ocean bottoms may differ in their properties

from the ideal media considered there, however. To
describe completely the reflecting properties of a

given bottom, one should specify the amplitude re-

duction and phase shift for all frequencies and all

angles of incidence. An equivalent description, which

could be related to this by the methods of Fourier

analysis (see Section 9.2.4) would be provided by
recording the exact form of the reflected pressure-

time curve for an explosive pulse for all angles of inci-

dence. So far, however, no pressure-time curves have

been recorded for explosive pulses reflected from the

bottom. The only quantitative data on bottom re-

flections which are available are those obtained at

WHOI" in connection with the long-range propaga-

tion studies discussed in Section 9.3.2. These data

will now be described.

As mentioned in Section 9.3.2, the series of experi-

ments for which analyses of bottom reflections were

carried out was made using a shallow hydrophone at

80 ft and a deep hydrophone at 1,600 ft, with shots

of 3^-lb TNT fired at depths of the order of 50 ft at

ranges up to 30 miles. Two recording channels with

different frequency responses were used for the shal-

low hydrophone, and five for the deep hydrophone.

The reflection coefficients of the bottom were deter-

mined for each of these channels by making plots

similar to that in Figure 22 for the pulses undergoing

respectively one, two, and three bottom reflections

and then measuring the vertical displacements be-

tween the lines corresponding to different numbers of

reflections. The values obtained are given in Table 7.

Table 7. Reflection coefficients for the bottom in the

region near Latitude 26°46' N, Longitude 76°25' W.

Hydrophone
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these results cannot be compared with data for

sinusoidal sound, since tiie character of the bottom

in the locality of the experiments is at present un-

known, and since measurements with sinusoidal

sound at low frequencies are not very complete.

Information can also be obtained from explosive

sound regarding the geological strata beneath the

bottom. Figure 23 shows a typical ray diagram for

Figure 23. Ray paths in a stratified bottom.

sound originating in the water over a stratified bot-

tom, in which each successive layer has a higher

sound velocity than the one above it. Without

bothering about the detailed form of the pressure

pulse received at a distant hydrophone, a subject

which will be discussed fully in the two following sub-

sections, we may study the way in which the time of

arrival of the first measurable disturbance varies with

the range from the explosive to the hydrophone. If

this range, EH in Figure 23, is sufficiently short, the

first disturbance will arrive by a pat^ which lies en-

tirely in the water. But if EH is greater than a certain

value To, whichdepends upon the depths of source and

hydrophone and upon the velocity of sound in the

top layer of the bottom, sound traveling along the

ray EABH will arrive before the direct sound wave

through the water; in such a case the fact that the

sound velocity over the path ABis greater than that

in the water more than compensates for the fact that

EABH is longer than the direct path EH. To find

out when this occurs, let c be the velocity of sound in

the water (assumed uniform for simplicity), Ci the

velocity in the top layer of the bottom, r the hori-

zontal range, and z the height of explosive and hydro-

phone above the bottom, assuming for simplicity

that both are at the same level. We shall first show

that the positions of A and B, which minimize the

time of travel, are those for which the angles EAB
and ABH obey the refraction law of ray theory, and

shall then derive an expression for the value of r at

which the time of travel via EABH becomes .shorter

than via the direct route EH.
The time required for a pulse of .sound to travel

a path such as EABH in Figure 23 is

3(csc de + CSC dh) r - z(cot de + cot 9/,) ^^^
t - 1 (5)

C Ci

If this time has a minimum as the position of point A
is varied, this minimum must occur when dt dde = 0,

that is, when

z z— CSC Be cot ^e + - csc^ 6^ = 0,
C Ci

which is equivalent to

cos de = —•
Ci

This is the well-known expression for the angle at

which the transition from refraction to total reflec-

tion occurs. Similarly, the requirement that t be a

minimum with respect to displacements of point B
gives

cos dk = COS de =
Ci

(6)

Eliminating the angles from equation (5) by use of

this relation, we have for the time of arrival by the

shortest path through the bottom

2z ,
r 2z c/cir 2z

t = . -I
._

cV 1 - e-l^^ C'i ci Vl c'/cl

_ r 2zVcl

Ci CCi
(7)

This equals the arrival time r/c of the direct pulse

through the water when

-4.
Ci + c

Ci — c
(8)

Now if the time interval between the explosion and

the first signal at the hydrophone is plotted against

the range r, the graph will start out as a straight line

passing through the origin and of slope 1/c; and at

the range given by equation (8) the slope will change

abruptly to 1/ci. Thus all the quantities c, ci, and h

could be determined from this plot. If the plot is

continued to larger values of r, another abrupt

change of slope may occur when the travel time via

a path EMNQRH lying partly in a denser stratum

(medium 2) becomes shorter than via EABH. If the

bottom contains still deeper strata with higher sound

velocities, further changes of slope will occur. By
methods similar to those outlined above, the depths
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distance, as shown in Figure 23. One might at first

suppose that refraction of this sort would be similar

to refraction in the water alone, and that the re-

ceived pulse would be a replica of the pressure wave
emitted by the source, with an intensity which could

be calculated by ray theory. It is easily shown, how-

ever, that this is not the case. We shall first show that

when the bottom is acoustically uniform, so that rays

in the bottom are straight lines, the intensity pre-

dicted by ray theory for a ray such as EABH in

Figure 23 is zero. Figure 25 shows a ray having

inclination 6 in the water, dx in the bottom, together

with a neighboring ray. By Snell's law of refraction

we have

cosfli
Ci

cos (9)

where c and Ci are the velocities of sound in water and
bottom respectively. Now the energy which leaves

the source E in an interval dB of inclinations and in a

fixed narrow interval of azimuth is partly reflected

and partly transmitted, and the transmitted part is

distributed over the region between the rays AP
and A'P' in Figure 25. If R{e) is the reflection

Figure 25. Spreading of adjacent sound rays on enter-

ing the bottom.

coefficient of the bottom at the angle B, this trans-

mitted energy is proportional to [1 — R{B)']dB. If the

range r = AP \s large compared to EA, the distance

between P and P' will be approximately

ds « rdQi
c sm S .r-- dB (10)
Ci sm 6i

by equation (9). By introducing another factor r to

allow for azimuthal spreading, the energy received

at P per unit area is then proportional to

Cl-fi(W^_l.^,_^(,^^.c,sin^.
rds r^ c sin B

(11)

As the ray AP approaches the horizontal, sin Bi ap-

proaches zero, and according to equation (11) the

intensity at P must do likewise. This conclusion is

made even stronger by the fact that, according to

Section 2.6.2, R{B) approaches unity as B approaches

the angle for total reflection. Thus, ray theory cannot

account for the sound received via a path like EABH
in Figure 23, when the bottom is uniform.

The argument just given to show the inapplicabil-

ity of ray theory to arrivals of the type shown in

Figure 23 would of course not be strictly correct if

there were a gradual increase of the velocity of sound
with depth in the bottom, a situation which is quite

common, especially for soft bottoms. It will be in-

structive to consider briefly the sound ray paths for

this case, since the limitations of ray theory can be

most clearly seen by studying this case where it is

partially applicable.

/ \ / '\ / V **'"

1 i,; / %'

-nw

WATER

:^RECEIVER

Figure 26. Ray paths in and over a bottom giving

weak upward refraction.

Figure 26A shows a family of rays connecting a

source and hydrophone, both of which are lying on a

bottom characterized by weak upward refraction.

According to ray acoustics the first signal to reach

the receiver H will arrive via the path I^. This will be

followed almost immediately by arrivals along other

paths, such as Ig, which likewise lie in the bottom

but which involve one or more reflections at the inter-

face between bottom and water. Some time later an-

other group of arrivals will be received, each of which

comes along a path involving one reflection from the

surface of the water. One path of this type is shown
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in Figure 26A and labeled II^; many other such

paths, not shown, are also possible; some of them in-

volving additional reflections from the water-bottom

interface as was the case for I'g. This second group of

arrivals will in turn be followed by another group,

exemplified by III„ in Figure 26A, involving two re-

flections from the free surface, and so on. Mixed in

with these arrivals along paths which enter and leave

the bottom will be those along paths lying wholly

in the water, shown in Figure 26B. These paths have

for simplicity been drawn for the case where the

velocity of sound in the water is uniform. In practice

most of the experiments performed so far have en-

countered isothermal water with consequent upward

refraction; this case, which will be discussed later, is

in most respects little different from the uniform case

considered here. The first arrival among these water

rays will be along the direct path I„, the second along

the surface-reflected path II„, the third along a path

III„ involving one reflection from the bottom, and

so on.

Thus if the predictions of ray acoustics were valid,

we should expect the signal received at the hydro-

phone to consist of a number of evenly spaced groups

of pulses of diminishing strength, corresponding to

the "groimd rays" shown in Figure 26A, plus a

number of individual pulses starting at a later time

and separated by graduaUy increasing intervals,

which correspond to the "water rays" shown in

Figure 26B. Of these various arrivals, some are posi-

tive pressure pulses, others negative, according to

the number of phase-changing reflections each has

suffered.

The extent to which the predictions of ray theory

can be trusted in a case of this sort can be estimated

by resolving the explosive pulse into a superposition

of sine waves by use of Fourier's theorem, as de-

scribed in Section 9.2.4, and then applying the criteria

given at the end of Section 3.6.2 for applicability of

the eikonal equation to sinusoidal waves. It is clear

from these criteria that the condition for ray theory

to be applicable to a sine wave along a path of the

type Ig, llg, etc., in Figure 26A, is that the maximum
depth of the path, shown as di for ray Ig, should be

large compared to the wavelength of the sound in

the bottom. This condition will be fulfilled by the

highest frequencies in the Fourier resolution of the

explosive pulse, but not by the lowest frequencies;

moreover, the frequency above which ray theory is

apphcable recedes to higher and higher values for the

successive arrivals !„, 11,, III^, etc. As is to be ex-

pected, this critical frequency approaches infinity as

the magnitude of the velocity gradient in the bottom
decreases to zero, since the depths of penetration dj,

etc., of the rays approach zero.

A similar consideration of the disturbance propa-

gated through the water suggests that ray theory

should fail for frequencies of the order of c/h and
smaller, where h is the depth of the water. This hmit

has little meaning, since this frequency can be ex-

pected to be lower than the frequency at which the

ray picture fails for the ground rays, and we cannot

make a clear separation between the ground dis-

turbance and the water disturbance after we have

abandoned the ray concept.

We may thus expect the pressure variation which

would be recorded by a very high-fidelity receiver at

H to consist of the succession of pulses which ray

theory would predict plus a correction which is made
up almost entirely of low frequencies. For the dis-

turbance due to the shock wave from the explosion,

the times of the various ray arrivals can, ideally at

least, be identified on the oscillogram of the received

pressure by the occurrence of sharp jumps in the

pressure; these jumps, due to the sudden rise at the

front of the shock wave, cannot easily be obliterated

by the low-frequency correction (see Figure 13).

Since, as explained above, the intensities of the ar-

rivals predicted by ray theory are zero for a imiform

or downward-refraction bottom and are small for a

bottom with weak upward refraction, we should not

be surprised to find the distiorbance received by the

hydrophone to be dominated by the low-frequency

portion, with only a few detectable traces of the ray

arrivals.

To determine the nature of the low-frequency cor-

rection just mentioned, it is necessary to study solu-

tions of the wave equation similar to those considered

in Section 2.7.2. In a report prepared by CUDWR,^'
it is shown how the normal modes of vibration of

water and bottom can be computed and superposed

to correspond to the disturbance produced by ex-

plosive source. The mathematical details are too

complicated to be given here;"= however an attempt

will be made below to explain in a simplified manner

the physical basis for some of the most important

results of reference 23. In particular, it will be shown

how many characteristics of the signal received at the

° The reader who wishes to study the mathematical theory

of normal modes will find it profitable to study also the treat-

ments devoted primarily to single-frequency sound in deep

water^ and electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere.*
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hydrophone can be interpreted in terms of a simple

dispersion law, i.e., a propagation of different fre-

quencies with different velocities.

The physical reasons underlying the dispersion

phenomena just mentioned can be seen by consider-

ing the simple case of a progressive wave of a single

frequency /. Let us try to construct such a wave by

assuming the pressure disturbance to be

p = e^"<'/'-^"M(z), (12)

where a: is a horizontal coordinate, and z is the depth

below the free surface of the ocean. This function jo

must satisfy the wave equation

(322 + f?) = ^P
(13)

in the water; that is, when z is less than the depth h

and must satisfy the analogous wave equation"*

Jb2v
, ^\ _

(14)

in the bottom, that is, when z is greater than h,. In

addition, p must satisfy boimdary conditions at the

free surface and at the interface between water and

bottom. These conditions are

p = at z =

Pwater ~ Pbottom ^t Z = h.

(15)

(16)

0?) =(-f) ^^^=^- (1^)
\p OZ/,vater \Pl oZ/ bottom

Assuming for simplicity that water and bottom are

uniform, so that c and Ci are independent of z, we
have, on inserting expression (12) into equation (13),

— = 44--yMforz<;.. (18)

To satisfy this equation and the condition (15), we
must take

M = A sin (-^f4^) for z <h. (19)

This equation is formally correct regardless of whether

the quantity under the radical is positive or negative.

However, it will be shown below that this quantity

must be positive if equation (12) is to represent a

physically possible disturbance. Similarly, to satisfy

the wave equation in the bottom we must have

The theory presented here ignores shearing stresses in the

bottom and thus treats the bottom as a fluid rather than as a

solid. This assumption, although reasonable for MUD bot-

toms, is of course not true for ROCK. However, many features

of the disturbance predicted by the present theory would
doubtless also be observed over a rock bottom.

f = -[i-fl« '»->'• (20)

Now, if [(1/X=) - (f/cf)] is negative, M will be a

periodic function of z in the bottom, and according

to equation (12) the pressure disturbance in the bot-

tom will consist of progressive waves going diagonally

up or down. The disturbance created by an explosion

will consist in part of a superpo.sition of progressive

waves of this type which travel diagonally downward
in the bottom; these waves are, however, a relatively

unimportant part of the signal received in the water

at a great distance, since their energy spreads out in a

downward direction and thus decreases fairly rapidly

with distance in the horizontal plane. The part of the

signal which is most important in the present applica-

tion consists, instead, of a superposition of waves of

the form (12), for values of X and / which make
[(l/X^) - (f/c?)] in equation (20) positive. The two

independent solutions of equation (20) for this case

will be exponential functions of z, one increasing to

infinity as z increases, the other decreasing to zero.

The former of these is physically inadmissible; so we
may conclude that if a pressure wave of the desired

form exists at all, it must be of the form

M = 5 exp f -2ir]/^^ - ? 3) for z > h, (21)

and of course of the form (19) for z < h. However, it

is easily shown that no matter what values are given

to the constants A and B, it is not possible to satisfy

both of the boundary conditions (16) and (17) unless

X and / are related in a particular way. For, on in-

serting expressions (19) and (21) into these condi-

tions, and using the abbreviations

we obtain

A sin ixh = Be~

f^A
cos fih =

vB

pi

(22)

(23)

Dividing the first of these equations by the second

ehminates A and B, and gives the following relation

which must be satisfied by / and X.

- tan fih = (24)

If this relation is satisfied, a suitable choice of the

ratio B/A will insure that both equations (22) and

(23) are satisfied. It is easily verified that if Ci > c
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FREQUENCY IN C.
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/ = Frequency. c = Velocity of sound in water.

h = Depth of water. X = Horizontal wavelength of disturbance.

Variation of wavelength and phase velocity with frequency for normal modes in shallow water. Velocity of

Density of bottom assumed 2 times density of water.

Figure 27.

sound in bottom assumed to be 1.5 X c.

and pi > p, equation (24) cannot be satisfied if ii is

imaginary; this justifies the statement made in the

second sentence following equation (19).

Graphs of the solutions of equation (24) are given

in Figure 27 for a typical set of values of C\, pi, and h.

Typical curves of the variation of pressure along a

vertical line are given in Figure 28, corresponding to

particular points on the graphs of Figure 27. As was
explained in Section 2.7. 1, it is customary, by analogy

with the terminology used in the theory of vibrating

systems of particles, to use the term "normal mode"

to describe a state of vibration of the water and

bottom in which the pressure distribution is given by

equation (12); for modes of the present type this is

equivalent to a disturbance of the type shown in

Figure 28 and having an amplitude represented by a

horizontally moving sine wave. It is convenient to

identify families of these normal modes by the num-
ber of horizontal planes in the water, including the

free surface on which the pressure is always zero.

This number is called the order of the normal mode,

and is indicated by the labels "FIRST MODE,"
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sound propagated in a single homogeneous medium,
the expression (26) would simply equal the phase

velocity. For the disturbances we are considering

here, however, Xf is not independent of frequency, as

a glance at Figure 27 will show.

The importance of the result (26) in shallow-water

transmission is that it enables us to understand the

dispersion phenomena in the ground and water

waves. The initial disturbance can be represented as

a superposition of normal modes having a very wide
range of frequencies. However, since the group

velocity is different for different frequencies, the dif-

ferent frequencies in this superposition will get sepa-

FREOUENCY IN C
2500

Figure 29. Dispersion in group velocities of normal
modes. Frequency in /; depth of water, h; velocity

of sound in water, c.

rated out somewhat at long ranges, and each band
of normal modes of a given order and a given narrow
range of frequencies will be propagated with its own
group velocity. This effect is shown quantitatively

for a typical set of conditions in Figure 29. The curves

of this figure are derived from those of Figure 27 by
differentiation. Note that the group velocity varies

from the ground velocity Ci at the low cutoff fre-

quency to the water velocity c at very high fre-

quencies, but has a minimum at an intermediate

frequency. The existence of this minimum produces

an interesting effect, which will be described later.

The main features of the disturbance received at a

distance from an explosive source can be explained

most simply by concentrating attention on one of

these curves, say that for the first mode. This will not

only be illustrative of the main characteristics shared

by_]all the normal modes, but will in fact provide a

rough prediction of what some of the actual records

to be discussed in Section 9.4.3 should look like. For
it has been pointed out that there exists a minimum

frequency for each normal mode and that the fre-

quency for the first mode is the lowest. Thus if the

disturbance produced by an explosion is received with

equipment responsive only to sufficiently low fre-

quencies, the resulting signal can be interpreted in

terms of the first-order modes alone. Even when high-

fidehty recording equipment is used, the first mode
should dominate the initial or ground wave portion

of the disturbance, since it can be shown theoretically

that the amplitude of the first mode is greater than

the amplitude of higher modes in this region. ^^

Let us therefore suppose that we have a source of

sound which generates a transient disturbance con-

sisting entirely of a superposition of first-mode vibra-

tions of various frequencies. Since according to

Figure 29, the highest group velocity occurs for the

lowest frequencies above the cutoff, the first sound to

arrive at a distant hydrophone will be a wave train

whose frequency corresponds very nearly to point A
of Figure 29. The disturbance arriving a little later

will consist of frequencies having a slightly slower

group velocity, that is, of slightly higher frequencies.

Thus, the frequency of the received disturbance will

gradually increase with time until the value corre-

sponding to point B is reached. At this moment, the

very highest frequencies present in the original dis-

turbance start to come in, traveling in the Umit with

the velocity c. From this time onward, the received

disturbance consists of a low-frequency part and a

high-frequency part superposed, the former con-

tinuously increasing its frequency along the branch

BC of the dispersion curve, and the latter continu-

ously decreasing its frequency along the branch FG.

Eventually these two coalesce, and the disturbance

dies out at an intermediate frequency.

All these characteristics are apparent in the theo-

retical pressure-time curve of Figure 30, which shows

the contribution of the first mode to the disturbance

produced under a typical set of conditions by a source

which emits a single positive-pressure pulse of short

duration. The portions of the curve corresponding

to the points A, B, C, F,G of Figure 29 are labeled

with these letters. Similar curves showing the con-

tributions of normal modes of higher order are given

in reference 23. These have lower ampUtudes than

that for the first mode, especially during the "ground

wave" phase, that is, the portion of the disturbance

which has traveled with a velocity greater than c and

thus hes to the left of B and F. According to the

present theory, which idealizes the bottom as a

homogeneous fluid, the variation of the pressure at
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Figure 30. Theoretical contribution of the first mode to the disturbance at a distance from an explosion in shallow water.

Source and receiver both assumed to be on the bottom. Range: 9,200 yards. Depth of water: 60 feet. Velocity of

sound in bottom = 1.1 X velocity in water. Density of bottom = 2 X densitv of water. (A'^oie, A should appear at point

indicating beginning of ground wave.)

the hydrophone with time should be given by the

sum of these contributions from all the normal modes,

plus certain additional terms whose magnitude de-

creases rapidly with increasing range, so that they

become negligible at very long ranges. This complete

pressure-time curve would of course show sharp

jumps at the positions corresponding to the arrivals

predicted by the ray picture.

In the following section we shall compare these

theoretical predictions with observations. In this

comparison certain factors have to be taken into

consideration which for simplicity have been neg-

lected in this section, such as the modification of the

received disturbance by the frequency response char-

acteristics of the recording equipment, and the fact

that instead of delivering a single impulse, an ex-

plosion gives out a shock wave followed by several

bubble pulses (see Section 8.6.).

9.4..'5 Analysis of Experimental
Records

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has

obtained a large number of oscillographic records of

sound from explosions in shallow water at distances

between 0.25 mile and 30 miles. ^^ Several series of

experiments were conducted at widely separated

places with bottoms of mud, sand, and coral. The

depths of the water at the sending and receiving

positions were usually similar and in the range 40 to

180 ft; some shots were made at greater depths.

The hydrophones used were in all cases placed on the

bottom, while the charges were usually on the bottom

but sometimes at mid-depth. Charges of J^-lb TNT
to 300-lb TNT were used. At all stations the water

was very nearly isothermal, so that sound rays in the

water were refracted slightly upward.

Figure 31 shows some typical oscillograms of the

sound received in these experiments. Each record

consists of eight traces simultaneously recorded. The

first of these, labeled "time break," is used merely to

record the instant at which the charge was set off;the

others record the disturbance received, as modified

by the frequency responses shown at the left for the

various recording channels. Most of the interesting

features show up best on the two channels labeled

"Mark II low frequency." which record the same
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1 RADIO SIGNAL
2 MARK I HIGH FREQUENCY
3 GEOPHONE
4 MARK 1 •

5 RADIO BUOY GEOPHONE
6 MARK It LOW FREQUENCY
7 MARK I RECTIFIED

2 3 4
10 10 10 10

FREQUENCY
IN C

SHOT 28, NEAR SOLOMONS, MARYLAND
CHARGE-. 5 LBS TNT ON BOTTOM
DEPTH OF WATER 90 FEET
RANGE 3900 YARDS

1 RADIO SIGNAL
2' MARK I HIGH FREQUENCY
3' GEOPHONE
4' MARK I RECTIFIED
5' MARK I
6' MARK or LOW FREQUENCY
7 MARK I RECTIFIED

—L I

2 3 4
10 10 10 10

FREQUENCY
IN C

SHOT 95, NEAR JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
CHARGE: 25 LBS TNT ON BOTTOM
DEPTH OF WATER 60 FEET
RANGE 4200 YARDS

Figure 31. Typical records of explosive sound transmissions in shallow water. Times marked along the top of each
oscillogram are in seconds. Curves at left give relative amplitude response of each channel to the various frequencies.

signal at two different amplitude levels. However, the

rectified traces show most clearly the times of the

various water wave arrivals, namely, shock wave and
bubble pulses. The arrival time of the first of these is

especially useful, since the range can be determined

for any shot by multipljang by c the interval between
the detonation and this arrival.

The interpretation of records like those of Figure

31 is often complicated by the fact that each ob-

served trace represents a superposition of the dis-

turbances produced by the shock wave and all the

bubble pulses. According to the theory of normal
modes, the amplitude of the disturbance produced
by any one such pulse of very short duration should

be proportional to the impulse ypdt of the pulse; since

this quantity is of the same order of magnitude for

the shock wave and the first one or two bubble waves,
the resulting superposition can become very compli-

cated. However, as was mentioned in Section 8.6, the

bubble pulses are often much weaker when, as was

usually the case in the WHOI experiments, the charge

is fired in contact with the bottom. Records (A) and

(B) of Figure 31 are fairly typical examples of shots

on the bottom; the former shows a strong bubble

pulse and the latter a very weak one. Note that the

separation of the first two high peaks in the ground

wave of Figure 31A is just equal to the bubble period

as read from the rectified trace. Since the periods of

the oscillations are long compared with the duration

of the impulse sent out by the explosions, the only

noticeable effects of increasing the size of the charge

are to increase the amplitude and to alter the time

lag in the arrival of the bubble pulse effects. Chang-

ing the position of the charge from bottom to mid-

depth also seems to have very little effect.

Let us begin the detailed discussion of the ob-
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Figure 33. Dispersion in the water wave produced by an explosion in shallow water. Shot 90, near Jacksonville, Fla.;

charge, 5 lb TNT on bottom; mean depth of water, 57 ft; range, 7,000 yd; frequency response of channels as shown in

Figure 31.

rival in question can be observed even in the first

arrivals at fairly short range. Thus in the data from

which Figure 24 was constructed, the period of the

first arrival was between 0.024 and 0.036 sec for the

points to the left of the intersection of the two

straight lines, and was between 0.050 and 10 sec for

the points to the right, except for two very close to

the intersection.

On some records the ground wave dies out quite

noticeably before the arrival of the water wave. The

theory of reference 23 indicates that if the bottom is

uniform to all depths, the ampUtude of the ground

wave should increase steadily until the water wave

arrives, and that a decrease in the strength of the

ground wave in this region implies the presence of

layers of different materials. In the latter case, there

may be a secondary ground wave arrival of the sort

mentioned in the preceding paragraph, which dies

out considerably before the arrival of the water wave.

Let usnow consider the disturbance after the arrival

of the water wave. Figure 33 shows, in more detail

than Figure 31, the dispersion phenomena occurring

in this stage. The third trace from the bottom shows

most clearly the ground wave just before the arrival

of the water wave, and the gradual development of

the water wave from a disturbance of very -low ampli-

tude and high frequency, superposed on the ground

wave, to the final, so-called Airey phase where

ground wave and water wave fuse at an intermediate

frequency and die out. The similarity of this record

to Figure 30 is quite striking. The resemblance is not

nearly so close for the second trace from the top,

since this trace was recorded with more fidelity at the

high frequencies, so that many normal modes higher

than the first contribute significantly to it.

About 0.2 sec after the main disturbance has died
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lb

C

h = Depth of water.

/ = Frequency of contribution of first normal mode,
c = Velocity of sound in water.

Ci = Velocity of sound in bottom, assumed uniform.

Az = Depth below the surface of the bottom above
which 99% of the wave energy of the first mode in

the bottom is included.

Figure 34. Typical curves of the frequency dependence of the depth of penetration of the first normal mode into the bot-

tom. Density of bottom assumed 2 times density of water.

out, another disturbance is recorded, weaker than the

first and due to the bubble pulse. On the low-fre-

quency trace this second water wave looks similar to

the first; but on the high-frequency trace it is very

different. Frequencies above about 200 cycles are

absent in the bubble pulse disturbance but strong

in the primary disturbance. This is probably due to

the fact that, as indicated in Figure 8 of Chapter 8,

the pressure deHvered by the bubble in its contracted

stage has a duration of several miUiseconds and is

thus lacking in high-frequency components.

A detailed analysis of the dispersion phenomena in

the water wave can provide useful information on the

characteristics of the upper layers of the bottom.^

Unless shots are made at very short ranges, the arrival

times and frequencies of ground waves furnish infor-
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of density 2.
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of density 2.

Figure 35. Theoretical and observed dispersion in the water wave. Shots were made off Jacksonville, Fla., where the

depth of water was 1 15 to 120 feet. Hydrophone was on the bottom for all shots. Observed frequencies are taken from the

Mark II low-frequency record whose response is shown in Figures 31 and 33.

h = Depth of water.

/ = Frequency of contribution of first normal mode.
t = Time between explosion and arrival of frequency/.

to = Time between explosion and first water wave ar-

rival.

V = Group velocity for frequency /.

c = Velocity of sound in water,

ci, C2 = Velocities of sound in bottom layers.

mation only on those layers of the bottom which are

reasonably thick, in comparison with the depth of the

water; the water wave, on the other hand, can supply

information on the uppermo.=!t layers even when they

are much thinner. This is a consequence of the fact

that for normal modes of any order the higher the

frequency the more rapidly the disturbance dies out

with Increasing depth. Since the frequencies in the

water wave are much higher than those in the ground

wave, the water wave will not penetrate so deeply

into the bottom, and will thus be less affected by the

characteristics of deep layers and more affected by

the characteristics of the top layers. Figure 34 shows

how the depth of penetration varies with frequency
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for the first mode for various types of bottoms.

Figure 35 shows the theoretical dependence of the

frequency of the first mode on the time, for these

same types of bottoms, and shows also the observed

frequencies as recorded in a particular region on the

low-frequency Mark II channel, whose frequency

response has been shown in Figures 31 and 33. Be-

cause of its suppression of high frequencies, the record

of this channel should consist principally of the con-

tribution of the first mode. It will be noticed that at

the highest frequencies the slope of the theoretical

frequency-time curve is nearly independent of the

assumed structure of the bottom, and that the ob-

served points show the same slope. Note that the

frequency corresponding to a given group velocity

over a uniform bottom varies inversely as the depth

of the water, a relation which is easily verified from

equation (24). This relation is fairly well confirmed

experimentally.

The observed points in Figure 35 do not follow

any of the curves for a uniform bottom but indicate

rather that the velocity of sound increases with

depth. A rough estimate of the scale and nature' of

this increase can be obtained by studjang P'igures 34

and 35 together. Thus at higher frequencies than

that corresponding to fh/c equal to 4.5, the points of

Figure 35 scatter evenly about the curve for Ci/c

equal to 1.1. According to Figure 34, ior fh/c equal

to 4.5, 99 per cent of the wave energy in the bottom

is confined within a layer of thickness 0.2 times the

depth of the water. We may therefore say that the

velocity of sound in the bottom is 1.1c down to a

depth of the order of 20 ft. A similar readingof thetwo

figures at fh/c equal to 1.5 gives the result that some

sort of weighted average of the velocities over a depth

in the bottom of the order of half the depth of the

water has a value intermediate between 1.3c and

1.5c. These rough conclusions are confirmed by
the fact that the points of Figure 35 fall between

the dotted and dashed curves. Information ob-

tained from study of the ground waves regarding

the deeper layers of the bottom should, of course,

be borne in mind when studying the water waves

in this way.

Measurements have been made on the maximum

intensity of the water wave as recorded by the various

channels. These indicate a decrease of the recorded

maximum intensity with distance, which in different

regions varies from an inverse fourth or fifth power to

an inverse 2.4 power. Theoretically, if there is no
absorption or scattering, the energy in any normal

mode should vary inversely as the first power of the

distance, because the normal modes spread out hori-

zontally but not vertically. Since the duration of the

signal increases proportionally to the range, the peak

intensity of any normal mode should decrease about

as the inverse square of the range; the more refined

calculations of reference 24 show an inverse 5/3 power
dependence. Thus, although the experimental data

are scattered and hard to interpret, there appears to

be a discrepancy between theory and experiment.

One would, of course, not expect perfect agreement

with a theory which neglects absorption and scat-

tering in the bottom, especially since most of the ex-

periments were conducted over soft bottoms.

At one of the stations where shots were made,

near the Orinoco delta, it was found that no fre-

quencies below about 300 c appeared in the water

wave, although a normal dispersion record was ob-

served in deeper water in the same locality. The
ground wave on the anomalous records was fairly

normal.

A few shots were made near the Virgin Islands

with land between the shot and the hydrophone.

These showed a ground wave similar to that which

would have been observed in the absence of the land,

but the water waves were entirely absent. A related

observation is that blasting explosions on land gave

weak ground waves at a hydrophone in the sea off-

shore, but no water waves.

Shots made near Solomons, Md., produced low-

frequency disturbances of periods from 0.1 to 0.3 sec

which were propagated with a low velocity, about

1,700 ft per sec. These disturbances have been tenta-

tively ascribed to the so-called Rayleigh wave, which

is a surface-bound' wave in the bottom whose propa-

gation involves shearing stresses. Such waves fall

outside the province of the theory of the preceding

Section 9.4.2, which idealizes the bottom as a fluid

medium.



Chapter 10

SUMMARY

RESEABCH ON SOUND transmission during World

War II was concerned almost exclusively with

the investigation ofsound fields which were operation-

ally important. More than half of the experimental

work was devoted to the sound field of standard echo-

ranging transducers operating at frequencies around

24 kc. The purpose of the work was primarily to pro-

vide information which could be used to increase the

effectiveness of Navy gear already in use on sub-

marines and antisubmarine vessels. The instrumen-

tation used for research differed as little as possible

from standard operational gear; what modifications

were made usually represented the minimum neces-

sary for quantitative evaluation of the data obtained.

Questions which did not seem important opera-

tionally, such as the physical cause of the observed

attenuation of supersonic sound in the sea, received

scant attention in these studies.

In the sections which follow, the essential results

of these experiments on underwater sound trans-

mission are summarized. Section 10.1 lists the defi-

nitions of the most important quantities used in

describing underwater sound fields. Sections 10.2 and

10.3 summarize what is known concerning the aver-

age transmission of supersonic and sonic sound in the

sea. In Section 10.4, data on the fluctuationand varia-

tion of seaborne sound are summarized. Finally,

Section 10.5 provides a brief discussion of probable

trends in future research on sound transmission.

10.1

10.1.1

BASIC DEFINITIONS

Sound Pressure and Sound
Field Intensity

A sound wave in a fluid can be described con-

veniently in terms of the pressure disturbance which

arises in the vicinity of a sound source, travels

through the fluid, and is finally received by a hydro-

phone. The instantaneous sound pressure is the dif-

ference between the instantaneous value of the pres-

sure at a chosen location and the mean or equilibrium

pressure at the same point. The rms value of the

instantaneous sound pressure is usually called the

rms sound pressure. Usually, the average is carried

out over a time interval which is long compared with

the periods of the principal frequencies making up the

sound signal. In the case of single-frequency sound,

the average is extended over one period (or an inte-

gral number of periods). Unless specified otherwise,

"sound pressure" as used in the technical literature

is short for rms sound pressure. Except in the case

of standing waves, the rms sound pressure is an ex-

cellent measure of the energy carried by the sound

wave. At the present time, sound pressure values

are uniformly I'eported in units of dynes per square

centimeter.

The sound field intensity is defined as the averaged

power carried by a sound wave per unit cross section

of a wave front. The units in present use are watts

per square centimeter. If the radii of curvature of

the wave fronts are large compared with the wave-

length, then the rms soimd pressure and the sound

field intensity are connected in excellent approxima-

tion by the formula

I = 10-'

pc
(1)

in which p is the rms sound pressure, p is the density

of the fluid in grams per cubic centimeter, c is the

sound velocity in the fluid in centimeters per second,

and / is the sound field intensity.

10.1.2 Sound Level

The sound field intensity is usually reported on a

logarithmic scale. The most common scale for this

purpose is the decibel scale. The quantity L,

L = 20 log p (2)

in which the rms sound pressure p is expressed in

units of dynes per square centimeter, is called the

sound pressure level or simply the sound level. As de-

fined by equation (2), L is the sound level in decibels

above a standard which corresponds to a sound pres-
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sure of 1 dyne per sq cm. In the past, sound levels

were frequently reported in decibels above 0.0002

dyne per sq cm.

10.1.3 Source Level

The source level is a measure of the power output

of a sound source on the decibel scale. Briefly, it is

the sound level due to a point source at a distance of

1 yd, in decibels above 1 dyne per sq cm. If a point

source is located in a homogeneous, nondissipative

medium which is infinitely extended in all directions,

the intensity of the sound field is inversely propor-

tional to the square of the distance from the source,

(3)

This law is called the inverse square law. In terms of

the sound level, equation (3) becomes

L = S - 20 log r. (4)

In these equations, F and S are constants which de-

pend on the power output of the source, and r de-

notes the distance (slant range) from the source.

That S is the source level as defined above can be

verified by setting r equal to 1 in equation (4).

For real sound sources in real media, equations (31

and (4) are not everywhere valid. Because of the

finite extension of an actual sound source, the in-

verse square law fails at ranges of the order of the

dimensions of the source. Because of absorption of

the sound in the medium and because of scattering

and reflection from bounding surfaces, it fails at very

long ranges. However, there is frequently an inter-

mediate range interval for which equation (4) holds.

If there is such an interval, then the constant S
is considered the source level, even though <S maj-^

not be the actual sound level at a distance of 1 yd.

For a highly directional sound source, such as a

standard echo-ranging transducer, the definition of

the source level is further specified by the condition

that the sound measurements are to be carried out

on the axis, that is, the radial line of greatest sound

field intensity.

10.1.4 Transmission Loss and
Transmission Anomaly

The transmission loss H at the range r is defined

by the formula

H{r) = S- L{r), (5)

where S is the source level, and L is the sound level

defined by equation (2). The transmission loss de-

fined in this way measures the drop of the sound
level with increasing distance from the source and
has the virtue of being independent of the particular

power output of the source. Other parameters of the

source, such as operating frequency and directivity

pattern, are known to affect the value of the func-

tion H{r). The units of H are decibels.

The transmission anomaly A is the deviation of the

transmission loss from that functional behavior de-

manded by the inverse square law of spreading. The
defining equation for A{r) is

A{r) = H(r) -20logr = S - L{r) - 20 log r. (6)

The transmission anomaly vanishes if the inverse

square law of spreading is satisfied, and it is positive

if the sound level drops off more rapidly than 20 log r.

Large positive transmission anomalies, therefore,

correspond to poor sound conditions.

In sound transmission work, it has been customary

to train the projector in a horizontal plane on the re-

ceiving hydrophone, but not to tilt the acoustic axis

away from the horizontal. Hence, measured trans-

mission anomalies will be large for a close deep

hydrophone beneath the sound beam.

In supersonic transmission work, it has been found

that when successive signals are transmitted a few

seconds apart over the same transmission path, the

received sound intensity is subject to irregular fluctu-

ations. Reported transmission anomafies always rep-

resent values which have been obtained by averaging

over a number of signals received during a brief

period so that much of this fluctuation is smoothed

out.

10.1.5 Variance of Amplitudes

The standard deviation of the individual pressure

amplitudes in a sample of signals, divided by the

average pressure amplitude for the sample, is called

the variance of amplitudes for the sample. This

variance is used as a measure of the fluctuation of re-

ceived sound intensity. Observed values of the vari-

ance are surmnarized in Sections 10.4.1 and 10.4.2.

10.1.6 Deep and Shallow Water

Water is effectively deep when bottom-reflected

sound is much weaker than the direct sound; other-

wise, the water is effectively shallow. Over the con-

tinental shelf (depth less than 100 fathoms) the
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water is effectively shallow for most situations. Away
from the continental shelf, the ocean is always deep

when sharply directional sound is used (as in echo-

ranging at supersonic frequencies), but may be

shallow when listening at audible frequencies to a

target at long range.

10.2 DEEP-WATER TRANSMISSION

The transmission loss in the open ocean depends

on the way the velocity of sound changes with posi-

tion in the sea, since velocity gradients distort the

sound beam. These velocity gradients change with

time and location, but in any localized region at any

given time depend primarily on depth and relatively

little on horizontal position within that region.

Changes in sound velocity in deep water closely

follow changes in water temperature; the effect of

pressure changes is relatively slight and usually need

not be considered except for transmission to great

depths.

The following subsections tell of the transmission

anomalies expected for various common temperature-

depth distributions in the ocean.

10.2.1 Isothermal Water

When the top 50 ft of the ocean are isothermal,

transmission anomalies are determined by two major

effects, absorption and surface reflection.

Sonic Fbeqctencies

At low sonic frequencies, sound is reflected from

the sea surface in somewhat the same way as from

a flat, perfectly reflecting mirror. The partial can-

cellation of direct and surface-reflected sound reduces

the sound intensity at long range near the surface.

The transmission anomaly at any range may be com-

puted from the equation

4 = - 10 log ( 1

4:rhih2
,

a It (7)

where hi is the depth of the sound source, h is the

depth of the receiving hydrophone, R is the range

from source to hydrophone, and X the wavelength.

The quantity ja, called the effective reflection co-

efficient of the surface, is a semi-empirical param-

eter; its average value for different frequencies is

given in Table 1.

Table 1. Effective reflection coefficient of the surface.

Frequency in cycles 200 600 1,800

Ta 0.8 0.7 0.5

Absorption has little effect on sound transmission

at frequencies below 2,000 c.

High Sonic and Supersonic Frequencies

At frequencies above 2,000 c, the value of 7a to be

used in equation (7) is seldom greater than 0.5 in the

open sea and is frequently so small that image inter-

ference can scarcely be said to exist. Absorption plays

an increasingly important role as the frequency in-

creases. The transmission anomaly A may be com-

puted from the relation.

A =
ar

1,000'
(8)

where r is the range in yards and where a is the at-

tenuation coefficient in decibels per kiloyard. Average

values of a at a number of frequencies are given in

Table 2. At frequencies above 1,000 kc, the attenua-

Tablb 2. Attenuation coefficient in the sea.

Frequency
in kc
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layer; h\ is the height of the sound projector above

the top of the thermochne, that is, above the top of

the 30-ft interval in which Ac is measured; r is the

range from projector to hydrophone. The last term

on the right is taken over from equation (8); the

values of the attenuation coefficient used are given

in Table 2. Equation (9) has been checked in detail

at 24 kc only, but presumably gives an approximate

indication of the anomalies expected below the

thermocline at all frequencies above a few hundred

cycles. At increasing depths below the thermocline,

the anomaly decreases somewhat, the decrease being

most marked for the shallower thermoclines.

10.2.3 Temperature Gradients near
Surface

When temperature gradients are present in the

top 50 ft of the ocean, the transmission loss from a

projector at 16 ft to a distant hydrophone is corre-

lated with the following variables : the sharpness and

depth of the gradients (for practical purposes, the

decrease of temperature from the surface down to

30 ft) ; and A, the depth at which the temperature is

0.3 F less than the surface temperature. For a deep

hydrophone, the temperature gradients at intermedi-

ate depths are also of importance.

Sharp Sukface Gkadients

When the temperature change in the top 30 ft is

more than 1/100 times the surface temperature, the

sound beam is bent downward by the decrease of

sound velocity with increasing depth. The plot of

transmission anomaly against range usually shows

three different regions as follows:

1. The direct sound field from the projector out to

the shadow boundary. The anomaly within the direct

soimd field is primarily the result of absorption, and
equation (8) is applicable.

2. The near shadow zone. Beyond the shadow

boundary, the soimd intensity decreases very rapidly

for some distance. Representative values for this de-

crease are 50 db per kyd at 25 kc and about one-

third this at 5 kc. These coefficients of attenuation in

the shadow zone are apparently about half the values

estimated from the theory of diffraction by a smooth

velocity gradient. The range to the shadow boundary

increases with depth in accordance with ray theory,

but seems to be systematically somewhat less than

predicted.

3. The far shadow zone. With standard echo-rang-

ing gear and pulses 100 msec long, the transmission

anomaly of scattered sound at ranges of several

thousand yards is about 50 db. Thus when the trans-

mission anomaly of the direct or diffracted sound in

the shadow zone exceeds about 50 db, the observed

sound is scattered sound, with an anomaly which

does not depend strongly on further increases in

range. This scattered sound is incoherent. For short

pulses the intensity of this scattered sound is propor-

tional to the pulse length; it becomes negligibly small

for explosive sound.

To predict the anomalies expected under given

temperature conditions, it is simplest to use curves

of average anomalies for such conditions. Since un-

explained deviations are frequently found between

individual anomalies and the predictions of ray

theory, use of average curves gives results about as

accurate as the more elaborate methods. An example

of this approach is Figure 40 of Chapter 5, where

average curves are given for different values of D2,

the depth at which the temperature is 0.3 F less than

the surface temperature.

Weak SxmFACE Gradients

When the temperature change in the top 30 ft is

less than 1/100 of the surface temperature, but gradi-

ents are present in the top 50 ft, the division of the

sound field into the three regions described previously

is usually not observed. Since a small change in such

temperature conditions may lead to a large change of

transmission anomaly, the observed anomalies are

highly variable and can neither be compared with

theory nor predicted practically with much accuracy.

Average anomalies for different values of D2 are given

in Figure 49 in Chapter 5 for a shallow hydrophone.

For a deep hydrophone, below the thermocline, equa-

tion (9) may be used for approximate results.

10.2.4 Sound Channels

When the velocity of sound above and below the

sound source is appreciably greater than the velocity

at the source, the sound rays which leave the source

with small inclinations will propagate out indefinitely

without surface or bottom reflections, bending back

and forth but always remaining within some fixed in-

terval of depths.

Surface Sound Channels

When the sound projector lies below a sharp nega-

tive gradient and above a sharp positive gradient,

sound channel effects should be marked, with regions

of alternately high and low anomaly found out to
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considerable ranges. When a sharp gradient Ues just

above the projector and a layer of nearly isothermal

water 100 ft or more in thickness Hes below, ray

theory predicts that the souiid bent back up by the

positive velocity gradient in the isothermal layer

should be focused at shallow depths and long ranges,

thus giving anomalously high intensities. Observa-

tions made under these conditions show that the

transmission anomaly on a shallow hydrophone is

sometimes as much as 40 db less than nornaal over a

narrow range interval several thousand yards away.

The details of these observed effects are not in good

agreement, however, with the exact predictions of

ray theory.

Deep Sound Channels

At a depth of several thousand feet there is usually

a deep sound channel. The effect of pressure on sound

velocity increases the velocity at greater depths,

and a thermocline usually present closer to the sur-

face increases the velocity at shallower depths. Sound

of frequency less than 200 cycles, for which the ab-

sorption is very low, has been observed to propagate

out for several thousand miles in such a deep channel.

With small explosive charges, the arrivals of the

different pulses agree with the different rays pre-

dicted theoretically. The largest number of arrivals,

with the highest observed intensity, occur just be-

fore the observed sound stops entirely; these last

arrivals are the rays coming almost straight along

the axis of the channel.

10.3 SHALLOW-WATER TRANSMISSION

In shallow water, the transmission of underwater

soimd is determined primarily by the character of the

bottom, and by the frequency of the transmitted

sound. The state of the sea is a much more important

factor than in deep water. Temperature gradients are

of secondary importance. There are two situations

in which sound conditions do not differ appreciably

from those found in deep water: (1) soft MUD bot-

tom; (2) strong positive velocity gradients (PETER
pattern) below a directional sound source. In both

these cases, transmission is very nearly the same as

in deep water with the same thermal conditions.

10.3.1 Sonic Frequencies

Most of the information on the transmission of

sonic sound in shallow water was obtained in harbor

surveys. The data obtained may be summarized as

follows.

No systematic difference was found between dif-

ferent types of bottoms, with the exception of soft

MUD, which turned out to be a poor reflector. All

other bottoms apparently reflect equally well.

Transmission over sloping bottoms in the presence

of downward refraction tends to be poor, in agree-

ment with theoretical predictions.

Over flat bottoms, at ranges greater than the water

depth and out to several thousand yards, average

soimd transmission can be best represented by an
inverse 1.5th power law of spreading plus an attenua-

tion which appears to increase roughly linearly with

the frequency up to about 20 kc. The transmission

loss is, thus, given roughly by a formula

H=15logr + ^{f-2)r+C, (10)

where r is the range in yards, / is the frequency in

kilocycles, and C is a constant independent of the

range r.

10.3.2 Twenty-four Kilocycles

In moderately shallow water, and in the presence

of any bottom but MUD and spft SAND-AND-
MUD, the transmission anomaly can usually be

represented in fairly good approximation by a

straight line. For wind forces to 2, transmission

anomaUes increase with the range at a rate of 5 db

per thousand yards over STONY and SAND bot-

toms, and at a rate of 6 db per thousand yards over

ROCK bottoms. About half of all the rims carried

out yield values which differ from these average

values by no more than 2 db per kyd.

The following special results are also worth noting.

(1) For heavy seas, transmission is somewhat worse

than for Ught seas. For wind force 3, about 1 db per

kyd should be added to the attenuation coefficients

given above. (2) Over sloping bottoms and hi the

presence of negative gradients, transmission is poor.

The transmission anomaly may increase with the

range at a rate exceeding 10 db per thousand yards.

(3) In shallow isothermal water, transmission is at

least as good as in deep isothermal water. (4) In very

shallow water (5 fms deep), a series of experiments

carried out over SAND gave very poor transmission;

the anomaly increased at the rate of about 16 db

per kyd.
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10.3.3 High Supersonic Frequencies

As far as is known, transmission in shallow water

at higii supersonic frequencies is similar to that at

24 kc, except for greatly increased absorption losses;

transmission anomalies in the presence of negative

gradients are linear and their slopes are somewhat

liigher than those in deep isothermal water.

10.4 FLUCTUATION AND VARIATION

The transmission loss measured at any instant in

the ocean will usually differ from the value found

several seconds earlier. This rapid change of sound

level is called fluctuation. Measured transmission

losses and transmission anomalies are averaged to

smooth out this fluctuation.

Fluctuation is invariably observed in the trans-

mission of single-frequency supersonic signals trans-

mitted over a path at least 100 yd long. Fluctuation is

negligible over transmission paths of the order of 5 yd.

Little is known concerning fluctuation over inter-

mediate path lengths. For frequencies of 5 kc and

less, fluctuation appears to be less pronoimced than

at frequencies of 10 kc and higher. The summary
which follows is concerned only with the fluctuation

of supersonic signals transmitted over paths at

least 100 yd in length.

10.4.1 Variance with Shallow Projector

For a projector at a depth of 16 ft, the direct sound

from an echo-ranging projector cannot be distin-

guished from the surface-reflected sound. The fluc-

tuation is large and inexpUcably variable. Observed

values of variance average 40 per cent with an inter-

quartile spread of about 20 per cent. The variance at

24 kc is significantly correlated with the variance at

16 kc or 60 kc, the coefficient of correlation being

about 0.7.

10.4.2 Variance with Deep Projector

For a deep projector and a deep hydrophone, the

direct signal can be resolved from the surface-re-

flected signal. The observed fluctuation of the direct

signal is small; observed values of the variance at

24 kc lie between 5 and 10 per cent and may result

from the variability of the measuring equipment.

The surface-reflected pulse is highly variable with a

variance between 50 and 70 per cent.

With explosive pulses, the direct sound can be re-

solved from the surface-reflected pulse even at shal-

low depths. The observed variance for the direct

pulse is about 1 or 2 per cent if the transmission path

lies wholly in an isothermal layer, but up to 20 per

cent if part of the transmission path Kes in the

thermocline.

10.4.3 Rapidity of Fluctuation

The time during which the sound level is not likely

to change appreciably is also variable, but seems to

increase with increasing range. At a fixed range of

less than a few hundred yards, the transmission loss

for a shallow sound projector changes by about

20 per cent on the average during 0.5 sec. At a fixed

range of several thousand yards in the direct sound

field, the average time for a 20 per cent change might

be 2 sec; while in the shadow zone, this average time

is likely to be nearer 0.02 sec.

10.4.4 Variation

Slow changes in the (averaged) transmission of

sound in the sea, which take place in several minutes

and which cannot be explained in terms of observable

changes in the vertical temperature pattern, are

called variations. It has been found that at 24 kc the

variation between two transmission runs about 20

minutes apart has an average value of about 4 db if

only pairs of transmission runs are considered in

which the bathythermograph pattern is significantly

the same. This average value for the variation does

not appear to depend significantly on range.

10.5 FUTURE RESEARCH

During World War II research on the transmission

of underwater sound has been largely devoted to the

empirical investigation of certain practical problems.

A wealth of detailed information has been accimiu-

lated on the transmission loss of sound from a stand-

ard echo-ranging projector under conditions likely to

be observed in practice. Although this information

has been useful in subsurface warfare, it has not led

to any complete understanding of the physical proc-

esses involve4 in underwater sound transmission.

For example, the average attenuation in deep iso-

thermal water near San Diego has been extensively

measured, but the causes of this attenuation are

completely unknown.

In the years to come, ressearch in this field will

probably change its character. The quest for empiri-

cal data on some particular situation has been carried
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about as far as usefulness requires, and future studies

will most profitably be directed to a more funda-

mental investigation of the basic factors underlying

the observed data of underwater sound transmission.

Without such a reorientation of the basic research

program, it will be impossible to predict the behavior

of underwater sound under new and unexplored con-

ditions. Suppose, for instance, that sound gear using

a nondirectional supersonic projector were to be pro-

posed. The transmission loss for the sound from such

a system could not be predicted definitely from pres-

ent data, which are all obtained with directional

supersonic sources. To make such predictions would

require some knowledge of the importance of the

scattering of sound through small angles. Similarly,

the attenuation of sound transmitted from a deep

projector to a deep hydrophone cannot be predicted

from the present empirical data taken with shallow

projectors, but might be estimated if the basic causes

of attenuation were known.

In principle, the answer to any practical question

about underwater sound transmission could be ob-

tained by a program of measurements planned wholly

for the purpose of answering that question. When
haste is required, this is frequently the quicker

method. When time is available, however, such

answers can most efficiently be provided by a broad

program designed to yield a physical understanding

of what is happening. Such a program makes it ulti-

mately possible to answer not one but a large number

of practical questions. Thus, in the long run, im-

proved technology can best be based on a foundation

of long-term fundamental research.

This final section gives a brief discussion of some

of the basic physical factors that may be expected to

be important in underwater sound transmission and

also treats the type of observations that might be

expected to give meaningful information on these

diiferent factors.

10.5.1 Basic Factors

The wave equation, equation (27) of Chapter 2,

presxmiably governs in good approximation the prop-

agation of sound waves in the interior of the ocean.

It appears reasonable at first to investigate solutions

of the simple wave equation, taking account of the

presence of velocity gradients in the sea and of the

reflections from sea surface and sea bottom. If the

results are in flagrant disagreement with observa-

tions, then the effects of the approximations entering

into the derivation of the wave equation must be in-

vestigated in detail. Apart from the validity of the

wave equation as such, it is known that the body of

the ocean contains scatterers (their nature uncertain)

which deflect a fraction of the sound energy from its

original direction of propagation. Furthermore, the

observed absorption at supersonic frequencies far

exceeds the value predicted on the basis of viscosity

alone, necessitating the assumption of additional

dissipative processes.

The most important problems of underwater sound

transmission may thus be summarized under the

following four headings.

1. The effects of velocity gradients in the sea.

2. Absorption and scattering in the volume of the

sea.

3. Surface reflection.

4. Bottom reflection.

Each of these topics is discussed in the following

subsections.

Sound Velocity

The velocity of sound is known as a function of

temperature, pressure, and salinity and thus can be

calculated at any point in the ocean where these

physical quantities are known. The refraction effects

produced by smooth vertical changes of temperature

have been extensively investigated theoretically, and

the results are in general qualitative agreement with

the observations. Since the agreement is not com-

plete, however, other effects must also play an im-

portant part. While the pressure is known as a func-

tion of depth, changes in temperature and salinity

over distances of a few feet have not been extensively

measured, and the acoustic effects to be expected

from such changes have not been thoroughly ex-

plored. Microstructure of temperature and perhaps

also of salinity may have an important effect on sound

transmission, especially when the smoothed vertical

gradient of sound velocity is small. Also, microstruc-

ture probably accounts for some part at least of the

observed fluctuation of transmitted sound.

Absorption and Scattering

The attenuation observed in deep isothermal water

is presumably the result of absorption, that is, some

dissipative process which converts sound energy into

heat. Since the attenuation observed at 24 kc exceeds

by a factor of about 100 the value predicted on the

basis of shear viscosity alone, the principal cause of

the observed attenuation must be some other mech-
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anism. Among the dissipative mechanisms consid-

ered are compression viscosity (which, however, cer-

tainly is not the principal factor at 24 kc), gas bub-

bles present in the water, fish bladders, plankton, and

thermodynamically irreversible chemical reactions,

such as the hydrolysis of dissolved salts.

Gas bubbles and other inhomogeneities would not

only absorb but also scatter sound. That scatterers

are present in the sea is known. Scattering may ac-

count for part of the attenuation of highly collimated

beams and also is probably responsible for most of

the sound observed in predicted shadow zones in the

presence of negative velocity gradients.

All hypotheses concerned with the cause of the

absorption of sound as well as with the role of volume

scattering on sound transmission are at present

largely speculative. Until further experimental and

theoretical work has provided a scientific under-

standing of the mechanisms involved, it will not be

possible to predict with confidence the attenuation

under many different conditions.

Surface Reflection

The change in density at the sea surface is known

and is so large that for most practical purposes the

density of air may be set equal to zero; that is, the

surface is almost a perfect reflector of sound. The

complexity of surface-reflected sound arises from the

complicated form of the ocean surface. In principle,

it is simply a mathematical problem to compute the

sound reflected from any surface of known properties.

In practice, observations are unquestionably re-

quired. A thorough understanding of this topic would

be important in studies both of fluctuation and of the

average transmission anomaly in the surface layer.

Bottom Reflection

The ocean bottom may have a topography equally

as complicated as the ocean surface. In addition, the

relative change in the elastic parameters and in

density across the interface is much less extreme

than across the ocean surface, and the detailed values

of these changes must be considered. Since the physi-

cal properties of the bottom may vary with position,

both vertically and horizontally, the problem of bot-

tom-reflected sound can be very complicated physi-

cally as well as mathematically. In certain regions,

where the bottom is flat, and of uniform composition,

the acoustic phenomena are perhaps capable of being

understood. Bottom-reflected sound is obviously im-

portant in many situations, especially when the direct

sound is weakened by temperature gradients.

10. .5.

2

Methods

To understand the physics of underwater sound

transmission, each problem must be given separate

consideration. The following methods may be ap-

plicable, however, to the investigation of a con-

siderable variety of problems.

OCEANOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS

An important part of any basic research on sound

in the sea must be the investigation of the physical

properties of the medium in which the sound is trans-

mitted. It is in terms of these properties that the

acoustic data are presumably to be interpreted.

In the first place, detailed measurements of the

factors influencing sound velocity seem desirable,

especially temperature measurements showing the

full detail actually present in the sea. In the second

place, detailed measurements of the shape of the

ocean surface are required before any attempt can

be made to explain surface-reflected sound; in par-

ticular, statistical information on the spectrum of the

surface water waves present during any interval

seems desirable. In the third place, complete physical

data on the ocean bottom (on topography, composi-

tion, porosity and compactness, etc.) are required to

interpret physically the data on bottom-reflected

sound. Finally, it may be necessary to make a variety

of physical measurements on ocean water as part of

the attempt to identify the cause of absorption.

Controlled Acoustic Measurements

The experimental techniques of underwater acous-

tics research will probably be developed in a number

of directions. Greater emphasis may be expected

on detailed accuracy of the acoustic data; probable

errors of several decibels for a transmission anomaly

can presumably be considerably reduced. Measure-

ments involving smaller samples of the ocean may
perhaps be anticipated with relatively complete

oceanographic data obtained for the small samples

investigated. Some such experiment might be devised

for measuring the sound absorption in a relatively

small volume. Another possible development is along

the lines of multiple measurement, in which many
different items are measured almost simultaneously.

For example, the inclination of the wave front might

be measured at the same time as its intensity with
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simultaneous recordings at a number of different

frequencies. Increasing complexity of the necessary

equipment may probably be anticipated.

It is possible that explosive sound may be useful

as a research tool. As pointed out in Chapter 9, short

explosive pulses provide resolution of the direct and

reflected pulses even at nearly grazing angles and

also reveal clearly any multiple ray paths that may
be present. By means of Fourier analysis, it is possible

also to obtain with explosive sound many of the re-

sults which could be obtained by simultaneous trans-

mission of many single frequencies over the entire

spectrum. Finally, the high sound intensities possible

with explosive pulses can provide data at longer

ranges than are possible with standard sound pro-

jectors. Thus, explosive sound would appear to be a

valuable tool of underwater sound research, deserving

wider application than it has had in the past.

Regardless of what specific technique is used, the

primary requirement for any basic experiment is that

it be devised to give answers to certain physical

questions rather than to operational problems. To
satisfy this requirement, the theory underlying each

experiment must be studied in detail before the ex-

periment is actually performed to make sure that

the results obtained will be significant. Considerable

ingenuity may be required to find means for isolating

the eflects of the different factors involved in order

to investigate them separately. It is only by such

carefully designed experiments that our general un-

derstanding of sound in the sea can be continually

increased.
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Chapter 11

INTRODUCTION

11.1 DEFINITION OF REVERBERATION

IN ANY ECHO-RANGING or listening device, the

wanted signal is always received in the midst of a

certain amount of extraneous noise. This background

noise is a mixture of noises from many sources, most

of which are operative whether the transducer is

being used for echo ranging or for listening. Examples

of noises which appear in both echo-ranging and lis-

tening backgrounds are noise from breaking waves,

sounds produced by such marine organisms as snap-

ping shrimp, noise from the forming and collapsing

of bubbles around the screws of the ship, noise due

to the local motion of the water in the vicinity of

the moving sound head, and the general din of the

motors of the ship and auxiliaries. In both listening

and echo ranging these noises, in varying degrees de-

pending on conditions, are present to confuse the

operator.

Echo-ranging backgrounds, however, have another

component all their own, which is directly due to the

pulse put into the water. This component is called

"reverberation," and is the topic for discussion in

Chapters 11 to 17.

Reverberation is evident to the operator of echo-

ranging gear as a quavering ring, which sets in as

soon as the gear is rigged for reception, that is, as

soon as the period of sound emission is ended. ^ This

rolling sound has about the same pitch as the out-

going pulse. Reverberation is very loud a fraction of a

second after the ping is sent out, but diminishes

rapidly thereafter if the receiver amplification is not

changed. However, this rapid decrease does not neces-

.sarily mean that echoes from distant targets will al-

ways be audible above the reverberation coming in

at the same time. Wanted echoes also become fainter

as the time interval between ping emission and echo

reception increases so that echoes which would be

audible over the remainder of the noise background

are often masked by reverberation.

Although reverberation in the sea shows some simi-

larity to the well-known reverberations in a room, in

many respects it is quite different. In a closed room,

a sound is reflected with diminishing intensity back

and forth between the walls and floor and ceiling

imtil it is finally absorbed. Since the absorption of

sound in air is relatively small, the sound energy dis-

appears in appreciable amounts only at the bound-

aries of the room; and the decay of the reverberation

is simply a measure of the decay of acoustic energy

in the volume of air enclosed by the room. In the sea,

there are these important differences. The sea has

boundaries similar to a ceiling and floor (sea surface

and bottom), but nothing like walls to interrupt the

free passage of sound in a horizontal direction.

Further, the sound-transmitting properties of sea

water differ from those of air. The sea volume both

absorbs and scatters sound energy in appreciable

amounts. Thus, the behavior of reverberation in the

sea is a special problem upon which little light can

be cast by the known properties of reverberation in

a room. When an echo-ranging pulse is sent into the

water, some of its energy does return back to the

transducer; but the amount of returning sound de-

pends on many factors besides the rate at which

sound energy is being removed from the volume of

the ocean by the boundaries.

11.2 ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF
REVERBERATION

There is every reason to believe that reverberation

is almost always the resultant of a large number of

very weak echoes arising from small bodies or irregu-

larities in the path of the ping. These tiny targets

may be called "scatterers." They may be air bubbles,

suspended solid matter, minor irregularities of the

ocean surface and bottom, local fluctuations of water

temperature, or any other inhomogeneities in the sea.

Let us suppose, to begin with, that the scatterers

producing reverberation are all identical, and are

uniformly distributed throughout the volume of the
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ocean, and that a steady sound signal is sent out into

this ideahzed medium. If we ignore, for the moment,

the wave character of sound, and regard a traveling

sound impulse as just a steady stream of energy, then

each scatterer will return sound energy at a uniform

rate, and in a receiver set up to measure the returning

sound the reverberation will be heard as a steady

ring of constant intensity. It is fairly obvious that in

this situation the intensity of the received reverbera-

tion should be directly proportional to the intensity

of the outgoing signal, since an individual scatterer

returns a fixed fraction of the sound energy incident

on it.

If, instead of a continuously projected signal, a very

short pulse is put into our ideal mediimi, the resulting

received reverberation wiU be quite different in

character. Intuitively, we would guess that the re-

verberation should gradually taper off to a small

value in a few seconds, since by that time the pro-

jected energy is already miles away from the re-

ceiver. It is not difficult to estimate the rate of decay

of reverberation in this simple situation if we ex-

pUcitly neglect the absorption of sound energy in the

sea. As the sound pulse travels away from the pro-

jector, it spreads out over a larger and larger volume;

but, if we neglect absorption, the amount of energy

included in the pulse does not change. By assuming,

as is approximately the case, that the rate at which

energy is scattered is simply proportional to the

energy in the pulse, it follows that as the pulse travels

outward from the source its energy is scattered by

the sea volume at a constant rate. However, this

scattered sound must make the return trip back to

the transducer before it is heard as reverberation; and

on this return it is weakened by inverse square

spreading. The reverberation from a short pulse,

then, is inversely proportional to the square of the

range of the scatterers producing it. Since the range

is proportional to the time, this means to the man
with the earphones that the reverberation decays

inversely as the square of the time.

This result suggests that the intensity of reverbera-

tion is a mathematically smooth function of the time,

of the sort indicated by the broken line in Figure 1.

Such a curve imphes that a short time after the cessa-

tion of the projected sound, the intensity of rever-

beration is great and that it fades away smoothly and

gradually, becoming always fainter and fainter as

time goes on. Everyone who has listened to echo

ranging knows that this is not the case. The most

obvious property of reverberation is its variability,

its alternation of bursts and silences, as schematically

illustrated by the solid line of Figure 1.^ This varia-

bility is associated with the phenomenon of inter-

ference.

TYPICAL OBSERVED DECAY

HYPOTHETICAL SMOOTH DECAY

TIME-

FiGURE 1. Decay of reverberation intensity.

Interference arises because of the wave-like char-

acter of sound. Because of interference, the reverbera-

tion from n similar scatterers illuminated by the ping

does not always have n times the intensity which

would be observed if only one scatterer were present.

At a particular instant, the sounds returning from

the n scatterers may interfere destructively at the

hydrophone so that the n sounds annul one another

completely. Or, the n individual sounds may all com-

bine constructively, so as to give v? times the in-

tensity which would have been due to one of the

scatterers alone. These are two extreme cases; but in

general the n scatterers together may produce com-

posite intensities ranging all the way between these

two limits. The resultant intensity that occurs in a

given situation depends in a critical way on the

exact positions of the scatterers relative to one an-

other. Since in the actual ocean the separations of the

scatterers change from one portion of the ocean to

another, it is plain that the reverberation from a ping

should not change smoothly with time; rather, it

should change irregularly, with bursts where the

interference of the individual tiny echoes is primarily

constructive, and relative silences where the inter-

ference is primarily destructive.

There is yet another compHcation. If the echo-

ranging ship and the scatterers were all fixed in posi-

tion, the pattern of bursts and silences, although com-

plex, would not change from one ping to the next.
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However, the echo-ranging vessel is usually rolling

and pitching; and the scatterers in the ocean, that is,

the air bubbles, the suspended sohd matter, the tur-

bulent regions, and the regions of temperature fluctu-

ation are all free to move. Thus the interference pat-

tern will vary widely from one ping to the next. Since

the exact distribution of the scatterers in the ocean

cannot be predicted, the irregularities of reverbera-

tion can be described adequately only by statistical

methods. That is, if we are to be reaUstic, we can

attempt to assign values only to the average rever-

beration intensity, and the average reverberation

variabihty. For example, the inverse square law for

the decay of reverberation from the volume of the

sea, which was developed previously, could only be

valid for the average reverberation from a series of

pings; it would be nonsense to expect the reverbera-

tion from an individual ping to decay smoothly in

exact agreement with this law.

In order to make clear the meaning of reverbera-

tion, the scatterers in the water, such as air bubbles,

suspended solid particles, and the like, have been

assumed to be very nearly uniformly distributed

throughout the sea volume. We have really been

describing what is known as volume reverberation,

that is, reverberation due to scatterers in the body of

the water. However, there is also reverberation due

to scatterers at the ocean surface and ocean bottom.

These three types of reverberation, volume, surface,

and bottom reverberation, behave quite differently

on the average. For example, they set in at different

times. Volume reverberation is evident at the mo-
ment the ping is put into the water, and surface and

bottom reverberation do not set in until the sound has

had time to travel to these bounding surfaces and re-

turn to the transducer. There are other differences as

well, which are discussed in the main body of the

text.

11.3 PREVIEW

The next six chapters summarize the reverberation

studies carried out under the auspices of NDRC
through the spring of 1945. Chapter 12 derives theo-

retical formulas for the average reverberation in-

tensity on the basis of assumptions which are ex-

pUcitly stated and whose validity is critically ex-

amined. In that chapter, the expected intensities of

reverberation from the volume, surface, and bottom
are examined separately for their theoretical depend-

ence on many other variables besides time; some of

these other variables which play a major part in de-

termining the reverberation intensity are the direc-

tivity characteristics of the transducer, the trans-

mission loss between the projector and the scatterers,

the intensity and duration of the projected signal,

and the scattering power of the portion of the ocean

under consideration. Chapter 13 describes the field

and laboratory methods which have been developed

for the measurement of reverberation intensity and

the analysis of the resulting data. Chapters 14 and 15

summarize the observational information on volmne,

surface, and bottom reverberation which has been

obtained by use of these experimental and analytical

techniques and compare these results with the

theoretical predictions of Chapter 12. In Chapter 16

the variability of reverberation is examined, both

theoretically and in the light of the observed data,

and the frequency characteristics of reverberation

are described. Finally, in Chapter 17 the most im-

portant results presented in the body of Part II are

summarized.



Chapter 12

THEORY OF REVERBERATION INTENSITY

THE AMOUNT and character of the sound heard or

recorded as reverberation depends not only on

the properties of this sound in the water, but also on

the nature of the gear in which the reverberation is

received. The intensity of the reverberation actually

heard or recorded, after the sound in the water has

been converted to electrical energy by the receiver,

amplified, and passed to the ear or recording scheme,

will be called the "reverberation intensity," and will

be given the symbol G. As so defined, G equals the

watts output across the terminals of the receiving

gear. Although in practice the reverberation may be

measured in terms of volts, or the height of a line on

a motion picture film, or some other convenient

quantity, these measurements can always be con-

verted to watts output by the use of known param-

eters of the receiver system. In general, the reverbera-

tion intensity G is a function of time and is related to

the sound intensity in the water by such parameters

of the receiver system as receiver directivity and re-

ceiver gain.

Since G depends on the gear parameters, its abso-

lute magnitude is usually not of great significance in

research. For this reason it is customary to relate G
to the reverberation intensity which would be regis-

tered under certain standard conditions. This stand-

ard reverberation intensity, in decibels, is called the

"reverberation level" and will be defined precisely

later. Reverberation levels are more useful than re-

verberation intensities for comparing measurements

made with different systems.

This chapter is devoted to a theoretical analysis of

expected reverberation intensities and reverberation

levels. Formulas will be derived giving the depend-

ence of these quantities on various gear parameters,

oceanographic conditions, and elapsed time since

emission of the signal. First, however, we must dis-

cuss the scattering of sound, since scattering is

usually regarded as the fundamental source of re-

verberation.

12.1 SCATTERING OF SOUND

The analysis in this chapter is based on some very

definite assumptions about the nature of reverbera-

tion. It is assumed that not all of the sound in the

outgoing ping proceeds outward in accordance with

the elementary theory in Chapters 2 and 3, but that

some of the sound is "scattered" in other directions.

The reverberation is thought to be that part of this

scattered sound which returns to the transducer.

Volume, surface, and bottom reverberation are as-

sumed to result, respectively, from scattering in the

volume of the ocean, at the surface of the ocean, and

at the ocean bottom.

In an ideal unbounded fluid in which the sound

velocity is everywhere the same, it is shown in

Chapters 2 and 3 that sound always travels outward

from its source along straight lines. In such a medium,

then, scattering never occurs and no reverberation

should be heard. There is no reason to doubt the

validity of this theoretical result. Scattering arises

because the ocean is not an ideal unbounded medium
with constant sound velocity. It can be shown theo-

retically that whenever a sound wave travels through

a portion of a fluid where the density or sound velocity

varies with position, some energy is radiated in direc-

tions differing from the original direction of the wave.

Similarly, whenever a sound wave in the ocean im-

pinges on a new medium, for example a bubble, in

which the density or sound velocity differ from their

values in the surrounding water, energy is radiated

in directions differing from the original wave direc-

tion.

Whet'her or not this deviated energy is called

"scattered energy" is to some extent a matter of

definition. If the inhomogeneity in density or sound

velocity extends over a large region of space, a sound

beam travehng through the medium may be changed

in direction with little or no loss of energy from the

beam; if this happens the sound wave is not regarded
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as scattered. Such changes in beam direction occur,

for example, when the beam is refracted by a tem-

perature gradient which is a function of water depth

only. Similarly, reflection from an infinitely smooth

plane surface sharply changes the direction of the

beam; but since all the energy theoretically remains

in the beam the process is not termed scattering.

However, there are inhomogeneities of small size,

such as air bubbles, or small irregularities in the

ocean surface, which cause energy to be "detached"

from the main sound beam, that is, to travel in a dif-

ferent direction from that of the main beam. This

detached energy, which differs in direction from the

main beam and which results from local inhomogenei-

ties in the ocean or bounding surfaces, is called

scattered energy. It is apparent from this discussion

that the distinction between scattered energy and

nonscattered energy is not always too clear; for ex-

ample, bottom reverberation received from under-

water cliffs might more properly be called reflected

energy rather than scattered energy. This possible

confusion in nomenclature is of no immediate con-

cern. The important point is that the existence of

reverberation is predicted by theory from the known
inhomogeneity of the ocean.

The magnitude of the reverberation reaching the

water near the receiver is calculable, in principle, by
solving some differential equation which, with ap-

propriate boundary conditions, takes into account

the inhomogeneity of the ocean. Since temperature

gradients and density gradients are small in the body
of the sea, the differential equation would be the

wave equation

(1)

where p is the sound pressure, and c is the velocity

of sound at the time t at the point whose coordinates

are (x,y,z) ; this equation was derived and its applica-

tion discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The presence of

solid particles and air bubbles, and the nature of the

roughnesses in the ocean surface and bottom, are

described by the boundary conditions; these condi-

tions give the positions at each instant of all the

surfaces at which the density and sound velocity

change discontinuously and the amounts of these

changes.

Because of the complexity of the ocean, neither the

function c(x,y,z,t) nor the boundary conditions are

precisely known. The bathythermograph gives the

broad outlines of the temperature distribution. How-

ever, the locations and magnitudes of small local

temperature gradients cannot be determined with the

bathythermograph, although such "thermal micro-

structure" is known to exist.' Furthermore, the posi-

tions of bubbles, solid particles, waves, etc., change

continually and unpredictably. Even if the sound

velocity and the boundary conditions were specified

exactly, it would be an insuperable mathematical

problem to solve equation (1) rigorously for p. Thus,

theoretical formulas for reverberation cannot be de-

rived by solving equation (1) with boundary condi-

tions.

Instead, we shall base our mathematical analysis

of reverberation on several simplifying assumptions.

Since a great deal is known about the general proper-

ties of solutions of equation (1), reasonable assump-

tions can be made about reverberation, even though

a complete solution of equation (1) cannot be ob-

tained. The principal assumptions which we shall

use are

:

1. Reverberation is scattered sound.

2. Scattering from an individual scatterer begins

the instant sound energy begins to arrive at the

scatterer and ceases at the instant sound energy

ceases to arrive at the scatterer.

3. Multiple scattering (rescattering of scattered

sound) has a negligible effect on the intensity of the

received reverberation. In other words, all but a

negligible portion of reverberation is made up of

sound which has been scattered only once.

4. The intensity of the sound scattered backward

from a small volume element dF is directly propor-

tional to each of the three following quantities: the

volume occupied by dV, the intensity of the incident

sound, and a "backward scattering coefficient" desig-

nated by m, which depends only on the properties of

the ocean in the neighborhood of d V.

5. The average reverberation intensity, which is a

function of the time elapsed since the emission of the

ping, is the sum of the average intensities received

from the individual scatterers in the ocean. To ex-

press this assumption in mathematical form, let

g{t)dV represent the average intensity, t seconds

after the emission of a ping, of the reverberation re-

sulting from scattering in the volume element dV
only. Then the average intensity of the reverbera-

tion received from the entire ocean, at the time in-

stant t, is given by

G{t) = jg{t)dV (2)

where the integral is taken over the entire ocean. It
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will be seen later that the function g{t) is zero every-

where in the ocean except inside a thin, roughly

spherical shell; this shell has the projector as its

center, an average radius depending on the value of t,

and a thickness depending on the length of the

emitted signal.

With these assumptions, it is possible to derive

theoretical formulas for the reverberation intensity

as a function of gear parameters and oceanographic

conditions. This chapter will be concerned only with

the average reverberation intensity to be expected in

a series of pings. No attempt will be made in this

volume to predict the level of the reverberation from

one specified ping. The observed levels of the rever-

beration from pings only a few seconds apart often

differ by many decibels. Discussion of the average

value of this fluctuation will be deferred until

Chapter 16.

Although the above assumptions can be defended,

they are by no means obvious and require elabora-

tion. In particular, it is necessary to specify carefully

the meaning of the terms "backward scattering

coefficient" and "average reverberation intensity,"

which are introduced in assumptions 4 and 5. The

average reverberation intensity is defined as the

average from ping to ping. That is, if we measure

the reverberation intensity on a succession of n pings

with each measurement performed at a definite time t

after midsignal, then the average reverberation in-

tensity at time t is

(3)

where Gi{t) is the reverberation intensity measured

on the z'th ping; the symbol S means summation over

all the pings.

The number of pings averaged must be large

enough to smooth out the effects of fluctuation, yet

not so large that such external factors as wave height,

water depth, and amount of suspended matter in the

ocean can change materially during the series of

pings. In practice, the number of pings averaged has

usually been between 5 and 12, with not more than

about 60 seconds between the first ping and the last.

Some discussion of the validity of this averaging

procedure is given in Chapter 16.

Also, we must specify more exactly the meaning

of the backward scattering coefficient m. If we con-

sider a volume V made up of many small volume

elements dV, then, strictly speaking, dV can scatter

sound only if sound energy reaches it and if it con-

tains some scattering substance. Thus, if dV lies en-

tirely within some rigid scatterer, such as a bit of

metallic dust, practically no sound reaches dV be-

cause almost all the sound impinging on the scatterer

is scattered at the surface of the scatterer. Another

difficulty is that there is no way to predict the loca-

tions of the scatterers on any one ping. For these

reasons it is impossible to predict how much scat-

tering from a specified voliune element dV will occur

on any one ping. We can, however, speak of the

average scattering power of the ocean in the neigh-

borhood of dV. The backward scattering coefficient

m for a volume V, in the neighborhood of and in-

cluding dV, is defined as follows. Let V be insonified

by a plane wave of unit intensity n times in succes-

sion. Let 6, be the energy scattered per second per

unit solid angle in the backward direction, during

the ith trial, by the volume V. Then m for V is

defined by
m

4:TrJ n i
(4)

The factor 47r is introduced so that in cases where

the scattering is the same in all directions, the average

amoimt of energy scattered per second in all direc-

tions will be just mV. With the definition of m given

by equation (4) that the average energy scattered by
dV per second per imit incident intensity per unit

solid angle in the background direction is just

(m/4x)dF, it also follows that (m/4ir)dF is just the

intensity of the scattered sound from dF at imit

distance from dV when the incident sound has unit

intensity.

Evidently the volume F in equation (4) cannot be

chosen arbitrarily if the definition of m is to have any

significance. F must be chosen small enough that m
can vary with position in the ocean and can thereby

indicate the variation with position of the average

number and strength of the scatterers. However,

since it is desired that m not vary discontinuously

from point to point, V must not be chosen too small.

Because so little is known about the scatterers re-

sponsible for reverberation, it is difficult to formulate

the conditions on F any more precisely than this.

Some further discussion of the significance of as-

sumption 4, as well as the other previous assump-

tions, is given in Section 12.5. That section is not a

complete treatment of the problems involved, but

may assist the reader to understand the physical

ideas underlying the derivation of the theoretical

formulas for reverberation.
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12.2 VOLUME REVERBERATION

Volume reverberation is defined as sound scattered

back to the transducer by scattering centers in the

volume of the sea. Let a transducer be located at

in deep water far from both the sea surface and sea

bottom. This transducer sends out a pulse of sound,

or ping, of duration t. Because the ping is of finite

duration, a large part of the sound energy at a time

t/2 seconds after midsignal will be contained between

two closed surfaces Si, S2, portions of which are

shown in Figure L If the sound velocity c in the

Figure 1.

t/2.

Portion of ocean scattering sound at time

ocean is everywhere the same, these surfaces are

spheres centered at 0, with radii ct/2 — ct/2 and

ct/2 + ct/2. With refraction, however, the surfaces

may be far from spherical. The reason for saying that

a "large part" instead of "all" the energy in the ocean

lies in the volume between Si and S2 is that the very

existence of reverberation shows that some sound,

scattered earlier out of the ping, does not lie between

these two surfaces at the time t/2. However, accord-

ing to assumption 3 in Section 12. 1, the amount of the

previously scattered soimd which is rescattered back

to the receiver is neghgible. Therefore, because of

assumption 2, the only scattering taking place at

time t/2, which is important in producing reverbera-

tion, occurs at those scatterers located within the

volume S1S2 defined by the transmission laws of ray

acoustics.

Now consider the sound scattered at time t/2 by
the volume S1S2. Obviously, all this soimd will not

return to the receiver at the same instant since the

sound scattered near Si travels a shorter distance

than does sound scattered near S^. It is shown in

Section 12.5.5 that it can be assumed as a conse-

quence of Fermat's principle,^ that the average travel

time of sound along the path from the transducer

to any point X in S1S2 equals the average travel

time from X back to 0. Using this result, we can

readily delimit the region where the sound returning

to the transducer at the time t is scattered backward.

If T is the signal duration, and if all times are meas-
ured from the middle of the signal, the signal emis-

sion starts at time — t/2 and ends at time t/2. The
sound emitted first, at time — t/2, and returning as

reverberation at time t, is scattered backward at

some definite time which we shall call t'. The corre-

sponding travel time Ti out to the scatterers must be

t' -\- t/2; the travel time back to the receiver must
have an equal value because of our assumptions; and
the sum of these two travel times and the time of

emission —t/2 must equal t, the time at which the

reverberation is received. Thus,

<'+-;)

and therefore

^^ = 2- + i-
(5)

Similarly, the sound emitted last, at time t/2 and re-

turning as reverberation at the time t, must be

scattered at a time t" given by

t" = '- + ''-

* 2 + 4'

and the corresponding travel time T2 is t" — -> or

^^ = 2-4- (6)

Thus, all the scatterers effective in producing the

reverberation at time t must lie between a pair of

surfaces out to which the one-way travel times are,

respectively, t/2 — t/4: and t/2 + t/\. These sur-

faces are indicated in Figure 2 by the labels S'l and S2.

If there is no refraction, these surfaces S'l and S'2 are

spheres with radii c{t/2 — t/4) and c{t/2 -f- t/4)

respectively; the volume SiS'2 is thus a spherical shell

with average radius ct/2 and thickness ct/2. In

general, even with refraction present, the volume

S'iS'2 is about half the volume S\S2', that is, the
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volume in which the effective scatterers lie is about

half the volume illuminated by the ping at time i/2.

We shall now determine the intensity of the rever-

beration which reaches at time t from the volume
element dV, located at X in Figure 2. We use the

h = (7)

Figure 2. Diagrams used in developing volume rever-

beration' formulas.

system of coordinate axes indicated in Figure 2; the

origin is at 0, and the ray from to X leaves with

spherical coordinates {d,<i>) defined by the tangent to

the ray at the origin. As drawn in Figure 2, 8 is the

angle made by the ray OT with the horizontal plane;

thus 6 is the complement of the polar angle made by
OT with the vertical direction OH. The amount of

energywhich the projector radiates per second into the

solid angle rfO in the direction {6,4>) is just Fb{9,<t>)dQ,

where F is the emission per unit solid angle in the

direction of maximum emission and 6(S,<^) is the

pattern function of the projector defined in Part I,

Section 12.4.4. The sound intensity at unit distance

(1 yd) from 0, along this ray, is therefore just Fh{d,4>).

If /i is the intensity at the point X, the "intensity

diminution" between the point one yard from the

projector and the point X may be denoted by h and

defined by

The quantity h is simply related to the (positive)

decibel transmission loss H between the point 1 yd
from the projector and the point X by the formula

H = -IQ log h. (8)

The small tube of rays emitted by the projector

into the solid angle dO will have, at the point X, a

cross-sectional area, perpendicular to the sound rays,

which may be denoted by dS. Let the volume element

dV at X be defined as a cylindrical element whose

base area is dS and whose height is ds, an infinitesimal

extension along the direction of the wave propaga-

tion (see Figure 2). The volume included by dF is

therefore given by

dV = aSds. (9)

On the average, the sound which returns to from

X traverses the same ray traced out by the sound

which was incident on dV; this assertion, a conse-

quence of Fermat's principle, will be defended in

Section 12.5.5. Therefore, the scattered sound giving

rise to reverberation has been scattered directly

"backward." By the definition of the backward

scattering coefficient m, the intensity at a point, 1 yd
from dV, of the sound which returns to from dV is

just m/4x times the incident sound intensity at X,

times the volume of dV, or

m
—hFb(e,(t>)dSds.

If we now define h' as the intensity diminution be-

tween a point 1 yd from dV and the receiver at 0,

the intensity of the sound reaching from dF is

m
4ir

hh'Fbie,<l>)dSds. (10)

The expression (10) gives the intensity of the sound

scattered backward from dF in the water at the re-

ceiving hydrophone. Let F' be the output of the re-

ceiver in watts when a plane wave of unit intensity

is incident on the receiver in the direction of its

maximum response. A plane wave of unit intensity

from some other direction (5,</)) will stimulate the re-

ceiver to an output of F'h'{d,i>) where h'{d,<f} is called

the pattern function of the receiver. Finally, a plane

wave of intensity J incident on the hydrophone from

the direction d,(l> will cause a watts output at the

terminals of the receiver of

J-F'b'{e,4>). (11)
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With customary receivers of ordinary dimensions,

the scattered sound returning from the ranges of

interest (say greater than 50 yd) is for all practical

purposes a plane wave at 0. Thus, using the results

(10) and (11), we have

Watts output from dV =

m—¥F F'b{d,(l>)b'(e,<t>)dSds.
4ir

(12)

In equation (12), h' has been set equal to h. This as-

sumption that the transmission loss is the same on

the outgoing and returning journeys will be justified

on the basis of the laws of acoustics in Section 12.5.5.

In addition, b{d,<j)) and b'{B,4>) are very nearly equal

for most transducers.

Using assumption 5 of Section 12.1, we next ob-

tain an expression for the average reverberation in-

tensity Git) at time t. Integrating equation (12) over

the volume between the surfaces S'l and S2 of Figure 2

gives

G(t)
F-F' rr

4x JJ
mh^b{e,4,)b'{e,<t>)dSds. (13)

In equation (13), the dependence on range is con-

tained principally in dS, h, and m; these quantities

also depend on the direction ^,0 at which the ray

which reaches a particular volume element leaves the

projector. However, equation (13) can be simplified

as follows. To a good approximation, the extension

of any ray between the surfaces S[ and S'2 can be con-

sidered equal to cot/2, where co, the average sound

velocity along the ray, is always only slightly dif-

ferent from the sound velocity at 0. Equation (13) can

therefore be rewritten as

- Cot F-F' C
Git) = ^^;^jm¥b{fi,4>)b'{e,4,)dS, (14)

where the integral is to be evaluated on some average

surface perpendicular to all the rays. It can usually

be assumed that this representative surface is the

surface reached at time t/2 by the sound emitted at

midsignal; in Figure 2 this surface is labeled S^.

This assumption for the surface of integration in

equation (14) will not be valid if the average value of

mWb{d,4>)b'{0,(j))dS along any ray does not occur

near 183. For example, this assumption fails when the

ping length is not small compared to the range of the

reverberation. By using the sirnplifjdng assumption

that the sound intensity decays inversely as the

square of the distance, it is easy to show directly

from equation (13) that at close range (< not much

greater than t/2), the reverberation intensity may
not be regarded as proportional to Cot/2; rather it is

proportional to the factor

"2"
1

cg<^-
c?r^ (15)

Another situation for which the average value of

mh^b'dS may not occur near S3 occurs when the

rays are curving very sharply. For most oceano-

graphic conditions, this error introduced by ray

bending is not appreciable. However, when the layer

effect discussed in Section 5.3 is present, the error

might be significant. In that oceanographic situa-

tion, the ping travels out of an isothermal layer into

an underlying region of sharp temperature gradient;

and the sound scattered from parts of S[S2 below the

isothermal layer has a higher transmission loss to

the transducer than sound scattered from above the

layer.

Although equation (14) cannot be used as it stands

for the calculation of volume reverberation levels, it

nevertheless is significant. It implies that irrespective

of the directivity pattern of the transducer, and of the

oceanographic conditions, the average intensity of

the received volume reverberation should be propor-

tional to the ping length. This important conclusion

is based, of course, on the various assumptions made
previously.

In equation (14), write dS = {dS/dQ)d^, where d^

is the element of sohd angle in the direction (&,</>).

Then equation (14) can be further simpUfied if it is

assumed that the transmission loss in the ocean de-

pends only on the distance traversed by the ray en-

tering or leaving the transducer, and not at all on

the direction of the ray. Then h and dS/dQ are inde-

pendent of {9,<t>), and equation (14) can be written as

G{t) = T^^^ fmb{d,<t>)b'(e,<t>)dQ. (16)
2 iir dQJ

The term dS/dQ is placed in front of the integral sign

in equation (16) because it is a measure of the trans-

mission loss due to refraction; dS/dQ is, in fact, just

the reciprocal of the intensity diminution due to

normal inverse square divergence plus refraction, ac-

cording to Chapter 3.

Finally, if it is assumed that scattering in the ocean

is independent of the initial ray direction {d,<t>), the

backward scattering coefficient m can also be re-

moved from under the integral sign. This yields as

our end result for the average reverberatioii intensity
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(?(<) =
CoT F-FVm dS

2 4x dQJm4>Wie,,f>)da. (17)

These latter assumptions are not always realistic.

The assumption that transmission loss in the ocean

depends only on the range and oceanographic condi-

tions, and not at all on the initial ray direction, is

probably a poor one for volume reverberation in a

nondirectional transducer, because transmission loss

in a vertical direction may differ appreciably from

transmission loss in a horizontal direction. Even in

a highly directional transducer of the sort used by

the Navy for echo ranging at 24 kc, this assumption

may be in error, since at long range rays leaving the

projector only a few degrees apart may travel along

widely separated paths; such a divergence occurs, for

example, when the refraction theory predicts a split-

ting of the beam. Moreover, when spht beams occur,

TO will not be independent of (6,0) if the scattering

strength of the ocean is not independent of depth.

For, if the overall scattering strength of the sea is

not the same at all depths, then a pair of rays which

become widely separated by the prevaihng refraction

may reach portions of the ocean with different scat-

tering strengths; in such a case m, evidently will de-

pend on {d,cj)). Of course m may always be regarded

as an average over the entire volume of the ping, and

thereby may be removed from under the integral

sign in equation (16). But if the scattering strength

and transmission loss in the ocean really vary with

angle within the main transducer beam, this type of

averaging procediu-e makes the value of to depend on

the directivity pattern of the gear; in this event re-

moving TO from under the integral sign has little

significance.

In equation (17) the dependence of reverberation

on the directivity pattern of the gear is contained

wholly in the integral, which can be evaluated from

the known directivity patterns of the transducer as a

projector and a receiver. If the transmission loss

obeys the inverse square law, that is, if the losses due

to refraction, absorption, and scattering are neg-

lected, then

r'' dQ

and equation (17) becomes

G(t) = v^-2 fHe,4>Wi6,<t>)dn, (18)

where r, the range of the reverberation, is equal to

Cot/2. In this ideal case, then, the average intensity

of the received volume reverberation varies inversely

as the square of the time following midsignal.

In general, however, the ocean is far from ideal and
this simple law would not apply. To compare the

observed time variation of the received reverberation

in the general case with that predicted by the ideal

formula (18), the general formula (17) is written as

or, in decibels

101ogG(<) = 10 log
(^yj + 10 log [F-F')

+ 10 log TO - 20 log r -f J, -h 20 log (r^h)

-lOlogr^^, (20)

where

J. = 10 log — fbid,<t,)b'ie,<l>)dQ. (21)
4:ir J

The transmission anomaly A is defined (see Section

3.4.1) by

A = H -20log r.

By comparing with equation (8), it is evident that

A = -101og(?-2/i).

By substituting this expression for A into equa-

tion (20)

10 log G(i) = 10 log
(^^) + 10 log (F F')

+ IGlogTO - 20 log r + J^-2A+ Ai (22)

where — 10 log r'^{dQ/dS), the transmission anomaly

which would result if the normal inverse square

divergence were disturbed only by the effect of re-

fraction, has been replaced by Ai. It is apparent

from the preceding discussion that the quantities

A, Ai, and to in equation (22) must be interpreted

as averages over that portion of the effective scat-

tering volimie which Ues within the main transducer

beam.

The quantity Ai, which depends on refraction

alone, cannot be measured directly. In principle, Ai

could be computed from the known temperature

structure of the sea, according to the methods out-

lined in Section 3.4. However, this computation is

difficult, frequently inaccurate, and often totally im-

practical because the observed bathythermograph

[BT] pattern may not extend to a sufficiently great
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depth. Alternatively, Ai could be inferred from the

observed transmission loss, if the losses due to at-

tenuation and scattering were known. However, it is

clear from the discussion in Chapter 5 that these

losses are also uncertain.

Equation (22) is the theoretical expression for the

average intensity of received volume reverberation

and is the one usually used in the comparison of

theory with observation. Also, the computation of the

scattering coefficient m from observed reverberation

intensities is usually done by the use of this equation.

It will be remembered that equation (22) was de-

rived on the assumption that the transducer was
infinitely far away from the ocean surface or ocean

bottom, and therefore that sound traveled from to

X on only one path. In actual measiu-ements, the

transducer is always near the ocean surface and may
be near the bottom as well. The presence of these

surfaces increases the number of paths by which

scattered energy from any point in the ocean can

reach the transducer. Therefore, equation (22) will

give erroneously low values for the reverberation

intensity if alternative paths from to X, of

very nearly equal travel time, exist in the ocean.

In the following paragraphs, we shall consider the

error in equation (22) caused by the existence of

such alternative paths. It should be stressed that we
are considering here only the increase of volume rever-

beration due to these additional paths. Surface or

bottom reverberation will result from scattering when
the soimd impinges on one of the bounding surfaces,

but we are interested here only in the reverberation

resulting from the scattering of sound by the volume

elements in the interior of the ocean.

Possible combinations of alternative paths are

pictured in Figure 3. If the ocean surface is calm,

the case of Figure 3A, energy will reach the point

X from not only along the direct path OBX, but

also along the path OAX as a result of specular

(mirror-like) reflection from the ocean surface at A.

If the ocean surface is rough, however, energy may
reach X from along a large, perhaps infinite, num-
ber of paths, as indicated in Figure 3B. Because of

the principle of reciprocity, the energy returning

fromX to also travels along these additional paths.

The existence of these extra paths tends to increase

the reverberation intensity received at at time t.

To estimate the amount of increase, we note that for

every possible path from to Z and back, there will

exist an effective scattering volume of the type of

S'iS'2 in Figure 2, boimded by two closed surfaces from

which scattered energy traveling along that path re-

turns to at time t. In Figure 3A, illustrating specu-

lar reflection, there are four such volumes. One is

A REFLECTION FROM MIRROR SURFACE

B REFLECTION FROM ROUGH SURFACE

C REFLECTION FROM ROUGH SURFACE
AND ROUGH SEA BOTTOM

Figure 3.

soatterer.

Alternative paths from transducer to

S'iS2 defined in preceding paragraphs, corresponding

to the path OBXBO. The others correspond respec-

tively to the paths OAXBO, OBXAO, and OAXAO.
The volumes corresponding to the paths OAXBO and

OBXAO are identical, because the travel time does

not depend on the direction of travel along the ray;

but the volume corresponding to OAXBO, the vol-

ume corresponding to OAXAO, and the volmne S'iS'2

corresponding ^to OBXBO are in general all different.

For each of these volumes there will be an integral

similar to that of equation (13), expressing the con-

tribution of the volume to 0(1). Each such integral

can be simplified to a surface integral multiplied by

Cor/2, as in equation (14). It follows that the average

intensity of the volume reverberation should be

proportional to the ping length, regardless of whether
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energy travels between the transducer and a scat-

terer along one path, or along many paths.

Evaluation of the various integrals of the form (14)

corresponding to each possible route from to X and

back, is very difficult. These integrals depend on the

reflecting power of the surface, on the depth and

orientation of the transducer, and on how the back-

ward scattering coefficient varies with the direction

of the incident sound. Also, the possibility must be

considered that for small values of t some of the

integrals should not be included, since there may not

be time for energy to reach the ocean surface along

any path and return to by the time instant t.

High seas, with the possibility of a great increase in

the number of alternative paths, further complicate

the problem.

To avoid these difficulties, the customary pro-

cedure has been to assume that equation (22) fully

describes the volume reverberation intensity, despite

the complications introduced by the ocean surface.

The quantity 10 log m then becomes an adjustable

parameter which measures not only the actual back-

ward scattering power of the ocean for incident plane

waves, but also the effective increase in the volume

of scatterers caused by the existence of a number of

alternative paths.

If the water is deep and the echo-ranging gear is

directional, the ocean surface can complicate the

problem only if the main transducer beam strikes the

surface. If the transducer beam is directed down-

ward at a sufficiently large angle, the predictions of

equation (22) should not be put in error by the

presence of the surface. Using a depressed beam has

proved to be one of the most convenient ways of

studying volume reverberation.

Most reverberation studies, however, have been

made with the transducer near the surface, and the

beam horizontal. Under those circumstances it is

shown in Section 12.5.6 that the value of 10 log m
computed from measured volume reverberation in-

tensities and transmission anomalies by means of

equation (22) will usually be about 3 db greater than

the true value of 10 times the logarithm of the back-

ward scattering coefficient. If the water is shallow

enough for rays reflected from the bottom to be im-

portant, no simple relation exists between the in-

ferred value of 10 log m from comparison of equation

(22) with experiment, and the actual value of the

backward scattering coefficient. However, when the

bottom is close enough to affect the validity of equa-

tion (22), the volume reverberation will almost al-

ways be masked by bottom reverberation so that the

failure of equation (22) is of only academic interest.

We shall next define the concepts of "reverberation

level" and "standard reverberation level," which

facilitate the comparison of reverberation measure-

ments performed with different gear and different

ping lengths. From equation (13), the average value

of the volume reverberation intensity is proportional

to the product F-F' where F is the power output

of the projector and F' is the receiver sensitivity. It is

convenient to eliminate these variables in comparing

the reverberation received on different gear. To this

end we define the reverberation level R'{t) as

R'{t) = 10 log G{t) - 10 log {F-F'). (23)

For volume reverberation, we have specifically, from

equation (22),

Car
R'{t) = 10 log— + 10 log m 20 log r + Jr,

- 2A -t- Ai. (24)

In words, R'{t) is the level of the received reverbera-

tion in decibels relative to the power output which

would be produced at the terminals of the receiver

by an incident plane wave, parallel to the acoustical

axis, of intensity equal to the projected intensity on

the axis at 1 yd.

It is often convenient to go one step further. Since

the intensity of reverberation is in principle propor-

tional to the ping length, it is both desirable and

practical to convert all reverberation levels to the

same ping length. We define the standard reverbera-

tion level for the reverberation at the ping length r as

that which would have been received if the ping

length had been some standard value tq. Let the

standard reverberation level be denoted by R(t).

Then we have

R{t) = 101ogG(<) - 10 log {F-F') + lOlogf-V

(25)

The predicted standard level of volume reverberation

is therefore given by

R{t) = dO log ^° -f- 10 log m - 20 log r

+ J„ - 2A + Ai. (26)

The standard ping length ro is usually chosen as 100

milliseconds. It is also frequently useful to convert

reverberation levels to reverberation strengths. This

is done by adding 40 log r to the computed reverbera-

tion levels in equations (24) and (25), thereby ob-
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taining respectively the reverberation strength or

standard reverberation strength.

The quantity J„, which specifies the relevant di-

rectivity characteristics of the transducer, is known
as the volume reverberation index. For standard Navy
gear at 24 kc, J„ is very nearly —25 db. It is shown'

that for transducers which are circular pistons 7„ can

be very closely approximated by

J„ = 20 log y - 42.6, (27)

where y is defined as in Figure 4. Numerically, y is

half the angle in degrees in the plane 6 = between

those two rays of the composite directivity pattern

Figure 4. Half-width y for circular piston trans-

ducers.

for which the product bb' is 0.25. Thus for a trans-

ducer in which b = b',y is half the angle between the

two rays for which the response as a projector or re-

ceiver is 3 db less than the response on the transducer

axis. The angle y is known as the "half width" of the

composite directivity pattern 66'. Reference 3 also

gives methods for calculating /„ for transducers which

are not circular pistons.

12.3 SURFACE REVERBERATION

Surface reverberation is defined as the totality of

sound scattered back to the transducer by scattering

centers in or near the ocean surface. This simple

definition is not completely adequate, since it would

make surface reverberation a particular part of vol-

ume reverberation. We differentiate between these

two types of reverberation by assuming that the sur-

face reverberation arises from a thin surface layer of

scatterers. The scatterers in this surface layer are

assumed to owe their existence to the proximity of

the surface and therefore differ in character from the

volume scatterers which supposedly may be found
anywhere in the volume of the ocean.

The strength of these surface scatterers would be
expected to be a function of the state of the sea sur-

face, increasing with increasing agitation of the sea

surface. In practice, surface and volume reverbera-

tion are frequently distinguished from each other in

just this way;, surface reverberation is regarded as

that part of the received reverberation which seems

to depend on the sea state.

We now derive an expression for the intensity of

surface reverberation as a function of range and gear

parameters, with the aid of Figure 5. We may pro-

FiGURB 5. Coordinate system used in derivation of

surface reverberation formula.

ceed exactly as in the development for volume rever-

beration, and arrive finally at an equation similar to

equation (13). This equation for the surface rever-

beration intensity G{t) is

G{t)
F-F' C= I?
47r J

mh'bid,(j>W(d,<i>)dV, (28)

where the integral is taken over that section of the

volume S'iS'2 which contains the surface scatterers.

This section need not be of uniform depth, although

it is drawn so in Figure 5. The factor m in equation

(28) is the backward scattering coefficient in the

surface scattering layer and is very probably a func-

tion of the depth below the surface. In equation (28),

reflection from the surface is explicitly neglected;

that is, the r.ay paths are assumed to go directly from
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to the volume elements at Y without hitting the

surface.

To evaluate the expression (28), we must first

specify the volume element dV. It is not convenient

to define the element dV in the same way as was done

for volume reverberation. Instead, we set up a

cylindrical coordinate system {p,4>,z) whose axis OP
is the vertical line through the transducer, as in

Figure 5; and we define dF as the infinitesimal vol-

ume lying between p and p + dp, </> and <p + d(t>,

z and z + dz. Then the value of rfF is

dV = p d(iidzdp.

We integrate over the intersection of the volume

S'iS'2 with the surface scattering layer, which is as-

sumed to have depth d. This volume is an annulus

(ring-shaped figure) determined by z varying from

zero to d, 4> varying from to 2ir, and p varying from

S'l to (S2. Then equation (28) becomes

G(t) = -^—
\ dz\ d4,\ pmh?hh'dp, (29)

47r Jo Jo Jsi'

where p is integrated from S'l to S'^. In the ocean, it

can be assumed that on the average sound rays are

bent only in a vertical direction. Then, the distance

in the p direction from S[ to S'2 is independent of the

polar angle <i>, but may depend on the depth z.

In order to put equation (29) in a form suitable for

calculations, we shall have to make several additional

simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the

only factor in the expression (29) which depends on

the depth coordinate z is the scattering coefficient m,

and that m depends only on z. Then equation (29)

becomes

\ mdz]\ d4>\ ph^hh'dp. (30)
4x \Jo /Jo Jsi'

Git)

This assumption is readily defended. Since the depth

of the surface scattering layer is usually small com-

pared to the horizontal range from the transducer,

there is little difference in initial ray direction be-

tween the ray which reaches a point Y' in the ocean

surface and the ray which reaches the point Y" a

depth d below Y' (Figure 5). Therefore, the product

66' is practically independent of z in our volume of

integration. Again, since the depth of the surface

scattering layer is usually small, the horizontal dis-

tance traversed by a ray in its passage from S'l to S'2

changes but little from the top to the bottom of the

layer. For the same reason it can be assumed that

there is usually little difference in transmission loss

among the various paths from the transducer to

points in the volume of integration.* There is little

reason for the scattering coefficient to vary with any-

thing but depth, as long as the grazing angles of the

rays on the surface do not vary appreciably over the

volume of integration; this will be the case if the ping

length is sufficiently short compared to the range of

the reverberation.

We may rewrite equation (30) as

where

- FF' c r
G(t) = m' d<t> ph'bb'dp, (31)

iw Jo JSi'

m' = f mdz.

It should be remarked that the disappearance of d in

equation (31) is of Httle consequence. There is ordi-

narily no way to accurately estimate d in any par-

ticular case; it is just the depth down to which scat-

terers which depend on sea state appear in significant

quantity. Without committing ourselves as to the

exact size of d, we may give the factor m' real

physical meaning by redefining it as

-'
=

r

mdz (32)

where m is the backward scattering coefficient of the

scatterers causing surface reverberation, is dependent

on sea state, and is negligible below some unspecified

depth. It seems likely that the depth at which m be-

comes negligible is usually small enough so that the

lack of dependence on z of h^bb' can be assumed. If

not, or if for any other reason the assumptions used

to derive equation (31) from equation (28) are not

satisfied, the first integral in equation (30) cannot be

regarded as a separate factor, and the concept of an

overall surface scattering coefficient m' has no mean-

ing. One situation in which equation (31) does not

apply, while equation (28) does, is for surface rever-

beration in the presence of sharp negative tempera-

ture gradients near the range where the limiting ray

leaves the surface. This situation is pictured in

Figure 6. Strictly speaking, in this case the surface S'2

does not intersect the ocean surface at all; but S'2 may
be drawn to intersect the surface, as in Figure 6, with

the understanding that the transmission loss is in-

finite to the shaded volume. Under these circum-

' It must be noted that this assumption ignores the possi-

bility of the image effect described in Section 5.2.1. The effect

of image interference on the behavior of surface reverbera-

tion is briefly discussed in Section 14.2.1.
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stances, the transmission loss varies rapidly with

depth in some portion of the volume of integration,

and the assumptions used to derive equation (31)

from equation (28) are not satisfied.

We next make assumptions which enable us to

integrate out the variable p in equation (31). The
integral in equation (31) is taken over an annulus

whose horizontal cross section is the ring-shaped area

between the circles of radii PU and FF in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Region of surface scattering in presence of

sharp downward refraction.

If the ping length is assumed to be sufficiently short

compared to the range, then /i^bb' varies but Httle in

the distance from U to V, and equation (31) be-

comes

_ p.p' r^" r^
Git) = m' h?hh'd4, 1 pdp (33)

Air Jo JSi

p . p' r^^ /•*'

= m'K' I bie,(t>W(e,<t>)d4> I pdp. (34)
47r Jo JSi

The step from equation (33) to equation (34) is

justified only if the transmission loss h is inde-

pendent of the polar angle (j). With rays bending only

in the vertical direction, there is ordinarily no reason

why the average transmission loss should depend on

this variable. In equation (34), 6 is some average

angle of elevation of rays which strike the surface

between the two circles of radii PC/ and PF in Figure

5. If the ping length is sufficiently short compared

to the range, this average value of 6 may be assumed

to be the angle of elevation of the ray which leaves

the projector at midsignal and hits the surface after

a travel time t/2. In other words, this average value

of 6 is the angle of elevation of that ray which passes

through the curve of intersection of the ocean sur-

face and the surface Si defined in Figure 2.

Now, by simple calculus,

L "^^
= (v,. -

('2I.-

(PU + c/F)2 (puy
in Figure 5

(--^0 == UVi PU + P{UV) (35)

where, if the ping length is sufficiently short com-

pared to the range, p, the mean value of p in the

annulus, may be assumed equal to the value of p

where Ss intersects the ocean surface. UV is the dis-

tance on the surface from S'l to S2.

Figure 7. Expanded drawing of ray between projector

and ocean surface.

Next, we evaluate p(UV). Referring to Figure 7,

if PW = p, if rfs is the increment of arc along the ray

from to IF in the time interval dt, and if dp is the

corresponding increment of horizontal range, then

dp = ds cos a

and
/.(/2 /'t/2

p = PW = I ds(t) cos a(t) =1 c cos adt,
Jo Jo

since cdt is always equal to ds. Also, since the bending

is in the vertical direction only, we have by Snell's

law

cos a cos a'

where c' is the velocity of sound at the surface, and

a' is the angle of elevation of the ray OW at W. It

follows that
rtl2^2

p = I —, cos a'dt
JO c

t cos a'

2^^' (36)

where c is some average sound velocity. To calculate
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UV, the second factor in the expression (35), we
notice in Figure 7 that if UH Ues in S[ and if the ping

length is sufficiently short, then UWH is very nearly

a right triangle with the right angle at H. Thus,

COS a

_ c't

4 cos a'

since the perpendicular distance from S'l to S3 is

c't/4. With our assumptions,

UV
2

Thus
c't

UW =

UV =
2 cos t

Substitution of this expression for UV and of ex-

pression (36) for p into equation (35) gives

'^'
,

c'^COSa'
pdp =

Jsi

C T

2c' 2 COS a'

4
'

(37)

In equation (37), c, the average sound velocity, can

be replaced with little error in any actual situation

by Co, the sound velocity at the transducer. Substi-

tuting expression (37), modified by this replacement,

in equation (34) gives

Git) = '^m'h^'^
4ir 4

T T"
- h{e,<t>)h'{e,
: Jo

<j>)d<t>. (38)

The subsequent procedure is similar to that

adopted following equation (17); it is convenient to

rewrite the theoretical expression (38) for reverbera-

tion in terms of decibels as a function of range. As
before we define the range r of the reverberation as

Co//2; this differs negligibly from the distance along

the ray path OW of Figure 7. Proceeding as in Sec-

tion 12.2, we find

10 log Git) = 10 log yjj + 10 log iF-F')

+ 10 log {~j - 30 log r + JM - 2A, (39)

where

JM = 10
^'^ilo

bie,,t>)b'ie,<t>)d<t> (40)

and 2A is the two-way transmission anomaly along

the ray path.

Equation (38) indicates that the intensity of sur-

face reverberation, like that of volume reverberation,

should be proportional to the ping length if the as-

sumptions used to derive equation (38) are satisfied.

If these assumptions are not valid in a particular

situation, however, the surface reverberation inten-

sity may not be proportional to the ping length.

Frequentlj'^, these assumptions are not satisfied; thus

the proportional dependence on ping length pre-

dicted in equation (38) is not as general as the same
dependence for volume reverberation predicted by
equation (14). For example, if refraction is sharply

downward, surface reverberation from ranges near

where the limiting ray leaves the surface will not

obey the theoretical law (38). Qualitatively, it can

be seen from Figure 6 that at a range Co</2 somewhat
greater than the limiting range, a halving of the ping

length may lead to more than a halving of the sur-

face reverberation intensity, since most or all of the

shorter ping may be too far from the surface to be

effective in scattering. It will be recalled that this

situation in which the proportional dependence on

ping length predicted by equation (38) is invalid is

just the type of situation which had to be ruled out in

order to obtain equation (31), which in turn led to

the result (38).

In deriving equation (38), surface reflections were

explicitly neglected. As explained in Section 12.2, the

surface reflections make for alternative ray paths

from the transducer to the scatterers. It is shown in

Section 12.5.6 that these alternative paths usually

cause the value of 10 log m', computed from measured

surface reverberation intensities and transmission

anomalies by means of equation (39), to be about

6 db greater than the actual value of the backward

scattering coefficient of the surface scatterers.

The quantity J»(S) in equation (39) is called the

surface reverberation index. In general, this index de-

pends on the orientation of the projector relative to

the vertical and on the range of the reverberation,

and is difficult to calculate for arbitrary transducer

orientations. When the transducer beam is nearly

horizontal, however, the expression (40) can be evalu-

ated approximately. It is shown * that if the trans-

ducer is a large rectangular piston in an infinite

baffle then, approximately,

£'m,W(e.*)<i* - ^"-^'°;?-^'°W , (4.)

where

cos 8

/»2i

Q(0) = biO,<t>)b'iO,4>)d,f>, (41a)
Jo
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and { is the angle of tilt of the transducer axis relative

to the horizontal plane. The relation (41) is probably

not valid for angles d greater than 30 degrees, at

which angle the directivity pattern of any actual

transducer is likely to differ appreciably from the

ideal. Equation (41) was proved in reference 4 only

for rectangular pistons. However, even for the circu-

lar pistons used in most Navy gear, the use of equa-

tion (41) is probably legitimate as long as the correc-

tion factor b{e- ?,0)6'(e - ?,0)(cos 5)-' does not dif-

fer too much from unity. For a horizontal trans-

ducer (? = 0), typical values of the correction

b{e,ow(e,o)
10 log

^ cose

are given in Table 1. This table was computed by the

Table 1

flJn^»„r»»= in 1^.. b(e,0)b'(e,0)
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Rit) = 10 log
(Yj + 10 log {^) - 30 log r

+ JM - 2A'. (51)

In other words, if 4' is used instead of A in equation

(45), then the proper surface reverberation index to

use is Js{0) rather than Jg{6). The same rule applies,

of course, in the evaluation of equation (39) or equa-

tion (43)

12.4 BOTTOM REVERBERATION

Bottom reverberation is defined as reverberation

arising from sound scattered back to the tranducer

by scattering centers in the ocean bottom. These

scattering centers are thought to usually lie in a very

thin layer on the bottom. Thus the formulas for the

dependence on range of bottom reverberation will be

similar to those formulas for surface reverberation,

and can be derived from them by simple changes of

notation. We have then, from formulas (39) through

(45),

10 log Git) = 10 log
^yj + 10 log (F-F')

+ 10 log ^^)- 30 log r (52)

+ Jeie) - 2A,

1 r''
with Jeie) = 10 log — I h(e,4>)h'{e,4>)d<i> (53)

27r Jo

R'{t) = 101ogG(<) - lOlog (F-F')

= 10 log yjj + 10 log (^y)
- 30 log r

+ Jeie) - 2A. (54)

To
Rit) = 10Iog(5(<) - 10 log iF-F') + 10 log

T

= 101og(^°) + 101og(^)-301ogr

+ Jsie) - 2A. (55)

In these formulas w" is the backward scattering

coefficient of the bottom per unit area of the bottom.

The coordinate system in equation (53) is similar to

that in Figure 5; however, the transducer is usually

directed downward instead of upward as in Figure 5.

Equation (41) may be used to evaluate Jaid) in

equation (53); and as before JaiO) should be re-

placed by JsiO) if the transmission anomaly as

usually measured is used instead of the actual trans-

mission anomaly along the ray path. The quantity

m" is in general a function of the range since it

probably depends on the angle of incidence of the ray

on the bottom.

It should be noted that the similarity of the

formulas for bottom and surface reverberation does

not imply that bottom and surface reverberation

arise from similar mechanisms. The bottom scatter-

ing originates in irregularities in bottom contour;

these irregularities may vary from the fine separa-

tions between grains of sand to such macroscopic

irregularities as large rocks and underwater cliffs and

valleys.

12.5 EXPIJCIT AND TACIT ASSUMPTIONS

The preceding derivations of the theoretical for-

mulas for volume, surface, and bottom reverberation

were based on many assumptions, not all of which

were stated explicitly. In this section we shall discuss

briefly the significance and probable validity of these

assumptions. Because of present uncertainties re-

garding scattering sources and the infinite complexity

of the ocean, this discussion is partly qualitative and

not clear-cut.

It was pointed out in Section 12.1 that though

equation (1) governs the propagation of reverbera-

tion in the ocean, a complete solution of equation (1)

for the reverberation received under given conditions

is not obtainable. However, certain general properties

of solutions of equation (1) are known, and will be of

use here.

The strength of an acoustic disturbance can be ex-

pressed either in terms of pressure amplitude or sound

intensity. In practical appUcations, the sound in-

tensity is a more convenient quantity; while in

theoretical discussions based on the wave equation

(1) the acoustic pressure is more convenient. In equa-

tion (1), the sound intensity does not appear ex-

plicitly; in fact, it is impossible to derive a simple

differential equation, whose dependent variable is

the sound intensity, which like equation (1) ex-

presses the fact that the disturbance is a wave

traveling through the ocean with the velocity c. In

discussing the implications of equation (1), we shall,

therefore, be directly concerned with the soimd pres-

sure p. To tie in the discussion with the preceding

sections of the chapter, we must relate the sound in-

tensity to the sound pressure and also to the voltage

generated across the terminals of the receiving circuit.

To simpUfy the discussion, we shall assume, to be-
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gin with, that the instantaneous voltage across the

terminals of the receiving circuit is exactly propor-

tional to the instantaneous pressure in any plane

wave which is incident on the transducer. This as-

sumption is equivalent to assuming that the re-

ceiver introduces no phase shifts, or in other words,

that it behaves like a pure resistance or like an ideal

infinitely wide band-pass filter. Of course, actual re-

ceivers never behave in this way, but it is convenient

to postpone temporarily consideration of the effects

caused by departure from ideal response in the re-

ceiver circuit. Now suppose a plane wave of pressure

p is incident on the transducer from a direction de-

fined by the angles {d,<j>) of Figure 2. Then the voltage

E across the receiver terminal is

E = f'?'{d,4>)v, (56)

where 0'{d,<t>) is the "pressure pattern function" of

the receiver, and /' is the voltage across the receiver

terminals when a plane wave of unit pressure is

incident on the receiver in the direction of its maxi-

mum response. Since there is no phase distortion, all

the quantities in equation (56) may be assumed real.

The rms power output resulting from E, in watts

across the receiver terminals, will be

£2 y'2^'2 _
(57)

where the receiver is assumed terminated in the pure

resistance Z, and the bar indicates a time average

over many cycles of the wave.

Now, in a plane wave, the relation between the

sound pressure p and the average sound intensity /,

from Section 2.4.3, is just

poc
(58)

where po is the density of water, c is the velocity of

sound, and the bar again indicates a time average

over many cycles of the wave. Equation (58) re-

mains valid even if the plane wave is being refracted

by velocity gradients in the ocean. From equations

(57) and (58), we see that the rms power output

across the terminals of our ideal receiver, caused by a

plane wave incident on the transducer, is proportional

to the average sound intensity in the water. Further-

more, by comparing equations (57) and (58) with the

definition of F' and b'{9,(t>) in Section 12.2, it is

evident that

^'=-^',&'(M)=^'^(M.

However, the scattered sound which produces re-

verberation reaches the transducer from all direc-

tions, and therefore cannot be regarded as a plane

wave. For this scattered sound the pressure in the

water at any instant is

= T,Pi, (60)

where pi is the pressure in the ith plane wave which

arrives at 0. The voltage generated across the re-

ceiver terminals, by equation (60), is

E = /'Z^'(e.-,0.)P.- (61)
i

where the angles di,<j)i define the direction from which

the ith plane wave reaches the transducer. The rms
intensity resulting from equation (61) is given by

E^

Z

(59)

= ~[jl0'(ei,<t,i)pij]^Zfi'(ej,,t>i)pq

(62)

where the double sum includes terms for all values

of i and j except i equal to j.

12.5.1 Average Reverberation

Intensity

One of the basic assumptions made in Section 12.1

was that the average reverberation intensity is the

sum of the average intensities of the individual

scattered waves reaching the transducer. Because

equation (62) represents the average reverberation

intensity, while equation (57) represents the in-

tensity of the individual scattered wave, it is clear

that this assumption will be strictly valid only if the

double sum on the right-hand side of equation (62)

vanishes.

The average in equation (62) is the average over a

large number of cycles. All the waves reaching the

transducer have very nearly the same frequency

when ordinary single-frequency (CW) pings are

used. Thus, the value of the double sum on the right

of equation (&2) depends on the relative phases of the

various waves arriving at the transducer. On any one

ping the value of this double sum may be positive or

negative, and its absolute value may be appreciable

or near zero, depending on the phases. Thus, if the

expression (62) is averaged over a number of pings,

and if the phases vary in a random way from ping

to ping, the double sum in equation (62) can be neg-
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lected, and we can conclude that the rms reverbera-

tion intensity, averaged over a number of pings, will

equal the sum of the average intensities received from

the individual scatterers in the ocean.

We may expect the phases to vary in a random way
because of the properties of equation (1). This equa-

tion implies directly that sound propagates through

the ocean as a wave with a definite velocity, and that

the phase of the returning wave depends on the

travel time of the wave from the transducer to the

scatterer and back. At 24 kc a phase shift of 2-k,

amounting to a shift of a complete cycle, results from

a relative displacement between two scatterers of

about an inch, or a difference in travel time of about

40 /[isec. Such phase changes or changes in ray

path from ping to ping could result from thermal

fluctuations, from the rise and fall of the transducer

in the ocean, from wave motion, and from drift of the

scatterers and the projecting ship. A relative dis-

placement of one inch in five seconds (the approxi-

mate time between pings) corresponds to a relative

drift of only 60 ft per hr.

It is worth stressing that the phase shifts discussed

in the preceding paragraph are relative phase shifts

between waves from different scattering points in the

ocean. At any instant sound is being received from

many different points on any one scatterer; but if the

scatterer is a rigid sphere, for example, the phases of

the waves arising at different points on the spherical

surface always bear a definite relation to each other.

These waves from the different points on the spherical

scatterer will always combine to give the same result

in equation (62), irrespective of relative displacement

between the scatterer and the transducer. Thus, the

likelihood that the double sum in equation (62) will

average to zero over a number of pings is connected

with what might be called the "correlation" between

conditions at various points in the ocean. If the ocean

were rigid, so that the relative positions and orienta-

tions of the scatterers never changed, knowledge of

the phase of a returning wave from one point in the

ocean would completely determine the phases of re-

turning waves from all other points. In this event the

assumption that the double sum in equation (62)

averages to zero would be more difficult to maintain.

However, since the ocean is not rigid and the posi-

tions and orientations of the scatterers change with

time, knowledge of the phase of a wave returning

from one point determines the phases only of those

waves from the immediate neighborhood of the par-

ticular point.

The averaging to zero of the double sum in equa-

tion (62) is made even more probable by our averag-

ing procedure, which focuses attention on a definite

instant relative to the midtime of the emitted signal.

As the transducer drifts or otherwise changes its posi-

tion in the ocean, the reverberation received at a

definite instant comes from different points of space

on different pings. In many cases, the phases of the

scattered waves returning from these two portions of

sfjace will be almost completely uncorrelated; in such

cases, random phase relations on successive pings are

even more likely.

In the absence of definite knowledge about the

scatterers responsible for reverberation, it is not

possible to make this argument about equation (62)

more precise. However, it is apparent from this dis-

cussion that in all types of reverberation there are a

number of mechanisms that can cause random varia-

tions in the phases of the individual returning scat-

tered waves. When these phases are truly random

the assumption involved in averaging the individual

scattered intensities, to get the average reverberation

intensity, is justified.

12.5.2 Definition of Backward
Scattering Coefficient

The backward scattering coefficient was defined for

a volume small enough so that its relevant properties

do not change too sharply with changes of position

inside the volume, and large enough that it contains

a reasonable number of scatterers. Mt&r an explicit

assumption that the scattering by such a volume is

proportional to the volume, the scattering coefficient

of V was defined by formula (4).

It is easy to see that this assumption should be

valid if the double sum in equation (62) vanishes. If

this term vanishes, the total reverberation intensity

will be just the sum of the average intensities of the

waves from the individual scatterers; therefore, it

should be proportional, on the average, to the size

of the scattering volume.

12.5.3 ( Duration of Scattering by a

Scatterer

In Section 12.1, it was assumed that scattering

from an individual scatterer begins the instant sound

energy begins to arrive at the scatterer and ceases the

instant sound energy ceases to arrive.

In considering this assumption, we must recognize
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that the discussion to this point has glossed over the

fact that neither the outgoing ping nor the scattered

sound which reaches the transducer is really single-

frequency sound. No sound of finite duration can be a

pure single-frequency sound since the latter theo-

retically lasts an infinite time; it can be shown that

the relation between the time duration 8t of a ping

and the width 5/ of the frequency band making up

the pulse is approximately

8fdt = 1. (63)

In general, the relation between any time-dependent

signal F(t) and the frequency spectrum of the signal

is given by Fourier's integral theorem.' That is, the

signal can be written in the form

F{t)
\/2irJ-

A(co)e'"'rfco,

\/2t-

where A (to) is determined by the equation

^(") = ;7^/->®^ "dt.

(64)

(65)

Equations (64) and (65) are just generalizations of

corresppnding equations applicable to Fourier series

of periodic functions. In these equations F{t) and

A (oj) are generally complex, and o can be interpreted

as equal to 27r/where /is the frequency of the spectral

component corresponding to to.

It is possible, therefore, to make a frequency

analysis of any given ping, using equation (65). This

frequency analysis can then be used to obtain a formal

solution of equation (1). For, because of the linearity

of equation (1), if the scattered sound reaching the

receiver as a result of emission of the continuous

sound e'"' is B{o>)e^\ then the pressure of the scat-

tered sound reaching the transducer as a result of

any given ping is

v(t)
\/2-

A{co)B{ccr'edco, (66)

where A{oi) is given by equation (65) in terms of the

pressure variation F{t) of the outgoing ping. It is

necessary to qualify equation (66). Because the

boundary conditions and the velocity of sound at any

point are changing with time, the scattered sound

which reaches the transducer is not a pure sound,

even though a pure sound e""' is emitted. Thus al-

though the pressure of the scattered wave can always

be presented as a Fourier integral of the form (64),

equation (66) is not rigorously true, if B{co) and A{o3)

are defined as above. However, for the purpose of

investigating the validity of the assumption under

consideration, these effects of time variation can be

neglected, and equation (66) accepted as valid. In

addition, for simplicity, the velocity of sound c in

equation (1) can be assumed constant.

By using equation (66), the dependence on time of

the pressure p{t) of the scattered sound reaching the

transducer can be calculated for pings of any length

and for various types of scatterers. If p{t) is plotted

as a function of the time following the emission of the

ping, it turns out that p(t) is always zero imtil the

sound has had time to travel to and from the nearest

point on the scatterer. In other words, scattering

from an individual scatterer actually does begin at

the instant that sound energy begins to arrive at the

scatterer. It is not possible to show in general that

scattering ceases at the instant the sound energy

ceases to arrive at the scatterer. However, for the

special case of an infinitely rigid spherical scatterer,

it is possible to show that the duration of the scat-

tered sound received from the sphere is the same as

the duration t of the outgoing ping, as long as the

relation

D
c

(67)

is satisfied, where D is the diameter of the sphere. The
significance of equation (67) is simple; it means that

the scattered sound will have the same duration as

the initial ping, provided that the travel time of the

sound across the sphere is negUgibly short compared

to the duration of the initial ping. This result is not

unexpected.

The reason why no general proof can be given for

the validity of the second part of the assumption

under discussion, namely, that scattering ceases at

the instant sound energy ceases to arrive at the

scatterer, is easily understood. Any real not infinitely

rigid scatterer, such as a bubble, will have definite

resonant frequencies which will be excited by the

incident soimd, and the scatterer may continue to

radiate sound at its resonant frequencies long after

the ping has passed by. Also some sound may enter

the scatterer and be reflected back and forth inside

the scatterer a number of times before it is scattered

back toward the transducer. If the scatterer is large

and many such reflections are possible, the duration

of the scattered sound will be longer than t. Despite

these difliculties it can be argued that the assumption

can be regarded as vaUd. There is good reason to

doubt that resonant bubbles or other resonant scat-

terers play a large part in reverberation; in any case.
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the reradiated sound from such scatterers would die

out in a very short time compared to the duration

of even a 1-msec ping. For most scatterers equation

(67) will be satisfied for pings of ordinary length al-

though it may sometimes not be satisfied with scat-

terers such as rocks on the bottom, for 1-msec pings.

In the light of the discussion in Section 12.5.1, the

distance D in equation (67) must be interpreted as

the diameter of the volume within which there is ap-

preciable correlation between the phases of waves re-

flected from different points in the ocean. Scattering

volumes separated by so large a distance that there is

little correlation may be considered unrelated scat-

terers. In the absence of definite knowledge about the

scatterers, it is difficult to make the argument pre-

cise, but it seems unlikely that there will be apprecia-

ble correlation over a distance as great as a yard,

which is about the length of 1-msec ping.

Along with assumption 2, Section 12.1, it has been

tacitly assumed, in the derivation of the theoretical

reverberation formulas that the outgoing ping is

square-topped (that is, that the intensity rises

abruptly to its steady-state value at the beginning

of the ping, remains constant until the end of the

ping, and then drops suddenly to zero), and that the

wave received from any scatterer reproduces the

shape of the outgoing ping. It is possible to make the

outgoing ping very nearly square-topped, but it is

apparent from equation (66) that the shape of the

waves returning from each scatterer is not necessarily

the same as the shape of the outgoing ping. However,

if the ping does not include too wide a frequency band

(that is, is not too short) and if the scattering co-

efficients of the various types of scatterers do not

vary too rapidly with frequency, then in equation

(66), if sound is being received from only one scat-

terer, B{(ji) is nearly independent of frequency, and

the returning scattered wave does very nearly repro-

duce the wave form of the outgoing ping. It will be

seen in Chapters 4 and 5 that even in a 1,000-c band,

scattering coefficients in the ocean apparently change

very little, so that, from equation (63), square-topped

1-msec pings should result in square-topped scattered

waves.

We can now see the significance of the assumption,

made at the beginning of Section 12.5, that the in-

stantaneous voltage induced in the receiving circuit

is exactly proportional to the instantaneous pressure

of the sound arriving at the transducer. If this is not

the case, that is, if there is phase distortion or ampU-

tude distortion in the receiver, then the reverbera-

tion resulting from any one scatterer will not have
the square-topped shape of the outgoing ping, and
the formulas which have been derived will be in error.

Thus, if measured reverberation intensities are to be

comparable to the theoretical formulas of Sections

12.2 to 12.4, it is necessary to use flat wide-band

systems which have little transient response to the

sudden changes of reverberation intensity. The use

of narrow-band systems with high transients will

usually cause the reverberation received from any
scatterer to last longer than the outgoing ping and
have a shape different from that of the ping. Since

this distortion will decrease with increasing ping

length T, deviation will result from the predicted

proportionaUty of R'it) on ping length t in equations

(24), (43), and (54). In order to derive appropriate

theoretical formulas for such systems it would be

necessary to write, using equation (66),

1 r"
E{t) = —7=] H'^)B{oi)C{oi)e'"'dw

for the voltage induced across the receiver terminals

by each scattered wave where C(co) describes the

frequency response of the gear. The expression for the

average reverberation intensity would then involve

an integration over the frequency band included in

the ping and passed by the equipment. It may be re-

marked that there is an inherent dependence of re-

sponse on frequency in any directional transducer,

because the pattern functions 6(9,<^) and b'{d,4>) are

always functions of frequency. Thus, it may be neces-

sary to consider further the effect of directivity on the

theoretical reverberation formulas for situations in-

volving very short pings and highly directional

transducers.

12.5.4 Neglect of Multiple Scattering

We have assumed that the sound reaching the

transducer as reverberation has been scattered only

once. It is easy to see that the validity of this assump-

tion depends on the range of the received reverbera-

tion. For, as the ping proceeds out from the trans-

ducer, it loses more and more energy by scattering;

the scattered waves are of course no different from

any other sound waves and are themselves scattered.

Eventually, therefore, a range is reached at which the

ratio between the singly scattered sound returning

to the transducer and the multiply scattered sound

returning is no longer large. The value of this range

depends on the amount of scattering which takes
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place in the ocean. Thus, the vaUdity of this assump-

tion, like that of all the other assumptions we have

made, depends on the properties of the scatterers in

the ocean.

In considering the validity of this assumption, we

may confine our attention to multiple scattering in

the body of the ocean, since there is little likelihood

of direct multiple scattering from one surface scat-

terer or bottom scatterer to another. Experiments on

volume reverberation ' have shown that at short

ranges (up to a few hundred yards) multiple scat-

tering in the body of the ocean probably can be neg-

lected. If scattering in the body of the ocean is

isotropic, that is, if the backward volume-scattering

coefficient m is really the average amount of energy

scattered in all directions per imit intensity per unit

volume, then it can be concluded from the magnitude

of m that multiple scattering is certainly negligible

at all ranges of interest in echo ranging.

However, it is possible that forward scattering in

the ocean is appreciably greater than backward

scattering. It has been suggested that the high at-

tenuation of sound in the ocean at supersonic fre-

quencies results from forward scattering of sound by

the temperature microstructure in the ocean. On
present evidence, it seems unlikely that forward

scattering alone can account for attenuation in the

ocean,'' but if appreciable wide-angle scattering does

occur, then at long ranges the neglect of multiple

scattering in the theoretical reverberation formulas

is not justified. The predicted dependence of volume

reverberation on range [equation (24)] would be

changed if volume reverberation contained much

multiply scattered sound. The evidence discussed in

Chapter 14 suggests that multiple scattering in the

ocean probably can be neglected at ranges of opera-

tional interest in echo ranging. However, more evi-

dence is needed before any definite conclusions can

be reached.

12.5.5 Fermat's Principle and the

Principle of Reciprocity

It was important to show that multiple scattering

can be neglected in the computation of reverberation

intensity since that assumption enabled us to deline-

ate the volume S1S2 in Figure 1 within which ap-

preciable scattering is taking place. The determina-

tion of volume S'iS'2 (Figure 2) was then based on an

application of Fermat's principle. Fermat's principle

*> This point is discussed in Section 5.4.1.

is a theorem about the properties of equation (1);

it states that when a sound travels between two given

points, it always follows a path such that its travel

time is a maximum or a minimum." This maximum
or minimum value is the same no matter which of the

two points is the starting point and which the finish-

ing point. Thus, provided the refraction conditions

and boundary conditions are not changing with time,

the ray paths and travel times from the transducer

out to a scatterer, and from the scatterer back to the

transducer, are exactly the same. However, refraction

and boimdary conditions in the ocean are not con-

stant with time. The existence of thermal fluctua-

tions, and the fact that BT patterns vary from one

hour to the next, show that refraction conditions

change with time; and surface waves are an example

of changing boundary conditions.

Complete elucidation of the effect of these chang-

ing refraction and boundary conditions would be

highly complicated, and, as usual, lack of information

about the scatterers would make it difficult to be

precise. However, it seems justifiable to assume that

short-term fluctuations in thermal microstructure,

or such variations in boundary conditions as waves

or random movements of the scatterers, do not

modify the average equality of the travel times and

ray paths. Moreover, the long-term variations evi-

dent on the BT trace are too slow to affect the aver-

age equality in a series of pings lasting about a

minute. Thus, it appears that the use of Fermat's

principle was justifiable in Section 12.2, in the

delineation of the effective scattering volume S'iS'2.

Another theorem about the properties of equation

(1) is the principle of reciprocity. In the ocean, trans-

mission loss is thought to be a combination of ordi-

nary inverse square spreading, refraction, absorp-

tion,and scattering. According to the principle of rec-

iprocity,' if the refraction and boundary conditions

are not changing with time, then that part of the

transmission loss which is due to inverse square

spreading and refraction will be the same for trans-

mission from a nondirectional projector at to the

point X.as for transmission from a nondirectional

projector at X to 0. Of course, the source at (the

echo-ranging projector) is not nondirectional; and

the source at X (the scatterer) may not be nondirec-

tional, since scattering is not necessarily the same in

all directions. For directional sound sources, the

reciprocity theorem requires modification, because of

the possibiUty of reflections and multiple paths be-

tween and X. However, along any definite ray path
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the principle still holds that the transmission losses

due to inverse square spreading and refraction from

to X and X to are the same along that ray, ir-

respective of the directivities of the sources. In addi-

tion, the principle of reciprocity applies also to ab-

sorption losses ' if absorption in the ocean arises from

so-called linear processes. Actually, studies of trans-

mission loss show that the processes involved in the

transmission of sound in the ocean are only imper-

fectly understood; but there appears to be no justi-

fication at this time for ascribing the absorption

losses of sound waves of ordinary amplitudes to non-

linear processes.

Because the scattering coefficients are so small,

transmission losses due to scattering may be neglected

at all ranges of interest in echo ranging. It follows

therefore from the preceding paragraph, and from the

definitions of the quantities h and h' in Section 12.2 as

cransmission losses along the ray, that the principle

of reciprocity may be applied to transmission be-

tween the points and X of Figure 2 if refraction and

boundary conditions are constant. It is still necessary

to consider the effects of the variation of these con-

ditions with time; but by an argument similar to that

made in the discussion of Fermat's principle, it seems

vahd to assume that these time variations will not

affect the relation between the transmission losses of

the outgoing and incoming sound on a series of pings

lasting about a minute. In other words it appears

justifiable at this time, in the light of the principle

of reciprocity and our present understanding of

absorption losses, to assume that on the average the

one-way transmission losses h and h' are equal.

12.5.6 Effect of Surface Reflections

The complications induced by such variations in

boundary conditions as rough seas are exemplified by

the difficulties encountered in extending equation

(20), derived for an infinite unbounded ocean, to the

more nearly realistic semi-infinite ocean. In rough

seas (Figure 3B), with the transducer horizontal, it is

very difficult to determine exactly the effective vol-

umes from which reverberation is being received at

any instant. In calm seas (Figure 3A), however, the

volumes corresponding to the various alternative

paths should be very nearly identical at ranges

greater than a few hundred yards, since at these

rather long ranges the path differences between OAX
and OBX are usually very small. These volumes will

all be about half of the original volume S'lS'^ because

of the presence of the ocean surface; at long ranges

and shallow transducer depths the initial angle of ray

elevation B is restricted almost completely to values

between — 7r/2 and in the integral (14), instead of

varying from — Tr/2 to ir/2, as it does when the ocean

surface is far away. Since all four of the scattering

volumes described in Section 12.2 are very nearly

equal, all of the integrals of the form (13) correspond-

ing to these volumes should also be nearly equal, be-

cause at these ranges the rays OAX and OBX (Figure

3A) leave the transducer in almost the same direction,

and because in a calm sea the reflection coefficient of

the surface is very nearly unity. Thus, in a calm sea,

with the transducer near the surface and the beam
horizontal, the total intensity of the received volume

reverberation is obtained by adding up four integrals

of the form (13), with the region of integration for

each just half the volume S'lS'^.

Therefore, the presence of the surface increases the

received volume reverberation under these conditions

to about double the value predicted by equation (17),

or to a value about 3 db greater than predicted by

equation (22), with the important proviso that the

quantities A and Ax used in that equation are the

transmission anomalies that would have been meas-

ured if there had been no reflected rays. The trans-

mission anomaly is usually obtained by measuring

the transmission loss from a point about 100 yd from

the transducer. If so, it is easily seen that with shallow

transducers the inferred transmission anomaly is

about the same as the transmission anomaly that

would have been measured if the surface was far

away. It follows, therefore, that in calm seas, with

shallow transducers and horizontal beams, the value

of 10 log m computed from measured volume rever-

beration intensities and transmission anomalies by

means of equation (22) will be about 3 db greater

than the true value of 10 times the logarithm of the

backward scattering coefficient.

For rough seas it is not possible to make so precise

an analysis. However, it can be argued that the dif-

ference between the computed and actual value of

10 log m will be about 3 db in rough seas also since on

the average the existence of many paths (Figure 3B)

will be compensated for by the loss of reflecting

power of the surface. For surface reverberation the

existence of surface-reflected paths causes the value

of 10 log m' computed from measured surface rever-

beration intensities by means of equation (39) to be

about 6 db greater than the actual value of the back-

ward scattering coefficient of the surface scatterers.
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The reason for the 6-db value for the case of surface

reverberation is that in equation (28) the volume of

integration explicitly includes only the semi-infinite

region below the ocean surface. Thus in calm seas the

total intensity of the received surface reverberation

is obtained by adding up four integrals of the form

(28) without any reduction in the volume of integra-

tion. However, this conclusion depends on the

properties of the surface scattering layer. If the sur-

face scattering layer absorbs sound very strongly,

sound may never be able to penetrate the layer to

reach the actual air-water interface. In this event, the

inferred value of m' from equation (39) will equal the

true value of the backward scattering coefficient of

the surface scatterers. A situation of this sort in which

the surface layer is assumed to consist of a dense layer

of resonant bubbles is discussed in Section 14.2.5.

If the water is shallow enough for rays reflected at

the bottom to be important, the situation becomes

more obscure; as shown in Figure 3C, some of the

possible paths between and X involve both re-

flection at the sea surface and reflection at the sea

bottom. It has already been pointed out that in this

situation no simple relation exists between the in-

ferred value of 10 log m and the true value of the

backward scattering coefficient. In fact, it may be

remarked generally that equations (20), (39), and

(52), for reverberation from the volume, surface, and

bottom, respectively, are invalid when ray paths in-

volving several reflections between the projector and

the scatterer become important.

12.5.7 Overall Evaluation

This section has been concerned with the physical

ideas behind the assumptions which have been used

to derive the theoretical formulas for reverberation.

It has been seen that most of the assumptions used

are probably justified, but that no definite proof of

their vaUdity is possible at this time. If the assump-

tions are not satisfied, reverberation may not depend

on range and ping length in the manner predicted by

the theoretical formulas (24), (43), and (54). None of

the considerations of this section affect the possibility

of using these formulas as an einpirical means of in-

vestigating reverberation and computing in each

case a value of the backward scattering coefficient

from comparison of the theoretical formulas with

experiment. However, if the assumptions which have

been made are not justified, the magnitude of the

backward scattering coefficient deduced in this way
will not have the simple physical significance implied

in assumption 4 of Section 12.1.



Chapter 13

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

THIS CHAPTER describes the principal methods

which have been used in the gathering and

analyzing of reverberation intensities. It will be seen

that the techniques for the study of reverberation

have been greatly improved since the first studies. A
great many systems have been conceived for such

studies; but only those which have actually been put

into operation and used extensively in the gathering

and processing of data will be discussed here. Refer-

ences to sources which give more detailed informa-

tion are included in the body of the chapter.

The experimental determination of the frequency

characteristics of reverberation will be discussed in

Chapter 16.

13.1 EQUIPMENT AND FIELD

PROCEDURES

Reverberation measurements have been made
under a wide variety of oceanographic conditions,

over many different types of bottoms, and at water

depths between 10 and 2,500 fathoms. The most

common projector depth has been 16 ft, but oc-

casionally various other projector depths have been

used. Most of these reverberation studies have been

made by UCDWR; quite recently, however, WHOI
has undertaken a reverberation program of its own.

Although differing in details, the field procedures

have in all cases been similar in broad outline.

In the early measurements off San Diego, made
aboard the USS Jasper (PYcl3), this procedure was

followed. Upon arrival at the chosen location, the

main engines of the vessel were shut down, and the

Jasper was permitted to drift freely. The rate of

drift during the working day varied between 0.5

knot and 2 knots, depending on the wind velocity

and ocean currents. The transducer units with their

supporting frames were hoisted by means of an

electrically driven winch and boom, given the de-

sired orientations, swung over the rail, and lowered

into the water to the working depth. With the sound

gear overside, the projector and hydrophone cables

were led through a doorway into the wardroom, and

attached to the respective pieces of equipment.

In later studies, the depth to which the transducer

was to be lowered and the angle the transducer was

to make with the vertical were "built in" to the

equipment at the time of installation. Hoist train

mechanisms were provided, which lowered the trans-

ducer to the working depth from sea chests recessed

in the keel. The bearing of the transducer in the

horizontal plane was adjusted by means of a remote

control training system. In these later modifications,

the transducers were permanently wired to terminal

boards, from which they could be connected to the

regular electronic equipment or "sound stack," or to

specially constructed research stacks.

After all connections are made, a sound pulse of

controllable duration is sent into the water by means

of a keying arrangement. As a result of this pulse,

scattered sound returns to the transducer and gener-

ates a voltage in the receiving circuit. This voltage,

after amplification, is recorded as reverberation.

Somewhat different methods are used by UCDWR
and WHOI for recording the reverberation. Systems

for measuring reverberation intensities are discussed

in detail below.

13.1.1 Transducers and Electronic

Equipment

Most reverberation measurements have been taken

at a frequency of 24 kc, which is the prescribed

frequency for most Navy echo-ranging gear. Several

types of transducer units have been employed at San

Diego. Most of the early data ' were obtained with a

pair of similar magnetostrictive units (QCH-3), one

used as a projector and the other as a receiver; some

of the data reported there were obtained with a

crystal transducer, the QB. The QB crystal unit

proved to be superior to the QCH-3 units for rever-

beration studies because of its higher power output

272
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keying relay. The ultimate keying control was a

synchronous motor-driven pair of shafts. Disks

affixed to these shafts operated microswitches which,

in turn, controlled the circuit containing the keying

relay. By adjusting these disks, it was possible to

choose any ping length between zero and several

hundred milliseconds, and to control the interval

between pings.

Because reverberation invariably decreases rapidly

with time, the receiving system must be specially de-

signed to handle a wide voltage range. For this pur-

pose, a variable resistor was built into the receiving

preamplifier, the amount of gain being controlled by

relays. By a keying arrangement similar to that for

controlling the ping length, the equipment could be

adjusted so that a predetermined amount of resist-

ance could be removed from the receiving circuit at

any desired time after midsignal. Thus, as the rever-

beration intensity decreased, the gain of the pre-

amplifier was increased in steps.

The output voltage from the receiving amplifiers

was fed directly to the plates of the horizontal deflec-

tion circuit in a Du Mont Model 175A oscilloscope

using a short-persistence screen; the vertical deflec-

tion circuit was not connected. A continuous record

of the oscilloscope deflections was obtained by the

use of a fixed optical system and a camera with

moving film. Since the spot on the screen moved

horizontally, the film moved vertically downward,

taking some time to come up to the desired speed of

12.5 in. per sec. Because the film speed at a given

instant was thus not known accurately, an accurate

timing record of some sort had to be photographed

along with the oscilloscope reflection. The chosen

type consisted of the successive images of a slit which

were illuminated by the short-duration flashes of a

strobotron tube driven by an electrically controlled

fork.

When operating properly, this system makes a

faithful record of all intensity changes in the received

reverberation, since the cathode-ray oscilloscope suf-

fers from no mechanical inertia effects. However,

since it is impractical to run the camera at speeds

rapid enough to resolve individual cycles, only the

time variation of peak reverberation intensity is dis-

cernible on the record. Thus this equipment cannot

be used to determine the frequency characteristics of

the reverberation.

In practice, certain difficulties were experienced

with this system. For example, when the projector

and receiver were close to each other, difficulty was

experienced because of blocking of the receiver ampli-

fier by the received ping, during the period when the

projector is radiating its sound pulse. If this blocking

is not eliminated, it leads to what may be described

as a period of paralysis which lasts for a time after

the end of the ping. During this period of paralysis

there is serious distortion of the amplitude of the

received reverberation. Another problem, also in-

volving blocking effects, was the elimination of

transients originating during the keying-in of gain

changes. These transients could not be entirely elimi-

nated in the final versions of this equipment.

In the derivation of the theoretical formulas for

reverberation in Chapter 12, it was assumed that the

projected signal was "square-topped," or, in other

words, maintained a constant amplitude for a definite

interval. No actual ping has this ideal rectangular

shape, since some time is always required for the ping

to build up and die away. Figure 2 illustrates the

Figure 2. Shape of 13 MS ping from QCH-3 pro-

jector.

shape of a 13-msec ping sent out by a QCH-3 pro-

jector with electronic setup A and recorded by a

system with flat frequency response. It will be noted

that a definite time, about 1 or 2 msec, elapses before

the signal reaches its maximum value. This maximum
value is the same as the steady state level for a signal

of indefinite duration, but is not held for long; 7 msec

from the start of signal emission, the signal level in

Figure 2 has diminished below its maximum value by

about 4 db. After 13 msec, the signal dies away; how-

ever, the rate of decay is measurable.

Other photographs were taken of longer signals,

more than 100 msec in length. In all these, the signal

attained its maximum in 1 or 2 msec, fell to 3 or 4 db

below maximum at 7 msec, and held a fairly steady

level 3 to 4 db below maximum between 7 and 50
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during the interval of the pulse. Thus, an accurate

record of the ping length appears on the film.

With this system, the minimum recordable rever-

beration signal was limited by amplifier noise during

calm water conditions, and by water noise when the

sea was choppy.

Equipment C

In the early part of 1943, new equipment was put

into operation by the UCDWR' Reverberation

Group. This equipment can be used with a wide vari-

ety of transducers and was originally provided with

four distinct frequency channels—10, 20, 40, and 80

kc. However, any four frequencies between 10 and 80

kc could be used in the projector circuit by proper ad-

justment of the oscillator resonant circuit.* Receiver

circuit changes to accommodate different frequencies,

such as provision of properly tuned input trans-

formers and band-pass filters, could also be made
easily. It appears from later UCDWR memoranda ^'^

that this system was altered to include a 24-kc chan-

nel and that this channel has actually been used in

the majority of the reverberation runs made with this

system.

10 MS PING
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Figure 5. Oscillograph record showing negligible transients produced by receiver amplifier gain changes in equipment C
(input signal maintained at steady value).

accurate determination of average reverberation

levels as a function of time.

Equipment E
This equipment used by WHOI is described in

reference 9. This reference gives only the details of

the recording system; presumably in most details the

system does not differ essentially from UCDWR
systems A to D. One major difference is the introduc-

tion of a logarithmic amplifier which makes it possible

to record directly in decibels. In the original version

of this equipment ' a seismographic galvanometer

\vith a linear response up to 70 c was the recording

device. The deflections of this galvanometer were

recorded on photosensitive paper. More recently, the

galvanometer has been replaced by a recording ar-

rangement consisting of a cathode-ray oscillograph

and a camera. This system has a linear response up

to about 1,000 c; at higher frequencies the overall

response, through the logarithmic amplifier, falls off

rapidly.

With this WHOI equipment, the averaging pro-

cedure is simplified by superposing on the same film

the records from a number of successive pulses. When
the reverberation from a number of pulses is re-

corded on one film in this manner, the average rever-

beration curve can be drawn by eye through the

densest portions of the trace. Since the film records

the reverberation in decibels, the resulting plot is the

desired curve of average reverberation level versus

time. A sample record, showing the superposition of

reverberation from 12 successive pulses recorded with

the seismographic galvanometer, is shown in Figure

6. In this illustration, time increases from right to

left; the particular features of the galvanometer used

by WHOI made it more convenient to present the

data in this way.

Table 1 summarizes some of the important infor-

mation concerning the equipment used in various

reverberation studies at UCDWR. Most of the items

in the table are self-explanatory. The letters A to D

refer to the electronic setups described in equipment

designations; and the figures in parentheses next to

the transducer designations in the column labeled

"Transducer references" tell where detailed descrip-

tions of these transducers can be found in the

bibliography. The column labeled "Reference" tells

where the results obtained with the indicated equip-

ment are discussed.

Table I.

ments.

Equipment used in reverberation measure-
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Figure 6. Sample record from Woods Hole reverberation camera (reverberation from 12 successive pulses superposed).

known, the auxiliary projector itself may be cali-

brated with the aid of the standard receiver, and then

used to calibrate the receiver. The echo received from
a sphere of known target strength at a known dis-

tance has been used by WHOI to determine the

product FF'. Present practice at both laboratories is

to make a calibration at least once every working

day, whenever possible.'

Although calibration is simple in principle, experi-

ence has shown that there is likely to be considerable

inaccuracy in all projector and receiver calibrations.

At UCDWR, it was found that the values of F and F'

determined by calibration procedures may change

unaccountably with time, sometimes changing by
nearly 10 db from day to day, and by somewhat
lesser amounts during a single day.' Some method
for detecting calibration errors in the field is desirable

since these errors are reflected as errors in the rever-

beration levels inferred from the measured intensities.

13.1.3 Typical Reverberation Records

Most of the reverberation data obtained by
UCDWR are in the form of oscillograms on 35-mm
motion picture fihn. Figure 7 shows a sample record

of the reverberation from three successive pings sent

out at 8-sec intervals. For convenience in display,

each reverberation record was cut into three sec-

tions, as shown in the illustration; the three 4 's make
up the first record; the three 5's the second; etc. The
marks on the upper edge of each record give the time
scale; these marks are 2.5 msec apart. The point a

represents the emission of the signal; h the onset of

reverberation with transients caused by the opera-

tion of the changeover relay; and c, d, e, places where
the gain was automatically increased by the atten-

uators. At /, the reverberation has decreased below

background noise. The film speed (12.5 in. per sec) is

high enough to show considerable fine structure in

the reverberation. However, it is not high enough to

resolve individual cycles; thus the trace shown in

Figure 7 represents the envelope of the received

reverberation.

The records shown in Figure 7 are quite typical and

illustrate some of the statements which have been

made in this volume about the behavior of reverbera-

tion. The recorded amplitude at a given time past

midsignal is not constant from record to record, even

though these pings were sent out and the reverbera-

tion was recorded under the same adjustments of the

experimental apparatus. In general, however, when-

ever reverberation measurements are made, there

are major features which persist from record to rec-

ord. One such characteristic is the point of onset of

bottom or surface reverberation. Another is the in-

variable tendency of reverberation of a given sort

(volume, surface, or bottom) to decrease with in-

creasing time, as is predicted by the theoretical

formulas of Chapter 12. This decrease makes neces-

sary the provision in the system of gain changes at

points such as c, d, and e; without these gain changes

it would be impossible to record all the reverberation

at measurable amplitudes. Occasionally, successive

reverberation records show a systematic increase at

certain points. These increases can usually be cor-

related with the calculated increase due to the onset

of surface or bottom reverberation; sometimes they

are ascribed to the existence of local regions of high

scattering strength.

13.2 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

After the field work is done, the films containing

the received reverberation records are taken to the
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Figure 7. Oscillograph records of reverberation from three successive pings.

laboratory to be analyzed and averaged. These rec-

ords are divided into sets, each consisting of records

taken within a short space of time under similar

conditions. The reverberation measurements making

up a set are then averaged, and the resultant averages

are supposed to represent the expected reverberation

under the known external conditions for the set.

Obviously the averages cannot be computed for every

time instant after midsignal. Times are chosen which

are spaced closely enough so that the major system-

atic changes in reverberation level will be evident."

At UCDWR, two methods of averaging have been

used : "point method" and "band method."

The point method of averaging is to select a set of

points, such as 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 7; measure the

amplitude at these points; repeat for all records in the

set (usually from 5 to 10) ; make proper allowance for

gain changes and projector-receiver calibration; con-

» In selecting and manipulating the data, places on the
records where obviously extraneous noise showed up have
customarily been rejected. Examples of extraneous noises are

pings from destroyers, echoes from porpoises, and bursts of

ship noises.

vert the amplitudes to decibels above the chosen ref-

erence level; and finally, plot the resulting average

reverberation levels as a function of time or range.

Outstanding features, such as reverberation from the

bottom or from a suspected deep scattering layer, can

be emphasized by choosing many points in their

vicinity on the records; and uneventful portions of

the record can be passed over with but one or two

points to set the general level. Usually the points

chosen were spaced so as to give equal intervals on

logarithmic coordinate paper.

The alternative method, the band method, was

introduced because of the considerable difficulty in-

volved in computing an accurate average with the

point method. On some records, the amplitudes are

changing very rapidly close to the predetermined

point where the amplitude is to be read; and to

measure these amplitudes accurately it is necessary

to look at the records very closely with appropriate

viewing devices. This procedure is both time-con-

suming and hard on the eyes, especially when the

amplitude at the predetermined time is small.

In the band method, a set of points is chosen as in
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the point method. But the amplitude measured is

not the amphtude at that point, but the greatest

amphtude in a band three ping lengths long and

centered at the designated point. Corresponding

amplitudes are measured for all similar records; al-

lowance is made for gain changes and projector-re-

ceiver calibration; finally, after converting to deci-

bels, the average reverberation levels are plotted as a

function of time. As a procedure for plotting rever-

beration data, the band method seems definitely

superior to the point method. The amplitude cor-

responding to a particular point is much easier to

obtain with the band method, since it is simpler to

pick out the maximum amplitude in an interval than

to measure the amplitude at a predetermined point.

Also, amplitudes obtained with the band method

show much less fluctuation than amplitudes obtained

with the point method; an analysis of reverberation

records consistently showed a standard deviation of

amplitude for the band method of less than 50 per

cent of the standard deviation for the point method.^

It is difficult to see the exact significance of the

averages obtained with the band method. Certainly

the band method does not closely resemble the aver-

aging method which was the basis for the theoretical

formulas of Chapter 12; the point method, on the

other hand, does resemble it. Thus, in order to com-

pare the observational results obtained with the

band method with theoretical expectations, the sim-

plest procedure is to correct the band method results

to what would have been obtained had the point

method been used. The amount of this correction was

deteiTnined experimentally by comparing the results

for many records processed by both the point and

band methods. Except at very short ranges, it was

found that the band method gives results which

average quite consistently 7 db greater than results

obtained with the point method. Subtraction of 7 db

from the band method results thus gives average

reverberation levels which are comparable with the

theoretical expectations of Chapter 12. At very short

ranges, on the other hand, the reverberation is chang-

ing so rapidly that the band method does not give

sufficient detail and does not show any consistent

relationship to the point method.

Some more details of the present UCDWR analyt-

ical procedure may be of interest to the reader. The
individual records are analyzed by placing the films

in a viewer against a graph paper background. Verti-

cal and horizontal distances on the film can be meas-

ured by counting squares on the graph paper, which

is usually ruled in millimeters. In analyzing a record,

the analyst first measures the ping length in terms of

squares on the graph paper and converts this to

milliseconds by comparing millimeters and the dis-

tance between points on the timing trace. The num-
ber of timing marks in a fixed film length gives the

film speed from which a scale of range from midsignal

may be constructed. This range scale is set up next to

the film in the viewer. At ranges greater than 250 yd,

the band method is used to determine the amplitude

at the designated range. At ranges of 100 yd and

250 yd, however, the point method is used because

at these short ranges, as explained previously, the

reverberation is changing too rapidly for the band

method to give accurate results.

Despite the simplifications introduced by the band

method of averaging, the analysis of a set ofUCDWR
reverberation records is an arduous and time-con-

suming process. In the WHOI system E, the final

plot of average reverberation level against range can

be obtained immediately from the photographic

paper, by drawing a curve through the densest area

on the superposed reverberation traces. This system

is highly convenient for recording and plotting aver-

age reverberation levels; but it does not permit any

detailed measurement of reverberation fluctuation.

Probably the best system for recording reverberation

would combine the advantages of both the UCDWR
and the WHOI types. This equipment would make a

permanent record of all fluctuation on one recording

element, while on the other recording element a

smoothed trace would be made from which the final

reverberation levels could be readily obtained.



Chapter 14

DEEP-WATER REVERBERATION

IT IS CONVENIENT to begin the study of observed

reverberation levels by describing the experi-

mental observations in deep water. In deep water it

is usually possible to ignore bottom reflections,

thereby facilitating comparison of the experimental

results with the theoretical formulas of Chapter 12.

Also, in deep water, it is frequently possible to elimi-

nate surface scattering and reflections, bydirectingthe

beam downward at some angle. When reverberation

from the surface and bottom is effectively eliminated,

the received reverberation can assuredly be called

volume reverberation. The first section of this chap-

ter describes the experimental facts about volume

reverberation, as determined by such unambiguous

experiments.

In ordinary echo ranging, with the main trans-

ducer beam horizontal, part of the received reverbera-

tion is surface reverberation and part volume rever-

beration. It is not easy to make a clear distinction be-

tween these two components on observed reverbera-

tion records. The distinction between the two is

usually made by comparing the measured levels ob-

tained with horizontal beams with the levels observed

in unambiguous volume reverberation experiments,

and also by observing the dependence of the rever-

beration levels on sea state. The observed levels with

horizontal transducer beams are described in the

second section of this chapter.

14.1 TRANSDUCER DIRECTED
DOWNWARD

The experimental method for eliminating surface

reverberation in deep water has usually been to point

a highly directional transducer downward, away from

the surface. In this way the main transducer beam
does not strike the surface, and the observed rever-

beration levels are then assumed to be due to volume

reverberation. Of course this assumption requires

verification, since in the absence of any information

about the relative values of the surface and volume

backward-scattering coeflBcients, it is not possible to

know ill advance how much directivity is necessary

to definitely eliminate surface reverberation. How-
ever, it may be accepted as a working hypothesis that

pointing the main transducer beam down 30 de-

grees, or more, does eliminate surface reverberation,

for standard 24-kc echo-ranging gear. It will be seen

later that surface reverberation levels are not usually

high enough to contribute to the received reverbera-

tion under these circumstances. The following sub-

sections describe the various experimental studies of

volume reverberation which have been carried out

in this manner.
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certainly it does not seem possible that any change in

transmission anomaly could be sufficiently sudden to

account for the rise. The geometry of the experiment

is shown in the small box of Figure 2, on the assump-

tion that the ray paths are approximately straight

lines. The peak at A occurs at a time 0.5 sec after the

ping. This corresponds to a reverberatior range of

400 yd ; thus, the layer of high scattering power must

have been centered at a depth of 400 yd X cos 41°,

or about 900 ft. The thickness of the layer, as esti-

mated from the thickness of the bulge at A in Figure

2, was not less than 500 ft. The large increase in re-

verberation level at B corresponds to the point at

which the beam strikes the bottom. The rise at C
in Figure 2 could have resulted from scattering of

bottom-reflected sound by the deep scattering layer.

It could also have resulted from sound which was

scattered from the bottom toward the surface, re-

flected from the surface back to the bottom, then

scattered from the bottom back to the transducer.

These various possible paths are shown in the small

box in Figure 2.

Another record of the many which show the pres-

ence of a deep scattering layer is one made August 5,
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it is clear that in these experiments Js{d) was inde-

pendent of range. With neghgible A and constant m'

and Js{d), the theoretical equation for surface rever-

beration, equation (43), Chapter 12, leads to a

straight line with a slope corresponding to inverse

third-power decay. This simple reverberation decay

is indicated by the solid line in Figure 15. The points

in Figure 15 are the averages of 36 pings each 8 msec

long and agree fairly well with the theoretical

straight line.
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Figure 21. Standard reverberation level at 1,500 yards as a function of wind speed.

there are times when the surface scattering coefficient

m' is independent of the angle of incidence of the rays

on the surface. However, it is not usually possible to

fit the observed reverberation intensities with equa-

tion (39) of Chapter 12, if m' is assumed independent

of range. Thus, while the basic assumptions leading

to that equation are probably correct, it cannot be

said that the factors involved in surface reverbera-

tion are completely understood.

More illustrations of the dependence of surface

reverberation on range may be obtained from a

memorandum issued by UCDWR,^ where extensive

measurements of observed deep-water reverberation

levels at 24 kc are summarized. This summary is

based on data obtained on 6 cruises in the period from

November 26, 1943 to September 1, 1944. About 110

reverberation curves were obtained, each an average

of five successive pings. The ping lengths used varied

from 16 to 80 yd, but in the following curves all data

have been corrected to the standard 80-yd length; in

other words, the following graphs are all plotted in

terms of the standard reverberation level. All the

data were obtained with the JK projector at a depth

of 16 ft on the USS Jasper with the transducer axis

horizontal.

Figure 20 is a plot against wind speed of all the

reverberation levels measured at a range of 100 yd.

All seasons of the year are represented. Thermal pat-

terns were of MIKE, CHARLIE, and NAN types

(see Chapter 5), represented respectively by dots,

circles, and triangles. In Figure 20 a systematic in-

crease in reverberation level of about 35 db is ob-

served as the wind increases in velocity from zero to

20 mph. At wind speeds of 8 mph or less, there is

little systematic dependence on wind speed. At

greater speeds the level rises sharply, up to speeds

of 20 mph or more. Increase of wind speed beyond

20 mph has little systematic effect. This dependence

on wind speed is correlated with the roughness of the

sea. At 8 mph the wind is strong enough to roughen

the surface appreciably; occasionally wavelets may
slough over, but no well-developed whitecaps are

observed. At about 10 mph small whitecaps begin to

appear. When the wind has reached 20 mph the sea

is liberally covered with whitecaps. The detailed de-

pendence of the appearances of the sea on wind force

is described in a Navy manual.' Apparently, as the

wind speed increases beyond 20 mph, the resulting

increase of whitecaps causes little, if any, additional

increase in reverberation.

The median values of the standard reverberation

level at 100 yd, as a function of wind speed up to

20 mph, are roughly described by the equation

R= - 118 -h 10 log (1 -(- 2.5 X 10-V) (6)

where u is the wind speed in miles per hour. This

equation is represented by the solid line in Figure 20.

Beyond 20 mph, the fimction is assumed to be con-

stant at i? = -83 db.

The reverberation level at long range has a

markedly different wind-speed dependence from that

at short range. The data in Figure 21 are taken from
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intensity at AB, the total energy reaching the surface

scatterers per unit time is proportional to I{AB) =

licor) sin 6. If the simple assumption is made that

the energy scattered in all directions is the same as

the energy scattered in the backward direction, it

follows from the definitions of m and m' [equations

(4) and (32) of Chapter 12] that the total energy

0A= UPPER EDGE OF MAIN BEAM
0B= LOWER EDGE OF MAIN BEAM

Figure 27. Energy reaching surface scatterers.

scattered per unit time is proportional to m'. Thus,

the ratio of the total energy scattered per unit time

to the total energy reaching the scatterers per unit

time is proportional to m'/sin 6. The former ratio can-

not exceed unity; if it is to remain finite at small graz-

ing angles,m' must decrease at least as rapidly as sin 6.

If the scattering from the surface obeys Lambert's

law (the law of scattering of light by rough surfaces'),

then the backward scattering coefficient will be pro-

portional to sin^ d. At ranges of 100 yd or more, with

transducers at 16 ft, sin d = 6 and is inversely pro-

portional to the range. Thus, comparing with equa-

tion (43) of Chapter 12, if the scattering arises in a

thin surface layer, and if we can assume that equal

amounts of energy are scattered in all directions, the

surface reverberation would be expected to fall off as

the fourth power of the range, or faster. Supple-

mented by the added loss due to attenuation, such a

variation of scattering coefficient with grazing angle

could explain the observed dependence on range in

Figures 23 and 24.

However, before we can accept the variation of m'

with grazing angle as an explanation of the depend-

ence of surface reverberation on range, we must de-

termine how thin a scattering layer is required for the

argument of the previous paragraph to be valid.

Figure 28 is a more exact drawing of the situation

pictured in Figure 27, drawn so that the layer has

appreciable thickness. In Figure 28 the projector

is at depth d, and the scattering layer has thickness h.

The scattering volume has a cross section CADE in

the plane of the paper, with CD at long range very

nearly equal to Cqt. Energy enters the scattering

volume through AE (as in Figure 27) or through AC.

From Figure 28 it is easy to obtain a simple criterion

for the validity of the argument of the previous para-

graph, if attenuation in the surface layer can be

neglected. For, with this approximation, the energies

entering through AC and AE are proportional re-

-—C^T-—

Figure 28. Expanded view of surface layer.

spectively to the solid angles formed by rotating <i>

and ^ in Figure 28 about a vertical axis (in the plane

of the paper) through 0. At long ranges, d small,

these solid angles are proportional respectively to

angles <j> and \p. Thus, the calculation in the previous

paragraph of the energy entering the scattering

volume per unit time is incorrect unless the angle <j>

is very small compared to ^. At long range we have

approximately, with OC = r,

h = (AC) cos = r<i> cos d

AB = li/ = (AE) tan 6 = Cqt tan 6.

Thus the condition that (j> be very small compared

to xj/ becomes

h

rcosd
« (cot) tan d

(7)

For small 9, cos d = 1, sin 8 = 6 = d/r. Thus equa-

tion (7) becomes

h « (cot)- (8)
r

At 1,000 yd, with 100-msec pings and d = 5 yd,

equation (8) gives h<K30 in. There are scarcely any

data, but it seems likely that the surface layer might

frequently be thin enough to satisfy the relation (8).

On the other hand, in rough seas it would not be sur-

prising to find that the relation (8) is violated.

Equation (8) was derived neglecting attenuation

in the scattering layer; if attenuation is taken into

account then it can be shown that the expression (8)

must be replaced by

1 - e-'"-''^'' « (cr)a, (9)

where the attenuation in the layer, in decibels per

yard, is 4.34a. The value of a probably depends pri-

marily on the population of bubbles in the surface
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layer and is difficult to estimate. If the attenuation

is as large as 1 db per yd, a value which is observed

in wake measurements (see Chapter 35), equation (9)

would be satisfied even with very large values of h.

In fact, it is obvious that the relation (9) will always

be satisfied if

(Cor)a»l. (10)

If (8) is not satisfied, it is easy to see that (9) will not

be satisfied if (10) is violated.

We may summarize this discussion of the validity

of the argument that m' should decrease at least as

rapidly as sin d by stating that the argument may be

correct, but requires further quantitative informa-

tion on the thickness of the scattering layer and the

attenuation to be expected in the layer. Until this

information is forthcoming, the hypothesis that m'

decreases with decreasing angle of incidence on the

surface is not a wholly acceptable explanation of the

variation of surface reverberation with range.

At small grazing angles, the peaks of the water

waves are sometimes hidden from the sound source

by the troughs. This shadowing effect of waves also

causes a reduction of the irradiation of the surface.

If the scatterers are largely concentrated in a layer

whose depth is small compared with the wave height,

a reduction in reverberation might be expected at

small grazing angles. Since the grazing angle decreases

with increasing range, this effect could account for

the rapid decrease of surface reverberation. This

hypothesis of the shadowing effects of waves has the

added virtue that it explains the increasing rate of

decay with increasing sea state, since the larger the

waves the more important this effect would be. How-
ever, this hypothesis is much too qualitative to be

accepted without further study. It can be seen that

phenomena in high sea states may actually tend to

make the reverberation increase with increasing

range rather than decrease. For example, in high sea

states, at long range, the sound rays may make large

angles of incidence with the wave troughs, thereby

increasing considerably the sound returned back to

the transducer. A quantitative evaluation of the

shadowing effect of waves is difficult and requires a

detailed examination of surface roughness. Several

papers issued by UCDWR '~^' are initial attacks on

the theory of surface scattering. That the nature of

the surface irregularities will affect surface rever-

beration seems almost intuitively obvious. Another

report " describes measurements in which definite

structure was found in surface reverberation. On this

day there were strong swells with a wind speed of

16 to 19 mph. Distinct blobs were observed in the

reverberation, and these blobs altered their range at

a rate equal to the rate at which the surface swells

were moving. These blobs could be identified much
more readily on the chemical recorder than on the

oscilloscope record, where the wealth of detail con-

fused the general picture. In Section VII of reference

1, no difference was observed in reverberation meas-

ured with the projector beam parallel to and perpen-

dicular to the wave fronts.

A wave in water reflected at the water-air bound-

ary suffers a change in phase of the sound pressure

(see Chapter 2). This change of phase results in inter-

ference between the direct and surface-reflected rays;

the transmission loss between the projector and

points near the surface may be increased to a value

much greater than the inverse square loss used in

deriving equation (43) of Chapter 12. Furthermore,

the increase in transmission loss will be a function

of the range and of the distance of the scatterer from

the surface, and will increase with decreasing depth

and increasing range. Thus if the scatterers are lo-

cated in a thin layer near the surface, this interfer-

ence between direct and surface-reflected waves may
explain the observed rapid decrease of surface rever-

beration. As with the previous hypothesis of wave

shadowing, it is necessary to make a quantitative

investigation of this image interference effect before

accepting it as an explanation of the range depend-

ence of surface reverberation. For a plane surface, it

is shown in Section VI of reference 1 that image inter-

ference can lead to a decrease of surface reverbera-

tion proportional to the seventh power of the range;

consequently, this effect could account for the ob-

served slopes of Figures 23 and 24. However, the

surface is not plane. An approximate treatment of

the effect of surface roughness in reference 1 shows

that the image interference effect becomes less im-

portant as the surface roughness is increased. Thus

if image interference is causing the range dependence,

the slope of surface reverberation should decrease

with increasing sea state, which is contrary to what

is observed. Another inference from the theory of the

image interference effect is that surface reverbera-

tion should increase rapidly with frequency at ranges

where the interference is important. Unfortimately,

there are no experiments on the variation of surface

reverberation with frequency.

It may be concluded from this discussion of the

range dependence of surface reverberation that the
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reason for the rapid decrease is not understood, but

that there are a number of factors which may play a

part. Very hkely, all the physical factors which have
been discussed previously are included to some de-

gree. In addition, there may well be other causes

which have not been considered. It should be noted

that at ranges less than 500 yd the measured rever-

beration for wind speeds less than 8 mph decreases

only as the inverse first power of the range in Figure

23. This rate of decay is even slower than the pre-

dicted inverse square decay of volume reverberation.

No definite explanation has been offered for this

feature of Figure 23, but it might be caused by a

gradual increase in the value of the volume-scattering

coefficient as the deep layer is approached. This effect

would, of course, be noticeable only in sea states so

low that volume reverberation can be measured at

short ranges.

14.2.2 Dependence on Ping Length

The theoretical formulas (22), (39), and (52) for

volume, surface, and bottom reverberation in Chap-

ter 12 all have the reverberation intensity propor-

tional to the ping length. The theoretical assumptions

required to obtain this result have been discussed in

Chapter 12. In this subsection we shall discuss

whether or not this strict proportionality may be

expected in practice. The only data bearing on this

question are reported in reference 1, Section IV, and

are summarized later. Unfortunately reference 1 does

not state whether the reverberation studied was

volume, surface, or bottom reverberation, but rever-

beration received from ranges as low as 100 yd and

as great as 5,000 yd was included in the analysis.

However, ranges less than five times the ping length

were not included.

Figure 29 shows, qualitatively, that the reverbera-

tion intensity increases with increase in the signal

length. In that illustration, a record A of reverbera-

tion following a 70-msec ping is compared with a

record B of reverberation following a 10-msec ping.

The attenuator settings were the same for both cases;

however, because of the higher level of the 70-msec

reverberation, each attenuator step was removed a

little later for the 70-msec ping. For this reason, the

records are directly comparable only in the intervals

1-1, 2-2, and 3-end in which the amplification is the

same for both records. In these intervals, the 70-msec

reverberation is clearly much higher than the 10-msec

reverberation.

To test quantitatively the predicted relation

between reverberation intensity and signal length,

sets of data were taken on two successive days
of the reverberation following pings of lengths,

very nearly 10, 20, 40, and 70 msec. Ten pings

were measured on each day for each signal length.

For each ping length, the average reverberation

amplitude was measured at a set of logarithmically

equispaced positions, by the band method. The
squares of these average amplitudes were assumed
proportional to the average reverberation inten-

sities, in accordance with the usual procedure de-

scribed in Chapter 13.

The agreement between theory and experiment is

shown in Figure 30. In that illustration, ten times the

logarithm of the ratio of any two ping lengths is taken

as the abscissa, and the decibel difference between

the corresponding measured reverberation levels is

taken as the ordinate. "^ If reverberation intensity

were in fact exactly proportional to the ping length,

all the observed points should lie on the 45-degree

straight line drawn in the figure. In Figure 30 the

points for which the longer ping length of a pair was

20, 40, and 70 msec are designated differently so that

any systematic departure depending on ping length

can be discerned. On the whole, the agreement in

Figure 30 between theory and experiment is satis-

factory. For some reason, the agreement is better for

the ratios involving the shorter signals (10, 20, 40

msec) than for the ratios including the longest signal

(70 msec).

The deviations from the straight line in Figure 30

are not too great to be ascribable to experimental

error. Thus these data give no reason for doubting

the prediction of equations (22), (39), and (52) of

Chapter 12, that, under the conditions specified in

that chapter, reverberation intensity should be pro-

portional to ping length. However, in view of the im-

portance of knowing the dependence on ping length

for comparison of reverberation measurements made

with different ping lengths, and for the determination

of scattering coefficients, further investigation of this

dependence is desirable. The measurements should

be repeated for a wider range of ping lengths and for

all types of reverberation.

<> The reason that the abscissas of some of the pairs of

points in Figure 30 are not the same is that the signal lengths

as measured from the film records were not exactly the same

on both days. However, the equipment was set on each day

for nominal ping lengths of 10, 20, 40, and 70 msec.
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Figure 29. Comparison of reverberation from a 70 MS ping with that from a 10 MS ping.

14.2.3 Unimportance of Multiple

Scattering

The theoretical formulas of Chapter 12 are based

on the assumption that multiple scattering can be

neglected. Experiments designed to measure the

amount of multiple scattering are described in a

memorandum by UCDWR '* and sunmiarized below.

The 24-kc, QCH-3 units were mounted 6 ft apart

with the long dimension horizontal in such a way
that the unit used as a hydrophone could be rotated

about a vertical axis. The unit used as a projector

was kept in a fixed position. Observations were made
with the receiving hydrophone at bearings of 0, 30,

60, and 90 degrees, relative to the bearing of the pro-

jector axis. That is, the receiving hydrophone was

rotated so that it faced away from the projector, and

the sound received in it was measured. Ping lengths

of 15 msec were used, and 5 pings were averaged at

each bearing. If the two QCH-3 units had been highly

directive, interpretation of the observations would

have been straightforward. However, they were not

highly directive, so that the portion of the signal pro-

jected in the direction in which the receiver was

pointing could not be neglected. In order to evaluate

the data, therefore, the following procedure was

adopted. The expected signal in the receiving hydro-

phone was calculated from the known directivity

patterns of the hydrophone and projector, assuming

single scattering was taking place in the ocean. It is
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easy to see from the derivation of Chapter 12 that

this expected signal depends on the integral J^b{fi,4>)

V{0,<i> + a)dQ, where h and h' are defined as in Chap-

ter 12, and a is the angle between the projector

and hydrophone.

\z
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have shown that the main beam from standard 24-kc

gear will usually reach a depth of 1,000 ft at a range

of about 2,000 yd. The median curve for volume re-

verberation in Figure 31 does not show any evidence

of an increase in the volume-scattering coefficient at

long ranges; it will be recalled that the value of

10 log m in these deep layers frequently exceeded the

mean value of 10 log m in the ocean by 15 db or more.

However, it appears that this failure to observe the

deep layer must have been due to sampling. More
recent studies by UCDWR, still unpublished, show

that the deep layer is frequently discernible as a very

definite bulge on the reverberation curve. These new
data also show that the maximum value of 10 log m
is —50 db or perhaps even slightly higher rather than

the —60 db value indicated by Figure 31.

From Figure 31 and from equation (26) of Chap-

ter 12, we may conclude that the backward volume-

scattering coefficient m for horizontally projected

24-kc beams varies between 10~* and 10~' per yd

with 10~* the typical value. It will be noted that the

dimensions of m in equation (26) of Chapter 12 are

per yard; values of m expressed per foot will be one-

third or 5 db less. Also, from Chapter 12, we recall

that this value of m is about 3 db greater than the

"true" value of the backward-scattering coefficient

of the ocean. Since equation (45) of Chapter 12 does

not describe the range dependence of surface rever-

beration very well, determination of the surface

scattering coefficient m' from comparison of that

equation with Figure 31 is not very meaningful.

However, if we make the comparison, with A set

equal to 4 db per kyd and /, set equal to — 16 db, '*

the median values of 10 log m' at ranges of 100 and

1,000 yd for wind speeds greater than 20 mph are

respectively —22 db and —31 db. (Note that m' is a

dimensionless quantitj\)

It will be recalled that at the beginning of this

chapter we assumed that surface reverberation could

be eUminated by pointing the transducer downward.

Off the main lobe, the response 6(9,0) of standard

24-kc transducers is usually assumed to average

about 30 db less than the peak response on the main

lobe,'' but this is only an approximate average value.

Using this 30-db estimate, we see from Figure 31 that

at ranges of 100 yd, in high sea states, surface rever-

beration may exceed volume reverberation even with

the transducer directed downward, but only if the

volume reverberation level is close to the minimum
values observed. At ranges greater than about 500

yd, or with wind speeds less than about 15 mph,

pointing the transducer downward should usually

eliminate .surface reverberation (see Figure 20). This

estimate of the wind speeds and ranges at which sur-

face reverberation can be eliminated by pointing the

transducer downward assumes, however, that the

volume reverberation with the transducer pointed

downward is the same as when the transducer is hori-

zontal. Measurements reported in reference 2 sug-

gest that the volume scatterers are anisotropic and,

specifically, have a smaller backward-scattering

coefficient when the sound arrives from a vertical

direction than when the sound arrives from a hori-

zontal direction. However, the observed difference in

10 log m was only about 6 db and thus hardly affects

the conclusion stated previously that surface rever-

beration can almost always be eliminated by pointing

the transducers downward.

14.2.5 Scattering Coefficient of a

Layer of Bubbles

It is of interest to compare the median values of

10 log m' obtained from Figure 31 with the values ex-

pected if the surface consisted of a dense layer of

resonant bubbles. The theory of air bubbles in water

is given in Chapter 28; the geometry of scattering by

Figure 32. Scattering from surface layer of bubbles.

such a layer is illustrated in Figure 32. By definition,

a densely populated layer of bubbles is one in which

the attenuation is so high that there is essentially

infinite transmission loss through the layer. For this

reason, in Figure 32, energy reaches the scatterer at

X and returns to the scatterer at along the direct

path OAX only; scattering along a path reflected

from the air-water interface, such as OBX, can be

neglected since almost no energy reaches B. It fol-

lows from bubble theory that multiple scattering can

be neglected as well. Neglecting refraction, the

expected reverberation intensity can now be calcu-

lated directly from equation (29) of Chapter 12,

using

h = '—e-^-« (11)

m No (12)
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where iV is the number of bubbles per cubic centi-

meter, 0-, and (T, are respectively the absorption and

scattering cross sections of a resonant bubble (de-

fined in Chapter 28), D is the distance AX, a the

usual attenuation coefficient equal to about 4 db per

kyd, and r the range.

Evaluating the integral in equation (29) of Chap-

ter 12 with the aid of equations (11) and (12),

and, comparing the result with equation (39) of

Chapter 12, it is readily found that

-— sin 5 =
2a e 2(7. r

(13)

where 6 is as usual the angle of elevation of the ray

from the projector to the scatterer at range r (Figure

7, Chapter 12),andd the projector depth. Foratrans-

ducer at 16 ft, equation (15) gives m' equal to —28 db

at 100 yd and -38 db at 1,000 yd (using Figure 1

in Chapter 34). These values are about 6 db lower

than the median measured values of —22 db and
— 31 db and are still lower than the highest reported

levels at 100 and 1,000 yd (see Figure 31). Since equa-

tion (13), derived on the basis of a densely populated

surface layer, gives the highest possible value of m'

for scattering by bubbles, it seems that measured

surface reverberation levels cannot be explained on

the hypothesis of scattering by a surface layer of

bubbles. It will be noted that, because of the assumed

neglect of scattering along OBX (Figure 32), in

this situation of scattering by a densely popu-

lated surface layer of bubbles the value of m' indi-

cated by equation (13) is the true surface-scattering

coefficient. Thus, although the argument presented

in Section 12.5.6, that measured values of m' are 6 db

greater than the true value of the surface-scattering

coefficient, is probably valid, it is evident that the

vaUdity of this 6-db relation depends on the physical

process which gives rise to the surface reverberation.
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SHALLOW-WATER REVERBERATION
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Figure'I. Expected behavior of bottom reverberation

for idealized projector.

COMPABisoN OF THEORY and experiment in bottom

reverberation is complicated by the directivity

pattern of the transducer and by uncertainty regard-

ing the dependence of the scattering coefficient on the

angle of incidence. An additional compUcation is

refraction, which is of considerable importance in de-

termining bottom-reverberation levels. One way in

which bottom reverberation differs from the other

types of reverberation we have considered is that

bottom reverberation is not heard immediately after

the initial ping, but appears some time later, usually

coming in as a distinct crash. This delay results from

the fact that the bottom, unlike the scatterers re-

sponsible for surface and voliune reverberation, is

usually a significant distance from the projector.

15.1 QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF
BOTTOM REVERBERATION

Figure 1 illustrates the expected behavior of the

bottom reverberation for an ideaUzed projector hav-

ing constant sound output within 5 degrees of the

axis and zero output outside 5 degrees. For illustra-

tive purposes, we may assume there is no refraction.

Then for this simple type of sound beam, scattered

soimd is received, at the time instant t, only from

those scatterers included within a sector of a spherical

shell centered at the projector and bounded by the

limits of the sound beam. The mean radius of this

shell is ct/2 and its thickness ct/2, as pointed out in

Section 12.2. Bottom reverberation is received when-

ever this shell cuts off some portion of the bottom.

Bottom reverberation will set in at the time cor-

responding to the shortest range at which the beam
strikes the bottom. Since bottom scattering coeffi-

cients are usually relatively large, the total received

reverberation will increase sharply at the time of on-

set of bottom reverberation. Scattering at the bottom

will cease, except for soimd which is reflected or scat-

tered toward the bottom, at the time the last portion

of the beam leaves the bottom.

The case of vertical incidence on the bottom is

illustrated in the first box of Figure 1. In this case, as

shown in the box, all portions of the beam strike the

308
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bottom nearly simultaneously. Thus the reverbera-

tion begins and ends very abruptly. The time of on-

set of the reverberation equals 2d/c, where d is the

depth of the bottom below the projector, and c is the

SURFACE

8 W
Figure 2. Vertical incidence of ping on bottom.

sound velocity. Evidently, as shown in Figure 2, all

portions of the beam do not strike the bottom exactly

at the same time so that the duration of the rever-

beration does depend somewhat on the beam width.

For narrow beams, it is easily shown that the rever-

beration duration is given by
do?

Reverberation duration = t -\- —
, (1)

4c

where a is the beam width, shown in Figure 2, and r

the ping duration. Thus, with very short pings inci-

dent vertically on the bottom, the duration of the

reverberation may appreciably exceed the ping dura-

tion.

When the beam is incident on the bottom at some

slant angle, all parts of the beam do not strike the

bottom at the same time. Consequently the rever-

beration does not begin or end quite as sharply

as in the previous case, and the reverberation

duration is greater than the ping duration. This

case is illustrated in the second box of Figure 1.

In this situation it is easily shown from Figure 3 that

the time of onset and duration of the reverberation

are given by

Time of onset = - CSC (. + -). (2)

Reverberation duration =

r +
2ad

•(, + ^)eot(.-^). (3)

If the beam is pointed up toward the surface, or is

horizontal, surface reverberation will be heard before

the bottom reverberation begins to come in. With a

horizontal beam, different parts of the beam strike

the bottom at widely spaced intervals, so that the

reverberation lasts a long time. These statements are

illustrated in the third and fourth boxes of Figure 1.

Of course, the sound beam is not actually confined

within a cone; some sound is sent in all directions.

However, most sound projectors commonly in use

confine all but a small fraction of the emitted and

received sound within small angles from the beam
axis, so that the simple description of Figure 1 should

be a good approximation to the observed phenomena.

Figure 4 is an experimental illustration of the quaUta-

tive predictions of Figure 1. The data making up
Figure 4 were obtained in an area where the water

depth was 72 ft. It is noticed that the reverberation

recorded with the projector directed vertically down-

ward consisted of a single pulse of about the duration

of the ping. The reverberation levels recorded with

the projector directed 30 degrees down fall on a curve

approximating the simple case shown in the second

bojc of Figure 1. There is a rapid rise of reverberation,

due to bottom scattering, at the time corresponding

approximately to the range at which the main beam
first strikes the bottom (easily calculated as 35 yd for

a half beam width of 6 degrees) and reaching a peak

at about the range where the axis of the beam arrives

SURFACE

W A

Figure 3. Slanting incidence of ping on bottom.

at the bottom (40 yd). The peak is followed by a

rapid decay. The case of the horizontal beam is il-

lustrated in the bottom curve of Figure 4, and is seen

to correspond roughly to the bottom curve in Figure

1. The initial reverberation recorded at 40 to 50 yd is

received from the bottom on the projector side lobe;

this type of reverberation decays rapidly for about
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directivity is known in sufficient detail, although in

practice it may prove difficult to obtain even this

information. The scattering strength of the bottom

is in general a function of the angle of incidence of the

rays striking the bottom. Temperature gradients in

the ocean are frequently sufficiently large that the

sound rays in the main transducer beam have suf-

fered appreciable bending by the time they reach the

bottom. For this reason bottom reverberation is

likely to depend much more strongly on transmission

conditions than surface reverberation. To accurately

predict bottom reverberation levels, therefore, it is

necessary to have detailed knowledge of the ray paths

and transmission loss to the bottom.

Unfortunately, there are practically no reported

bottom reverberation measurements for which the

transmission to the bottom can be regarded as known

in detail (including knowledge of the ray paths and

the transmission loss along these paths). Conse-

quently, any comparison of predicted reverberation

levels with experimental observations must be based

on assumptions about the transmission ; and detailed

agreement in any single experiment between pre-

dicted bottom-reverberation levels and observed

levels should not be expected. Rather, because of this

uncertainty concerning the transmission from the

transducer to the bottom, the comparison of theory

and experiment becomes even more a purely statis-

tical process than was the case for surface and volume

reverberation.

This statistical approach, which is described later,

is in some respects justifiable. Transmission studies

made to date reveal little likelihood that detailed

knowledge of the transmission can be obtained

aboard an ordinary echo-ranging warship in any

practicable way. What is required is a statement of

the average reverberation levels to be expected for

various broad classifications of echo-ranging gear,

transmission conditions, and bottom types.

15.2 EFFECTS OF REFRACTION

Some of the results of a statistical analysis of bot-

tom reverberation are described in an internal report

by UCDWR.i In this report, many bottom rever-

beration curves were plotted against range. The data

comprising these curves were all taken at 24 kc with

standard Navy gear directed horizontally, but were

obtained in a variety of regions, over many different

types of bottoms, at differing depths, and with vary-

ing refraction conditions. Examination of these data

showed a number of similar features on almost all the

curves. In general, the curves showed the following

characteristics.

1. A peak which comes in shortly after the out-

going signal and results from surface reverberation.

2. A rapid decay of reverberation with the level

reaching a minimum at a range of two times the

depth of water.

3. A broad rise in level as the range increases, de-

veloping a second peak at a range of about six times

the depth of water. This rise is due to bottom rever-

beration.

4. Beyond the second peak a rapid decrease of in-

tensity, approximately proportional to the inverse

fourth power of the range. However, very large varia-

tions from this type of decay were observed.

The range of the bottom reverberation peak de-

pends of course on refraction; for this reason, the

dependence of the range of this peak on depth be-

comes a statistical problem. If there were no refrac-

tion, in other words, if the sound rays always traveled

in straight lines, then the ratio of the range of the

peak to the depth (over plane and smooth bottoms)

would obviously always be a fixed quantity depend-

ing only on the directivity pattern of the transducer.

In fact, for standard 24-kc echo-ranging gear, with

a beam width of 5 to 6 degrees, the range of the peak

would be 10 to 12 times the water depth, if refraction

were absent.

In order to judge the usefulness of the statistical

study in reference 1, it is necessary to know what

kinds of temperature gradients were included, and

the extent to which these refraction patterns obtained

near San Diego are typical of refraction conditions

in other localities. There are reasons for believing that

the results of reference 1 may be valid for a wide

variety of temperature gradients. Bathythermograph

patterns are not completely arbitrary in shape; posi-

tive gradients are relatively rare, with the result that

most patterns other than isothermal ones show a

continuous decrease of temperature between surface

and bottom. Furthermore, the effect of refraction is

greatest for horizontal or nearly horizontal rays.

Once the rays have been bent through an appreciable

angle, the amount of additional bending, even by

quite sharp negative gradients, is relatively small.

For these reasons, the ratio of the range of the peak

to the depth may be expected to be relatively con-

stant for a wide variety of gradients excluding isother-

mal or "nearly isothermal" types, where, for the

purpose of this discussion, "nearly isothermal" water
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may be defined as water in which the temperature

at the bottom differs from the temperature at the

surface by less than five degrees.

Actually, examination of the data in reference 1

shows that relatively few of the reverberation curves

analyzed were obtained in isothermal or nearly iso-

thermal water. Thus, the results of that study do not

apply to water in which the top-to-bottom tempera-

ture change is less than five degrees. This fact helps

to account for the disparity between the observed

range of the reverberation peak, characteristically

about six times the depth, and the predicted value

of 10 to 12 times the depth for isothermal water.

After these preliminary remarks, we may examine

the San Diego results in more detail. Figure 6 is a

cumulative plot, taken from reference 1, of the ratio

of the range of the bottom reverberation peak to the

water depth. The median point on this curve cor-

responds to a range-depth ratio of 6.2. Fifty per cent

of all peak ranges were found to lie between 5.1 and

7.2 times the depth, and 80 per cent to lie between

4 and 8 times the depth. These results agree well

enough with the results of another study byUCDWR.^
In reference 2, which, however, was based on a

smaller number of reverberation curves, the average

range to the peak was about 5 times the depth. The
difference between these two estimates of the ratio

of the range of the peak to the water depth is prob-

ably due to sampling and to the fact that the rever-

beration curves plot only a few isolated points of the

measured film. The data discussed in reference 2 are

described in somewhat more detail in Section 15.3.1;

they were obtained by using a transducer whose

beam pattern was similar to that of standard Navy
echo-ranging gear. Bathythermograph data and ray

diagrams were available, and it was found that the

range to the reverberation peak corresponded to

about the range where the 6-degree ray reached the

bottom. In another internal report by UCDWR,^ it

was found that the range of the peak usually cor-

responded to the range at which the 5-degree ray

reached the bottom.

For standard Navy gear at 24 kc, the half beam
width y defined in Figure 4 of Chapter 12 is close to

6 degrees. Thus, the results described in the preceding

paragraph suggest that with standard gear at 24 kc

the range where the beam's edge (5- or 6-degree ray)

strikes the bottom is the range of the reverberation

peak. These results suggest furthermore that in water

which is not "nearly isothermal" the range of the

reverberation peak is between four and eight times

the depth. For simple temperature gradients, it is

easy to estimate the range at which various rays

will strike the bottom, as a function of the depth to

the bottom.* Table 1 gives the results of such calcu-

lations, for various initial ray angles, water depths,

and surface-to-bottom temperature differences; in

computing this table it was assumed that the tem-

perature decreased linearly from the surface to the

bottom. It is clear from the table that with linear

gradients the 6-degree ray always does strike the

bottom at a range between 4 and 8 times the water

depth, when the temperature difference between the

projector and bottom is greater than 5 degrees.
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Table 1. Ranges at which rays leaving the projector at different angles strike the bottom.

Temperature
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ments made with the two different transducer orien-

tations in the same or similar areas, it should be pos-

sible to obtain some information about the angular

dependence of m". The following paragraphs describe

briefly the analysis of these data made in reference 2;

it is convenient to begin by considering the 0-degree

data.

For the purpose of analyzing the 0-degree data, the

reverberation records obtained were segregated into

nineteen groups, each group comprising at least nine

records of bottom reverberation taken at nearly the

same time on a single day over one of six bottom

areas. The records were then measured and averaged

over the group to give the mean reverberation ampli-

tude, and the average reverberation level was plotted

against range for each group. Typical curves ob-

tained are shown in Figure 7. These curves extend

only to the range at which the reverberation becomes

comparable to the recording background. On each

curve in Figure 7 is shown the range at which the

6-degree ray struck the bottom, as computed from

the measured BT pattern. The high levels of the first

plotted points at 100-yd range in the curves of

Figure 7 are due to surface reverberation.

These reverberation curves for horizontal trans-

ducers were then compared with equation (54) of

Chapter 12, by using 4 db per kyd for the absorption

;

in addition, the anomaly due to refraction was com-

puted from the ray diagram drawn from the BT
pattern, according to the methods described in Chap-

ter 3. The total correction for the anomaly was

found to be small for ranges corresponding to the re-

verberation peak.The average magnitude of twice the

anomaly correction for those ranges was only 2.5 db;

but the uncertainty in the transmission anomaly led

to uncertain values of m" corresponding to the

reverberation at longer ranges. Nevertheless, by us-

ing the data and comparing with equation (54) of

Chapter 12, it was possible in this way to obtain for

each group of records a curve for m", the bottom

scattering coefficient, as a function of the range of

the reverberation. At each range the incident grazing

angle of the ray reaching the bottom was computed

from the refraction diagram. However, from these

curves of m" against range, as explained in more de-

tail later, the value of m" was accurately determi-

nable only for grazing angles on the bottom very

nearly equal to the grazing angle of the central ray

of the main beam. This angle, for all the horizontal

projector curves studied in reference 2, lay between

9 and 13 degrees. It is clear therefore that determina-

tion of the angular dependence of m" was not possible

from the 0-degree data alone.

By using the 30-degree data, however, the value of

in" when the grazing angle on the bottom is equal to

30 degrees may readily be determined. With this

transducer orientation, the rays in the main beam are

only slightly bent by the temperature gradients. Thus
they strike the bottom at angles that can be cal-

culated directly from the geometry. Furthermore,

since the rays are only slightly bent, the transmission

anomaly due to refraction can be ignored. By using

equation (54) of Chapter 12, then, and by assuming

A equal to 4 db per kyd, the values of yn" at a grazing

angle of 30 degrees were determined from comparison

with the observed data. This comparison was made
on the assumption that the maximum amplitude of

bottom reverberation on the 30-degree records cor-

responded to scattered sound returning along the

central ray of the main beam; this assumption is

justified from the qualitative discussion in Section

15.1.

The average scattering coefficients determined

from these analyses of the data in reference 2 are

shown in Table 2. The 10 log m" values in Table 2

Table 2. Average values of m" for various bottom areas.
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coefficient. The values of 10 log m" shown hi the

first column of Table 2 are true values, that is, they

are 6 db smaller than the values found from com-

parison of equation (54) of Chapter 12 with the ob-

served reverberation levels. On the other hand, no

such 6-db correction for surface reflection was neces-

sary for 30-degree data, since at the latter transducer

orientation almost none of the projected sound

strikes the surface before reaching the bottom.*

Having described the procedure for calculating the

0- and 30-degree columns in Table 2, we now proceed

to use these entries for an estimate of the angular de-

pendence of m". It will be recalled that for all the

0-degree entries the grazing angle of the sound on the

bottom lay between 9 and 13 degrees; for present

purposes the grazing angle for all the 0-degree entries

may be taken as 10 degrees. The grazing angle for all

the 30-degree entries may be taken as 30 degrees,

since at such a great angle of depression the effect of

refraction is negligible. Thus for each of the bottom

types considered, we have in Table 2 an m" for a

10-degree grazing angle and an m" for a 30-degree

grazing angle. By assuming a relationship of the

form

m" ~' sin* {d),

it is possible to calculate k for each bottom type. The
resulting values of k, rounded off to the nearest half-

digit, are displayed in the last column of Table 2.

These values of k are not too reliable, since in order

to calculate the individual scattering coefficients in

Table 2 a number of assumptions were required

about such questions as the proper method for

averaging data obtained on different days, and the

proper comparison between the point and band

methods of averaging when the reverbeffetion levels

are changing rapidly. These assumptions, described

in detail in reference 2, mean that the results of

» It will be recalled that a 6-db correction was argued in

Section 12.5 for surface scattering coefficients. It may be

thought that a similar correction should be applied to bottom
scattering coefficients, to take account of possible reflections

in the layer of scattering material at the bottom. This correc-

tion arises, in the case of surface scattering, because the scat-

terers are thought to extend an appreciable distance into the

water side of the air-water boundary; sound can penetrate the

scattering layer and strike the air-water boundary at which
most of the actual reflection takes place. For bottom scatter-

ing, on the other hand, although the bottom scattering layer

is not infinitely thin, most of it does lie on the solid side of the

twilight region separating the sea volume from the earth's

crust. Thus, there is no need to introduce a correction to

bottom scattering coefficients due to reflection at the bottom;

in fact such a correction, if introduced, would have no physical

significance.

Table 2 may be somewhat in error. Nevertheless,

Table 2 does indicate that the value of m" increases

at least as rapidly as the first power of sin d for

grazing angles between 10 and 30 degrees.

The data of reference 2 give no information on the

nature of m"{d) for grazing angles d less than 10 de-

grees. It was assumed in reference 1, from which

Figure 4 was taken, that m" is proportional to sin^ d

for angles d greater than 9 degrees, and was constant

independent of 6 for angles 6 less than 9 degrees. The
solid lines in Figure 4 are the reverberation levels

predicted on this basis and fit the observed points

very well, even at the extreme range of 360 yd on the

lower curve, where the grazing angle is only 4 degrees.

The very good fit evidenced in Figure 4 seems to indi-

cate that m" is constant independent of grazing angle

at angles less than 10 degrees. However, there is al-

most no other information on the dependence at

angles less than 10 degrees; and a constancy of scat-

tering coefficient as the grazing angle decreased be-

low 10 degrees would make the law of scattering a

very complicated function of angle at these small

angles. For these reasons it is probably best to regard

the dependence of m" on grazing angle for angles less

than 10 degrees as still uncertain. More measure-

ments of this dependence are needed; to obtain values

of m" at small grazing angles, it will be necessary to

make measurements in isothermal water.

Impossibility of Determining m"{e) with
Horizontal Beams

We shall now discuss why it was not possible, from

the 0-degree data alone, to determine the dependence

of m" on grazing angle on the bottom. Two factors

are involved: (1) uncertainty in the beam pattern

correction, and (2) the lack of any large variation in

the grazing angle, owing to the effect of refraction.

For horizontal transducers, the beam pattern cor-

rection as determined from equation (41) of Chapter

12 is small for values of 6 less than 6 degrees (see

Table 1, Chapter 12). At larger angles the correction

increases rapidly because of the sharp decline in the

measured beam pattern at the edge of the main lobe.

At an angle of 10 degrees, for example, the correction

is about 20 db. The application of this large correc-

tion appeared to seriously overcorrect the data

analyzed in reference 2, giving very large values of

m" at close ranges. It is not difficult to find reasons

for this inability to calculate m" correctly at angles

well off the main lobe. In the first place, the very use

of equation (41), Chapter 12, for the beam pattern
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correction is questionable at large angles, as has been

pointed out previously. In addition, the ship pitches

and rolls; at large angles even a small change in

orientation of the projector may make a large dif-

ference in the received reverberation. There is the

further complication that measured beam patterns

in the vertical plane have not always agreed with

the measured patterns in calibrating stations.^ These

arguments, taken with the overcorrections noted in

reference 2, suggest that a correction of 10 db or

more is about the maximum which can be safely

applied to measured bottom-reverberation levels, if

accurate values of the bottom-scattering coefficients

are to be expected. We can conclude that the use of

equation (41) of Chapter 12 to obtain m" for rays

leaving the projector at large angles (greater than

6 degrees) is quite questionable.

Also, little information about the angular depend-

ence of m" could be obtained from rays leaving the

projector at angles within the main beam, that is,

with initial angles less than 6 degrees. For, in these

experiments the incident angle at the bottom of the

rays within the 6-degree cone was essentially con-

stant; at best, this grazing angle varied only slowly

with range. This fact alone would make fruitless any
attempt to determine, from the data of reference 2,

a detailed degree-by-degree dependence of m" on

grazing angle. Furthermore, the value of the scat-

tering coefficient itself, at ranges beyond the region

where the main beam strikes the bottom, becomes

more and more doubtful as the range increases, be-

cause of uncertainty in the value of the transmission

anomaly. These remarks explain why the data of

reference 2 were capable of giving m" accurately only

for the angle of incidence on the bottom correspond-

ing to the peak of the reverberation.

It is worth noting that the virtual constancy of the

angle of incidence on the bottom, for rays within the

6-degree cone, should be a rather general result with

all types of refraction patterns. This conclusion is

deduced from Snell's law of refraction, as follows.

Snell's law, which was proved in Chapter 2, tells

us that

cos d = ~ cos ^0

Co

(4)

where d is the bottom grazing angle, da is the angle of

the ray at the projector, c is the velocity of sound at

the bottom, and Co is the velocity of sound at the

projector. It is clear from equation (4) that the bot-

tom grazing angle will be smallest for the ray which

leaves the projector at degrees. Thus, the derivative

dd/ddii equals zero at 9o = 0; and d necessarily varies

but little for all the rays leaving the projector within

a few degrees of the projector axis.

15.3.2 Dependence on Frequency

A report by UCDWR'' presents measurements de-

signed to determine the dependence of the bottom-

scattering coefficient on frequency. These measure-

ments were made at 10, 20, 40, and 80 kc, with the

transducers directed downward at an angle of 30 de-

grees with the horizontal. The measurements were

made in two shallow water areas near San Diego, both

with rocky bottoms. The ping lengths used were be-

tween 4 and 8 msec. Further details concerning the

bottom character and the experimental procedures

are given in reference 6. From comparison of the

measured reverberation levels with equation (54) of

Chapter 12, values of 10 log ni" were determined at

each frequency and at each of the two positions where

measurements were made. These values of 10 log vi"

were obtained assuming the transmission anomaly A
in equation (54) as zero; because measurements were

performed in very shallow water, this assumption

should introduce very little error. The results ob-

tained in reference 6 are tabulated in Table 3.

An irregular variation of 10 log m" with frequency

is noted in Table 3, but according to reference 6 this

T.\BLE 3. Backward scattering coefficients (10 log m") as

a function of frequency at 30-degree grazing angle.

Frequency in kc 10 20 40 80

Area I

Area II

-11
-22

-6
-17 -21

-14
-15

variation is less than the estimated error of calibra-

tion. Also, according to reference 6, change in trans-

ducer patterns due to changes in frequency and

swinging of the ship at anchor could have introduced

errors compared with which the observed variation is

not significant. Thus there is no evidence that the

bottom scattering coefficient for rocky bottoms at a

grazing angle of 30 degrees has any systematic fre-

quency dependence for the frequency range 10 to

80 kc. The mean value of 10 log m", averaged for

10, 20, 40, and 80 kc is -10 + 3 db for position I

and — 19 + 3 db for position II.

The mean values of 10 log m" at a grazing angle

of 30 degrees, quoted in the preceding paragraph,

should be directly comparable with the 30-degree
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value of m" for ROCK in Table 2. It is seen that there

is very good agreement with Table 2 for Area I, but

there is a difference of 10 db between the value of m"

(30 degrees) obtained at Area II and the value of w"

(30 degrees) in Table 2. This difference could be due

to sampling error; it is estimated later that the

quartile deviation of m" for areas of similar bottom

classification is + 5 db. In this regard it is significant

that reference 6 states that the bottom of Area II

had patches of SAND-AND-MUD. Thus, it is not

too surprising that the mean bottom scattering coeffi-

cient in Area II should be lower than in Area I,

where, according to reference 6, the bottom was

covered with boulders.

The results of reference 6 give no information on

the dependence of m" on frequency for other types of

bottom thanROCK. There is no reason to expect that

any marked dependence on frequency would be dis-

covered. However, it is necessary to definitely know
the frequency dependence, if any, in order to predict

the effect on bottom reverberation of varying the

frequency of echo-ranging gear. Also, knowledge of

this frequency dependence would enable us to assess

accurately the present information on the dependence

of m" on bottom type, much of which is based on the

assumption that m" does not depend on frequency.

For these reasons it would be desirable to obtain

additional measurements over all types of bottom of

the dependence of m" on frequency.

15.3.3 Dependence on Bottom

An analysis of bottom-scattering data obtained

with horizontal beams is given in reference 3. These

data include many more records than are analyzed

in reference 2, among which are data at 10, 20, and
24 kc. A portion of the data was analyzed in a manner
similar to that used in reference 2, except that absorp-

tion was not included in the transmission anomaly;

the transmission anomaly A in equation (54) was
computed from the refraction pattern alone. This

analysis gave the results listed in Table 4 for a graz-

ing angle at the bottom of 10 degrees. In Table 4, as

in Table 2, the values of to" have been corrected to

the true values. Table 4 should, of course, be com-
parable with the 0-degree column of Table 2, since

the grazing angle on the bottom (10 degrees) is the

same for both tables.

In reference 3, in addition to this analysis, a more
complicated analysis was also attempted to deter-

mine the variation of the bottom-scattering coeffi-

cient with angle of incidence. Some evidence that m"
increased with increasing grazing angle was found,

but it was not possible to decide which of the three

laws, m" constant, m" proportional to sin 6, or m"
proportional to sin^ d, was most nearly representative

of the bottom scattering. In view of the inconclusive

nature of the results, and also because this analysis

rested on some questionable assumptions, these re-

sults for the angular dependence of to" were not in-

cluded in Section 15.3.1.

Table 4. Average values of 10 log m" for various bottom
areas for grazing angle at bottom of 10 degrees.

Bottom type
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Table 5. Average values of m" for various bottom areas for ray leaving projector at an angle of 5 degrees.
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since at the lower frequencies the corrections for at-

tenuation are not as large.

In Table 6, cobbles and boulders have been

grouped under rock; and fine sand, foraminiferal

sand, and medium sand have all been grouped under

sand. The last column in Table 6 gives the results of

averaging a similar grouping of the 0-degree values

of Table 2, including coarse sand under sand; the

designations sand-mud and mud-and-sand of refer-

ences 2 and 3 have been replaced by the customary

SAND-AND-MUD. If all the entries of Table 6

are averaged with equal weight, we obtain the over-

all averages in Table 7.

Table 7. Overall mean values of backward scatter-

ing coefficient at 10-degree grazing angle.

Bottom type 10 log m"

ROCK
MUD
SAND-AND-MUD
SAND

-20 + 5
-27 + 5
-28 ± 5
-32 ± 5

The values of Table 7 do not differ significantly

from other estimates of the mean bottom scattering

coefficients, also based on the data of references 2

and 3. In reference 7 it is estimated that the quartile

deviations of the mean bottom scattering coefficients

are about 5 db for each bottom type. In view of the

crudeness of a classification system which includes

all bottom types in only four categories, a quartile

deviation of this magnitude is not surprising. Thus
this estimate of the deviation from the mean has

been included in Table 7. It must be remembered
that the values of 10 log m" in Table 7 are true

values; that is, they were determined by subtracting

6 db from the values of m" inferred from comparison

of equation (54) of Chapter 12 with the measured

reverberation levels. The expected reverberation

levels with horizontal beams will therefore be 6 db
greater than the levels that would be predicted by
the use of equation (54) and the values of 10 log m"
in Table 7.

15.4 AVERAGE BOTTOM REVERBERATION
INTENSITIES WITH HORIZONTAL

TRANSDUCERS

Bottom reverberation levels are a function of range

and water depth and in addition depend on refraction

conditions, transducer orientation, and bottom type.

For most practical echo-ranging purposes, however,

the transducer is oriented so that the transducer axis

is horizontal, parallel to the ocean surface. Under
these circumstances, over level bottoms, the data

which have been presented in this chapter can be used

to make some prediction of average bottom rever-

beration levels. The results of reference 2, discussed

in Section 15.3.1, show that under most conditions

the transmission anomaly due to refraction is negli-

gible a;t ranges up to and including the range of the

reverberation peak. The results of references 1, 2, and

3, described in Section 15.2, all show that in water

other than isothermal or nearly isothermal the range

of the reverberation peak tends to be about 6 times

the depth between the projector and the bottom, and
that this peak corresponds approximately to the

range at which the 5- to 6-degree ray from the pro-

jector strikes the bottom. The data of references 2

and 3, which were discussed in Sections 15.3.1 and

15.3.3, show that the angle at which this ray strikes

the bottom usually is about 10 degrees in nonisother-

mal water. Thus, knowledge of the average value of

m"at a grazing angle of lOdegrees, coupledwith equa-

tion (54) of Chapter 12, enables prediction of the aver-

age height and range of the reverberation peak over

different bottom types in any water depth. It is of

course necessary to know the value of A in equation

(54). However a value of A equal to 4 db per kyd is

probably a good approximation, and for the short

ranges at which the reverberation peaks are usually

observed, deviations in practice from 4 db per kyd
should not be very significant, except possibly when
the water is quite deep.

Once the height and range of the bottom rever-

beration peak are determined, the most significant

quantity for echo ranging is the rate at which the

reverberation decays as a function of range past the

peak. At ranges less than the peak the reverberation

usually decreases with decreasing range; such ex-

amples as Figure 7 and other similar figures in refer-

ences 2 and 3 show that the bottom reverberation can

hardly increase with decreasing range as rapidly as

the expected echo level.* At some ranges less than

the principal reverberation peak (where the main

beam strikes the bottom) reverberation from side

lobes can be very high. However, it seems on the

whole that bottom reverberation is likely to be most
troublesome at ranges past reverberation peak.

At ranges past the reverberation peak in noniso-

thermal water, the results of reference 1 indicate that

on the average the reverberation falls off at about the
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inverse fourth power of the range, but that large

variations from this type of decay are observed.

Since the expected echo level also falls off at about

the inverse fourth power of the range,* the results of

reference 1 mean that the possibility of obtaining an

echo usually depends on the level of the reverbera-

tion peak relative to the expected echo level at the

range of the reverberation peak. If the reverberation

-70

100 200 300 500 700 1000

RANGE TO PEAK IN YARDS

2000

Figure 8. Expected level of peak of bottom reverbera-

tion as a function of range to peak and bottom type.

peak is high enough to mask the echo at that range,

then the echo is not likely to be detected at any range

past the reverberation peak. Conversely, if the echo

level is well above the reverberation at the range of

the reverberation peak, bottom reverberation will

probably not limit echo ranging at any range.

The above discussion is not by any means a com-

plete treatment of the problem of echo ranging in

shallow water. Many factors are involved in deter-

mining the echo-to-reverberation ratio at any range.

Also, no account has been taken of the fact that at-

tenuation at long range makes the echo level drop off

much more rapidly than the inverse fourth power of

the range. However, attenuation also decreases the

received bottom reverberation levels, so that even at

long ranges the echo and reverberation levels should

decrease at roughly the same rate. In general, it can

be said that the problems involved in determining the

echo-to-reverberation ratio are so complicated that

no satisfactory quantitative treatment has ever been

given, although qualitative discussions have been

presented in a number of places.' It appears then from

the foregoing discussion that with present informa-

tion the best way to characterize bottom reverbera-

tion levels is in terms of the level at theprincipal rever-

beration peak ; this level is determined using equation

(54) ofChapter 12 and the known value of the bottom

scattering coefficient for 10 degrees grazing incidence.

Figure 8 shows the expected average standard re-

verberation level at the reverberation peak, as a

function of the range to the peak and the bottom

type, for ordinary 24-kc echo-ranging gear sending

out a horizontal beam. In preparing this diagram it

was assumed that the range to the peak is six times

the depth of the bottom below the projector. The
absorption was taken to be 4 db per kyd, J^ was set

equal to —19 db for the 5- to 6-degree ray, 10 log m"
was taken from Table 7, and finally the reverberation

level for a 100-msec ping was calculated by the use of

equation (55) of Chapter 12. Although Figure 8 is the

best average curve which can be drawn with present

information, the likelihood of deviations in practice

from Figure 8 cannot be overstressed. In particular.

Figure 8 is not valid in isothermal or nearly isothermal

water, when the range to the reverberation peak will

usually be very different from six times the distance

between the projector and the bottom. It is also not

advisable to extend the results in Figure 8 to ranges

less than 100 yd because at such short ranges it is

again unlikely that the average assumed relationship

between range and depth will be valid. It should be

noted that the curves in Figure 8 incorporate the 6-db

correction for surface reflections discussed in Section

15.3.3. Thus, when the echo-ranging transducer is

deep, 6 db should be subtracted from the values in

Figure 8 to obtain the expected reverberation levels;

in such situations surface reflections will not be im-

portant in determining the bottom reverberation

level.

In conclusion, we repeat that on the average the

reverberation in nonisothermal water seems to fall

off at about the inverse fourth power of the range, at

ranges past the reverberation peak, but that large
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variations from this typo of decay may be observed, even with the same echo-to-reverberation ratio at the

Careful examination of the results of reference 1 range of the reverberation peak. A preliminary study

shows that the shape of the decay curve is probably of the shapes of these decay curves over different

not the same over all types of bottoms. In other types of bottoms is being made off San Diego, but

words, the probability of distinguishing an echo at unfortunately, the results of that study are not avail-

long range is different over different types of bottoms, able at this time.



Chapter 16

VARIABILITY AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

IN PRECEDING CHAPTERS, we havc derived theoreti-

cal formulas for the average reverberation inten-

sity, and have compared these formulas with average

reverberation intensities observed in practice. By
means of this comparison, we have obtained average

values of the backward scattering coefficient for

volume, surface, and bottom reverberation. In this

chapter we shall attempt to analyze the differences

between reverberations from successive pings sent

out under apparently the same circumstances. These

differences may be deviations in amplitude, or devia-

tions in the frequency spectrum of the received re-

verberation.

There are several reasons for such an analysis.

First, it is desirable to know just how well the average

curve may be expected to represent individual rever-

beration curves. Secondly, the deviations from the

average depend on the type of mechanism giving rise

to the reverberation; thus, analysis of the deviations

can give valuable information on the sources of re-

verberation. Finally, such an analysis may easily re-

veal significant differences between the behavior of

echo fluctuation and reverberation fluctuation since

the mechanisms producing these two types of fluctua-

tion are undoubtedly somewhat different. These dif-

ferences in behavior, if well understood, may be

utilized in methods for improving the recognition

differential for the echo against a reverberation back-

ground.

16.1 FLUCTUATION

In analyzing the amplitude deviations of individual

reverberation curves from the average, it is con-

venient to distinguish between fluctuation and co-

herence. Fluctuation refers to the deviation from the

average of the intensity received at a definite time

following the initial ping. This fluctuation is usually

measured by the variance

A/2 = {I - If = P - (ly (1)

where 7 is the average intensity at a time t seconds

after midsignal, and P is the average of the square

of this intensity. Average values will be designated

by a bar throughout the remainder of this chapter.

As discussed in Chapter 12, the average intensity at

the time t is to be determined by the following proc-

ess. A large number of reverberation records are

taken under circumstances as nearly identical as

possible, and the intensity of the reverberation at a

time t seconds after midsignal is read off each record.

The average of these intensities is the value referred

to by the bar.

Evidently, if all the pings were sent out under

exactly the same circimistances, the received inten-

sity at time t should be constant, and AP in equation

(1) would be zero. However, no two pings occur

under precisely the same circumstances. There are

variations in the power output of the projector; varia-

tions in the orientation of the receiver because of ship

roll; variations in such oceanographic factors as wave

height, wind force, temperature-depth distribution,

water depth, and type of bottom material; and over-

all variations in transmission anomaly. Some of these

sources of reverberation fluctuation can be mini-

mized. The power output of the projector can be

stabilized to a fraction of a decibel; the ship will not

roll on a calm day; and the effects of changing wind

force and bottom character can be eliminated by

studying only volume reverberation. However, large

fluctuations remain no matter how much control is

exercised. These remaining fluctuations in volume

reverberation are regarded as an inherent property

of reverberation.

In the derivation of equation (13) of Chapter 12,

expressing the time variation of volume reverbera-

tion from a single ping, it was assumed that the re-

verberation is due to the scattering of sound by a

large number of scatterers in the ocean. Fluctuation

in the received reverberation is caused by the fact

that the total reverberation amplitude is the sum of

the amplitudes received from all the individual

sources. These individual amplitudes have random

324
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phases with respect to each other, and the total

amplitude is large or small depending on the degree

of reinforcement or interference between these in-

coming individual amplitudes.

An expression for the fluctuation of intensity

caused by the combination of a large number of

amplitudes of equal magnitude but random phase

was derived by Rayleigh.' The probability that the

resultant intensity will exceed the value / is given by

p = e<^/i) (2)

where 7 is the average intensity. A derivation of equa-

tion (2) is given in Chapter 7. The actual received

reverberation is of course a combination of ampli-

tudes of many different magnitudes, because the indi-

vidual scatterers are not all of equal strength, because

the projector is directional, and because the trans-

mission loss to different portions of the ocean may
not be the same. However, it can be shown that equa-

tion (2) remains valid, even if all the amplitudes are

not of equal magnitude, provided only that there are

a large number of amplitudes of each magnitude, and

that the number of amplitudes of each magnitude re-

mains essentially constant. Thus, formula (2) is im-

plied by the assumptions used in Chapter 12 to de-

rive the expression for the time variation of the

volume reverberation from one ping, with the proviso

that the transmission does not change from ping to

ping.

The applicability of the Rayleigh distribution func-

tion (2) has been tested by the University of Cali-

fornia.^ They first chose sets of ten or more typical

reverberation records in deep water; all the records

in a given set were taken under similar conditions.

The ratio of the observed amplitude to the average

amplitude was computed for various times on each

set. All told, 420 values of this ratio were obtained

for the QB transducer, and 500 values of the ratio for

the QCH-3. The results are plotted in Figure 1.

There is apparently no major deviation of either ex-

perimental curve from the theoretical expression (2).

It appears from Figure 1 that the shape of the

fluctuation curve does not depend significantly on

such factors as the directivity pattern of the trans-

ducer, nor on the shape of the pulse sent out; both of

these factors are different for the two transducers. It

will be noted that equation (2) predicts this inde-

pendence. Since the times chosen on the records were

well distributed, and since no effort was made to

distinguish between surface and volume reverbera-

tion, it appears that the expression (2) applies fairly

well to all portions of the deep-water reverberation

versus range curve.

It is not .surprising that formula (2) fits the ob-

served fluctuation of surface reverberation levels

about as well as it fits the fluctuation of volume rever-

beration. If an assumption that the scattering power

of the surface remains essentially constant from ping

to ping is added to the other assumptions used in the
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be regarded as a function of certain relatively slowly-

varying physical parameters such as the wind force

and the wave height.

The derivation of equation (2) is based on the as-

sumption that the number of independent interfering

amplitudes is large, or, in other words, that the

number of scatterers which combine to return sound

to the receiver at a particular time is large. However,

since this number of scatterers is proportional to the

volume of space illuminated by the pulse, it is ap-

parent that the effective number of scatterers de-

pends on the ping length, and cannot be large for

very short pulses. In fact, with pings sufficiently

short and directional, the received reverberation at

any instant will arise from at most one scatterer.

With such pings the average number of scatterers per

unit volume could be determined from the character

of the received reverberation, provided the dimen-

sions of the scatterers are small compared to the

average distance between them. For, under these

circumstances, the received reverberation would be

a series of widely separated echoes from individual

scatterers; from the spacing of these echoes the

average number of scatterers per unit volume could

easily be calculated.

However, it has not yet been possible, and may
never be feasible, to reduce the ping dimensions suf-

ficiently to resolve all the individual scatterers re-

sponsible for volume reverberation. With standard

24-kc gear, some of the larger individual scatterers

are occasionally distinguishable even when pings as

long as 5 msec are used.^' ^ However, as a general rule

individual scatterers cannot be identified even with

pings as short as 0.1 msec. It has been pointed out ^

that the Rayleigh distribution does not apply when
the effective number of scatterers is small, and that

it may be possible to determine the average number
of scatterers per unit volume from the disparity be-

tween the observed distribution function and the

Rayleigh form (2). The theoretical distribution de-

pends on the assumptions which are made concerning

the total number of scatterers present. The most
reasonable assumption is that the number of scat-

terers obeys a Poisson ' distribution. If so, the proba-

bility Pn(N) that A'' scatterers are present when the

average number present is n is given by

PniN) =
n^'e-

N!
(3)

With this assumption, the expected distribution func-

tion of the reverberation intensity is calculated in

reference 6, as a function of the average number of

scatterers in the portion of the ocean illuminated by
the ping at a definite instant. If this average number
of scatterers is 10, the deviation of the predicted dis-

tribution function from the Rayleigh distribution is

of about the same order of magnitude as the devia-

tions of the experimental points from the Rayleigh

distribution in Figure 1. However, the points plotted

in Figure 1 are not sufficiently numerous for a deter-

mination of n. It is estimated in reference 6 that

4,000 points, all taken with the same ping length, are

required to say definitely whether an observed distri-

bution more nearly approximates the theoretical

curve for 10 scatterers or the Rayleigh distribution.

The average number of scatterers n may also be

predicted, in principle, from the percentage fluctua-

tion in intensity. If the actual number of scatterers

obeys the Poisson distribution (3), reference 6 gives

the following relationship

AP 1
= 1 + --

n
(4)

If the intensity is the resultant of a fixed number n of

amplitudes whose phases vary at random, it is easy

to show that

!='-- «'

It is readily verified by direct integration that for the

Rayleigh distribution (2),

AP
1 (6)

in agreement with equations (4) and (5) when n is

infinite. A third alternative is to assume that the

number of scatterers obeys a Gaussian distribution;

this would be the case, for example, if the variability

in the number of scatterers were due primarily to

accidental variations in the length of the ping emitted

by the projector. With a Gaussian law for the number

of scatterers, still another formula would be obtained

for AP/(i)\

This discussion of reverberation fluctuation has

completely neglected the fluctuation due to varia-

bility in such factors as transmission loss, projector

output, and transducer orientation. With well-func-

tioning equipment such as setup C of Section 13.1.1,

variations in projector output occur so slowly that

their effect on the short-term fluctuation of rever-

beration is negligible. Variability in transmission loss

is known to be large and rapid; therefore, the fluctua-

tion in reverberation levels must be partly a result of
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Figure 2. The coherence of reverberation.

fluctuation of the transmission loss between the pro-

jector and the scattering centers. Transmission fluc-

tuations apparently do not obey a Rayleigh distribu-

tion; the standard deviation of the transmitted ampli-

tude is about 42 per cent of the mean transmitted

amplitude, in practice, as compared to the 52 per

cent predicted from the Rayleigh distribution.* Ship

roll is another factor, ignored in this sketchy treat-

ment, which is believed to produce significant fluctua-

tions in reverberation.' These neglected factors will

have to be taken into account before the theory of

reverberation fluctuation can be considered at all'

adequate. Also, the presence of these other sources of

fluctuation means that a determination of the average

number of scatterers giving rise to reverberation, by

a method such as that proposed in reference 6 would

not be too reliable even if the distribution function

for the number of scatterers were known.

At the present time, average reverberation inten-

sities are determined by averaging between 5 and 12

pings. The validity of this procedure can be esti-

mated from the magnitude of the variance defined by

equation (1). It is easy to show that the standard

deviation of the average intensity of n pings is just

'^ AP/n. If the distribution function is Rayleigh,

then from equation (6) we have

Thus the average intensity / of 5 pings has a standard

deviation of +0.45/, or roughly 1.5 db.

16.2 COHERENCE

The term coherence applied to reverberation refers

to a tendency of the received reverberation to occur

in the form of pulses of the approximate duration of

the ping length. The possession of coherence means

that if at any instant the reverberation level is high,

it is likely that the level will remain high for a little

while, and that if the reverberation level is low, it is

likely not to become large in a short time.

An experimental study of reverberation coherence

has been made by UCDWR, and reported in Section

X of reference 2. Ten blobs of about equal amplitude

were chosen at random from two QB records of equal

ping length, in the time interval between 1.5 and 2.5

sec after midsignal. The amplitude was measured at

intervals of about 0.1 ping length from the middle of

each blob out to 2 ping lengths on either side. The

average amplitude at each of the measuring positions

on the ten blobs was then divided by the average

amplitude at the middle of the blob and was plotted.

The resulting graphs, one for each of several ping

lengths, are given in Figure 2, under the heading

Coherence Analysis. Time is plotted on the horizontal

axis; amplitude relative to the amplitude at the
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middle of the blob is plotted on the vertical axis.

The ping length r is given in an upper corner of each

plot and is marked along the time axis for comparison

with the blob width of the reverberation. It will be

observed that the diagram of each blob consists of a

peak with wings trailing off to either side. It appears

from the figure that the duration of a reverberation

blob is very close to the ping length, but that the blob

is peaked in shape and not rectangular like the en-

velope of the ping.

The coherence of the reverberation can be de-

scribed mathematically by the correlation between

the reverberation amplitudes at different times. This

correlation coefficient p is defined by

_ Uih) - J«l)][/(<2) - 7«2)]
(7)

If p is very nearly 1, then a high value of the intensity

at time h is likely to be associated on the same record

with a high value of the intensity at time k. If p is

near zero, a given value of the intensity at time h

gives no information about the intensity on that

record at time i2. If p is very nearly — 1, a high value

at ti implies a likely low value of the intensity at k-

It can be shown theoretically that p depends, in

general, only on the difference in time
| <i — <2 1,

pro-

vided the average intensities at ii and fe are not too

different. '" If the outgoing ping is square-topped, and

if the average intensities at the times <i and 4 are

equal, and if, furthermore, the individual intensities

follow the Rayleigh distribution (2), then it can be

shown that the correlation coefficient (7) reduces to

( a> T

(8)

where a =
| <i — <2 1 and r is the ping length." In

other words, reverberation levels at times close to the

center of a blob will be high, but levels at times more

than a ping length away from the center will bear no

relation to the intensity at the center of the blob. The

value of p from the relation (8) is plotted as a func-

tion of a/r in Figure 3. Ev-idently the result (8) for

the correlation coefficient explains the dependence of

the blob width on ping length noted in Figure 2.

The precise functional dependence of p on a in

relation (8) depends on the assumption of a rectangu-

lar ping and also depends in part on the assumption of

a Rayleigh distribution for the individual intensities.

If, for example, reverberation resulted from echoes

returned from widely spaced single scatterers, rather

than from a dense population of scatterers, each re-

verberation blob would reproduce the shape of the

original ping and p(a) would be unity for a < t.

However, the result that p is zero when a ^ t should

be quite independent of the assumed distribution

function for the reverberation intensities. For, when
a ^ T the reverberation at time h arises from scatter-

ing in a volume of space which does not overlap the

volume causing the reverberation at time U. Thus, if

the reverberation levels from two nonoverlapping

volumes are independent of each other —• and this is

a reasonable assumption — p will be zero whenever

a ^ T. In other words, no matter what the distribu-

tion of the reverberation intensities, a decrease of

blob width with decreasing ping length would be ex-

pected. A corollary to this discussion is that the ob-

served dependence of blob width on ping length does

not lend any appreciable support to the assumptions

which led to the Rayleigh distribution.
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lies of many probability coefficients cannot be com-

puted mathematically. However, a few such coeffi-

cients have been computed on the assumption of a

R;iyloigh distribution lor the individual intensities.

One of these is the joint probability P{Ii,U,a) of ob-

taining reverberation intensities h and h at the same
range on two different pings a time interval a apart.'-

This coefficient is a function of the average velocity

of the scatterers relative to the echo-ranging vessel.

Motion of the scatterers relative to the transducer

changes the ranges and relative positions of the scat-

terers from one ping to the next, thereby giving rise to

fluctuation of the measured reverberation levels.

Similarly, the joint probability of obtaining intensities

I\ and /2 at two different ranges on the same ping has

been computed." A general discussion of the signifi-

cance of these various probability coefficients is

given in reference 10. Other references ""'" may be

useful in the analysis of fluctuation and coherence.

It is worth noting that the measured 6- to 7-db

difference between the average intensity and the

average peak intensity in a band three ping lengths

long, referred to in Section 13.2, is another measure

of the coherence of reverberation. For example, if the

coherence were verj-^ poor the average peak height in

any finite band would be very large. For in that case

the reverberation intensity at any instant would be

very nearly independent of the intensity at any other

instant; crudely, the band could be divided into a

large number of intervals in each of which the proba-

bility for a given intensity would follow the simple

Rayleigh distribution (2) or some similar distribution.

Since the number of intervals would be large, in-

tensities much higher than average would be ex-

pected to occur at least once in the band three ping

lengths long. So far, it has not proved possible to

calculate theoretically, with accuracy, the average

peak height in a band.

16.3 FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF REVER-
BERATION FROM NARROW-

BAND PINGS

The received reverberation is often used as a

reference frequency for the estimation of doppler

shift in the echo. In order to use reverberation in this

way, it is necessary to know the average frequency of

the reverberation and the average frequency band
width characteristic of reverberation. Such a fre-

quency analysis can also give valuable information

about the processes giving rise to reverberation.

The theory of Fourier series tells us that any signal

of finite duration can be regarded as made up of

single-frequency components of definite amplitudes

and pha.ses. A so-called single-frequency ping (CW
ping) of the sort emitted by ordinary echo-ranging

gear contains not only the nominal frequency of the

ping, but also an infinite number of other frequencies

(see Section 12.5). However, the band width within

which frequency components of significant amplitude

lie is usually very narrow for ordinary ping lengths."

The returning reverberation is also composed of a

band of frequencies. With the assumptions that led to

the Rayleigh distribution (2), it can be shown that

the band width of the reverberation equals the band
width of the outgoing ping. For with these assump-

tions, the shape of the returning signal from any
scatterer is the same as the shape of the ping. The
factors which may cause the shape of the returned

signal from any scatterer to differ from the ping have
been discussed in Section 12.5; in general these

factors can be neglected for pings 10 msec or longer.

Thus the received reverberation, which is simply the

sum of many such signals, must apparently have the

same band width as the ping. Other sources of rever-

beration fluctuation, in addition to the fundamental

randomness of phase leading to the Rayleigh distri-

bution, can increase the band width of reverberation.

However, it can be shown that these sources can be

neglected for pings 100 msec or shorter.

Because of the narrowness of the frequency band,

the experimental determination of the frequency

spectrum of reverberation is difficult. Besides, the

quantity which is measured as a function of frequency

and called the frequency spectrum is merely the

energy or intensity contained in a narrow band of

frequencies; the phases of the individual frequency

components are never measured. For many pur-

poses, therefore, the measured spectrum is not the

most useful way of describing reverberation. The
measured spectrum cannot, for example, give clues

as to those time variations of reverberation which

cause it to sound like a signal of wavering pitch.

The UCDWR has, however, developed a special

device known as the periodmeter for the analysis of

» The band width may be defined as the frequency band
containing half the energy in the ping, or as the frequency

band within which intensities of spectral components are

no more than 3 db below the intensity of the midfrequency
component. For a rectangular ping the band width, defined

in either manner, is approximately the reciprocal of the ping

duration in seconds; thus, it would be about 10 cycles for a

100-msec ping [see equation (63) of Chapter 12].
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the rapid frequency shifts characteristic of reverbera-

tion. This device " measures the time interval be-

tween successive zeros of the alternating signal fed

into it. The "instantaneous frequency" of the signal

is interpreted as inversely proportional to the meas-

ured time interval between successive zeros. This

instantaneous frequency is recorded against time on

a cathode-ray oscilloscope (which may be photo-

graphed); the frequency appears as a spot whose

deflection from a base line is a measure of the

frequency.

The periodmeter is designed to function in the

neighborhood of 800 c; thus reverberation must be

heterodyned to about this frequency before frequency

Figure 4. Periodmeter record of 800-cycle oscillator

tone.

analysis by the periodmeter is possible. Figure 4 is

the photograph of a trace obtained by feeding an

800-c oscillator tone into the periodmeter. Figure 5

shows the traces of a ping and its echo from an S-class

submarine; the way the echo mirrors the frequency

fluctuations in the ping is interesting. Figures 6A and

6B are observed traces for volume reverberation and

bottom reverberation, both showing no indication of

a definite law for the variation of reverberation fre-

quency with time after midsignal. Such traces are

typical of most reverberation. In all these traces, in-

crease in frequency is indicated by a smaller (lower)

amplitude on the trace.

The periodmeter has been used to analyze rever-

beration signals. The results of this analysis will be

first summarized and then discussed in more detail.

Since all these conclusions are based on more than

1,000 observed points, they have a high degree of

statistical probability.

1. There are no obvious systematic changes in

spectral character during the decay of a single rever-

beration. If the average pitch does change with time

after midsignal in any systematic way, such a trend

is masked by the much larger irregular variations in

pitch.

2. The averages of reverberation frequency over

time intervals corresponding to the pitch response

time of the ear (0.1 sec) show variations large enough

to render target doppler discrimination of 1 knot or

less highly unreliable. For target speeds of 2 knots

or more, target doppler discrimination appears quite

reliable.

3. If the outgoing signals are unintentionally fre-

quency-modulated, because of poor design or malad-

justment of the transmitting equipment, the rms fre-

quency spread in the reverberation is increased.

4. The frequency spread of the heterodjmed rever-

beration depends on the audio output frequency and

the pulse length. The rms frequency spread A/ was

well-fitted by the formula

Af = Kf^' r-'^ (9)

where / is the audio output frequency, r is the pulse

length, and K is a constant. Pulses of length 92 msec

and frequency 24 kc produced reverberation, which,

after being heterodyned to 800 c, had a mean rms

frequency spread of 21.5 c.

5. The frequency spread of reverberation does not

seem to depend on the frequency of the outgoing

signal.

6. The mean observed reverberation frequency

agreed with own-doppler values calculated for the

axis of the projector. At moderate ship speeds, the

finite width of the projector beam did not, through

own-doppler effects, cause marked broadening of the

beam.

Most of the above results are quite reasonable.

The first result indicates that the reverberation arises

from a process which is essentially random. The
last result indicates that the mean reverberation

frequency can be used as a reference for the measure-

ment of target doppler. That is, the mean reverbera-

tion frequency /i agrees with the following formula

for the frequency of an echo received on a moving

ship from a stationary target.

/i =/(^l+^cos9J, (10)

where v is the velocity of the echo-ranging ship, 6 is

the angle between the projector axis and the line of

motion of the ship, / is the frequency of the emitted

ping, and c is the velocity of sound. This agreement

is theoretically expected.'^- ''

The second result indicates that estimates of target

doppler are not reliable unless the target is moving at

speeds of 2 knots or more. The third result, that the
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Figure 5. Periodmeter record of a ping and its echo.

observed frequency spread in reverberation should be

increased by frequency fluctuation in the outgoing

ping, is also not surprising.

The dependence of the frequency spread on the

audio output frequency, described by equation (9),

seems at first sight rather difficult to understand. In

principle, heterodyning simply subtracts a constant

frequency from the frequencies of all components of

the incoming reverberation signal; thus, if there is no

distortion, the average frequency spread should not

depend on the audio output frequency.^"'^' However,

with a little thought, it can be seen that the difficulty

arises because the time intervals between successive

zeros of a complex signal are not related in any sim-

ple way to the frequency spectrum of that signal.

Thus, the assumption that the rms deviation of the

instantaneous frequency read from the period-

meter should be exactly equal to the true rms fre-

quency spread of the reverberation spectrum is cer-

tainly not warranted. The complete elucidation of the

relation between periodmeter readings and the rever-

beration spectrum requires a satisfactory theory of

the periodmeter, which has not yet been developed

because of mathematical difficulties. A partial anal-

ysis of the theory of the periodmeter is given in a

report by UCDWR." There it is predicted that the

rms spread of the instantaneous frequency should

obey the formula

A/ = X/^^ r-'"^ (11)

which difTers somewhat from the observational equa-

tion (9). However, the mode of derivation of equa-

tion (11) has been subjected to some criticism.^"

This difficulty in relating the response of the

periodmeter to the spectrum of the reverberation

VOLUME REVERBERATION

Figure 6. Periodmeter records of volume and bottom
reverberation.

illustrates the difficulty which is always experienced

in predicting the response to reverberation of any

complex circuit, such as the ear or other doppler

discriminator. It can be argued that, for the ear, the

instantaneous frequencies measured by the period-

meter are more significant than the spectrum which

gives the intensities in very narrow frequency bands.

However, because of the complexity of the ear, this

assertion requires proof; for this reason conclusion

2 above, and other similar conclusions, cannot be

relied on if based on evidence from the periodmeter

alone.
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16.4 REVERBERATION FROM WIDE-
BAND PINGS

Up until now, this volume has been concerned

almost completely with reverberation from narrow-

band CW pings (in a CW ping the nominal trans-

mitting frequency is fixed during the interval of

transmission). However, other types of pings have

been used, as in FM sonar. In this section we shall

examine the reverberation resulting from the use of

wide-band pings.

Strictly speaking, no ping which has a finite dura-

tion can possibly be single-frequency; other fre-

quencies than the nominal one must be present in

order that the signal can build up and die off. How-

ever, 100-msec CW pings at 24 kchave band widths of

the order of 10 c, while wide-band pings often have

band widths of 1,000 c or more (for example, a

1-msec CW ping has a band width of 1,000 c). It may
be expected that this very real difference in the order

of frequency spread will be reflected in a difference

in the nature of the returning reverberation.

According to Section 12.5, widening the frequency

band in the ping should not seriously affect average

reverberation levels, if the frequency response of the

gear is sufficiently flat. In other words, the theoretical

formulas in Chapter 12 giving the average time decay

of reverberation fronra single ping should be just as

valid (or invalid) for wide-band pings as for narrow-

band pings. It is true that many of the parameters

in the formulas of Chapter 12 are frequency-de-

pendent, such as the transmission loss, transducer

directivity, and the scattering coefficients. However,

these quantities vary smoothly and relatively slowly

with frequency and can be replaced by their averages

over even a 10-kc wide band without introducing

much error. Thus the resultant theoretical average

reverberation levels for wide-band pings are simply

an average, over the frequency band included in the

ping, of the levels predicted for the narrow-band

pings. A more quantitative discussion of the qualita-

tive ideas in this paragraph can be found in a report

by CUDWR.22
The average fluctuation, as defined by equation

(1), cannot be written simply as the average of the

fluctuations of the individual frequency components.

Thus, there is reason to expect that the fluctuation

of wide-band pings may be different from that of CW
pings. The expected magnitude of the fluctuation of

wide-band pings will depend on the mechanism

hypothesized as responsible for the fluctuation. Con-

fining our attention for the moment to those wide-

band pings resulting from the use of very short ping

lengths, then, if the Rayleigh distribution is valid, it

is apparent from the form of equation (2) that the

magnitude of the fluctuation as defined by equation

(1) does not depend on the ping length. In other

words, with square-topped CW pings the magnitude
of the fluctuation will be the same for wide-band

pings as for narrow-band pings.

However, the decrease of the ping length required

to widen the frequency band of a CW ping will in-

crease the rapidity of the fluctuation, since it de-

creases the blob width. This decrease in blob width

does not necessarily improve the recognizability of a

returning echo since the echo length is decreased

correspondingly. Studies of echoes resulting from CW
pings (see Chapters 21 and 23) indicate that echoes

look very much like reverberation blobs, of width

about equal to the ping length. This similarity be-

tween echoes and reverberation blobs makes it very

difficult to devise means for improving the detectabil-

ity of echoes from CW pings against a reverberation

background, other than the obvious but not always

feasible procedure of reducing the average reverbera-

tion intensity. It is true that a time average over a

relatively short interval will include a large number
of reverberation blobs and this time average wifl

fluctuate much less rapidly than the unaveraged re-

verberation. However, because of the similarity of the

echo to the reverberation blobs, any averaging pro-

cedure applied to the sound returning from a short

CW ping is likely to eliminate the echo.

Nevertheless, by adjusting the time interval over

which the average is taken, some beneficial effect

may be hoped for, especially when the echo intensity

is much larger than the average reverberation in-

tensity. Some studies made with very short (0.3

msec) unmodulated pings support this hope. It was

found that the use of these very short pings signifi-

cantly reduced the number of false contacts reported

and that the maximum range at which a target could

be identified was not affected.

When frequency-modulated pings are used, the

signal sent into the water has a continuously varying

frequency. With such pings, the received reverbera-

tion at any instant may include a wide band of

frequencies, depending on the band included in the

original ping and on the receiving pass band of the

equipment. Theoretical analysis of the expected fluc-

tuation of the reverberation from such pings is diffi-

cult, but it has been shown^' that the envelope of the
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reverberation from frequency-modulated pings should

fluctuate more rapidly than does the echo envelope.

Observational evidence that the rapidity of rever-

beration fluctuation is increased by the use of fre-

quency-modulated pings is quoted in reference 24,

and similar observations have been reported in other

sources. The echo length resulting from a frequency-

modulated ping is equal to the effective ping length,

just as with unmodulated pings; the effective ping

length is itself determined by the pass band of the

equipment.

The only accurate quantitative data on the fluctua-

tion of reverberation from frequency-modulated

pings are those given in reference 25. In that report

it was found that with frequency-modulated pings

the mean standard deviation of the reverberation

amplitude is 33 per cent of the mean amplitude,

significantly smaller than the 52 per cent value pre-

dicted for a Rayleigh distribution. These measure-

ments were made with pings of length 2, 4, and 8 sec,

frequency-modulated from 48 to 36 kc. Some results

on the coherence of FM reverberation are also re-

ported in reference 25.

The mechanism by which such a decrease in the

magnitude of the fluctuation could be accomplished

is difficult to visualize; but the possibility of such

an effect must be admitted, because our theoretical

understanding of the problems involved is not

at all complete. Qualitative reports that frequency

modulation is effective in reducing the magnitude

of the fluctuation cannot be trusted, since they

may be based on the results of time averages

performed somewhere in the complicated recording

equipment.

Recapitulating, in echo ranging the objectionable

features of reverberation are twofold. Reverberation

masks the echo; also, reverberation sinmlates the

echo, so that false contacts are often obtained. It is

apparent from this chapter that a great deal of in-

formation still is lacking about such characteristics

of reverberation as blob shape, cause and rapidity of

fluctuation, and frequency spread.

Schemes which have been suggested to suppress

reverberation may be combined with proposals for

decreasing the average level of the reverberation by

decreasing the ping length or by increasing the hydro-

phone directivity. Of course, the possibilities of de-

creasing the ping length or increasing the hydrophone

directivity are always limited by other practical con-

siderations. Once the ping length has been decreased

as much as practical, and the transducer directivity

has been increased to its highest practical value, one

must resort to devices which do not reduce the

average energy received in the hydrophone, but in-

stead reduce the instrumental effects of reverberation

in the detecting mechanism.



Chapter 17

SUMMARY

17.1

17.1.1

DEFINITIONS

Reverberation

REVERBERATION IS A COMPONENT of background

heard in echo-ranging gear, and is distinguished

from the general noise background by the fact that

it is directly due to the pulse put into the water by
the gear. The traveling ping meets not only the

wanted target, but also myriad small scattering

centers or other inhomogeneities, each of which re-

turns a tiny echo to the transducer. These tiny un-

wanted echoes combine to make up reverberation.

Thus reverberation, like the echo, is a sound whose
pitch is definite and is determined by the frequency

of the projected pulse. Often echoes which would be

audible over the remainder of the noise background

are masked by reverberation. To the operator of echo-

ranging gear, reverberation is evident as a quavering

ring which sets in as soon as the period of sound

emission is finished.

The scatterers producing reverberation may be

located near the sea surface, in the main ocean

volume, or in the sea bottom. The reverberations

produced by these three types of scatterers are called,

respectively, volume reverberation, surface rever-

beration, and bottom reverberation. This distinction

is physically meaningful, since these three types of

reverberation apparently have different properties

and can be experimentally differentiated from each

other.

17.1.2 Reverberation Intensity

The strength of the sound heard or recorded as

reverberation depends not only on the intensity of

the backward scattered sound in the water near the

receiver, but also on the nature of the receiving gear.

The intensity of the reverberation actually heard or

recorded, after the sound in the water has been con-

verted to electrical energy by the receiver, amplified,

and passed to the ear or recording scheme, is called

the "reverberation intensity" and is given the symbol
G. As so defined, G equals the watts output across the

terminals of the receiving gear. In general, the rever-

beration intensity G is a function of time and is re-

lated to the sound intensity in the water by such

parameters of the receiver system as receiver directiv-

ity and receiver gain. Since the quantity G depends

on the gear parameters, the absolute magnitude of G
is usually not of great significance in studies of the

intrinsic character of reverberation or of the mech-
anisms producing reverberation. In these studies the

reverberation level, defined under the next heading,

is ordinarily employed.

17.1.3 Reverberation Level

The reverberation level is the decibel equivalent of

the reverberation intensity defined in Section 17.1.2,

expressed relative to a standard which makes rever-

berations measured with different gear exactly com-

parable. Specifically, the reverberation level R' is

defined as

R' = 10 log G - 10 log (/^-F') (1)

where F is the projector output at 1 yd in decibels

above 1 dyne per sq cm, and F' is the receiver

sensitivity in watts of output for a received rms

sound pressure of 1 dyne per sq cm. Reverberation

levels are much more useful than reverberation in-

tensities for comparing measurements made with dif-

ferent systems, since under identical external condi-

tions two different systems sending out pings of the

same length should in principle give the same rever-

beration level if correction is made for transducer

directivity. Reverberation levels usually refer to the

average reverberation intensity G found in a suc-

cession of pings.

Reverberation intensities are proportional to the

ping duration. Often it is desirable to convert rever-

beration levels to the levels which would be received

334
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using a standard ping length. For this purpose we
define the standard reverberation level R

17.1.6 Coherence

R = R' + 10 log
(;)

(2)

where R' is the observed reverberation level with

ping duration t, and to is a standard ping duration

usually chosen as 100 msec.

17.1.4 Backward Scattering

Coefficients

By "backward scattering" is meant scattering back
along the incident ray path. If there is only one ray

path from the projector to the scatterers, only sound
which is scattered directly backward can give rise to

reverberation. Thus the more efficient a portion of

the ocean is in backward-scattering, the higher will be

the level of the received reverberation. The efficiency

of a small volume V of the ocean in scattering sound

backward is specified in terms of the backward-scat-

tering coefficient m, which is defined by the relation

mV
47r

(3)

where 6 is the average energy scattered by the volume
V per second per unit incident intensity per unit

solid angle in the backward direction. The factor 4ir

is introduced so that in cases where the scattering is

the same in all directions, the average energy scat-

tered in all directions per second per unit incident

intensity will be just mV.

17.1.5 Fluctuation

The reverberations from two successive pings

never reproduce each other exactly. This short-term

variabiUty is called "fluctuation." A numerical meas-

ure of fluctuation is provided by the variance of the

reverberation intensity at a time t seconds after mid-
signal. More specifically, suppose that a large number
n of successive pings are sent out, that records are

taken of the n resulting reverberations, and that the

n intensities at a time t seconds after midsignal are

read off the records. Then if 7 is the average of these

n intensities, and /i, /a, •••,/» are the n individual

intensities, then the fluctuation corresponding to the

time t seconds after midsignal is measured by the

variance
1 n

IT- (4)

The term "coherence" applied to reverberation re-

fers to a tendency of the received reverberation to

occur in the form of pulses or "blobs." The possession

of coherence means that if at any instant the rever-

beration level is high, it is likely that the level will

remain high for a little while, and that if the rever-

beration level is low, it is not likely to become large

in a short time. The degree of coherence can be de-

scribed mathematically in terms of the correlation

coefficient p between the reverberation intensities at

two different times on the same record.

Uik) - /(Cl)][/(<2) - I{k)']
(5)

The bar signifies an average over many successive

records.

17.2 DEEP-WATER REVERBERATION
LEVELS

In deep water the reverberation heard at ranges

past 1,500 yd is almost always volume reverberation.

At shorter ranges surface reverberation may exceed

volume reverberation, if the sea state is sufficiently

high and the transducer beam is horizontal. Pointing

a directional transducer downward will usually result

in the surface reverberation being less than volume
reverberation at all ranges past 100 yd.

17.2.1 Volume Reverberation

The following subsections summarize the known
information concerning reverberation from the vol-

ume of the ocean. The statements apply only to that

portion of the received reverberation resulting from

scattering in the ocean volume; the salient facts

about reverberation from the sea surface are sum-
marized in section 17.2.2.

Theoretical Formula for Volume Reverbera-
tion Level

The expected volume reverberation level R'{_t) at a

time t sec after midsignal is given by the formula

R'it) = 10 log ^ + 10 log m + J,

- 20 log r -2A+ Ai, (6)

where Co is the sound velocity in yards per sec ; t is the

ping duration in sec; m is the volume scattering
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coefficient; J„ is the volume reverberation index; r is

the range in yards of the reverberation, r = J^Co<;

A is the total one-way transmission anomaly to the

range r; Ai is the one-way transmission anomaly to

the range r due to the effect of refraction.

Because of surface reflections, not taken into ac-

count in equation (6), observed volume reverbera-

tion levels with horizontal beams will average about

3 db higher than the levels predicted by that equa-

tion.

Dependence on Range

According to equation (6), if the transmission

anomaly terms {
—2A+ Ai) can be neglected, and

if the scattering coefficient m is constant throughout

the relevant portion of the ocean, then the intensity

of volume reverberation should decay with the square

of the range; in other words, its level should drop

20 db for each tenfold increase in range. In practice,

this simple inverse-square dependence is only seldom

observed, because (1) the transmission anomaly

terms can rarely be neglected at ranges greater than

1,000 yd; and (2) the value of m often depends on

position in the ocean. The well-established deep

scattering layers off San Diego, which apparently

scatter much more strongly than surrounding regions

of the ocean, are examples of the dependence of the

scattering coefficient on position.

Though detailed agreement with equation (6) is

almost never observed, volume reverberation does

tend to decrease rapidly with increasing range, as

predicted qualitatively by that equation.

Dependence on Ping Length

According to equation (6), as the ping length is

increased the intensity of volume reverberation

should increase proportionally. Although more data

are needed, measurements to date indicate that equa-

tion (6) does describe the dependence of reverbera-

tion on ping length. This proportional dependence is

also predicted theoretically for surface and bottom

reverberation intensities; for these types of reverbera-

tion also, more data are needed, but apparently the

theoretical relationship is fulfilled.

Dependence on Frequency

The frequency-dependent terms in equation (6)

are the volume reverberation index J„, the transmis-

sion anomaly terms —2A + Ai, and the scattering

coefficient m. The value of the reverberation index

can be determined from the pattern fimction of the

transducer by means of equation (27) of Chapter 12.

The transmission anomaly can be estimated by the

methods described in Chapter 5. Available data in

the frequency range 10 to 80 kc indicate that on the

average the scattering coefficient m increases about

as the first power of the frequency. However, the

data also do not deny the possibility that m is inde-

pendent of frequency, or that it increases as the

square of the frequency.

Magnitude of the Volume-Scattering

Coefficient at 24 kc

Observed values of 10 log m, inferred from ob-

served reverberation levels, vary between —50 and
— 80 db, with — 60 db as a typical value. The varia-

tions of 10 logm have not been correlated, in the stud-

ies off San Diego, with variations in any factor other

than depth in the ocean. The variation of m with

depth off San Diego has not yet been fully explained,

but its systematic character seems well established.

Using a projector pointed straight down, the meas-

ured reverberation off San Diego was found to de-

crease down to a range of 600 or 700 ft, but then is

frequently observed to rise fairly abruptly, and main-

tain a high value for a depth interval of about 700 ft.

The inferred values of 10 log m for depths within the

deep scattering layer are often 15 db or more greater

than the values of 10 log m at other depths. Some of

these deep layers of high scattering power persist in

a given area for periods as long as a month or even

longer. Although the scatterers in these deep layers

have not been definitely identified, it seems probable

that they are of biological origin.

17.2.2 Surface Reverberation

The following subsections summarize the known
information concerning reverberation from the sur-

face of the ocean. This information applies primarily

to reverberation measured with horizontal beams at

those ranges where surface reverberation exceeds

volume reverberation.

Theoretical Formula for Surface

Reverberation Level i

The expected surface reverberation level R'{t) at a

time t seconds after midsignal is given by the formula

R'it) = 10 log^ -MO log y -I-JM
-30\ogr-2A, (7)

where m' is the backward scattering coefficient of the

surface scattering layer; d is the angle at the trans-
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ducer between the sound returning at time t and the

horizontal plane; J, (6) is the surface-reverberation

index corresponding to the angle of elevation 6; and

the other cjuan titles have the meanings given in the

section entitled "Theoretical Formula for Volume

Reverberation Level" with the further specification

that A is the transmission anomaly along the actual

ray path to the surface.

Because of reflections from the air-water interface,

not taken into account in equation (7), measured

surface reverberation levels with horizontal beams

will usually be about 6 db higher than the levels

predicted by that equation.

Dependence on Range

According to equation (7), the surface reverbera-

tion intensity at short ranges, where the transmission

anomaly 2A can be neglected, should be proportional

to the inverse cube of the range, provided m' and

Js{ff) also change negligibly with increasing range.

This simple inverse cube dependence is observed only

rarely. When refraction near the surface is sharply

downward, surface reverberation drops abruptly be-

low volume reverberation at the range where the

limiting ray dips beneath the surface scattering layer.

Moreover, the decay of surface reverberation inten-

sity is usually faster than inverse cube even when
downward refraction is weak or absent. For high wind

speeds (and therefore high sea states) the decay is

especially rapid; for wind speeds greater than 20 mph,

the surface reverberation levels usually drop off

nearly as the fifth power of the range, and rates of

decay as high as the seventh power have sometimes

been observed. Factors which may contribute to this

unexpectedly high decay rate are: (1) a decrease in

the surface scattering coefficient m' as the incident

sound ray becomes more nearly horizontal; (2) at-

tenuation
; (3) the sound-shadowing effect of surface

water waves; and (4) image interference, that is, the

interference between direct and surface-reflected

waves.

Dependence on Wind Force

The wind-speed dependence of surface reverbera-

tion is most marked at short ranges. At ranges of

1,500 yd or more, with horizontal beams, the received

reverberation does not depend on wind speed, and for

this reason is ascribed to scattering from the volume

of the sea. At a range of 100 yd, as the wind speed

increases from 8 to 20 mph, the median reverberation

level rises steeply in a manner roughly described by

equation (6) of Chapter 14. With horizontal beams,

little increase in level has been observed as the wind
speed increases from zero to 8 mph, or as it increases

beyond 20 mph.

Dependence on Frequency

The frequencj'-dependent terms in equation (7)

are the surface-reverberation index Js{9), the trans-

mission anomaly term 2.4, and possibly the surface-

scattering coeflSciert m'. The value of Js(,B) can be

determined from the pattern function of the trans-

ducer, by equations (40), (41), and (42) of Chapter

12. The transmission anomaly can be estimated by
the methods described in Chapter 5 of Part I. Un-
fortunately, there are no experimental data on the

variation of surface scattering coefficients with fre-

quency.

Magnitude of the Surface-Scattering

Coefficient

The magnitude of 10 log m' can be obtained from

comparison of equation (7) with the measured rever-

beration at any range. Although this process is open

to criticism, since equation (7) does not describe the

range dependence of surface reverberation very well,

it furnishes us with the only information we now
have on the magnitude of the surface scattering

coefficient.

By using equation (7), it appears that the increase

in surface reverberation at 100 yd as the wind speed

increases, noted in the preceding subsection, is due to

increases in the surface scattering coefficient m' as

the sea becomes rougher. Thus, at a range of 100 yd
the median values of 10 log m' obtained by comparing

equation (7) with measured levels are —57 db at

wind speeds less than or equal to 8 mph, and —22 db
at wind speeds greater than 20 mph. At 1,000 yd, for

wind speeds greater than 20 mph, 10 log m' averages

— 31 db. It does not seem possible according to

Section 14.2.5 to interpret the reverberation meas-

ured at high wind speeds as a result of scattering from

a dense layer of bubbles.

17.2.3 Deep-Water Levels with
Horizontal 24-kc Beams

For prediction of deep-water, 24-kc reverberation

levels with horizontal beams, Figure 31 of Chapter 14

can be used. This figure shows the highest reported

reverberation levels, the lowest reported levels, and

the median levels, for various ranges and wind speeds.
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The main import of this figure is that it indicates

both the expected reverberation level and the possible

spread in values at any range and wind speed. From
the upper and lower limits in the figure were inferred

the values of the surface and volume scattering

coefficients given in Section 17.2.2.

17.3 BOTTOM REVERBERATION LEVELS

The following subsections summarize the known

information concerning reverberation from the ocean

bottom. This information is mainly concerned with

reverberation from horizontally projected beams in

shallow water. Under these circumstances, after a

sufficient time has elapsed for the beam to reach the

bottom, the received reverberation is preponderantly

bottom reverberation.

17.3.1 Theoretical Formula

The expected bottom reverberation level R'{i) at a

time t seconds after midsignal is given by the formula

R'(t) = loiogy + loiogY +Me)

-30 log?- -2.4, (8)

where m" is the bottom scattering coefficient, 6 is the

angle at the transducer between the sound returning

at the time t and the horizontal plane, Jbid) is the

bottom reverberation index, corresponding to the

angle of depression 6, and the other quantities have

the meanings given in Section 17.2.1.

With horizontal beams and transducers near the

surface, observed bottom reverberation levels will

average about 6 db higher than the levels predicted

by equation (8), on account of surface reflections.

17.3.2 Dependence on Range

According to equation (8), the bottom reverbera-

tion intensity at short ranges, where the transmission

anomaly term 2A can be neglected, should be propor-

tional to the inverse cube of the range, provided m"

and Jb{6) also change negligibly with increasing range.

This simple inverse-cube relationship is almost never

observed. In the first place, because of the distance

between the transducer and the bottom, reverbera-

tion from the bottom does not set in until a significant

time has elapsed after the emission of the ping.

Usually the reverberation then quickly builds up to a

peak, corresponding approximately to the time when
the edge of the main beam strikes the bottom. After

the peak, the reverberation intensity falls off rapidly,

usually about as the fourth power of the range; how-
ever, very large deviations from the inverse-fourth

power decay have been observed.

The range to the bottom reverberation peak de-

pends on refraction conditions and water depth. In

isothermal water, the peak is expected at a range

about 12 times the water depth. When the tempera-

ture decrease from projector to bottom is greater

than 5 degrees, the peak occurs at a range between

4 and 8 times the water depth, depending on the

severity of the downward refraction, with a median

value of 6 times the depth.

In general, the quantities m" and Jb(d) in equation

(8) are dependent on range. However, at ranges past

the reverberation peak, both of these quantities

usually depend only slightly on range.

17.3.3 Dependence on Frequency

The frequency-dependent terms in equation (8)

are the surface reverberation index Jb{9), the trans-

mission anomaly 2A, and the bottom scattering

coefficient m". The value of Jb(,d) can be determined

from the pattern function of the transducer, by equa-

tions (53), (41), and (42) of Chapter 12, and, as be-

fore, the transmission anomaly can be estimated by

the methods of Chapter 5. Measurements on rock

bottoms indicate no dependence of the bottom-scat-

tering coefficient m" on frequency, in the frequency

range 10 to 80 kc. It is probable that other bottoms

as well would show no dependence of m" on the

frequency of the incident sound, although more data

are needed to confirm this point.

17.3.4 Dependence on Bottom

Bottom reverberation levels are not the same over

all types of bottoms. Although wide variations are

observed, in general the highest reverberation levels

are observed over ROCK, lower values over MUD
and SAND-AND-MUD, and the smallest values

over SAND bottoms. These classifications of bottom

type depend on the particle size in the material com-

posing the bottom and are more fully described in

Chapter 6.

17.3.5 Bottom Scattering Coefficients

at 24 kc

The backward scattering coefficient depends on the

angle at which the sound is incident on the bottom.
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For a grazing angle of about 10 degrees, a typical

value for the angle at whieli sound in the main beam

strikes the bottom, average values for 10 log m" are

-20 db for ROCK, -27 db for MUD, -28 db for

SAND-AND-MUD, and -32 db for SAND. Over

individual bottoms of a given type, deviations of

+ 5 db from these average values may be expected.

There is not much information concerning the de-

pendence of m" on grazing angle. It appears that for

angles between 10 and 30 degrees m" is roughly

proportional to the square of the grazing angle.

17.3.6 Bottom Reverberation Levels

with Horizontal 24-kc Beams

Figure 8 of Chapter 15 shows the expected rever-

beration level at the bottom reverberation peak, as a

function of bottom type and of bottom depth below

the projector. The height of the peak is a significant

quantity in assessing the importance of bottom rever-

beration in any given situation. For detailed predic-

tion of the levels at ranges past the peak, accurate

knowledge is needed of the transmission of sound

along the various ray paths to the bottom.

17.4 FLUCTUATION AND FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTICS

17.4.1 Fluctuation

The measured reverberation is probably the result-

ant of a combination of a large number of small

amplitudes of random phase. If so, the probability P
that the reverberation intensity will exceed the value

/ is given by the formula

P = e-^'m (9)

where I is the average intensity. For the distribution

defined by equation (9) , the variance defined by equa-

tion (4) is 1} Measurements indicate that equation

(9) is a fairly good description of the distribution of

reverberation intensities. However, the observed fluc-

tuation of reverberation intensity must, in some part,

be due to variabiUty in such factors as transmission

loss and transducer orientation.

17.4.2 Coherence

Analysis of reverberation records shows that the

reverberation tends to occur in the form of pulses or

"blobs" of about the length of the ping. For square-

topped pings and the intensity distribution defined

by equation (9), the correlation coefficient in equa-

tion (5) has the value given by

P =
((l-^y for«^

lo for a ^
(10)

where t is the ping length, and a = \ti — k].

17.4.3 Frequency Spread

For many purposes it is desirable to know the

frequency spectrum of reverberation, which gives, as

a function of frequency, the energy in each 1-c band.

If the reverberation is simply the combination of a

large number of individual echoes, each with the same

frequency spectrum as the emitted ping, then the

resultant reverberation should also have the same

spectrum as the ping. This conclusion is probably

not far wrong, although precise measurements of the

frequency spectrum of reverberation have not often

been attempted.

The distribution of the instantaneous frequencies

of the reverberation (defined in Section 16.3) is also

useful information. This distribution can be measured

by an instrument known as the "periodmeter."

Periodmeter measurements indicate, among other

things, that the spread of instantaneous frequencies

in the heterodyned reverberation depends on the

audio output frequency and the pulse length, but

does not depend on the frequency of the outgoing

ping.

17.4.4 Wide-Band Pings

The fluctuation of the reverberation with wide-

band pings is probably not very much different in

magnitude from the fluctuation with narrow-band

pings. However, the rapidity of the fluctuation is in-

creased as the frequency band is widened. In general,

the average reverberation levels are not affected by

widening the frequency band of the outgoing ping.

17.5 FUTURE RESEARCH

Reverberation studies are a powerful tool in the

investigation of properties of the ocean. Information

from such studies is necessary to determine definitely

the nature of the scatterers, is useful in evaluating

theories of transmission loss, and can cast light on the

temperature microstructure of the ocean. Also, these
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studies are needed to fill in the gaps in our knowledge

of the reverberation levels to be expected under vari-

ous conditions. In general, measurements of volume

reverberation will cast the most light on the funda-

mental properties of the ocean. Experiments of the

following sort are indicated

:

1. Measurements of reverberation over a very

wide range of frequencies, from sonic frequencies up

to several hundred kilocycles.

2. Measurements of the dependence of volume re-

verberation on transducer directivity, which would

help evaluate the importance of multiple scattering.

3. Careful correlation of measured volume rever-

beration levels with simultaneous measurements of

temperature microstructure.

4. Careful correlation of measured reverberation

levels with observed transmitted sound levels, espe-

cially with such features as sound penetration into

predicted shadow zones.

5. Reverberation measurements with deep pro-

jectors to demonstrate any fundamental differences

between the upper and lower layers of the ocean.

6. A thorough investigation of the deep scattering

layers, including the use of underwater photography.

7. Measurements of reverberation in large fresh-

water lakes.

8. More complete studies of the dependence of re-

verberation on ping length, especially with very short

pings.

9. Investigation of various probability and correla-

tion coefficients of the sort discussed in Chapter 16.

10. Measurements of the dependence of surface

and bottom scattering coefficients on the grazing

angle of the incident sound.

11. Correlation of measured surface reverberation

levels with simultaneous measurements of optical

transparency and of entrapped air or other ma-

terial.

Theoretical investigations of various questions are

also required, so that the results of these experiments

may be correctly interpreted. Most of these theo-

retical investigations will be of importance in the

subject of transmission as well as reverberation.

Typical subjects for theoretical research would be the

reflection of sound from a rough surface, and scat-

tering of sound by thermal microstructure.

A final subject of great importance, which requires

both theoretical and experimental research, is the

development of instrumental means for recording and

computing various time averages which are of interest

in reverberation studies. Such instrumental pro-

cedures would greatly reduce both the time and ex-

pense involved in the suggested experiments listed

above.
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Chapter 18

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTS MAY BE DETECTED by the cohoes they re-

turn. In water, sound waves are absorbed and

scattered very much less than radio or hght waves.

Consequently, sound waves are particularly useful in

detecting distant objects under water by means of

echo-ranging, that is, sending out a sound signal and

listening for a returning echo.

The loudness of an echo depends on how much
sound is absorbed and how much sound is reflected.

As a signal is sent out, the energy spreads; some of

it is immediately absorbed by the water and is dissi-

pated as heat energy. The transmission and absorp-

tion of underwater sound have been studied exten-

sively in subsurface warfare, and are described in

Chapters 1 to 10 of this volume. Some of the energy

is scattered at random back to the echo-ranging pro-

jector, either by particles or other inhomogeneities in

the water, or by the ocean surface or bottom. This

scattering gives rise to a phenomenon known as re-

verberation, which has also been investigated in de-

tail and is treated in Chapters 11 to 17 of this volume.

The sound distinctly reflected from an obstacle or

target in the path of the sound beam— such as a sub-

marine or whale— gives rise to an echo. Chapters

18 to 25 discuss the reflection of sound from vari-

ous underwater targets.

Many types of targets are encountered in practice.

In particular, recognizable echoes have been received

from schools of fish, whales, patches of kelp and sea-

weed, and from sunken wrecks or prominent irregu-

larities on the ocean bottom in shallow water. Certain

water conditions give rise to echoes; at very short

ranges, echoes from ocean swells have been observed.

Wakes, "pillenwerfer," and other types of bubble

screens are effective targets. Their acoustic properties

have been studied both theoretically and experi-

mentally, and are described in Chapters 26 to 35. In

addition, icebergs have been detected by echo-rang-

ing, although no such echoes have been measured.

18.1 TARGET STRENGTH

gets. The reflection of sound from submarines and
surface vessels has been investigated in terms of

target strengths, a quantitative measure of their re-

flecting characteristics. Submarine target strengths

have been studied as a function of the size and shape

of the submarine, its orientation with respect to the

echo-ranging projector, the distance from the sub-

marine to the projector, and the frequency of the

echo-ranging sound. Chapters 18 to 25 summarize all

available information along these lines.

Echo-ranging mea.surements on submerged sub-

marines under more or less controlled conditions have
resulted in a large collection of target strength data.

In addition, submarine target strengths have been

computed theoretically and measured in experiments

with scale models. Unfortunately, very little is known
about the reflection of sound from surface vessels, as

no exhaustive series of tests has been made with this

sole object in mind. The data describing surface

vessel target strengths are few and scattered; con-

clusions are tentative and uncertain. No measure-

ments have been made of the reflecting characteristics

of mines. However, spheres of various sizes have been

frequent experimental targets, and the results of

echo-ranging measurements on spheres are probably

applicable to small-object location and the detection

of mines.

18.2 USES

In subsurface warfare, submarines, surface vessels,

and underwater mines are the most important tar-

Tactically, knowledge of how submarines and sur-

face vessels reflect sound is very important. A quan-

titative evaluation of the contribution which the re-

flecting characteristics of the target make to the re-

ceived echo intensity is necessary in order to predict

maximum echo ranges accurately. In submarine

operations, the reflecting properties of the submarine

should be known so that effective evasive maneuvers

may be taken to reduce, as far as possible, the chance

of sonar contact by enemy antisubmarine vessels.

For example, it is known that the strongest echo is

obtained when the submarine presents its beam to

the echo-ranging vessel. Therefore, keeping the at-

343
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tacking vessel off the beam of the submarine is im-

portant in reducing the maximum range at which the

enemy vessel can detect an echo from it. It should

also be useful for submariners to know under what

conditions a submarine is most vulnerable to contact

by echo ranging, that is, in what position, at what

aspect, or depth, or speed. In addition, any counter-

measures designed to reduce the probability of con-

tact, such as by making the submarine a less effective

acoustic reflector, require a quantitative knowledge

of the reflecting characteristics of the submarine.

Similarly, such knowledge would be useful to anti-

submarine vessels in suggesting searching or attack-

ing operations. It is also required for the efficient

design and operation of many underwater echo-rang-

ing devices, such as certain decoys or mines. Informa-

tion on how much sound mines will reflect is impor-

tant both in the design of mine detection gear and

in the evaluation of echo-ranging equipment tests

carried out with a particular type of mine.

This report emphasizes how submarines and sur-

face vessels reflect sound under field conditions.

Chapter 19 introduces the concept of target strength,

defines it in terms of quantities directly measurable,

and derives an expression for the target strength of

a perfectly reflecting sphere on the basis of ray

acoustics. Chapter 20 presents the theoretical back-

ground of reflection and scattering of sound from

bodies of various shapes on the basis of wave

acoustics, and reviews the theoretical calculations of

the target strength of a submarine. The technique of

the direct, field measurements of submarine target

strengths are described in Chapter 21, the indirect

measurements in Chapter 22, and all the results of

submarine target strength measurements are sum-

marized and discussed in Chapter 23. Finally, Chap-

ter 24 comprises all available information on surface

vessel target strengths and Chapter 25 summarizes

briefly the reflection of sound from both submarines

and surface vessels.



Chapter 19

PRINCIPLES

WHEN A TARGET is in the path of a sound beam,

the intensity of the reflected sound measured

some distance away will, in general, depend on many
factors, such as the intensity of the sound striking

the target, the distance from the target to the point

where the echo is measured, and the size, shape, and

orientation of the target. Often it is desirable to

separate these different factors so that the effects of

the size, shape, and orientation of the target may be

discussed independently of all other factors.

Such a separation is possible only when the radii

of curvature of the sound waves striking the target

and returned to the receiver are both much larger

than the dimensions of the target, in other words,

when the waves incident on the target and the waves

reflected back to the receiver are essentially plane. In

terms of ray acoustics, the incident sound rays must

be substantially parallel over the area of the target

which they strike, and the reflected sound rays

must be parallel over the area of the face of the re-

ceiver.

In this chapter target strength is defined quanti-

tatively in terms of the echo level, the source level,

and the transmission loss. Then the target strength

of a sphere is derived as a function of its radius.

Finally, the effect of pulse length on target strength

is examined for a simple case. Ray acoustics is em-

ployed throughout the chapter, and the arguments

are necessarily idealized. No account is taken of the

wave character of sound; in other words, all effects

attributable to the wave nature of sound such as in-

terference, diffraction, and phase differences are ex-

plicitly ignored. The conditions under which this ap-

proximation is valid are discussed in Section 19.4. A
more detailed theory of target strength in terms of

wave acoustics is presented in Chapter 20.

19.1 DEFINITION OF TARGET STRENGTH

Let /o be the intensity of the incident sound strik-

ing a stationary target, and Ir the intensity of the re-

flected sound measured at some particular point. If

If, is doubled, Ir will also be doubled, other factors

remaining unchanged; that is, the intensity of the

reflected sound will be directly proportional to the

intensity of the incident sound.

For a given value of /o, Ir will depend on the

orientation of the target relative to the incident

sound and also on where the echo is measured. This

dependence of h may be quite complicated. In practi-

cal echo ranging, however, the problem is simplified

because the echo is always measured back at the

source— in other words, it is always measured in the

same direction as the projected sound, and the target

strength depends only on the orientation of the target.

Therefore, it will be assumed throughout this chapter

that the echo is measured at the source. Although this

admittedly is not the most general case, it is the only

case of practical importance for echo ranging.

19.1.1 Inverse Square Transmission
Loss

The dependence on distance, although complicated

near the target, becomes very simple far away from

the target, if the sound rays are assumed to travel in

straight paths in an ideal medium, with boundaries so

far away that their effects on sound propagation can

be neglected. It has been shown in Section 2.4.2 that

the intensity of sound from a point source, in this

ideal case, falls off inversely as the square of the

distance from the source. This same inverse square

law applies to sound reflected from any target at

distances much larger than the dimensions of the

target, since at such distances the target behaves as

a point source of sound.

Why the inverse square law holds for the intensity

of sound reflected from any target, at large but not at

small distances, may best be understood by studying

Figure 1. Here are shown rays reflected from a target,

A to a point near the target, and B to a point far

away from the target. Rays reaching a point near the

target come from different points on the target and

from various directions, if the surface is irregular.
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Figure 1. Reflected rays at short and long ranges.

Therefore, the way in which the sound intensity near

the target varies from point to point is complicated.

Rays reaching a point far away from the target all

come from essentially the same direction, no matter

from what part of the target they are reflected. Thus

the target "looks like" a point source, and the in-

verse square law of intensity will hold. This conclu-

sion, based solely on ray acoustics, is reinforced by

considerations of wave acoustics, mentioned in Sec-

tion 19.4 and described in more detail in Chapter 20.

Sufficiently far away from the target, then, Ir will

be not only directly proportional to /o but also in-

versely proportional to the square of the distance r, or

/. = A- (1)

Here k is a constant which in general depends on the

size, shape, and orientation of the target. It does not

depend on the strength of the somid striking the

target, or on the distance from the target, provided

Ir is measured far enough away from the target to

make certain that the intensity of the reflected sound

will follow the inverse square law. Incidentally, this

relation is not valid for explosive sotmd, which is

treated in Chapters 8 and 9.

Now according to equation (89) in Chapter 2, the

intensity la of the incident sound striking the target

is equal to the intensity F of the projected sound 1 yd
away from the source, divided by the square of the

distance r from the source to the target, provided

that r is much larger than the dimensions of the

source. Then
F

^0 = -,• (2)

Substitute equation (2) into equation (1), and

F
Ir = k-- (3)

Equation (3) is particularly interesting because it

shows that, for an ideal medium, the intensity of an

echo is inversely proportional to the fourth power of

the range, as long as the echo is measured at the

source and the range is much larger than the dimen-

sions of the target or source. If logarithms are taken

and equation (3) expressed in decibels,

10 log /. = 10 log k + lOlogF - 40 log r. (4)

19.1.2 General Transmission Loss

All these equations are derived on the assumption

that the medium through which the sound travels is

ideal, that all the sound is transmitted freely without

refraction, absorption, or scattering, and that the

boundaries of the medium are so far away that their

effects on the propagation of sound waves may be

neglected. In other words, as the sound travels each

way, its intensity falls off according to the inverse

square law alone. The drop in intensity each way, in

decibels, is the transmission loss H, which for this

ideal case is simply 20 log r. The total transmission

loss 2H to the target and back again is then 40 log r.

Generally, however, the intensity of transmitted

sound under water does not fall off according to the

inverse square law alone. Sound is absorbed and

scattered in sea water. It may be bent by tempera-

ture gradients and consequently focused or spread

out. Often the surface and bottom of the ocean sig-

nificantly affect both transmitted and reflected sound.

Therefore, H will seldom exactly equal 20 log r, and
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Figure 3. Uniform reflection from a sphere.

range. At long ranges, then, only the transmission

loss term depends on the range.

At short ranges, however, the target strength de-

pends on the range as well as on the size, shape, and

orientation of the target (see Section 20.4.4). If the

source is so close to the target that different parts of

the target are struck by sound of different intensities,

or if the receiver is so close that the spreading of the

sound reflected from the target to it is not the same

as the spreading from a point source, the target

strength term will depend on range. Therefore, at

short ranges equation (6) does not serve primarily to

separate the effects of range, transmission conditions,

source level, and target characteristics on the echo

level, but rather to define target strength under the

particular conditions of that measurement.

19.2 TARGET STRENGTH OF A SPHERE

Because a sphere is perfectly symmetrical, the

echoes which it returns to a sound source are com-

pletely independent of its own orientation. For this

reason, spheres are convenient targets and have fre-

quently served as experimental targets in echo-rang-

ing measurements. In this section, the target strength

of a sphere will first be derived simply and intuitively

by considering the total intercepted and reflected

energy without regard to the angular distribution of

energy within the reflected sound beam. Then a more

rigorous derivation— within the framework of ray

acoustics— will be presented, in which the angular

distribution of the reflected energy is considered in

detail.

19.2.1 Simple Derivation

Consider a plane wave of sound of intensity /o

striking a sphere of radius A and cross-sectional area

tA^. Then the total sound energy intercepted by the

sphere per unit time will be ttA^Iq and, if reflection is

perfect, the total sound reflected from the sphere per

unit time will also be irA^Io.
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Now assume that this sound energy is reflected uni-

formly in all directions. At a distance r from the

center of the sphere, it will be spread uniformly over

the surface of a spiiere of radius r or over the surface

area Att^. Since the intensity h of the reflected sound

equals the total energy irA-U reflected by the target

sphere per unit time, divided by the area 4irr^ over

which it is distributed, then at a distance r from the

sphere

^' ~
4,rr^^"

- 4/"-

But, from equation (1)

Ir = k-

(7)

(8)

where r is the distance from the target to the point

where the echo is measured. Therefore by substitu-

tion

A'

and

k =

r = 10 log A; = 20 log
(f).

(9)

(10)

where T is the target strength and A the radius of the

sphere. With the yard chosen as the unit of length,

A becomes the radius of the sphere in yards, and from

equation (10) it is evident that the target strength is

the echo level of the target in decibels above the echo

level from a sphere 2 yd in radius. Target strengths

for spheres of various radii are shown in Figure 2.

19.2.2 Rigorous Derivation

This derivation explicitly assumed that sound is

reflected from a sphere uniformly in all directions. To
justify this assumption, consider the same sphere of

radius A in Figure 3. Two adjacent rays x and y
separated by a distance dz are traveling parallel to

00' and strike the sphere at X and Y respectively,

making angles of 6 and 6 + dd with the sphere radii

drawn to the points X and Y. From Figure 4,

dz = XY cosd = A cos ddd. (11)

Now rotate rays x and y about 00'. These rays

will describe circular cylinders and dz will generate

an area ds between them, where

ds = 2irXWdz = 2iT {A sin 6) {A cos BdO) (12)

or ds = 2irA'^sm.dcosede. (13)

The total energy dJ striking the sphere at angles

between 6 and 6 -\- d6 will be the product of the in-

w= » -f 222X

f— z—

(

ECHO

»i=x + 2z = 3x = 32
H

i
X

i
PULSE

I— iH
ECHO

-AxW- c h i
w = X + 2zs2z

Figure 4. Effect of pulse length on target strength,

echo length, and echo structure.

tensity la of the incident sound and the cross-sec-

tional area ds, or

dJ = lads = 2TrA^h sin 8 cos Bde. (14)

Now consider the reflected rays x' and y' making

angles of 2d and 2d + 2de with 00' in Figure 3. At a

distance r from the center of the sphere, x' and y' will

be separated by a distance dZ. At a distance much
larger than the radius of the sphere, dZ becomes much
greater than XY; and x' and y' may be replaced by r.

dZ = r 2(dd) = 2rde. (15)

Again rotate the rays about 00', and dZ will generate

the area dS between them, where

dS = 2TrPQdZ = 2w(r sin 261) {2rde) (16)
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or dS = 4x7-2 gju 2ede = Sirr^ sin 6 cos 0d0. (17)

Since the intensity of the reflected sound equals the

energy reflected per unit time divided by the area

over which it is distributed, then

J
_dJ _ 2tA'^ sin 6 cos Odd _ A^

" ~dS ~
Sirr^ sin 6 cos Odd " ~ 4^^

"' (1^

Thus Ir is independent of 6 and therefore is inde-

pendent of the direction of the reflected sound, and

equation (18) is identical with equation (7) derived

from a simpler analysis. Rigorously, then

T = 10 log fc = 10 log (--) = 20 log (-)
, (19)

where T is the target strength and A the radius of

the sphere.

Eriuation (19) applies only to target .strengths

measured far away from the sphere. Close to the

sphere, the target strength will also depend on both

the direction d and the range r.

19.3 EFFECT OF PULSE LENGTH

So far it has been tacitly assumed that continuous

sound strikes the target and is reflected back to the

projector. Usually, however, sound pulses of finite

length are sent out, and most target strengths are

measured with such sound pulses. In general, target

strength will be a function of pulse length, and the

dependence of echo intensity on signal length must

be investigated.

Consider a curved surface, such as a sphere or an

ellipsoid, each part of which reflects sound specularly

as a mirror would. This surface is normal to the inci-

dent beam at only one point, and only one ray is re-

flected back to the projector in the direction of the

incident ray. Therefore, the echo intensity— and

consequently the target strength— will be inde-

pendent of signal length, and the echo structure will

accurately reproduce the signal structure, unless mul-

tiple transmission paths which result from surface-

reflected or bottom-reflected sound, for example,

give rise to multiple echoes. This result, derived on

the basis of ray acoustics, is not valid if very short

pulses are used, since the wave character of sound

must then be considered. However, this result is

correct if the pulse is at least several wavelengths

long.

On the other hand, consider an extended rough

surface, each part of which reflects sound in all direc-

tions. A pulse T seconds long is sent out from a

projector a distance r from the target which has an

extension z in the direction of the incident beam,

as illustrated in Figure 4. Now the first part of the

signal will reach the nearest part of the target at a

time r/c after it was emitted where c is the velocity

of sound and will be returned to the projector at a

time 2r/c. The last part of the signal will leave the

projector at a time r, reaching the nearest part of

the target at r -f- r/c and the farthest part of the

target at a time t -|- r/c + z/c; it will return to the

projector at a time r -|- 2r/c -f 2z/c. The duration of

the echo will be the difference between the time when
t he first part of the signal reaches the nearest part of

the target and is retiu-ned, and the time when the end

of the signal is reflected from the farthest part of the

target and is received at the projector. Then if the

duration of the echo is o-.

19.3.1

= T + 2z/c.

Long Pulses

(20)

First, let the signal be long compared to the ex-

tension of the target (Figure 4A). Then

<7 « r (21)

and the echo length will approximately equal the

signal length. Assume that the reflected energy is

always directly proportional to the incident energy,

and therefore to the product of the signal intensity

and the signal length. Then the echo intensity will

depend on the signal intensity but not on the signal

length.

Now let the signal length equal the depth of the

target in the direction of the beam (Figure 4B). Then

2z
0- = T -h - = 3r, (22)

c

and the echo length will be three times the signal

length. The echo will no longer resemble the signal,

as the echo intensity grows to a maximum when the

target is illuminated by the entire signal.

19.3.2 Short Pulses

Lastly, let the signal be short compared to the

depth of the target (Figure 4C). Then

.«^^ (23)
c

and the echo length will approximately equal twice

the extension of the target in the direction of the

beam. The echo intensity now will depend on the
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signal length as well as the signal intensity, since the

reflected energy will be less for a short signal than a

long signal and therefore — as long as the echo length

remains constant — the echo intensity will be re-

duced.

For short pulses, then, the echo intensity and

therefore the target strength will depend on the pulse

length. In practice, however, fluctuations in the

course of each echo, and from echo to echo, tend to

obscure this relationship for any individual echo. For

long pulses, the echo very closely reproduces the

signal envelope, which is usually square-topped. For

short pulses, however, fluctuations in echo intensity

result in a very irregular hashed structure where a

sharp peak or group of peaks stands out clearly

against a background which is sometimes 10 db lower.

The peak echo intensity, which is usually used in

computing target strengths, is, in general, different

from the average echo intensity. Therefore, for short

pulses the peak echo intensity maj-^ be considerably

different from the average echo intensity and may
vary in a different way with signal length. Peak and

average echo intensities, and how they vary with

signal length, are discussed in Sections 21.6.4 and

23.5.1.

19.4 WAVE CHARACTER OF SOUND

Ray acoustics has been used exclusivelj'' through-

out this chapter in defining target strength, in de-

riving the target strength of a sphere, and in dis-

cussing target strength as a function of experimental

variables, just as ray acoustics was employed in

Chapter 3 of this volume in treating the transmission

of sound through sea water. Experience shows, how-

ever, that sound does not always travel in straight

lines, and that, for many purposes, ray acoustics is

inadequate in explaining and interpreting underwater

sound phenomena. An alternative approach in terms

of wave acoustics becomes necessary.

Throughout this chapter it has been tacitly as-

sumed that sound is propagated along straight lines

as sound rays, and that reflection is wholly specular,

in other words, that the angle of reflection always

equals the angle of incidence. Many modifications

must be introduced if allowance is made for the

various wave phenomena affecting echo ranging.

Sound is diffracted when it strikes a target or parts

of a target whose dimensions approximate its wave

length. Thus, the previous discussion applies only to

targets considerably larger than the wave length.

For the same reason, these results apply only to

pulses whose length in the water is at least several

wave lengths. In addition, sound reflected from one

part of a target may interfere with sound reflected

from other parts. Much of the fluctuation commonly

encountered in analyzing echoes from underwater

targets is attributable to interference. The results in

the preceding section on echoes from extended tar-

gets are valid only if the interference effects arising

from constructive or destructive interference can be

eliminated by averaging over several successive

echoes. The effect of the wave length of sound on

target strength for both specular and nonspecular

reflection is discussed in greater detail in Sections

20.4 and 20.6.



Chapter 20

THEORY

IN CHAPTER 19 the concept of target strength was

introduced and its meaning defined quantita-

tively; then the target strength of a perfectly reflect-

ing smooth sphere was derived in terms of ray

acoustics. The theoretical background will be pre-

sented in this chapter in terms of wave phenomena

with a mathematical discussion of the reflection of a

sound wave from a target of any shape, and a review

of the early theoretical calculations of the target

strength of a submarine.

In principle, the reflection of sound from a target

can be exactly determined by solving the wave equa-

tion derived in Chapter 2 of Part I, as long as the

proper boundary conditions at the surface of the

target are satisfied. In practice, an exact computation

along these lines is mathematically very difficult ; the

difficulties are most marked for targets large com-

pared to the wavelength of the incident sound. Even

for a sphere the rigorous analysis which has been

worked out ' ^ is rather complicated. Numerical ap-

plications of these precise formulas have been pub-

lished ^ for a rigid sphere, whose circumference is

from 1 to 10 times the wavelength; the results pro-

vide an interesting example of the exact behavior of

reflected sound in one simple case. However, even

for such relatively small targets the mathematical

analysis becomes tedious.

20.1 APPROXIMATIONS

To obtain more general results, various approxima-

tions must be made, physical as well as mathematical.

The mathematical assumptions made in this chapter

are fairly standard and are believed to give essentially

correct results. The physical assumptions about the

nature of the reflecting surface are more important,

however, and require some justification.

In the first place, most of this chapter applies only

to targets which are large compared to the wave-

length of the sound, and whose surface is smooth; in

other words, the radius of curvature of the surface is

also large compared to the wavelength. These re-

strictions seem legit imate for most targets of practical

interest in echo ranging.

In the second place, the material of which the tar-

get is composed is assumed to be rigid. In terms of

sound reflection, a target is said to be rigid if piCi/pid

is negligibly small, where p\ and Ci are the density and

sound velocity in the surrounding medium, and pz and

C2 are the density and sound velocity in the target.

When this condition is not fulfilled the problem be-

comes much more complicated. In most cases of in-

terest to subsurface warfare, the target is bounded

by thin metal plates, inside which there may be air

or water. The reflection of sound from such plates has

been studied,^' ^ and the results obtained show that

even for plates only 3^^ in. thick, such as generally

constitute submarine superstructures, the reflection

is practically perfect; transmission and absorption

are negligible. Thus, the assumption of perfect re-

flection from practical targets seems justified.

Some of the additional assumptions which may be

made in the discussion of the reflection from targets

are discussed in an early British report." This work is

particularly interesting because it presents the most

complete available application of theory to the target

strength of underwater objects.

The essential elements of the theory of target

strength, restricted by the physical assumptions

which have been made here, are presented in the

following sections. First, an approximate but general

formula is derived for the pressure of the sound re-

flected from a target. In Section 20.3, this result is

further simplified to give an equation for the target

strength of a reflecting surface in terms of the so-

called Fresnel zone theory. This latter equation is

then used to find practical formulas for the target

strengths of simple geometrical shapes, which are

applicable to the major reflecting properties of sub-

marines; the application to an actual submarine is

described in Section 20.5. All this latter analysis ap-

plies only to long pulses. The last two sections are

352
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devoted to a qualitative discussion of the rcHectioii

from targets small compared to the wavelength, and

the echoes obtained with very short pulses.

20.2 REFLECTED PRESSURE

Consider first a sound beam striking a surface ele-

ment dS of a perfectly reflecting, smooth and rigid

underwater target. Since this surface is rigid, the

primary effect of the target is to prevent the water

from moving perpendicularly to dS at the surface of

the target. In other words, at the surface of the tar-

get, the velocity u of the water, measured along a Una

perpendicular to the surface, must be zero, or

Mz = 0, (1)

where the z axis, at the point of incidence, is perpen-

dicular to the target surface. By differentiating equa-

tion (1) with respect to the time t,

dt
(2)

But from equation (17) in Chapter 2 of this volume,

du^ dp
-"1^ =

dz
(3)

where p is the density of the medium, p the pressure

of the soimd wave, and z the coordinate perpendicular

to the surface.

20.2.1 Boundary Condition

Substitution of equation (3) into equation (2) gives

dz '

which means that for a rigid target the component of

the pressure gradient perpendicular to the surface

must vanish at the surface. This is the boundary con-

dition which the solution of the wave equation must
satisfy.

In the absence of the target, the sound source will

send out a wave whose resulting pressure at any par-

ticular point may be denoted by pi; then pi must be a

solution of the wave equation [equation (27) in Chap-

ter 2.] In the presence of the target, this pressure pi

does not satisfy the resulting boundary conditions at

the surface of the target. The actual sound pressure p,

which must satisfy both the wave equation and the

boundary conditions at the target surface, may be

written as

where P2 constitutes the correction which must be

added to the undisturbed sound pressure pi in order

to satisfy the boundarj' conditions at the surface

of the target.

By differentiating equation (5) with respect to z

and by substituting the result into equation (4)

dpi
I

^P2 _ Q
dz dz

(0)

which is another way of expressing the boundary

condition.

Because the wave equation is a linear homogeneous

differential equation, the difference between the two

solutions p and pi is again a solution, and pz by itself

must therefore satisfy the wave equation. In other

words, the total sound field may be interpreted as the

combination of two sound fields. One of these, whose

pressure at any specified point is pi, is called the

incident sound; the other, whose pressure at the same

point is p2, is the reflected sound. Each of these

quantities satisfies the wave equation, but only their

sum satisfies the boundary conditions at the target.

In some places, the measured sound pressure may oc-

casionally consist wholly of one or the other of these

two soimd fields, depending on whether only the

sound projected from the source, or only the sound

reflected from the target is measured. The problem

tackled in this chapter is the evaluation of the re-

flected sound alone, since it is this quantity which is

most important in echo ranging. Therefore, an ex-

pression for p2 must be derived.

(4) 20.2.2 Mathematical Formulation

To obtain, rigorously, a general expression for p^ is

usually a very difficult problem. It is comparatively

easier to obtain an approximate solution by distrib-

uting, over the surface of the target, point sources of

sound. Then, if the distribution and strengths of

these point sources over the area are correctly chosen,

these point sources will emit sound in such a way as

to cancel the pressure gradient of the wave incident

on the surface, thus satisfying the condition (6).

For a single point source, the solution of the wave

equation is

~ _ :?.2.rt(/(-r/X)
p — e

r
(7)

P = Pi + P2, (5)

where p is the pressure of the sound field at a distance

r from the source, 5 is a constant which measures the

strength of the point source, iis-\/—l, t is the time.
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/ is the frequency and X the wavelength of the sound.

If the reflecting target itself is considered to be made

up of many point sources distributed over its surface,

p becomes p2, the reflected pressure; and the pressure

dp2 produced by all the point sources located in a

surface element dS is

^102

G
-e'
r

2n(ft-r/\)
dS, (8)

or the pressure p2 produced by the entire target be-

comes

G

s

2iri(/(-r/X)dS (9)

where G is essentially the average value of B in equa-

tion (7) for each individual source multiplied by the

number of sources per unit area; the integral is eval-

uated over the entire area S.

Figure 1. Transformation to polar coordinates.

This quantity G is a measure of the number and

strength of the point sources over the area; in general

G will vary over the target surface. The function G
must be chosen so that the resulting sound pressure

Pi satisfies the boundary condition (6) on the surface

of the target.

The value of G at a particular point of the target

surface will be assiuned to be completely determined

by the incident sound pressure at that point. This

assumption is not rigorously correct, but it leads to a

good approximation if the target has a surface whose
radius of curvature is every^vhere large compared

with the wavelength.

First, a relationship between the value of G at any
point and the resulting gradient of pz at that point

will be derived. Then, the gradient of p2 may be re-

placed by minus the gradient of pi, because of the

boundary condition (6). In this manner, a direct

relationship will be obtained between the incident

sound field pi on the target surface, and the value of

G required to compensate the gradient of pi.

Because of the assumption made that the gradient

of p2 at the point on the target surface is determined

primarily by the value of G at that point, a particu-

larly simple model may be considered and the result

generalized. The pressure gradient at the center of a

disk illustrated in Figure 1 will be derived, on the as-

sumption that G is constant over the surface ; in other

words, the density of point sources on the surface of

the disk is assumed to be uniform. If polar coordi-

nates p and 6 are introduced, the integral (9) for the

pressure on the z axis can be transformed as follows:

= 27rG f e-
Jp=0

pdp
n(.ft-T/\)

or, since r^ = p~ -\- z^,

Pi = 2wG
J r=

VK2+z:
2niUl-r/X^

dr. (10)

Equation (10) may be integrated directly and gives

for the soimd pressure on the z axis

po = iXG\
2wH/l-z/\)

(U)

and by differentiating p2 with respect to z, the gradi-

ent at p2 perpendicular to the surface becomes

5p2 r ?
,

(12)

For the point on the surface where z = 0, the gradient

reduces to

V dz A=o
27rGe'

2wift
(13)

which is independent of the radius R of the circular

surface. This result confirms the assumption that the

gradient of p2 at any point on the surface is deter-

mined only by the value of G in the immediate

vicinity of that point ; thus G is independent of possi-

ble variations in G at other points. Actually it is
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rigorously correct only for a plane surface, but results

in a good approximation for other surfaces as long as

the curvature is small over the distance of one wave-

length.

Consequently, it will be assumed that in general

the gradient of p2 and the value of G are related to

each other at each point on the target surface by the

equation

G = -—

e

2-K dz
(14)

If the boundary condition (6) is to be satisfied,

— dp^/dz in equation (14) may be replaced by

dpi/dz, and in terms of the incident-sound wave

^ 1 -2«/(^Pl
(j = —

e

—
2ir dz

(15)

Since the incident soimd pressure is usually a har-

monic wave, it may be locally described by

where h is the amplitude of the wave, / its frequency

and \ its wavelength, and q a coordinate parallel to

the direction of propagation. The derivative of pi in

the direction of propagation is then

api

dq X
(17)

The derivative of the amplitude h has been neglected

in this equation since this derivative is usually negli-

gible at distances from the source of many wave-

lengths.

In any other direction, the derivative will equal

expression (17) multiplied by the cosine of the angle

between the direction chosen and the direction of

propagation q. If the angle between the direction of

propagation of the incident sound wave and a line

perpendicular to the target surface is d, then the

derivative of pi along a line perpendicular to the

target surface is

djpi

dz
-—6cos0e=^"^^'-«/^>

X
(18)

If this expression is substituted in equation (15), G
becomes

G = —6cosee-'"«^'-
A

(19)

It is particularly interesting to evaluate the wave
amplitude h for the case where the incident wave is

caused by a point source of sound at a point P, a

distance r' from the point of the target surface con-

sidered. If at unit distance from P the amplitude of

the incident spherical wave is B, then the local ampli-

tude 6 equals B/r'; the coordinate q may be replaced

by r', and equation (19) assumes the form

iB
G =

; cos 8 e
X r

2Tir'/X
(20)

If this expression for G is substituted into equation

(9), the resulting integral for the reflected sound pres-

sure p2 becomes

p, = —ti I ^e^"V'"~; dS (21)
X J s rr

where B is the amplitude of the original point source

at unit distance, r' is the range from the source to a

point on the surface of the target, r the range from

that point on the target surface to the point in space

where -pi is to be found, / the frequency and X the

wavelength of the sound. The integration is to be

carried out over the whole target surface S of which

dS is a surface element.

20. 2. .3 Physical Interpretation

So far the discussion has been wholly mathematical,

without the benefit of a physical argument to support

and justify the approximations made. Physically, the

analysis is based on the fundamental principle that

in the vicinity of a rigid surface the fluid motion in a

direction perpendicular to that surface must vanish.

If the incident pressure wave made the fluid move so

as to violate this condition, the rigid surface would

exert a force on the adjacent fluid elements just can-

celing this motion perpendicular to the surface. This

effect may be imagined by replacing each element of

area on the target surface by a small piston capable

of mo^dng in a direction perpendicular to the surface.

In the absence of the boundary condition, each of

these pistons would be moved back and forth in

rhythm with the motion of the adjacent fluid element.

In order to act as parts of a rigid surface, however,

these little pistons must each be pushed by a force

opposite to that of the motion of the fluid, just

sufficient to keep each piston permanently balanced

in its original position. This alternating force which

each piston exerts on the fluid has the same net effect

as the force which a transducer exerts on the sur-

rounding fluid, in other words, each acts as a sound

source with spherical wavelets emanating from each

individual piston. The appropriate amplitude and

phase of these wavelets has been calculated above.

The total reflected sound field then represents the

superposed effects of all these individual wavelets.
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20.3 FRESNEL ZONES

In this section, equation (21) will be applied to

compute a general formula for the target strength of

a smooth and rigid target. Here, smooth means that

the radius of curvature of the target surface is large

compared to the wavelength of the sound striking it.

Moreover, the target is assumed to have a relatively

simple shape, always convex, with no marked bumps
or protuberances. While this ideal target hardly re-

sembles most actual targets, the consideration of this

simple problem gives some insight into the means by
which sound waves are actually reflected. Even under

these special assumptions, however, it will be shown
that the integral in equation (21) can be readily

evaluated only by an additional approximation, first

suggested by the French physicist, Fresnel.

Consider only the case where the echo is observed

back at the sound source; this case corresponds to

the situation of chief practical interest, as pointed out

in Section 19.1, and in addition simplifies the com-

putations. Then r = r' and equation (21) reduces to

V2 = —iBf^ rcos d
-iiriT

'^dS. (22)

In the integral, however, both d and r vary over the

surface of the target. Therefore, the integral cannot

be evaluated by elementary methods, except for cer-

tain special cases illustrated in Section 20.4 where

an exact integration can be carried out. For most

practical purposes, however, an expression for the

reflected sound pressure p2 and, therefore, for the

target strength T can be derived by means of an

approximate method, which was originally developed

in optics and which is known as the method of

Fresnel zones.

This method is based on the mathematical anal-

ysis developed in the preceding section. Physically,

according to equation (21), every point on the target

surface which is struck by the incident sound pres-

sure wave becomes in turn a center of outgoing wave-

lets so that the points on the target surface may be

considered "secondary sources" of soimd. In optics,

this is called Huyghens' principle. Simple addition of

the soimd pressure in each individual wavelet will

give the reflected sound pressure Pi.

Now, every wavelet has a phase depending on the

total distance traveled by the sound out to the target

and back. In general, these wavelets interfere both

constructively and destructively. Destructive inter-

ference leads to .cancellations due to the phase dif-

ferences. But a sharp maximum of amplitude— due

to constructive interference, where wavelets whose

amplitudes are all of the same sign are superimposed
— exists in the direction corresponding to specular

reflection. This is the direction in which the beam is

reflected according to ray acoustics. A quantitative

calculation of the amplitudes of the different wave-

lets will show exactly how much energy is reflected

in different directions. In this way, wave acoustics

can be shown to give the same results as ray acoustics

when the wavelength is very short.

20.3.1 Method

To compute the amplitudes and phases of the

different wavelets, the surface may be divided into

successive areas from which all the wavelets emitted

are approximately in phase and thus do not interfere

destructively. This is the Fresnel method. According

to this method, consider a series of wave fronts pro-

ceeding outward from a source at the point P,

separated by a distance X/4 from each other, where

X is the wavelength of the projected sound. When
they strike the target, the surface of the target is

intersected by these wave fronts in a series of curves

which divide the surface into the so-called Fresnel

zones. The phase of each reflected wavelet, measured

back at P, is 2Tvjt — 47rr/X. Since if equals the product

of 4Tr/X times X/4, the distance between two adjacent

zones, the wavelets from each zone have an average

phase difference of ir from the wavelets of the ad-

jacent zones. But a change of phase by the amount t

results in multiplication of the amplitude by — 1

;

hence the wavelets from each zone interfere destruc-

tively with those from the two adjacent zones. The

advantage of the Fresnel-zone approach, as will be

shown, is that most of the zones cancel each other,

leaving only the effects of the first and last zones to

be considered.

While the analysis can be carried out for the Fres-

nel zones defined by the wave fronts at any one time,

it is simplest to take the zones resulting when one of

the particular wave fronts considered is just tangent

to the closest point on the target. Let R be the value

of r at this point, in other words, let R be the distance

from the sound source and receiver at P to the nearest

point on the target. The first zone is the area on the

surface of the target intercepted by the wave front

which is a distance X/4 from the wave front tangent

to the target. In general, the position of the nth zone

is then determined by the inequality of equation (23)
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R+ (n- \)^<r < R + n- (23)

where r is the distance from the source to any point

in the zone.

If S„ is the area of the nth zone, equation (22) can

be written as a sum of integrals in which each integral

extends over only one zone. Then

p. = -?e--^'E r ^'e-'-'^'^dS; (24)

the sum, denoted by the symbol S, extends over as

many values of n as there are zones. To evaluate the

integral in equation (2-4), define a new variable u„ for

the nth zone by

r - ft - (n - 1) X/4
Un =

X/4
(25)

If this equation is substituted in inequaUty (23), u^

satisfies the relationship

<Un< 1. (26)

Thus, M„ increases from at the near side of the

n zone to 1 at the far side. Equation (24) then be-

comes

iB
P2= — 2n{/l-2R/

'^>Ze
n-i)«

e~""'dS. (27)

Since e"-" = - 1, then e"'""'^" = (-1)""S and the

reflected soimd pressure pa may be written

p, = _!^e2"(/'-2KA)|-p^ _ P^ + P3 . .

.

+ (-l)^-ip„], (28)

where N is the total number of zones and P„ is

defined by
cos 6

'•-L "dS. (29)

In each integral m„ hes between and 1 and obeys

inequality (26).

For targets large compared to the wavelength,

whose surface is not too sharply curved, there will be

a large number of zones and the values of Pn found

in successive zones will not change very rapidly as n

is changed. The quantity r- will scarcely change at

all if the distance to the sound source and receiver

is much greater than the size of the target. The

quantity cos d may decrease from 1 in the first zone to

a small value for the higher zones, but if the target is

much larger than the wavelength and if its surface is

not cur^dng too sharply, the change in cos from one

zone to the next will not be large. Similarly the area

Sn of successive zones will not change very rapidly.

The factor e~""" varies in the same way in all the

zones. Thus, on the average, the partitl pressure Pn

of the wavelets reflected from the nth zone may be

assumed to be equal to the average of the correspond-

ing partial pressure of the wavelets for the preceding

and following zones, or

Pn = UPn-l + Pn+i). (30)

Equation (30) forms the basis of the Fresnel approxi-

mation. It may be expected to become increasingly

accurate for a smooth surface as the wavelength X

decreases indefinitely and the order number n of the

particular zone increases indefinitely.

With this approximation, the successive terms in

equation (28) cancel out, and the sum of all the Pn's

in equation (28) becomes simply

Pi-P2 + P3--- -f-(-l)''P^

= K^i-f-(-l)^P^]. (31)

In most practical cases, the value of cos d for the

last or iVth zone is zero, since the target surface at this

point is tangent to the sound rays. Thus P^r vanishes

and the sum of P„ over all the zones is simply one-

half the value of P for the first zone. This is a particu-

larly interesting and important result; if only half of

the first zone participates in the reflection, and the

entire target surface beyond it is neglected, the re-

flected sound wave is the same as if the entire target

were regarded as the reflecting surface. Only a small

part of the target surface perpendicular to the sound

rays produces the entire reflection; the reflection from

this small region is sometimes called a "highlight" as

it is in optics. It is this result, derived on the basis

of wave acoustics, which corresponds to the specular

reflection based on ray acoustics in Chapter 19.

Therefore, set P^r equal to zero in equation (31),

substitute the result into equation (28), and p2 be-

comes

2i\
(32)

Now, since the value of r will be almost constant

throughout the first zone, unless the source is only

a few wavelengths away, r may be replaced by R, the

shortest distance from the source to the target.

Equation (29) may therefore be written as

'^ = iJs''''
— I con e e-'"'"dS.
PVs,

(33)

Finally, by combining equations (32) and (33) the

pressure P2 in the reflected wave becomes

Js,
P2

2nUt-2R/\)

2XP2
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20.;;. 2 Application

To find the target strength corresponding to the

pressure of the reflected wave in equation (34), equa-

tion (6) in Chapter 19 may be written in the form

T = 201og|p2| - 201og|B| -l-401ogi2 (35)

where the vertical bars mean that absolute values of

the complex quantities involved must be taken. The

term 20 log |p2| is the rms echo level E where ps is the

actual echo pressure; 20 log |S| is the rms source

le\'el S at 1 yd ; and 40 log R is twice the transmission

loss from 1 yd out to the target at a range R, ex-

cluding attenuation losses. Strictly speaking, the rms

level is the average value of the square of the real

part of the complex quantity rather than the abso-

lute value; however, a more elaborate computation

along these lines leads to exactly equation (35). If

equation (34) is substituted into equation (35) the

target strength T becomes

20.4.1 Sphere

T = 20 log^ cos e e~ "dS (3G)

where the bars again denote that an absolute value

must be taken. The quantity 7^1 in the exponent is

defined by

u, = -(r ~ R). (37)
A

(S'l in equation (36) is the area of the target in which

Ml is less than 1; the integral is evaluated only over

those surface elements lying within Si.

The evaluation of equation (36) provides the solu-

tion of the problem presented at the beginning of this

section.

20.1 TARGET STRENGTH OF SIMPLE
TARGETS

In this section, equation (36) will be used to com-

pute the target strength of relatively simple surfaces,

such as spheres, cylinders, and other objects, which

have a single highlight. The results obtained may
also be applied to more complicated surfaces, as long

as the radius of curvature is greater than the wave-

length. Whenever several highlights are present, the

reflected wave is the sum of the waves reflected from

each one separately. In general, they will interfere.

However, if an average is taken over a considerable

spread of target aspects, and if the highlights are

spaced much further apart than the wavelength, the

interference will tend to be random; in this situation,

the intensity of the echo is simply the sum of the

intensities computed for each highlight individually.

The target strength of a sphere, on the basis of

wave acoustics, may be easily derived from equation

(36). The results of this analysis may be used not

only for a perfect sphere but also for any target sur-

face whose first Fresnel zone is essentially spherical.

Consider a wave from a source P striking a sphere

Figure 2. Reflection from a sphere.

of radius A, illustrated in Figure 2, whose nearest

point is a distance R away from the source. If </> is the

angle subtended at the center of the sphere by Q,

which bounds an element dS of area, dS is simply

dS = 2tA~ sin <t>d<t>. (38)

By the law of cosines, the distance r from the source

P to the point Q is given by

r^ = (R + Ay + .42 - 2A(R + A) cos <i>

= K^ -I- 4.4(4 + R)sin' (39)

When R is much greater than A, r is approximately

r = R +
2A(A +R) . S

-sm'
R 2

The quantity mi from equation (37) is then

8A(A + R) . .,0
"^=

XR
"^^2-

(40)

(41)

For short wavelengths, sin <j>/2 will be very small in

the first zone and may be set equal to <j)/2; similarly

cos d in equation (36) may be replaced by one. There-

fore, if equations (38) and (41) are substituted into

equation (36), the target strength of a sphere becomes

20 log
2\Jo

''27rAVrf0,

where

and

2A (A + R)

\R

(42)

(43)

xct,l = 1. (44)

The integration may be carried out and yields
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•'n

e~'"*'<^rf<^ =
-wixip*

- 2Trix TtX

Thus equation (42) becomes

r = 201og—

,

(45)

(46)

and if equation (43) is substituted for x, the target

strength reduces to

This expression is valid only when the distance from

the source to the sphere is at least several times

greater than the sphere diameter. When R is very-

much greater than A, equation (47) simply becomes

A
T = 20 log 2' (48)

which is identical to equation (10) in Chapter 19

derived on the basis of ray acoustics. At shorter

ranges, equation (36) is still applicable, but must be

evaluated more accurately. It may be noted that the

value of T in equation (47) is based on the assump-

tion that the transmission loss to the nearest point

of the sphere is used in equation (35). If the trans-

mission loss to the center of the sphere is used in-

stead, T must be increased by 40 log (1 + A/R) and

increases as the range becomes shorter.

As already pointed out, equation (47) may be ap-

pUed whenever the first Fresnel zone of a reflecting

surface is spherical in shape, and has a radius of

curvature A much larger than the wavelength X. The

result is independent of the wavelength. Equation

(36) could be evaluated more accurately to find a

dependence of T on wavelength. This dependence

would be appreciable only when the wavelength was

no longer much smaller than the sphere radius A, in

which case the total number of Fresnel zones would

no longer be large. Since the accuracy of the Fresnel

method is doubtful under these conditions, the wave-

length dependence found in this way would not be

very reliable unless confirmed by a much more

elaborate investigation.

20.4.2 General Convex Surface

More generally, the curvature of a surface cannot

be described by a simple single radius of curvature.

In such a case, the boimdary of the first Fresnel zone

will not be a circle, as was the case for a spherical

surface. In a more general case, this boundary will be

elliptical in shape, and the surface intersected will

have two principal radii of curvature Ai and A^,

which will usually differ from point to point.

These radii may be defined as follows. Let be a

particular point on the surface and let OC be a line

perpendicular to the surface at the point 0. Any
plane containing OC will intersect the surface in some

Figure 3. Reflection from any convex surface.

line QOQ', as in Figure 3. In the neighborhood of the

point this curve is approximately a circle of radius

A. However, as the plane intersecting the target is

rotated about the line OC, the radius A of the curve

QOQ' will vary. It will have a maximum value Ai and

a minimum value Ai, in general, as the plane rotates

through 180 degrees. Furthermore, according to dif-

ferential geometry, these two radii will be 90 degrees

apart. These two quantities Ai and A^ are called the

principal radii of curvature of the surface at the point

0. If they do not change rapidly with position on the

target surface— more particularly, if they are ap-

proximately constant at all points in the first Fresnel

zone— the target strength of the surface may be

computed.

The derivation is more complicated than that in

Section 20.3.1 and will not be given here. The result

of the analysis is in the following equation
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10 log
AiAi

2(1 + AJR){\ +A2/R)'
(49)

which reduces immediately to equation (47) when

Ai is equal to A2. While equation (47) was valid only

if Ai/R was moderately small, equation (49) is ap-

plicable even if A\/R is very large as long as A2/R

is still small. Equation (49) cannot be used, however,

when either Ai or A^ approaches the wavelength of

sound.

20.4.3 Cylinder

For an infinitely long cylinder, equation (49) may
be applied directly by letting one radius of curvature

Ai be infinite. The target strength found for this case

reduces to

where A2 is the radius of curvature of the cylinder.

This equation is valid only when the wavelength of

the sound is much less than the radius of curvature

of the cylinder, and when this radius in turn is much

less than the range.

For an actual cylinder equation (50) may be used

only if the cylinder is perpendicular to the sound

beam at some point, and if the cylinder is long enough

to include at least the first few Fresnel zones. The

expression may therefore be used only at moderate

ranges, since with increasing range the length of the

first Fresnel zone increases infinitely.

To compute the range beyond which equation (50)

cannot be used, let the length of the cylinder be L,

and let the sound source he in a plane which is per-

pendicular to the axis of the cylinder and bisects the

cylinder. Then the path length r to the end of the

cylinder is

The length of the cylinder will include many Fresnel

zones if r given by equation (51) exceeds R by many
wavelengths. Therefore equation (50) may be used

only as

R<<^- (52)

For example, for a wavelength of 4 in., corresponding

to a frequency of about 15 kc and a cylinder 10 ft

long, the range must be much less than 100 yd if

equation (41) is to be used.

At long ranges, R is much greater than L'^/\, and

the computed length of the first Fresnel zone exceeds

the length of the cylinder. In this case, instead of

using the approximation (30) an exact integration of

equation (22) over all the zones is possible, provided

the variation of cos 6 is neglected, and the target is

far away from the source. Thus in equation (36), in-

stead of one-half the integral over the first zone, we
may take the same integral over all the zones. With

the same approximation for u made in the previous

section, the target strength becomes

At these longer ranges, the target strength is again

independent of the range, in agreement with the

comments made in Chapter 19. However, equation

(53) presents one case in which the target strength

varies appreciably with changing wavelength, even

when the wavelength is much smaller than the target.

For intermediate values of the length of the cylin-

der, both the first and last zones must be considered.

A more exact evaluation of equation (22) can be car-

ried through in this special case by use of particular

functions called Fresnel integrals, which have been

tabulated.

20.4.4 Reflection at Close Ranges

The formulas developed so far in this chapter are

applicable to many simple shapes provided the sound

source and receiver are not too close to the target.

The target strength at close ranges may also be found

directly from equation (36). Detailed results have

been worked out for cases of this nature, but will not

be reproduced here. In general, when R becomes

much less than the principal radii Ai and Ai, the

reflection can best be described as reflection from a

plane surface. In the hmiting case where R/A2 is

negligible,

V2
2i?'

(54)

as long as the sound field this close to the target obeys

the inverse square law; for a large directional trans-

ducer, this condition is not likely to be satisfied at

very close ranges. If equations (35) and (54) are

combined, the target strength becomes

T = 201og^- (55)

Formulas for the target strength of various types of

objects, such as two cones placed base to base, and

a circular disk placed at an angle to the sound beam,

are given in reference 6.
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20.5 REFLECTIONS FROM SUBMARINES

Expressions were developed in tlie preceding sec-

tion for the target strengths of various surfaces in

terms of the reflected pressures. These formulas were

employed in a theoretical study ' in order to calculate

mathematically the target strength of a German
submarine.

From an examination of blueprints of the U570,' a

517-ton German U-boat captured by the British

early in the war and renamed HMS/M Graph, the

radius of curvature of the surface of the hull and

corming tower at different points was obtained. In

computing the results, the submarine was approxi-

mated by an ellipsoid of revolution, whose semi-axes

were 110 and 7 ft. The results were then corrected

for the reflections from the coiming tower, which was

assumed to be a cylinder with a "tear-drop" cross

section.

Target strengths were found from equations (49)

through (53) in terms of the range and the radii of

curvature for different submarine cross sections;

ranges of 8, 12, 16, 200, and 1,000 yd were used. At

ranges where the coiming tower did not include a

large number of zones, the Fresnel integrals [ob-

tained when equation (22) is integrated exactly

along the length of a cylinder] were used. The

calculations were actually carried out in terms of

reflection coefficients, which differ somewhat from

target strengths derived in this chapter. The results

of these computations are presented in Chapter 23

together with the results of the direct and indirect

measurements.

20.6 NONSPECULAR REFLECTION

So far only reflections from highlights on a target

surface have been discussed. These highlights cor-

respond to specular reflections in optics and give

much the same predictions as those found from the

ray theory. In particular, the echo is assumed to

come only from that region of the target where

the surface is nearly perpendicular to the incident

sound wave. This section discusses those cases

where such reflection cannot occur and where the

observations cannot be explained in this way. At

the present time, however, different types of non-

specular reflections have not been identified with

any observed reflections from actual targets, so that

at most this section can only suggest the theoretical

expectations.

20.6.1 Rough Surfaces

The most simple type of non.specular reflection is

that from a rough surface, that is, a surface whose

irregularities are much larger than the wavelength.

Practical formulas applying to this kind of nonspecu-

lar reflection from various underwater targets are de-

rived in reference 6. The wavelength of sound is so

much greater than that of light, however, that such

reflections, which are common in optics, are not to be

expected in underwater acoustics. The presence of

bubbles on or near the surface of a target can, how-

ever, give rise to a diffuse reflection with sound scat-

tered in all directions; the reflection of sound from

bubbles is described in detail both theoretically and

experimentally in Chapters 26 through 35, which

deal with the acoustic properties of wakes.

20.6.2 Diffraction

Another type of nonspecular reflection is that from

a surface which has no highlights. Consider, for ex-

ample, a smooth rigid plane surface in the form of a

square, set at an angle relative to the incident rays.

This surface will reflect sound specularly, but not

back to the sound source. In addition, however, some

sound will be reflected in other directions; some of it

will be reflected directly backward. This phenome-

non corresponds essentially to the diffracted soimd

observed when a wave passes through a square

aperture, and the echo intensity will decrease as

{yfKY, where y is the length of the square and \ is

the wavelength. The Fresnel zone theory may again

be appHed, provided that the effects of both the first

and last zones are considered. No results have been

worked out along this line, however.

20.6.3 Scattering

A third type of nonspecular reflection is that from

objects much smaller than the wavelength. The

Fresnel zone theory is not applicable to such small

targets, and even the basic equation (21) derived in

Section 20. 1 is no longer valid, since the derivation

assumes that the radius of curvature of the surface is

greater than the wavelength. Corresponding analyses

have been carried out for targets much smaller than

the wavelength; these yield, for a rigid target.

^ =
20,„g?f,

(50)

where V is the volume occupied by the reflecting ob-
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ject. Equation (56) is the so-called Rayleigh scatter-

ing law. The echo intensity is directly proportional

to the square of the volume of the target and in-

versely proportional to the fourth power of the wave-

length; thus, the echo intensity drops off rapidly as

the wavelength increases.

20.7 EFFECT OF PULSE LENGTH

All the previous discussion in this chapter has been

concerned with sound waves emitted in an essentially

continuous fashion. While Section 2.3 discussed the

effect of pulse length in terms of ray acoustics, this

section will describe the effect of pulse length on the

observed target strength in terms of wave acoustics,

developed from the analysis in the preceding sections

of this chapter.

It was .shown in Section 12.2 that at any instant

the scattered sound energy received back at the

transducer from the projected pulse comes from a

spherical shell of thickness cr/2, where c is the sound

velocity and r is the duration of the pulse. This result

is still true on the more accurate wave theory pre-

sented in Section 20.2, as long as the fluid is homo-

geneous and the target is rigid and convex. From a

concave target, sound reflected several times may
arrive later than singly reflected sound.

This thickness ct/2 is known as the pulse length.

When the pulse length is so long that it includes many
Fresnel zones, the echo level will be essentially the

same as that observed for continuous soimd, pro-

vided the echo is measured at a time when the wave-

lets are arriving from all these zones. At the beginning

of the echo, when only the first few zones are con-

tributing, and toward the end, when only the last

zones return wavelets to the source, the echo struc-

ture is more complicated. However, an application of

the Fresnel zone theory would probably give correct

results in this case.

When the pulse is only a few Fresnel zones long,

the echo structure is presumably more complicated,

and the echo duration, for example, may be expected

to exceed the duration of the outgoing pulse. The

pulse length cannot be less than the thickness of a

Fresnel zone, since in that case the outgoing pulse

would consist of less than half a cycle, and the wave-

length would cease to have much meaning.
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DIRECT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

SUBMARINE TARGET STRENGTHS have been calcu-

lated theoreticallj' and measured experimentally.

The theoretical calculations described in Section 20.5

are based on assumptions simplifying the geometry

of the hull and conning tower, and the way in which

the submarine reflects sound. Actual measurements

in the field are necessary to verifj^ and amplify these

theoretical predictions and to assess their accuracy.

Measurements have been both direct and indirect.'

Direct measurements consist of echo ranging, with

short pulses of supersonic sound, on a submerged sub-

marine at various ranges, depths, and speeds. The in-

tensities of the received echoes are then measured and

converted to target strengths. This chapter describes

in detail the various experimental procedures and

techniques employed by different laboratories in the

direct measurements of submarine target strengths.

Indirect measurements, on the other hand, use con-

tinuous sound or light reflected from a scale model of

a submarine, and interpret these results in terms of

supersonic sound reflected from an actual submarine

of the same shape; Chapter 22 describes how target

strengths are measured indirectly. The results of both

the direct and indirect submarine target strength

measurements are presented and discussed in Chapter

23 while both the techniques and results of target

strength measurements on surface vessels are treated

in Chapter 24.

21.1 PRINCIPLES OF DIRECT

MEASUREMENT

In order to calculate target strengths, echoes from

a submarine may be compared with echoes received

at the same time and under the same conditions from

a sphere. From the relative intensities of the echoes

from the submarine and from the sphere, and from

the expression for the target strength of a sphere

[equation (10) in Chapter 19], the target strength

of the submarine could be readily computed. Since

only the relative intensities of two echoes would need

to be determined, no absolute measurements or cali-

brations would be required. But at sea, a sphere large

enough to return a strong echo at ranges normally

used in echo ranging is too awkward to handle easily

and therefore cannot be used in practice to obtain

target strengths.

Instead, target strengths are always found by using

the fundamental definition [equation (6) in Chapter

19], which defines the target strength of any object

in terms of the echo level, the source level, and the

two-way transmission loss from the projector to the

target and back to the projector again, all expressed

in decibels. This expression is simple and easy to use

and has the advantage that all the quantities appear-

ing in it may, in principle, be measured directly. Only

the difference between the echo level and the source

level, and the transmission loss which the signal un-

dergoes as it travels from the projector to the tar-

get need to be known in order to find the target

strength.

Unfortunately, the difficulties of calibration and

other practical problems not yet resolved make the

fundamental definition less useful than may be sup-

posed. In particular, the calibration of the transducer,

described in Section 21.4 as the measurement of its

output as a projector and its sensitivity as a receiver,

and the determination of the transmission loss, de-

scribed in Section 21.5, as well as the large fluctua-

tions and variations normally encountered in under-

water sound experiments, introduce numerical im-

certainties which cannot be accurately evaluated.

Nevertheless, the fundamental definition of target

strength introduced in Section 19.1.3 has been used

in all direct measurements and has led to reasonably

consistent results.

21.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Four groups have measured submarine target

strengths directly. They are : University of California

303
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Figure 1. Experimental arrangement.

Division of War Research at the U. S. Navy Elec-

tronics Laboratory, formerly the U. S. Navy Radio

and Sound Laboratory, San Diego, California

[UCDWR]; Columbia University Division of War
Research at the U. S. Navy Underwater Sound

Laboratory, New London, Connecticut [CUDWR-
NLL]; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,

Woods Hole, Massachusetts [WHOI]; and the

Underwater Sound Laboratory, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts [HUSL]. In addition,

various groups at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, have

also made measurements of this nature. Widely vary-

ing procedures and techniques have been employed

by these groups.

21.2.1 San Diego

Most of the direct measurements by UCDWR
have been made off the coast of California aboard the

USS Jas'per (PYcl3), a converted 135-ft yacht built

in 1938, which echo ranged on various S-boats or

occasionally on new fleet-type submarines. Square-

topped signals from 0.5 to 200 msec long were sent

out, usually at a frequency of 24 kc and sometimes

at 45 or 60 kc. Early trials used a QCH-3 magneto-

strictive transceiver driven at a frequency of about

24 kc ;
^ a few measurements were also made with an

experimental model of frequency-modulated sonar

gear.' Later runs employed standard JK or QC trans-

ducers * or specially designed equipment.'

Most of the echo-ranging equipment was installed

in the wardroom of the Jasper; a schematic diagram

of the installation is shown in Figure 1. A pelorus, an

open sighting device attached to a dial and employed

in determining bearings, was mounted topside on the

flying bridge. An observer visually trained this pe-

lorus on a float towed by the submarine, and the rela-

tive bearing of the pelorus was relayed to a repeater

dial in the wardroom below. Here, another observer

followed the relative bearings of the pelorus and

trained the transducer on them; obviousl}^, the beai-

ing accuracj' obtainable in this manner was not very

high. Then the echoes received by the transducer

were amplified and fed into a cathode-ray oscilloscope

to be photographed on continuou.sly mo^'ing film by

a high-speed camera. The echoes were also usually

heterodyned and monitored over a loud speaker, and

supplementarj' records were made on the sound-

range recorder, where the keying interval was con-

trolled manually as the range changed.
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Two types of runs were made. In one, illustrated

in Figure 2, the target strength was measured as a

function of the aspect of the submarine; the sub-

marine, usually at periscope depth, proceeded at

creeping speed while the Jasper circled it, trying to

maintain a nearly constant range. The other, shown

in Figure 3, comprised opening and closing runs, and

was used to measure the echo level as a function of

/
/

Figure 2. Circling run.

range to determine the transmission loss. Here, the

submarine proceeded on a straight course while the

Jasper followed a divergent course, bearing approxi-

mately 60 degrees from the submarine and opened

the range until contact was lost; then a closing run

was made on a collision course down to a range of

several hundred yards. During both opening and

closing runs, the speed and course of the Jasper and

the submarine were held so that the aspect which the

submarine presented remained constant.

Since these runs were made, a new type of fre-

quency modulation .sonar has been set up at the

Sweetwater calibration station of UCDWR for meas-

uring the target strengths of small objects.' It is be-

lieved that measurements may be made more quickly

with this system than with the standard pinging

system, but no results are available at the present

time.

21.2.2 New London
At New London, tests were made by CUDWR

aboard the USS Sardonyx (PYcl2) which echo-

ranged in Long Island Sound on the USS S-48

(SS159), a 1,000-ton S-boat 267 ft long, first com-

missioned in 1922.'' The submarine followed a straight

course at a keel depth of 80 ft while the Sardonyx

circled around it in an arc to maintain an approxi-

mately constant range.

A device was used automatically to range on

center bearings. The amplified echo intensity was

kept constant by manual control of the amplifier

gain as the echoes were observed on a cathode-ray

oscilloscope. Relative echo intensity was obtained by

recording the amplifier gain settings and by referring

to a calibration curve for the system. The bearing,

cour.se, and range of both vessels, and the gain

settings were recorded about every half-minute. Be-

cause complete calibration and transmission data

were not available, absolute target strengths could

not be computed. Instead, echo intensity was calcu-

lated as a function of aspect in decibels relative to the

echo level at an arbitrary aspect and plotted for

ranges of 600, 1,000, and 1,200 yd.

USS JASPER

^
SUBMARINE

Figure 3. Opening run.

21.2.3 Woods Hole

Target-strength measurements were also made by

WHOI observers aboard the USS SC665 just off Fort

Lauderdale, Florida.*' ' Navy QCU sonar gear was

employed, with pulses from 60 to 80 msec long sent

out alternately at 12 and 24 kc, at slightly different

signal lengths to facilitate separation of the 12-kc

data from the 24-kc data. Apparatus was used to

range on center bearing.

A hydrophone nondirectional in the horizontal

plane was mounted above the conning tower of the

210-ft Italian submarine Vortice. Accessory recording

equipment was installed aboard the submarine in

order to measure the level of the received signals and

to determine the transmission lo.ss from the SC665

to the submarine. The submarine proceeded on a

straight course, while the SC665 circled the subma-

rine to investigate aspect dependence, and opened

and closed the range to investigate range dependence.

The submarine also traveled at different speeds and

different depths in order to ascertain possible varia-

tion of target strength with the speed and depth of

the submarine.
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21.2.4 Harvard

The target strength of the ItaUan submarine

Vortice was also measured by HUSL workers using a

special sonar first in the area of the Bahama Islands,

then off the coast of Florida near Port Everglades.

Sonar gear mounted aboard the USS Cythera (PY31)

echo ranged on the submarine at a frequency of

26 kc.

The first series of tests was made near stern aspect

as the Cythera and Vortice followed parallel courses

at speeds from 2 to 6 knots.'" Cut-ons were obtained

by listening to the echoes. Very few data were col-

lected; only 114 echoes were obtained on the Vortice

during the two days of measurements so that the re-

sults cannot be considered conclusive.

During the second and more complete series of

tests, the Cythera maneuvered around the Vortice in

order to determine the dependence of target strength

on aspect angle, altitude angle, and range." The

Vortice maintained a speed of 3 knots on a base course

at depths of 100, 300, and 400 ft. Echo intensities

were obtained for groups of approximately 10 echoes;

the source level was measured by training the pro-

jector at a monitor transducer, then feeding the

voltage across the monitor transducer into a cathode-

ray oscilloscope and finding the voltage that had to

be applied to the oscilloscope in order to balance it.

The speed of the Cythera was held close to that of

the Vortice to prevent bearings from changing too

rapidly; training the projector was accomplished by

cut-ons. A vertically directional beam from a QHF
transducer was used in addition to the original non-

directional beam.

Aspect angles were estimated at intervals of 5

degrees; ranges correct to about 25 yd were read from

the sound-range recorder. Altitude angles were not

recorded; instead, they were computed from the

range, as read from the recorder, and from the depth

of the submarine, measured from the ocean surface

to the center of the control room about 12 ft above

the keel of the .submarine.

21.2.5 Fort Lauderdale

Three runs were made off the coast of Florida by

observers from groups at Fort Lauderdale. In one

series of tests, the YP451 remained stationary and

echo-ranged on the USS Pintado (SS387) and the

USS Pipefish (SS388), two new fleet-type submarines

which ran past the YP451 at prearranged depths,

speeds, and ranges. The equipment aboard the YP451

included a crystal transducer, driven at 60 kc, which

was suspended on a pendulous pipe so that it was

15 ft below the surface. The platform carrying the

transducer was stabilized by an automatic pilot gyro

control in one dimension, with its horizontal axis of

rotation normal to the axis of the sound beam. In

addition, the transducer was automatically trained in

elevation. The pendulum and gyro provided a plat-

form which was stabilized in the most critical direc-

tion, while the elevation control centered the sound

beam on the target vertically; the transducer was

trained manually on the target in the horizontal

place. The beam width was roughly 25 degrees hori-

zontally and 10 degrees vertically. A 6-string electro-

magnetic oscillograph recorded the echoes.

Unfortunately, operations with the YP451 were

hampered by mechanical difficulties in the alternating

current generator and by failure of radio communica-

tion with the escort vessel which maintained sound

communication with the submarine. Although this

lack of communication resulted in unpredictable

maneuvers by the submarine, fairly satisfactory data

were obtained on echoes from the submarines.

In the second and third runs, signals 30 msec long

were sent out at a frequency of 60 kc every 0.6 sec. In

the second run, a fleet-type submarine at periscope

depth followed a straight course at a speed of 6

knots. The echo-ranging transducer, mounted with

accessory equipment in a submerged unit, circled

about a fixed point, 230 yd from the course of

the submarine, in a radius of 125 ft and at a depth

of approximately 35 ft. Aspects were estimated

trigonometrically from observed ranges, which had

been corrected for the position of the echo-ranging

unit in its turning circle.

During the third run, an R-boat was the target, at

a keel depth of 100 ft and a speed of 6 knots. The
range was decreased continuously; cut-ons were em-

ployed in training. Since the echo intensities varied,

depending on where the beam struck the submarine,

a series of echo maxima was obtained and was used

to calculate the target strength. These maxima are

illustrated in Figure 4, where the echo level — in

decibels below the source level — is plotted against

the range; each point represents an individual echo.

The target strength was computed from the received-

echo voltage, as measured on a film continuously ex-

posed to a cathode-ray oscilloscope, hydrophone

sensitivity, total power output into the water,

directivity index of the transducer, and the esti-

mated transmission loss.
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Figure 4. Echo maxima at Fort Lauderdale.
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21.3 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Target strengths reported here were obtained for

the most part from measurements of amplitudes of

echoes recorded photographically. Sometimes, how-

ever, operating conditions were so poor that upon

examination of the photographs it was difficult to

identify individual echoes and to distinguish them
from noise signals. Therefore echo recognition is im-

portant in the study of target strengths and is par-

ticularly relevant to a discussion of analytical proce-

dures.

Echo recognition depends not on the intensity of

the echo alone, but primarily on the difference be-

tween the intensity of the echo and the intensity of

the background. '2 At close ranges, echoes are usually

strong enough to be easily recognized and are clear

and well defined. Distant echoes, however, are often

so weak that they cannot be distinguished from the

background, and irregular spines and patches may
effectively obscure the echo; hence a study of the

structure of echoes from submarines and other tar-

gets at short ranges may be useful in the recognition

and identification of distant echoes from these same

targets. Weak echoes may sometimes be attributable

to poor training of the transducer or roll and pitch

of the echo-ranging vessel, both of which may direct

the sound beam away from the target. A high back-

ground of reverberation and noise may make an echo

hard to recognize. Rough seas and a wide transducer-

beam pattern contribute to a high reverberation

level, while a surface vessel at moderate speeds or a

shallow submarine at high speeds may originate

enough self-noise in the transducer dome to mask the

echo. Reverberation is treated in detail in Chapters

11 to 17.

Once the echo is recognized and definitely identified

as the desired echo, the problem becomes one of

measurement and analysis. Various analytical pro-

cedures have been employed by different groups in

processing the raw material from the oscillogram to

the computed target strength.
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21.3.1 San Diego

At San Diego, 35-mm film, running at a speed of

either 2.5 or 12.5 in. per sec, was exposed to traces on

a cathode-ray oscilloscope and then processed and

read on an illuminated viewer. Peak echo amplitudes

were measured in millimeters, corrected where neces-

sary for the width of the spot of light on the oscillo-

scope screen, and averaged over a series of echoes. The

average was then converted to mean-square pressure

level in terms of the calibration constants of the

equipments. The transducer and accessory equip-

ment were calibrated before and after each run with

an auxiliary calibrated transducer, lowered on a boom
from the side of the Jasper; Section 21.4 comprises a

discussion of calibration errors.

In computing target strengths at San Diego, cor-

rection was also made for the deviation of the target

from the axis ofthe sound beam on the basis of beam
patterns measured in the laboratorj% In addition, the

range was found by measuring the distance between

the midpoints of the echo and the signal on the film,

and referring to index marks recorded every 50 msec

at the bottom of the film, corresponding to range

intervals of about 40 yd. From calibration data, the

source level was calculated, which together with the

echo level, and the transmission loss as measured dur-

ing the opening and closing runs or, less accurately,

estimated from prevailing oceanographic conditions

but neglecting possible surface reflections, gave the

target strength. Simultaneous sound-range recorder

records provided a convenient check on the oscillo-

grams.

21.3.2 Fort Lauderdale

A similar procedure was followed by the groups at

Fort Lauderdale in analyzing the echoes obtained

there. Here, however, the film moved more slowly,

at a speed of approximately 1 in. per sec ; only 50 ft of

film could be accommodated inside the camera. Con-

sequently, the echoes were compressed horizontally

and were less detailed, but were still readily measur-

able.

The fine detail of the oscillograms made at San

Diego enabled close determination of echo length as

well as a study of echo structure for short pulses; this

information was supplemented by an examination of

echoes registered on the sound-range recorder. Target

strength determinations from the films recorded at

Fort Lauderdale, however, may be more accurate

than that recorded at San Diego since the motion of

the transducer was better controlled, the fluctuations

smaller, and the values more consistent.

21.4 CALIBRATION ERRORS

Errors in target strengths measured directly must

be due to errors in the echo level, the source level, or

the transmission loss, since these target strengths are

computed from equation (6) in Chapter 19. Incorrect

echo level or source level determinations are usuallj^

attributed either to errors in calibration, or to errors

in reading the echo level from the trace of the echo

recorded oscillographically which UCDWR observers

estimate as 2 or 3 db at the most. This section de-

scribes errors attributable to calibration of the equip-

ment; uncertainties in the evaluations of the trans-

mission loss are discussed in Section 21.5.

21.4.1 Purpose of Calibration

In target-strength studies, the principal purpose of

calibration is not so much the absolute determination

of the source level and the absolute determination of

the echo level, but rather the measurement of the

difference between the two levels. In other words, it

is necessary to know only the sum of the transducer

output as a projector and response as a receiver if the

echo level is measured in terms of the voltage across

the terminals of the transducer. Then the difference

between the echo level and the source level is simply

the difference between (1) the echo level, in decibels

above one volt, and (2) the sum of the projector out-

put and receiver response of the transducer.

The latter sum can be obtained by means of

auxiliary transducers, without bothering about actual

sound pressures. One scheme may employ an auxiliary

hydrophone and an auxiliary projector. As a first

step, the hydrophone could be lowered from a boom
on the echo-ranging vessel, a few yards away from the

transducer to be calibrated, and the transducer out-

put measured in terms of the response of the hydro-

phone. Then the auxiliary hydrophone and the trans-

ducer, close together, are both exposed to sound from

the auxiliary projector some distance away. Thus,

the response of the transducer could be compared

with the response of the auxiliary hydrophone ; com-

bining the measurements would give the desired cali-

bration of the transducer.
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21. V. 2 Calibration Techniques at

San Diego

The methods of calibration most commonly used

in target strength measurements, however, emploj'

calibrated transducers; at San Diego, an auxiliary

transducer is lowered over the side of the Jasper and

used with the standard echo-ranging transducer. First

one is used as the projector, then the other, and final

calibration is accomplished by referring to the con-

stants of the auxiliary transducer as calibrated at a

separate measuring station. Unfortunately, this

system is susceptible to errors at every step, so that

too much reliance cannot be placed on the accuracy

of the calibration.

At San Diego, the greatest error in calibration is

believed to be in the measurement of the output of

the auxiliary transducer, which is used to calibrate

the echo-ranging transducer before and after each

run, as mentioned in Section 21.3.1. This auxiliary

transducer is calibrated at intervals of roughly four

months. Slow drifts of as much as 3 or 4 db have been

detected for crystal transducers between calibration

checks every three or four months; this drift may be

responsible for part of the "variation" observed dur-

ing target-strength runs, as described in Section

21.6.1. However, since it was not practicable to con-

trol or even measure all the factors entering into gear

calibration, there is no direct evidence on which to

base estimates of the overall calibration error of echo-

ranging equipment.

21.4.3 Observed Calibration Errors

Recent indirect evidence suggests, however, that

calibration errors as great as 12 db may occur. An
example of such large calibration errors is evident in

the results of San Diego echo-ranging tests on a

sphere.""'^ The sphere, 1 yd in diameter, was sus-

pended 16 ft below the surface of the ocean at ranges

from 24 to 166 yd; echoes from pulses from 0.5 to

7 msec long were received on a JK transducer. Target

strengths cojnputed from equation (6) in Chapter 19

varied from —24 to -|-3 db, approximately 12 db

above and below the theoretical value predicted from

equation (10) in Chapter 19. Although the very low

values are possibly the result of training errors, the

very high values seem rather large to be attributed to

errors in the estimated transmission loss, especially

since the values as high as 3 db were found when the

transmission loss was measured directly with a hydro-

phone placed (1) close to the projector and then

(2) close to the target. However, the possibility that

the transmission loss at short ranges fluctuates by 12

db cannot be ruled out at the present time. This large

error must result either from large fluctuations in

short-range transmission, or from errors inherent in

the calibration of the gear, provided that the

theoretical formula in Chapter 19 for the target

strength of a sphere is applicable to direct measure-

ments.

To provide a check on the validity of this formula,

an auxiliary hydrophone was placed a few yards from

the sphere during this series of observations and was

used to measure both the outgoing pulse and the re-

turning echo. The mean target strength of 350 echoes

was found by this method to be — 13.3 db, in unusu-

ally close agreement with the theoretical value of

— 12 db. A similar result was obtained at Woods
Hole. Thus, the 12-db discrepancy observed when
the JK transducer alone was used is undoubtedly the

result of errors in the estimated transmission loss, in

calibration, or in both. That large systematic errors

in these quantities may sometimes be present, even

when careful checks are provided, is suggested by the

anomalously high values found at San Diego for the

target strength of a submarine at 60 kc, and the

similar results obtained by Woods Hole at 12 and

24 kc, both reported in Section 23.6.2.

Large errors in calibration may result from

(1) large-scale variability of the calibrated auxiliary

units employed in methods involving absolute cali-

bration at sea; or (2) gross deviations of the sound

field from the theoretical inverse square law in cali-

bration measurements at close ranges, because of

interference with reflections from the hull or from

other surfaces nearby. Neither of these explanations

seems very likely. So far no really satisfactory ex-

planation of the large internal inconsistencies in

direct target strength measurements has been ad-

vanced. Calibration of ship-mounted gear at sea re-

mains one of the most troublesome of all underwater

sound measurements.

21.5 TRANSMISSION LOSS

It has already been pointed out that much of the

error in the direct measurements of target strength

may be due to errors in the estimated transmission

loss; probably a large part of the variability in ob-

served target strengths arises from variability in the

transmission loss. This quantity varies widely from

hour to hour and from place to place and is seldom

known accurately.
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standard deviation of 8.5 db when an attenuation

coefficient of 20 db per kyd was assumed; when the

transmission loss measured aboard tiic suijmaiinc

was used in tlie computations, the beam-target

strength rose to 40 db with a much smaller standard

deviation of 3.5 db. In most trials reported here, it

was necessary to e\'aluate the transmission loss from

an attenuation coefficient, estimated for each run from

the echo-ranging frequency employed and sometimes

from the prevailing oceanographic conditions.

21. .5. 3 Estimating the Attenuation
Coefficient

The attenuation coefficient in sea water varies

widely and depends primarily on the frequency of the

echo-ranging sound and on the prevailing oceano-

graphic conditions.'^ For example, in mixed water, or

water of constant temperature, at least 50 ft deep,

this coefficient is about 5 db per kyd at 24 kc, and in

the neighborhood of 15 db per kyd at 60 kc. A plot of

the attenuation coefficient against frequency for

ideal sound conditions is reproduced in Figure 7 and

represents a rough average of observations primarily

at 20, 24, 40, and 60 kc; the increase in attenuation

coefficient with frequency is quite mai'ked and shows

why it is impractical to use very high frequencies for

echo ranging.

The attenuation coefficient increases markedly

with poor sound conditions. At 24 kc, it may be as

high as 15 db per kyd under poor conditions, or even

40 db per kyd under extremely bad conditions.

Very few data are available at 60 kc on the varia-

tion of the attenuation coefficient with oceanographic

conditions. Empirical formulas have been derived for

the attenuation coefficient at 24 kc, however, as a

function of the depth of the thermocline. For a hydro-

phone above the thermocline,

170
a = 3.5 + —

, (5)

and for a hydrophone below the thermocline

260
a = 4.5 -H — , (6)

where a is the attenuation coefficient in decibels per

kiloyard and D is the depth in feet to the thermocline.

The probable error is about 2 db per kyd.'^ As implied

in Chapter 5, these empirical formulas are, in general,

less suitable for predicting the attenuation coefficient

than other methods based on a more quantitative

classification of the variation of temperature with

depth, becau.se tran.smi.ssion anomaly-range graphs

significantly depart from straight lines under certain

conditions. However, equations (5) and (6) are suf-

ficiently accurate for the present purposes.

Early target strength measurements showed that

different values of the transm.ission loss were obtained

by different methods, as described in Section 21.5.2.

Therefore, in most calculations representative values

of 5 and 20 db per kyd at 24 and 60 kc respectively

were taken for the attenuation coefficient. Much of

the time no account was taken of the oceanographic

conditions which prevailed at the time of the tests,

however, with the result that the reported target

strengths varied considerably. Examples of this varia-

bility are given in Section 21.6 of this chapter.

2]. 5.

4

Surface Reflections

Reflection of sound from the surface of the ocean

is neglected in all calculations of target strengths.

Such an effect would offset, in part, the loss in in-

tensity caused by spreading and absorption.

Perfect specular reflection from the surface would

effectively double the intensity of the sound incident

on the target and the intensity of the echo returned

to the projector, under ideal conditions. In other

words, it would reduce the transmission loss by 3 db

each way, or by a total of 6 db from the projector to

the target and back again. Thus, in equation (4) the

constant b would equal —3 db at ranges of a few

hundred yards or more.

Some evidences of surface reflection have been

found experimentally. At San Diego a number of

o.scillograms of echoes from submarines have shown

peaks or "spines" at the beginning and end of each

echo, separated by a relatively smooth echo of lower

intensity; an example is shown in Figure 8 for an

S-boat at beam aspect." The first peak is attributed

to direct reflection from the hull of the submarine

alone when the first part of the pulse strikes the tar-

get and is reflected back to the projector along the

shortest possible path; the final peak comes from the

ray reflected from the submarine to the surface and

back to the projector, after the direct echo from the

submarine has been received. In other words, the two

spines are attributable to reflection along only one

path, since there will be a short time at both the

beginning and end of the echo when the sound travels

only one path back to the transducer. The intensity

of the intervening echo is consequently lower because
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Figure 8. Surface-reflected sound.

of a combination of both constructive and destructive

interference throughout the duration of the echo, be-

tween direct and surface-reflected sound.

A different effect produced by surface-reflected

sound is also indicated by more recent information

from San Diego.'' During echo-ranging tests on a sub-

marine from 90 to 200 ft deep, double echoes were

observed, under certain conditions, on the chemical

recorder and on the oscillograph— a strong primary

echo followed by a faint secondary echo, illustrated in

Figure 9. This appearance of double echoes suggests

that some of the sound is reflected directly back to

the projector to form a primary echo, while some of it

is reflected vertically upward to the ocean surface,

reflected by the surface back to the submarine and

finally back to the projector to form a secondary

echo. Quantitative data show that the lapse of time

between the primary and secondary echoes is equal

to the time necessary for the sound to travel up to

the surface and back again, thus confirming this

hypothesis.

Although almost all the sound striking the surface

is unquestionably reflected back into the water at

some angle, the perfect specular reflection expected

from a flat surface seems unlikely at sea. The nor-

mally rough surface of the ocean and the presence of

air bubbles tend to scatter the sound rather than

allow perfect specular reflection at the surface.

Further evidence minimizing the effects of surface

reflection on target strength values is seen in the

excellent agreement between the results of the direct

measurements computed neglecting surface reflec-

tions, and both the indirect measurements and

theoretical calculations, where surface-reflected sound

either does not appear or may be readily eliminated.

Partly for this reason, surface-reflected sound is

neglected in all target strength computations in

Chapters 18 to 25. However, the results shown in

Figure 2 of Chapter 9 and described in Section 9.2.1

suggest that reflection from the ocean surface is

frequently very nearly specular. More data are

needed to clarify the exact importance of surface-

reflected sound in practical echo ranging. At present,

the resulting uncertainty of 6 db is about the same as

the other uncertainties of observation in target

strength measurements.

21.6 VARIABILITY OF ECHOES

Perhaps the largest source of uncertainty in target

strength measurements arises from variability of

echo intensity. Observed echoes vary widely in two

ways (see Section 21.1). Gradual changes in echo in-

tensity over a relatively long period of time from a

few minutes to hours are called variations. Superim-

posed on these variations are marked changes which

occur from echo to echo and are called fluctuations.

A large part of the variability of echo intensity is due

to variability in the sound-transmitting character-
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Figure 10. Variations and fluctuations in sphere echoes.

istics of the ocean (see Chapter 7). The remainder

may be ascribed to such external causes as changes in

the performance of equipment and changes in target

aspect.

21.6.1 Variation

Variations occurring over a sufficiently long time

are very difficult to detect. Sometimes they result

from gradual changes in the characteristics of the

echo-ranging gear employed and may be detected

each time the system is calibrated.

More often, however, variation may be most promi-

nent during a long run in the course of a single day
or on successive days. At long ranges, changes in the

transmission conditions in the water may be responsi-

ble for some of the variation observed; horizontal

temperature gradients may occur and cause changes

in the value of the transmission anomaly. This effect

may be most conspicuous at long ranges for two in-

terrelated reasons. First, if the ranges are long the

operating area is much larger, and horizontal differ-

ences in temperature may be more likely. Second,

since the transmission anomaly increases with

range, variations attributable to slow changes in

the transmission anomaly will be greatest at long

ranges. At short ranges, much less is known about

variation.

Marked variation in the echo level was observed

during the course of a number of runs during early

echo-ranging tests on a sphere in San Diego. ^ The re-

sults of one reel of film exposed to the sphere echoes,

as shown on a cathode-ray oscilloscope, are repro-

duced in Figure 10; pulses were sent out at intervals

of 1.2 sec and the range of the sphere was about

109 yd. Here, the ratio of the observed echo ampli-

tudes to the echo amplitudes predicted from theory

(in which transmission loss is taken into account) is

plotted for each individual echo received. The short-

term changes are most noticeable, but the slow up-

ward slope of the average of the points is evidence of

variations as defined here. The cause of this variation,

however, is not known.

Changes in the calibration of the equipment over

a period of time, known as "drift," are also responsi-

ble for some of the variation observed. As pointed out

in Section 21.4.2, slow drifts of 3 to 4 db have been

observed between calibration checks at San Diego,

at approximately four-month intervals, in a crystal

projector. Just how much of the variation normally

encountered can be attributed to drift, however, can-

not be estimated very accurately.
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21.6.2 Fluctuation

Many factors contribute to the ob.served fluctua-

tions of echoes. Much of thi.s rapid change in echo in-

tensity may be ascribed to the loll and pitch of the

echo-ranging vessel, which by changing the direction

of the sound beam causes the received eciioes to vary

in inten.sity. Altliougli gyroscopic stabihzation of the

transducer was employed at Fort Lauderdale to re-

duce fluctuations arising from the roll and pitch of the

ship, as described in Section 21.2.5, this .system has

not been used elsewhere for this purpose. Errors in

training the echo-ranging transducer toward the sub-

marine have also been responsible for some of the

fluctuations encountered ; training on the bearing of

maximum intensity, by means of cut-ons, is approxi-

mate and introduces variability in the received echo

intensities by changing the direction of the beam
relative to the submarine.

In addition, surface reflection and interference

phenomena may be expected to account for part of

the fluctuations observed, as the sound beam fre-

quently follows multiple paths to reach the submarine

and return back again to the transducer. Chapter 7

of Part I of this volume discusses the evidence show-

ing that transmission fluctuations are very much re-

duced when surface-reflected sound is minimized.

Correlation has been observed between the depth of

the transducer below the ocean surface, and the mag-
nitude of the fluctuations observed in echoes from a

sphere two ft in diameter; ^ at a range of the order of

65 to 75 yd, elevating the transducer from a depth of

50 to 10 ft below the surface increased the standard

deviation of the echo intensity from 18 to 39 per cent.

In addition, the overall fluctuation appears to de-

crease as the signal length increa.ses. At other than

beam aspects, interference between echoes from dif-

ferent parts of the submarine is undoubtedly respon-

sible for part of the fluctuation observed, giving rise

to an irregular "hashed" echo structure described in

Sections 23.8.2 and 23.8.3.

21.6.3 Effects on Echo Level and

Echo Structure

Variation affects echo intensity; fluctuation affects

both echo intensity and echo structure. Echo en-

velopes never repeat exactly, and successive echoes

at the same range, aspect, frequency, and signal

length often appear totally different. This diversity

of echo structure not only complicates measurement

of the intensity of the echo, but also makes it difficult

to resolve the length of the echo and the center of the

echo, in effect preventing precise measurement of the

range of an individual echo.

Likewise successive echo intensities seldom repeat.

As a result, some sort of average must be taken over

successive echoes. If target strength is regarded as a

measure of the fraction of the incident sound energy

reflected by the target, the total reflected energy

should be compared to the total transmitted energy.

Such an analysis would require squaring the echo

amplitudes to give the echo intensities, then inte-

grating the intensities over the duration of the echo

to give the total echo energy; this same procedure

would be followed with the signal to yield the total

signal energy. Such an analysis has not been found

practical because of the complex instruments re-

quired. In addition, it may be that aural and non-

aural detection devices respond more to peak echo

intensity rather than to total echo energy, and that

therefore peak intensities are more significant.

21.6.4 Peak versus Mean Echo
Intensity

Since it has not been feasible to compare the re-

flected and transmitted energy directly, peak echo

amplitudes have been used to compute target

strengths. Observations show that these average peak

amplitudes do not differ significantly from the rms

peak amplitudes, which would correspond to peak

intensities. Thus the San Diego results may be re-

garded as giving average peak intensities. Not only is

this method simple and easy to apply, but also it pro-

vides values which may be compared directly with

recognition differential measurements where peak-

echo intensities alone are considered. Peaks, however,

fluctuate enormously, especially for off-beam echoes

;

a sample survey of 100 oscillograms of submarine

echoes at San Diego showed a maximum fluctuation

of 25 db between peaks, with fluctuations of 10 db

not uncommon.

An approximate comparison of reflected and trans-

mitted energy might be made by measuiing the mean
echo intensity, averaged along the entire length of the

echo, and correcting this intensity for the pulse length

since the echo length generally is longer than the

pulse length. Then the ratio of the signal and echo

intensities, based on the same pulse length, would be

equal to the ratio of the signal and echo energies.

This procedure was attempted for six echoes
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recorded oscillographically at San Diego.' The echo

amplitude was measured at small intervals along the

length of the echo, squared to give the echo intensity,

and averaged over the echo length as closely as the

echo length could be estimated; then the enclosed

area was calculated. Division of this area by the

signal length gave a new intensity, the intensity

which presumably would have resulted if the echo

length had equaled the signal length. This sample

analysis, although based on data not sufficient to

warrant definitive conclusions, showed an insignifi-

cant difference between peak echo intensities and

mean echo intensities corrected for signal length.

In general, however, the peak echo intensity differs

from the uncorrected mean echo intensity, and this

difference is a function of the signal length. It was

pointed out in Sections 19.3 and 20.7 that for long

pulses, the echo will reproduce the signal envelope

while for short pulses fluctuations in intensity will re-

sult in an irregular structure, where sharp peaks

stand out against a weak background. In the latter

case, the peak echo amplitude may be considerably

different from the mean echo amplitude, and may
vary with signal length quite differently (see Sec-

tion 23.5.1).

The variability of echoes is responsible for a large

part of the uncertainty in the echo level and trans-

mission loss values which are used to compute target

strengths. Since echoes are often so irregular that

visual estimates of peak intensities are, at best, in-

telligent guesses, UCDWR observers estimate that

systematic errors of as much as 2 or 3 db may result

from the difference in personal judgments of different

observers.

Because in practice fluctuations and variations be-

have as very large accidental errors, only a statistical

analysis of many echoes may be considered reliable.

Hundreds of individual echoes must be carefully aver-

aged, corrected, and analyzed to give target strength

results of any significance. At San Diego, a camera

has been installed aboard the Jasper to record, at the

same time as each signal is transmitted, the roll and

pitch of the vessel, the true bearing of the ship, the

relative bearing of the transducer, and the time and

pulse number. Such a record should be useful in

analyzing and evaluating each echo, but so far has

not been applied to a large number of measurements.

So far target strength runs have been analyzed from

a reasonably large number of individual observations;

first, successive groups of five echoes each have been

averaged, then an overall average computed con-

sidering changes in transmission loss with range and

changes in target aspect. Cumulative distributions

and computations of probable errors and quartile

deviations have been useful in interpreting the re-

sults and assessing their reliability.



Chapter 22

INDIRECT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

REFLECTIONS FROM SUBMARINE models have been

studied in order to discover the principal reflect-

ing surfaces on a submarine and to measure sub-

marine target strengths under controlled conditions.

Both visible light and supersonic sound have been

used in these model tests.

In the investigation of reflection from submarines,

models have many advantages over actual subma-

rines. Generally, experimental conditions can be con-

trolled much more easily under laboratory conditions

than in the field. Laboratory use of carefully con-

structed scale models makes possible a reasonably

reliable e^-aluation of target strength as a function of

aspect and altitude angles, as well as submarine class,

and provides both a theoretical guide and a con-

venient check on the direct measurements.

22.1 PRINCIPLES OF INDIRECT
MEASUREMENT

Three groups have participated in the indirect

measurements of reflections from submarine models;

University of California Division of War Research at

the U. S. Navy Radio and Sound Laboratory, San

Diego, California [UCDWR]; Underwater Sound

Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts [MIT-USL]; and the

Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories, Columbia

University Division of War Research, Mountain

Lakes, New Jersey [USRL]. Only qualitative results

were obtained at San Diego while actual target

strength values were measured at MIT and at

USRL.

22.1.1 San Diego

Early experiments were carried out at San Diego '

on a 1:60 scale model of the U570 or HMS/M
Graph, a 517-ton German Type VIIC U-boat which

was captured in 1941 off Iceland and served in the

British fleet. The model, made of wood and finished

with glossy white enamel, was illuminated by a

standard projection bulb and photographed in vari-

ous positions.

The bulb was enclosed in a metal housing with a

hole l}4 in. in diameter on one side, and was placed

as close as possible to the camera lens so that the

angle between the incident and the reflected light at

the submarine was only about 3 degrees. Photographs

were made at different aspect angles, first with the

submarine finished with enamel, then with the sub-

marine covered in part by horizontal and vertical

corrugations, and finally with coarse emery cloth

covering certain areas on the model. The corruga-

tions and emery cloth were affixed to the submarine

in an effort both to reduce prominent reflections and

to suggest locations for possible absorption treat-

ment.

These experiments were wholly qualitative, since

no measurements were made. The main purpose was
to discover the highlights on a submarine which

might be largely responsible for strong reflections.

Photographs for different aspect angles of the sub-

marine model, without the corrugation or emery

cloth, are reproduced in Figure 1.

22.1.2 Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Quantitative experiments using visible light re-

flected from scale models were conducted at MIT-
USL to calculate target strengths of four different

submarines.^"* A series of measurements were made

on models of HMS/M Graph, an old S-boat, the

USS Perch (SS313) and the USS Sand Lance (SS381)

;

these models were from 60 to 120 times smaller than

the original submarines and were finished with a

glossy black enamel.

In order to compute the target strength of one of

the submarines, light reflected from the submarine

model was compared with light reflected from a

sphere also enameled in glossy black. The target

strength of the submarine was calculated from the

379
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I'KUiKE 1. Reflection of light from HMS/M Graph.
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relative intensities of the light reflected from the sub-

marine model antl from the sphere, the scale factor of

the submarine model, and the expression for the

target strength of a sphere [equation (10) in Chap-

ter 19].

The technique of these optical measurements was

not simple. Light from a motion picture projector

bulb passed through a polarizing element rotated by a

sj'nchronous motor and was focused on the submarine

model. As a result, the plane of polarization of the

incident light rotated at a high speed. Upon reflection

from the model, the light passed through a second

polarizing element and fell on a photoelectric cell;

this second polarizing element was stationary, but

adjustable. In effect, the two polarizing elements

modulated the intensity of the light incident on the

cell and made possible the use of a-c instead of d-c

amplifying and measuring equipment. Moreover, the

use of modulated polarized light greatly reduced the

error caused by light scattered from the walls and

other objects in the room in addition to the desired

reflected light.

At the same time, the photoelectric cell was also

exposed to light from a neon lamp which was supplied

with current from both a battery and a step-down

transformer. As a result, the neon light contained a

small a-c component whose intensity was directly

proportional to the alternating current through the

lamp, which was measured on a vacuum tube volt-

meter. Since the light reflected from the model was

adjustable in phase, by use of the second polarizing

element, and since the light from the neon lamp was

adjustable in magnitude, one was balanced against

the other, thus canceling out the a-c component of the

light reaching the photocell. When the a-c output

from the photocell vanished, this condition of balance

was obtained, and the voltmeter reading of the a-c

lamp current was then proportional to the intensity

of the model-reflected light. The use of this null

method made it unnecessary to rely on a calibration

of the photoelectric cell.

To compute the target strengths, spheres from 1 to

12J/^ in. in radius were substituted for the submarine

models, and a similar procedure was followed. Photo-

graphs were also made at different aspect angles and

are illustrated in Figures 2 through 5.

22.1.3 Mountain Lakes

At Mountain Lakes, [New Jersey, a model of

HMS/M Graph, similar to the model used at

UCDWR and at MIT, was suspended in water in

the path of sound from a supersonic transmitter.' The

model, built to a 1 :60 scale, was constructed of copper

0.5 mm thick, plated with nickel 0.025 mm thick as a

protection against corrosion. The model was sus-

pended approximately 2}/^ ft below the surface of the

lake by wii-es at distances between 1 and 17 ft from

the tran.sducers, corresponding to full-scale target

ranges between 20 and 340 yd.

Pulses were not used in the indirect measurements

at any of the laboratories. At Mountain Lakes, con-

tinuous sound was transmitted by a quartz crystal

projector, and the echo was received by a separate

similar unit which served as a hydrophone. The model

.scale was 1 : 60. Since the importance of nonspecular

reflection depends on the ratio of the wavelength to

the dimensions of the target, it was necessary to

scale the wavelength similarl}'. Consequently, an

actual echo-ranging frequency of 24 kc, which is

standard for most Navy gear, would require a

frequency of 1,440 kc in tests with a 1:60 scale

model. However, since the response of the trans-

ducers was somewhat higher at higher frequencies,

a frequency of 1,565 kc was used most of the time;

the corresponding actual echo-ranging frequency

was 26 kc.

A beat-frequency oscillator, with a fixed frequency

of 15 mc, provided signals between 50 and 3,600 kc,

which were amplified and sent through coaxial trans-

mission lines to the projector. The received echo was

amplified by a preamplifier in the hydrophone hous-

ing, demodulated by the detector circuit and recorded

on a continuous strip of paper as the submarine was

slowly rotated about a vertical axis. The known cali-

brations of the transducer and receiver were used,

together with an assumed inverse square transmission

loss to determine the target strength by using equa-

tion (6) of Chapter 19. Under the controlled condi-

tions possible at a reference station on a lake, the

calibration is less difficult than it is for gear mounted

on a ship at sea; thus the calibration error in these

tests was probably small. Also, at such close ranges,

temperature gradients and surface reflections are

negligible. At a frequency of 1,565 kc, the attenua-

tion coefficient predicted from Figure 7 in Chapter 21

is about 0.6 db per yd. At ranges of only a few feet,

this attenuation is negligible and the transmission

loss may safely be assumed to obey the inverse

square law. At ranges as great as 17 ft, however, this

assumption may lead to target strengths which are

about 6 db too low.
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Figure 2. Reflection of light from HMS/M Graph.
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Figure 3. Reflection of light from S-type submarine.
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FlGDRE 4. Reflection of light from USS Perch (SS313).
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22.2 SUBMARINE REFLECTIVIT\

Since indirect target strength measurements are

measurements not on actual submarines but on their

scale models, certain possible corrections must be

considered before the results can legitimately be

compared with the results of the direct measure-

ments. One possible source of error is in the reflec-

tivity of the models used as compared with the re-

flectivity of actual submarines.

Since the experiments atUCDWR were qualitative

in nature and designed only to determine the principal

reflecting surfaces on a submarine, the question of

absolute reflectivity is unimportant for those tests.

The optical experiments at MIT, however, reported

specific target strengths. These results were com-

puted from the expression for the target strength of

a perfectly reflecting sphere, in other words, a sphere

which reflects all the sound striking it without trans-

mission or absorption. Since both the submarine

models and the spheres were finished in exactly the

same way, these target strength results will apply

only to perfectly reflecting submarines.

At USRL, the reflectivity of the hull itself was

found to be perfect, within experimental error, over

the range of frequencies used. The hollow model was

first tested filled with air, then filled with water. No
difference was observed in the intensity of the re-

flected sound for all frequencies between 50 and 2,000

kc. Since reflection from an air-filled hull would be

almost perfect, regardless of the transparency of the

hull to sound, and since reflection from a water-filled

hull submerged in water would come solely from the

hull, with no air-water interface to reflect the sound,

the experimental results did not justify assuming any-

thing less than perfect reflectivity. Thus both the

optical and acoustical indirect measurements are

based on perfect reflection of the sound striking the

submarine; transmission through the hull and ab-

sorption in the steel are neglected.

The steel hull of an actual submarine is also almost

perfectly reflecting. Therefore, it appears that the re-

sults of the indirect measurements may be inter-

preted in terms of sound reflected from actual sub-

marines. However, the presence of barnacles, moss,

and other marine growth on the hull may appreciably

affect the reflectivity. Such an effect would be im-

portant for surface vessels or surfaced submarines,

where the fouled hulls are exposed to the direct sound

beam, but might not be significant for a submerged

submarine, since the sound beam might not often

strike the lower part of the hull where such growths

attach themselves. No measurements have been

made to ascertain the effect of barnacles and moss on
the reflection of sound, but it is not believed to be

significant Therefore it appears that reflectivity

considerations should not greatlj"^ affect any compari-

son between direct and indirect measurements.

22.3 WAVELENGTH EFFECTS

If the indirect measurements of target strengths

with submarine models are to be trusted, the experi-

ments must be properly scaled, that is, the dimen-

sions of the models, the ranges and depths at which

the tests are made and all the wavelengths must be

reduced by the same factor. This factor was 60 for

the acoustical measurements at USRL, and all the

quantities relevant to the measurements were changed

by this factor.

At MIT-USL, however, visible light was used. The
models used in the optical experiments were from 60

to 120 times smaller than the submarines they repre-

sented. Assume an echo-ranging frequency of 24 kc,

and the corresponding scaled wavelengths would be

reduced to 0. 1 cm for a 1 : 60 scale or 0.05 cm for a

1 :120 scale. Since the actual wavelengths employed

were much shorter, errors might be expected in the

results.

Two errors in particular might be introduced. At

certain aspects where the surface of the submarine

subtends only a few Fresnel zones at 24 kc, as de-

scribed in Sections 20.3 and 20.5, the model subtends

many such zones, since the wavelength is much
shorter compared with the dimensions of the sub-

marine. As a result, the Fresnel integrals approach

their asymptotic values, especially for surfaces of

large radius of curvature, such as planes or cylinders,

which subtend many Fresnel zones. Since the conning

tower on a submarine is relatively flat, the optical

measurements with very short wavelengths may
overemphasize the effect of the conning tower.

Secondly, nonspecular reflection is less than if the

wavelength was properly scaled, by a factor equal to

the square root of the ratio of the properly scaled

wavelength to the improperly scaled wavelength

actually used. This may account for the extremely

low target strengths obtained optically at aspects

giving very little specular reflection, such as the bow
and stern.

Diffuse reflection or scattering may be excessively

large optically since the wavelength may be con-
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siderably smaller than the surface irregularities. How-
ever, this source of error has been minimized by the

use of glossy black surfaces.

22.4 DIFFERENCES IN METHODS

Certain errors may arise from the differences in-

herent between the direct and indirect techniques.

As a submarine travels through the water, each sur-

face may be assumed to be screened by a wake of

some sort, or at least a turbulent condition in the

water, and possibly also by air bubbles surrounding

the hull and conning tower.

Although this phenomenon may be present in the

direct measurements of target strengths, it is absent

in the indirect tests. In the optical methods, no re-

flecting layer surrounded the submarine model; every

effort was made to reduce reflection from dust par-

ticles and from other objects in the room. In the

acoustical tests, the submarine model was stationary

throughout the measurements except for a very slow

rotation in the horizontal plane, which could not give

rise to wakes or air bubbles. The importance of this

effect, of course, depends on the extent to which

sound is reflected by turbulence in the water, which

is negligible (see Section 34.3.2), or by air bubbles in

the vicinity of the submarine (see Section 28.3.5).

Extraneous reflections also may occur during the

indirect measurements. Removal of the models, how-

ever, has shown that the background level during

both the optical and acoustical experiments is negligi-

ble compared with the levels of the echoes from the

models.

Since continuous signals were employed during

both the optical and acoustical measurements, sepa-

rate transmitters and receivers had to be employed—
a moving picture projector bulb and a photoelectric

cell in the optical tests, and two similar transducers

in the acoustical tests. The distance between them,

however, was minimized, .so that the angle of inci-

dence and the angle of reflection at the model were

as small as po.ssible. At MIT, the bulb and photo-

electric cell were approximately 14 in. apart, whereas

the model was from 6 to 20 ft distant. At USRL, the

two transducers were separated by less than 5 in.,

while the closest distance of the submarine model was

11 in.; most of the measurements, however, were

made with the .source and receiver about 17 ft away
from the model.

Another difference between the direct and indirect

measurements of target strength lies in the method of

measurement. In the direct measurements, peak-

echo amplitudes were used in all cases, since the

echoes were short; in the indirect measurements,

however, the echoes were continuous and the results

were obtained by using rms intensities. The difTerence

between mean intensities and peak intensities, and
the dependence of this difference on pulse length are

discussed in Chapter 21.

Other errors may result from discrepancies in the

construction of the models. Considerable difference

was observed between the two models of HMS/M
Graph, one used at MIT and the other at USRL, so

that comparison of the two series of measurements is

not completely justifiable. At some aspects, a differ-

ence of 6 db in the target strengths of the two models

was observed when optical measurements were later

made on both models of HMS/M Graph; these

differences are described in Section 23.2.2. In addi-

tion, rudders and propellers were missing from some

of the models used at MIT and the model tested

at USRL; at certain aspects, they may give rise to

strong echoes. The models of the S-boat, the USS
Perch and the USS Sand Lance, however, were sup-

plied by the Bureau of Ships and are believed to be

accurate.
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SUBMARINE TARGET STRENGTHS

TARGET STRENGTHS of Submarines have been com-

puted mathematically from the size and shape of

a particular submarine, by the Fresnel zone method

outlined in Chapter 20. They have also been meas-

ured, both directly and indirectly, by use of the pro-

cedures and techniques described in Chapters 21 and

Y

ECHO-RANGING
VESSEL

Figure 1. Definition of angles.

22, and have been studied in general as a fimction of

orientation, submarine class, speed, range, pulse

length, and frequency of the echo-ranging sound.

This chapter presents the results of the different

methods of determining target strengths of subma-

rines and discusses their applicability to practical

echo ranging.

23.] DEPENDENCE ON ORIENTATION

Since a submarine is irregular in shape, the echoes

which it returns depend markedly on its orientation

with respect to the echo-ranging beam. The orienta-

tion of such an irregular target is conveniently

described in terms of aspect and altitude angles,

defined in Figure 1.

Consider a system of rectangular coordinates with

the origin at the center of the submarine. The aspect

angle is defined as the angle between the x axis and

the projection of the echo-ranging beam on the hori-

zontal {xz) plane. It is measured in degrees from the

bow of the submarine, in a clockwise direction as

viewed from above; bow aspect is degree, stern

aspect 180 degrees, while beam aspect will be 90 and

270 degrees for the starboard and port beams

respectively.

The angle between the echo-ranging beam and its

projection on the horizontal {xz) plane is the altitude

angle. It is measured in degrees, positive when the

sound source is above the submarine, negative when

it is below the submarine. If the projector is at the

same depth as a level submarine, the altitude angle is

degree; .similarly, if it is directly above a level sub-

marine, the altitude is 90 degrees. The vertex of both

aspect and altitude angles is placed at the origin

of the coordinate system, which is taken at the

geometric center of the submarine.

23.1.1 Aspect Angle

The strongest echo from a submarine is usually

found within 20 degrees of beam aspect— between

70 and 110 degrees, and between 250 and 290 de-

grees, from the bow of the submarine.^ These beam
and near-beam echoes average about as strong as the

echo from a sphere 35 yd in radius and correspond to

a target strength of 25 db. Actually, target strengths

as low as 7 db and as high as 40 db have been ob-

served at beam aspect, directly and indirectly; most

values, however, lie between 20 and 30 db.

At other aspects, the target strength is much

smaller and averages between 5 and 15 db, depending

on the submarine and the altitude angle. At stern

aspect, for example, target strengths measured di-

rectly with standard gear vary from 4 to 19 db, de-

388
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pending on the submarine-"^ (see Section 23.2.1).

Negative target .strengths have been observed in the

optical studies at certain aspects and altitudes; for

example, at l>o\v and stern aspects the target strength

of the German U570 (HMS/M Graph) varies from
— 4 to — 6 db when the echo-ranging beam is below

the submarine, at altitude angles between —5 and
— 15 degrees.* Since such negative altitude angles are

not encountered in practice when echo ranging from a

surface vessel on a submerged submarine — because

furthermore, the uncertainty in the aspect angle in

some of the measurements was rather large. Con.se-

quently, the beam target strengths do not apply to an

aspect angle of exactly 90 or 270 degrees. The altitude

angle in all ca-ses was small. In the direct measure-

ments reported in this table, the submarine was sel-

dom submerged to a keel depth greater than 100 ft,

which at a range of 500 yd corresponds to an altitude

angle of 4 degrees, while for the indirect measure-

ments quoted the altitude angle was degree.

Table 1. Submarine target strengths.
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TARGET STRENGTH IN DECIBELS
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Figure 2. Aspect dependence (theoretical).

weighted as heavily as other measurements. An ap-

preciable variation of target strength with aspect

angle was observed, in agreement with other meas-

urements. Also, an observed difference in these ex-

periments of between 10 and 16 db in target strengths

at beam and stern aspects, depending on where the

beam was focused, seems confirmed by more reliable

results. The actual values, however, must be con-

sidered doubtful.

The target strengths of the S-class submarine taken

from reference 8 were measured by comparing sub-

marine echoes with the echoes from a submerged

sphere at a much shorter range than the submarine

;

fluctuations were large (see Figure 10 in Chapter 21),

and the transmission loss was not known accurately.

Furthermore, no significant variation in target

strength with aspect angle was observed for the

S-boat; this result alone makes the reliability of these

measurements very dubious.

The remaining values in Table 1 are in moderately

good agreement with each other, especially at beam
aspect; values for which no reference is given were

found at Fort Lauderdale. The only results out of

line are those from the Woods Hole measurements on

the Italian submarine Vortice.^°

These measurements on the submarine Vortice were

made at a range of 1,000 yd and frequencies of 12 and

24 kc; the submarine was proceeding at 6 knots at a
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Figure 3. Aspect dependence (San Diego).

depth of 150 ft. The values reported are of the order

of 40 db, so much larger than any reported previously

by any method that they appear to be the result of

faulty calibration; the systematic error of about

20 db at all aspects is difficult to explain in any other

way.

It might iDe pointed out, however, that the trans-

mission loss as measured aboard the submarine was

about 15 db greater than that expected from the pre-

vailing oceanographic conditions. Therefore an at-

tenuation coefficient of 4 db per kyd was assumed, in

addition to inverse square divergence. In spite of

such a transmission loss, however, the target strengths

are more than 10 db greater than the highest values

previously observed on a similar submarine.

Figures 2 to 6 show typical variations of target

strengths with aspect angle. Figure 2 is a plot of the

theoretical calculations of the target strength of the

U570 {Graph) for an echo-ranging frequency of 25 kc

and a range of 1,000 yd.* They are based on approxi-

mating the submarine by an ellipsoid of appropriate

dimensions, with a conning tower of "tear drop"

cross section; details of this method are described in

Section 20.5.

Figure 3 shows the result of a typical target

strength run at 24 kc on a fleet-type submarine at
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RELATIVE ECHO LEVEL IN DECIBELS
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Figure 4. Aspect dependence (New London). Curves (range in yards): (A) 600; (B) 800; (C) 1,000; (D) 1,200.

San Diego. The submarine followed a straight course

at about 2J^ knots at periscope depth, while the

Jasper circled it at a range of about 500 yd (see

Figure 2 in Chapter 21). Each point on the curve is

the average of all echoes obtained within the 15-de-

gree sector centered at the indicated aspect angle, and
represents, on the average, about 40 individual

echoes.

Figure 4 is a plot of the echo level against aspect

angle for a series of tests made on the USS S-48

(SS159) at New London and described in Section

21.2.2.^^ Each contour represents measurements made
at a different range. Since no correction was made
either for the transmission loss or for the calibration

of the equipment, no absolute target strengths are

plotted. These echo level values cannot be compared

directly with other target strength values, since

they are relative to an arbitrary level. However,

the differences in echo levels at different aspects

correspond to the differences in target strengths at

different aspects, as long as the range remains

constant.

Indirect measurements of target strength are il-

lustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows target

strength as a function of aspect angle for a model of

the USS Perch (SS313), as measured optically at

MIT.^ The altitude angle was degrees and the full-

scale range 600 yd. The results of the acoustical tests
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Figure 5. Aspect dependence (MIT).

made at Mountain Lakes on a model of the U570 are

reproduced in Figure 6, for an altitude angle of de-

gree, a full-scale range of 340 yd, and a full-scale

frequency of 26 kc.'^ Bow and stern target strengths

in Figures 5 and 6 are considerably lower than in

Figure 2, probably because the ellipsoid used in the

theoretical calculations was rounded at either end

while the optical and acoustical models were pointed.

Other discrepancies at bow and stern are discussed

in Sections 23.8.2 and 23.8.3.

23.1.2 Altitude Angle

Target strength varies with altitude angle, but in

most cases this variation does not appear to be im-

portant practically. Figure 7 illustrates the theoretical

predictions of the target strength of the U570 at beam
aspect as a function of altitude angle for a range of

about 16 yd; ^ since target strengths were found only

for certain intervals of the altitude angle, they are

represented as sectors in the polar plot of Figure 7.

The sharp sectors at particular altitudes are attrib-

uted to the sum of two separate reflections— from

the blister tank and from the hull itself— neglecting

interference phenomena. Figure 8 shows the same

plot for the optical measurements made on a model

of the USS Perch (SS313) for echo-ranging distances;

the peak at 90 degrees, when the projector is directly

above the submarine, arises from a strong reflection
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Figure 6. Aspect dependence (Mountain Lakes).

from the deck of the submarine. The absolute values

in Figures 7 and 8, however, are not comparable be-

cause the theoretical calculations were carried out for

a projector very close to the submarine, while the

optical measurements applied to the ranges of several

hundred yards usually encountered in practical echo

ranging.

Figure 9 is a smoothed curve showing the relative

target strength of the Italian submarine Vortice

plotted against aspect angle for altitude angles of

to 10, 10 to 20, 20 to 45, and 45 to 90 degrees, as

measured by Harvard observers; '^ for each curve,

the relative target strength at beam aspect was
arbitrarily set at 25 db. These data were obtained at

a frequency of 26 kc, for submarine depths of 100 to

400 ft and ranges up to 1,000 yd. The aspect de-

pendence apparently becomes less marked and the

curve smoother as the altitude angle increases. It

might be pointed out, however, that for altitude

angles greater than 20 degrees, and a submarine

depth of about 400 ft, the sound beam does not com-

pletely cover the submarine at near-beam aspects.

Therefore the target strength would be expected to

show less aspect dependence.

Figures 10 and 11 show target strength aspect

curves for different altitude angles, as measured in-

directly. Optical measurements on a submarine of the

S class are given in Figure 10 for altitude angles of 0,
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Figure 7. Altitude dependence (theoretical), 16-yd

range. U570 (HMS/M Graph).

Figure 8. Altitude dependence (optical), 193-yd

range. USS Perch (SS313).
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Figure 11. Target strength-aspect curves at different altitudes (acoustical).

good agreement with values at periscope depth. At

an aspect angle of 150 degrees, however, a target

strength of 27 db was obtained, much higher than

any other values reported at that aspect, directly or

indirectly. An S-boat, for example, measured in the

same series of runs, gave a target strength of 14 db
at the same aspect.

This high value of 27 db may result from overcor-

recting for the transmission loss by assuming an

excessively large attenuation coefficient, since the

range of the Tilefish was 760 yd compared to 150 yd
for the corresponding measurements on the S-boat.

The attenuation coefficient assumed was 10 db per

jkyd of sound travel at a frequency of 45 kc. However,

high target strengths may actually be characteristic

of deep submarines at certain aspects. It may be men-

tioned that at Fort Lauderdale, one of the strongest

series of echoes was obtained when echo ranging at

stern aspect on a fleet-type submarine submerged to

a depth of 250 ft, at ranges between 220 and 700 yd.

23.2 DEPENDENCE ON CLASS

Submarines of different sizes and shapes may be

expected to reflect sound differently; the echoes from

an R-boat 186 ft long and those from a new fleet-type

submarine more than 300 ft long are not likely to be

the same. In particular, specular reflection of sound

from a submarine would be expected to depend

rather critically on the shape of the hull and espe-

cially on the different radii of curvature.
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Figure 12. Altitude dependence (Mountain Lakes).

12 db; and for a large fleet-type submarine about 19

db. At beam aspect, the target strengths are more
nearly the same.

Unfortunately, no comparative measurements have

been made on two different vessels by a single

group during a single operation. In view of the sys-

tematic errors of 5 to 10 db that may be present in

target strength determinations, suggested in Sections

21.4, 21.5, and 21.6, the differences shown in Table 2

are not too conclusive. More accurate data are re-

quired to allow any conclusion to be drawn about the

variation of target strength between different sub-

marines.

23.2.2 Indirect Measurements

Table 3 lists target strengths for different sub-

marines measured indirectly at an altitude angle of

degrees. These values were obtained under con-

trolled conditions and are more self-consistent than

the values measured directly; as a result, fluctuations

are smaller and the differences between the values are

probably more significant than in the direct measure-

ments. Beam target strengths may vary between 25

and 30 db; at stern aspect, the limits are 1 and 9 db.

Table 2. Dependence of target strength on submarine class (direct measurements).
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Table 3. Dependence of target strengtli of submarine cla.ss (indirect measurements).

Submarine
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Figure 15. Target strength asymmetry. Target strength in decibels.

metrical with respect to all three planes in Figure 1.

This approximation was the basis of the theoretical

predictions described in Section 20.5. If now the

conning tower is added to the submarine immedi-

ately above its center, the submarine loses its sym-

metry about the horizontal (xz) plane. This asym-

metry about the xz plane is largely responsible for

the asymmetry in target strength-altitude angle plots

for positive and negative altitude angles. In addi-

tion, the shape of fuel and ballast tanks are fre-

quently not symmetrical about the horizontal plane.

Since the shape of the bow of a submarine generally

differs from the shape of its stern, perfect symmetry

about the yz plane is also absent. However, the port

and starboard side of a submarine are, usually, nearly

identical, with only very minor differences, to a first

approximation, and therefore symmetry with respect

to the xy plane may be expected. In other words,

plots of target strengths as a function of aspect

should be sjonmetrical about the longitudinal axis of

the submarine.

In the theoretical calculations of the target

strength of the U570 as a function of aspect angle,

symmetry about the xy plane was assumed, since the

submarine was approximated by an eUipsoid of

revolution.

A lack of symmetry about the xy plane has been

observed in both direct and indirect target strength
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measurements, and is apparent in Figures 3 to 6.

Much of it is due to experimental error, and may not

be real. Repeatable asymmetry in target strength-

aspect curves has occasionally been found at San

Diego and is illustrated in Figure 15 for three runs on

an S-boat, where a sharp dip is evident just off the

port bow at an aspect angle of about 340 degrees.

This dip may be attributable to particular features

of the construction of the S-boat, such as the lack of

any surfaces normal to the sound beam so that specu-

lar reflection cannot occur at that aspect. It is also

possible that this decrease in target strength is a

characteristic of bow echoes and that the aspect

angles were in error by as much as 20 degrees; low

bow target strengths are conspicuous in the re-

sults of the optical measurements. On the other hand,

the variability of echo intensities at other aspects is

so large that this dip may not be real, even though it

appeared during all three runs.

Horizontal asymmetry in the indirect measure-

ments is apparent in Figures 5 and 6. This asym-

metry may be attributed largely to the asymmetrical

models used, in other words, the port and starboard

sides were not the same. Not only were the models

asymmetrical, but, as shown in Section 23.2.2, models

of the same submarine appeared to differ rather

markedly. Because of these model differences, the

observed data cannot be used to confirm the exist-

ence of asjTnmetry in the target strength in the hori-

zontal plane.

23.3 DEPENDENCE ON SPEED

Almost no data are available on the variation in

target strength with the speed of the submarine.

If echoes come only from the hull and conning tower

of the'submarine, it can be argued theoretically that

the target strength of the submarine itself should not

change as the speed is changed. But if a layer of air

bubbles immediately surrounding the submarine con-

tributes appreciably to the echoes received, then the

target strength would be expected to depend on the

speed and depth of the submarine; the scattering of

sound from bubbles is discussed in Chapters 26 to

35. In addition, turbulence in the water adjacent to

the submarine, which would depend on the speed of

the submarine, may be responsible for part of the

reflection of sound.

So far, little evidence has been uncovered to iden-

tify a layer of air or turbulent water surrounding the

submarine as an effective reflector of sound (see Sec-

tion 33.3), although bubbles have been observed on a

submerged submarine traveling through the water'^

(see Section 27.1.1). Most direct measurements have

been made on submarines at a creeping speed be-

tween 1 and 3 knots; none have been made on a

stationary, balanced submarine. Some data describe

tests at 6 knots, but no significant difference has been

observed between these results and results at lower

speeds. At 6 knots, however, reasonably strong

echoes were received from a wake behind a fleet-

type submarine at periscope depth. As the sound

beam crossed the submarine from bow to stern,

echoes grew stronger, faded and died out completely

for a short time. Then strong echoes were received

for several hundred yards behind the submarine,

which were attributed to reflection from the wake.

23.4 DEPENDENCE ON RANGE

At long ranges, target strength is practically inde-

pendent of range. Close to the submarine, however,

the target strength will decrease with range. This

phenomenon has two causes. First, at very short dis-

tances from the submarine, the submarine reflects

more like a plane or a cylinder than a sphere, and the

inverse fourth power law does not apply. In other

words, the target is not equivalent to a point source,

and the target strength decreases. This effect de-

pends on the aspect of the submarine and diminishes

as the range exceeds the maximum radius of curva-

ture of the submarine.

Secondly, at short ranges the effective portion of

the sound beam may cover only part of the area ex-

posed by the submarine. Such an effect would be

expected primarily at beam aspect, since geometric

foreshortening reduces the area exposed by the sub-

marine at other aspects. For example, a sound beam
12 degrees wide will not cover the entire length of a

300-ft submarine, at beam aspect, at ranges less than

475 yd. However, only those areas on the submarine

giving rise to nonspecular reflection would be af-

fected, so that if most of the reflection were specular,

arising in a small area amidships, the target strength

as measured very close to the submarine from per-

fectly aimed pulses would not depend on the beam
width. From Figures 1 to 5 in Chapter 22, it appears

that most of the reflection is concentrated amid-

ships. Thus the effect of beam width, though present,

is probably not important except possibly at very

short ranges, as long as nonspecular reflection is

neglected.
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reduce the usual fluctuations enough to enable an

evaluation of target strength as a function of range.

The indirect measurements at MIT, at selected as-

pect angles, and at full-scale ranges of about' 250 and

630 yd, gave about the same values as those at a full-

scale range of 190 yd." This result is consistent with

the theoretical computations shown in Figure 16,

where the maximum change in target strength is only

about 3 db at beam aspect, as the range changes from

200 to 1,000 yd. Since for these ranges the target

strength was found to be independent of range, it

was apparent that the intensity of the light reflected

from the models and measured at the receiver varied

with range at the same rate as that from a sphere,

rather than that from a cylinder or plane, in other

words, inversely as the fourth power of the distance.

The shortest range was approximately twice the

length of the submarine. It is likely that this relation

would not hold at much closer ranges where target

strengths would be expected to depend strongly on

the range.

Target strength was found to depend on the range

in the acoustical model experiments at Mountain

Lakes, for full-scale ranges of 85, 170, and 250 yd.

The submarine model behaved as a cylinder, not as a

sphere or plane. For reflection from a cylinder, the

echo level should decrease 9 db when the range is

doubled as long as the range is not much greater than

the length of the cylinder (see Section 20.4.3); for .a

sphere the same increase in range causes a drop of

12 db. It was found that the echo level at beam as-

pect actually dropped 8.8 db as the full-scale range

was doubled, from 85 to 170 yd. Thus the hull at

beam aspect and at short ranges behaves as a cyl-

inder, as might be expected from its large radius of

curvature in the horizontal plane.

In general, the indirect measurements agree with

the theoretical predictions of the dependence of tar-

get strength on range. This predicted dependence

should be most marked at ranges less than 200 yd;

experimentally, it was observed and verified only at

ranges less than 200 yd. However, too much impor-

tance cannot be attached to these results, since the

measurements were made only at three particular

ranges in each of the two indirect measurements, and

since experimental errors were so large.

23.5 DEPEiNDENCE ON PULSE LENGTH

When short pulses are used instead of continuous

sound, target strength may depend on the lengths of

these pulses. Sections 19.3 and 20.7 discussed in an

elementary way the effect of pulse length on meas-

ured target strengths. For short pulses — signals

whose length in the water is less than the length of

the target in the direction of the sound beam — the

echo level and therefore the target strength will de-

pend on the signal length. The exact variation of

target strength with signal length, however, depends

on whether peak echo intensities or average echo

intensities are used in computing target strengths.

23.5.1 Theory

In most direct measurements of target strength,

peak amplitudes are measured from the oscillograms

rather than average amplitudes, because echo pro-

files are so irregular that the average amplitudes over

the length of the echo would be difficult to measure.

A simple analysis given in Section 19.3.1 shows that

for long pulses the average echo iatensity is inde-

pendent of signal length, while the echo length varies

with the signal length. For short pulses on the other

hand (see Section 19.3.2), the average echo inten-

sity is approximately directly proportional to the

signal length, while the echo length remains con-

stant. This analysis applies to square-topped pulses

striking an extended single target.

It is arbitrary whether peak amplitudes or aver-

age amplitudes are used to compute target strengths.

Peak amplitudes are easier to measure. In addition,

most other imderwater sound measurements, such

as those undertaken in the investigation of recogni-

tion differentials, are based on peak amplitudes. It

may be, however, that the ear, or the sound range

recorder, or other detection devices may respond to

the average echo intensity instead of the peak echo

intensity, or to the total energy in the echo. There-

fore a comparison of average and peak echo ampli-

tudes and their variation with signal length might be

a profitable study.

The change of average and peak echo intensities

with pulse length has been investigated theoreti-

cally,^* as described in Section 21.6.4. First it is as-

sumed that the length of each individual peak in an

echo is approximately equal to the signal length.

Then it is assumed that these peaks are statistically

independent, or distributed at random throughout

the length of the echo. By assuming that the echo

is essentially a group of rectangular peaks, each of

which follows the Rayleigh distribution for succes-

sive echoes and each of which is independent of the
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Figure 17. Dependence of target strength on signal

length for an S-boat at 24 kc.

others, the change in the peak echo intensity, aver-

aged over many echoes, turns out to be considerably

less than the change in mean echo intensity, aver-

aged over the length of the echo and then over many
echoes, for the same change in pulse length.

For example, it is shown that, for a uniformly re-

flecting target whose length is 300 ft in the direction

of the sound beam, corresponding roughly to a fleet-

type submarine at bow or stern aspects, the average

peak echo intensity will decrease only 3 db and the

average mean echo intensity will decrease 5 db, when
the signal length is reduced from 30 to 10 msec. The
assumptions on which this analysis is based are so

idealized that the exact numerical results are prob-

ably not very significant; nevertheless, the general

conclusion that the peak amplitude changes less

rapidly with the signal length than the average

amplitude seems fairly well established theoretically.
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Figure 18. Dependence of target strength on signal

length for a fleet-type submarine at 24 kc.

ASPECT ANGLE IN DEGREES

Figure 19. Dependence of relative target strength on

signal length at different aspects for an S-class sub-

marine at 60 kc.
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Figure 20. Dependence of target strength on signal length for an S-boat at 24 kc.

23.5.2 Observations

Since evidence showing a dependence of target

strength on pulse length could be found only in the

direct measurements, these measurements have been

examined and analyzed from this point of view.

Different signal lengths have been employed in

direct target strength measurements at San Diego,

where pulses from 0.5 to 200 msec long have been

used.

Peak echoes from 5-msec signals were found to

average about 4 db lower than echoes from 33-msec

signals, according to early runs at San Diego on an

S-class submarine, using JK gear at a frequency of

24 kc.'^ Further studies showed a minimum depend-

ence of target strength on pulse length at beam
aspects, and a maximum, nearly linear, dependence

at bow and quarter aspects.^" Later measurements,

however, reported no very significant dependence of

target strength on signal length for signal lengths of

10, 30, and 100 msec' These measurements are illus-

trated in Figures 17 and 18 for an S-boat and a fleet-

type submarine respectively; the difference in target

strengths between 100- and 30-msec signals and

100- and 10-msec signals were greatest at aspects

near the bow and stern and are plotted against the
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Figure 21. Dependence of target strength on signal length for an S-boat at 60 kc.

cosine of the aspect angle. The mean curve connect-

ing the mean points is also indicated. However, this

dependence on pulse length is relatively small and

not very reliable in view of the large scatter.

Measurements were made at a frequency of 60 kc

on another S-boat at creeping speed and a keel depth

of 100 ft, with signal lengths of 1, 10, and 30 msec.-'

A significant variation in relative target strength

with signal length was observed and plotted in Fig-

ure 19 for bow, beam, and stern aspects where each

point at beam aspect represents about 40 echoes, at

stern aspect about 20 echoes, and at bow aspect only

a few. Surprisingly, a large variation with pulse

length is found at beam aspect; here theory would

predict a minimum dependence, since the echoes for

the most part accurately reproduce the pulses. An
attenuation coefficient of 20 db per kyd was assumed

in calculating the transmission loss; ranges averaged

about 300 yd.

Figures 20 and 21 show target strength as a func-

tion of aspect angle for three different signal lengths,

1, 10, and 30 msec, for a submarine of the S class at

24 and 60 kc. A definite dependence on signal length

is evident from an examination of the three curves in

each figure, although the actual target strength val-

ues are rather low. The dependence on aspect angle
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Figure 22. Dependence of target strength on frequency (San Diego).

is somewhat obscured by the fluctuations encoun-

tered during these particular runs.

In general, target strength depends on the signal

length for short signals although it varies less rapidly

than the signal length, or rather, less rapidly than 10

log T, where t is the signal length; a decrease in tar-

get strength is most marked at signal lengths less

than 10 msec and at aspects away from the beam.

23.6 DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY

Both sonic and supersonic frequencies have been

employed in echo ranging. Lower frequencies are de-

sirable from the point of view of transmission, since

the transmission loss increases with frequency. On
the other hand, since high-frequency sound is more

directive, the bearings of targets may be located more

accurately at high frequencies than at low frequen-

cies. As a result, choosing a frequency for echo rang-

ing is always a compromise between these two char-

acteristics.

Target strengths have been predicted and meas-

ured directly at frequencies between 12 and 60 kc.

Theoretical calculations have been based on a fre-

quency of 25 kc. Most of the direct measurements

have been made at 24 kc, since this frequency is
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standard for most Navy sonar gear, although some

measurements have been made at frequencies of 12,

18, 45, and 00 kc. The indirect measurements used

scale models; at Mountain Lakes, with a 1:60 scale

model of the Graph, a frequency of 1,565 kc was em-

ployed to simulate an echo-ranging frequency of

26 kc. At MIT visible light was used, and the cor-

responding full-scale frequency was very much

higher than for any of the other measurements.

23.6.1 Theory

The target strength of a submarine depends on

frequency according to equation (36) in Chapter 20,

especially if nonspecular reflection contributes ap-

preciably to the target strength. Specular reflection

depends only slightly on frequency, as described in

Section 20.4. Beam echoes result largely from specu-

lar reflection, as pointed out in Section 23.8.1. Thus

the variation of target strength with frequency at

beam aspects may be expected to be slight.

At off-beam aspects, however, specular reflection

is much less important and nonspecular reflection

may become appreciable; this effect is discussed in

Section 23.8.2. At these aspects, the whole sub-

marine appears to scatter sound. If reflections from

the superstructure or exterior protuberances on the

submarine, such as rails, guns, and periscopes, con-

tribute appreciably to the target strength, the target

strength may depend on frequency as long as the

dimensions of these scatterers are of the same order

of magnitude as the wavelength. Section 20.5 de-

scribes the origins of nonspecular reflection.

23.6.2 Direct Measurements

No reliable direct measurements substantiate this

expected dependence of target strength on frequency.

Figure 22 shows target strength as a function of as-

pect angle plotted for frequencies of 24 and 60 kc for

a fleet-type submarine at San Diego at signal lengths

of 10, 30, and 100 msec. Each point represents the

average of all observations in a 30-degree sector

centered at the point indicated.

A clear-cut dependence of target strength on fre-

quency is apparent in this illustration, as well as in

Figures 20 and 21. Figure 21 gives quite reasonable

values for the target strength at 60 kc, but Figure 20

shows values about 10 db lower, for a frequency of

24 kc; thus the dependence on frequency is still evi-

dent. It is unlikely, however, that the increase in tar-

get strength with frequency would be not only so

great but also so nearly uniform at all aspect angles,

as Figure 22 shows. Furthermore, the measurements

cannot be relied on for two reasons : the transmission

loss was not known but estimated, and the calibra-

tion of the 60-kc gear was less reliable than the 24-kc

gear calibration. The estimated attenuation co-

efficient of 20 db per kyd used for these computations

is larger than that measured elsewhere and is per-

haps excessive, since attenuation coefficients of only

10 db per kyd at 60 kc were measured at Fort

Lauderdale. However, correcting the high San Diego

target strengths at 60 kc by reducing the attenuation

coefficient from 20 to 10 db still results in values

greater than those obtained elsewhere. The remain-

ing discrepancy may perhaps be attributed to faulty

calibration of the gear, described in Section 21.4,

since this discrepancy is systematic and apparently

independent of aspect angle.

In addition, the high target strengths measured at

60 kc at San Diego do not seem substantiated by

target strength measurements at that frequency at

Fort Lauderdale. These measurements gave a target

strength of 25 db for a fleet-type submarine at beam

aspect at 60 kc, assiuning an attenuation coefficient

of 12 db per kyd. An assumption of an attenuation

coefficient of 20 db per kyd would raise this to only

33 db, compared with the maximum value of 44 db

recorded at San Diego for the target strength of a

fleet-type submarine. Furthermore, wake echoes

measured with the same equipment at San Diego

and described in Section 33.4.2 were found to be

much higher at 60 kc than at 24 kc, contrary to

theoretical expectations. These results support the

suggestion that calibration errors are responsible for

the high values obtained at San Diego. However, in

view of the many uncertainties in this subject, the

possibility that submarine target strengths are sys-

tematically some 10 db higher at 60 kc than at 24 kc

cannot be entirely ruled out, even though there is

little if any theoretical expectation of such a varia-

tion.

No difference was apparent between the measure-

ments at 12 kc and 24 kc made by Woods Hole ob-

servers; "> both target strength-aspect curves were

very similar. However, the target strengths reported

are so much larger than all other measurements else-

where that calibration errors were probably present.

Therefore, since the calibration at 12 kc was quite

different from that at 24 kc, and since all the values

seem very uncertain, the lack of any frequency de-

pendence cannot be considered significant.
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23.6.3 Indirect Measurements

Visible light from a motion picture projection bulb

was used in the optical measurements at MIT. Since

the frequency, or the band of frequencies, was not

properly scaled to correspond with usual echo-

ranging frequencies, it was not practical to investi-

gate the dependence of target strength on frequency.

However, since improperly scaled light was used to

give results for comparison with direct and other in-

direct measurements, four frequency effects should

be remembered in interpreting the results of the op-

tical measurements.'^

First, at certain aspects when the insonified sur-

face of the actual submarine subtends only a few

Fresnel zones at 24 kc, the surface of the model il-

luminated by visible light subtends many zones,

since the wavelength of the light was much shorter

compared with the dimensions of the model than was

the wavelength of the sound used in echo ranging

compared to the dimensions of an actual submarine.

As a result, for the optical measurements, the ex-

pressions for the target strength due to the effects of

a group of Fresnel zones approached their asymp-

totic values, especially for surfaces with at least one

large radius of curvature, such as cylinders and

planes. On submarines this effect might apply to the

conning tower, keel, and top deck, so that in the

optical measurements the effect of the conning tower,

and the effect of the deck at an altitude angle of 90

degrees, might be overemphasized.

Secondly, nonspecular reflection is too small by a

factor of the square root of the ratio of the actual

wavelength used to the properly scaled wavelength.

In the optical measurements, this factor is about 45,

or about 17 db. In other words, nonspecular reflec-

tion "measured optically is about 17 db too low.

This factor may account for the very low target

strengths obtained optically at off-beam aspects

where nonspecular reflection may be more important.

Thirdly, diffuse reflection or scattering may be too

great optically because the wavelength may be much
smaller than the surface irregularities. An attempt

was made to minimize this error by using glossy

black surfaces.

Finally, where two or more specular reflections

occur, the light beams do not interfere, as sound

beams do, because they are incoherent. Since the

incoherent sum is an average of the interference pat-

tern, this smn may actually be more interesting than

the detailed interference pattern itself, as the aver-

age is more significant, in most applications to prac-

tical echo ranging at sea, than the exact pattern.

Thus the results of the optical measurements,

though suggestive of what might be encountered in

practical echo ranging, cannot be compared directly

with the other measurements unless these effects of

the wavelength are considered and accounted for.

In the acoustical measurements at Mountain

Lakes, no long-term systematic variation with fre-

quency was observed for full-scale frequencies from

about 1 to 35 kc. Figure 23 shows relative echo level

plotted against frequency for the Mountain Lakes

measurements on the Graph at beam aspect, at a

full-scale range of about 15 yd. The peaks and dips

evident in this illustration are largely the result of

interference phenomena arising from two specular

reflections from the hull and conning tower, as the

frequency is changed, and of the response character-

istics of the system. Interference phenomena result-

ing from multiple reflections from several surfaces

on the submarine are clearly shown in Figure 24,

where the relative beam target strength is plotted

against altitude angle for a full-scale frequency of

26 kc. The nearly smooth curves at altitudes of and

90 degrees result from direct specular reflection from

the deck and hull respectively. The intricate interfer-

ence pattern at altitude angles between 10 and 50

degrees and 270 and 350 degrees results from path

differences in the sound doubly reflected from the

hull and from the blister tank; similar patterns are

evident for soimd reflected from the bottom of the

submarine model.

23.7 OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

Target strength measures the reflecting character-

istics of a target and is computed from the echo level,

source level, and transmission loss from equation (6)

in Chapter 19. Since it depends only on the target

itself, it is theoretically independent of the medium
and its characteristics, independent of the transmis-

sion characteristics of soimd in water, and therefore

independent of oceanographic conditions insofar as

they affect transmission.

In practice, however, reported target strengths

have been found to depend markedly on the prevail-

ing oceanographic conditions in cases where the

transmission loss has not been accurately known.

Since target strength is computed from the echo

level, source level, and transmission loss, improp>er

appraisal of the transmission loss will appear as an

error in the target strength values reported.
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Figure 23. Dependence of target, strength on frequency (Mountain Lakes).
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Section 21.5 introduced the concept of an attenua-

tion coefficient to describe more accurately the trans-

mission loss. This attenuation coefficient varies both

with the oceanographic conditions and the frequency

of the echo-ranging sound. From a quantity of trans-

mission data at 24 kc two empirical formulas were

suggested for estimating the attenuation coeffi-

cient,^ equations (5) and (6) in Chapter 21. They

are

170
n = 3.5 + — {!)

for the hydrophone above the thermocline, and

« = 4.5 +f (2>

for the hydrophone below the thermocline, where a

is the attenuation coefficient in decibels per kiloyard

and D the depth of the thermocline in feet. The prob-

able error of this estimate is about 2 db per kyd.

measurements at 24 kc on different S-boats, calcu-

lated by assiuning an attenuation coefficient of 5 db

per kyd, showed such deviations that a marked de-

pendence on the particular submarine used was sug-

gested.^' The particular submarines used are desig-

nated in the first column of Table 4, while the target

strengths, varying from 7 to 25 db, are reproduced

in the second cohunn. Investigation of the oceano-

graphic conditions prevailing during the different

runs showed an unmistakable correlation between

the target strengths and the thermocline depths;

when the thermocline depth was only 18 ft, the com-

puted target strength was only 7.3 db, while it rose

to 25 db for a thermocline 160 ft deep.

Accordingly, equations (1) and (2) were used to

calculate new and presumably more reliable attenua-

tion coefficients, from the thermocline depths, listed

in the third column, and the depths of the submarines

during the nms, in the fourth column of Table 4.

Table 4. Dependence of reported target strengths on attenuation coefficient.
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Figure 25. Oscillograms of submarine echoes (S-class submarine).
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of 20 db per kyd for the attenuation coefficient, al-

though assumed in the San Diego target strength

computations, is not substantiated by tests made at

Fort Lauderdale which gave results of 9 to 10 db per

kyd. These latter measurements were made by plot-

ting the echo level, corrected for inverse square loss,

against the range, as the range continuously de-

creased from about 600 to 150 yd; the submarine was

at stern aspect throughout the run. This discrepancy

was mentioned in Section 23.6.2. The high value as-

sumed for the attenuation coefficient at San Diego

was suggested by early transmission measurements;

in these tests, the presence of shallow thermoclines off

the coast of California was partly responsible for the

high values measured. For deep, mixed water, lower

values are more common ^* (see Chapter 5).

Figure 26. Sound range recorder records of submarine
echoes from 30-millisecond pulses.

Figure 27. Oscillograms of submarine echoes at beam
aspect for 10-miUisecond pulses.

23.8 STRUCTURE AND ORIGIN OF
ECHOES

Most target strengths have been measured from

echoes recorded oscillographically on 35-mm motion

picture fibn. At San Diego, this film was run past the

oscilloscope at a speed sufficiently high to record the

detail of each echo; depending on the signal length

and the exact film speed, these echoes may be from

0.2 to 3 or 4 cm long. Accordingly, these echoes have

been carefully studied in an attempt to formulate
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Figure 28. Oscillograms of submarine echoes at off-beam aspects for lO-miUisecond pulses.
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more precise conclusions regarding, the process of

reflection of sound from submarines.

Exammation of hundreds of oscillograms of echoes

at San Diego has iimdc possible a separation of

echoes into two classes, beam and off-beam, as illus-

trated in Figure 25. Each class shows its own char-

acteristics and peculiarities, on the basis of which

tentative explanations of reflection phenomena have

been made. These two types of echoes produce such

different traces on the sound range recorder that the

appearance of these traces is used tactically to esti-

mate the aspect of the target. Typical sound range

recorder traces are illustrated in Figure 26.

f" RANGE IN YARDS
?00 4nn f.nn aoo

23.8.1 Beam Echoes

Beam echoes are always stronger, on the average,

than echoes at any other aspect, both according to

the theoretical calculations and the direct and indi-

rect measurements. There are four lines of evidence

which indicate that reflection is specular and arises

primarily from the hull of the submarine.

First, theory predicts strong specular reflection at

beam aspect.* The theoretical values derived assum-

ing only specular reflection are in excellent agree-

ment with other values measured directly and in-

directly. The effect of the conning tower appears to

be negligible for the U570 at beam aspect, since it

contributes orily 0.2 db to the target strength at long

ranges.

Secondly, the oscillograms of beam echoes are

clear cut and closely resemble the square-topped

pulses sent out; further examples are illustrated in

Figure 27, which shows oscillograms of three succes-

sive echoes from a submarine at beam aspect. These

beam echoes contrast sharply with off-beam echoes,

which are illustrated in Figure 28. Occasionally,

beam echoes show very sharp and narrow peaks at

either end, or a short "tail" of lower intensity, which

are attributed to two different types of surface reflec-

tions described in Section 21.5.4. A typical sound

rknge recorder record of the double echoes at beam
aspect is illustrated in Figure 29. Since beam echoes

usually equal the signal in length, for signals 10 or

more milUseconds long, the effective reflecting sur-

face does not appear to be much extended in the

direction of the sound beam; typical oscillograms of

beam echoes are illustrated in Figure 30. In other

words, the relatively flat area on the hull of the sub-

marine is responsible for almost all the energy in the

echoes received at beam aspect. This same specular

u.3JT»

:-.2

f
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Figure 30. Detailed oscillograms of submarine echoes at beam aspect.
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Figure 31. Effect of conning tower on optical meas-
urements on USS Sand Lance (SS381).

an S-boat at beam aspect for signals from 0.5 msec

long resulted in echo oscillograms showing two .dis-

crete "blobs" of about equal mean amplitudes with a

range separation of about 4 yd.^^'^^ Although the finer

details of the echo envelopes and the relative values

of the peak amplitudes did not repeat from echo to

echo, the main features consistently suggested the

presence of two distinct reflecting surfaces on the

submarine at beam aspect. For signals longer than

4 yd (5 msec), the echo envelopes were almost al-

ways resolved into three distinct segments, with the

central portion corresponding to the overlap or addi-

tion of the two primary echoes foimd for shorter sig-

nals. The amplitude of this central portion presum-

ably varied according to the initial phase difference

and amplitude of the two component signals; the

difference between the phases changed little during

the period of reflection. Typical oscillograms are il-

BEAMf

Figure 32. Effect of conning tower on optical meas-

urements on U570 (HMS/M Graph).

lustrated in Figure 30; the weak echo following the

main one is sound reflected from the submarine up to

the surface, back to the submarine and then back to

the projector, as discussed in Section 21.5.4. Because

the individual echo components in Figure 30 appear

to be coherent, at beam aspects the echo is probably

specular. Nonspecular or diffuse reflection is appar-

ently unimportant at these aspects, although other

surfaces besides the hull and ballast tanks may con-

tribute to the echo.

23.8.2 OfF-Beam Echoes

Echoes from aspects other than beam are generally

very different from beam echoes. Not only is the echo

weaker, but it is also less well defined; examples are

shown in Figures 25 and 28. If a system of high re-

solving power is used, such as the oscilloscope and
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Figure 33. Effect of conning tower on acoustical

measurements on U570 (HMS/M Graph).

high-speed camera at San Diego, the echoes appear

to be-a group of fine spikes or peaks, although some

evidence points to peaks which are found in the same

places in successive echoes. A more complete discus-

sion of the detailed structure of off-beam echoes and

their origin is postponed to the next section. Here the

more general features of off-beam echoes are dis-

cussed.

The beginning and end of an echo at off-beam

aspect are not clearly defined; usually the amplitude

builds up and dies away gradually, blending into the

background at either end, so that precise measure-

ment of the echo length is impossible. However, an

examination of off-beam oscillograms shows that

these echoes are longer than the signals and there-

fore suggests an extended target.-'

If the entire length of the submarine is effective in

reflecting sound, as seems indicated for off-beam

echoes, the lengths of these off-beam echoes should

vary with the aspect angle, depending on the length

of the submarine in the direction of the sound beam.

In other words, if a submarine is an extended target

and scatters soimd throughout its length, the length

of the echoes which it returns should depend on the

aspect which it presents to the sound beam.

Accordingly, the lengths of these off-beam echoes,

diminished by the length of the signal used, have been

measured or estimated as accurately as possible,

then plotted against the cosine of the aspect angle

which accounts for the foreshortening of the sub-

iriarine.^^ Figure 34 illustrates the results of this

analysis, where the broken curve connects the meas-

ured points, and the solid curve is a polar plot of the

cosine of the aspect angle, modified at bow aspect to

account for the "shadow" which the forward section

casts on the stern section. A similar dip is included at

stern aspect, where the after part of the submarine

shadows the forward part.

The maximum elongation— echo length minus

signal length— was found to occur at quarter as-

pects, roughly 15 degrees from the bow and stern

on either side, and amounted to about 85 yd.^" The

actual length in the direction of the sound beam of a

fleet-type submarine 300 ft long, at aspects 15 de-

grees from bow and stern, is about 96 yd, which con-

firms the suggestion that the entire surface of the

submarine scatters sound. At an aspect angle of 135

degrees, when the target had an extension of 49 yd

in the direction of the soimd beam, the elongation

amounted to about 38 yd.

At bow aspect, this elongation was reduced to

50 yd. This reduction is attributed to the shadow

cast by the forward section on the after section. A
similar drop, however, was not observed at stern

aspect.

These elongation phenomena are apparently inde-

pendent of signal length and echo-ranging frequency

Apparently they are the result of scattering from the

entire length of the submarine, instead of reflection

from only one or two major surfaces such as the

conning tower or screws. They suggest that in addi-

tion to specular reflection from the hull, nonspecular

reflection or diffuse scattering also occurs, especially

at aspects away from the beam. The exact mechanism

by which sound is reflected from the entire length of

the submarine is unknown.

Similar elongation phenomena were analyzed by

British observers in an effort to determine the origin
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Figure 34. Dependence of echo elongation on aspect angle (San Diego).
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occur at the same place in successive echoes; rather,

they usually appear to be distributed unsystemati-

cally though generally nearer the center of the echo

than either end.

In some cases, however, repeatable peaks seem to

be present in submarine echoes. A series of nine con-

secutive echoes from 5-msec signals at 60 kc are repro-

duced in Figure 36 and show two separate peaks or

groups of peaks at the same places in each echo. In

these measurements the submarine aspect was held

nearly constant at about 330 degrees. Thus no defi-

nite conclusions can be drawn at the present time as

to how often an echo peak will reproduce itself. It is

therefore uncertain whether these peaks represent

highlights on the submarine or random interference

between several reflected sound waves.

In general, the process of reflection of sound from a

submerged submarine at off-beam aspects is still im-

perfectly understood. The entire submarine appears

to contribute to the reflected sound, yet specific,

repeatable highlights have not been observed in most

examinations of echo oscillograms. It is difficult to

understand how nonspecular reflection from the sub-

marine hull or from protuberances and fixtures on the

outside of the submarine can account tor these

echoes. Until the origin of these off-beam echoes from

actual submarines is satisfactorily explained, the ap-

plicability to actual echo ranging of the results ob-

tained with the indirect optical and acoustical tests

is open to question.

3M^^
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Figure 36. Repeatable peaks in submarine echoes.



Chapter 24

SURFACE VESSEL TARGET STRENGTHS

MUCH LESS IS KNOWN about surface vessel tar-

get strengths than about submarine target

strengths. Few measurements have been made of the

sound-reflecting characteristics of ships, and much
of the available information has been extracted from

experiments where the investigation of the target

strength was only incidental to other studies. No
mathematical analyses or measurements on scale

models have been attempted, so that all target

strengths reported here are the results of direct

measurements.

Experimental conditions have been far from con-

trolled during these measurements. Ship speed,

course, range, and especially aspect angle have been

difficult either to estimate accurately or to maintain

closely. Many of the tests were made completely at

random on vessels happening to pass in the vicinity.

Various types of ships served as targets— destroy-

ers, freighters, tankers, coal colliers, transports, and

Liberty ships— with the result that although many
measurements were made, the data on each ship are

too scanty to afford a comparison between different

ships. Many variables might have significantly af-

fected the measured echo levels— ship speed, length,

width, draft, hull curvature, course, range, aspect

angle, sea state, wind force, temperature gradients—
so many that a clear-cut separation of variables is

out of the question. Furthermore, the results are so

few in number, compared with other underwater

sound measurements, and the scatter of values is so

wide, that only the most tentative and general con-

clusions may be suggested at the present time.

One of the most important generalizations that

may be suggested is the difference between the re-

flecting properties of moving vessels and still vessels.

Ships under way are known to entrain air along their

sides as they move through the water (see Section

27.3) With still vessels, on the other hand, en-

tramed air seems less likely. Since small air bubbles

are extremely efficient scatterers of sound, it is rea-

sonable to expect that sound striking a moving vessel

might be scattered diffusely by the air bubbles along

the sides, just as sound is scattered by the wake laid

by the ship. A still vessel, however, might be ex-

pected to reflect sound specularly. Such an hypothe-

sis seems to bring some coherence into the observed

data. Therefore, it is largely from this point of view

that surface vessel target strengths are examined, in

this chapter, as a function of aspect angle, range,

ship speed, ship type, pulse length, and frequency.

24.1 TECHNIQUES OF SAN DIEGO
MEASUREMENTS

Surface vessel target strengths have been measured

by only two groups, the University of California

Division of War Research at the U. S. Navy Radio

and Sound Laboratory, San Diego, California

[UCDWRJ, and Bell Telephone Laboratories, New
York, New York [BTL].' The measurements off San

Diego were made from November 12 to 17, 1943,

during a program mvestigating the acoustical prop-

erties of wakes laid by ships at various speeds.^

During these tests the USS Jasper (PYcl3) echo

ranged on two flush-decked World War I destroyers,

the USS Crane (DD109) and the USS Lamberton

(DMS2, ex-DD119), which followed straight courses

at speeds of 10, 15, and 20 knots in deep water. A
standard Navy JK transducer was used, sending out

pulses 10 msec long at a frequency of 24 kc.

The Jasper ranged on the destroyer as it ap-

proached; then, just as the beam of the destroyer

passed, the Jasper began to range on its wake. Con-

sequently no target strengths were measured at as-

pect angles beyond about 110 degrees from the bow.

Errors in the estimated aspect angles were quite

large because of unknown deviations of the destroyer

from its normal course but could not be evaluated.

Ranges varied from 112 to 660 yd.

Echoes from the destroyer and its wake were re-

ceived and recorded oscillographically on moving

picture film, with the equipment employed in the

422
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reverberation studies. The average maximum ampli-

tude of five successive echoes, together with the

calibration constants of the equipment, was used to

compute the echo level at each aspect angle; an

auxiliary transducer measured the source level be-

fore and after each run. However, the transmission

loss was not measured directly. Transmission condi-

tions were fair, since the water was isothermal to a

depth of about 50 ft. Accordingly, inverse square

divergence and an attenuation coefficient of 5 db per

kyd were assumed in estimating the transmission

loss. Each target strength was computed from the

a\'erage echo level of five echoes; each range was the

average range over the five echoes, as measured on

the oscillograms. Aspect angles were estimated

trigonometrically.

24.2 TECHNIQUES OF NEW YORK
MEASUREMENTS

Two series of tests were made by BTL on ships in

Long Island Sound early in 1944, as part of a specific

development project to study the effects of short

pulse lengths and receiver bandwidth on echo rang-

ing,' and to measure echoes from surface vessels.^

Because little time was allocated to this part of the

program, the work was discontinued as soon as

enough data were obtained to establish the range of

echo intensities to be expected.

In the earlier measurements, made in Long Island

Sound near City Island, Hart's Island, and Execu-

tion Light, pulse lengths from 0.05 to 150 msec were

used at frequencies between 20 and 30 kc' Echo-

ranging gear including a transmitter and a receiving

system of adjustable characteristics was mounted
aboard a laboratory boat, the Elcobel, which was al-

ready equipped with a standard Navy projector

dome. Targets of these tests were various freighters

in the vicinity. No absolute echo levels or target

strengths were measured, since the experiment was

conducted largely to investigate the effects of pulse

•and receiver characteristics on reverberation, noise,

and echo character. Relative echo amplitudes were

found for diflEerent pulse lengths, however, and are

reported in Section 24.7.

Later studies reported in more detail the reflect-

ing characteristics of a total of twenty surface ves-

sels.^ In these measurements, a crystal transducer

was mounted on the Elcobel, a 65-ft boat, in such a

way that it could be carried just below the keel while

under way, or lowered to a depth of 10 ft for echo

ranging. In the lower position, the transducer could

be trained by means of a hand wheel on top of the

shaft; however, the speed of the Elcobel could not

exceed a few knots without interfering with the satis-

factory operation of the transducer.

An oscillator aboard the Elcobel delivered pulses

approximately 3 msec long to the transducer, at a

frequency of 27 kc. The echoes received by the trans-

ducer were amplified, observed and photographed on

the screen of a cathode-ray oscilloscope, whose hori-

zontal sweep was proportional to the time— and

therefore to the range of the echo — and whose ver-

tical sweep was proportional to the amplitude of the

echo.

In order to obtain target strengths, the average

range and the average peak amplitude of between 10

and 60 echoes were measured on the oscillograms.

The transmission loss was estimated on the assump-

tion of inverse square divergence and an attenuation

coefficient of 7 db per kyd, although such an assump-

tion probably was unrealistic since the water was

shallow during these measurements and the ocean

bottom was an effective reflector of sound. From the

average range, the average peak amplitude, and the

transmission loss, the diameter of the equivalent

sphere was computed— the sphere which would

theoretically return the same echo under the same

conditions. Then the target strength was readily

determined from the diameter of the equivalent

sphere by use of equation (10) in Chapter 19.

24.2.1 Tests on Anchored Vessels

In the first part of the second series of tests, the

targets were ships at anchor in the tideway of Long

Island Sound, near City Island, New York, where the

water was less than 100 ft deep. Echoes from five

freighters, a tanker, a Liberty ship, and a small

British carrier were measured. During these tests the

Elcobel was kept under way at a very slow speed, so

that both the range and the aspect angle of the tar-

get varied in almost all the tests.

24.2.2 Tests on Moving Vessels

The Elcobel also ranged on moving ships farther

out in Long Island Sound, in the vicinity of Lloyd's

Neck, Long Island. These tests were made, without

any advance arrangements, on passing ships whose

courses brought them close enough to the Elcobel to

make them satisfactory targets. Unfortunately, the
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speed of the Elcobel had to be held down to a few

knots when the transducer was in operation, while

the target ships were traveling at least several times

faster. Consequently a special procedure was de-

veloped to fit these conditions.

As the ship approached, the Elcobel maneuvered

so that it neared the ship at an aspect angle just off

the bow of the target ship. When the range was

closed to about 600 yd, the test began, and the

Elcobel followed a course that kept the transducer

constantly aimed at the stern of the ship; the sound

beam was wide enough to cover the entire ship even

at close ranges. It is possible that echoes were also

obtained from the wakes of the ships, although such

echoes were probably distinguishable from ship

echoes for pulse lengths of 3 msec. Observations were

made as frequently as possible, and the range and

aspect angle were estimated at the time of the ob-

servations. Actually both ships deviated from their

nominal courses because of the effects of the wind

and sea state as well as inaccuracies in steering, so

that the ranges and aspect angles changed rather

irregularly.

expected to depend on aspect angle in much the same
way as the target strength of a submarine depends

on its aspect. In fact, since most surface vessels are

more nearly flat at beam aspects than submarines, a

sharper dependence might be predicted as long as re-

flections come exclusively from the hull, in other

words, as long as the ship is anchored, or moving

through the water very slowly, and gives rise only to

specular reflection. If a moving ship reflects sound

diffusely, some change of target strength with aspect

angle might be expected, but not so marked a change

close to beam aspect as results from specula re-

flection.

Table 1 lists beam and off-beam target strengths

for still and moving ships, together with the ranges

at which they were measured and the number of in-

dividual observations— each comprising at least

five echoes— which were averaged to obtain the

tabulated results. Here the values given for beam
target strength include all measurements at esti-

mated aspect angles between 70 and 110, and be-

tween 250 and 290 degrees from the bow, whereas

off-beam target strengths include measurements at

Table 1 -Aspect dependence.
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BEAM

STERN

Curve Test

San Diego measurements on moving vessels.

— — — New York measurements on anchored vessels.

New York measurements on moving vessels.

Figure 1. Aspect dependence for all tests.

than values at any other aspect, almost 20 db higher

than the next highest value, and more than 40 db

higher than the average target strength at off-beam

aspects. Such a peak would be expected theoreti-

cally from specular reflection from the broadside of

the ship at beam aspect ; at a few degrees away from

beam aspect, however, the target strength should be

markedly reduced.

This peak in Figure 2 may be exaggerated for two

reasons, so that the actual aspect dependence may
not be so sharp as it appears. First, the two observa-

tions constituting the peak were made at ranges be-

tween 500 and 600 yd, but most of the other observa-

tions were made at much closer ranges. Since the sur-
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range as the destroyer echoes, and, Hke them, showed

no significant dependence on speed. Differences as

great as 10 db were observed Ijetween the wake

echoes and the destroyer echoes immediately pre-

ceding them, but these differences appeared to be

quite random and unsystematic. This equivalency

between wake echoes and destroyer echoes is con-

sistent with the theory that both arise from scatter-

ing by small bubbles.

The dependence of target strength on range at off-

beam aspects from the San Diego results shown in

Figure 8 cannot be analyzed very simply. In the first

place, the spread of aspect angles covered is very

wide; the projected length of the destroyer, measured

in a direction perpendicular to the sound beam,

varied from 30 ft at bow and stern aspects to 290 ft

at an aspect angle 20 degrees from the beam. In the

second place, with a pulse length of 10 msec, the en-

tire destroyer was not in the sound beam at the same

time, especially at bow and stern aspects; for aspects

close to the beam, this effect of pulse length may be

neglected, but it becomes important at other aspects.

When more of the target comes into the sound beam,

the observed echo from a very short pulse will not be

stronger but instead will last longer, as pointed out

in Section 19.3. Thus the change of target strength

with range at off-beam aspects cannot be explained

even in part by this simple mechanism.

Transducer directivity is also relatively unim-

portant in the New York measurements on still and

moving vessels since a very wide beam was employed.

The total horizontal beam width of the combined

projector-hydrophone directivity pattern, between

points where the response was 10 db lower than on

its axis, was about 40 degrees, which even at a range

of 168 yd, the shortest range at which measurements

during either test were made, still covers the long-

est ship at beam aspect. Therefore the decrease in

target strength with decreasing range in the New
York measurements cannot be explained as a result

of the failure of the sound beam to cover the target.

24.4.2 Predicted Dependence

The second explanation which might be suggested

for the observed dependence of target strength on

range is the predicted decrease of specular reflection

with decreasing range for ranges less than the maxi-

mum radius of curvature of the target, providing the

reflection is specular (see Section 20.4.4). This

effect would apply only to echoes from vessels sta-

tionary in the water, which presumably arise prima-

rily from the hull and not from a uniformly scatter-

ing layer. However, in the most extreme case, reflec-

tion from an infinite plane surface, the target strength

will not vary more rapidly than as the square of the

range. Such a variation is quite insufficient to ac-

count for the large effect observed during echo-

ranging trials on still vessels illustrated in Figures 5

and 6. Qualitatively, however, it partly explains the

difference in range dependence at beam and off-beam

aspects, since the radius of curvature of the ship is

greater when it presents its broadside to the incident

sound than when it is at bow or stern aspect.

24.4.3 Transmission Loss

A third possible explanation of the observed range

dependence is a possible incorrect evaluation of the

transmission loss. In none of the measurements was

the transmission loss measured directly. Instead, an

attempt was made to estimate it from the prevailing

conditions on the basis of inverse-square divergence

and an additional attenuation proportional to the

range.

At San Diego, it was assumed that the intensity of

the echo was inversely proportional to the fourth

power of the range, weakened by an additional loss

of 5 db per kyd of sound travel. The water was

isothermal to a depth of 50 ft, so that an assumption

of 5 db per kyd for the attenuation coefficient seems

somewhat low. Use of equation (1) in Chapter 23

gives an attenuation coefficient of about 7 db per

kyd. An attenuation coefficient of about 10 db per

kyd would be required to explain the departure of

the plotted points from the theoretical curve in Fig-

ure 7. Such a high coefficient does not seem very

likely when the surface layer is isothermal down to

a depth of 50 ft, but it is not impossible.

At New York, the transmission loss was assumed

to follow the same inverse square loss with an atten-

uation coefficient at 27 kc of 7 db per kyd. The tem-

perature conditions of the water were not known;

the wind velocity varied from 1 to 23 mph. Whether

or not the assumed attenuation coefficient is reliable

it is difficult to say. In addition, bottom-reflected

sound may have had a marked effect on the trans-

mission loss.

Conditions were very favorable to bottom reflec-

tion during these New York tests. The bottom was

composed of sand and mud, a mixture which reflects

sound very effectively. In addition, the water was
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very shallow, from 60 to 110 ft deep. The sound beam
was not highly directional; the total vertical beam
width between points where the response was 10 db

down was 20 degrees. Thus if the tran.sdiicer were

level, the sound beam would strike the bottom at a

range of only about 126 yd, for water 60 ft deep.

Consequently the bottom undoubtedly reflected part

of the incident sound in much the same way as the

surface, and contributed to the intensity of the

echoes received at the transducer.

Assume, for example, that both the surface and

bottom reflected sound perfectly, so that at the

particular ranges used the sound beam could spread

in only one direction — horizontally. In this extreme

case, the intensity of the echo would be inversely pro-

portional, not to the fourth power of the range, but

to the square of the range. This assumption, of course,

is not realistic, but the result suggests that for the

New York measurements the actual drop is some-

where between inverse fourth and inverse square;

perhaps the echo intensity actually varies more

nearly inversely as the cube of the range over a shal-

low reflecting bottom. This relatively slow increase

of transmission loss with increasing range may ac-

count for much of the range dependence for moving

vessels in the New York data. Even an inverse

square dependence of echo level on range fails to

account, however, for the observed variation on still

vessels shown in Figures 5 and 6, where the echo

level actually increases rapidly with increasing

range.

Another possibility might account for the depend-

ence of target strength on range for stationary ves-

sels. Sound incident on the hull of the ship will be

reflected downward where the hull is curved slightly

downward, then reflected upward from the bottom.

It is possible that the curvature of the hulls of the

surface vessels measured is such that the rays re-

flected to the bottom will strike the bottom and be

reflected back to the transducer only at longer

ranges, so that target strengths measured at long

r&nges will be greater than target strengths measured

at short ranges. This explanation may account for

the stronger range dependence for stationary ves-

sels than for moving vessels, although it must be re-

garded as highly tentative in the absence of further

substantiating evidence.

In all, it has been well established that the target

strength of surface vessels on which measurements

have been made apparently increases with range.

This increase is much greater at beam aspects than

at off-beam aspects. The exact rate of increase is un-

certain becau.se many causes are respon.sible; meas-

ured rates vary from 4.5 to 105 db per kyd at ranges

between 200 and 500 yd. The dependence of target

strength on range arises from (1) smaller coverage of

the target by directive transducers at close ranges;

(2) incorrect evaluation of the transmission loss

neglecting surface and bottom reflections; and (3)

the dimensions and curvature of the target, in so far

as they reduce specular reflection at close ranges.

Probably none of these effects, however, can explain

the enormous observed range dependence for an-

chored vessels. Further measurements would be re-

quired to show the extent to which this observed

effect is generally found.

24.5 DEPENDENCE ON SPEED

Very little information is available on the varia-

tion of target strength with the speed of the ship, for

moving vessels. At San Diego, speeds of 10, 15, and

20 knots were employed; Table 1 lists target strengths

without separating the speeds at which they were
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where the relative echo level in decibels is plotted

against the pulse length for four freighters. Little

dependence on pulse length is evident for pulses more
than 10 msec long, in qualitative agreement with

the results described in Section 23.5.2 applying to

submerged submarines. However, for pulse lengths of

less than 10 msec, the echo level drops rather sharply.

More data are required, however, to show how great

this dependence will be for any actual vessel.

No information is available on how surface vessel

target strengths vary with the frequency of the echo-

ranging beam employed. The only tests were made

at San Diego at 24 kc and at New York at 27 kc ; any
difference in the target strengths at these two fre-

quencies would probably be very small, from theo-

retical predictions, and the actual measured differ-

ence is too small to verify any such dependence. For

still vessels, if the echo comes from the hull, very

little variation of target strength with frequency

would be expected (see Sections 20.2 and 20.3). For

moving vessels, however, with sound scattered from

a layer of bubbles, the target strength would be ex-

pected to vary with frequency in accordance with

the acoustic properties of small bubbles.



Chapter 25

SUMMARY

25.1 DEFINITION OF TARGET STRENGTH 25.1.3 Transmission Loss

FOR THE PURPOSES of discussing the reflecting

characteristics of different vessels, the target

strength T of a target is defined by

T = E - S + 2H, (1)

where E is the echo level, S the source level, and H
the one-way transmission loss from the source to the

target, all in decibels (see Section 19.1.3). For most

targets, T is independent of range at ranges much

greater than the dimensions of the target (see Sec-

tions 20.4 and 23.4), but may change with the chang-

ing orientation of the target relative to the sound

beam (see Section 23.1).

25.1.1 Echo Level

The echo level E is defined by

E = 20 log pe, (2)

where p^ is the rms pressure of the echo, in dynes per

square centimeter averaged over a few cycles (see Sec-

tion 19.1.3). If the rms pressure is not constant dur-

ing the echo, E is defined as the peak rms pressure.

25.1.2 Source Level

For directional supersonic projectors, the rms pres-

sure p of the sound on the axis of a projector is in-

versely proportional to the square of the range r, as

long as the range is much greater than the dimen-

sions of the target and as long as the range is small

enough so that attenuation and surface reflection

may be neglected. Under these conditions, the source

level S is defined by

<S = 20 log p + 20 log r, (3)

where p is the pressure of the sound on the axis of

the projector, in dynes per square centimeter, at a

distance r, in yards, from the projector (see Section

19.1.3).

The difference between the pressure level of the

transmitted sound at some point, and the source level

is called the transmission loss H from the projector

to that point (see Section 19.1.2).

25.1.4 Average Values

Since both E and H often fluctuate by as mucH as

10 db from pulse to pulse, it is customary to use the

average echo amplitude in determining E, and the

average pressure amplitude at the range r in deter-

mining H, in equation (1), where the average ampli-

tude is the average of a number of peak rms ampli-

tudes, if the rms amplitude is not constant over each

echo (see Section 21.6.4).

25.1.5 Target Strength of Sphere

A sphere reflects a plane wave equally in all direc-

tions (see Section 19.2.2). The target strength of a

sphere is

T = 20 log - (4)

where A is the radius of the sphere in yards (see Sec-

tions 19.2.1, 19.2.2 and 20.4.1). This formula is accu-

rate to 0.5 db if the range to the sphere is greater

than ten times its radius, and if the wavelength of

the sound is less than the radius of the sphere.

25.1.6 Target Strength of a General

Convex Surface

The target strength for specular reflection from

any convex surface is

r = 10 log

<-t)(-t)
(5)

where Ai and A2 are the principal radii of curvature

of the target surface at the point where the surface is

434
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perpendicular to the sound beam, and r is the range

(see Section 20.4.2). This formula is valid only if

both Ai and A2 are greater than the wavelength of

the sound, and if either Ai or ^2 is much less than r.

25.1.7 Target Strength of a Cylinder

For a cylinder, A2 is infinite in equation (5) and the

target strength becomes

T = 10 log ,
^"\

^
• (6)

<-7')
This equation is valid only when the cylinder radius

A\ is less than r and the wavelength is less than A\.

25.2 BEAM ECHOES FROM SUBMERGED
SUBMARINES

At aspect angles within about 20 degrees of the

beam, echoes from submarines are produced prima-

rily by specular reflection from the pressure hull, the

fuel and ballast tanks, and the conning tower (see

Section 23.8.1) and are much stronger than echoes

at other aspects. Oscillograms show that the echo

generally reproduces the outgoing pulse (see Figures

25 and 27 in Chapter 23).

25.2.1 Beam Target Strengths

Observed submarine target strengths at beam as-

pects and at long ranges lie mostly between 20 and

30 db. About 25 db is the average value (see Section

23.1.1); typical values of 4 1 or 4 2 in equation (4)

which would correspond to this target strength would

be 500 and 2.5 yd respectively. The observed spread

of values may result entirely from experimental

errors.

Off-beam target strengths, foimd at aspects 20

degrees or more away from the beam, are reported

in Section 25.3.

Vaeiation with Submarine Class

Observed diiTerences in the target strengths of

different submarines measured both directly and in-

directly are less than the estimated experimental

error in the direct measurements (see Section 25.2.1).

Consequently no reliable overall evaluation of the

dependence of the target strength on the class of sub-

marine can be made.

Variation with Submarine Speed

No significant variation of target strength with

submarine speed is expected, since the wake of a sub-

merged submarine is a poor reflector of sound (see

Section 33.3). No pronounced variation has been ob-

served in practice for submerged speeds from 1 to 6

knots at keel depths of about 100 ft (see Section 23.3).

Variation with Range

Theoretically, beam target strengths depend on

the range at ranges less than the principal radii of

curvature of the submarine at beam aspect (see Sec-

tions 20.4.4 and 23.4). For a 517-ton German U-

boat, approximated by an ellipsoid with principal

radii of curvature of 576 and 2.3 yd, the variation of

target with range predicted from equation (5) is

shown in Table 1. Although no observations are

Table 1. Theoretical range variation.
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reveal a definite structure. For observations on one

S-boat, the main echo consists of two cornponents

separated by a distance of about 4 yd; the first com-

ponent may come from the broadside of the sub-

marine, while the second component may be an echo

from the bilge keel or conning tower. After this main

echo comes a much weaker secondary echo, pre-

sumably resulting from sound reflected from the

submarine straight up to the surface, back down to

the submarine, and then back to the projector (see

Figure 9 in Chapter 21, and Figure 29 in Chapter 23).

The presence of this echo structure will be expected

to modify slightly the conclusions in the preceding

section, since for long pulses the different components

will combine. Such a combination will increase the

average target strength 3 db at most above its value

for very short pulses.

25.2.3 Fluctuation

The fluctuation of beam echoes may be primarily

attributed to the fluctuation in the transmission of

the outgoing and incoming sound (see Section 21.6).

Much of this fluctuation is apparently due to the

presence of surface-reflected sound (see Section

21.5.4). Estimates of the fluctuation of transmitted

sound are given in Chapters 7 and 10. In addition,

for pulses more than a few milliseconds long, inter-

ference between the different components of the echo

will somewhat inci'ease the fluctuation.

25.3 OFF-BEAM ECHOES FROM SUB-
MERGED SUBMARINES

At aspect angles more than about 20 degrees off

the beam, echoes from submarines originate along

the entire length of the vessel and probably result

from both specular and nonspecular reflection (see

Section 23.8.2); they ai'e 10 to 15 db weaker than

echoes at beam aspect. The echo does not reproduce

the outgoing pulse (see Figures 25 and 28 in Chapter

23).

25.3.1 Off-Beam Target Strengths

Observed submarine target strengths at oil-beam

aspects and at long ranges lie mostly between 5 and

20 db for pulses 100 or more msec long, and usually

between 10 and 15 db (see Section 23.1.1). The
spread of values is apparently real to some extent,

since at different aspect angles echo characteristics

are markedly different. At certain off-beam aspects

and altitudes, strong specular reflections from nearly

flat surfaces, such as the conning tower, may give

target strengths greater than 20 db (see Section

23.2.2); these reflections depend critically on the

particular .submarine measured.

Variation with Submarine Class

No variation in the oil-beam target strengths of

different submarmes has been observed in either the

direct or indirect measurements to be greater than

the estimated experimental error in the direct meas-

urements (see Section 25.2.1).

Variation with Submarine Speed

No important variation of target strength with

submarine speed has been observed at off-beam as-

pects (see Section 25.2.1).

Variation with Range

At off-beam aspects, submarine target strengths

decrease with decreasing range (see Section 25.2.1).

At ranges less than the length of the submarine,

off-beam target strengths are roughly equal to beam
target strengths. Under such conditions, a submarine

may be approximated by a cylinder at off-beam as-

pects except bow and stern, and equation (6) may
be used.

Variation with Pulse Length

Since at off-beam aspects the echo does not usually

reproduce the pulse and the echo length considerably

exceeds the pulse length, for pulses 100 or more msec

long, some variation of target strength with pulse

length may be expected (see Section 23.5.1). Ob-

served target strengths decrease with pulse length

for signals shorter than 100 msec (see Section 23.5.2).

The decrease is most marked for pulses shorter than

10 msec, but even for such short pulses the target

strength does not decrease as rapidly as the pulse

length, or rather, as rapidly as 10 log t, where t is the

pulse length in milliseconds.

Variation with Frequency

No variation of target strength with frequency is

expected at off-beam aspects (see Section 23.6.1).

This conclusion is contradicted by some target"

strength measurements at a frequency of 60 kc, which

give much higher results than similar measurements

at 24 kc (see Section 25.2.1). However, the differences

between beam and off-beam target strengths are

about the same at 60 kc as at 24 kc, so that if the ob-

served frequency effect is real, it is the same at all

aspects/
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25.3.2 Echo Structure

At off-beam aspects, echoes from submarines do

not reproduce the outgoing pulses because the entire

length of the submarine reflects sounds (see Section

23.8.2). The duration of the echo, measured on an

oscillogram, may be given by

2L
T = — cos e + T,

c
(7)

where T is the duration of the echo, L the length of

the submarine, c the velocity of sound, 6 the aspect

angle measured from the bow of the submarine, and

T the pulse length. On a sound range recorder, how-

ever, the echo length is about half that given in

equation (7), perhaps because only the stronger part

of the echo would be expected to show on a recorder

using chemically treated paper (see Figure 25 in

Chapter 23).

25.3.3 Fluctuation

The fluctuation of echoes at off-beam aspects is

due not only to fluctuations in the transmission of

the sound each way (see Section 25.2.3), but also to

fluctuations resulting from interference phenomena.

The echo obtained from a long pulse will be the re-

sult of constructive and destructive interference be-

tween echoes from individual reflecting surfaces dis-

tributed over the length of the submaeing. Changes

in this interference pattern as the aspect or altitude

of the submarine changes slightly will increase the

observed fluctuation of echoes.

25.4 ECHOES FROM SURFACE VESSELS

Information on reflection from surface vessels is

even more fragmentary than on reflection from sub-

marines. The following conclusions are suggested by

the data but cannot all be regarded as confirmed.

25.4.1 Still Vessels

Vessels at anchor seem to behave as targets in the

same way as submerged submarines. At aspects close

to the beam, target strengths may be very high, as

much as 40 db, but at other aspects, for pulses 3 msec

long at a frequency of 27 kc, it is usually between 5

and 20 db (see Section 24.3.1). The strong echoes at

beam aspect are presumably the result of specular re-

flection from the hull of the ship.

25.4.2 Moving Vessels

When a vessel is under way, beam echoes are about

the same as off-beam echoes (see Section 24.3.2). Ob-

served target strengths of moving destroyers and

merchant vessels lie between 10 and 25 db, for pulses

3 and 10 msec long at frequencies of 24 and 27 kc; a

systematic difference in the target strengths of differ-

ent ships is not evident (see Section 24.6). An in-

crease in speed from 10 to 20 knots apparently does

not affect the target strength appreciably (see Sec-

tion 24.5). A decrease in pulse length decreases the

resultant target strength, especially for pulse lengths

less than 10 msec, but the target strength does not

drop as rapidly as 10 log r, where t is the pulse length

(see Section 24.7).

Echoes from moving vessels may arise from scat-

tering by bubbles of entrained air along the side of

the ship. This implies that the echo from a moving

ship may be treated as an echo from a short stretch

of wake (see Section 33.1.1).

25.4.3 Dependence on Range

Most of the- data on target strengths of moving

vessels show a marked increase in target strength as

the range increases from 200 to 600 yd, in one case

amoimting to more than 30 db (see Section 24.4).

Although some increase is expected from the geom-

etry of the ship (see Sections 24.4.2 and 25.2.1) and

from the failure of the sound beam to cover the en-

tire ship at short ranges (see Section 24.4.1), so

marked a change seems greater than can be explained

on any simple basis; it is quite possibly a statistical

accident. Beyond about 600 yd, it is reasonable to

assume that the target strength does not depend on

the range, and that its value lies within the spread

specified for surface vessel target strengths at off-

beam aspects in the preceding section.
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Chapter 26

INTRODUCTION

26.1 WHAT 4RE WAKES?

THE APPEAHANCE of a Streak of foamy, churned

water behind a ship under way, known as the

ship's wake, is famiUar to every mariner. Because the

wake extends along the path of the ship over a

length many times the ship's length, it is hard to get

a good view of the wake as a whole, even if a some-

what elevated vantage point, such as the bridge or

masthead, is chosen. Figure 1 shows the wake of an

antisubmarine patrol vessel (PC488) in a quiet sea,

as viewed aft from the crow's nest.

The observer in an airplane enjoys ideal condi-

tions for the visual study of wakes. Figures 2 to 6

describe better than verbal descriptions what a wake
looks like from a great height. The first four were

taken from altitudes of 2,500 to 3,000 ft, the plane in

level fhght overtaking a destroyer, the USS Moale

(DD693), which was proceeding on a straight course

at constant speeds of 16, 20, 25, and 33 knots. By
way of a scale, the ship had an overall length of

376 ft, a beam of 41 ft, and a draft of 13 ft. Figure 6

illustrates what happens to the wake as the ship

turns; the foam on the curved section of the path is

seen to be visually more dense, especially along the

outer edge of the wake. As in turning, acceleration of

the ship on a straight course increases the visual den-

sity of a wake. Incidentally, the irregular white

streaks appearing in Figures 4 to 6 are foam patterns

on the water. All the photographs show the delicate

bow-wave pattern, fanning out astern with a much
greater angle of divergence than the actual wake.

Figure 7 is a close-up taken from an altitude of 300

ft, of the bow wave and the wake of another de-

stroyer, the USS Ringgold (DD500). The visible

structure' of the wakes laid by large ships does not

dififer markedly from that of the wakes of vessels of

destroyer size, as may be seen in Figure 8, which

gives a view from an altitude of 4,000 ft of a large

aircraft carrier, the USS Saratoga (CV3).

Beyond the obviously foamy and turbulent nature

of wakes, visual inspection does not reveal any of

their physical properties. The discovery that

"wakes," using this term in a loose sense, are capable

of affecting the propagation of sound energy through

the water has suggested a new distinction: an acoustic

wake is defined as a volume of the ocean which has

acquired, because of the passage of a ship through it,

a greater though transitory capacity for absorbing

and scattering sound. The expression "volume of the

ocean" is used advisedly, because acoustic wakes
have a definite vertical extension, often rather

sharply bounded. Acoustic wakes under the surface,

originating from submerged submarines, are of par-

ticular interest. During a level run at periscope

depth, the upper boundary of the wake, spreading out

bodily from the screws, does not reach the ocean sur-

face imtil several hundred yards behind the sub-

marine. Several aerial views of submarine wakes,

both during surface runs and after a crash dive, are

reproduced in Figures 1 to 6 of Chapter 31.

The temperature distribution in the top layer of

the ocean may be disturbed by the passage of a ship

in such a manner as to leave a thermal wake, detect-

able by sensitive thermocouples. Evidently, experi-

ments must decide to what extent thermal and
acoustic wakes coincide with the body of water called

a wake by a visual observer. This problem is dis-

cussed in Chapter 31, dealing with the geometry of

wakes. However, one interesting feature will be men-
tioned here : the acoustic and thermal manifestations

of a wake may persist over periods of half an hour or

more, often long after visible traces of the ship's

passage have disappeared.

26.2 NAVAL IMPORTANCE OF WAKES

Wakes can be important in naval warfare in two

general ways. In the first place, they may interfere

with the successful operation of acoustic devices, by
scattering or absorbing sound. In the second place,

they may provide a method for detecting, tracking.

441
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Figure 1. Wake of submarine chaser (PC 488), seen from crow's nest.
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Figure 2. Wake of USS Moale (DD 693) at 16 knots from 2,500 feet.

or identifying the ship which has produced the wake.

Such utilization of wakes in offensive operations com-

prises visual detection from the air and thermal de-

tection from surface ships or submarines, as well as

acoustic detection. However, the present discussion

is concerned only with the acoustic properties of

wakes and the importance of these acoustic proper-

ties in naval warfare.

Acoustic interference produced by wakes is fre-

quently encountered in the operation of sonar gear.

False echoes from submarine wakes may confuse the

sonar operator on an antisubmarine vessel and may
even lead to an attack on a wake knuckle, a dis-

turbance in the water when a submarine suddenly

speeds up and turns sharply, while the submarine

escapes. During thirty imsuccessful attacks on sub-

marines by United States antisubmarine vessels in

1944, where the presence of a submarine was ascer-

tained but no damage inflicted, 12 per cent of the

failures were attributed to attacking wakes, a larger

percentage than assigned to any other single cause.

Wakes laid by surface vessels can also be disturb-

ing in antisubmarine warfare. After one or more at-

tacks in an area, echoes from old wakes from surface

ships can be confusing. Moreover, a moderately fresh

wake is highly absorbent and may shield a shaUow

target on one side of the wake from detection by a

surface vessel on the other side. In fact a projector

surroimded by a fresh wake is almost completely

useless, since very little sound can escape through the

wake. Thus a surface ship will commonly find that

its echo-ranging equipment "goes dead" when the

ship passes through a fresh wake.

Harbor detection equipment can also be seriously

hampered by the presence of wakes. When a de-

stroyer at moderate speed passes in the neighborhood

of bottom-moimted supersonic listening gear, ships

passing by subsequently cannot be heard for some

time. Similarly, sneak craft in the wake of a large sur-

face vessel are very difficult to detect by echo rang-

ing. To reduce the seriousness of these effects in

combating submarines, or to use them most effec-

tively in submarine warfare, accurate information is

required on the reflection and absorption of sound by

wakes under different conditions.

The use of wakes in offensive operations against

the wake-laying vessel is a relatively new field. As an

exampile of this utihzation of wakes, it was at one
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Figure 3. Wake of USS Moale (DD 693) at 20 knots from 2,500 feet.
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Figure 4. Wake of USS Moale (DD 693) at 25 knots from 3,030 feet.

FiGUKE 5. Wake of USS Moale (DD 693) at 33 knots from 2,500 feet.
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Figure 6. Wake of USS Moale (DD 693) as ship turns at 30 knots.

time suggested that attacks on submarines could be

made by detecting the wake and then following it

until the submarine was reached. This suggested pro-

cedure turned out to be impractical, owing to the

very low scattering power of the wakes behind slow,

deep submarines. The wake laid by a surface vessel

reflects sound so strongly and so persistently that

acoustic methods might possibly be useful for at-

tacks on such enemy vessels. Obviously a knowledge

of the scattering and absorbing power of wakes at

different ranges behind a vessel, and at different

depths below the surface, would be very useful in the

design of equipment" for such methods of attack.

26.3 ACOUSTIC WAKE RESEARCH

The aim of current wake studies is twofold: (1) to

explore the overall acoustic properties of wakes with

a view to possible tactical applications, and (2) to

advance fundamental research on the structure and

physical constitution of wakes. The second problem

may seem rather academic to those who are prima-

rily interested in the first one. But many questions

about wakes presented by naval tactics cannot be

answered satisfactorily, at present, for lack of a

thorough understanding of the physical constitution

of wakes. Thus in the long run, fundamental re-

search is indispensable for developing a comprehen-

sive doctrine of the use of wakes in naval warfare.

The solution of that fundamental problem in itself

largely depends on acoustic measurements. Since

wake research is still in an early stage, and since only

incomplete observations are at hand, it would be im-

practical to insist upon strict separation of these two

aims. Experimental data frequently are relevant from

the point of view either of tactical applications or of

fundamental research. Accordingly, a certain shift

back and forth between practical and theoretical em-

phasis is unavoidable.

In order to plan, execute, and interpret acoustic

measurements on wakes, some working hypothesis

concerning the nature of acoustic wakes must be

used as a starting point. Three physical explanations

of the causes of scattering and absorption of sound in

the sea have been suggested. The scattering and

absorbing centers have tentatively been identified
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Figure 7. Close-up of USS Ringgold (DD 500), from 300 feet.
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with (1) air bubbles of widely varying size; (2) tur-

bulent motion in the sea, on a scale small compared

with the dimensions of ships; and (3) thermal in-

homogeneities or irregularities in the sea, also on a

small scale.

Although the bubble theory of acoustic wakes now
enjoys general acceptance, it is difficult to put it to a

conclusive test; it has been adopted rather by de-

fault of the other two explanations. It would seem

logical, therefore, to begin by presenting the evi-

dence which shows that the turbulent and thermal

microstructure of the sea does not provide an ade-

quate explanation of the acoustic properties of wakes.

However, in order to simplifythe exposition, it is pref-

erable to discuss first the physical mechanism of the

formation and dissolution of bubbles in Chapter 27

and their acoustic properties in Chapter 28, and to

defer the necessarily rather cursory treatment of the

temperature and velocity structure of the sea until

Chapter 29. The theoretical Chapters 27 to 29 com-

prise the delineation of the working hypothesis which

guides current wake research. Then the bulk of this

volume (Chapters 30 to 33) describes the technique

and the results of acoustic measurements made on

wakes. In Chapter 34, the experimental data are

interpreted in terms of the bubble theory; in other

words, a test of the working hypothesis is under-

taken. In the final Chapter 35, some conclusions

which should be relevant in practice are drawn from

the previous observations. Incomplete as the experi-

mental foundations of some of these conclusions are,

it appears useful to formulate some tentative general-

izations as to the geometry and acoustic properties of

wakes. Pending future research that may fill the con-

spicuous gaps in oui knowledge of wakes, such gen-

erahzations should answer at least some of the ques-

tions about wakes raised by the demands of naval

tactics.

Figure 8.

feet.

Wake of USS Saratoga (CVS) from 4,000



Chapter 27

FORMATION AND DISSOLUTION OF AIR BUBBLES

Am MAY BE ENTRAPPED mechanically at the ocean

surface and dispersed in the form of bubbles; a

familiar example is the appearance of white caps on a

rough sea. A great deal of air is also trapped along the

waterline of any vessel under way. Proof that such

entrained air is capable of producing acoustic wakes

comes from experiments on the wakes of sailing ves-

sels. Probably the most copious source of bubbles in

wakes, however, is propeller cavitation at high

speeds.

27.1 FORMATION OF BUBBLES BY
CAVITATION

When a cavity is created in water containing dis-

solved air, gas enters the cavity by diffusion, and
when the cavity collapses, this gas remains behind as

a bubble. The process of underwater formation of

bubbles, therefore, involves two quite different

phenomena: (1) the mechanics of cavitation, and

(2) the thermodynamics of diffusion and solution of

gases in liquids.

27.1.] Mechanics of Propeller

Cavitation

The phenomenon of propeller ca^dtation has long

been known to engineers. According to hydrody-

namical theory, cavities in liquids originate when
certain patterns of flow produce regions of negative

pressure near propellers. Such regions are set up in

the vortices formed near the propeller tips, provided

that the tip speed exceeds a certain critical limit, and
also on the back side of the propeller blade. Hence,

it is customary to speak of tip vortex cavitation and

blade cavitation. These theoretical deductions have

been verified experimentally by taking high-speed

photographs of propellers rimning imder water,

shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

By driving a propeller in an experimental chamber

and observing it through a window, the process of

cavitation can be followed visually imder strobo-

scopic illumination. When the speed of the propeller

is gradually increased, bubbles are seen first to form

at the propeller tips, from which they spiral back-

ward in a long stream. Then bubbles begin to cover

the part of the blade closest to the tips, forming a

sheet on the blade. This phenomenon is sometimes

described as laminar cavitation, in order to distin-

guish it from the formation of larger bubbles on the

blade face nearer to the hub, called burbling cavita-

tion, which starts at still higher speeds. Physically,

there is no sharp distinction between laminar and

burbling cavitation, and it would be more appro-

priate to classify them together as blade cavitation.

While persistent cavities are particularly likely to

be formed in the tip vortices and on the propeller

blades, cavitation also may be produced around

sharp projections on the ship's hull, especially during

periods of sharp acceleration of the ship. For in-

stance, white foamy spots have been observed visu-

ally from a launch on the superstructure of a sub-

merged submarine that passed at shallow depth. The

appearance of the white spots did not suggest the re-

lease of a stream of entrapped air; hence, the spots

were tentatively attributed to cavitation occurring

on the superstructure.' This result cannot be re-

garded as general, since the submarine had not been

submerged for a long enough time to justify assimi-

ing that all surface air entrained during the dive

had been dislodged by the time of the observation.

27.1.2 Growing and Shrinking of

Bubbles

After a cavity has been formed in sea water which

is saturated with air at an external pressure of 1

atmosphere, gas begins to diffuse into the vacuum
from the surrounding liquid. Since the diffusion con-

stants for oxygen and nitrogen are nearly equal, the

gas collecting in the cavity must have the same com-

position as that dissolved in the sea water. This com-

449
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Figure 1. Cavitating model propeller. The picture was made with a 1/30,000-sec flash. Note the heavy tip vortices,

considerable laminar cavitation near the blade tips, and the start of burbling cavitation of the blade face near the hub.
This is a right-hand propeller and the water is flowing from left to right.

position differs markedly from that of atmospheric

air because the solubiUty of nitrogen is twice that of

oxygen. Accordingly, the cavitation gas consists of

M oxygen and % nitrogen. The quantity of gas

which collects each second in a cavity in moving
water is proportional to the surface area of the

cavity and to the partial pressure of air dissolved in

the surrounding water but is essentially independent

of temperature and hydrostatic pressure. The con-

stant of proportionality is roughly 4 X 10~' mole
per sq cm per second per atmosphere.^

When the cavity collapses, the gas which has dif-

fused into it will be compressed, and a bubble will be

formed with a radius such that the gas pressure in-

side equals the hydrostatic pressure outside. The
cavities formed by blade cavitation collapse so

quickly that any air bubbles formed must be very

small indeed. However, the cavities originating in the

tip vortices last much longer, since the centrifugal

force in the whirling vortex remains high for some

time. Thus, presumably it is the tip vortex cavita-

tion that is primarily responsible for most of the air

appearing as bubbles in propeller wakes. It has been

observed that sea water at all depths contains dis-

solved oxygen and nitrogen in amounts roughly cor-

responding to saturation at the surface. For this

reason it is undersaturated with respect to a bubble

of air or cavitation gas anywhere below the surface,

and a bubble of either gas will gradually disappear

as the gas reenters the water. The rate of solution

agrees with the same simple theory of diffusion as the

rate of accumulation of gas in a cavity; indeed, the

facts regarding the latter process are largely inferred

from a study of the former. The number of moles of

air which escape each second from a bubble is ap-

proximately proportional to the surface area of the
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Figure 2. Cavitating model propeller. Picture made with a 1/30,000-sec flash. Shows heavy tip vortices extending

down over leading edge and fairly wide area of blade covered by burbling cavitation. This is a right-hand propeller and

the water is flowing from left to right.

FiGtTRE 3. Cavitating model propeller. Short sections of the tip vortices are quite clear and the development, growth,

progress, and disappearance of individual bubbles in the cavitation on the back of the upper blade can easily be followed.

This is a right-hand propeller and the water is flowing from left to right.
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bubble and to the difference between the pressure in

the bubble and the partial pressure of air dis-

solved in the water. The constant of proportionality

is again 4 X 10~' mole per sq cm per second per at-

mosphere. An alternative formulation, assuming a

spherical bubble, is in terms of the rate of decrease of

the bubble diameter per second. In water saturated

with air at the sm-face, this rate increases from

8 X 10~* cm per sec at a depth of 5 meters to

18 X 10~' cm per sec at a depth of 100 to 200 meters.

Beyond these depths there is no further significant

increase.

KA-r B •(- C .
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Figure 5. Bow wave, hull wake, and stem wake of USS Idaho (BB42).
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Figure 6. Underwater photograph of cavitation spot near bow of a PT boat travehng at 9.5 knots.

The analogy with transport in a river is not complete,

since the turbulence at any fixed position in a wake
dies out gradually and the bubbles, once they have

reached the surface, are likely to disintegrate.

A semi-theoretical analysis of the lifetime of wakes

has been presented which aims at finding precisely

how much turbulence is needed in order to account

for the observed ages of acoustic wakes. ^ In this

work, the intensity of turbulence is measured by a

certain empirical parameter, and it is shown that the

theoretical lifetime of the wake passes through a

broad but well-defined maximum if the turbulence

parameter is increased steadily.

This theoretical maximum has a simple qualitative

physical explanation. While weak or moderately

strong turbulence tends to lengthen the lifetime of a

wake, as pointed out before, a very large degree of

turbulence will speed the decay of a wake by in-

creasing the probability of the bubbles reaching the

ocean surface and breaking up, namely, when the

average value of the upward components of the tur-

bulent motion exceeds the speed of the rise of bub-

bles with gravitational force alone. The existence of

these opposing effects for very small and very large

turbulence accounts for the maximum lifetime

reached at some intermediate value of the turbulence

parameter. The predicted maximum happens to agree

with the average observed lifetime of acoustic wakes,

which is from 15 to 45 minutes. Gratifying as this

result is, there are not available any measurements of

the intensity of turbulence in wakes, and hence the

actual value of the turbulence parameter is unknown.

Moveover, should the observations necessary to

specify the value of the turbulence parameter be

made, the analysis ^ would require some modifica-

tion before an exact comparison with the observed

lifetime of wakes could be made. In particular, the

concentration of bubbles at the ocean surface was

assumed to vanish, according to the premise that the

bubbles reaching the surface are immediately de-
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Figure 7. Underwater photograph of white water under hull of a PT boat traveling at 9.5 knots.

stroyed and thus removed from the ocean. Even
granting the validity of this physical assumption, the

removal of bubbles cannot be expressed mathemati-

cally by a vanishing bubble density. Inasmuch as the

nimiber of bubbles reaching the surface per imit time

and per unit area equals the product of the bubble

density and their average velocity upward, a vanish-

ing bubble density implies a vanishing number of

bubbles reaching the surface and thus does not cor-

respond to the physical situation envisaged. In addi-

tion, the decay of turbulence as the wake ages may
also have to be considered.

27.3 ENTRAINED AIR

The fact that sailing ships have a conspicuous wake
suggests that a good deal of air is trapped along the

waterline of any vessel under way. Such air might

materially contribute to the mass of bubbles ap-

pearing in the wake of vessels propelled by engines.

For instance, if Figure 5 could be relied on, the hull

wake on the starboard side of the USS Idaho (BB42)

would be even stronger than the stern wake. Of

course, nothing is known about the extension in depth

of the respective foam masses.

Qualitative tests ° showed that echoes from the

wake of a barge towed by a tug alongside could be

detected with an NK-1 type shallow depth recorder

ranging downward from a launch carried across the

wake. However, it was found that this wake was more

acoustically transparent than the wakes of vessels

propelled by screws and therefore probably had a

shorter lifetime.

These conclusions were confirmed by experiments

in which sailing furnished the motive power. The

ship used was a 104-ft yacht; measurements were

made as described for other ships in Section 31.3.

The wake when using sail was never found to be
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FxGtjRE 8. Underwater view from port quarter of a PT boat traveling at 6 knots showing propeller cavitation.

acoustically opaque enough to blank out the bottom

of San Diego Bay, where all the experiments were

made. The wake thickness did not differ significantly

from that observed in runs made with engines only,

with the same vessel under comparable weather

conditions; the average thickness was 12.4 ft with

engines, and 13.0 ft under sail. As far as this scanty

evidence goes, the geometric form of the wake seems

to be determined primarily by the shape of the hull

of the vessel and its speed, and it seems to be imma-
terial whether the bubbles are produced by entering

surface air or by propeller cavitation.

A novel direct approach to the visual study of the

subsurface structure of wakes has been made pos-

sible by the recent development of underwater mo-

tion pictures at the David Taylor Model Basin. This

technique should also prove most useful for repealing

the distribution of entrained air around the hull.

For instance, when a small power boat passed with

a speed of 2 to 3 knots over the underwater camera,

mounted on the bottom in shallow water, the film

shows a strongly foaming, shallow stern wake ex-

tending backward from the hull wake over a con-

siderable distance. This wake did not reach down to
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Figure 9. Underwater view from starboard quarter of a PT boat traveling at 19 knots showing propeller cavitation.

the depth of the screw of the launch. In fact, no

stream of bubbles could be detected as emanating

from the screw, which was clearly visible since the

launch approached the camera as closely as 12 ft;

presumably a speed of only 2 or 3 knots was insuf-

ficient to reach the cavitation limit.

Figures 6 to 11 are selected frames from an under-

water motion picture showing a PT boat, outfitted

with three screws, and its wake. These pictures were

taken in water about 40 ft deep, near the Dry Tor-

tugas; the choice of this location was dictated by the

need for considerable optical transparency in the

ocean. The motion picture camera was mounted,

slanting upward, on a steel tower firmly anchored

on the ocean bottom, and was operated by a diver.

The distance from the camera to the ocean surface

was about 15 ft.

At the left in Figure 6, a small amount of entrained

air is visible along the water line. Moreover, a sharply

outlined cavitation spot is conspicuous; unfortu-

nately no attempt was made to ascertain what sort

of unevenness on the hull caused this cavitation. In

Figure 7 a large amount of entrained air is seen cov-

ering the hull. Both Figures 6 and 7 were made as

the vessel traveled at a speed of 9.5 knots; there is

no explanation of why the amount of entrained air

differs so greatly in these two illustrations.

Figures 8 to 11 illustrate the progressive develop-

ment of propeller cavitation as the speed increases.

They furnish an instructive corollary to Figures 1,

2, and 3, and show that tip-vortex cavitation caused

by the screws of a vessel under way at high speeds

has the same appearance as that behind a laboratory

propeller driven by a stream of moving water.
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Figure 10. Underwater view from starboard quarter of a PT boat traveling at 27 knots showing propeller cavitation.
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Figure 11. Underwater view from astern of a PT boat traveling at 36 knots showing propeller cavitation.



Chapter 28

ACOUSTIC THEORY OF BUBBLES

THE RIGOROUS TREATMENT of the acoustic char-

acteristics of bubbles, especially of the cumula-

tive effects of a multitude of bubbles, requires a

great deal of rather advanced mathematics. For a

comprehensive exposition of these theories, reference

must be made to several monographs on the sub-

ject.i~* In this chapter only the principal features

of the problem will be sketched, primarily with a

view to the later elementary interpretation of the

acoustic properties of wakes in Chapter 34. Actual

wakes have such a complicated structure that many
physical and mathematical refinements incorporated

in the rigorous treatment of certain ideal cases have,

at present, only academic interest.

The first two sections of this chapter deal with the

acoustic properties of individual bubbles. In the

third section, the combined acoustic effects of many
bubbles are discussed, and the results are applied to

the evaluation, from laboratory experiments, of cer-

tain physical constants— acoustic cross sections,

damping constants, which cannot as yet be pre-

dicted from pure theory.

28.1 SCATTERING BY A SINGLE IDE4L
AIR BUBBLE

For application to wakes, only those air bubbles

need be treated whose radius R is very small com-

pared with the wavelength X of sound in water, or

R«^ or n =
27rK

»/ = -^ « 1, (1)

where t] is the ratio of the bubble circumference to the

wavelength. Then the pressure amphtude of the in-

cident sound wave can be regarded as constant in-

side the bubble and in its immediate vicinity. De-

noting this amplitude by A, the pressure Po of the in-

cident wave can be described by

Po = Ae^^'\ (2)

Although the effect of the sound wave impinging

upon the air bubble is a rather complex one, the re-

sulting phenomena may be classified under two prin-

cipal headings.

First, the periodically variable pressure of this in-

cident sound wave produces a forced vibration of the

air inside the bubble, which reacts on the surround-

ing water and produces in turn an emission of sound

waves from the bubble. This secondary sound wave
is spherically S3Tnmetrical for all practical purposes.

Such a process of transforming an incident wave into

waves of different pressure distributions is commonly
known as scattering. The concept of scattering refers

solely to the process of redistribution of sound energy

— in other words, it is understood that none of the

sound energy is converted into other forms of energy.

Actually, scattering by a bubble is always accom-

panied by conversion of part of the impinging sound

into heat by any one of a number of processes. These

effects are described together under the name of ab-

sorption of sound. In the present section, scattering

by a single bubble will be treated as though it were

possible to produce this phenomenon apart from ab-

sorption; therefore, the term "ideal air bubble" has

been used in the title of Section 28.1.

If the incident sound wave is a plane wave, the

rms sound intensity la, or the average rate at which

soimd energy crosses a unit area placed perpendicular

to the sound beam, is according to equation (56) in

Chapter 2

h = f^> (3)
2pc

where A is the complex pressure amplitude, c is the

velocity of sound in sea water, and p is the density of

sea water. These waves excite vibrations of the air in

the bubble and indirectly excite pressure waves in

the surrounding water. In order to compute rigor-

ously the possible types of vibration, the method of

normal modes of vibration would have to be applied

(see Section 27.1). It can be shown that of the various

modes of vibration only the spherically symmetrical

ones are significant in the present analysis, and that

the other modes, corresponding to directional pat-

460
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terns of .scattering, can be neglected.''- This princi-

pal mode of .spherical symmetry causes the scattered

sound to be a spherical wave centered upon the

bubble, which can be described by the formula,

p, = ^e^''/'-/'^ (4)

where p, is the pressure of the scattered wave, r is the

distance from the center of the bubble to the scat-

tered wave, and B is the complex pressure amplitude

of the scattered wave at unit distance; then B/r is the

pressure amplitude at the distance r. The intensity

of the scattered wave Is at a distance r is then,

\B\^
/. =

2cpr2
(5)

The problem now is to calculate the intensity 7s of

the divergent scattered wave from the intensity /o of

the plane incident wave. At this point it is convenient

to introduce the cross section as of the bubble for

scattering of soimd, which is defined by

The physical meaning of o-^ is simple. As the intensity

of the scattered sound is given by equation (5), the

total scattered energy at this distance r from the

bubble center is 47it-/s. Thus by combining equations

(3), (5), and (6),

iwr^L = crJo. (7)

Hence, the sound energy flowing through an area as

perpendicular to the incident sound beam is equal to

the total energy scattered by the bubble in all direc-

tions. The bubble itself exposes to the incident wave

the cross-sectional area irR^. If all energy intercepted

by this area would be converted into scattered sound,

the rate of scattering by the bubble, or the energy

scattered per unit time, would be ttR^Io-

Evidently, whether the scattered energy is smaller

or greater than the energy geometrically intercepted

by the bubble will depend on the ratio o-s/irfi^. The

incident wave excites pulsations of the bubble, which

are forced vibrations of the frequency / of the incident

sound. They will interfere with free vibrations of the

bubble at resonance, the frequency /r of which will be

computed presently. As is well known, the forced

vibrations of any mechanical system become very

intense if / is near the frequency fr of the free vibra-

tions characteristic of this particular system. In this

case of resonance the scattered energy can become

considerably greater than irR^h; thus the scattering

cross section a, may far exceed the geometric cross

section ttR- of the bubble.

In order to find <r„ or 4Tr |B|Vi^h the radial

velocity of the bubble surface vn will be computed in

two different ways, following the treatment in a re-

port by CUDWR.* On one hand, there is a hydro-

dynamical boundary condition which the air in the

bubble has to satisfy during its vibrations, namely

that the instantaneous gas pressure inside the bubble

must be equal to the external acoustic pressure. On
the other hand, there is a relation between pressure

and volume (or pressure and radius) which the air in

the bubble has to satisfy during its vibration, ac-

cording to the principles of thermodynamics.

If the vibrations are so rapid that there is no heat

exchange between the bubble and its surroundings,

it may be assumed that the pulsations are adiabatic

changes of state. For such changes, it is found from

the first law of thermodynamics and from the equa-

tion of state of an ideal gas that PV remains con-

stant during the pulsations, where P is the air pres-

sure inside the bubble, V the volume, and y the ratio

of the specific heats, which for air is 1.4. Denoting

by Pa the average hydrostatic pressure in the water,

by Vo and Ro the volume and radius of the bubble in

the state of equilibrium, the condition for adiabatic

pulsations with small departures dV and dP from the

equilibrium volume and pressure can be obtained by

differentiating the relation PV^ = constant:

y_dV

Vadt
(8)

dP_ dV l_dP

K~ ~^
Vo Podt^

By expressing the volume of the bubble in terms of

its radius R, it is found that

^0 = ~ '"'Rq
,

dV „„ dR dR

dt
= VR. (9)

If fi denotes the acoustic pressure and Ai the

pressure amplitude inside the bubble, the forced

vibrations of the air in the bubble are described by

d-pi

dt
V' == Aii

2-n!l = 2-irifAie-
^rnft

(10)

This internal acoustic pressure p.- is to be identified

with the excess gas pressure inside the bubble, dP,

which appears in equation (8). Hence, by substitu-

tion of equations (9) and (10) into equation (8) it

follows that

dR 2irifRoAi 2„y,
::::— e

SyPo
(11)

The next step is to compute the amplitudes At
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and B from the given pressure amplitude of A of the

incident sound wave and from the hydrodynamical

boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are

formulated in Section 2.6.1. They require that the

pressure p and the component vr of the particle

velocity normal to the surface have no discontinuity

at the surface; the continuity of vr is equivalent to

the continuity of {l/p)dp/dR, which was required in

Section 2.6.1.

While the pressure inside the bubble is given

by equation (10), the outside pressure is the sum of

the incident wave, expression (2), and the scattered

wave, expression (4).The pressure of the scatteredwave

Ps at the surface of the bubble is found from equation

(4), with r set equal to Ro. Because of assumption (1),

namely that the linear size of the bubble is small com-

pared with the wavelength X, the term r/\ in the

exponent of equation (4) is much smaller than unity

in the vicinity of the bubble and, therefore, ps and its

derivative can be replaced approximately by

X / dr

Then the continuity of the pressure at the surface

of the bubble is expressed by

Pi = P0+ Ps-

If the expressions (2), (10), and (12) are substituted

into this equation, and the common factor e^ can-

celed, the following equation is found to apply at the

bubble surface during the small oscillations usually

encountered in practice

:

p.
\Ro X /

(12)

B 2ri „A+--—B-A, = 0.

tlo X
(13)

The. normal component of the velocity must also

be continuous at the bubble surface. From equation

(11) the normal component of the fluid velocity in-

side the bubble is known. Its value outside the bubble

can be derived from equation (12). The relation be-

tween the fluid velocity and the pressure gradient

dp/dr in a certain direction is, according to the argu-

ment in Section 2.61,

dvR dp

dt dr
(14)

By substituting for dp/dr the derivative of the pres-

sure of the scattered wave from equation (12) with r

set equal to Ro and integrating over dt, equation (14)

is transformed into

To this equation the amplitude A of the incident

wave does not make any contribution, because the

wavelength is much larger than the size of the bubble;

since the pressure gradient dpo/dx is uniform in the

vicinity of the bubble, the velocity corresponding to

this uniform pressure gradient is a motion of the

entire bubble to and fro rather than an expansion and

contraction of the bubble. The continuity of vr can

now be formulated, according to equations (11) and

(15), by

B _ 2TfRoAi

2ivfpRl
~ 37P0

From equations (13) and (16) Ai can be eliminated

and a relation between A and B obtained; if the

subscript is omitted from Ra, the bubble radius in

equilibrium, then

AR
B = ^r-.^ ^^T^ (17)

(16)

37P0
1

2TTiR

^kT-pR'' " X

By introducing now the abbreviation /r, defined by

"^'W' (18)
37P0

.

p

the physical meaning of which will soon become ap-

parent, equations (17), and (18) and (1) may be

combined to give the result

«^ -. (.9,B =

(f)'-
1.+ rii

In order to obtain the scattering cross section o-j of

the bubble from equation (6), |.A 1^ and |J5|^ have to be

computed from

|A|2 = AA*, \bY = BB*, (20)

where A* and B* are the complex conjugates of A
and B respectively. According to equation (19),

RA*
(21)B* =

(fT--
Finally, from equations (6), (19), (20), and (21),

4,ri?2

(22)

d-O" + '?=

For a bubble of a definite radius R, the scattering

cross section o-, has its peak value if / equals fr', it is

then said that the incoming wave is in 'resonance

with the pulsations of the bubble, and hence /r is
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Figure 1. Scattering cross section for an ideal bubble.

called the resonance frequency for the bubble of

radius R.

A plot of (Ts/tR^ as the function of 77 = 2tR/\
= 2irRJ/c is shown in Figure 1, the outstanding

feature of which is a sharp peak. This maximum cor-

responds to the resonance value Tjr or according to

equation (18)

2TrRfr
Vr = = 11/3^ = 1.36 X

cr p

10- (23)

if Po is atmospheric pressure and c is the sound

velocity in sea water at 60 F. Thus, at resonance, o-j

is enormously greater than the geometric cross sec-

tion of the bubble; specifically

=
©" 2.16 X 10^ (24)

ffs,

TtR^ \JJr

where asr is the value of as at resonance. Equation

(24) can also be expressed in the form

X2
(25)

While equations (24) and (25) must be considerably

modified for an actual bubble, as shown in the next

section, the phenomenon of resonance is neverthe-

less responsible for the great efficiency of bubbles as

scattering agents. Moreover, the resonant frequency

found from equation (18) is correct for a wide spread

of bubble sizes. This equation has been confirmed by
observations at low frequencies, between 1,000 and

6,000 c per sec, "•' and also at high supersonic fre-

quencies, between 20 and 35 kc' In each case a

single bubble was placed in the sound field, and the

sound frequency determined at which the bubble

oscillated most violently. The radius of the bubble

was then measured either with a microscope, or for

the larger bubbles by measurement of the volume

of air in the bubble. The values of the resonant

frequency /r found in these measurements for bubbles

of air, hydrogen, and oxygen in water at different

temperatures' agreed with equation (18) within the

experimental error of about 5 per cent. Thus within

the range from 1 to 50 kc equation (18) may safely

be used to predict the resonant radius of bubbles in

water. Values computed from this equation are

given in Table 1.

Table 1. Resonant radius for air bubbles in water.

Frequency in kc
Wavelength in centimeters
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tering coefficient for frequencies considerably greater

than the resonant frequency /r- Since ri is less than

one, q'^ in equation (22) may be neglected when the

ratio /r// is much greater than one. Consequently, the

scattering cross section for low-frequency sound may
be written approximately as

iirR^ (/)* = -(^')'- «
This equation is known as Rayleigh's law of scatter-

ing for long-wave radiation. It will be remembered

that in optics Rayleigh's law explained the blue color

of the sky, as the resonant frequencies characteristic

of the atmospheric gases oxygen and nitrogen are far

greater than the frequencies of visible light. Hence,

the shorter (blue) waves of sunlight are scattered

more strongly than the longer (red) waves and reach

our eyes with greater intensity. Equation (28) is also

applicable to the high-frequency sound commonly

used in echo ranging provided that the bubble

radius R is very small; if R is less than 10~' cm, how-

ever, fr is given by equation (26) instead of by equa-

tion (18).

28.2 SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION
BY AN ACTUAL BUBBLE

So far, the attenuation of sound resulting from the

absorption of sound energy during the pulsation of

the bubble has been neglected. The existence of such

an effect is a direct consequence of the second law of

thermodynamics, which implies that energy must be

extracted from the sound field and dissipated into the

surrounding water in the form of heat, in order to

maintain the forced pulsation of the bubble against

the internal friction of the bubble-water system. In

other words, it is thermodynamically inadmissible

to treat the pulsation of the bubble as if it were a

strictly adiabatic process; therefore it becomes neces-

sary to amend the analysis given in the preceding

section for an ideal bubble.

This task is accomplished by adding to equation

(13), which expressed the continuity of pressure at

the bubble surface, a certain term which takes into

account the frictional force modifying the behavior

of an actual bubble. Moreover, the exchange of heat

between bubble and water by conduction neces-

sitates a modification of- equation (16), which formu-

lated the continuity of velocity at the bubble surface.

The treatment of the case of the ideal bubble im-

plicitly assumed that the pulsations are thermo-

dynamically reversible; that is, the work put into the

bubble during compression was supposed to be equal

to the work done by the bubble during expansion.

Actually, there is heat exchange between bubble and

water, but the pulsations are too rapid to permit a

complete leveling of temperature at every instant of

the cycle. Thus there prevails a continual change of

state which is somewhere between the adiabatic and

isothermal case.

It is not difficult to see that under such circum-

stances the pulsation of pressure cannot be in phase

with the pulsation of volume. While the bubble is be-

ing compressed, the temperature rises steadily; as

soon as the rise of temperature becomes appreciable,

heat conduction begins to operate and the bubble

tends to cool off even before expansion has started.

When the minimum volume is reached, the tempera-

ture will be decreasing as heat flows from the bubble

into the water. Consequently, the temperature maxi-

mum will be reached some time before the bubble has

been compressed to its minimum volume. Likewise,

since the gas pressure is proportional to the tempera-

ture, the maximum pressure will not be attained

simultaneously with the minimum volume, but some

time before. Thus there exists a phase shift between

pressure and temperature on one hand, and volume

and radial velocity of the bubble on the other hand.

For resonant bubbles at frequencies of 100 kc or less,

this effect is taken into account^ by inserting a com-

plex factor 1 — |8? in the right-hand side of equation

(11), where /3 is a positive constant much smaller

than one.

The two equations of continuity, (13) and (16),

must therefore be replaced, for an actual bubble, by

the following ones:

P, + Ps-Pi= -Ci— , (29)
dt

or

and

A + B/Ro - 2rt/bB - Ai = C,Bi

2TfpRl

B 2-7rfRoAi
(1 - fit) (30)

2TfpRl 37F0

In equation (29) Ci is a constant measuring the

effect of friction, which is assumed to be proportional

to the radial velocity dR/dt of the bubble. The term

CidR/dt represents the net pressure on the bubble,

which is positive when the bubble is contracting

{dR/dt < 0) ; hence, the correction term appearing on

the right side of equation (29) must carry a minus

sign.
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By proceeding exactly as in Section 28.1, the fol-

lowing relation is found instead of equation (19):

li =
RA

($Th-^Mi-
/3

1 + -v+-
cpri/

•(31)

If one neglects /3- compared to one and defines

s =
p

equation (31) becomes

B =

+ ') + — .

cpv

RA

(32)

(33)

1 + i8if,Ro)

Substituting this expression into equation (6), the

cross section for scattering by an actual bubble can

readily be evaluated:

(34)

(fO^ + 52

It will be noted that equation (34) is identical with

equation (22), which was derived for an ideal bubble,

except that 8^ has replaced rj^ in the denominator.

This change affects only the magnitude of the scat-

tering cross section near resonance. Thus the fre-

quency of resonance and the scattering cross section

at frequencies far from resonance are correctly given

by equation (22), in agreement with the statements

made in the previous section.

The knowledge of the scattering cross section does

not provide all the information that is wanted in the

case of an actual bubble, as the incident flux of

energy is reduced both by scattering and absorption

of sound. Calling the sum of scattered and absorbed

energy the extinguished energy, an extinction cross

section Ce can be defined by

0-6 = 7^' (35)
to

where Fe is the total energy extinguished by the

bubble per unit interval of time and 7o is the intensity

of the incident sound energy. The quantity Fe is equal

to the work done, per unit interval of time, on the

bubble by the incoming sound beam; this extin-

guished energy comprises both absorbed and scat-

tered energy. Hence, Fe is equal to

Po
dV

dt
(36)

where the bar means the time average; po is the pres-

sure of the incident sound wave, and V is the volume

of the bubble.

To evaluate equation (36) it is simplest to use real

quantities. According to equation (2),

Po = Ae^"^'.

Since the initial phase may be chosen arbitrarily, let

A be real, and let the sound pressure and sound

velocity be represented by the real parts of the ex-

pressions developed above. Then

Po = A cos 2Trft. (37)

From equations (9) and (15) it follows that

dt fp

Here again only the real part of the entire expression

is to be taken. In order to find this real part, split B
into its real part B^ and its imaginary part iB^, and

express e^"-^' in terms of its real and imaginary parts

:

(B^+ iB^) (cos 2x/< + i sin 2ir/<)
dt -fp

2—- [(5^ cos 2x/< + B^ sin 27r/0
~fp

-\- i {B' sin 2ir/«

(38)

S'^cos27r/<)]-

If equation (37) and the corresponding real part of

equation (38) are substituted into equation (36), it is

found that

2A
Fe= - -^(cos 2TrJt) {B^cos 2Tft + B^ sin 2x/i) ; (39).

JP

where the bar denotes an average over many cycles

Since

and

1

COS^ (27r/0 = -

(cos 2ir/0 (sin 2ir/0 = 0,

equation (39) becomes finally

AB^

fp

According to equation (33),

RA5

Fe= -

B'=

(^'T + 5^

Hence, equation (40) assumes the form

RA^ 1

fp'
Fe

(f-0^

(40)

(41)

(42)

+ 52
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By combining this expression with equations (3) and

(32), the cross section for extinction is finally ob-

tained:

(43)

+ 52

The extinguished energy is obviously the sum of

the scattered and absorbed energy. Therefore, the

absorption cross section Ca of the actual bubble can

be defined by the relation

Te = a, + Ca (44)

and is thus found to be, from equations (34) and (43),

AttR- e-o
Oa^

iM
(45)

+ 52

Note also the simple relation

Os
(46)

A word must be said now about the function 5, de-

fined in equation (32). If fi and Ci are put equal to

zero, for the case of an ideal bubble, 6 reduces to )?,

and it is seen that equation (22) is indeed the correct

limiting form of equation (34). Numerical values of

/3 and Ci can be derived by an analysis of the several

physical processes known to contribute to the absorp-

tion of sound by the bubble— for instance, heat con-

duction, viscosity, surface tension, and other proc-

esses. There are also methods for determining 5

empirically from certain observations which will be
discussed. Inspection of Figure 2, which shows the

damping constant at resonance as a function of fre-

quency, will reveal that the predicted values of 5 are

much smaller than the observed ones. This discrep-

ancy indicates that some relevant physical processes

must have been overlooked in the theoretical anal-

ysis of the absorption effects. Hence, theoretical

evaluation of |S and Ci, although carried out else-

where,^ will be omitted from this review, and the

empirical values of 6 will be used for the interpreta-

tion of the acoustic properties of wakes to be given

in Chapter 34.

The physical significance of 5 can best be visualized

by plotting c^/'^'kR^ against ///,. A resonance curve,

similar to Figure 1, is thus obtained. The peak value

of this graph is, according to equation (34),

0.4

0.3

S, 0.2

0.1
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the resonance peak is, the smaller is the damping of

the pulsation of the bubble. Therefore, 5^ is com-

monly called the damping constant.

28.2.1 Measurement of Damping
Constant

The simplest, most direct way to determine the

damping constant 8r is to measure the sharpness of

the resonant peak for a bubble in a sound field. Such

measurements have been carried out for bubbles in

fresh water. In one case,' the amplitude of oscillation

of a single bubble was observed as the sound fre-

quency was slowly varied. Since o-j is proportional to

the square of the amplitude of oscillation, a plot of

these observations yields 5, directly. Values of 5r were

found by this method for bubbles of hydrogen and

bubbles of oxygen, but no systematic difference was

found between these two gases.

In another case, the transmission loss through a

screen of bubbles all of the same size was observed.*

To produce this screen, six small microdispersers ar-

ranged in a line in a laboratory tank were used to

produce a stream of bubbles 10 ft below the surface

of the water. These bubbles were normally inter-

cepted by a hood, which could, however, be swung

to one side for about one second to allow a pulse of

bubbles to rise to the surface. Since the larger bubbles

arrived at the surface first, and the smaller ones at

progressively later times, the bubbles near the surface

at any one time were of nearly equal radii. The trans-

mission loss in decibels of sound at a constant fre-

quency crossing this screen was then proportional to

ae for a single bubble; from a plot of the transmission

loss against bubble radius, a value of dr could then be

determined. A typical set of observed curves ob-

tained with this technique is reproduced in Figure 4.

In analyzing these data, account was taken of the

variation of 5 with bubble radius so that points some

distance from resonance could be used as well as

those close to resonance.

The values of dr found by these two methods are

plotted in Figure 2. The dashed line curve shows the

theoretical value of 5t for air bubbles in water, if Ci is

set equal to zero, and values of /3 are taken from

reference 5. It is evident that at the higher fre-

quencies the observed values are much greater than

the theoretical values; this discrepancy has already

been noted above. The values of 6r found from a single

bubble, which are shown as crosses, are somewhat

greater than those determined from the transmission

loss of sound through a bubble screen, plotted as

circles in Figure 2. In the former set of measure-

ments, the bubble was not free, but was caught on a

small wax sphere fastened to a platinum thread,

which oscillated to and fro as the bubble expanded

and contracted. Since the damping constant may
have been increased in this arrangement over its

value for a free bubble, these values cannot be relied

upon. Thus, the solid line of best fit shown in Figure 2

is based at high frequencies on the values found with

the screen of freely rising bubbles. Confirmation of

these observed values of 8r is found in the next sec-

tion, where the observed data on scattering and

absorption of sound by bubble screens are shown to

be in moderately good agreement with the theoretical

values based on equations (34) and (43) and on the

empirical curve of 8r in Figure 2. For comparison with

the observed values, the damping constant 3r com-

puted for an ideal bubble resonating in water at at-

mospheric pressure is shown as a dashed line in the

figure; the value plotted is taken from equation (23).

28.3 SOUND PROPAGATION IN A

LIQUID CONTAINING MANY BUBBLES

The results derived in the preceding sections for a

single bubble are only the first step toward the solu-

tion of the general problem, the propagation of sound

through a medium containing many bubbles. This

problem is complicated because the external pressure

affecting each bubble is the sum of the pressure in

the incident sound wave and the pressures of the

sound waves from all the other bubbles. While the

mathematics of the problem is complicated, the gen-

eral results to be anticipated can be presented simply.

28.3.1 General Theory

First, the presence of the bubbles will affect the

nature of the medium through which the sound wave

is progressing. If the bubbles are spaced much closer

to each other than the wavelength, the sound velocity

will be appreciably affected by the presence of the

bubbles, which alters the compressibility of the

medium. In addition, the sound velocity will have a

small imaginary part, resulting from the absorption

and scattering of sound, and giving rise to an ex-

ponential drop of the sound intensity with increasing

distance of travel through the aerated water. Thus a

sound wave can be reflected, refracted, and atten-

uated as it passes through water containing bubbles.
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On this picture the sound wave behaves as though

it were proceeding through a homogeneous medium,

in which the sound velocity is a smooth complex

function of position.

Secondly, this picture must be supplemented to

take scattering into account. The sound waves sent

out from the different bubbles produce scattered

sound, which goes out in all directions. This scattered

radiation may be regarded as resulting from the fact

that in a random collection of point scatterers the

number of scatterings per unit volume is never

constant from one region to another, but shows

statistical fluctuations. A theory of the scattering

of light in air is given along these lines in a well-

known text on statistical mechanics.^ More simply,

the intensity of scattered radiation may be regarded

as proportional to the average squared pressure re-

sulting from all the individual bubbles. As the

bubbles move around, the relative phases of their

scattered wavelets will vary widely, and constructive

and destructive interference will be equally likely.

With this picture, the average squared pressure may
be regarded as simply the sum of the squares of the

pressures in each of the scattered wavelets.

In ship wakes the number of bubbles in a small

volume is rarely sufficiently great to produce reflec-

tion and refraction of sound waves. The gradual at-

tenuation of the incident sound beam and the scat-

tering of sound energy in all directions by each

bubble individually are therefore the two effects of

greatest interest.

The preceding discussion is, of course, not very

rigorous. The results stated here have been proved

rather generally, however, in an elegant solution to

the general problem.''^ This analysis makes certain

assumptions, the most important of which are that

the bubbles have diameters much smaller than the

wavelength of the incident sound, and that the

average distance between bubbles is much larger

than their dimensions. The solution, as a result of its

physical generality, is of considerable mathematical

complexity, and therefore will not be reproduced

here. But the mode of approach used in this general

theory will be briefly sketched.

The chief feature of this theory is its use of con-

figurational averages. Different bubbles may be almost

any^vhere within a certain region. For each distribu-

tion of bubbles the sound pressure p at a given time

will have some definite value. If now an average value

of this pressure is taken for all possible positions of

the different bubbles, a configurational average of p,

denoted by <p>, results. Thus is usually not equal

to the time average of p, since this time average

vanishes because of the oscillations of p between

positive and negative values. Similarly, <p-> may
be defined as the configurational average of p-.

The simplified picture presented at the beginning

of this section may be given a precise meaning in

terms of these configurational averages. The quantity

<p> is found to obey the wave equation in a

homogeneous medium in which the complex sound

velocity is a function of position. This configurational

average acts in general as the pressure from a re-

fracted sound wave. Thus <p> gives rise to a trans-

mitted wave; after leaving the scattering region, this

transmitted wave bears a definite phase relationship

to the incident wave.

For any particular configuration, the value of p
may differ from <p> . A measure of this difference is

provided by the mean square value of p — <p>,
which is equal to <p^> — <p>2. The analysis

shows that this difference is simply the sum of the

squares of the pressures in the sound wave sent out

from each of the bubbles. These additional terms

therefore represent just the scattered sound, includ-

ing sound that has been scattered several times.

Thus the intensity at any point, which is proportional

to p^, is on the average the sum of two terms; the

first term <p>^ represents the coherent wave,

propagating through a homogeneous medium in

which the sound velocity changes in some way with

changing position. The second term, <p-> — <p>-
represents the sum of the scattered waves from each

bubble. At any one time the value of p-, even when
averaged over a few cycles, will usually differ from

the sum of these two terms, but as the configuration

of bubbles changes, the time average of p- should ap-

proach the configurational average of p-. In most

practical situations a period of several seconds is

usually sufficient to bring the time average of p-

close to the configurational average. If, then,

averages are taken over time intervals of several

seconds, the simplified picture presented at the be-

ginning of the section may be taken as correct.

When the average distance between the bubbles

becomes very small, or, in other words, as the

average number of bubbles per unit volume becomes

very large, this simplified picture becomes inadequate.

In this case, another ter^m must be included in < p'^>

,

in addition to the two terms representing the re-

fracted (coherent) wave and the scattered (incoher-

ent) waves. This term is difficult to interpret, but
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contributes to the scattered sound and appears to be

due to interference between different scattered wave-

lets. It is not easy to determine the precise point at

which this term becomes important, but it can be

shown to be negligible, for resonant bubbles, pro-

vided the attenuation per wavelength is less than a

few decibels. This is the same condition that must be

satisfied if the change which resonant bubbles pro-

duce in the sound velocity of the medium is to be

relatively small. Since this condition appears to be

satisfied in observed wakes, this additional term will

therefore be neglected in the following derivation of

practical formulas for the attenuation, scattering, and

reflection of sound by water containing bubbles.

28.3.2 Transmission

The type of analysis developed in the preceding

section will now be appUed to find the transmission

loss through a region containing bubbles. It will first

be assumed that within this region all the bubbles

are of the same size. In each cubic centimeter there

are assumed to be n bubbles; n may vary from point

to point within the region. If / is the intensity in the

incident sound beam, the rate at which sound energy

is extinguished from the beam by each bubble will

be <rj, according to equation (35). Let 7(0) be the

intensity at the point where the beam enters the

region containing bubbles and let /(r) be the in-

tensity after the beam has penetrated a distance r

through the region; r is measured along a sound ray.

The increment of I(r) after passing an infinitesimal

distance dr is, of course, negative and has the value

dl = -n{r)<Tj(r)dr. (51)

By integration of equation (51) over the path fol-

lowed by the sound, it is found that at any distance n

lin) = 1(0)6-'" ^'' "<''* = J(0)e-""^'"' ,
(52)

where iV(ri) is the total number of bubbles in a

column of length n and unit cross section. If ri is set

equal to w, the total thickness of the region, equa-

tion (52) gives the total extinction produced by the

bubble screen, or the attenuation as it is usually called

in underwater sound work. Expressing the attenua-

tion on a decibel scale, equation (52) is equivalent to

10 log
m
I{w)

= 10 X 0.434 X n(TeW = K^w, (53)

where n is the average bubble density in the screen,

defined by

IT"" 1
n = - \ n{r)dr = - N{w) (54)wJ w

The quantity K„ in equation (53) is usually called

coefficient of attenuation, which is conventionally

given in units of decibels per yard. Since n and (r«

are usually expressed in units of cm~' and cm^, re-

spectively, and since there are 91.4 cm to the yard,

Ke in decibels per yard becomes

Ke = 396.8n(r„ (55)

The attenuation coefficient Ke is rather easy to

determine by acoustic measurements either of a

wake (see Chapter 32) or of a bubble screen produced

in the laboratory (see Section 28.2). Since as is known
for resonant bubbles from the experimental deter-

mination of the damping constant 5r already described

in Section 28.2, the bubble density n can be computed

from Ke and ae by equation (55), on the assumption

that only bubbles of resonant size are present. How-
ever, among copious masses of bubbles, as found in

wakes, there will usually be a wide dispersion of

bubble sizes. It is important, therefore, to evaluate

the attenuation produced by such nonhomogeneous

bubble populations.

Let the number of bubbles per cubic centimeter

with radii between R and R + dR be denoted by

n{R)dR, and define Se as the total extinction cross

section per cubic centimeter. From equations (34)

and (43), it is then found, by adding up or integrating

the cross sections of all bubbles contained in one

cubic centimeter,

4:rfl2„(fl)'^

& =X'
(I-;

dR (56)

-1-52

Bubbles of near-resonant radius will make a large

contribution to Se- If n{R) does not change rapidly

for radii near resonance, the integral over the reso-

nance peak in equation (56) may readily be evaluated.

This procedure gives the correct value for Se pro-

vided that absorption by bubbles far from resonance

can be neglected. Even if the density of bubbles near

resonance is comparable with the bubble density at

other radii, resonant bubbles will probably make the

major contribution to Se, since Oe is unquestionably

much greater for resonant bubbles than for those of

other sizes. However, according to what has been

said in Section 28.1.2 about the gradual shrinkage of

bubbles, a large number of veiy small bubbles are

likely to be present which may contribute apprecia-
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bly to the total extinction cross section. Since a^ for

bubbles of sizes far from resonance size is propor-

tional to 5, and since the value of this damping con-

stant is unknown for nonresonant bubbles, it is not

possible to state the conditions under which non-

resonant absorption may become important. In

practical applications it is customary to assume that

bubbles near resonance provide the dominant source

of attenuation in wakes; as shown in Chapter 34,

this assumption appears to lead to agreement with

experimental results, and is probably correct at

supersonic frequencies for the bubble distributions

occurring in wakes.

Then, in order to compute the value of Se resulting

from bubbles near resonant size, n(R), q{R,}), and

5{R,f) in equation (56) may be taken outside the

integral and given their values for R equal to the

resonant radius Rr- Thus equation (56) is trans-

formed into

^"'
(57)

_ 4wRMRr)Sr r dR^

+ 6?

As the radius of the resonant bubbles struck by a

sound beam of the frequency / is Rr, then according

to equation (23)

- '- ^^^«
(58)

(59)

pKr
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(3), (5), and (G) ; more simply, it may be written down
directly, since by definition aja is the rate at which

sound is scattered by a single bubble, and since the

energy is spread out uniformly in all directions, at the

distance ) it is spread out uniformly over an area

4xr-. In a small region of volume dV, the number of

bubbles is nd V, where n is the number of bubbles per

cubic centimeter.

Equation (68) must be modified to allow for the

fact that the scattered sound will be attenuated on

its way from the region to a distance /• away. Over

long distances various sources of attenuation must be

considered, such as absorption in the water, scat-

tering by temperature irregularities, and so forth.

Over short distances, most of these effects may be

neglected, and the transmission loss taken from equa-

tion (52). The basic equation for the scattered sound

measured a distance n from the region dV then be-

comes

dl.
sdV

47rr?
le-

JlMr)dr
(69)

where I is the intensity at the region dV. If sound

from different directions is incident on the region, /

must be averaged over all directions for use in equa-

tion (69).

Computing the scattered sound intensity from

equation (69) is a much more complicated problem

than computing the total sound attenuation from

equation (51). In the latter case, equation (51) could

be integrated along a single sound ray, yielding equa-

tion (52) directly. The basic difficulty in solving equa-

tion (59) is that the sound intensity I at the volume

elemei^t dV includes sound scattered in turn from

other regions. To consider multiple scattered sound

of this type is rather complicated, and leads to inte-

gral equations which in general cannot be solved

exactly. Methods for treating this problem have been

extensively explored in astrophysical literature. " "

The problem of multiple scattering in wakes could

probably be studied with success by methods de-

•veloped for the corresponding optical problem.'^

Fortunately, bubbles absorb much more sound

than they scatter. From equation (46) and Figure 2

it is evident that the ratio (ra/<re for resonant bubbles

is less than 1 to 10 for frequencies above 15 kc. For

this reason, sound scattered several times from

resonant bubbles has usually traveled so far that it

is very weak. Multiple scattering will therefore be

neglected in all subsequent discussions. In simple

cases, the error resulting from this approximation

will be less than half a decibel at frequencies above

15 kc. Even at 5 kc, the error will u.sually be less than

1 db. For scattering by nonresonant bubbles, multiple

scatterings cannot be neglected unless Ce is much
greater than as-

Even with this approximation, the computation of

Is from equation (69) is not simple. The quantity /

now becomes the sound intensity incident on the

region containing bubbles, and attenuated by its

passage through part of the region. However, to

compute Is Sit any one point the sound arriving from

all parts of the screen must be computed; the total

scattered sound must be evaluated by summing up

the contributions arriving from all different direc-

tions. In any practical situation, the directivity of

the receiving hydrophone must also be taken into

account in order to find the electrical signal received

in the measuring equipment. A detailed considera-

tion of these problems in cases of practical impor-

tance is given in Chapter 34.

To give insight into fundamental features of the

scattering problem, it is desirable to eliminate these

geometrical complications as far as possible. Equa-

tion (69) is here applied to scattering from a bubble

screen, that is, from a layer of aerated water bounded

by two parallel planes a distance w apart. Instead of

integrating over all directions, we shall compute

simply the scattered sound reaching the point P from

all directions within a small cone of solid angle dU;

the quantity dQ is simply the area of a cross section

of the cone divided by the distance r^ from P to the

cross section. The geometry of this situation is shown

in Figure 3.

Let 7(0) be the intensity of sound incident on the

screen; the incident sound is assumed to be a plane

wave, whose rays are inclined at an angle i with a

line perpendicular to the boundary of the screen.

Within the screen the intensity falls off exponen-

tially; since the path length dr is equal to sec idx,

equation (52) gives for the incident sound at a dis-

tance X inside the screen

I(x) = 7(0) exp — o-esec i- I n{x)dx •

As Figure 3 shows, the scattered sound which we are

considering makes an angle e with a line perpendicular

to the boundary of the screen. Thus in equation (69)

the length dr along the path of the scattered sound is

sec tdx. Thus we find for the sound scattered from a

small element of volume dV, at a distance ri from the

point P
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INCIDENT
SOUND WAVE

Figure 3. Scattering from a bubble screen.

d/.=^^^^^^^/(0)
47rr2

exp — (7e(sec i + sec t]
I

n{x)dx • (70)

For the volume element dV within the cone, we have

dV = r\dQ.dr;

since dri is simply sec erfx as before, equation (70) be-

comes

n(x)cs sec td^dx
dL = —~^~ 7(0)

4x

[-exp — (rc(sec i + sec e I

I
n{x)dx • (71)

This equation may be integrated over x from to w,

yielding

cos I

(Teiw COS i + COS e

<7-e(sec i + sec «)|l - exp I

I
n{x)dx \

ir
™

It is interesting to note that dl, in equation (72) is

independent of the distance from the screen to the

point P where the scattered sound intensity is

measured. This apparent contradiction is resolved

when it is realized that with increasing distance a

larger area of the screen is intercepted within the

solid angle c?Q.

Equation (72) has two important limiting cases.

When the transmission loss across the screen is large,

the second term in the brackets is negligibly small,

and

,^ o-srfO cosi ,„„^
d/. = — —

• (73
Ce'iir cos I + COS 6

It may be noted that when e equals i, as is the case for

backward scattered sound, cos e equals cos i; if also

equation (46) is used for Us/ae, equation (73) yields

do
(74)

On the other hand, when the transmission loss

across the wake is small, it is possible to use the ap-

proximate relationship

e^= 1 - a,

yielding

do f"
d/s = (Ts— sec e

I
n{x)dx. {lb)

4x ^0

In terms of the average density n introduced in the

previous section, equation (75) becomes

do
als = as— sec f tow

47r
(76)

Thus when the transmission loss across the wake is

small, dis is proportional to a^ and n. But when the

transmission loss is great, the scattered sound reaches

a constant value, given by equation (73), and is in-

sensitive to changes in n or tw.

When bubbles of different sizes are present, equa-

tion (69) for dIs may still be used, provided that n<Te

is replaced by Se, the total extinction cross section

per cubic centimeter, and wo-, is replaced by S„ the

total scattering cross section per cubic centimeter.

The quantity Se is discussed in the preceding section;

equation (65) gives the relationship between S^ and

u{Rr), the bubble density at resonance. A similar

analysis, considering bubbles only of near-resonant

size, leads to the following equation for the total

scattering cross section per cubic centimeter:

ZvU{Rr)
Ss =

25r
(77)

The consideration of only those bubbles near the

resonant size is usually legitimate even if absorption

by nonresonant bubbles is appreciable. Since Cs, the

scattering cross section of a single bubble, does not

depend on the damping constant 6 for nonresonant

bubbles, it is possible to evaluate precisely the con-

tribution of bubbles of all sizes. For a single bubble
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smaller than resonant size, a, falls off as the fourth

power of the wavelength; hence such small bubbles

are not likely to contribute much to S, unless present

in very large numbers. Bubbles larger than resonant

size have a scattering cross section about four times

their geometrical cross section, but are not likely to

be present in greater abundance than smaller bubbles.

Thus equation (77) should be valid in a wide range

of circumstances.

Since the ratio of S^/Se is equal to the ratio of

(T,/ae at resonance, equation (74) is still valid when

the transmission loss across the screen is large; thus

the scattered sound in this case is just the same as if

all bubbles were of resonant size. When the trans-

mission loss across the screen is small, however, equa-

tion (76) must be used, with S, substituted in place

of 7i<r,.

28.3.4 Reflection and Refraction

The presence of bubbles changes the velocity of

sound. If the bubble density is sufficiently great, this

effect may become practically important, leading to

reflection and refraction of the sound beam. Since in

ship wakes the number of bubbles present per cubic

centimeter is usually not sufficiently great to change

the sound velocity very greatly, these effects are not

discussed in great detail here. The methods of analysis

required to deal with this case are briefly sketched,

and the results stated.

The sound velocity is defined by equations (6),

(18), and (26) in Chapter 2 as

dp

a7
(78)

where p and p are the pressure and density respec-

tively of the bubble mixture. If only a volume V of

the mixture is considered, equation (78) may be

written in the form

c2 =
at

dV
'Tt

(79)

using the relation pdV -\- Vdp = 0. The quantities

dp/dt a,nddV/dt maybe evaluatedfrom the equations

in Sections 28.1 and 28.2 yielding the basic equation

X2 C n(R)RdR^ = 1 /;

(f-O
(80)

+ iS

where Co is the sound velocity when no bubbles are

present, and n{R) is the number of bubbles per cubic

centimeter with radii between R and RdR. The inte-

gral in equation (80) extends over all bubble sizes.

It is assumed that all bubbles present have a radius

much smaller than the wavelength, and that the

average distance between bubbles is larger than their

radius. If these two assumptions are not fulfilled, the

theory on the preceding pages breaks down. The de-

tails of the derivation of this equation are given in

references 3 and 4.

It may be noted that equation (80) is valid only

when the density of the liquid-bubble mixture is

substantially the same as that of the liquid. Results

are given which may be used for any density of

bubbles, provided that the bubbles are all much too

small to resonate, but much too large for surface

tension to become important."

For frequencies far from resonance, the imaginary

term in equation (80) may be neglected. For fre-

quencies below resonance, this leads to the equation

A- 1 I

3"
2 '2
C TJr

(81)

where u is the total volume of air present as bubbles

in 1 cu cm of the liquid-bubble mixture. Thus u is de-

fined by the equation

= \—RMR)dR. (82)

The quantity r\r in equation (81) is the ratio of the

bubble circumference 2vR to the wavelength X at

resonance, as defined in equation (1). Equation (81)

is valid only for bubbles which are sufficiently large

that surface tension effects can be neglected; more-

over, if the expansion and contraction of the bubble

are adiabatic rather than isothermal, the last term in

equation (81) must be multiplied by the ratio of the

specific heats for the gas in the bubble. It is interest-

ing to note that, subject to these limitations, equa-

tion (81) is independent of the bubble radius. Even
if u is as low as 10~^ parts of air at atmospheric pres-

sure to one part of water, c/co is 0.62.

When the bubbles are all greater than the resonant

size, the sound velocity is increased by the presence

of the bubbles, and the relation corresponding to

equation (81) is

t
= 1-^ l^u(R)dR, (83)

cl

if^MR)dR,
Vr -J R

where u(R)dR, defined in equation (64), is the volume

of the bubbles present in 1 cu cm of liquid-bubble
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mixture with radii between R and R + dR. Equation

(83) has the surprising implication that when u{R) is

sufficiently great, (^/c^ becomes negative, the sound

velocity becomes purely imaginary on this approxi-

mation, and the attenuation becomes very large.

Under these circumstances the imaginary term in

equation (80) which was neglected in equation (83),

determines the wave velocity and the wavelength.

For the case of all bubbles with twice the resonant

radius Rr, the critical value of u at which c becomes

infinite is 2 X 10^^, corresponding to a distance be-

tween bubbles of roughly thirty times the bubble

radius.

When resonant bubbles are present, the imagi-

nary part of the sound velocity becomes important.

If an integration is carried out only over bubbles

close to resonance, and if u{R) is not changing rapidly

with R in this region, the real part of the integral in

equation (80) is small and may be neglected, yielding

3TriRrU(Rr)^=1
27)r

(84)

This imaginary part of the sound velocity leads to an

exponential decay of sound intensity with distance x,

since the sound intensity falls off as e"-"^-'^''' ' If the

second term on the right-hand side of equation (84)

is small, as it is in most practical cases, the resulting

attenuation is exactly the same as was found in equa-

tions (53) and (67) in Section 28.3.2.

In a region containing bubbles, with any assumed

distribution of sizes, and having a sharp boundary,

sound incident on this region from bubble-free water

will be reflected at the sharp discontinuity. The anal-

ysis for this situation is given in Section 2.6.2 where

it is shown that the ratio of the amplitude of the

reflected and incident waves is given by the equation

A" Ci — Co (cos e/cos t)

(85)
Ci -|- Co (cos e/cos t)

This is essentially equation (119) of Chapter 2, with

Pi set equal to p and subscripts used for the incident

sound wave. The quantity co is the sound velocity in

the bubble-free medium, while ci is the corresponding

quantity across the boundary, where bubbles are

present. The energy reflection coefficient je is simply

the square oiA"/Aa. The angles t and « are the angles

which the incident and refracted sound make with a

line perpendicular to the boundary. The ratio of cos e

to cos t may be found from Snell's law, yielding

In most cases of practical importance, ci is nearly

equal to Co. Thus, cos t is essentially equal to cos i.

By writing equation (81) in the form

c?
= 1 + 6

COS'e

cos'

t

1 -f- tan^ t0-1)

the energy reflection coefficient je found by squaring

A"/A^ in equation (85) becomes

Te = - > (86)
16

as long as h is much smaller than 1. This equation

may also be used when h is complex but less than 1,

provided that the absolute value of h is used. When
h is comparable to or larger than 1, the formulas be-

come considerably more complicated.^

28.3.5 Observed Acoustic EflFects of

Bubbles

The effect of a known distribution of bubbles on

the propagation of sound through water has been

investigated in the laboratory at frequencies from

10 to 35 kc* The method used for producing a screen

of bubbles all of the same size has already been de-

scribed in Section 28.2.1. Special measurements were

made to determine the number of bubbles per cubic

centimeter at various points in the bubble screen.

The bubble screen was about 17 in. .ong. Its thick-

ness varied with the bubble radius; for bubbles 0.034

cm in radius, corresponding to a resonant frequency

of 10 kc, the thickness was about 3 in., while for

bubbles 0.020 cm in radius, corresponding to 17 kc,

the thickness was more nearly 5 in. In continuous

flow, about 1 cu cm of air per second was fed into the

screen, resulting in a total density u of about 10"*

parts of air per part of water. When a bubble pulse

was formed by turning on the stream of bubbles for

1 sec, however, the bubble densities at the level of

the acoustic instruments were much less than this,

ranging between 10"* and 10~'.

The acoustic measurements with the bubble pulse

consisted in measuring the sound reflected from and

transmitted through the screen at a fixed frequency

as a function of time since the beginning of the pulse.

The transmission loss was measured by reading the

sound level in a hydrophone placed on the far side

of the bubble screen from the projector. The reflected

sound was measured by a hydrophone placed on the

same side of the bubble screen as the projector, but

separated from the projector by several baffles. The
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and observation shown in Figures 5 and 6 is not bad.

Other runs show about the same agreement, with oc-

casional observed transmission losses as low as half

or as great as twice the predicted value, and with

occasional observed reflection coefficients as much as

6 db outside the spread of the observational data.

These discrepancies, which are apparently in random

directions, may be the result of irregularities in the

bubble-producing devices. It is worth noting that the

predicted scattering from nonresonant bubbles should

be quite reliable, since the theoretical values are in-

dependent of the damping constant. Hence it may be

concluded that the agreement of observations with

theory is within the observational error, and justifies

the practical use of the equations developed in this

chapter.

Measurements on continuous-flow bubble screens

have also been described;' they showed relatively

poor agreement with the theoretical predictions. The
observed transmission losses rarely exceeded 25 db,

while the predicted transmission losses ranged be-

tween 50 and 200 db. It is doubtful whether such

great transmission losses could be observed, since

sound diffracted around the screen would be expected

to become important. In addition, in the continuous-

flow screen the smaller bubbles extended over a wider

region than the larger ones. At the lower supersonic

frequencies this halo of small bubbles would not

absorb sound, but would reduce the sound velocity,

thus tending to bend the sound rays around the

screen.

Furthermore, the predicted reflection coefficients

for the continuous-flow screen were some 5 to 15 db

greater than the observed values. The high specular

reflection predicted from theory for these continuous-

flow screens would presumably be reduced to a value

closer to the observed results if account were taken

of the absence of sharp boundaries. In view of the

many complexities entering into the explanation of

these measurements on the continuous-flow screen,

these discrepancies with theory may be disregarded.

An important theoretical question which is not

answered by these experiments is the absorption pro-

duced by bubbles far from resonance. This non-

resonant absorption depends on the variations of S

with bubble radius and sound frequency. Since the

values of 8r are unexplained, the predictions of theory

as regards values of d under other conditions are of

little use. The bubble pulse measurements show that

the absorption by nonresonant bubbles is usually less

than about 5 per cent of the absorption by resonant

bubbles. It is not impossible that for some bubble

distributions present inwakes nonresonant absorption

might be practically important. Further observations

under controlled conditions would be required to

cast light on this point.



Chapter 29

VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE

THE WATER in the wake of a ship is usually in mo-

tion relative to the surrounding water. In addi-

tion, the temperature of the water at different points

in the wake is sometimes characteristically diiferent

from the temperatures found outside the wake. The

variations of temperature and velocity are important

physical properties of wakes, and might be expected

to account at least in part for the acoustic effects ob-

served; furthermore, a study of these physical char-

acteristics is of independent military interest. Even if

air bubbles are responsible for all the observed

acoustic effects of wakes, any theory of the origin and

persistence of bubbles must be consistent with known

facts about the velocity and temperature structure.

The present chapter summarizes the fragmentary

evidence which is available on these two subjects.

Sections 29.1 and 29.2 discuss the available data on

the velocity and temperature, respectively. In Section

29.3 the resulting acoustic effects are examined. It is

shown that scattering from turbulent but wake-free

water is negligible; scattering of sound by water with

an irregular temperature distribution may some-

times be appreciable, but cannot explain the large

acoustic effects observed. Thus, velocity and tem-

perature structure alone cannot account for the ob-

served acoustic properties of wakes.

29.1 VELOCITY STRUCTURE OF WAKES

The simplest wake is that produced by the flow of a

fluid past a thin plate parallel to the stream. In this

case the plate affects the flow only in a narrow region

close to the plate, known as the boundary layer,

where the fluid is slowed down. This effect is shown

in Figure 1, where the magnitude of the velocity at

various points is shown by arrows; for simplicity,

only the upper half of the flow pattern is shown. Far

behind the plate the velocity distribution still shows

the effect of passing by the plate, since the fluid which

passed through the boundary layer will be moving

less rapidly than the rest of the stream. The arrows in

Figure 1 represent the average velocities of the fluid

relative to the plate. Thus these results are applicable

directly to the reciprocal situation, when the thin

plate (or ship's hull) is moved through still water. In

this situation the water in the wake is left moving in

the same direction as the plate. It may be noted that

in most cases, the flow in the boundary layer becomes

turbulent, in which case the flow in the wake will also

be turbulent.

,.- -v--

UNDISTURBED
FLOW

BOUNDARY
LAYER

Figure 1. Velocity structure.

In addition to the wake produced in this way by

passage of a ship through water, there is also the

effect produced by the screws. To move the ship for-

ward, the screws exert a forward force on the ship

which is somewhat greater than the frictional force

produced by the flow of water past the hull ; the dif-

ference is just equal to the retarding force due to wave

action and air resistance. For a submerged submarine,

however, the propulsive force is just equal to the fric-

tional force produced by the flow of the water around

the hull. To produce this propulsive force on the sur-

face ship or submarine, the screws exert an equal and

opposite force on the water, which is forced back-

ward. As a result, the water passing through and

around the screws moves in a direction opposite to

that of the vessel. The flow of water produced by

ship screws has already been discussed in detail in

Section 27.1.1 in connection with the formation of air

bubbles.

Thus, close to a ship the wake is made of several

component parts: one or more screw wakes, usuaUy

called "slipstreams," moving away from the ship as a

result of screw action; and the hull wake following

the ship as a result of frictional force at the surface of
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the hull. The backward momentum of the slipstream

is nearly canceled out by the forward momentum
of the hull wake, except at surface ship speeds so

high that wave resistance becomes the most im-

portant retarding force on the ship. In the wake of a

submerged submarine this cancellation is exact.

At moderately close distances astern, probably

much less than a ship length, these different streams

become intermingled and confused, giving rise to a

turbulent mass of water in which velocities in almost

any direction are equally likely. Over a small distance

called the patch size, the velocity at any one time is

reasonably constant, but the velocity at any point

fluctuates rapidly. Information on turbulent motion

is rather incomplete and no velocity measurements

are available in surface ship or submarine wakes. As

noted already in Section 27.2, not much is known
about the magnitude of the turbulent velocities, the

average patch size of the turbulent elements, or the

rate at which the turbulence gradually dies away.

29.2 TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF
WAKES

The water temperature at different points in a

wake has been the subject of more study than the

water velocity. This is partly because small tem-

perature differences can be measured much more
readily at sea than small fluid velocities. By the use

of sensitive thermopiles fastened to a surface vessel,

temperature fluctuations as small as 0.01 F may be

readily recorded. Data obtained with this technique

at the U. S. Navy Radio and Sound Laboratory^ and
elsewhere show that the presence or absence of ob-

servable temperature structure in wakes depends on

the presence of vertical temperature gradients in the

sea before the passage of the ship.

29.2.1 Constant Temperature in

Surface Layer

.When a ship is passing through water all of the

same temperature, such as is commonly found in the

top 50 ft of the ocean, especially during winter

months, no thermal structure in the wake can be

observed. Repeated wake crossings under these con-

ditions have failed to show any trace of temperature

structure. In such isothermal water, temperature

structure could be produced only by the heating ac-

tion resulting from the passage of the ship. Such
heating can readily be shown to be negligible.

To consider an extreme case, suppose a ship at

30 knots is exerting 30,000 hp, and suppose that all

this energy goes into heating a wake with a cross sec-

tion 20 ft square. The increase of temperature result-

ing in this extreme case is 0.015 F. In most practical

cases, the temperature change will be very much
smaller. Although small patches of water might be

appreciably warmed by water discharged from cool-

ing systems, by dissipation of energy in intense

vortices, or by similar processes, most of the wake
behind a ship in isothermal water will have a tem-

perature which is practically the same as that of the

surrounding ocean.

29.2.2 Temperature Gradient in

Surface Layer

When a vertical temperature gradient is observed

in the top 20 ft of the ocean, the passage of a ship

disturbs the temperature structure and gives rise to a

measurable temperature structure in the wake. The
thermopiles used in research on this subject have had
slow response times, requiring 1 or 2 sec for 80 per

cent response; since the surface vessels used in the

work were under way at 3 knots or more, changes of

temperature over regions less than a few feet in length

could not be detected.

The most detailed and quantitative work ^ was
carried out with four thermopiles attached to a long

pipe mounted vertically on the bow of a small cabin

cruiser; the thermopiles were at depths of 4, 6, 8, and

10 ft below the surface. In each thermopile, one set of

junctions was thermally exposed to the sea water;

the other set was thermally insulated and remained

at the average temperature of the surroimding water,

averaged over a period of minutes. The output of

each thermopile was measured with a self-balancing

potentiometer; since these instruments required some

7 sec to reduce an unbalance to zero, these quanti-

tative measurements recorded only the large-scale

features of the wake thermal structure.

Results obtained with this technique are shown in

Figure 2, obtained in successive crossings of a

destroyer wake 8 and 15 minutes old. Accompanying

bathythermograph records are also shown. It is

evident that the fresh wake consists of warmer water

at the two sides, with cooler water in the middle. This

distribution probably results from descending cur-

rents at the sides, and rising currents in the center;

such currents could be produced by the rotation of

the slipstreams from the two propellers.
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has some variable value c + Ac, while in the sur-

rounding water the sound velocity has a constant

value c. Suppose also that a plane sound wave, of in-

tensity h, and wavelength \, is progressing through

the medium in the x direction. The intensity I, of the

sound scattered from S may be different in different

directions, but at long ranges will fall off as the in-

verse square of the radial distance r from the center

of the region S. Since /, must be directly proportional

to h,

I -^I (1)

where A; is a constant. A more detailed discussion of

this equation is given in Section 19.1 of this volume,

describing in general the reflection, or scattering, of

sound from objects or scattering regions in the sea.

The target strength T as usually defined is simply

10 log k.

The quantity k, which depends on the direction of

the scattered sound under consideration, must be re-

lated to the values of Ac, the sound velocity fluctua-

tion, at different points in the region S. Only the

energy scattered directly backward need be con-

sidered here, since this corresponds to the situation

of practical interest. It may also be assumed that

the scattering is sufficiently small that the sound

level at all points in S is practically equal to its value

in the incident sound wave in the absence of scat-

tering. This assumption tends to overestimate k; if

the scattering is large the sound level will decrease

as the wave penetrates the region S, because energy

is lost by scattering in the portion of the region S
already passed through.

Since the scattering is produced by the relative

change in sound velocity, it is reasonable to assume

(and, in fact, it can be shown) that the pressure dp,

of the sound scattered from each volume element

dxdydz in S is proportional to the value of Ac/c for

each element. In adding up all the sound from differ-

ent elements, the differences in phase must be con-

sidered. Since sound must travel to the scattering

element and then back along the x axis, the difference

in phase between two elements separated by a dis-

tance X along the x axis will be ^ttx/\. Thus to find

the pressure of the scattered sound, Ac/c must be

multiplied by cos (47ra;/X -|- 27r/<), where / is the

frequency of the sound, and integrated over the en-

tire scattering region S. The scattered sound in-

tensity is then proportional to the square of this

integral. In this way it may be shown that the

quantity k in equation (I) is given by the formula

A; = [^jJJ- cos (47r- -|- 27r/<j dxdyd-J^ ' (2)

By writing

/ 4-7rx \ X
(

f- 2irft j
= cos 4ir— COS 27r/icos

— sin 47r— sin 2Tft , (3)
A

the integral in equation (2) becomes the sum of two

integrals. Now square this sum, and average over the

time t, using the relations

(4)cos^ 27r/« = sin2 2Tft = |

and cos 2vft sin 2irft = ,

where the bars denote an average over the time t

Then the quantity k, which measures the scattered

sound intensity, becomes

(5)

As pointed out above, the target strength of the

scattering region is 10 log k.

When the volume of the scattering region is small

compared with the wavelength, the trigonometric

functions in equation (5) are constant; since the

sum of their squares is unity,

^ = ^(///7^^''^'^V
(6)

When Ac/c is constant throughout the region, this

equation reduces to

where V is the volume of the region. Equation (6) is

the so-called Rayleigh scattering law, which predicts

only a small amount of scattered sound. On the other

hand, when c is constant over a region large compared

with the wavelength, k is again sma-ll; as a result of

the oscillation of the sine and cosine factors in equa-

tion (5) each integral adds up to only a small value.

29.3.1 Effect of Temperature
Microstructure

Equation (5) may be used to compute the sound

scattered by a mass of water in which the tempera-
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ture varies rapidly from point to point. For sim-

plicity, suppose that positive and negative values of

c are equally likely— that is, that the average tem-

perature of the water is just equal to the temperature

outside the scattering medium. Although the distri-

bution of temperature from point to point is a

quantity which fluctuates at random, there is a

certain patch size over which the temperature does

not usually change appreciably. This is represented

mathematically by means of the function p{^), which

is defined by the expression

P(f)
Acix + ^,%j,z) Ac{x,y,z)

Ac{x,y,zY
(7)

where the averaging is to be carried out in space, over

all values of x, y, and z in the scattering region. While

f is a displacement in the x direction in the expression

(7) above, the displacement might also be extended

in any other direction. The value of the function p(f

)

will depend both on the magnitude and on the direc-

tion of f . If the displacement is zero, then p will equal

unity. If the displacement is very large, the values of

c at points separated by the distance r show no cor-

relation with each other, and their product is alter-

nately positive and negative, canceling out on the

average; thus for large f, p approaches zero. The
patch size is the value of f for which p becomes small,

say less than about 3^^. The function p is called a self-

correlation coefficient. The temperature microstructure

is described as isotropic if p(f) is independent of the

direction along which f is taken.

With some mathematical transformations, equa-

tion (5) may be expressed in terms of p(f). For an

isotropic medium, the resulting equation, which is

equivalent to that given in a report by Columbia

University Division of War Research [CUDWR],^

where V is the volume of the scattering region. As one

fairly general type of possible correlation coefficient,

it may be assumed

P(f)=e-^'^. (9)

By substituting this expression in equation (8), and

integrating,

1_fc J_ /AcV

V ^ 8wA\c)
— (10)

In actual practice the wavelength X is usually less

than the patch size A, and the last term in the de-

nominator may be neglected. Correlation coefficients

of a form different from equation (10) do not gener-

ally give a much greater value of k/V for a given

patch size A.

Numerical values may be substituted in equation

(10). Fluctuations of 0.5 F with a patch size of 6 in.

probably represent a rather extreme assumption. For

this situation, k/V is about 3 X 10~' sq yd per cubic

yard of volume. The volume scattering coefficient m
discussed in Section 12. 1 of this volume is related to k

by the equation

m = — (11)

Thus m, in this case, is about 4 X 10"'' per yard. If

equal energy were scattered in all directions, m would

be the fraction of energy scattered per yard of sound

travel through the scattering medium.

Evidently even these extreme assumptions give a

very small scattering coefficient. Even if the scatter-

ing volume is 10 yd thick, 30 yd across, and 100 yd

long, corresponding to the wake in the path of a

sound beam, k is about 10~' yd, corresponding to an

effective target strength of —30 db. The transmission

loss through such a scattering region would be a very

small fraction of a decibel. Temperature microstruc-

ture cannot explain the strong echoes or the high

transmission losses produced by wakes.

29.3.2 Effect of Velocity

Microstructure

A separate analysis must be carried out for the case

where the velocity of the water varies from place to

place in the medium. This is a more complicated

situation than the one in which the temperature

changes, since the fluid velocity has a direction as

well as a magnitude. However, it can be shown that

equation (5) is still applicable if the component Vx

of the fluid velocity in the x direction is used in place

of Ac. This seems a reasonable substitution, since it is

only the component of the fluid velocity along the

direction of the incident sound wave that affects the

propagation of this wave.

To compute k, then, integrals of the form

fsin (4:irx\)dx I
I
Vxdydz (12)

must be evaluated. If the integrals over y and z are

computed first, it is easy to see that the entire inte-
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gral vanishes. The integral of Vx over the yz plane is

simply the net rate at which the fluid is flowing across

this plane. At any time, the total amount of fluid

passing through the yz plane in one direction must be

just equal to the amount of fluid passing through in

the other direction, and the net flow vanishes. Thus,

a random distribution of velocity does not contribute

to backward scattering of sound. However, sound

may be scattered in other directions, as indicated in

reference 3.

Measurements at San Diego ^ and at Orlando ^- *

are consistent with the result that the sound scat-

tered backward from velocity microstructure is very

weak. At San Diego attempts were made to obtain

echoes from imderwater vortex rings, while at Or-

lando a mechanical device was used to produce

turbulent water in the path of a sound beam and at-

tempts were made to measure the reflected sound. In

both cases, no reflected sound could be observed. Al-

though the data do not exclude the possibility that

weak echoes may have been present, the combination

of measurements and theory point to the conclusion

that backward scattering of sound from velocity

microstructure may be practically neglected.



Chapter 30

TECHNIQUE OF WAKE MEASUREMENTS

MOST OF THE MEASUREMENTS of Submarine and

surface vessel wakes discussed in Chapters 26

to 35 have been made by University of Cahfornia

Division of War Research [UCDWR] or by Navy
observers at the U. S. Navy Radio and Sound

Laboratory [USNRSL] in San Diego. The instru-

ments and physical principles applied to acoustic

observations of wakes do not differ essentially from

those employed in other underwater sound measure-

ments described in Chapter 4, Chapter 13, and

Chapter 21. It is unnecessary, therefore, to introduce

here detailed descriptions of instruments and their

theory. But before discussing the results, some general

features of the experimental work at San Diego on the

acoustic properties of wakes will be reviewed.

30.1 LISTENING AND ECHO RANGING

Listening through a wake to a ship under way, or

to a mechanical noisemaker, constitutes the simplest

type of acoustic observation of a wake. The presence

of a wake manifests itself by a reduced sound level at

the receiving hydrophone, compared with the same

level with no wake interposed. Such observations of

the acoustic screening effect are the incidental result

of numerous measurements of the sound output of

ships. But, in order to obtain quantitative results,

it is desirable to use as sound source a transducer or

mechanical noisemaker of constant power output,

instead of the noise from the screws of a ship. To-

gether with a hydrophone of constant sensitivity,

this equipment makes possible determination of the

transmission loss which sound undergoes in passing

through a wake.

Echoes returned by wakes can be studied by lis-

tening or by using objective records of the current

generated in the receiving channel of the transducer.

While the second method is indispensable for the

determination of sound intensities, it does not tell

anything about the small changes in frequency that

are caused by the relative motion of target and trans-

ducer. The acoustic doppler effect is helpful in dis-

tinguishing between the echo from a wake, which is

nearly stationary, and the echo from the wake-laying

vessel. This distinction is occasionally of practical

interest, as in the study of the rather weak wakes

produced by submarines in submerged level runs. In

such cases it may be useful to preserve an audible

record, in the form of a phonograph record, of the

wake echo. The supersonic echo obtained aboard the

experimental vessel is transmitted by short-wave

radio to the laboratory ashore, where the phono-

graphic recording can be done more conveniently

than on a rolling and pitching vessel at sea.

30.1.1 Sound Range Recorder Traces

At San Diego it is a standard procedure in all wake

work to secure echo records with a sound range

recorder of the type in general tactical use. These

chemical recorder traces are highly useful for a rapid

estimate of the range of the wake and of the decay of

its strength. As the chemically treated recording

paper is unrolled, with the machine open, the ob-

server makes pencil notes on the margin of the record

concerning the work in progress, such as the begin-

ning and ending of the oscillographic recording,

changes of the sound frequency used, and other de

tails. Thus the chemical recorder traces also provide

a graphical log of the operations.

The general appearance of wake echoes on the

sound range recorder paper is illustrated by the

photographic reproductions of original records shown

in Figures 1 and 2. They are records of wakes laid

by the auxiliary yacht E. W. Scripps between the

echo-ranging vessel, the USS Jasper (PYcl3) and a

target sphere buoyed at a center depth of 6 ft below

the surface, in the course of experiments described

in detail in Sections 31.2 and 32.3.2. The lower part of

Figure 1 shows the sphere echo alone. Immediately

after passage of the Scripps through the sound beam,

there appears a strong wake echo and the strength

484
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Figure 1 . Sound range recorder traces of wake echoes

from E. W. Scripps.

of the sphere echo is markedly diminished by the

two-wav transmission loss in the wake. Note the

Figure 2. Sound range recorder traces of wake echoes

from E. W. Scripps.

gradual widening of the wake toward the top of the

figure, as the wake grows older.

The wakes were laid at right angles to the line

connecting the transducer on the Jasper with the

target sphere. In Figure 1 the projector was kept

trained at the sphere in order to study the decay

of a fixed part of the wake. Figure 2 shows the effect

of gradually changing the training of the projector

from its normal training; the range toward the near-

est boundary of the wake increases, and since the

sound beam now cuts obHquely through the wake,

the apparent width of the wake increases propor-

tionally to the secant of the angle included between

the sound beam and the normal to the wake. On
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Figure 3. Fathometer record of echoes from ocean surface.

training back the transducer, tiie effect is reversed,

thus causing a symmetrical pattern to appear in

Figure 2.

30.1.2 Fathometer Records

Records of a wake, indicating its thickness and

transverse structure, are readily obtained with a

fathometer carried across the wake by a survey

vessel. Such records may be utilized also to compute

the vertical transmission loss, as long as a record from

a standard target observable through the wake —
for instance, the ocean bottom or surface — is also

available (see Section 32.3.3).

Early experiments were carried out with thefathom-

eter mounted in the orthodox maimer on a surface

vessel. Records of the ocean bottom are then blanked

out in certain cases when the survey boat enters a

surface ship wake. This technique suffers from several

disadvantages. It does not give an accurate value for

the depth of the wake, since the duration of the wake

echo is affected by the beam width, the pulse length.

and other factors as well as by the depth of the wake.

Also, the method is not very suitable for the measure-

ment of the transmission loss through the wake, be-

cause it requires the echo-ranging vessel to operate

in relatively shallow water in order to record the

bottom; furthermore, the depth and bottom char-

acter may vary considerably while this vessel is

moving. If, however, the fathometer is used in the

inverted manner, by mounting it on the deck of a

submerged submarine, those disadvantages are elimi-

nated; clear strong records are obtained both of the

highly reflecting ocean surface and of the surface

ship's wake, as illustrated by Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Figure 3 shows a record obtained while the sub-

marine was diving from the surface. The depth scale

marked 5 to 50 applies to this dive, with the time

axis running from the right to the left. It can readily

be verified from the double record in the center of the

illustration that the weaker second reflection corre-

sponds to depths that are exactly twice the depth of

the stronger first reflection. Thus, the double record
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Figure 4. Fathometer record of wake echoes from Coast Guard cutter Ewing.

is a result of the sound traveling to the ocean surface

twice and returning again to the submarine. The
dark streaks at the top of this figure result from the

acoustically reflecting region formed behind the

submarine conning tower, presumably as a result of

cavitation originating around the conning tower.

The record at the far left is that of the ocean surface

after the submarine arrived at a depth corresponding

to the scale limit of the recorder and the scale was

shifted to bring the record nearer the center of the

paper. The small indentations and undulations of the

record are produced by the surface swells.

Reflection from a surface ship wake under which

the submarine is passing produces in these records a

shaded area protruding below the ocean surface, as

shown in the next three illustrations. Figure 4 repre-

sents the record of a wake laid by the USCGC Ewing,

proceeding at 13 knots. The submarine in this case

passed under the wake at a point 350 yd behind the

Ewing. This record was suitable for transmission loss

calculations, according to the principles which will be

described in Section 32.3.3. The result was a trans-

mission loss of 42 db with 21-kc sound traversing the

wake twic" Note that as a result of the large trans-

mission loss, the record of the ocean surface is almost

blotted out in the center of the wake, which had a

thickness of 15 ft.

The same effect is apparent in Figure 5, showing a

wake record originating from the destroyer, USS
Hopewell (DD681), proceeding at 10 knots. The

distance astern is not accurately known, but it is

roughly several hundred yards. The transmission

loss at 21 kc through the center of this wake was

32 db for the double path. The cause of the extrane-
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Figure 5. Fathometer record of wake echoes from USS Hopewell (DD681).

ous markings on this record is uncertain; probably

they are of instrumental origin. The wake is seen to

be 30 ft thick at the maximum point.

Figure 6 contains two records of the wake (17 and

1 1 ft thick, respectively) of the Swing, proceeding at

13 knots; these records were not suitable for trans-

mission loss calculations, since the amplification was

increased to record the cross-sectional geometry of

the wake. Comparison of Figures 4 and 6 gives an

idea of the variations of wake structure occurring in

practice; the vessel and speed are the same for both

figures. For the proper interpretation of these cross

sections, it should be remembered that the sound

beam of the customary fathometer is rather broad,

including an angle of about 30 degrees, thus causing

the fine structure of the cross section to be smoothed

out.

30.1.3 Oscillograms

In order to obtain permanent sound intensity

records suitable for quantitative measurements, the

current generated in the hydrophone is amplified and

fed into a cathode-ray oscilloscope, the screen of

which is photographed continually by a high-speed

camera on standard moving picture film, as described

in Section 4.3.3, Section 13.1.1, and Sections 21.2.1

and 21.3.1. The developed negative shows a con-

tinuous trace, representing the varying displacement

of the luminous spot from its normal position on the

oscilloscope screen. Time marks are photographed at

suitable intervals as the film moves along steadily.

By appropriate design of the electric circuits the dis-

placement of the oscillographic trace is made propor-

tional to the amplitude of the incident sound wave.

The square of the amplitude of the oscillographic

trace, therefore, is proportional to the intensity of the

sound wave, at the face of the' hydrophone, multi-

plied by a factor depending upon the directivity of

the hydrophone. If the sensitivity and the directivity

pattern of the hydrophone are known, the scale of

ordinates on the oscillogram can be caHbrated in

absolute units to yield the sound pressure in dynes

per square centimeter.
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Figure 7. Oscillograms of wake echoes from E. W. Scripps.

taken, and the averaged peak amplitude is squared to

obtain the echo intensity. The resulting average is

different both from the average peak echo intensity

and the average of the intensity over the entire echo.

Since the spread of peak amplitudes may be as much
as 10 db, this difference may be appreciable. The
difference between average peak amplitudes and

average intensities is discussed in Section 34.3.1.

Finally, from the measured peak amplitudes the

echo-strength is computed according to the formula

:

E - S = 20 logle - 20 log k
,

where E is the echo level in decibels above 1 dyne per

sq cm, S the source level, defined as the sound level

1 yd from the projector on its axis, also in decibels

above 1 dyne per sq cm, and Ae is the average peak

amplitude of the echo as measured on the oscillo-

gram. The constant k on the right side of this equa-

tion has to be determined by calibration of the re-

ceiving equipment; specifically, k is the amplitude

measured on the oscilloscope with an incident wave
whose pressure is 1 dyne per sq cm and with the same
receiver gain at which Ae is recorded. To determine

S and k, an auxiliary transducer of known power out-

put and of known sensitivity is used.

30.2 OPERATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

Besides the acoustic measurements proper, the

study of wakes requires the determination of various

auxiliary data. In the first place, the geometric co-

ordinates of the part of the wake to which the

acoustic data refer have to be known accurately. If

the distance from the stern of the ship to the point

where the sound beam strikes the wake is known, the

age of the wake at the point of measurement may be

found by dividing this 'distance astern by the' speed-

of the wake-laying vessel and computations will be

facilitated by use of Figure 3 in Chapter 35. Since

the instrumental characteristics of the sound gear

employed may undergo slow changes, it may become
necessary to calibrate the gear immediately before or

after the observation. Furthermore, there are a

number of variable oceanographic factors whose in-

stantaneous values have to be taken into account in

interpreting the acoustic measurements.

In addition to the wake-laying vessel, acoustic

measurements on wakes require one vessel for echo

ranging and an additional vessel when a transmission

run is made in order to measure the horizontal trans-

mission loss. For measurements of the transmission
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loss, the use of a second experimental vessel carrying

the receiver might be eliminated by echo ranging

through the wake at a target sphere and measuring

the intensity of the echo returned to the transducer.

From echo ranging at wakes, usually the wake-laying

vessel proceeds at constant speed on a straight course

past the measuring vessel, which either may run a

parallel course with different speed or may be hove to.

Maintenance of prescribed speeds and course de-

mands accurate seamanship. The relative positions

of the two vessels as a function of the time are de-

termined by direct triangulation and dead reckoning.

During echo-ranging experiments, an incidental check

on those geometric data is obtained by the acoustic

ranges.

During transmission runs, the range from the cruis-

ing auxiliary vessel, which carries the projector, to

the measuring vessel has been accurately determined

by the use of airborne sound; simultaneous radio and

sound signals are transmitted from the auxiUary

vessel, and the difference between the automatically

recorded times of arrival of the two, multiplied by the

velocity of sound in air, yields the range. Moreover,

for transmission runs, the courses of the operating

vessels have to be laid out and maintained with great

care in order to avoid interference with the acoustic

measurements from the auxiliary vessel's own wake.

In working with wakes which are laid and then

allowed to age before the measurements or while the

measurements are being conducted, the exact loca-

tion of the wake soon becomes difficult to discern.

If the wake-laying vessel lies to, it usually soon drifts

enough to be useless as a marker for one end of the

wake. The following method has proved helpful when

working either with surface craft or submerged sub-

marines, particularly with very long wakes. A small

boat lies to at a point near where the initial end of the

wake will be laid. As the wake-laying vessel goes by,

the small boat moves into the center of the wake and

releases a small amount of fluorescein ;" chrome yel-

low or any other nonsoluble dye which floats on the

surface is not satisfactory for this purpose, since

wind drift can move it away from the wake. In the

case of a submarine, it submerges as it passes the

small boat or if already at periscope depth, the sub-

marine releases the fluorescein. The wake-laying

vessel releases fluorescein into the wake at the end of

its run. Both this ship and the small boat then keep

their bows touching the dye spot, thus keeping their

net drift the same as that of the wake. More fluores-

cein is dropped off the bow of the marker boats at

intervals; one marking will not last when working

with wakes older than 20 to 30 minutes. If the ob-

serving vessel crosses the wake in the course of its

measurements, the wake is located by sighting on the

marker boats; the use of a simple optical device for

lining up the markers is recommended. One of the

marker boats takes a stadimeter range on the vessel

which crosses the wake; this procedure aids in com-

puting the wake age at that point. If successive cross-

ings are made, fluorescein is dropped from the ob-

serving ship just as it lines up the marker boats. The

marker boat closest to this point then moves up to

the new dye spot; this insures that the wake between

markers remains free of extraneous wakes. Where

marker boats are not available, it is helpful to use a

mixture of fluorescein and chrome yellow as a marker.

The two colors drift apart if any wind is present; the

chrome yellow can be seen farther away and is used

to locate the fluorescein.

30.2.1 Training Errors

" Before using fluorescein in experiments at sea, it should be

ascertained whether special authorization by the Area Com-
mander is required.

In echo ranging on wakes the trainable transducec.

is usually operated at a fixed relative bearing. How-
ever, in measuring the transmission loss across a

wake, it is necessary to keep the trainable projector

of the sending vessel aimed at the hydrophone of the

receiving vessel; continual changing of the bearing of

the transducer is also necessary in echo ranging

through the wake at a target sphere. For this purpose,

an observer is stationed on the flying bridge to oper-

ate a repeating pelorus, to be aimed at the auxiliary

vessel or target sphere. A second man stationed at the

control stack matches the projector-heading indi-

cating "bug" to the target-bearing repeater. Even so,

the projector heading does not hold precisely to the

true target bearing. The deviation is partly attributa-

ble to the lag in the various linkages of the system and

partly to the impossibility of holding the pelorus ac-

curately on the target at all times. Under practical

conditions as prevailing on board the USS Jasper

(PYcl3), the estimated errors and their sources are as

follows: ' (1) pelorus aiming error +2 degrees in fair

weather; (2) control stack matching error, projector

bearing to target bearing + 2 degrees; (3) lag in train-

ing system, gears and projector-heading repeater

system +2 degrees maximum prior to April 1944,

when the system was overhauled a^jd the error re-
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duced to approximately + 1 degree. The maximum
error is, therefore, + 6 degrees and the probable error

+ 3.5 degrees for data taken prior to April 1944, and

+ 5 degrees and ±3 degrees, respectively, for data

taken subsequently.

At very short ranges there is another correction

which may have to be applied because of parallax

resulting from horizontal spacing between pelorus

position and projector axis. On the Jasper this cor-

rection amounts to 2.5 degrees for the aft projector

and 3.5 degrees for the forward projector, when the

target is 100 yd away and bears either 90 or 270

degrees relative to the sending vessel.

Finally there are training errors due to rolling and

pitching of the sending vessel. This error can be

serious at close range since rolls of 45 degrees have

been experienced on the Jasper and rolls of over 20

degrees are common in moderate weather. For the

same vessel the pitching angle is of considerably

smaller magnitude than that of the roll, rarely ex-

ceeding 7 degrees. Installation of a device to record

angle of roll, pitch, projector heading, target bearing

and ship's heading for each sound pulse emitted, has

been of great help in recognizing and rejecting

acoustic observations that have been impaired by

serious training errors.

30.2.2 Field Calibration

The transmitting system's absolute output has to

be checked at the beginning and end of each day's

operation and also during the operation if excessive

variations are encountered. For this purpose an aux-

iliary transducer, whose performance is known from

absolute caUbration in the testing laboratory, is

lowered into position by means of a special boom
which pivots at the rail and swings down to projector

depth. To check the actual output of the transducer

in use, it is trained on the auxiliary transducer to

give a maximum generated voltage; and from the

laboratory calibration of the auxiliary transducer, the

sound field pressure is determined. For the inverse

calibration process, the known power output of the

auxiliary transducer is received by the working trans-

ducer and the generated current is recorded as in field

work. Any appreciable deviation of any of the read-

ings from those normally experienced requires an im-

mediate investigation to determine the source of the

difficulty.

According to the experience of the San Diego group

with the JK projectors, the standard deviation of the

output pressure level was only 1.3 db over a period of

15 months,and 0.4 to 1.0 db for groups of consecutive

cahbrations within that sequence. However, the

standard deviation of the sensitivity of the receiving

channel was 3.9 db for the same period and varied

from 0.4 to 2.0 db for groups of calibrations within

that period. The causes of this variation are un-

known. In the course of one day, changes in overall

sensitivity, which is the sum of the projector output

and the sensitivity of the receiving channel, are

negligible; changes in output level did not show any

correlation with changes in receiver sensitivity. Also,

over the whole period under discussion, changes in

output level are not correlated— or at most are

weakly correlated — with changes in receiver. sensi-

tivity. All these observations refer to 24-kc sound.

Incomplete evidence suggests that the performance

of 60-kc sound gear is even more variable.

The existence of large caUbration errors is also

suggested by certain discrepancies among the San

Diego data on the target strength of spheres, which

are discussed in Section 21.4.3.

30.2.3 Oceanographic Factors

The weather and state of the sea appears to have

some influence on the formation and gradual dis-

solution of wakes. It is advisable, therefore, to keep

a careful record of the circumstances prevailing at the

time of the observations. The momentary oceano-

graphic conditions have a profound effect also upon

the propagation of underwater sound. Hence, it has

become a standard practice to secure bathythermo-

grams before and after each set of acoustic observa-

tions. The transmission loss in the ocean intervening

between sound gear and wake, which must be known

in order to correct the measured data, is difficult to

determine directly. So far, acoustic observations on

wakes have not reached such a high degree of pre-

cision as to make it imperative, as in the measure-

ment of target strengths, to determine the transmis-

sion loss in the ocean simultaneously with the wake

observations. For details on the technique of meas-

uring the transmission loss consult Chapter 4.

Perhaps the most serious disturbances of under-

water sound measurements are the rapid and un-

predictable changes of the transmission loss, generally

referred to as fluctuations and described in Chapter 7,

which may amount to many decibels over intervals of

only a few seconds. The only way to minimize their
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influence is to take averages over long series of ob-

servations. Even these averages may siiowa slow

drift with time, sometimes called variation of the

transmission loss, but the amplitude of the variations

is of a lower order of magnitude than that of the

fluctuations. In measuring the transmission loss

which sound undergoes while passing across a wake,

the fluctuations of the transmission loss in the sur-

rounding ocean mask the effect sought after, or

even may entirely obscure it for wakes in an ad-

vanced stage of decay. In echo ranging, the sound

returned by different parts of the wake undergoes

destructive and constructive interference, which to-

gether with the gradual change of the internal

structure of the wake will invariably cause fluctua-

tions of the wake echoes that are even more rapid

than the fluctuations of the transmission loss. Conse-

quently, wake echoes are even more variable in shape

than sound signals which have been affected only by

fluctuation of the transmission loss in the sea. Figure

7 shows the irregular character of wake echoes re-

sulting from changing interference effects. Fluctua-

tions of the transmission loss in the ocean are also

conspicuous in Figure 7; note the change in strength

between the last two echoes from the target sphere,

in the lower strip of the illustration.

In echo ranging at wakes over short ranges, the

reverberation background caused by the scattering

of sound in the ocean constitutes an important limit-

ing factor. Under conditions giving very high rever-

beration, a weak echo may become lost in the back-

ground. Strictly speaking, the echo intensities de-

rived from measured echo amplitudes, as described

above, include the contribution from reverberation

and should be corrected for this superimposed inten-

sity. In practice, this correction may usually be

neglected whenever the wake echo is sufficiently

strong to be distinguished from the reverberation.



Chapter 31

WAKE GEOMETRY

IN THIS CHAPTER information of rather heterogene-

ous origin, concerning the dimensions of wakes, is

brought together. Some types of acoustic observa-

tions are in themselves eminently valuable for deter-

mining the geometric characteristics of wakes. How-
ever, a good deal has to be known about the geometry

of wakes in order to plan and execute their investiga-

tion by acoustic methods. Such knowledge has been

provided by visual and photographic observations.

Brief reference also will be made to thermal wakes,

although very little is known about them so far. It is

undecided whether or not the visual, acoustic, and

thermal manifestations of the same wake agree as to

the volume of the sea from which they originate; this

problem deserves further study.

31.1 WAKE GEOMETRY FROM AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS

The serial views of destroyer wakes shown in

Figures 2 to 6 of Chapter 26 were selected from a

large series of photographs, made available by the

Photographic Interpretation Center, U. S. Naval Air

Station, Anacostia. They show wakes of the destroyer

USS Moah (DD693) proceeding on a straight course

at constant speeds, ranging from 16 to 34.5 knots.

For each speed, photographs of three or more differ-

ent runs were measured, so that the results represent

a fair average. The following conclusions are drawn

from measurements made on the original prints.

Immediately behind the screws the wake diverges

with an included angle of about 50 degrees. Indi-

vidual angles measured on different photographs vary

between 40 and 60 degrees, but no clear-cut depend-

ence on speed is indicated; these variations may well

be spurious. It may be mentioned in passing that the

wake of a stationary propeller ' showed an angle of

divergence of about 20 degrees. At a certain distance

astern, the wide divergence of the destroyer wake

ceases rather abruptly, and thereafter the wake

spreads with a total included angle of about 1 degree.

This angle too appears to be independent of the speed

with which the wake is laid. However, the distance

astern at which the transition from the 50-degree

divergence to the l-degree divergence occurs in-

creases very markedly with the speed of the de-

stroyer. At 16 knots, it is about 65 ft, and at full

speed about 280 ft; this variation of distance with

speed is not linear, as far as present experience indi-

cates. The numerical values are given in Section 35.1.

Observations of several different types, which will be

reported in the rest of this chapter, all seem to indi-

cate that the wake spreads out with a large included

angle immediately behind the wake-laying vessel,

and that at distances astern greater than about 100

yd the wake spreads out with a very small included

angle, of the order of 1 degree. However, none of

these other observations have the same high intrinsic

accuracy as the measurements on aerial photographs.

Therefore, the results of these measurements, as in-

complete as they are, have been selected for inclusion

in Section 35.1. The large initial divergence of a wake
is quite conspicuously demonstrated in Figures 1 and

7 of Chapter 26, showing the wakes of a submarine

chaser and destroyer, respectively.

Aerial photographs also furnish interesting infor-

mation on the cross-sectional structures of wakes. For

instance. Figures 2 to 5 of Chapter 26 reveal that at

short distances astern and at speeds less than 25

knots the destroyer wake has a dense core and edges

that stand out conspicuously; with increasing dis-

tance, this internal structure gradually fades out. At

speeds above 30 knots, the destroyer wake appears

to be so strongly turbulent that the core is largely

obliterated.

Tranverse structure of a different kind is illustrated

by the submarine wakes seen in Figures 1 to 6. The

wake of a surfaced submarine shows bifurcation, or

twin structure, both at 15 and 20 knots in Figures 3

and 4. The same illustrations clearly differentiate a

short wake section immediately behind the sub-

marine, which has a large angle of divergence, from

494
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FiGUBE 1. Wake of surfaced submarine at 6 knots. FiGTjRE 2. Wake of surfaced submarine at 10 knots.

the long wake proper, whose edges show little diver-

gence. Thus, the general wake contour is quite similar

for destroyers and surfaced submarines.

Figure 7 gives a remarkable aerial view of a PT
boat and its wake. The wake proper is narrow and

compact, without visible structure, but the bow
wave, for a distance astern of several ship lengths, is

visually much longer than the wake.

31.2 RATE OF WIDENING

The rate of widening of an acoustic wake can be

determined by measuring the gradual increase of the

duration of the echoes obtained with a horizontal

sound beam, as long as the signal length is much
shorter than the wake width. In practice, subtracting

the signal length from the measured length of the

echo will correct for the prolongation of the echo

length due to the finite signal length and will make
possible a direct determination of the wake width.

An analysis along these lines was made for four

wakes laid by the E. W. Scripps on November 28,

1944. The Scripps passed between the echo-ranging

vessel, the USS Jasper (PYcl3), which was hove to,

and a target sphere 3 ft in radius buoyed at a center

depth of 6.5 ft. The wakes were laid at right angles to

the line connecting the sphere with the Jasper, each

run being made in a new location of undisturbed

water. All echoes were recorded oscillographically

and sound range recorder traces were obtained simul-

taneously. The signals consisted of pulses of 0.5, 1,

and 3 msec long, transmitted in cyclic succession.

The duration of the 3-msec echoes was measured

both on the oscillograms and on the recorder traces;

the results, expressed in yards, are plotted in Figures

8 and 9 as functions of the time elapsed since the

Scripps passed. The slope of these curves is the rate

of widening. In order to find the width at any time,

the plotted values of the echo length should be

diminished by 2.4 yd.

The average rate of widening of the Scripps wake,

up to the age of 10 minutes, is 5 yd per minute for the

chemical recorder traces, and 6 yd per minute for the

oscillograms. This difference of 1 yd per minute can

hardly be regarded as significant, in view of the dif-

ferences between the several runs. Note that in both

illustrations the graph of Run 2 is located between

5 and 10 yd above the graph of Run 1, though both

runs were made with 24-kc sound. The origin of this

shift remains obscure, as the sea was unusually calm.
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Figure 7. Wake of PT boat at 25 knots.

survey boat was towed by the vessel laying the wake;

the latter is called the wake vessel. Measurements can

then be made on a wake whose lifetime is effectively

constant, in other words, for a constant boat speed,

the survey boat is in a wake of the same age at all

times. While the wake vessel maintained a steady

course, the survey boat under tow was moved in and

out of the wake on either side by using the helm. At
the moment the survey boat passed the wake edge,

as indicated by the fathometer record, the record was

marked and a signal was sent to two observers on the

wake vessel. One of these observers was on the stern

and followed the transverse movement of the survey

boat with a pelorus. At the instant of signaling, the

angle of the fathometer mounting on the survey boat

relative to the axis of the wake ship was noted. The
other observer was on the bridge, and at the signal he

instantaneously observed the ship's compass course,

for use in correcting for the angle of yaw of the wake

vessel. The record was marked at the time of sig-

naling the observers on the wake vessel, so that the

data could be discarded if it were found that the

survey boat was not exactly at the wake edge.

The wake of the Jasper (overall length 127 ft,

draft 12 ft, beam 23 ft) was studied by the second

method over the range from 50 to 500 ft astern. All

the measured widths, expressed in feet, agree with the

formula

w = Wo + 0.0625y<, (1)

where Wa is the extrapolated width at the stern of the

wake vessel, v the speed of the ship in feet per second,

and t the time in seconds since its passage. By dif-

ferentiating this formula with respect to the time,

1 dw = 0.0625 = sm a
, (2)

V at

where a, the total angle of divergence of the wake
edges, is 3.5 degrees. For similarly small distances be-

hind destroyers, the wake edges were found to include

an angle of about 50 degrees (see Section 31.1). The
conspicuous discrepancy between this value and the

corresponding one for the Jasper is doubtless due to

the different type of construction of these ships. The
extrapolated value Wa = 10 ft, in formula (1), is very

nearly one-half the ship's beam. At distances greater

than roughly 5 ship lengths, the divergence of the

Jasper's wake ceased at a width of perhaps two and

a half times the ship beam; only random measure-

ments by the first method were available for this

region, however, and thus a small divergence angle of

about 1 degree caimot be ruled out as far as large

distances behind the Jasper are concerned.

The measurement of wake thickness was carried

out by proceeding into a wake and either remaining

in its center while measuring distances and speeds,

or by crisscrossing in order to investigate the thick-

ness at points across the wake. Crisscrossing was

necessary in order to locate the wake when operating

at distances when the wake was not visible. A given

wake will frequently have different acoustic trans-

parencies at different points along its width. In some

cases the thickness is the same along the width, and

the greater transparency at the edge is caused by its

less effective scattering properties. In other cases the

wake is thinner at the edges. Some wakes are quite

flat at the bottom, others are rounded at top and

bottom, or may have one side which sinks below

the other at both top and bottom.

A wake cross section asymmetrical in the vertical

plane parallel to the beam of the vessel was frequently

observed and is apparently correlated with wind di-

rection. Such records were first noted when operating

with one engine of a twin-screw vessel and were

thought to be the result of this asymmetrical source.

The wake of a sailing vessel was investigated next,

and was found to have an even more pronounced
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Figure 9. Increase of wake echo duration for E. W. Scripps at 9.5 knots. Measurements on chemical recorder traces.

asymmetry. The sailing vessel heeled over consider-

ably during the nms and the varying area of the hull

in contact with the water on either side was con-

sidered a cause for asymmetry. The wake of a twin-

screw vessel when both screws were turning and when

the wind was appreciable was then recorded. Again

asymmetrical results were found. The effect is inde-

pendent of the direction from which the survey boat

crosses the wake. A typical value for the slope of the

bottom of an asymmetric wake, as found for a 125-

ft vessel, is 18 degrees. When the wind shifts from

port to starboard, the cross-section geometry of the
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wake should change to a mirror image of its former

geometry, but in the majority of cases this expecta-

tion is not entirely confirmed. Perhaps some as yet

undiscovered parameter is responsible for this puz-

zling behavior.

results from actual variations of the wake structure.

The wake thicknesses were plotted as a function of

the distance astern and examined for a possible

systematic variation. The slope of the bottom of the

wake up to 800 yd astern was found to be 5 minutes

Table 1. Wake thicknesses.
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angle of 2 degrees observed as far as 500 yd behind a

15-knot destroyer, and an included angle of 1 degree

thereafter. However, a critical examination of the

plot reveals such a large quartile deviation that the

reality of the differentiation between new and old

wakes seems somewhat doubtful. An included angle

of l}i degrees for the entire range of observations,

with the maximum distance astern of 2,500 yd, gives

a fair representation of the plot. The extrapolated

initial width of these destroyer wakes is roughly

equal to the beam of the vessel, perhaps somewhat

smaller. However, the observations do not cast any

light on the very large initial divergence of destroyer

wakes, revealed by aerial photographs, because the

acoustic measurements did not extend to distances

less than 100 yd astern. It should be noted that the

angle of spread derived from the acoustic measure-

ments (13-^ degrees) is in fair agreement with that

derived from aerial photographs (1 degree), as re-

ported in Section 31.1. It is possible to attribute the

difference of }i degree between the two figures en-

tirely to the inaccuracies inherent in the respective

processes of measurement.

31.3.2 Submarine Wakes

Information on the geometry of submarine wakes

is less detailed. Among the measurements made mth
the fathometer ranging downward,* an investigation

Table 2. Wake of submarine at periscope depth.

Distance from
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at the surface at a distance of 600 ft astern. From based on only one record. No clean-eut wake records

this figure, the slope of the top of the wake may be were obtained at greater depths (200 and 400 ft), but

computed, assuming it is constant; the ratio of screw this may be attributed to purely operational diffi-

depth to distance of emergence of wake, 48/600 or culties since the submarine found it difficult to pass

0.08, corresponds to a total angle of divergence of directly under the stationary launch carrying the

9 degrees at the screws. This value, however, is fathometer.



Chapter 32

OBSERVED TRANSMISSION THROUGH WAKES

IN
CROSSING A WAKE, sound Undergoes a transmis-

sion loss in addition to that resulting from propa-

gation through the ocean at large. Transmission loss

in the ocean is primarily geometric — the sound

beam spreads over large distances because of the

inverse square law and because of refraction condi-

tions. At frequencies less than 100 kc, the transmis-

sion loss from physical causes, such as scattering and

absorption, is not very important at the short ranges

— a few hundred yards or so — of interest in wake
measurements.

The observed transmission loss in wakes, however,

is ascribed exclusively to physical causes, scattering

and absorption by air bubbles, because the dimen-

sions of wakes are much smaller than the distances

over which the geometric effects are particularly im-

portant. An exception to this rather sweeping state-

ment may have to be made in the case of sound

originating in the wake, as described in Section 32.3.

These phenomena, however, are little understood at

present, as they have not been sufficiently studied.

32.1 DEFINITIONS

The physics of the transmission of sound through

wakes has already been fully discussed in Chapter 28.

All that is necessary here is to summarize the conven-

tions concerning the expression and presentation of

the measurements of the transmission loss through

wakes.

The total transmission loss undergone by a sound

beam on traversing a wake, or the attenuation, as it is

usually called in underwater sound work, is defined

by the equation

H^ = lOlog^,
liw)

(1)

where 7(0) is the intensity of a parallel beam of

underwater sound before entering the wake, and

I{w) ig its intensity after it has penetrated the entire

width' w of the wake; the transmission loss in the

wake Hw is distinguished by the subscript w from the

transmission loss in the ocean at large, which is com-,

monly denoted by the symbol H. According to equa-

tion (53) of Chapter 28, the attenuation by the wake

can be represented as a product, namely

H,„ = KeW
, (2)

where w is the geometric width of the wake, usually

measured in yards, and Ke is the so-called coefficient

of attenuation in decibels per yard. Definitions (1)

and (2), as they stand, apply to a sound beam im-

pinging perpendicularly upon the wake; for oblique

incidence w obviously has to be replaced by w sec /3,

where ^ is the angle included between the beam and a

line perpendicular to the wake.

Note that equation (1) may be written in the form

'liw)m
or, by substitution from equation (2),

Hw)

7(0)
= 10

-K,u'/10

(3)

(4)

Both Hw and Ke are overall properties of the wake,

and it remains to express them as functions of the

physical parameters describing the microstructure of

the wake, which is known to consist of multitudes of

bubbles of all sizes. The acoustic properties of bubbles

have been characterized in Chapter 28 by their indi-

vidual cross sections as, <Ta, it for scattering, absorp-

tion, and extinction of sound, respectively. It will be

remembered that these quantities vary considerably

according to the size of the bubbles, and that, by and

large, only bubbles near resonant size make a signif-

icant contribution to the average cross section ap-

plying to a population of bubbles of all sizes.

Should all the bubbles in the wake happen to have

exactly the same size, the coefficient of attenuation

would be given by [see equation (55) of Chapter 28]

Ke = —- = 4.34no-e db per cm (5)

5oa
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H —
or Z, = -^ = 396.8n(re db per yd

, (6)
w

where Ce in square centimeters is the extinction cross

section of this particular size of bubble and n in cm~'

is the average number of bubbles of this size per

cubic centimeter in the wake, as defined by equa-

tion (54) of Chapter 28. In the more realistic case of

bubbles of many sizes, the attenuation coefficient is

given by equation (67) of Chapter 28,

Ke = ^ = 1.4 X lO'uiRr) db per yd
,

w
(7)

where u{R)dR is the total volume of air contributed

by bubbles with radii between R and i^ + dfl in 1 cu

cm of the air-water mixture, or rather the average of

this quantity taken over the entire column in which

the sound beam and the wake intersect; Rr in equa-

tion (7) is the radius of the resonant bubbles cor-

responding to the sound frequency used in deter-

mining Hy,.

The total attenuation corresponding to equation

(5) is

//„, = 4.34cr,nw = ^M<7eN{w)
, (8)

where N{w) = nw denotes the total number of

bubbles in a column of unit cross section. Thus N{w)

is a measure of the total bubble population affecting

the sound beam.

Differentiating equation (8) logarithmically with

respect to the time, the decay of the transmission loss

across the wake is obtained.

1 dHy,

dt

1 dN(,w)
(9)

H^ dt N{w) dt

At first, dN{w)/dt perhaps will be positive for suf-

ficiently small bubbles, whose number might be in-

creased rapidly by the gradual dissolution of bubbles

of originally larger size. But ultimately, dN{w)/dt

must become negative. It is seen then that the decay

rate of the transmission loss affords a direct measure

of the rate of disintegration of the bubble population.

32.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In principle, the experimental determination of the

transmission loss through the wake requires only

relative measurements of sound intensities. If over

the period of observations the range from transducer

to hydrophone, and the transducer output and hydro-

phone sensitivity remain constant, then the absolute

values of any of these three quantities does not have

to be known; the difference of sound levels recorded

by the hydrophone before and after the wake has

been laid across the sound beam is simply the trans-

mission loss Hy,. Whenever, during the course of ex-

periments, the range changes appreciably a correc-

tion must be applied, based on the appropriate value

of the transmission loss H in the surrounding ocean.

Care should be taken to place both transducer and

hydrophone at such a depth that they are completely

hidden from each other by the wake.

A characteristic feature of transmission measure-

ments of this simplest type is that, for sufficiently

short wavelengths, only a very narrow cone of the

divergent sound beam emitted from the transducer is

utilized, namely the solid angle subtended by the

face of the hydrophone at the location of the trans-

ducer. Thus, the instantaneously recorded transmis-

sion loss is for a sharply bounded layer of the wake.

The roll and pitch of the vessel carrying the trans-

ducer and hydrophone will raise and lower both

instruments and will cause that narrow pencil of

sound to traverse the wake at different depths below

the ocean surface. Since the acoustic thickness of the

wake is likely to vary somewhat vertically, corre-

sponding variations of the measured transmission

loss must be expected.

In one respect these variations are even helpful.

They afford an automatic smoothing out of the verti-

cal variations of the acoustic thickness and thus pro-

duce a better representation of the average state of

the wake. The directivity of the sound gear is also

important, in so far as rolling and pitching of the

vessels carrying the transducer and hydrophone, to-

gether with possible training errors, may affect their

relative orientation and hence may cause fluctuations

in the strength of the signals received. In practice,

this effect cannot be separated from other fluctua-

tions of the signals, resulting from changes of the

transmission loss in the- ocean interposed between

transducer and hydrophone. By averaging over long

series of signals, these disturbing influences may be

minimized, though perhaps not fully eliminated.

32.3 TRANSMISSION LOSS ACROSS
WAKES

32.3.1 One-Way Horizontal Trans-

mission Loss

Transmission loss in wakes has been investigated

comprehensively only for five vessels of the destroyer
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the original report to the numerical coefficients of the

first terms of equations (10) and (11), but it is stated

that the initial values (i = 0) of the transmission loss

for individual runs show a scatter of the order of 3 db.

Figure 2 gives an idea of the accuracy with which

equations (10) and (11) represent the initial trans-

mission loss at different speeds and frequencies.

A higher transmission loss for case (2) source hi

wake, than for case (1) source beyond wake, appears

to be well estabUshed observationally, but the theo-

retical explanation for this systematic difference is not

at all evident. With the source located inside the aer-

ated water of the wake, air bubbles are Ukely to be

held on the face of the transducer by adsorption.

There are theoretical reasons for believing that such

a layer of adsorbed gas should reduce, or "quench,"

the output of the transducer, causing an apparent

increase of the transmission loss in case (2) . However,

it is somewhat surprising that the quenching effect

should show a behavior regular enough to follow

equation (10).

The difference in the decay rate for case (2) the

source in wake and case (1) the source beyond wake

is

dH^ dHw
1 n J, • .= 1.8 db per mmute.

dt dt

This difference may not be significant in view of the

standard errors of these quantities. However, if it is

accepted at its face value, the relative rates of decay

are equal to each other, and given for fresh wakes by

the equation

J_ dHu

Hy, dt

1 dH'^

H' dt (vfr
(12)

This equaUty between the two rates is evident from

equatrons (10) and (11) in which corresponding co-

efficients have the same ratio of 5/8. According to

equation (9) of Section 32.1, the relative rate of decay

is a function solely of the rate of disintegration of the

bubble population. The physical significance of the

observed decay rate will be discussed in Section 34.4.

Some incidental information on the transmission

loss across wakes has been obtained during measure-

ments of the underwater sound output at 5 kc of a

destroyer, cruiser, and aircraft carrier ^ observed at

varying speeds. Measurements at higher frequencies

were also made, but the results are inconclusive as

far as the transmission loss across wakes is concerned.

All that can be said about the transmission loss at 25

and 60 kc is that it is distinctly higher than at 5 kc;

residual sound intensities, after passage through the

wake, in most cases had dropped to the background

noise and thus made impossible an evaluation of the

transmission loss. Even the 5-kc data, plotted as a

function of age of the wake, are rather widely scat-

tered. But for each of these vessels the plot is not in-

consistent with tentative predictions made from

equation (11) above, a fact that is somewhat sur-

prising in view of the dimensions of two of these three

ships listed in Table 1. The initial transmission loss

Table 1. Ship dimensions.
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recovery and decay rates quoted are based were

taken quasi-simultaneously by tuning the sonar

equipment alternately to the two frequencies for two-

minute intervals. The wake and sphere distances for

this run are those (juoted in the 45-kc row. The 9-db

drop in apparent target strength at 60 kc is based on

a separate run, with wake and target distances as

stated in the third row of the table.

32.3.3 Two-Way Vertical Trans-

mission Loss

A recording fathometer has been used for the meas-

urement of sound transmission loss in the vertical

direction through surface ship wakes.* The fathom-

eter was secured on the deck of the submarine USS
S-18 (SS123) so as to range upward onto the surface

Table 2. Effect of wake on sphere echoes.
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The procedure is completed by determining, in

effect, the amount of amplifier attenuation required

to record the unobscured ocean surface at the same

density as that of the record taken below the wake.

The difference of attenuator settings in the two cases

yields the wake transmission loss directly. The actual

procedure was complicated by the lack of a calibrated

attenuator; the details of the necessary laboratory

calibration of the gain control by matching records

for different gain settings and echo levels are de-

scribed in reference 5. The fathometer record yields

an accurate value of wake thickness in each case so

that attenuation coefficients can be computed in

decibels per foot of wake thickness.

The coefficient of reflection at the ocean surface

cancels from the measured transmission loss, because

M affects the sound levels both in and outside the

wake in an identical manner, aside from slow varia-

tions of the state of the sea. If the ocean surface were

a perfect plane, and if the axis of the sound beam
impinged upon it perpendicularly, the entire off-axis

output of the fathometer would be reflected so as not

to return to the transducer. On account of the waves,

swells, and other irregularities of the surface, and be-

cause of imperfect leveling of the submarine, actually

some off-axis sound is reflected back on to the face

of the transducer. Hence, it is necessary to keep the

submarine at a depth shallow enough to make the

central lobe of the soimd beam fall entirely inside the

wake. This condition was well fulfilled during these

experiments, the results of which will now be

described.

'

Sound of 21 kc was found to undergo an average

attenuation of 18 + 3 db during vertical one-way

passage through the wakes about 400 yd behind the

USS Rathburne (APD25, ex-DD113), USS Hopewell

(DD681) and USCGC Ewing, traveling at speeds of

10 to 13 knots. Combining these total attenuations

with the wake depths h for the vessels, accurately

determined from the same records and already dis-

cussed in Section 31.3, average attenuation coef-

ficients in the vertical direction in decibels per yard

could be computed and were found to be 3.0 + 0.6 db

per yd for the Rathburne and Hopewell and 4.8 + 1.5

db per yd for the Ewing. These are grand averages,

disregarding differences in the distance astern, which

are unknown in many cases, and disregarding devia-

tions of the point of measurements from the center of

the wake; moreover, some "knuckles" are included

with the straight runs. If only data referring to

know n distances astern and to the center of straight

wakes are retained, all observations applying to

wakes laid by the Hopewell are eliminated. Plotting

as a function of the distance astern, the attenuation

coefficients for the wake of the Rathburne, running at

a speed of 10 knots (corresponding to a screw-tip

speed of 52 ft per sec), the following linear interpola-

tion formula is found for the range from 100 to

800 yd:

Hu
= (3.135 + 0.057) -I- (0.093 + 0.018) X

/distance astern\ „

( 100yd J^^^^^y^-
(13)

Since there is apparently no correlation between the

total transmission loss in the wake Hx„ and the dis-

tance astern, equation (13) implies .that the wake be-

comes thinner in the vertical direction as it ages. A
similar plot for the Ewing, running at 13 knots, re-

veals an enormous variation of the attenuation

coefficient ranging from 2.4 to 6.6 db per yd without

any clear dependence on the distance astern. The
distances astern cannot, however, be very accurately

determined in these experiments. There is no obvious

explanation why the Ewing data should show a

greater scatter, enough to obliterate anydependenceon

distance astern. The higher value of the attenuation

coefficients for the Ewing has been associated tenta-

tively with the greater screw-tip speed (112 ft per

sec at 13 knots) of this vessel, compared with the

two destroyers. No corroboration for this surmise

could be found among the observations of the hori-

zontal transmission loss through wakes laid by dif-

ferent destroyers, already described in Section 32.3.1,

although the screw-tip speeds of these vessels ranged

from 80 to 137 ft per sec at 15 knots, and from 53 to

95 ft per sec at 10 knots.

It is of interest to compare the attenuation coef-

ficient in the vertical direction with that computed

from the total transmission loss measured hori-

zontally. According to equation (11) in Chapter 32,

the one-way horizontal transmission loss through the

wake 400 yd behind a destroyer traveling at 10 knots

is about 20 db for 21-kc sound. The width of this

wake is about 75 ft, according to Figure 22 of refer-

ence 1. Hence, the horizontal attenuation coefficient

is about 0.9 db per yd, or about one-third of the

vertical one, as reported above for the destroyers

Rathburne and Hopewell. This discrepancy is probably

real, but hardly disturbing. In fact, the average at-

tenuation coefficient would be expected to be smaller
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horizontally than vertically in case the wake has a

strong core and weaker fringes, because the vertical

measurements refer to the center of the wakes.

32.4 PROPAGATION ALONG WAKES

On the whole, the methods employed for the study

of sound propagation across wakes, described in

Section 32.3, have led to apparently consistent re-

sults. For sound propagation along wakes, however,

the observations do not fit easily into the general

picture; they are a few in number and provide in-

sufficient data to permit a complete analysis of all the

factors involved.

A mechanical noisemaker ' was towed both in and

below the wake of a destroyer running at 10 and 14

knots, and sound levels were recorded simultaneously

by two hydrophones— one towed in the wake by the

destroyer and the other suspended at a depth of 10 ft

from a boat which was hove to. The destroyer fol-

lowed a straight course past this boat, while the

distance between the noisemaker and the towed

hydrophone was steadily increased from 50 ft to

1,200 ft by unreeling the hydrophone cable.

As the cable lengthened the hydrophone gradually

descended, ultimately passing below the bottom of

the wake, which was assumed to be 20 ft below the

surface.^ The noisemaker was towed 50 ft behind the

destroyer, and the hydrophone reached a depth of

20 ft at distances of 400 ft (10 knots) and 1,000 ft (14

knots) behind the noisemaker.

Finding the transmission loss along the wake would

require comparing the sound levels recorded by the

towed hydrophone with levels recorded by a hydro-

phone when no wake is present in the direction of the

noisemaker. Unfortunately, the levels recorded by
the stationary hydrophone, suspended from the boat

outside the wake, cannot be used, because the direc-

tivity pattern of the noisemaker is unknown. It

should be noted that the aspect of the noisemaker, as

viewed from the towed hydrophone, is practically

constant, while the aspect of the noisemaker relative

to the stationary hydrophone changes by about 90

degrees while the destroyer is moving toward, or re-

ceding from the point of closest approach.

The sound levels obtained by the towed hydro-

phone with the noisemaker towed at a depth of 40 ft

may serve as an approximate reference level repre-

senting the wake-free state, because then most of the

path from the noisemaker to the hydrophone runs

below the wake. Subtracting these sound levels from

the ones applying to the noisemaker towed in a wake,

an approximate value for the transmission loss along

the wake is found. The numerical values are about

6 db for 3-kc sound and about 13 db for 8-kc sound

at a speed of 10 knots; at 14 knots, the values are

about 13 db and 30 db for 3-kc and 8-kc sound re-

spectively. These transmission losses are of the same

order of magnitude as those found in propagation

across wakes. The increase of transmission loss with

frequency is also in agreement with what has been

learned about sound transmission across wakes.

However, for the entire range covered (100 to

1,000 ft) the transmission loss along the wake does

not show the expected increase with distance from

hydrophone to noisemaker. The sound levels used as

reference values, with the noisemaker 40 ft below the

surface, vary inversely as the square of the distance

between hydrophone and noisemaker. But the sound

levels recorded with the noisemaker in the wake also

follow approximately the same inverse square law. In

other words, the measured transmission anomalies

fail to show any increase with distance behind the

noisemaker, which would readily be interpreted as

caused by attenuation inside the wake. There is even

a slight decrease, perhaps 3 or 4 db, over a range of

1,000 ft; however, this decrease may result from the

presence of bottom-reflected sound. Measurements of

the destroyer ship sound, with no noisemaker present,

gave results similar to those obtained with the noise-

maker. These observations are rather puzzling.

The measurements of the sound output of a de-

stroyer, cruiser, and aircraft carrier - give additional

evidence of a very low transmission loss along wakes.

During the so-called Z runs, the vessel to be measured

passed the measuring vessel, which was hove to, and

then made a turn so that, during the receding run, the

axis of the wake coincided with the line connecting

the stationary vessel with the receding one. The sound

levels recorded were corrected for the transmission

loss resulting merely from geometrical divergence ac-

cording to the inverse square law, and from the cor-

rected levels a transmission anomaly was derived.

Attenuation coefficients along the wake were found

to be 10 to 80 db per kyd; these attenuation coef-

ficients were not judged sufficiently accurate to war-

rant a discussion of variation with speed (16 to 30

knots), frequency (5, 25, and 60 kc) and ship type.

In order to appreciate fully how small those attenua-

tion coefficients measured along wakes are, it should

be remembered that the measured transmission loss

across wakes (see Section 32.3) corresponds to attenu-
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Figure 3. Ten-inch propeller, 1,600 rpm.

ation coefficients of 300 to 6,000 db per kyd. This

enormous difference is apparently real but has not

yet been explained.

32.5 TRANSMISSION LOSS IN MODEL
PROPELLER WAKES

Attenuation measurements on wakes of ships under

way have been supplemented by experiments with

wakes of a stationary model propeller. At the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution,^ an electrically oper-

ated device was constructed for driving submarine

propellers at speeds ranging from 266 to 1,600 revolu-

tions per minute at various depths. This equipment

was used in water 70 ft deep.

First the relation between sound output and speed

of the propellers at constant depth was studied, and

the critical speed marking the onset of cavitation was

determined. Four propellers ranging from 10 to 20 in.

in diameter were employed. The noise level increased

sharply whenever the tip speed of the propeller

blades exceeded 33 ft per sec. In earlier experiments

with 2-in. propellers, mounted in an experimental

chamber, a critical speed of 35 ft per sec had been

found at the same hydrostatic pressure. The agree-

ment between these two figures appears quite satis-

factory.

Precise measurements of the attenuation were ob-

tained by an arrangement in which the transducer

and hydrophone were mounted on opposite sides of

the wake on a pipe frame attached to the boom carry-

ing the propeller and held rigid by wire stays. The
instruments were 9 ft behind the hub of the propeller.

In this way the axis of the wake was made to pass

20

DEPTH IN FT

Figure 4. Fourteen-inch propeller, 1,600 rpm.

between the transducer and the hydrophone, which

were on opposite sides of it at a fixed distance of 6 ft.

This arrangement had the advantage that it was

easy to handle and could be used in deep water with

complete assurance that the position of the instru-

ments relative to the propeller would not change.

However, it did not allow any_ variation of the dis-

tance between the instruments a'nd the propeller.

Hence, it was impossible to determine the decay rate

along the wake.

With this arrangement measurements of sound at-

tenuation were made systematically at different

depths and with different frequencies. Each measure-

ment of attenuation involved the observation of the

response of the hydrophone under three conditions:

(1) with oscillator on and the propeller at rest; (2) with

the oscillator on and' the propeller turning; (3) with

oscillator off and the propeller turning. By suitable

combination of these data it was possible to correct

the observations for the noise produced by the pro-

peller. Typical results for the different propellers are

illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

First, it will be noted that the attenuation in-

creases with frequency, being almost absent at 10 kc

and rising steadily to 60 kc. This increase with fre-

quency, at any fixed depth, is so steep that it defi-

nitely exceeds the increase with frequency of the

transmission loss through destroyer wakes, which is

approximately proportional to the square root of the

frequency [see Section 32.3.1, equations (10) and

(11)]. Second, at each frequency, the attenuation

diminishes considerably with depth. This effect is

more pronounced at the higher frequencies. Since the

destroyer wakes have an average depth of 20 ft, and

the transmission loss through them is a sort of aver-
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age over this entire range of depths, the second effect

partially cancels the first one. Moreover, the bubble

population found in a destroyer wake may be quite

different from that in the wake of the stationary pro-

peller (zero slip), and any variation of the relative

abundance of bubbles of different sizes is likely to pro-

duce frequency-dependent acoustic effects. Hence,

the discrepancy noted above is not alarming.

In the case of the 10-in. propeller (Figure 3), the

attenuation falls to almost zero at a depth of 40 ft for

all frequencies. This phenomenon is consistent with

the results obtained in the model chamber mentioned.

In the model experiments it was found that fewer

nonpersistent cavities were formed at higher pres-

sures. According to the mechanism of bubble forma-

tion described in Section 27.1 higher pressure causes

a more rapid collapse of the cavities formed, before

there is time for a considerable amount of gas to

diffuse into them; moreover, cavities containing a

given amount of gas are compressed into bubbles of

smaller size at higher pressures.

Observations were also made at two frequencies

with transducer and hydrophone in the wake, both

mounted in the wake axis, but their number is small

and no clear-cut conclusions can be drawn from them.

There is some indication that for 50-kc sound the out-

put of the transducer may be reduced, or "quenched"

by the wake, but for 10 kc the "quenching" effect, if

it exists at all, is very much smaller than for 50 kc.

In summary, the observations of wakes produced

by a stationary propeller are in reasonable agreement

with those of destroyer wakes, as far as the depend-

ence on frequency of the transmission loss is con-

cerned. By dividing the attenuations plotted in

Figures 3 and 4 by the distance between transducer

and hydrophone (6 ft), attenuation coefficients can be

computed. For instance, at a depth of 15 ft attenu-

ation coefficients of 3.6 and 2.3 db per yd are found

for 25-kc sound, which is the same order of magnitude

as found for destroyer wakes at speeds of 10 to 15

knots. Since the diameter of the wake probably was

smaller than the distance from transducer to hydro-

phone, the values quoted for the attenuation coef-

ficient are actually lower limits; the true attenuation

coefficient may have been greater by 50 to 100 per

cent.



Chapter 33

OBSERVATIONS OF WAKE ECHOES

ECHOES FROM WAKES, like those obtained from

other targets, vary considerably with the type of

sound gear employed, the prevailing oceanographic

conditions, and the physical constitution of the wake.

Before the observations are reviewed, it is necessary

to outline the theoretical concepts entering into the

reduction of the crude data obtained by measure-

ment.

As regards the physical mechanism by which sound

is returned from a wake to an echo-ranging trans-

ducer, two limiting cases can be imagined. On one

hand, the multitude of microscopic scatterers may be

spread out so thinly that the phases of the scattered

sound waves are distributed at random — that is, so

that constructive and destructive interference are

equally probable. Then the average power returned

to the transducer is obtained by summing up the

contributions from the individual scatterers. On the

other hand, a wake might reflect sound specularly.

This alternative would occur only if the concentra-

tion of scatterers near the wake surface increased in-

wardly very rapidly. It is undecided as yet whether

or not specular reflection from wakes does occur; in-

conclusive evidence on this point will be discussed in

Chapter 34. In the present chapter, wake echoes will

be treated on the first assumption. Experience has

shown that this approach is usually quite satisfactory.

33.1 CONCEPT OF WAKE STRENGTH

33.1.1 Target Strength of a Wake
and Wake Strength

Echoes from wakes differ in two important respects

from echoes from ships and other small targets. The
concept of target strength has been analyzed in Sec-

tion 19.1 where it was shown that for a target of finite

size the target strength becomes independent of range

at very long ranges and may be computed from the

equation

T = E - S + 2H
, (1)

where E is the echo level in decibels above 1 dyne

per sq cm, S the source level or pressure level 1 yd
from the projector, in decibels above 1 dyne per sq

cm, and H the one-way transmission loss from the

source to the target in decibels. If equation (1) were

used to compute the target strength T^ for a wake
from the echo level at long ranges, Ty, would increase

with the range because, for practical purposes, the

wake extends infinitely in the horizontal direction; as

the range increases, more of the wake becomes ex-

posed to the sound beam, more scattering occurs, and

the target strength increases.. For the same reasons,

a transducer with a broad horizontal beam would

yield a higher echo level than a transducer with a

narrow pattern beaming sound at the same wake,

other things being equal.

It is desirable, therefore, to introduce in place of

the target strength of a wake another characteristic,

which is essentially the target strength of a 1-yd

length of the wake. This quantity is principally a

function of the geometric dimensions and of the

physical properties of the wake alone and, therefore,

will be called wake strength and denoted by the sym-

bol W. The wake strength will here be defined in a

simple manner for an ideal wake, without regard to

the physical structure of actual wakes. In Section

33.1.2, an analysis of this wake strength in terms of

the physical constitution of the wake will be given,

including the effects originating from the finite length

of the sound pulses used in practice.

The wake echo will now be treated as if it were the

echo from a plane strip having infinite horizontal ex-

tension (— oo< y <-j-oo) and a constant vertical

height h (depth of the wake) which is supposed to be

much smaller than the distance to the transducer.

The hypothetical strip is assumed to have a rough

surface, so that the reflection of sound by it is non-

specular and perfectly diffuse, with a dimensionless

coefficient of reflection s which is the fraction of sound

energy returned into a unit solid angle. The fraction

of sound energy reflected back, regardless of direc-

512
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tion, is then 2irs. By comparison with Section 19.1 it

is readily verified that the target strength of one

square yard of this wake surface, placed perpendicu-

larly to the sound beam, is 10 log s. Since the depth

of the wake is h yards, the target strength of a 1-yd

length of wake is 10 log hs. In order to relate this

wake strength to the observed echo intensity, con-

sidering the directivity of the transducer and the

scattering of sound from elements of the wake surface

not perpendicular to the sound beam, a more detailed

exposition of this simple case is required.

The geometry of this experimental situation is

illustrated in Figure 1, from which it is apparent that

NORMAL TO THE WAKE TRANSDUCER AXIS WAKE

TRANSDUCER Ty

Figure 1. Horizontal plane through transducer and
wake.

the surface element of the strip having the area hdy

receives from the transducer the power
- O.lar

/o

10'

-b{<t>) cos (j8 -|- 4>)hdy, (2)

where /o is the output of the transducer on the axis;

h{<f) measures the angular variation of the output

around the horizontal plane; r is the distance from

the transducer to the surface element hdy; 4> is the

angle between this ray and the axis of the transducer,

which subtends the angle /3 with the normal to the

wake so that cos (/3 -|-
<t>) measures the geometric

foreshortening of the insonified area; and a is the

coefficient of attenuation in the ocean. If the trans-

mission loss on the return path is taken into account,

the equivalent echo intensity le is

= slj
in— 0.2ar

H<t>)b'{4>) cos (0 + <t>)hdy , (3)

where b(<^)6'(0) is the composite pattern function of

the echo-ranging transducer. The factor 6'(<A) is the

ratio between the response of the hydrophone to a

signal incident at an angle <t> to the axis and the

response to a signal of equal strength incident on the

axis. Thus the equivalent echo intensity /« is propor-

tional to the output voltage of the transducer acting

as hydrophone.

By substitution of the perpendicular range D from

transducer to wake,

D = r cos (j3 + <^)

2/ = I> tan (iS -1- <^) ,

equation (3) is transformed into

6(0)& '(0)
10-^-^"^ ''" ^ + *'cos3(^+ 0) d4>,

or, to a very good approximation

- i(f-^-Ds<.<.,j^, ^ ^^ fh{<t>)h'{<l>) cos3(^ + ,i>)d<i, (4)

This approximation neglects the variation of the

transmission anomaly along the wake, which is in-

significant because of the narrow beam pattern of the

transducers used in practice. By writing

cos {fi + <i>)
= cos /3 (cos (^ — tan /3 sin <fj

and D cos /3 = f,

where f is the range to the wake measured along the

transducer axis, equation (4) becomes

, = + j-.

- 10"-^"^= = /is / bi<j}W{(t>){cos <p - tan;8 sm <^)'d0.

« = -2-3 (5)

By collecting the terms representing the transmission

loss,

af + 20 log f = H, (6)

and adopting the abbreviation

10 log / 5(0)6'(*) (cos - tan /3 sin (t>yd4> = ^, (7)

equation (5) can be expressed, in decibels, as

E - S + 2H - lOlogr - <^ = lOloghs = W . (8)

The quantity "ir defined in equation (7) will be called

the wake index, analogous to the reverberation index

defined in Chapters 11 through 17. The product hs

in equation (8) has the dimension of a length. Since

the ranges appearing in (8) are customarily measured

in yards, the wake strength W is the ratio of hs to one

yard, expressed in decibels. Then, by comparing equa-

tions (8) and (11), the relation between the wake
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strength W and the target strength of a wake T„

becomes

T^ = W +I0logf + ^, (9)

where f is the range to the wake, measured along the

transducer axis, and ^ is the wake index defined by
equation (7). The physical meaning of equation (9)

has already been noted in the first paragraph of this

section.

33.1.2 Dependence of Wake Strength
on Physical Parameters

The fundamental definition of wake strength,

given in the preceding section, was facilitated by
treating the wake as if it were a plane strip with the

coefficient of reflection s. In effect, this approach

neglected the wake structure along the transverse x

axis. Moreover, that analysis tacitly assumed the

use of a continuous signal for measuring the wake
strength. But if short sound pulses are beamed at a

diffusely reflecting plane, the echo profile on the

oscillogram, in general, will not reproduce the shape

(usually square-topped) of the signal, and the de-

pendence of echo intensity on signal length must be

investigated. For a brief theoretical demonstration of

this fact see Section 19.3.

On inspection of the sample oscillograms repro-

duced in Figure 7 of Chapter 30, it will be observed

that reflection from a wake also alters the shape of

square-topped sound pulses. However, the explana-

tion of this effect is more complicated than that of the

variation with pulse length of the echo intensity re-

turned by a plane target. In fact, the echo profile de-

pends on the transverse structure of the wake, which

therefore must form an integral part of a compre-

hensive theory of wake echoes.

According to the working hypothesis adopted in

Section 26.3 wake echoes are composed of a multitude

of reflections originating throughout the entire wake.

Superposition of these scattered waves leads to con-

structive and destructive interference, because their

phases are distributed at random. Consequently the

echo intensity measured at any instant will not equal

the average value. The difference between the in-

stantaneous and average echo intensity is a rapidly

fluctuating quantity, evidently beyond the reach of

theoretical analysis, because it depends on the micro-

structure of the entire wake. Physical significance can

be attributed only to the average of many echo pro-

files recorded in rapid succession. Such averaging is

also necessary in order to minimize the effect upon

the echoes of the rapid fluctuations of the transmis-

sion loss in the ocean at large, which were discussed in

Chapter 7. Accordingly, the theoretical analysis

about to be presented refers to "average" echo in-

tensities throughout.

The problem now is to evaluate the relation be-

tween the total number, arrangement and physical

parameters of the bubbles and the overall reflectivity

s of the wake, filling a volume of constant depth h

and width w and of infinite length (— oo <_ y < -|-ao).

Let n(x) be the number of bubbles per unit volume

at the distance x from the nearest boundary of the

wake {0 < X <w); n{x) is supposed not to vary

appreciably along the wake axis over a distance of

the order of the width of the sound beam, or dn/dy

<<C dn/dx. With as and ae representing the cross

sections for scattering and extinction defined by

equations (34) and (43) of Chapter 28, the echo re-

turned by an individual bubble has the intensity

I r\—0.2ar

7, = -'
/o '-^^ 6(<^)6'(0) e-^""^'' '^ '^ + *'. (10)

4x r*

The fraction o-s/4ir of the incoming sound energy is

scattered into the unit solid angle, and the term
10" ""/r* represents the two-way transmission loss in

the ocean. The sound beam is trained obliquely at the

wake, so that the axis of the transducer and the nor-

mal to the wake include the angle /3. It is the oblique

path of the sound beam traversing the wake, which

accounts for the factor sec (|3 -|- <^) in the exponent

expressing the two-way transmission loss inside the

wake, which is based on equation (52) of Chapter

28. The geometry of the situation is illustrated in

Figure 2. The echo returned by a volume element of

the wake is found by multiplying equation (10) by

n(x)hrdrd<j>

ale= -— ^0—

T

4ir r
(11)

on the assumption that all bubbles have the same

size, so that the cross sections as and ae are constant

throughout the wake. Finally, the echo returned by

the entire wake can be evaluated by integration be-

tween the appropriate boundaries, which must be

chosen carefully; these boundaries are essentially de-

termined by the width of the wake and by the signal

length.

When an echo-ranging signal is sent out into the

water, the volume from which echoes can be received

at anyone time fills a spherical shell of thickness cr/2,

where t is the duration of the square-topped signal
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and c is the sound velocity. This region, which travels

outward at a velocity c/2, may for purposes of dis-

cussion be referred to as the volume occupied by the

echo-ranging signal or pulse. As the pulse travels out-

ward, it will cross the wake, which has roughly the

shape of a cylinder of infinite length. The determina-

tion of the echo strength requires integration of equa-

tion (11) over the volume in which pulse and wake

overlap. In the general case, this volume has a rather

complicated shape which, moreover, varies with time

as the pulse travels across the wake. It should be

noted that in most practical situations the depth of

the wake is small compared with the range to the

transducer, so that the vertical curvature of the

pulse boundaries can be neglected; in other words, the

pulse will then be treated rather as a cylindrical shell,

with the cylinder axis normal to the ocean surface.

AXIS

TRANSDUCER

Figure 2. Sound striking wake.

Now there are two simple limiting cases for which

the shape of the volume contributing to the echo can

readily be visualized, namely when the signal length

is either much greater or much smaller than the width

of the wake. In the first case, the entire volume of the

wake will contribute to the echo for a considerable

length of time during which the average echo intensity

will be constant. In the second case, the echo will

come only from a thin spherical shell "cut out" of the

wake, so that the average echo intensity will vary,

while the pulse traverses the wake, without ever at-

taining a constant value; the mode of this variation

is a function of the density distribution n{x) across

the wake.

Long Pxjlses

The case of very long pulses will be taken up first.

If the signal length Tq, which equals ct/2, is much

greater than what might be called the slant width w'

of the wake, which equals w .sec {fi
-\- <j>), then the

entire volume of the wake will be intersected by the

pulse during a finite interval of time. During this

period, the average echo intensity is constant, and

can be found by integrating equation (11) over the

wake volume. The limits of this integration are most

readily given if the variable x is substituted for r,

since then x varies between and w, while </> varies

from (-7r/2)-/3 to (+7r/2)-/3 (see Figure 2). By
writing

r =; I f cos/3 — — -|- a; ) sec (;3 -f- <p),

and -(-^1) sec/3, (12)

then dr = sec (/3 -|- <j>)dx
,

and the new constant f is the range, measured on the

axis of the transducer, of what might be called mid-

wake— the point of intersection between transducer

axis and wake axis. As in the preceding section, the

variation along the wake of the transmission anomaly

in the ocean will be neglected by setting

tr\~0.2ar tr\—0.2ar

By substituting equation (12) in equation (11), the

integral now reads

hf, iff-^r
^f^C

fbi<t>)b'i<t>) cos^ (/3+ 4>) sec'/3-

(.= -- -/S x =

n{x)e
—2aeN(x) sec 03+0)

/ 2x — w\'

\ 2FcosB/

- dxd(j>.
(13)

2F cos /3>

Unfortunately, it is impossible to integrate this ex-

pression in closed form. An approximation sufficient

for all practical purposes will be given.

Consider first the integral over dx, namely,

p (i + ^£:Z^y '„(^)e-2«;v(., sec (^ + «^^^ (14)
Jo \ 2F cos /3/

and apply the theorem of the mean value of an

integral* to the inverse cube term in brackets; in

" This well-known theorem states

Jf{x)g{x)dx = f(x)Jg{x)dx

,

XI XI

with _
Xi< X <X2 ,

as long as /(x) and g{x) are continuous over the range of

integration, and- g{x) is not negative.
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other words, put this term in front of the integral, re-

placing X by an unspecified, constant, mean value x.

With this procedure the integral over dx in equation

(14) can be evaluated without further approxima-

tion:

2x — w
1 +;^1 + i^Z n{x)e

L 2r cos /3 J Jo

_ r 2x - w>3
~
L 2f cos b\

2<TeN(x) sec 03 + 0) dx

V

2r cos /3_

2„eN{w) sec (3+«) COs(g -H 0)

2crc
(15)

Since, by definition, x is confined to the interval be-

tween and w, the inverse cube correction factor al-

ways lies between the following limits:

[wsec/3~|~' r 2x— w 1~^ f wsec/3l~'

Since w sec /3/2r is much less than 1, in most practical

echo-ranging situations this correction factor is un-

important, even at short ranges. In view of the

hmited accuracy obtainable with the current tech-

niques of measuring echo levels, this correction factor

will be omitted. The echo integral, equation (13),

thus assumes the form

-

rj:32Q0-2ar _

Note that

ha
f bi4>)b'{4>)L'

[1

cos (^ — tan /3 sin^
1nN(w) sec C/S + *)"] Jj,

(16)

10 log e'"^<""> = 2Hy,

is the two-way transmission loss in db for perpendic-

ular transit through the wake, according to equation

(8) of Chapter 32.

It will be observed that for a high acoustic opacity

of the wake \_atNiyo) ^1 ] the exponential in the

bracket under the integral is very much less than 1.

Hence, in the case of infinite acoustic thickness of the

wake, there follows the rigorous formula

aj^QO.Zar _
87r(r.

+i-^
l6(<^)6'(</))[cos<^- tani3sin0]'d0-

"-\-^
(17)

By comparison with equation (5), the value of the

wake index ^^, where the subscript has been added

to emphasize that this index refers to infinite acoustic

thickness, can be identified:

^» = 10 log I 6(<^)6'(0)[cos - tan ;8 sin <^Jd^. (18)

Conversely, for highly transparent wakes \_(isN(yo)

<5C 1] the second bracket under the integral in equa-

tion (16) may be developed into a series and the quad-

ratic and higher terms neglected, yielding

1 _ g-2«A-f») sec (3 + *) _ 2cr,iV(u>) sec (;3 + 0) •

The formula for the wake strength of highly trans-

parent wakes then reads

h. j=3ioo.2- = J^^Ar(„,) sec ^ [k^WW
io 47r J IT

-2-ff

[cos <t>
— tan |3 sin 0jd0,

*^o = 10 log S sec i33 fbWb' {<t>) [cos

— tan /S sin 0]^d0 (19)

Numerically, the difference between ^co in equation

(18) and ^o in equation (19) is negligible for direc-

tional transducers as long as is small. To a very

good approximation the general equation (16) can,

therefore, be written -as

^V-3io»-^-- (if) =^ [1 - e-^'^^''"'
=" ^ ] (20)

Expressed on a decibel scale, equation (20) becomes

E - S + 2H + 10 log f - ^a,

-2aeN{w) sec /= 10 log
iha

[1
=

^}. (21)

Hence, the reflectivity of the wake per unit solid

angle is

g _ _ . fi rj^ _ ^-2aeN(w) seat

8ir ae

= ^. (22)

By this equation, the problem proposed at the outset

of this section is solved for sufficiently long pulses

(ro > w). However, it should be remembered that

equation (21) does not represent the entire echo pro-

file, but applies merely to its central part which has

a constant average intensity because the pulse over-

laps the entire wake. The rise and fall of the average

echo profile, when only part of the pulse intersects the

wake, cannot be represented by a simple formula, be-

cause of mathematical difficulties of the same nature

as will become apparent presently in the discussion

of short-pulse echoes.

Short Pulses

For pulse lengths smaller than the wake width

(r-o < w), equation (11) has to be integrated over the
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volume in which the wake and the cylindrical shell

(thickness Vo, inner radius rO of the pulse intersect.

Hence,

= 5^''-//^''<«^'<*'

n(x)e-*"^<"'"^"'+*'rf?-rf<^- (23)

The limits 0a and 4>b of the integral over d4>, unspeci-

fied for the time being, are determined by the relative

position of pulse and wake and, therefore, vary with

time; their explicit form will be evaluated after the

discussion of the integral over dr has been finished.

Equation (23) is valid only for rectangular pulses—
that is, for echo-ranging signals whose intensity is

constant for their duration.

The variation of n(x) and N{x) across the wake
prevents integration of (23) in closed form. In order

to gain any insight at all into the behavior of short-

pulse echoes, a drastic simplification becomes neces-

sary. For this reason the discussion is confined to a

wake of constant bubble density in the transverse

direction. Putting thus

n(x) = constant = n = N{w)/w
and

N{x) = nx

the integral reads

In ^tr J J 1

—0.2ar

6(0)6'(0)ne-=''^"^'= '^+^^drd,j>-

(24)

While in the general case <l>a and 06 vary as r increases

from n to Ti -f To, for short pulses this change is quite

negUgible. The integration over dr may then be

carried out before the integration over d0 without

difficulty. On account of the geometric relation, from

Figure 2,

cc sec (;3 -I- 0) = r - D sec (/3 -I- 0),

the integral over dr in equation (24) becomes

/lQ-0.2ar—— ne'^'"' Ir- D sec (/3 -|- 0)]rfr • (25)

After appl3dng the theorem of the mean value of an

integral with respect to the factor 10~°'^'"'f^ the inte-

gral (25) is transformed into

*—3in-0.2ar* 2aCTiro-j - 2(Ten[n—D sec (^+<^)3

Since r* differs very Httle from ri (because ri < r*

< '"i + ro, by definition), r* can be replaced by n

without any appreciable loss of accuracy. Thus the

echo integral, equation (24), reads

/o
rllO"

ha
-[1-e - 2(renro

]/«>(0)

b'{(t>)e-'""^'''~'^^''^ + *'^d4>. (26)

The exponential under the integral measures the

transmission loss resulting from absorption and scat-

tering inside the wake, since ri — D sec (/3 -|- 0) is the

distance, along any ray (0 = constant), from the

inner boundary of the pulse to the front of the wake.

Now by making the substitution

ri- D sec {fi + 0)

= ri - D sec /3 - D [sec (j8 + 0) - sec /3],

equation (26) assumes the form

if^3jQ0.2an

lo

h(Ts

lf}b

[1
2o-€nro~| —2ffenO

"°]e
n-Dsecft |{,(^)

6'(0)e*""^ '^''" *^ + *' ~ ''•= ^^ d0. (27)

Here the factor (1 — e"^"™") comprises the effect of

the pulse length on the echo strength. The transmis-

sion loss inside the wake has been split into two

factors. The first one, namely e-'''"^^"-'^""'^\ de-

pends only on the range ri of the pulse, which in-

creases with time, but not on the directivity of the

transducer; in fact, this first factor is simply the

transmission loss, measured along the sound beam
axis, from the boundary of the wake to the pulse. The
second factor is independent of time and appears as

an exponential under the integral over d<t>. Using the

abbreviation
tftb

^'= lOlogj r6(0)6'('/')lO''"'"^'^'™
(^+*>- ='"' ^^dA , (28)

which defines another wake index appl3Tng to short-

pulse echoes, equation (27) may be written on a

decibel scale as follows.

E - S + 2H + \0 log n - ^'

= 10 log I— [1 - e2«S,-,-]g-2.m(n-DsecO)l (39)

The quantity (ri — D sec /3) is the distance, meas-

ured along the transducer axis, which the rear

boundary of the pulse has penetrated into the wake.

Hence, for a directional transducer no appreciable

echo intensity will be obtained outside the range of

penetration which is given by

Dsecfi <ri< {D + w) sec /3.
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During the time interval in which rj is confined be-

tween the limits stated, equation (27) represents the

average profile of short-pulse echoes. Consequently

the average echo intensity falls off exponentially from

its maximum value, attained immediately after the

pulse has fully entered the wake {n = D sec /3), pro-

vided that the value of the integral over d<t> does not

vary with time. This condition can indeed be realized

in special cases.

'TRANSDUCER

Figure 3. Successive positions of ping inside wake.

Although the integrand in equations (27) and (28)

is independent of time, the range of integration is not,

in the general case. This fact is illustrated by Figure

3, showing successive positions of a short pulse

beamed obliquely at the wake. As the pulse crosses

the wake, the limits, <t>b and 0a of the integral in equa-

tion (28) increase steadily. Thus the wake index is, in

principle, a variable quantity, which would seem to

impair the usefulness of this concept. However, the

directivity of the transducer effectively limits the

angular width of the sound beam. If it were possible

to place the transducer in such a position that the ef-

fective half-width of the sound beam remained

smaller at all times than the boundary <t>b, the varia-

bility of 06 and 0o would become irrelevant for all

practical purposes, and the wake index ^' would

actually be a constant.

In order to formulate this idea quantitatively, note

that the boundaries of integration in the wake index

are explicitly

<t>b

4>a

•i3

+ ;8- (30)

These formulas can readily be verified by inspecting

Figure 3. If the effective angular width of the sound

beam be called 20', so that the effective half-width is

0', the conditions under which ^' becomes constant is

0'^06- (31)

By substitution of equation (30) in equation (31), it

follows that

r ^ 1
COS"'

Ln + roJ
^ <t>' + fi,

or (32)

D
^ COS (/3 -1- 0').

n +ra

Write

Ti = D -f- Xi ,

where, according to Figure 3, Xi is confined between

the following limits

{)<xi<w, (33)

and substitute in equation (32) ; then

, ,
, , w^ ^ cos (/3 -I- 0')

1 -H (xi -I- ro)/D

or approximately, since generally (xi -f ro)/D is much
smaller than one,

xi -|- ro
1 -

D
Hence,

D ^

^ cos (/3 + 0').

Xi -I- ro

(34)

1 - cos (|3 + 0')

This inequality may be put into a more stringent

form by setting Xi equal to zero, on account of equa-

tion (33), so that the desired condition takes the

final form

ToD^ (35)
1 - cos (a + 4>')

v/hich assumes that right from the moment the pulse

has entered the wake, or Xi = 0, the effective half-

width of the sound beam is smaller than the variable

boundary 0;,. Any less stringent form of the condi-

tion, such as xi ^ w, would distort the representa-

tion of the entire echo profile indicated by equation

(29).

For numerical evaluation of equation (35), 0' = 6

degrees appears to be a reasonable value for trans-

ducers of conventional design used in echo ranging.

Results for two typical cases are given in Table 1.

Since the shortest signals used in practice correspond

to ro = 1 msec = 0.8 yd, condition (35) is easy to

maintain in ranging perpendicularly at the wake.

Accordingly, the upper limit 06 in equation (28) may
be replaced by a practically constant value 0' if the

range D from the transducer to the nearest point of

the wake is chosen so as to comply with the first case

in Table 1.

On the other hand, it is evidently impossible to

satisfy the second condition in Table 1 — in other
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words, with markedly oblique incidence of the sound

beam the concept of wake loses its usefulness for

short signals. The theoretical derivation of the echo

profile for short-pulse echoes obtained with an

obliquely trained transducer would require extensive

numerical integrations of equation (27), taking into

account the continual variations of the boundaries

<f>a and ^6.

Table 1. Conditions for constant wake index.

Effective half-width of sound beam <^' = 6°

I Sound beam trained

perpendicularly at

wake /3 = 0°

II Sound beam trained

obliquely at wake
/3 = 60°

Condition (35)

D <. 200r„

Condition (35)

D < 1.66ro

Summing up the discussion of short-pulse echoes, it

should be remembered that the analysis, for mathe-

matical reasons, had to be restricted to wakes having

a constant bubble density in the transverse direction.

According to the varying transverse structure of

actual wakes, their echo profile will deviate somewhat

from the exponential shape given by equation (27),

even if the sound beam is trained perpendicularly at

the wake.

33.1.3 Definition of Wake Strength

The concept of wake strength has been introduced

in Section 33.1.1 in the hope of arriving at a wake

characteristic that is a function solely of the geomet-

ric dimensions and physical parameters of the wake.

But the detailed analysis in Section 33.1.2 showed

that this aim defies complete realization. The strength

of wake echoes depends on the signal length and on

the directivity pattern of the transducer in a rather

complicated manner; this dependence cannot be for-

mulated mathematically in a simple way without in-

troducing various approximations. These effects are

small compared with those resulting from the varia-

bility of echo strength with range; this large variation

with range can be eliminated from the wake strength

by a suitable definition of this quantity.

We now define wake strength by the equation

W = E - S + 2H - lOlogr - -^
, (36)

where E is the echo level, S the source level, H the

one-way transmission loss from the transducer to the

wake, r the range in yards of the wake, and ^ is the

appropriate wake index. This definition comprises

both equations (21) and (29), referring to long and

short signals, respectively, and implicitly disregards

the small difference between the ranges defined as r

and ri. For all practical purposes the range to be used

in the computation of wake strength may be de-

termined from the time interval, purposely recorded

on the oscillogram, between midsignal and the in-

stant to which the measured echo amplitude refers.

When the difference between the transmission loss H
and the inverse-square loss 20 log r increases linearly

with range, an alternative way of writing equation

(36) is

W = E - S + 2ar - lOlog ix^ + 30 log r - ^, (37)

where a is the coefficient of attenuation in the ocean

expressed in db per kyd, and (^ — 1) is the reflec-

tivity of the ocean surface, so that the factor n^ repre-

sents the increase of echo intensity caused by the

double path resulting from surface reflection. To be

consistent with the standard procedure for comput-

ing target strengths, ix should be put equal to 1 (see

Section 22.2), so that equation (36) reduces to *"

W = E - S + 2ar + dOlogr - ^. (38)

Finally, according to equation (9), the target strength

of the wake Ty, is given by

r„ = TF -I- 10 log r -f- ^. (39)

The wake index "ir was first defined by equation

(7), on the assumption that reflection from a wake

can be treated like that from a plane strip. This is,

indeed, a good approximation provided that the wake

is highly opaque, or N{w) » 1, and long signals are

used, or ro^ w (for example, r-o > 2w), according to

equation (18) which turned out to be identical with

equation (7)

:

^co = 10 log r b{<l>)b'{(t>) [cos <^ - tan /3 sin <j>Jd(j>. (40)

^ All the numerical values of W reported in this chapter

have been computed according to the definition given by
equation (38). However, when the original publications are

consulted, care should be taken in ascertaining what particular

definition of wake strength was used by the author. For in-

stance, in one paper,' a* is set equal to 2 in correcting echo

levels for transmission loss; moreover, a term 10 log (4ir) is

also added to equation (37). The net result is that the values

of the wake strength in reference 1 are 5.0 db larger than those

computed from equation (38).

Since the reflectivity of a target has been defined, in Section

19.1 of this volume, in terms of the sound reflected into a unit

solid angle, it seems desirable to maintain the same convention

for the reflectivity s of a wake. Accordingly, the term — 10 log

(47r) here appears in equations (45) and (46), instead of in

equation (37).
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However, if the wake is highly transparent, or

N{w) <K 1, the echo level E, and also W as computed

from ^co will be found to increase with the oblique-

ness /3 of the impinging sound beam. In this case, the

replacement of '^cd by ^o, according to equation (19),

may be expected to give a wake strength independent

of 0:

+ J-3
-^0 = I01og]sec/3l b{^)b'{(l>) [cos<^-tan/3sin<^]2rf0>.

"'"'
(41)

For short pulses (?'o « w, say ro <w/2) the appro-

priate value of ^ is

+ *•

^' = 10 log
{
fe^'""

'"'"' *
-

'' b(4>)b'(,i>)dA. (42)

-*'

This formula is a specialization of equation (28) for

/3 = 0; hence D in equation (28) is approximately

equal to r. Moreover, according to equation (35),

the range from transducer to wake must be less than

200 times the pulse length, if equation (42) is to be

valid. For a sound beam trained obliquely at the

wake— or for /? 7^ — equation (28) loses its useful-

ness, as the wake index becomes a quantity varying

with time.

Though their mathematical expressions appear

rather different, the numerical discrepancy between
*' and ^„ is quite small, probably never exceeding

1 db for transducers of high directivity. For signals of

intermediate length, of the order of the wake width,

the mathematical analysis is difficult; it is suggested

simply that ^„ be used. For practical purposes, the

differences between the various types of wake indices

might be neglected altogether, by writing for perpen-

dicular incidence of the sound beam

SE' = 10 logfb{<l>)b'(<l>)d<t>

.

(43)

This approximate formula reveals a close relationship

between the wake index and the surface reverberation

index, defined in a University of California Division

of War Research [UCDWR] report,^ as

Js= lOlog|lj6(.^)6'(0M«^}-

Hence,

/, + 8db = ^. (44)

Furthermore, it is of interest to compare the for-

mulas giving the wake strength as a function of the

physical parameters and of the pulse length:

Short pulses, ro <K w
W = 10 log hs

1- e
—2trenro I —2<TenCri — D aec p) {

(45)

-2<reA'(w)

} (46)

Long pulses, tq^ w

W = lOlogfes = lOlogj— -Fl

It will be noted that the first exponential in equation

(45) becomes equal to that in equation (46) for ro = w,

because of equation (54) of Chapter 28, reading

nw = N(w),

which is the definition of n. Equation (45) is an ap-

proximate formula, because in its derivation the as-

sumption n{z) = constant = n had to be made.

However, while equation (46) applies to the constant

average echo intensity constituting the central part of

long-pulse echoes, equation (45) represents the entire

average profile of short-pulse echoes.

So far the entire discussion has been restricted to

average echo intensities. But, as described in Section

30. 1 .3, peak echo intensities are customarily measured

by the San Diego observers. The measurements re-

ported in Chapters 11 through 17 of this volume on

the "band" or "point" method of reading reverbera-

tion records imply that about 6 db must be sub-

tracted from the wake strengths computed by equa-

tion (38) from peak intensities, in order to express

them on the scale of average intensities envisaged in

equations (45) and (46). This correction will be ap-

plied only in Section 34.3.1, where the interpretation

of the observed wake strengths by the acoustic theory

of bubbles is discussed. In that context, the wake

strength computed from the measured peak ampli-

tudes of short-pulse echoes, and then corrected by

subtracting 6 db, will be regarded as corresponding

to the maximum of the profile (45) , or

n — D sec ;3 = 0.

33.1.4 Decay Rate of Wake Strength

The decay rate of wake strength, in terms of the

physical properties of the wake, is found by differen-

tiating equations (45) and (46) with respect to the

time. Before doing so, it is advantageous to make the

substitutions

_ Hw

and

Niw) =

4.34(reW

4.34o
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where Hw is the one-way transmission loss for hori-

zontal passage of sound through the wake, as defined

in equation (8) of ('hapter 32. Equations (45) and (46)

then read

( h c.

If =101og<--7[l

( h a,

W = 101og<^- — [1 -

^-0.46//,r„/„.-j|
(,^«y,) (47)

- 0.46//

»

']| (ro»M). (48)

The result of the differentiation is

:

Short pulses, r^ « w

dt "-
"'

0.466-°'"''"'°'"' n
h dt ' i-e-"""""'"/" w

dH^

dt w

dw

dt̂

• (49)

Long pulses, n » w

dW_ Idh OAQe-°*^""

~dt~^-^'^hdt'^l-e-°''""

dH^

dt
(50)

The first term in these equations is the same for long

and short signals. It represents the effect of the

change in depth of the wake and is known to be quite

small; for two destroyer wakes, according to data re-

ported in Section 31.3.1, {l/h) (dh/dt) was found to be

— 0.08 and -1-0.04 db per minute, respectively. The

second term seems to be the dominant one. While the

factor in front of it, containing the exponential, is ex-

ceedingly small for fresh wakes, it grows rapidly and

approaches infinity for very old wakes; numerical

values of this factor can be read from the graph in

Figure 4.

The differential quotient dHy^/dt is equal to 3 db per

minute, for destroyer wakes, and {Hy,/w) (dw/dt) can

be estimated from the same data to be of the order of

1 to 2 db.per minute. It will be noted that equation

(49) would be transformed into equation (50) by

setting Ta/w equal to one— except for the term pro-

portional to {H,c/w) (dw/dt) which does not appear in

equation (50). The physical meaning of this term is

interesting: as the wake ages, it spreads laterally,

causing dw/dt to be a positive quantity; conse-

quently, the factor H^/w is bound to decrease, even

if Hw, the total attenuation across the wake, remains

constant. According to equations (46) and (48), for

long pulses the wake strength is a function of N{w),

which is directly proportional to H^ or the total atten-

uation, and which is not affected by a mere spreading

laterally of the wake without simultaneous disinte-

gration of the bubble population. But for short pulses

o
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33.2 EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

The formulas derived in the preceding section are

appUed in later sections to the interpretation of echoes

from actual wakes. The theoretical results may also

be applied to indicate what type of echo-ranging ex-

periment is most suited for fundamental studies of

wakes. Certain considerations along this line, espe-

cially concerning the choice of transducer directivity,

pulse length, and frequency are presented in this

section.

33.2.1 Transducer Directivity

The mathematical intricacies of the analysis given

in Section 33.1 .2 are essentially a consequence of the

imperfect directivity of the transducers and the finite

range over which the wake is observed. The chief re-

sult is a variety of wake indices pertaining to specific

experimental situations. Fortunately, the picture is

greatly simplified in practice, because of the proper-

ties of the transducers customarily employed in echo

ranging.

The numerical differences between the different

wake indices, for the same directivity pattern, are

quite insignificant in proportion to the accuracy at-

tainable in acoustic measurements. As an example,

Table 2 gives the wake indices computed from

the composite directivity pattern of a particular

transducer.

The integral ^ taken over the composite directivity

pattern alone, as defined by equation (43), is given

for comparison. It would seem that ^ = J, -|- 8 db

Table 2. Typical wake
ducer No. 1917 at 45 kc.
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recorder traces and oscillograms. Reverberation, par-

ticularly at long ranges, imposes an upper limit to the

practicable pulse length.

Rather different considerations govern the choice

of pulse length for fundamental research into the

physical constitution of wakes. The aim of such work

which the internal density distribution is undergoing

all the time, aside from echo fluctuations due to ran-

dom interference and variable transmission loss. Only

by averaging numerous instantaneous profiles could a

truly representative picture of the n{x) distribution

be obtained.

Table 3. Wake indices.

Transducer
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published before;^' ^ others were obtained from the

files of the San Diego laboratory. During these ex-

periments, the echo-ranging vessel overtook the sub-

marine while proceeding on a parallel course; the

observations comprise surface runs, dives, and sub-

merged level runs. In order to-redude the uncertain-

ular (/3 = degrees) and oblique (/3 = 60 degrees)

incidence of the sound beam on the wake. With a few

exceptions illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, the obser-

vations did not extend over sufficiently long periods

of time to reveal the gradual decay of the wakes.

Hence only average values of the wake strength W
Table 4. Submarine wake strengths.
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AGE OF WAKE IN MINUTES

2 3

400 600
DISTANCE ASTERN IN YARDS

Figure 5. Dependence of wake strength on distance astern. Plot for USS S-18, submerged to a depth of 45 ft, for run 2

of Table 1. Echo-ranging vessel and submarine were proceeding on parallel courses at constant speeds of 8 and 6 knots

respectively.

I

plot illustrates some significant features of the obser-

vations. The individual points of the diagram are

computed from the average of five successive echo

levels, and the scattering of these averages gives a

good idea of the magnitude of echo fluctuations en-

countered in practice. Signals 10, 30, and 100 msec

long were sent out in cyclic succession, so that the

three curves for the different pulse lengths refer to the

same wake. Despite the large echo fluctuations, there

is good evidence for an increase of W with the signal

length To. The steep rise of the curves at zero distance

astern probably is due to the stern of the submarine.

Up to 500 yd astern— corresponding to a wake age

of 2 minutes— the wake strength changes very little,

if any. But when the observations were resumed at

670 yd astern, the decay of the wake had definitely

set in. The values given in Table 4 suggest that for

this wake the decay rate increased with increasing

pulse length.

All reliable numerical values of W have been col-

lected in Table 4, together with the values of the wake
index used in the individual computations. The latter

will permit the computation from W of the corre-

sponding target strength of the wake, if desired. The

I
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outstanding feature of the table is the greater strength

of the wake laid by surfaced submarines, compared

with those from submerged runs. However, during a

dive the wake strength does not decline steadily. In-

stead, repeated peaks occur. Some of the peak values

even equal the strength of the surface wakes, as il-

lustrated in Figure 6. These peaks are undoubtedly

connected with the diving operations, movement of

diving planes, blowing of tanks, and other operations.

While the surface values of W are surprisingly con-

sistent— about — 15 db — only the order of magni-

tude of the subsurface strength can be regarded as

established, perhaps —25 db to —30 db. The relative

acoustic weakness of wakes behind submerged sub-

marines probably results from several causes, such as

lack of entrained air and the reduction of cavitation

and bubble production at the higher pressure. A small

but definite increase of IT with pulse length as the pulse

length changes from 10 to 100 msec is found for both

submerged runs of the USS S-18 (SS123). The in-

crease is small and results largely from the extension

of the wake along the axis of the sound beam. Even

for a wake whose thickness is less than the signal

length, the echo will vary with signal length when the

transducer is pointed obliquely at the wake. Only

for normal incidence of the sound beam is the change

of target strength with pulse length a simple, readily

predictable effect.

33.4 ECHOES FROM SURFACE
VESSEL WAKES

The San Diego group has studied echoes from

wakes laid by numerous surface craft. Early experi-

ments were carried out in San Diego harbor. During

1944, the group carried out a large program of record-

ing echoes from the wakes of a number of surface

vessels, including aircraft carriers, destroyers, and

some small craft. Wakes for this program were laid on

the open sea off San Diego.

33.4.1 Echo Ranging at Wakes in

San Diego Harbor, 1943

For these experiments an echo-ranging transducer

was mounted on a barge moored to one side of the

harbor channel.' Most of the measurements were

made on wakes laid by a motor launch (length 40 ft,

beam 11 ft, draft 23-^ ft) traveling at 4 to 6 knots.

Incidental results were also obtained by echo ranging

at wakes produced by other vessels which happened

to pass; these vessels probably did not travel at full

speed in the harbor.

The chief interest of these experiments, which have

been reported in detail in reference 1, lies in the fact

that short signals— only 9 msec long — were trans-

mitted alternately at 15, 24, and 30 kc. Thus it is

possible to analyze the results for a possible depend-

ence on frequency both of the wake strength and its

decay rate. The absolute values of the wake strength

appear to be less reliable, for two reasons. First,

difficulties with the calibration of transducers seem

to have been experienced during the early phases of

the San Diego wake studies; such would affect the

absolute values of W, without impairing the results

concerning the dependence of W on frequency. Sec-

ond, the measurements in the shallow waters of San

Diego harbor are likely to have been disturbed by

bottom-reflected sound; indeed, an apparent de-

pendence of W on the range was explainable only

as caused by some peculiarity in the bottom contour.

The results of these early measurements are sum-

marized in Tables 5 and 6. Values of the wake strength,

obtained with 9-msec signals at three different fre-

quencies, are collected in Table 5, which also contains

the attenuation coefficients a and the wake indices ^o

used in these computations.

There is no information available on the wake age

at which the observations on the larger vessels were

made; probably the age did not exceed a few minutes,

and the initial wake strength had decayed only

slightly. The decay of the wakes laid by the launch

was studied systematically over a period of 12 min-

utes, after which time the echo intensity had dropped

to the reverberation level. While the decay of the

15-kc echoes appeared to start immediately after pas-

sage of the launch, the echoes at 24 and 30 kc main-

tained their initial strength for about 2 minutes before

they began to decay. The decay of the echo intensity

follows a simple exponential law, to a good approxi-

mation; thus the strength of the echo expressed on a

decibel scale decreases linearly with time. The decay

rates found are listed in Table 6. Within the errors of

observation, there is no dependence of the decay rate

on frequency. But the wake strength W seems to in-

crease with frequency. From the average W for each

frequency of the vessels contained in Table 5, exclud-

ing the launch and the three fishing boats, the follow-

ing differences are found

:

TF24- T^i5 = +1.0db

TF30 - Wn = -1-4.6 db.
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100 200 300

Figure 6.

400 500 600

TIME IN SECONDS

Wake strength and distance astern.

700 800 900 1000

Table 5. Surface vessel wake strengths.
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sive report on these investigations, a summary of pre-

liminary results has been made available for the

purposes of this volume.

The experiments with craft other than the USS
Jasper (PYcl3) itself followed a single pattern. The

recording vessel, the Jasper, was lying to in the open

sea, and the wake vessel approached and passed her

while maintaining a straight course. As the wake

vessel approached, the Jasper echo-ranged on her,

training the sonar projector with the aid of a pelorus

manned on the flying bridge. When the wake vessel

came abreast of the Jasper at the time of closest ap-

proach, the training of the sonar projector was halted,

and its true bearing was held fixed and approximately

Table 6. Decay rate of wake of 40-ft launch.
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smaller than the spread of the data that it cannot be

said that there is any significant difference between

the decay rate at 60 kc and the decay rate at 24 kc.

Figure 8 shows a typical example of the variation

of the echo level, or of the wake strength, with signal

length. Numerical values of the variation of the echo

level, or of the wake strength, with signal length are

summarized in Table 8.

This dependence of W on the signal length was pre-

dicted from general theoretical considerations (see

Section 33.1.2), and the observed magnitude of the

effect permits an estimate of the average concentra-

tion of bubbles in a wake (see Chapter 34). The num-
ber of observed data is too small to warrant any con-

clusions as to the influence of frequency and size of

the wake vessel on the pulse length effect.

Table 9. Wake strength and decay rate, E. W. Scripps.
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20 30

DEPTH IN FT

Figure 9. Dependence of sound scattered from 10-

inch propeller at 1,600 rpm on depth below surface.

Direct signal constant for each frequency.

the sound which travels around and through the

baffle, and Zz representing the cavitation and pro-

peller noise. The true value of the scattered sound in

decibels, which we call Zr, is in general different from

Zi but may be obtained from it by correction for the

direct signal (zi) and for cavitation and propeller

noise (zs). It is given by the equation

10^|2r/lO = 10^
|Z2/lO

10
|Zl/lO 10^iZa/io

The results presented below were calculated in this

way. It should be pointed out that the effect of Zz was
in all cases negligible.

An interval of a minute or a minute and a half was
always allowed between successive determinations to

make sure that there should be no residual wake from

the previous determination to interfere with the fol-

lowing one. Only the 10-in. and 14-in. propellers were

used, and only at the highest speed, 1,600 rpm.

Under other conditions the scattered sound was too

small to measure satisfactorily.

The results of the study are shown in Figures 9 and
10. Although the scatter of the observations is large,

particularly with the 14-in. propeller, there can be no

question of the general effect. It is evident that there

Figure 10. Dependence of sound scattered from 14-

inch propeller at 1,600 rpm on depth below surface.

Direct signal constant for each frequency.

is a marked decrease in sound scattering with depth.

At a frequency of 60 kc the scattered sound is less

than 3'lo as much at 60 ft as at 5 ft. In this respect

the situation is similar to that observed in the case of

attenuation (see Section 32.5).

The data plotted in Figures 9 and 10 give simply

the total reflected sound in decibels at the hydro-

phone. They take no account of the strength of the

direct signal from the transducer. Since the oscillator

was always set to give the same output, this signal

may be regarded as constant for each frequency.

Consequently at each frequency the change in the

decibel level of the reflected signal with depth gives

the change in the scattering coefficient. Nevertheless,

in order to obtain absolute values of the scattering

coefficient and to discover its dependence on fre-

quency it is necessary to take into account the

strength of the direct signal which would be received

by the hydrophone in the absence of a wake at the

position of what may be called the "virtual image" of

the hydrophone with respect to the wake. This is a

point at the same distance from the wake as the

hydrophone, but on the opposite side of it. It was

estimated to be 6 ft away from the transducer. With

this in mind, throughout the study, daily determina-

tions were made of the response of the hydrophone
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6 ft in front of the transducer and in the same orienta-

tion as in the actual measurements. Such determina-

tions were made for each frequency used in the meas-

urements. The results were found to be independent

Table 10. Direct signal as function of frequency.

Frequency in kc

Direct signal Zo

30

22.5

40

26.2

50

34.0

60

36.8

of depth, as would be expected, and were reasonably

constant from day to day. Relative minor variations

are probably attributable to small differences in the

spacing of the two instruments. Values of the direct

signal, which will be called Za, measured in this way

are given in Table 10. On the basis of these results,

it is a simple task to calculate the relative intensity

of the reflected sound. This, in terras of decibels, is

simply Zr — Zo- Table 11 gives the values of Zr — Zo

obtained with each of the two propellers at a depth

of 10 ft. In arriving at these results values of Zr were

read off the smooth curves of Figures 9 and 10;

values of Zo were taken from Table 10.

The intensities of the scattered sound at other

depths are, of course, less than these, in accordance

with the way in which the curves of Figures 9 and 10

drop off. It is evident that there is no considerable

Table 11. Reflected sound as function of frequency.



Chapter 34

ROLE OF BUBBLES IN ACOUSTIC WAKES

THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS havc developed a general

theoretical background for the study of wakes

and have presented the results of acoustic measure-

ments on wakes. In this chapter, a review is first

given of the evidence that bubbles are the chief source

of the acoustic properties of wakes. Ne.xt, the quanti-

tative acoustic measurements are compared with the

theoretical formulas derived in Chapter 28. From this

comparison, conclusions are drawn as to the amount

of air present in wakes. Finally, the rate of decay of

acoustic wakes is discussed, and shown to be roughly

similar to the rate at which air bubbles disappear in

sea water.

34.1 EVIDENCE FOR AIR BUBBLES IN

WAKES

At the present time it seems almost certain that

small air bubbles are responsible for the observed re-

flection and absorption of sound by surface ship and

submarine wakes. The evidence for this is of two

general types, qualitative and quantitative.

From a qualitative standpoint, air bubbles provide

the only mechanism yet proposed which can explain

the general behavior of wake echoes. In particular,

no other explanation seems capable of explaining the

very marked dependence of scattering and absorbing

power on the depth of the wake. The measurements

with the model propeller, described in Sections 32.5

and 33.5, show unmistakably a pronounced weaken-

ing of both attenuation and scattering when the pro-

peller is below about 30 ft. Measurements of echoes

from submarine wakes show a similar decrease of

about 5 to 10 db in wake strength when the sub-

marine dives from the surface to periscope depth.

Practical echo-ranging trials confirm the disappear-

ance of wake echoes when the submarine dives below

200 or 300 ft. These observations cannot be explained

on the assumption that turbulence or temperature

effects are responsible for the acoustic properties of

wakes, but they follow naturally from the assumption

that bubbles are the important agents.

From a quantitative standpoint, the magnitude of

the observed effects is enormously greater than can

apparently be explained by any assumed mechanism

besides the presence of small bubbles in the wake. It

has already been noted, in Chapter 29, that on the

basis of present acoustic theory, neither turbulence

nor temperature irregularities could account for any

appreciable scattering or attenuation by wakes. The

absorbing and scattering power of a single resonant

bubble, analyzed in Section 28.1, is so great, how-

ever, that a relatively small number of bubbles is

required to explain the observed acoustic effects.

Any theory of the acoustic properties of wakes can-

not be regarded as completely confirmed until reliable

quantitative data are shown to be in close numerical

agreement with the theoretical predictions. Until in-

dependent nonacoustic measurements are made of

the bubble density in wakes, or until accurate and

reproducible acoustic data can be obtained on wakes

under a variety of conditions, it is not possible to

verify the "bubble hypothesis" explaining the origin

of the acoustic wake. Nevertheless, the general evi-

dence seems sufficiently strong to make this hy-

pothesis highly probable.

34.2 TRANSMISSION THROUGH WAKES

The attenuation of sound by air bubbles in water

has been discussed in Section 28.2. The conclusion

reached was that probably most of the attenuation

is produced by bubbles whose radii are close to the

radius Rr of a resonant bubble. Integrating the con-

tributions to the attenuation from all bubbles near

resonant size leads to equation (67) of Chapter 28 for

Ke, the attenuation coefficient in decibels per yard:

Ke= 1.4 X 105M(/?r) , (1)

where u{Rr)dR is the volume of air per cu cm in

bubbles whose radii lie between Rr and Rr + dR.

If Ke is known at all frequencies, equation (1) gives

uiRr) for bubbles of any radius. The total volume u

533
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of air in one cu cm of water is then given by the

integral

u = I u(Rr)dRr, (2)

where /Jmax, the maximum radius of any bubble

present, is assumed to be much less than 1 cm.

Since the attenuation coefficient Ke is directly pro-

portional to the bubble density u{Rr), and since also

the damping constant 5 discussed in Section 28.2 does

not affect Ke, measurements of acoustic attenuation

provide a sensitive determination of the amount of

air present in wakes. The actual attenuations ob-

served, however, are somewhat complicated by the

geometry, since the wake is never sufficiently deep to

ensure that no sound reaches the measuring hydro-

To find the absorption in decibels per yard, the re-

sulting transmission losses have been divided by the

wake widths for the destroyers given in Section

31.3.1. The values of Ke for a destroyer speed of 15

knots are listed in Table 1, together with the cor-

responding values of u{Rr). The values of u{Rr) for

different ages of the wakes were plotted against Rr

for destroyer speeds of 10, 15, 20, and 25 knots, re-

spectively, and the areas under these curves were

determined by graphical integration. The resulting

values of u, the relative amount of air present, in

bubbles of all sizes for different destroyer speeds and

wake ages are given in Table 2. Starred values are

uncertain, since they are based primarily on the

extrapolated parts of the graphs.

Apparently no direct estimates have been made of

air present as bubbles in destroyer wakes. The only

T.\BLE 1. Attenuation coefficient and density of resonant bubbles— destroyer at 15 knots.
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moderately good agreement with the vakies shown
in Table 2.

34.2.2 Wakes of Model Propellers

A similar computation may be carried out for the

wakes of small propellers. Measured values of the

absorption across a wake are reported in Section 32.5.

The cross section of the wake was about 1.5 yd wide
at the point where the measurements were made. The
values of u{Rr) were computed by use of equation (1)

for the lO-in. propeller at 1,600 rpm and for depths
of 10 ft, 20 ft, and 30 ft. Somewhat smaller values

are found for the 14-in. propeller at the same rpm,
possibly as a result of the narrower blades and lower

pitch of this propeller. The corresponding values of

u— the relative amount of air present in bubbles of

all sizes, found directly from these curves— are

given in Table 3.

Table 3. Fraction of air present, as bubbles in wake
of 10-in. model propeller.

Depth in feet u

10

20

30

3 X 10-«

2 X 10-«

9 X 10-'

It is perhaps unexpected that the bubble density in

the wake of a 10-in. propeller be from five to ten times

as great as the corresponding density in a destroyer

wake. Further analysis shows this is not too surpris-

ing. The propeller developed 11 hp during operation,

with a tip speed of 70 ft per second. When a destroyer

is making 15 knots, its two propellers with diameters
between 9 and 11 ft, have a comparable tip speed,

about 80 ft per second. Moreover the destroyer is

moving rapidly, and it is well known that a propeller

which is held stationary in the water tends to produce
stronger tip vortices than one at the same rpm which
pushes itself through the water. Thus the small pro-

peller may be expected to cavitate more vigorously

than the propeller of a destroyer at 15 knots. The
volumes over which the bubbles produced in one
second are spread in these two cases are proportional

to the total propeller areas. Thus it would not be
surprising to find that the bubble density measured
behind the small propeller is greater than the cor-

responding density in the destroyer wake.

.34.3 ECHOES FROM WAKES

The wake strength W is related to the bubble den-
sity in a more complicated way than is the attenua-

tion coefficient A'„. In addition, W depends both on
the detailed geometrical properties of the wake, and
on the physical properties of bubbles of different

sizes, and cannot therefore be predicted with any
exactness for a known distribution of bubbles. Thus,
at most, a rather general agreement can be expected
between observed and predicted wake strengths.

The formulas are simplest for long pulses; when
bubbles of a single size are present, the wake strength

W for long pulses is given by the equation

/ ha.W = 10 log ^^ [1
V 87r(7„

-2<ieN(.w)

i
(3)

taken from equation (48) of Chapter 33. The quanti-

ties ds and cTe are the scattering and absorption cross

section defined by equations (34) and (43) in Chap-
ter 28, while h is the depth of the wake, measured in

yards. N{w) is the total number of bubbles in a col-

umn one sq cm in cross section extending through the

wake in a direction parallel to the sound beam [see

equation (54) of Chapter 28], and the product
(TeN{w) is 0.23 times Hu,, which is the total transmis-

sion loss across the wake measured in decibels. Thus
when this transmission loss is high, the exponential

term is very small, and W approaches the limiting

value

W = 10 log A -t- 10 log(-) (4)

Equation (46) of Chapter 3 gives the ratio of c, to

<Te in terms of 5, the so-called damping constant, and

V, the ratio of bubble circumference to the wave
length of the sound which represents the contribution

of radiation damping to the damping constant. Values

Table 4. Observed frequency dependence of ratio of

scattering to extinction cross sections.

Frequency in kc
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of W for any wake across which the transmission loss

is less than 1 (ih. In practice, if the wake strength is

less than about —30 db, the echo is difficult to dis-

tinguish from the background. Since the theoretical

maximum value of W is only —16 db for a wake

10 yd deep, there is a relatively narrow spread of

values over which u(Rr) can be varied to give meas-

urable variations in W.

34.3.1 Surface Vessels

For surface ships the transmission loss across the

wake is usually large. Thus in theory all surface

wakes should exhibit a wake strength W given by
equation (5). All wake strengths should be nearly

constant and equal to — 16 db, except for small varia-

tions in 10 log h, presumably not exceeding 3 db at

most.

An examination of the surface vessel wake

strengths tabulated in Table 5 of Chapter 33 shows

that the wake strengths are highly variable. The
variabiUtj- of transmission loss, which could not

readily be taken into account in the measurements,

probably accounts at least in part for this failure of

the wake strengths to remain at a constant level.

Even the average observed values of W, however,

cannot be compared directly with the theoretical

predictions. In the first place, the measured wake
strengths all refer to peak amplitudes. Extensive

measurements of reverberation records ^ show that

the average peak ampHtude is about 7 db higher than

the average amplitude; these measurements refer to a

segment of reverberation three to six times as long as

the signal length. Moreover, since the rms ampHtude
is about 1 db above the average amplitude, it follows

that — 6 db should be applied as a net correction.

According to the observations, this correction does

not change rapidly in magnitude when the length of

the reverberation segment analyzed is changed. Since

echoes from wakes are structurally similar to rever-

beration, it is concluded that a correction of — 6 db
applied to the observed values of W listed in Chapter

33 presumably will suffice to express them on the in-

tensity scale envisaged in equations (3) to (8). In

addition, if surface-reflected sound reaching the wake
is of the same intensity as the direct sound, the

"ictual transmission anomaly is 3 db less than as-

sumed; another 6 db should then be subtracted from

the wake strengths reported in Chapter 33 to give the

correct values.

If the correction for surface-reflected sound is neg-

lected, values of the observed wake strengths on an
intensity scale may be found by subtracting 6 db from

the values of W listed in Table 7 of Chapter 33. The
resulting values are shown in Table 6, together with

T.\BLE 6. Observed and predicted wake strengths.
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on a 40-ft motor launch gave a value of 2 db for W;
later measurements on the same ship, with more

standard equipment, gave a value of —21 db. In view

of the failure of the later measurements to reproduce

the early high values, these early values can probably

be neglected. Until more detailed information is avail-

able it may therefore be assumed that on the average

the wake strength of large moving surface vessels,

measured with long pulses, are all close to the theo-

retical maximum values found from equation (5);

that is, about — 16 db for rms amplitudes and — 10 db

for average peak amplitudes, at 24 kc.

The high values of W found at 60 kc are not easily

explained. These values are believed to be less ac-

curate than those at 24 kc, since the equipment had

not yet been wholly standardized. It is perhaps sig-

nificant that in one of the most careful tests — the

measurements on the wake of the Scripps discussed

in Section 33.4— the value of W at 60 kc was actu-

ally less than that at 24 kc (see Table 9 of Chapter

33). Moreover, use of this same underwater sound

equipment in measurements of target strengths of

submarines has yielded results at 60 kc which are also

10 to 20 db above the 24 kc results, in contradiction

to theoretical expectations (see Sections 21.4.3 and

23.6.2). It is also important that measurements on

submarine wakes, made with different equipment and

discussed below, show a decrease of W with increas-

ing frequency rather than an increase. It is possible

that the bubble density at 60 kc is sufficiently high

and the wake boundary sufficiently sharp that specu-

lar reflection of sound at the wake boundary is suf-

ficient to account for the high wake echoes observed;

this possibility has not been investigated theoreti-

cally. Until the high wake strengths found at 60 kc can

be either explained or shown to be the result of ob-

servational error, they will remain a serious discrep-

ancy in the study of wakes.

34.3.2 Submarines

Values of W for submarines both submerged and

surfaced are presented in Table 4 of Chapter 33. For

surfaced submarines no estimates are available at

20 kc; but at 45 kc, the value of W found for two sub-

marines is — 13 db. When 6 db is subtracted to give

the wake strength in terms of the average intensity,

this value is in close agreement with the maximum
wake strength of about — 16 db found at 24 kc. While

no experimental data are available on the value of the

damping constant 8 at 45 kc. Figure 1 suggests that

the value of 10 log ((Ts/Sirae) at 45 kc does not differ

by more than a few decibels from its value at 24 kc.

Thus it may be inferred that the wake strength for a

surfaced submarine is quite comparable with that for

any large moving surface vessel. The decrease of W
shown at 60 kc in Table 4 of Chapter 33 is probably

not significant.

This same Table 4 shows that the wake of a sub-

merged submarine is a much poorer reflector than the

wake of a surfaced submarine. Since the wake
strength is less than its maximum value, W should

vary with the bubble density, and therefore with

submarine depth and speed. While the measurements

are not very conclusive, they indicate that for a sub-

marine at 6 knots and a depth of 45 to 90 feet, W is

about — 25 db at 45 kc ; this estimate may well be in

error by as much as 5 db. As before, an additional

6 db must be subtracted to convert to an intensity

scale, giving -31 db for W. If 10 log (3/85) at 45

kc is taken from Table 5, equation (8) gives

10 log u{Rr) = -31 - 0.8 - 10 log /i

- 10 log w - 19.6. (9)

If the wake is 10 yd deep and 30 yd across, the bubble

density u{Rr) is about 3 X 10~^, less than a hundredth

of the values for destroyer wakes 1 minute old at 15

knots found in Table 1 ; the assumed wake dimensions

are somewhat uncertain, but any reasonable varia-

tion of these figures would not change the order of

magnitude of u{Rr). If the curve of u(Rr) against Rr

were the same as the typical curves for destroyers,

the total fraction u of the wake volume occupied by

air bubbles would be only about 1 X 10~'. While no

other quantitative measurements are available, prac-

tical echo-ranging tests indicate that the bubble

density decreases with increasing submarine depth

as would be expected at the greater pressure.

In the top 60 ft this decrease is about as rapid as

would be expected from the experiments with model

propellers. Both the transmission measurements dis-

cussed above and the reflection measurements dis-

cussed below show that with a 10-in. propeller all

acoustic effects are much reduced at depths below

30 ft. However, the reflection measurements indicate

that the acoustic effects have largely disappeared at

depths below 60 ft, while echoes from submarine

wakes have been reported at greater depths. This

difference may be due to lack of sensitivity of the

acoustical equipment used for the model propeller

experiments. Alternatively, the greater size of the

full-scale propellers may enable the formation of
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larger bubbles, which would persist longer at great

depths. More complete measurements would be re-

quired on submarine wakes of different depths before

any detailed conclusions can be drawn as to the varia-

tion of wake strength with depth.

34.3.3 Model Propellers

The studies of echoes from wakes of model pro-

pellers, reported in Section 33.5, are not sufficiently

detailed to compare with theoretical predictions.

While echo levels were quantitatively determined,

neither the geometry of the experiment nor the trans-

ducer and hydrophone directivities are well enough

known to make possible a prediction of the echo

levels from the known properties of air bubbles. These

measurements are of theoretical interest, however,

because they provide information on the change of

wake echoes mth depth. This information has al-

ready been discussed before.

The data also provide an interesting qualitative

confirmation of scattering theory. As is evident from

Figures 9 and 10 of Chapter 33, the echo level re-

mains relatively constant in the first 30 ft of increas-

ing depth. In this same depth interval the attenua-

tion in the wake, shown by Figures 3 and 4 of Chap-

ter 32, decreases from a high value near the surface

to less than 5 db at 30 ft. This behavior is in accord

with equation (3) ; this equation predicts that as long

as the transmission loss is more than a few decibels,

the amount of sound scattered from a collection of air

bubbles in water will be independent of the density

of bubbles in the water.

34.4 DECAY OF WAKES

The observations on the decay rate of a wake's

acoustic properties should be consistent with the rate

of disappearance of bubbles, if bubbles are actually

responsible for scattering and attenuation of sound

by wakes. Although optical measurements of the

bubble density concentration in wakes have been

contemplated, at present there are not available any

nonacoustic observations of the rate of decay of

bubbles. Neither does physical theory permit pre-

dicting the rate of wake decay. As set forth in Section

27.2, the turbulent internal motion may be the factor

which determines the "life-time" of wakes. However,

an adequate theoretical analysis of the effect of tur-

bulence on the rate of rise of bubbles in wakes is

still lacking.

Pending the solution of this fundamental problem,

the equations (49) and (50) of Chapter 33 suggest a

partial test of the theory of decay of acoustic wakes.

These equations established a quantitative relation

between the decay rate of the wake strength and that

of the total transmission loss across the wake; more-

over, they do not involve any quantities which are

unknown or difficult to determine. With this test in

mind, simultaneous observations of the decay rates

dHy./dt and dW/dt were made for a number of wakes

laid by the E. W. Scripps, on November 28, 1944;

these experiments have already been described, and

the results were summarized in Table 2 of Chapter 32

and Table 9 of Chapter 33. The results, though in-

sufficient to verify the relationship predicted theo-

retically, do not seem to be inconsistent with it.

According to the discussion in Section 33.1.4, the

following relation should hold for short pulses and
fresh wakes:

dW _ ro.46e-°'^^"'^°^"'
"I

ro dH,. n dH^

dt Ll-e-'''""'"H«; dt ~w dt
^^^'

The factor F in brackets can be read from Figure 4 in

Chapter 33, using HwTa/w as argument; rg was equal

to 2.4 yd, as 3-msec signals were used. The width of

the Scripps wake is 45 yd at the age of 5 minutes;

hence ro/w is about 0.05. The results of the numerical

test of equation (10) are presented in Table 7. The
observed and computed ratios {dW/dt)/{dHy,/dt)

Table 7. Observed and predicted decay rates.
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At any rate, equation (10) and the corresponding

one for long pulses, resulting from putting Tq/w equal

to 1, seems to account qualitatively for the shape of

curves obtained by plotting wake strength against

wake age, as illustrated by Figure 8 in Chapter 33.

Generally, W remains constant during the first 5

minutes after the wake has been laid, or it may even

increase slightly. Thereafter W decreases linearly

with time. However, the transmission loss Hy, of the

wake appears to decrease linearly with time right

from the beginning of the wake. The explanation is

that for young wakes the factor F in equation (10) is

so much smaller than 1 that dW/dt equals 0. After

about five minutes Hw seems to have decreased to

such an extent that F becomes of the order of one, or

dW/dt and dHw/dt have reached the same order of

magnitude.

The observed rates of decay of wake echoes, noted

in Chapter 33, are mostly between 1 and 2 db per

minute; the much higher values recorded in Table 6

of Chapter 33 may be caused by the rather shallow

depth of the wake of the launch, as distinguished from

the much deeper wakes of the larger surface vessels.

In the interpolation formula for H,„— equation (10)

in Chapter 32— Hy, was assumed to decrease linearly

with increasing time. An exponential decay would be

more consistent with the observations of wake echoes,

if equation (10) of this section is fulfilled; the meas-

urements are not sufficiently accurate, however, to

indicate which type of decay is actually followed.

Thus it may be concluded that the observed decay

rates for scattering and attenuation are mutually con-

sistent, as far as the rather scanty evidence goes.

Even if future wake observations would establish

beyond doubt that equation (10) is satisfied, these

results would by no means suffice to confirm the

bubble hypothesis. It should be realized that equa-

tion (10) represents a relationship of a quite formal

nature and physically does not imply more than the

plausible proposition that the acoustic effects of

wakes are proportional to the volume density of some

unspecified agent.

The total time required for wakes to decay, how-

ever, is consistent with the time required for small

bubbles to disappear by resolution in sea water. The

experiments discussed in Section 27.2.2 indicate that

a bubble whose initial radius is 0. 10 cm will disappear

in about 30 minutes by gradual resolution of air back

into the water. Turbulent motion is needed to keep

air bubbles from reaching the surface but cannot pro-

long the life of a wake beyond the time limit set by

the resolution process. Thus 30 minutes is an upper

limit for the life of an acoustic wake if the greatest

air bubbles present are initially 0.10 cm in radius.

Since bubbles of this size resonate to sound of 3 kc,

the transmission loss observations described in Sec-

tion 32.3.1 indicate that bubbles of this size are

present initially. The observed length of time during

which echoes are observed from a surface ship wake

averages in the neighborhood of 30 minutes. Thus the

observed rate of decay of acoustic wakes is at least

generally consistent with the hypothesis that bubbles

are responsible for the wake's acoustic properties. In-

formation on turbulence in wakes would be necessary

for more detailed comparison. However, this general

consistency lends added support to the "bubble

hypothesis," especially when added to the data al-

ready discussed on (1) the variation with depth of the

cross section for scattering and extinction, and (2)

the value of the ratio (Xs/(ye, and its variation with

frequency, which affects the absolute values of the

wake strength.



Chapter 35

SUMMARY

THE WAKE of a moving ship scatters and attenu-

ates sound. The following sections summarize

existing data in the form of rules for predicting the

geometry of acoustic wakes— their depths and

widths, the attenuation of sound crossing wakes, and

the scattering of sound from wakes.

In some cases, these rules are based on few ob-

servations. Moreover, the degree of reliability of most

of the rules is difficult to assess, and an adequate ap-

praisal of it in most cases can be reached only by

study of the detailed expositions given in the pre-

ceding chapters.

35.1 WAKE GEOMETRY

For surface ships, the depth h of an acoustic wake is

approximately twice the draft of the wake-laying

vessel, and is practically constant up to distances of

at least 1,000 yd behind the ship (see Section 31.3.1).

The depth of the wake laid by a surfaced submarine

decreases from about 30 ft at a distance 100 yd be-

hind the screws to about 20 ft at a distance astern of

1,000 yd. The wake of a submerged submarine, run-

ning at a periscope depth with a speed of 6 knots,

reaches the ocean surface at distances astern greater

than 100 yd, corresponding to a half-angle of diver-

gence at the screws of about 5 degrees in the vertical

direction (see Section 31.3.2).

The width w of a wake increases with the range r

behind the wake-laying vessel. For destroyer and

destroyer escort wakes at distances astern greater

than 100 yd, the wake fans out laterally in a regular

manner, with the wake edges including a total angle

of 1 degree (see Section 31.2).

At distances less than 100 yd astern, the wake
geometry is less regular and depends upon the speed

of the destroyer in a complicated manner. This de-

pendence may be represented by the following equa-

tion:

which is valid at distances astern r less than r*. For r*

the values in Table 1 , which were deduced from aerial

Table 1. Dependenee of r* and w* on ship speed.

Ship speed
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Figure 3. Distance astern in yards as function of wake age and speed of wake-laying vessel.

pendicular to the wake axis, and within 10 feet of the

surface, the transmission loss in destroyer wakes is

given by the equation (see Section 32.3.1)

H„ = \.5{vf)'- - 3.0< = a - 3.0< (5)

where/ is the frequency of the sound in kc, v the ship's

speed in knots, and t the age of the wake in minutes.

When the projector is in the wake, the factor 1.5 in

equation (5) should be replaced by 2.4; however, the

value of Hw in this case may be different for different

projectors, since the sound output of the projector

may be affected by the presence of the wake. Numeri-

cal values of a and Hw resulting from equation (5)

can be read from Figures 1 and 2, respectively;

Figure 3 may be used to find the distances behind the

wake-laying destroyer corresponding to different

wake ages and ship speeds.

For the wakes of large surface vessels at speeds be-

tween 10 and 25 knots, the value of K^ and Hw are

probably much the same as those given by equation

(5) applying to destroyers and destroyer escorts.

These values of Ke and Hw are averages over the

cross section of the wake and do not take into account

possible large changes in these quantities with posi-

tion in the wake.

For transmission along wakes, equation (3) cannot

be used for distances large compared to the depth of

the wake, since scattered sound traveling other than

straight paths through the wake may become im-

portant. In particular, the transmission loss i7,„ for

propeller sounds observed directly behind a ship with

a hydrophone at a depth of 10 to 20 ft is of the order

of 10 to 100 db per kyd, for frequencies between 5 and

60 kc. This low value may also be due in part to re-

duction of the absorption coefficient K^ at depths

greater than 10 ft in the wake (see Section 32.4).

35.3 ECHOES FROM WAKES

The level E of the echo received from a wake can

be determined from the so-called wake strength W
using the equation

E = S+W -2H +lQ\ogr + <if (6)

where S is the level of the rms pressure on the axis of

the projector, measured one yard from the projector

in decibels above 1 djme per sq cm; ^ is the rms pres-

sure level of the echo, again in decibels above 1 dyne

per sq cm; r is the range in yards from the projector

to the wake, measured along the projector axis, il-

lustrated in Figure A;H\s the transmission loss from

the projector to the wake, defined as ten times the
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PROJECTORh

Figure 4. Range from transducer to wake.

logarithm of the ratio of rms pressures at a point one

yard from the projector and at a point r yards away;

and ^ is a wake index based on the transducer pattern

which differs for different conditions.

Equation (6) may be written

£ = ^ - 2ff + T„ (7)

where Tu. is the target strength of the wake. Then

Tu, is related to W, the target strength of a one-yard

length of wake, by the equation

7^„ = TF + 10 log r + *. (8)

While in some ways it is convenient to picture the

quantity W, called wake strength, as representing the

target strength of a one-yard length of wake, Chapter

40

30
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where J, is the surface reverberation index, defined

by

7. = lOlogri-j6(<^)6'(<^M0j, (11)

where h{<i>)h' {<t>) is the composite pattern function of

the echo-ranging transducer. For typical transducers,

the surface reverberation index can be computed from

the equation

J, = 10 log y - 23.8
, (12)

where 2y is the horizontal angular width, measured

in degrees, of the sound beam between points down
3 db from the axis.

Thus in this simple case, the target strength of an

opaque wake at 24 kc is given by

T„ = -26 + 10 log A + 10 log r

+ 101og2/-24 + 8 (13)

This equation may be used to predict the initial

strength of echoes received from the wakes behind

surface vessels.

If the total attenuation Hw across the wake is less

than 1 db, the wake strength W may be less than the

value found from equation (10). The wake strengths

of observed surface wakes are constant for about 2 to

5 minutes, and thereafter decay at a rate of 1 to 2 db

per minute; wake echoes can be observed, under good

conditions, for 20 to 40 minutes after the passage of a

vessel. These times are not inconsistent with what is

known of the times required for air bubbles initially

0.1 cm in radius to disappear by diffusion back into

sea water. In this situation, ^ for a directional trans-

ducer is

^ = J, -(- 8 -h 10 log sec /3 (14)

where /8 is the angle between the projector axis and a

line perpendicular to the wake axis. The increase of

echo strength with increasing § predicted by equation

(14) holds only so long as the ping length is greater

than the extension AB oi the wake along the pro-

jector axis in Figure 4, and so long as the absorption

loss along the path AB is less than 1 db.

The wake strengths of submerged submarines at

45 and 90 ft at speeds of 6 knots are about —30 db.

Surfaced submarines appear to have about the same

wake strength as that predicted for large surface

vessels from equation (10) (see Section 33.1.2).

35.3.2 Short Pulses

4, the preceding equations are less useful. Although it

is possible to predict wake strengths by adding to

equation (10) a correction term depending on the

signal length, the resulting values of W cannot simply

be transformed into echo levels, using equation (7),

or into target strengths, using equation (9), unless

the echo ranging transducer is beamed perpendicu-

larly at the wake.

For short pulses, the wake strength W decreases

with the • decreasing ratio of the geometric pulse

length ro measured in yards to the geometric width w
of the wake, and can be predicted from the following

equation

W = 101ogs+ lOlog/i

-I- 10 log [1 - 10
-(.H„/5)/(r„/w)

] + 6, (15)

where h is the depth of the wake, measured in yards,

and 10 log s = A; is the same function of the frequency

only as in equation (9), with the values indicated in

Table 2. Numerical values of the third term on the

right side of equation (15) can be read from Figure 6

When the pulse length ct/2 is less than the exten-

sionAB of the wake along the projector axis in Figure

Figure 6. Wake strength term as function of attenu-

ation and ratio of ping length to wake width.

as a function of /7u„ the total attenuation across the

wake, and of ro/w, the ratio of signal length in yards

to wake width. The wake strengths and echo levels

computed from equation (15) refer to the peak of

the average echo.

Echo levels E and target strengths T„ predicted

for values of W computed on the basis of equations

(15) and (11) should be quite satisfactory, provided

that the sound is beamed at the wake nearly perpen-

dicularly. For lack of anything better, the same pre-

dictions may be used in case the sound beam strikes

the wake obliquely. The expected discrepancies be-

tween observations and predictions, for that case, are

believed to be smaller than + 5 db.
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35.3.3 Angular Variation of the

Echo Level

When a wake is insonified by a stationary trans-

ducer and the echo is recorded by a different hydro-

phone at several positions, the average echo level thus

determined may show moderate variations with posi-

tion of the hydrophone even after corrections for

range to the wake, measured along the hydrophone

axis, have been applied. This angular variation of the

echo level has not been investigated experimentally;

however, a simple theoretical estimate of the order of

magnitude of this effect can be made for long pulses

and may be useful [see equations (72), (73), and (76)

of Chapter 28].

For pulses longer than the width of the wake meas-

ured along the sound beam, the echo level should be

proportional to

cos/3

cos a. -\- cos /3

(16)

if the wake is highly opaque (total attenuation across

the wake more than a few decibels) ; and proportional

to

sec a (17)

if the wake is acoustically transparent (total attenua-

tion less than 1 db). In equations (16) and (17), 8

denotes the angle between the transducer axis and a

line perpendicular to the wake, as illustrated in

Figure 4; a is the corresponding angle between the

axis of the hydrophone and a line perpendicular to

the wake.
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Nonisothermal water, bottom rever-

beration of sound, 321-323

Nonresonant bubbles, acoustic meas-

urements, 476, 477

Nonspecular reflections of sound, 361-

362, 410

Normal mode theory of sound, 34-38,

222-229

bottom reflection, 222-224

characteristic functions, 35-36

dispersion phenomena, 225-228

general waves, 36-37

intensity of sound, 37-38

plane waves, 34-36

prediction of rays, 224-225

pressure-time records, 228

OAX transducei-s, 78

Ocean bottoms, acoustics properties,

139-141

Oceanographic conditions for sound

transmission

bathythermographs, 76

measurements, 243

target strengths, 411-413

wakes, 492-493

Off-beam target strengths, 417-420,

436-437

One-way horizontal transmission loss,

acoustic wakes, 504-506

Optical experiments for target strength

measurements, 379-381, 386,

410

Oscillograms for underwater sound data

beam echoes, 415

dispersion phenomena, 233-235

echo intensities, 377

explosive sound, 229-231

ground wave phase of disturbance,

230-233

hydrophone output, 74-76

pressure-time records, 204-206

reverberation data, 278

wake measurements, 488-490

"Overtaking effect" in shock wave

theory, 177, 183

"Patch size" of acoustic wake, 479

Pattern function for intensity of back-

ward scattered sound, 254

Peak echo intensity in target strength

measurements, 373-374, 377-

378

Perfect fluid, law of forces, 10-1

1

Periodmeter for frequency analysis of

reverberation, 330-331, 339

PETER bathythermograms, 93

Phase constant in ray acoustics, 41

Phase distribution in wave acoustics,

37-38, 266

Photographic Interpretation Center,

Anacostia, wake acoustics, 494

Physical parameters of acoustic wake

strength, 514-519

echo intensity, 514-515

long pulses, 515-516

short pulses, 516-519

Piezoelectric effect in sound transmis-

sion, 5, 72

"piling-up" effect in long-range sound

transmission, 218

Pings in reverberation theory

coherence, 327-329

duration, 334

narrow-band, 329-331

short pulses, 326

surface reverberation, 302

volume reverberation, 336

wide-band, 332-333

Plane waves, sound propagation

intensity of sound, 21

normal mode theory, 34-36

pressure versus fluid velocity, 19-20

reflection and refraction, 30-31

velocity of sound, 15-17

wave equation, 14—15

Point method of averaging reverber-

ation data, 279-280

Point source of sound

boundary conditions, 33-34

equation, 22, 31-32

image interference effect, 32-33

surface reflection, 32

target strength, 353

Poisson distribution of fluctuations of

sound intensity, 326

Power level recorders for underwater

sound transmission measure-

ments, 75

Pressure of reflected sound wave, 352-

355

boundary conditions, 353

mathematical analysis, 353-355

physical analsyis, 355

"Pressure pattern function" of sound

receiver, 265

Pressure versus fluid velocity of sound

waves, 19-20

Pressure waves (secondary) in sound

propagation, 186-190

oscillatory motion, 186-188

spherical symmetry, 188-190

Pressure waves (nonlinear) Riemann's

theory, 178-179

Pressure-density properties of a dis-

turbed fluid, 11-12

Pressure-time curves of shock waves,

184-186, 204-206, 228

Probability coefficients for reverber-

ation levels, 328

Probability distributions of intensity

fluctuations of sound field, 160-

164
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distribution functions, 160-162

Gaussian, 161

image interference, 163

Rayieigh, 161-163

Propagation of progressive waves, 14-

15, 17-18

Propeller wakes, sound transmission

bubble density, 535

bubble formation, 449

scattering measurements, 530-532,

539

transmission loss, 510-511

underwater explosions, 173-175

Pulse length, sound measurements

Fresnel zone theory, 362

long pulses, 515-516

short pulses, 516-519

target strengths, 350-351, 404-408,

432

wakes, 522-523, 544-546

QB crystal transducer, 275-276

QCH-3 crystal transducers, 273-275,

290-292

Rankine-Hugoniot theory of shock

fronts, 179-181

Earefractional shock waves in under-

water explosions, 180-181

Ray acoustics, 41-68

curvature of ray, 46-47

depth correction, 49-51

diagrams, 59-60, 89-90

eikonal wave fronts, 64-65

general waves, 42-43

intensity along a ray, 51-54

long-range transmission, 216-219

plotter for ray-tracing, 59

ray patterns, equations, 45-46

refraction, 197-200

shadow zones, 65-68

"sound channel" propagation, 211-

216

spherical waves, 41—42

temperature-depth patterns, 60-63

transmission anomalies, 58-59

velocity-depth variation, 54-58

vertical velocity gradients, 46-49

wave front equations, 43-45

Ray acoustics, theory of normal modes,

222-229

computations, 224-228

dispersion phenomena, 225, 228-229

predictability, 222-224

Rayleigh's sound scattering law

deep-water reverberation, 288

equation, 325-327, 481

intensity fluctuations, 161-163, 169

nonspecular reflection, 362

radiation, long-wave, 464

Receivers for underwater sounds, 73-76

Reciprocity principle in sound propaga-

tion, 38-39, 269-270

Recommendations for sonar research,

241-244, 339-340

acoustic measurements, 244

bottom reflection, 243

oceanographic measurements, 243

reverberation, 339-340

surface reflection, 243

velocity of sound, 242

volume scattering, 242-243

Reflected beam in linear gradient, ray

acoustics, 55-56

Reflected wave, 29

Reflection and refraction of plane

waves, 30-31

Reflection coefficients for underwater

sound

long range transmission, 218-219

ocean bottoms, 220-222

sonic, 137-138

supersonic, 140-141

Reflection of sound

bubble pulses, 473-474

close ranges, 360

submarines, 361, 386

surface of water, 190-191, 373-374

surface vessels, 437

underwater targets, 352-355

Refraction of sound

bottom reflection, 138

bottom reverberation, 312-313, 338

bubbles, 473-474

explosions, 197-200

fluctuations, 170-171

"Resolving time" for short-range sound

propagation, 193

Resonant frequency of an air bubble,

462^64, 536-537

Reverberation of sound

see also Bottom reverberation of

sound; Deep-water reverberation

of sound; Surface reverberation

of sound; Volume reverberation

of sound

analytical procedures, 278-280

backward scattering coefficients; 266,

335

bottom levels, 310, 338-339

coherence, 327-329, 335, 339

deep-water levels, 335-338

definition, 247, 334

duration, 309

equipment for measuring intensity,

272-278

Fermat's principle, 269

fluctuation, 158-160, 324-327, 335,

339

forward, 80

frequency, 258-259, 329-333, 339

intensity, 252-258, 265-266, 304-306,

334

level, 258-259, 334

peak, 321-323

ping length, 258-259

properties, 247-249

reciprocity theorem, 269-270

recommendations for future research,

338-339

scattering, 250-252, 266-269

strength, 259

surface reflection, 270-271

wakes, 492-493

Riemann's theory for sound waves of

finite amplitude, 178-179

Rigorous intensity in ray acoustics,

65-66

Roll and pitch effects on sound in-

tensity fluctuations, 167-168,

377

Rough surface effects on reflection of

sound, 361

Salinity effect on sound velocity, 17

Scattered sound

see also Bubbles in acoustic wakes

absorption, 242-243

average levels, 304-306

backward, 266, 335, 483

bubble theory, 306-307, 470-473

deep-water reverberation, 286-288

duration, 266-268

multiple, 268-269, 303-304

noiLspecular reflection, 361

propeller wakes, 530-532

shadow zone, 125-129

shallow-water reverberation, 316-317

surface reverberation, 299-302

temperature and velocity of wakes,

480-483

theory, 250-252

Screw wakes, sound transmission, 478

Sea bottoms, acoustic properties, 139-

141

"Secondary sources" of sound, 356

Self-correlation coefficient for sound in-

tensity fluctuations, 164-166,

482

Shadow boundary of sound

attenuation coefficient, 124-125

ray theory, 65-68, 89-90

scattered sound, 125-129

zones, 120-122, 200-206

Shadowing effect in surface reverber-

ation, 301

Shallow-water reverberation

see Bottom reverberation of sound

Shallow-water transmission of sound

see Transmission of sound, shallow-

water
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Ship draft and tonnage, effect on target

strengths, 432

Shock wave fronts, sound transmission,

174-186

law of similarity, 182

Rankine-Hugoniot theory, 177, 179-

181

Riemanii's theory of waves of finite

amphtude, 176-179

structure and decay, 184-186

thickness of pressure region, 182-184

Short-range sound propagation, 108-

109, 193-211

diffraction hypothesis, 201-206

Fourier analysis, 206-21

1

pulse measurements, 193-197

refraction effects, 197-200

shadow zones, 200-201

transmission variations, 108-109,

211

Similarity law for shock waves, 182

Sinusoidal sound experiments, 192

Shde rule for sound ray tracing, 59

"Slipstreams" in sound transmission,

478

Snell's law of refraction for bottom re-

verberation of sound, 318

Sonic transmission

analysis of records, 83-84

deep-water, 238-239

frequency effects, 138-139

listening gear, 87

Long Island area survey, 155-156

Pacific Ocean measurement.*, 156

shallow-water, 240

summary, 156-157

"Sound channel" propagation

deep sound channels, 213-216, 240

experiments, 216-219

long range transmission, 211-213

surface sound channels, 239-240

temperature gradients, 133-135

Sound field measurements

see Transmission loss measurements

Sound propagation in liquid containing

many bubbles, 467-477

acoustical observations, 474-477

reflection, 473-474

scattering, 470-473

theory, 467-469

transmLssion, 469-470

Sound range recorders for wake meas-

urements, 484

Sound transmission, underwater

see Fluctuations in sound transmis-

sion; Transmission of sound,

deep-water; Transmission of

sound, shallow-water

Sources of sound

see also Explosions, underwatei

directivity, 24-27

echoes, 420-421

frequency, 23-24

levels, 347-348, 434

transmission runs, 72-74

Space pattern of fluctuation of sound

intensities, 167

Spectrum level in Fourier analysis of

explosive sound, 208-209

Sijecular reflection of sound

beam echoes, 415-417

convex surface, 434

frequency factors, 410

Fresnel zones, 356

surface vessel, 430

target strengths, 373-374

Speed of ship, effects on target

strengths, 402, 431

Sphere target strengths

definition, 434

derivation, 348-350

Fresnel zone theory, 358-359

Spherical sound waves, 21-22, 41-42

intensity, 21-22

pressure versus fluid velocity, 20

ray acoustics, 41^2
wave equation, 18-19

"Spines" of echoes in surface-reflected

sound, 373-374

Split-beam patterns in ray acoustics,

61-62

Standard reverberation level of sound,

259

Stationary waves in underwater sound
see Normal mode theory of sound

Still vessels, target strengths, 424—425,

437

Stoke's hypothesis for attenuation of

sound, 28

Submarine reflectivity, 379-381, 386

Submarine tactics in sound transmis-

sion, 4

Submarine target strengths, 388-421

altitude angle, 393-397

aspect angle, 388-393

asymmetry, 400-402

beam echoes, 413-417

frequency, 408-410

measurements, 397-400

oceanography, 410-413

off-beam echoes, 417-420

orientation, 388

puLse length, 404-408

range, 402-404

source, 420-421

speed, 402

Submarine wakes, acoustic measure-

ments

echoes, 523-526

experiments, 501-502, 538-539

Supersonic transmission

data-analysis, 80-84

deep-water, 238-239

frequency effects, 138

listening gear, 87

sea bottoms, 139-141

summary, 153

transmission runs, 141-153

velocity gradients, 142-150

wind force, 152

Surface reverberation of sound
average levels, 304-306

definition, 259

elimination, 281

grazing angle, 300-302

index, 262

intensity, 259-263

"level" concept, 263-264

multiple scattering, 303-304

ping length, 302

range, 289-299

reflection effects, 270-271

scattering coefficient, 306-307, 337

summary, 336-338

wind speed, 298-299

Surface vessel target strengths

aspect angle, 424-428

deep-water transmission, 527-530

frequency, 433

introduction, 422

measurements, 422-424

pulse length, 432

range, 426-431

reflection, 437

ship type, 432

speed, 431

wake echoes, 497-501

Surface-reflected sound

fluctuations, 377

i-everberation, 301

short-range propagation, 196

summary, 243

transmission loss, 373-374

Target strength measurement

approximations, 352-353

calibration errors, 368-369

comparison of methods, 387

computation, 358-360

convex surface, 434

cylinder, 435

definition, 347-348

echo variability, 374-378

experiments, 363-366

Fresnel zones, 356-358

introduction, 343

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, 379-381

mathematical theory, 353-355

Mountain Lakes, N. J., 381

nonspecular reflection, 361

principles, 363-364

pulse length, 350-351, 362
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reflectivity, 353-355, 361, 386

San Diego, 379

scattering, 481-482

spherical, 348-350, 434

summary, 434-435

surface vessels, 422-424

transmission loss, 345-347, 369-374

uses, 343-344

wakes, 512-513

wavelength effects, 386-387

Targets, echo-ranging, 84

Taylor Model Basin, sonic transmission

experiments, 188, 456

Temperature gradients in the ocean

introduction, 3

microstructure, 90-92, 482-183

ray diagrams, 89-90

refraction, 312-313

60 kc transmission, 135

surface effects, 239, 296-297

velocity, 15-17

wake structure, 441, 479-480

Temperature gradients (negative) in

the ocean

attenuation coefficient, 124-125

ray theory, 61-62

shadow zones, 120-122, 125-129

sharp gradients, 120-129

60 kc transmission, 135

sound channels, 131-133

transmission anomalies, 118-120,

122-123

weak gradients, 129-133

Temperature-depth patterns, ray dia-

grams, 60-63

Thermal microstructure for sound in-

tensity fluctuations, 169-171

Thermal wakes, sound transmission,

441, 479-480, 496

Thermocline, sound transmission

see also Isothermal water, sound

transmission

below isothermal layer, 238

ray theory, 61

submarine target strengths, 411-413

temperature gradients, 89

Thermocouple recorder for sound ve-

locity measurements, 17

Thermod3fnamic law for absorption of

sound, 464

Thickness of acoustic wakes, 498-500

Thickness of shock wave fronts, 177,

182-184

dissipation of energy, 183-184

Hugoniot equation, 184

Riemann overtaking effect, 183

summary, 177

"Time of arrival" of bottom-reflected

sound pulses, 221-222

"Time of rise" data for short-range

sound propagation, 193

Time patterns of sound intensity

fluctuations, 164-167

"hidden periodicities", 166-167

self-correlation coefficient, 164-166

Training errors in echo-ranging on

wakes, 491-492

Transducers for acoustic measurements

calibration, 78

directivity, 522

EBI-1;276

JK, 276

QB-crystal, 275-276

QCH-3; 273-275, 290-292

reverberation intensities, 272-273, 277

target strengths, 429-430

wakes, 492

Transmission anomaly in underwater

sound

see also Attenuation of sound

average, 122-123, 131-133

bottom scattering, 319-321

definition, 70-71, 237

image effect, 95-97

isothermal water, 100-104

ray theory, 53-54, 58-59, 67-68

supersonic, 147-150

target strength, 369-371

temperature gradients, 118-120

Transmission loss measurements

attenuation, 373, 503-504

background, 3-4, 69-71

bubble theory, 469-470

echo runs, 84-85

equipment, 76-78

inadequacy, 372

methods, 78-80

observed echo ranges, 85

oceanographic factors, 492-493

one-way horizontal transmission, 504-

506

propagation along wakes, 509-510

propeller wakes, 510-511

receivers, 73-76

sources, 72-74

summary, 71-72

supersonic frequencies, 80-84

surface reflections, 373-374

target strengths, 369-372, 411-413,

43^431
two-way horizontal transmission,

506-507

two-way vertical transmission, 507-

509

variation, 107-108

wakes, 345-347, 504

Transmission of sound, deep-water

absorption, 97-104

attenuation coefficient, 103-107

bathythermograms, 92-95

characteristics, 86-89

echo-ranging trials, 109-110

image effect, 95-97

introduction, 86

isothermal water, 95, 238-239

layer effect, 112-117

long-range experiments, 216-219

negative temperature gradients, 118-

120

scattered sound in shadow zone, 125-

129

sharp temperature gradients, 120-

125, 239

short-range, 108-109

60 kc transmission, 135

sound channels, 133-135, 239-240

thermocline, 110-111, 238

transmission loss, 107-108

variabiUty of vertical temperature

gradients, 90-92

vertical temperature structure, 89-90

weak temperature gradients, 129-

133, 239

Transmission of sound, shallow-water

dispersion phenomena, 228-229

experiments, 229-235

reflection coefficient, 140-141

sea bottoms, 137-140

sonic, 154-157

summary, 240-241

supersonic, 139-140

24 kc transmission, 141-143

velocity gradients, 142-150

wind force, 152-154

Transmitted wave, 30

Triangulation in long-range sound

transmission, 219

Triplane in echo ranging, 84

Turbulence parameter for acoustic

wakes, 452^55
Two-way horizontal transmission loss

in acoustic wakes, 506-507

Underwater sound transmission, 236-

244

see also Fluctuations in sound trans-

mission; Transmission of sound,

deep-water; Transmission of

sound, shallow-water

recommendations for future research,

241-244

summary of definitions, 236-238

Variability of echo intensity, 374-378

"Variance of ampUtudes" for sound in-

tensity measurements, 237

Variations in sound transmission

short-range propagation, 211

summary, 241

transmission loss, 71, 107-108

Velocity of sound in water

bubble theory, 473^74
microstructure, 482
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pressure effects, 19-20

ray equations, 46-49

refraction effects, 197-200

shallow-water transmission, 138

summary, 242

supersonic transmission, 142-150

target depth correction, 49-51

wake theory, 478-479, 480-483

wave equations, 15-17

Velocity-depth variation in ray acous-

tics, 54-59

beams in linear gradients, 54-58

layer effect, 56-57

transmission anomalies, 58-59

Vertical temperature gradients in the

ocean

see Temperature gradients in the

ocean

Vertical transmission of underwater

sound, 79, 507-509

Viscosity (fluid) effects on sound in-

tensity, 27-28

Volume reverberation of sound

average intensity, 255-256

definition, 253-254

depth, 282-284

frequency, 284-288

index, 259

intensity, 256-258

level, 258, 335-337

range, 281

scattering coefficient, 243, 286, 336-

337

Wake geometry in sound transmission

aerial photographs, 494-495

submarines, 501-502

summary, 541-542

surface vessels, 497-501

target strength, 513-514

widening measurements, 495-497

Wake-laying vessel, acoustic measure-

ments, 491

Wakes, acoustic

absorption, 541-543

decay rate, 520-521, 539-540

definition, 441

echo ranging, 484, 543-546

evaluation of research, 443-448

fathometer records, 486-488, 497-501

frequency, 523

geometry, 494^95, 513-514, 541

index, 513, 519-520, 543

listening gear, 484

long pulses, 515-516

measurements, 490-492

oceanographic effects, 492-493

oscillograms, 488-490

physical properties, 514-515

propellers, 530-532

pulse length, 522-523

scattered sound, 480-483

short pulses, 516-519

sound range recorder, 484

submarine, 501-502, 523-526, 538-

539

surface vessel, 526-530, 537-538

target strength, 512-513

temperature structure, 479^80
theory, 541-546

thickness, 498-501

training errors, 491-492

transducer directivity, 522

velocity structure, 478-479

widening rate, 495-497

Water wave, sound transmission, 233-

235

Wave acoustics

boundary conditions, 13-14, 28-34

equation, 10-13, 43-45, 242

equation of continuity, 8-10

equations of motions, 10

fluid viscosity effects, 27-28

general waves, 36-37

harmonic waves, 17-18, 22-23

intensity, 20-22, 37-38

mathematics, 39-40

normal mode theory, 34-38

plane waves, 14-17, 34-36

pressure versus velocity, 19-20

reciprocity principle, 38-39

sources, 23-27

spherical waves, 18-19

Wave equation for shadow boundary,

ray acoustics, 66-67

Wave fronts, ray acoustics

eikonal equation versus general equa-

tion, 64-65

equations, differential, 43—46

general waves, 42-43

spherical waves, 41-42

Wave length effects on target strength

measurements, 386-387

Wavelets for reflected sound pressure,

356

Wide-band pings, frequency analysis of

reverberation, 332-333

Widening rate of acoustic wakes, 495-

497

Wind effects in sound transmission

force, 337

speed, 295-299

supersonic, 150
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